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Introduction
The present volume contains a collection of papers presented at the 17th annual meeting “Sinn und Bedeutung” of the
Gesellschaft für Semantik, which took place at the École normale supérieure (ENS), Paris, on September 8-10 2012.
170 abstracts were submitted to SuB17; of the 45 talks of the program, 36 were elaborated into the papers of this
collection, which appears online:
http://semanticsarchive.net/sub2012/
On behalf of the organizers (Claire Beyssade, Emmanuel Chemla, Vincent Homer, Philippe Schlenker and Benjamin Spector), the editors would like to thank the authors for their contributions and the 107 anonymous reviewers
for their help. We also wish to thank the invited speakers, Daniel Büring, Rick Nouwen, Barbara Partee and Liina
Pylkkänen, as well as Heather Burnett, Alexandre Cremers, Isidora Stojanovic and Jérémy Zehr, for contributing to
the success of this conference.
The conference was funded by the Euriy grant “Presupposition: A formal pragmatic approach” (Schlenker), and
by the École Normale Supérieure, specifically IEC-Linguistics at ENS.
Paris,
February 16, 2013,
E. Chemla, V. Homer and G. Winterstein
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Applying Discourse Semantics and Pragmatics to Co-reference in Picture Sequences
Dorit Abusch—Cornell University
Abstract This paper looks at co-indexing in pictorial narratives such as comics. Using a
formal-semantic model of the content of pictures, it is argued that depicted objects are
existentially quantified, and are identified post-semantically. A DRT model for pictorial
narratives is proposed where discourse referents are constructed as areas of a picture.
Keywords Co-reference, indexing, sequential art, comics, manga, formal semantics,
discourse representation theory, narrative
1. Introduction
The database for this discussion consists of comics and manga without
words, namely without speech bubbles, thought bubbles or captions.
Those are wordless or silent comics, or sourds in French. I am going to
bring out analogies between semantics and pragmatics of indexing (or
coreference) in comics and the semantics and pragmatics of indexing
in natural language. Many of my examples will be drawn from Gon
by Masashi Tanaka, a manga series that portrays the adventures of a
small powerful dinosaur in the world of modern animals. There are
twenty-three episodes in Gon, and the images on the right are from the
start of Episode 4, Gon Goes Flying, where Gon joins a family of
golden eagles. In the first frame we see the mother eagle flying
toward the cliff where her nest is located. The next image shows the
nest with four baby eagles and Gon, who has decided to be an eagle.
Then we see the baby eagles opening their beaks and the mother eagle
flying in, carrying fish in the mouth and claws. She hovers over the
nest and drops the fish into the mouths of the babies. On the next page
(not reproduced here) the babies eat the fish, fall asleep, and the mother
flies off.
The drawings of Tanaka are realistic drawings of modern animals and
their habitat. Both the eagles and the nest in these drawings look similar
to what is seen in photos of young golden eagles and their nests. The
stories are wordless except for the title page and the final page which
names some of the species that participate in the story, in this case the
golden eagle and the bobcat.
Comics consist of frames or panels which are laid out two-dimensionally on the page.
The images at the top right on the next page illustrate for frames 27-36 of Episode 4 that
the two-dimensional layout is parsed into a linear sequence. The parsing (which is
arguably analogous to phonological parsing in language) can be formalized as a process
recursive horizontal and vertical division (T. Tanaka et. al. 2007, Cohn 2008).
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2. Geometrical semantics for pictures
In philosophy there is a debate about the semantics of pictures.
In an approach developed by Nelson Goodman in Languages of
Art, pictures are made up of symbols with conventional arbitrary
content, similarly to the lexicon, syntax, and semantics of
language (Goodman 1968). According to C.S. Peirce, a picture
P accurately depicts a scene σ if and only if P is
similar to σ with respect to a certain set of
features. According to the geometrical account
of the semantics of pictures, a picture P
accurately depicts a scene σ if and only P is
obtained from σ via a geometrical
transformation, P = G(σ). An example of G is linear perspective, but there are other
possible transformations.
The geometrical approach is familiar from studies of
perspective projection (e.g. Hagen 1986, Bärtschi 1994). In philosophical research it has
been elaborated as a formalized semantics for pictures (Greenberg 2011).
The diagram below from Greenberg illustrates perspectival geometrical transformation.
We have a scene which contains a gray cube that we want to project to a picture. We do
it by choosing a viewpoint, which is the red circle, and a picture plane A. To make the
drawing, one draws projection lines from points in the scene to the viewpoint, and make
red marks where the projection lines cross the picture plane. The result in this case is the
picture on the right in the diagram: the cube is depicted as a square.

The next diagram (also quoted from Greenberg) shows that if one puts the picture plane
in different places, one gets different pictures. The square can be smaller as in B, shifted
up as in C, or by tilting the plane you can get the trapezoid shape D. Just like the square
A, all these are perspective drawings of a cube.
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I mentioned that linear perspective is only
one kind of transformation. Some painters
draw what looks like realistic pictures
without using linear perspective. On the
right is a painting of Yehuda Halevi street
in Tel Aviv by Shalom Flash. The
building to the right curves in towards the
top. This curving effect results when the
scene is projected onto a part of a sphere,
rather than a plane. Then the sphere
drawing is flattened out. Greenberg (2011)
discusses spherical projection as an argument against a similarity account of the
semantics of pictures. It also tends to support the applicability of geometrical semantics
to a variety of drawing and painting styles, including Flash’s.
An interesting example of formalized geometrical transformations is what is called nonrealistic rendering in computer graphics. Algorithmic models of image generation use
three-dimensional models encoded in data types, and varieties of projection to generate
images. They may include transformations that produce styles of painting and drawing
such as the Monet's haystack on the left below, or pen-and-ink drawing at the right. Even
if the added transformations are defined at a two-dimensional level, they can be inverted
to obtain the semantics for a picture as a set of pairs of viewpoints and situations. This
supports the applicability of a geometrical formal semantics also to images such as
comics. (These images are by Barbara Meier on the left and by Jörg Hamel on the right.
They are quoted from Reynolds 2003).

The statement of geometric projection above refers to a viewpoint in addition to a
described situation. This can be introduced into the semantics in several ways; one is to
take the semantics of a picture to be a set of pairs of a viewpoint and a situation. See
Greenberg (2011) for discussion of additional options. Formula (1) uses a geometric
transformation G, an artistic transformation A, and a viewpoint parameter v to define a
semantic value of a picture. v is assumed to encode also the picture plane.
(1)

! =

!,σ ! ! σ

=!

The semantic value of a picture P is the set of pairs of viewpoints v and situations σ such
that σ projects to picture P with respect to viewpoint v. This semantic value is similar to
the centered propositions that are used in Lewis’s account of de se attitudes (Lewis
1979). The construction does not have to do with agents or attitudes though, and the
pictorial modality can be characterized as circumstantial rather than epistemic.
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If we want to compare the discourse pragmatics of natural language to the discourse
pragmatics of silent comics, this is a nice setup. The statement of semantic values allows
us to reason formally about the semantics and pragmatics of pictures. Because the basic
semantic values are so similar to what is used in natural language semantics, we can
compare what happens in the two domains.
There are other things which are represented by comic images which
are not covered by projection semantics. In Gon we often see
impact coronas like the one in the picture on the right where Gon
kicks a little eagle and the corona represents the occurrence of an
impact. Here projection is involved in determining the location of
the impact, but the outline of the impact picture is not determined by
projection. Tanaka also makes frequent use of various kinds of motion
lines, such as the ghost lines in the kicking picture, and the lines in the
direction of motion in the three panels on the right. These devices seem
to involve projection, but at more than one time point. Clearly impact
coronas and motion lines require extensions in the denotational
framework. But the point is orthogonal to the topic of this paper, I will not
discuss it further here.
3. Indexing and (in)definiteness
I now turn to the topic of indexing. In Episode 4 of Gon there is a passage
where Gon kicks a little eagle which starts bouncing down a cliff, as
depicted in the first four panels on the right. Then we see a bobcat
opening his mouth, and the bobcat jumps towards the little eagle. These
are panels 31 through 36 in the episode. In denotational models, we get
satisfaction conditions along the following lines:
  
(2)
σ31 atisfies P31 only if in σ31 a small dinosaur kicks a small eagle.
This is not complete satisfaction condition, because the picture places
further constrains on the geometric configuration of the dinosaur and eagle. This is why I
say “only if”. There is another issue which I will mainly gloss over here. The literal
content of the picture according to projection theory does not entail that there is a real
little eagle in the described situation. It could be a statue of an eagle, or a picture of an
eagle, or many other things. The satisfaction condition (3) is somewhat more correct.
(3)

σ31 satisfies P31 only if in σ31 there is an impact between the moving leg part of a
dinosaur-shaped thing and a small moving eagle-shaped thing.

For the next frame 32, we get a condition along these lines:
(4)

σ32 satisfies P32 only if in σ32 a small eagle-shaped thing bounces down a cliffshaped surface.
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In these satisfaction conditions that come out of the denotational semantics, the eagle,
dinosaur, and cliff surface are existentially quantified. As a result, nothing in the
semantics tells us that the eagle in σ31 is the same as the eagle in σ32. So in the basic
semantic model, the panel sequence P31, P32 does not carry the information that the eagle
that is kicked is the eagle that bounces down. To see this point, it is helpful to be more
specific about how the described situation σ31 relates to the described situation σ32. We
can say that a described situation for the sequence of pictures P31,P32 is a situation that
contains σ31 and σ32 as subparts, perhaps with an additional constraint that σ31 temporally
precedes σ32. Then we get this partial satisfaction condition:
(5)

σ satisfies P31,P32 only if σ has a part σ31 such that in σ31 there is an impact between
the moving leg part of a dinosaur-shaped thing and a small moving eagle-shaped
thing, and σ has a part σ32 such that in σ32 an eagle-shaped thing bounces down a
cliff-shaped surface.

Thus the information in P31 and P32 gets combined by summing described situations and
conjoining conditions on the situations. In (5), there are two existential quantifiers for
eagles, and the witnesses for these quantifiers could be different. So in a situation that
satisfies the combined condition, the eagle that is kicked could be different from the eagle
that bounces down. Clearly though, Tanaka intends for us to understand that they are the
same, and readers understand the story in this way.
It is interesting to compare the comic passage with paraphrases in natural language for
the satisfaction conditions that come out of the picture semantics. (6) is the kick
sequence decorated with English paraphrases. I use indefinite descriptions for the eagle,
bobcat, and cliff because there are existential quantifiers in (5).
(6)

As an English passage, this sequence of sentences is disjointed, and if anything we infer
that the eagle that was kicked is different from the eagle that bounces down. Yet the
semantics of (6) is identical in relevant respects to the semantics (5) of the picture
sequence. The difference must come from the fact that in English, a passage with
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indefinites is in completion with one with definites. To paraphrase the comic as it is
naturally understood, we must use definite descriptions:
(7)

A bobcat looked and opened its mouth. The bobcat jumped toward the eaglet that
was bouncing down the cliff.

So the fact that the English passage (6) does not convey a meaning with intended
coreference emerges from scalar conversational logic. Because a competor (7) that
expresses coreference is available and not used, it is inferred that the encoder of the
passage intends to convey a meaning with non-coreference (i.e. where the eaglet that was
kicked is different from the eaglet that bounced down).
If we go back to the picture semantics (5), the reader does fill in the information that the
eagle that bounced down is the same as the eagle that was kicked, and the author indends
for her to do so. This is not blocked because there is no competing picture that indicates
coreference---there is no option of adding “morphology” that expresses definiteness, at
least in Tanaka’s manga practice.
The identities that are “filled in” have the status of pragmatic enrichment. I understand
this to be information that is added conjunctively to literal meaning in constructing the
discourse representation for a passage. A linguistic example is the implication in (8) that
the key was used to open the door. This is standardly held to be a pragmatic enrichment,
rather than an entailment of literal content.
(8)

He took out a key and opened the door.

For a closer analogy in natural language semantics, we can look to grammatical
categories for which there is no definiteness distinction, such as tensed verbs. Consider
(9) as analyzed in event semantics, where an existentially quantified event variable is
introduced for each verb. This results in a discourse representation along the lines of
(10), where there are two stripping-down event discourse referents. Let us look first at
what happens with the discourse referent x3 that corresponds to the pronoun that is the
object of the second occurrence of stripped. In the standard version of DRT that is
employed in (10), this pronoun introduces a fresh discourse referent, but it is part of the
conventional meaning of a pronoun that discourse referent must be equated with some
antecedent, here the discourse referent x1 for the engine (Kamp and Reyle 1993). There
is also a fresh discourse referent e3 for the event argument of the second occurrence of
stripped down. Because this verb is not morphologically definite, there is nothing in the
morphology or syntax that prompts identifying e3 with another event discourse referent.
But we understand the stripping down event that is a witness for the second sentence to
be the same as the stripping down event that is a witness for the first. This incremental
information has the status of a pragmatic enrichment. In a model where such
enrichments are written into the discourse representation, the equation in (11) should be
added. This process is parallel to what I said happened with the manga kick sequence,
because in the literal semantics (10) the discourse referents e1 and e3 are distinct and
independently quantified. The information (10) is compatible with the stripdowns being
different or the same, just as (5) is compatible with the two eagles being different or the
same.
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(9)
(10)

(11)

An engine was stripped down and rebuilt. Justin stripped it down.
x1 e1 e2 y x3 e3
engine(x1)
stripdown(e1) theme(e1,x1)
rebuild(e2) theme(e2,x1)
stripdown(e3) agent(e3,y) theme(e3,x3)
y=Justin x3=x1
e3=e1

As an aside, it is interesting to check what happens when we fill in an indefinite in (9) in
the place of the pronoun. In the resulting sentence (12) one can hardly understand the
passage as conveying that the engines were the same, though I guess one can understand
that it is an open question whether they are. So even though the pair of discourse
referents x3,x1 in (13) are isomorphic to the event discourse referents e1,e3 in (10), the
identity x3=x1 can not be added as an enrichment. As I already stated, this is to be
attributed to the avaibality of a competing sentence with a definite nominal.
(12)
(13)

An engine was stripped down and rebuilt. Justin stripped an engine down.
x1 e1 e2 y x3 e3
engine(x1)
stripdown(e1) theme(e1,x1)
rebuild(e2) theme(e2,x1)
stripdown(e3) agent(e3,y) theme(e3,x3)
y=Justin engine(x3)

I think in (14) the engine discourse referents can be understood with enriched
coreference. Perhaps somehow the counterpart (15) with a definite does not block
coreference by enrichment in (14), because the discourse structure is different. In (14),
the second sentence is perceived as a restatement and strengthening of the first.
(14)
(15)

An engine was stripped down and rebuilt. Justin stripped an engine down, and
Keisha rebuilt it.
An engine was stripped down and rebuilt. Justin stripped it down, and Keisha
rebuilt it.

Returning to the main argument, we have seen that in the satisfaction conditions that fall
out of the geometric semantics for pictures, as extended in a simple way to a semantics
for picture sequences, variables for agents and objects in the described situations are
existentially quantified. When there is understood co-reference across panels, this is a
matter of pragmatic enrichment. On this analysis co-reference in comics is “purely
pragmatic”. This is different from nominals in English, but is parallel to what is seen for
tensed verbs in English. The pictorial and natural language data are both covered by the
hypothesis that existentially quantified variables or discourse referents in the literal
meaning can be enriched with added identities among discourse referents, as long as this
is not blocked by a competing representation with a definite.
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4. A DRT formalism for pictures
One can take some steps toward formalizing these ideas by designing a DRT-like
notation for the discourse semantics of pictures. The main issue is how to introduce
discourse referents. In discourse representation theory for natural language, discourse
referents are variable-like objects that are projected from syntax, and that at the DRT
level serve as arguments for predicates mapped from natural-language content words
such as nouns and verbs (Kamp 1981, Kamp and Reyle 1994). In the semantics for DRT,
discourse referents are mapped to individuals using assignment functions. It is hard to
state an analogue to any of this in the geometric semantics for pictures. For instance, in
the geometric semantics for pictures, there are no predicates that a discourse referent
could be an argument of.
My strategy is to introduce discourse referents at the level of pictures.
Discourse referents will be constructed out of areas in a picture. The image at
the right is a panel from Gon with a contiguous area shaded in pink. The
image was obtained in a photo manipulation program by tracing out a closed
curve. Areas are used in photo-manipulation software to make semantically
significant changes, such as putting someone in a different environment, or changing the
color of a model’s shoes. Here areas of pictures are used in a construction of discourse
referents. To construct a discourse representation, one distinguishes some areas within
each picture in the sequence of
pictures that constitutes the pictorial
narrative.
Identities between
discourse referents are then formal
identity predications between the
areas.
The image at the right
represents the process schematically.
Some areas !! , !! ,…, !! , !! ,… in
the sequence of panels are
distinguished. These areas are
geometric. To assure that discourse
referents for different panels are
distinct, discourse referents are
constructed as pairs of a panel index
and an area. Then co-references are
stated as syntactic identities between such discourse referents, for instance 2, !! =
1, !! . These conditions are of the same nature as the identity conditions used in DRT
for natural language. But aside from these conditions, there are no formulas in the
discourse representation.
In the semantics for DRT, discourse referents are mapped to the model with assignment
functions. On this account the identity ! = ! in a discourse representation structure is
satisfied with respect assignment g if and only if  !(!) = !(!). Here the objects that are
assessed for identity are individuals in the model. The trick now is that in pictorial
discourse representations, the projection relation already provides a kind of mapping to
the model. In Panel 1 in the example, if with respect to viewpoint v the area !!
corresponds to an individual x in scene σ, it is because lines drawn from the viewpoint
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through the area !! in the picture plane intersect x before they intersect any other object.
We want to say roughly that the object picked out in σ by the area a in the picture plane
of v is the object x such that any ray drawn from the viewpoint of v through a instersects
x before any other object.
There are a couple of problems with this. Consider a shoe box (including a cover) that is
tipped towards the viewpoint, so that only the cover is visible from the viewpoint. Then a
ray from the viewpoint through a certain point in the picture plane that intersects the
cover also intersects the shoe box. Is it the shoe box or the shoe box cover that is picked
out by the discourse referent? Consider a picture of Gon underwater. A ray in the
direction of Gon intersects the water before it intersects Gon. So how can Gon be picked
out by a discourse referent constructed as an area? Consider a picture of a polar bear in a
snowstorm. The polar bear can be made out, but for most points in the picture within the
outline of the polar bear, one can’t tell whether they are within a projection of some fur of
the polar bear, or of a snowflake.
In addition, there are issues of cross-identification of individuals through time. The
water and air in a tornado is exchanged continuously, but the tornado persists through
time. To assess the truth of an equality condition on discourse referents constructed as
above, it matters whether we assess identity of tornadoes, or identity of masses of water
and air.
I think these problems indicate that when a reader infers identity between objects
depicted in different frames of a visual narrative, she is not simply inferring identity
between the objects that project to certain areas of the different frames. To determine
what objects are picked out in this way, and to make sense of the identities, it is necessary
to refer to a predicate such as ‘shoe box’, ‘shoe box cover’, ‘polar bear’, or ‘tornado’.
While it is problematic to ask whether the object depicted in area !! of picture 1 is the
same as the object depicted in area !! of picture 2, one can un-problematically ask
whether the shoebox depicted in area !! of picture 1 is the same as the shoebox depicted
in area !! of picture 2. To implement this idea, predicates could be introduced as part of
the identity predication, or as part of the discourse referents:
(16)
(17)

2, !"#$!%, !! = 1, !"#$!%, !!
   2, !! =!"#$!% 1, !! .

Either way, it is the triple that takes on the role of a discourse referent—something that
maps to an individual in the world. I will assume the first representation.
This completes my formalization of a discourse representation notation for comics.
Returning to the issues from the previous section, when we add formulas like (16) or (17)
to a picture sequence, we get a meaning-bearing representation that is true only if certain
individuals that are mapped from the discourse referents are identical. As before, I
maintain that while the identities are not part of the literal content of the comic, the
representation including the identities is enriched “reading” of the comic that is intended
by the author and recovered by the reader.
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5. Hypotheses about indexing
On the account discussed so far, co-reference in comics is post-semantic. In the basic
semantic model, the individuals that witness the truth of different panels are permitted to
be different, and unlike for nominals in English, there is no morphological phenomenon
of definiteness that prompts co-indexing. I record all of this as a hypothesis.
(18)

Indexing in comics is not part of the basic representational or denotational
mechanism. It is added post-semantically (pragmatically).

Now I am going to look at an alternative hypothesis that is inspired by work on indexing
in vision. Z. Pylyshyn has proposed that in human vision, some indexing is performed by
a low-level system, and that an image is presented to the higher cognitive system as
already indexed (Pylyshyn 2003). The indexing is performed by geometrically-based
algorithms. For instance if within a short time span, a dot is presented in one position
and then a dot is presented in a nearby position, this is perceived as a moving dot, rather
than a dot disappearing and another dot appearing. As Pylyshyn has it, the output of the
low-level system includes an “index” that is instantiated at the two time points. While
low-level and algorithmic, the processes involved encode aspects of the
geometry of vision, such as the possibility of occlusion of one object by
another.
Could indexing in comics relate to low-level properties of the image,
rather than being post-semantic? On the right we see adjacent panels
from Gon 4. Ignoring meaning, the images of Gon look similar as twodimensional patterns. Maybe they get matched up because of their
similarity at this level, disregarding
semantic interpretation. Some similar
things are done in computer vision. Garg
et. al. (2012) describe a system that finds
picture-parts depicting the same person
in a set of images of a crowd. In the
image on the right (quoted from Garg et
al.’s paper), the system has found images
of a girl in a gray tank top sitting in
different postures at different times, and
viewed from different vantages. The
system in part uses picture-level areas
that correspond to body parts and pieces
of clothing, and pixel-level features that capture color and texture.
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Suppose it were possible to evaluate pictorial discourse referents as pictures, using lowlevel non-semantic features. Then we could state a discourse representation construction
rule along the lines of ‘if drefs x an y are similar as pictures, add the identity x=y.’ This is
subtly different than the previous hypothesis because it has to do with similarity of the
two-dimensional pictures rather than with a pragmatic process—or at any rate it refers to
properties of the picture, rather than their semantic interpretation. I am going to restate it.
Suppose we have a mathematical function s which allows us to evaluate the similarity of
two pictures. ! !, ! is close to 1 if x and y are similar, and is close to 0 if x and y are not
similar. Then we can state this default rule.
(19)

Given drefs x and y in different panels such that ! !, ! > 0.9, by default add the
DRS condition ! =y.

If there was such a function s and if readers assumed such a coreference convention, it
would be useful because the comic author can use it to express his intensions about
coreference. If two drefs are supposed to be coreferent, he draws them so that their
similarity according to s is high. If they are not supposed to be coreferent, he draws them
so that their similarity according to s is low.
This procedure is actually similar to some default axioms used in the theory of discourse
structure. Take the default axiom (20) governing temporal succession of the events
described by juxtaposed clauses.
(20)

If clause B immediately follows clause A, by default add a constraint that the event
described by B follows the event described by A.

The relevant thing about this is that it refers to linguistic form, namely to clause A and
clause B being adjacent, but the change in representation that it creates is essentially
semantic. Also, the force of “by default” is to allow the enrichment to be cancelled by
semantic and pragmatic information, including considerations of plausibility. Default
principles like this are used by Asher and Lascarides (2003) in modeling enriched
information in natural language discourse. From this point of view, the two hypotheses
under discussion in this section are not incompatible. The informational increment of
equating discourse referents in different panels is certainly post-semantic, but the default
principles that govern it could involve features at different levels, including picture-level
features.
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5. Group discourse referents
Let us apply our discourse-structural theory to panel 2 of Gon 4, with Gon in the eagle
nest with four baby eagles. To establish discourse referents, one area of the picture is
distinguished for Gon, and four areas for the sibling birds are distinguished. Say the
resulting discourse referents are 2, !! (Gon), 2, !! (one eaglet), 2, !! (another
eaglet), 2, !! (another eaglet), and 2, !! (another eaglet).
In panel 31, the panel repeated on the right, Gon is shown kicking an
eaglet out of the nest. Here two areas are distinguished, resulting in
discourse referents 31, !!" and 31, !!" .
Unproblematically the two discourse
referents for Gon can be equated, 2, !! = 31, !!" . But for the eaglet that is kicked
there is a problem: any of the equations 31, !!" = 2, !! , 31, !!" = 2, !! ,
31, !!" = 2, !! , or 31, !!" = 2, !! is justified on grounds of consistency, plausibility,
and simplicity of the semantic content, and on grounds of similarity of the drefs as
pictures. Yet the story at this point is not perceived as incoherent or unacceptably
indeterminate.
Putting the panel into English suggests a solution. (21a) is a partitive, with an embedded
phrase that refers to the plurality of four eaglets. (21b) is the same, but with a pronoun in
the partitive. (21c) is perhaps most similar to panel 31—though it is overtly indefinite,
in the context of the story it is understood partitively, as equivalent to (21a).
(21)

a. Gon kicked one of the eaglets.
b. Gon kicked one of them.
c. Gon kicked an eaglet.

Research on plural reference in discourse representation has suggested that plural
discourse referents can be freely created (Kamp and Reyle 1993). In the story (22),
suppose the first sentence sets up discourse referents u and v for the wild turkey and the
Golden Retriever. In order to analyze the partitive in the second sentence, a plural
discourse referent is introduced with a sum operator as in (23a). The second sentence in
(22) introduces a discourse referent x corresponding to “one”, and a group-level discourse
referent Z corresponding to “them”. (23b) states the semantic of the partitive. Z is
related to its group-level antecedent with the equation (23c).
(22)
(23)

This morning a Golden Retriever fought with a wild turkey right outside our
house. One of them was badly injured, and I called the Cayuga Heights police.
They weren’t interested, I should have called the humane society.
a. W = u+v
b. ! ∈ !
c. ! = !

Creation of such group-level antecedents is entirely “free”. Although in a sense the
summation (23a) is an accommodation that is prompted by the need to find an antecedent
for Z, there is no perception of disfluency.
I suggest that free creation of group-level discourse referents is an attribute of our
cognitive machinery for representing narrative, and so is available also for pictorial
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narratives. Once discourse referents for pictorial narrative are in place, the formal
process is the same. A plural discourse referent is created from the four bird referents in
(24a). Then the eagle discourse referent in panel 31 is related to an antecedent using an
element relation with the formula (24b).
(24)

a. W = 2, !! + 2, !! + 2, !! + 2, !!
b. 31, !!" ∈ !

To be sure, there are differences between the linguistic and pictorial media. For one
thing, in the pictorial medium there are no plural pronouns that prompt the creation of a
plural discourse referents. For another, in the pictorial medium it is difficult to introduce
a discourse referent that can be witnessed indeterminately by a Golden Retriever and a
wild turkey, because these animals look so different. But the differences can be seen as
arising from the informational resources of the two media. We can still say that the
mechanism of forming plural discourse referents is the same.
There is a subtly different case that comes up frequently in superhero
comics. There is an impostor (say) Superboy who looks like the real
one, and in a panel depicting both the reader doesn’t know which is
which. This is captured by equations of the form (25). The difference is
that a lot of information is available about !, ! (the real Superboy) so that it matters
which is which.
(25)

a. W = !, !! + !, !!
b. !, ! ∈ !

6. Further cases of default indefiniteness
Above I discussed default semantic indefiniteness in comics, and with tensed verbs in an
event-semantic analysis of natural language. I claimed that an analysis is well supported
where variables are semantically indefinite (existentially quantified), and are optionally
identified with identity predications.
Another case of this comes up in novels with dialogue where speakers are not explicitly
identified. (26) is the opening passage from William Gaddis’s JR.
(26)

Justice? –You get justice in the next world, in this world you have the law.
—Well of course Oscar wants both. I mean the way he talks about order? She
drew back her food from the threat of an old man paddling by in a wheelchair, —
that all he’s looking for is some kind of order?
—Make the trains run on time, that was the…
—I’m not talking about trains, Harry.
—I’m talking about fascism, that’s where this compulsion for order ends up. The
rest of it’s opera.
—No but do you know what he really wants?
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Quoted speech is marked with the dash, but speakers are not identified directly.
Identifying the speakers is an optimization problem, using constraints involving
alternation of speakers, characteristic diction of speakers, names used by other speakers,
and much else. Readers report that they work out the cast of characters over a couple of
hundred pages of the 700-page novel. The speakers in the passage above turns out to
include two aged aunts whose roles as speakers here cannot be distinguished.
Arguably the literal content of the passage is along the lines of (27), where the speakers
are existentially quantified. Then speakers are cross-identified using predications of
identity and membership.
(27)

Someone said “You get justice in the next world, in this world you have the law.”
Someone said “Well of course Oscar wants both. I mean the way he talks about
order?”, drew back her food from the threat of an old man paddling by in a
wheelchair, and said “that all he’s looking for is some kind of order?”
Someone said “Make the trains run on time, that was the…”
Someone said “I’m not talking about trains, Harry.”
Someone said “I’m talking about fascism, that’s where this compulsion for order
ends up. The rest of it’s opera.”
Someone said “No but do you know what he really wants?”

More controversial is the analysis of languages such as Mandarin Chinese without overt
definiteness marking. On the next page is a decoration of the kicking passage with
Chinese glosses. The nominals are bare, without a definite or indefinite determiners.
We could say that there is a hidden definiteness distinction (in LF). But conceivably we
could also say that the nominals are all indefinitely quantified, like discourse referents in
comics, the events described by tensed verbs in English, or speakers in Gaddis’s novels.
Judging by the cases, nothing would “go wrong” on an existential analysis, because
coreference can be introduced pragmatically.
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7. Conflated narrative
Dehija (1997) discusses data where contrary to what was seen above, coreference across
temporally separated depicted events is stipulated in the “syntax” of narrative pictures.
This comes where different panels effectively overlap in what Dehija labels “conflated”
narrative.
The narrative statue on the right depicts some
events in the life of Dipankara, an incarnation of
the Buddha. First Sumedha (the leftmost figure
marked with red) buys some lotuses. Then
Sumedha (the top figure marked with red) tosses
the lotuses at Dipankara (marked with blue).
Finally Sumedha (at the bottom marked with
red) bows down and spreads his hair on the
ground for Dipankara to step on. Sumedha is
depicted once in each “panel”, but Dipankara is depicted just once. One can say that
image of Dipankara is part of two overlapping panels, and that there is just one discourse
referent for Dipankara. As a result there is no issue of equating discourse referents (or
not) across temporally separated events. In this way, coindexing across temporally
separated events is encoded in the syntax of the sculpture.
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In English, coreference can be stipulated in this way using relative clauses, and other
constructions. Just like the conflated sculpture, sentence (28) conveys syntactically that
the individual at whom the lotuses were thrown is the individual before whom Sumedha
bowed down. The relative clause construction stipulates coreference between the head
of the relative clause and the trace position in the relative clause.
(28)

Sumedha bowed down and spread his hair before a man to whom he had thrown
some lotuses.

To fill out the proportion, we can say that the Dipankara statue stands in the same relation
to a pair of sculptures without overlap as the relative clause sentence (28) stands to a
variant (29) with separate clauses and two indefinites.
(29)

Sumedha threw some lotuses at a man. Sumedha bowed down before a man.

8. Conclusion
This paper looked at co-indexing across panels in silent visual narratives. It falls out of a
geometric account of the semantics of pictures that depicted objects are existentially
quantified. Nevertheless, readers identify individuals across panels, without any
morphological cue. The same phenomenon shows up in event variables of tensed verbs,
and in the identity of speakers for quoted dialogue in some novels. My account was
formalized in an adaptation of discourse representation theory.
From the standpoint of the semantics and pragmatics of natural language, visual
narratives are startlingly different and startlingly familiar. Here I emphasized that
coindexing is achieved without marking in morphology or syntax, and that depicted
objects are in effect existentially quantified. This raises the question whether an
existential analysis might be applicable to more cases in natural language than we usually
think. Just as interesting is evidence that there are principles of discourse representation
that cut across multiple media.
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Random Choice Modality: Spanish Uno Cualquiera∗
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Abstract. Across languages, we find indefinites that signal that an agent made a random choice.
This paper paves the way towards a better understanding of these ‘random choice indefinites’
by investigating the type of modality expressed by Spanish uno cualquiera. We propose that the
random choice effect of uno cualquiera comes about because this item requires the agent’s decision
to have a particular content.
Keywords: Modal indefinites, random choice, agent indifference, uno cualquiera.
1. Introduction
In many languages, we find indefinites that trigger modal inferences when they appear in nonmodal sentences (Haspelmath, 1997). Some of these indefinites (‘epistemic indefinites’) convey
ignorance (see, e.g., Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (forthcoming) and references therein).
Other modal indefinites indicate that an agent made a random choice.2 German irgendein, the
Korean -na indeterminates or Spanish uno cualquiera belong to this category (see, for instance,
Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002); Jayez and Tovena (2005); Choi (2007); Choi and Romero (2008);
Rivero (2011); Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011)). For example, the Spanish sentence
in (1) says that Juan took a book, and that he chose the book indiscriminately.3
(1)

Juan compró un libro cualquiera.
Juan bought a book CUALQUIERA
‘Juan bought a random book.’

While there is by now a substantial amount of research on epistemic indefinites, random choice
indefinites have received less attention in the literature.4 The goal of this paper is to better our un∗ We

are very grateful to Ana Arregui, Marı́a Biezma, Angelika Kratzer and Keir Moulton, the audiences at SALT
21, the University of Göttingen, the School of Linguistics and Language Studies at Carleton University, the McGill
Syntax-Semantics Research Group, and the Fifth Toronto-Ottawa-Montréal Workshop on Semantics. Our names
are listed in alphabetical order. Luis Alonso-Ovalle received support by FQRSC Programme Soutien aux Équipes
de Recherche Grant 1446 (principal investigator: Lisa Travis) and FQRSC Programme Établissement Nouveaux
Professeurs-Chercheurs Grant 164823 (principal investigator: Luis Alonso-Ovalle).
2 The random choice meaning component is often referred to as ‘agent indifference’ (see, for instance, von Fintel
(2000), Tredinnick (2005), and Choi (2007)). This label is misleading when it comes to describing uno cualquiera,
since, as we will see, this indefinite is appropriate in cases where the agent is not truly indifferent.
3 We use random in the English translations, but this is only for convenience. We do not want to claim that a
random book conveys exactly the same meaning as un libro cualquiera.
4 For some representative works on epistemic indefinites, see references quoted in Alonso-Ovalle and MenéndezBenito (forthcoming). For recent work on random choice indefinites, see Choi (2007), Kim and Kaufmann (2007),
Choi and Romero (2008), Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011), and Zabbal (2004), which is unpublished. For
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derstanding of random choice indefinites by investigating the type of modality that uno cualquiera
expresses.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some facts about the distribution of uno
cualquiera and sets aside some issues that will not be discussed in this paper. Sections 3 and 4 discuss how the random choice component of uno cualquiera should be characterized. Building on
von Fintel (2000), Choi (2007) argues that the random choice component of Korean -na indeterminates can be given a counterfactual paraphrase. Choi and Romero (2008) propose that this account
can be applied to uno cualquiera. In Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011) we argued that
the counterfactual account makes wrong predictions for uno cualquiera. Section 3 summarizes and
extends that discussion. Section 4 shows that uno cualquiera does not convey agent indifference.
Section 5 puts forward a hypothesis that traces back the random choice effect to the decision made
by the agent of the event described by the sentence. Finally, section 6 presents a summary and
briefly lays out some issues for further research.
2. Setting the Stage
Morphologically, uno cualquiera consists of the indefinite determiner un (which can be replaced by
plural numerals or the determiner otro (‘other’), as in (2-a)) and the Free Choice item cualquiera,
which doubles up as a determiner in its reduced form cualquier (2-b).5
(2)

a.
b.

[DP un ({ dos, tres . . . }) / otro [NP libro(s) [cualquiera]]]
[DP cualquier [NP libro]]

The determiner cualquier differs significantly from uno cualquiera in both interpretation and distribution. For instance, as illustrated below, uno cualquiera is licensed in episodic contexts, but
cualquiera is not.6
(3)

(4)

* Ayer,
Juan cogió cualquier
carta.
yesterday Juan took CUALQUIER card

(Menéndez-Benito, 2005, 2)

Ayer,
Juan cogió una carta cualquiera.
yesterday Juan took a card CUALQUIERA
‘Yesterday, Juan took a random card.’

In what follows, we will not discuss cualquier and we will not attempt to derive the interpretation
of uno cualquiera compositionally from un and cualquiera. The question of whether this can be
the indifference / random choice reading of whatever, see, e.g., von Fintel (2000), Tredinnick (2005), and Rawlins
(2008).
5 The form cualquiera appears in pronominal uses and in combination with a partitive.
6 See Rivero (2011) for a discussion of the differences between uno cualquiera and cualquier. Some studies that
focus on cualquier are Arregui (2006), Quer (2000), Menéndez-Benito (2005), and Menéndez-Benito (2010).
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accomplished is of course an important one. However, to address this question, we first need to
achieve a better understanding of the random choice effect induced by uno cualquiera. We have
chosen to make this first step the focus of our paper.
Before proceeding, let us note that uno cualquiera does not always convey random choice. Consider again the example in (5). Apart from the random choice reading (that Juan bought a book and
chose it indiscriminately), (5) can have what we will call an ‘evaluative reading’: that Juan bought
a book, and that the speaker thinks that the book that Juan bought is unremarkable.
(5)

Juan compró un libro cualquiera.
Juan bought a book CUALQUIERA
‘Juan bought a random book.’

The difference between these two readings can be illustrated with the help of the scenarios below.
(6)

a.
b.

Juan went to the bookstore. He wanted to buy The Unbearable Lightness of Being,
and did so. I don’t think this book is special in any way.
Juan went to the bookstore, and bought a book at random. The book turned out to be
The Unbearable Lightness of Being. I think this book is remarkable.

In (6-a), I can truthfully utter (5) on its evaluative reading (since I consider the book that Juan
bought unremarkable), but not on its random choice reading, given that Juan’s choice was not
indiscriminate. In contrast, my utterance of (5) in (6-b) would be false on the evaluative reading
but true on the random choice reading.7
In sentences where uno cualquiera saturates the agent role, we only find the evaluative reading:
the sentence in (7), for instance, can only mean that a student spoke and that the speaker considers
this student unremarkable.
(7)

Habló un estudiante cualquiera.
spoke a student CUALQUIERA
‘An unremarkable student spoke.’

Although we would like to eventually understand if the two interpretations of uno cualquiera can
be traced back to a common source, in this paper we will assume that uno cualquiera is ambiguous
between the random choice reading and the evaluative reading, and we will focus on the former.
Our aim will be to provide an analysis that predicts the right truth conditions for the random
choice reading of (5) and the absence of this reading in (7). We will start by assessing the analysis
proposed by Choi (2007) for Korean -na indefinites and extended to uno cualquiera in Choi and
7 Rivero

(2011) makes further distinctions regarding the evaluative reading. For instance, she claims that uno
cualquiera has ignorance readings and depreciative readings. For our purposes, it is enough to distinguish between
the random choice reading and an evaluative reading where the speaker expresses some judgment about the witness of
the existential claim.
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Romero (2008).
3. The Counterfactual Approach
Choi (2007) shows that Korean -na indeterminates have a random choice component. The example
in (8), for instance, conveys that John picked a card and that he did so randomly.
(8)

John-un amwu-khadu-na cip-ess-e.
John-TOP AMWU-card-OR take-PAST- DEC
‘(Lit.) John took just ANY card.’

(Choi, 2007, 204)

Choi puts forward an analysis of -na indeterminates that is modeled after von Fintel’s account
of English -ever free relatives, which also have an indifference / random choice component: the
example in (9) says that Zach indiscriminately voted for the person that was at the top of the ballot
(von Fintel (2000); Tredinnick (2005); Rawlins (2008)).
(9)

Zach simply voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot.

(von Fintel, 2000, 32)

According to von Fintel, the indifference component of whatever can be given a counterfactual
paraphrase: on this view, (9) conveys (i) that Zach voted for the person who was at the top of the
ballot, and (ii) that if the person at the top of the ballot had been a different one, Zach would have
voted for that person just the same. On von Fintel’s analysis, (i) corresponds to the assertion of the
sentence and (ii) is derived via a presupposition.8
Choi (2007) extends von Fintel’s analysis to Korean -na indeterminates. The basic intuition behind
her proposal is that a sentence like (8) conveys that Juan took a card and that he would have taken a
card regardless of what cards were available. To capture this intuition, she proposes that (8) asserts
that Juan took a card in w0 , and presupposes (roughly) that in all the closest worlds where the set
of cards differs from the set of cards in w0 , Juan took a card if and only if he took a card in w0 .
The analysis is implemented as in (10) below, where the indefinite takes as arguments a world of
evaluation, a set of worlds F (a modal base), and two properties P and Q. The function min in the
metalanguage takes a world w and a proposition p and returns the worlds in which p is true that
are maximally similar to w. Similarity here is determined with respect to the properties of w: for
any worlds w0 and w00 , w00 is at least as close to w as w0 if and only if the set of propositions that are
8 It

should be mentioned that von Fintel himself casts doubt on the presuppositional status of the counterfactual
component. In cases like (i), for instance, this component does not project out of the unless clause, contrary to what
we would expect if it were a presupposition.
(i)

Unless Zack simply voted for whoever was at the top of the ballot, he must have spent at least five minutes in
the voting booth.
(von Fintel, 2000, 36)
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true in both w and w00 is a subset of the set of propositions that are true in both w and w0 .9
(10)

a.
b.

c.

LF: wh-/amwu-(N)-na(w0 )(F)(P)(Q)
Presupposition:



  
{x : Pw00 (x)}
∃x[Pw0 (x) ∧ Qw0 (x)]
0
00






6=
=
∀w ∈ minw0 F ∩ λ w .
:
{x : Pw0 (x)}
∃x[Pw0 (x) ∧ Qw0 (x)]

Assertion: ∃x[Pw0 (x) ∧ Qw0 (x)]

(See Choi (2007, 114))

Choi and Romero (2008) argue that this account can be extended to uno cualquiera. In AlonsoOvalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011), we presented evidence that the random choice component
of uno cualquiera is truth-conditional. We also showed that adopting a version of (10) where the
counterfactual component is part of the truth conditions does not correctly characterize the random
choice reading of uno cualquiera. First of all, this approach would predict wrong truth conditions
for the example in (11). Intuitively, (11) is true in the scenario in (12). However, the counterfactual
account predicts it to be false: the counterfactual condition in (13) is not satisfied, as Juan would
not have picked a card if the cards were different.10
(11)

Juan cogió una carta cualquiera de esta baraja.
Juan took a card CUALQUIERA of this deck
‘Juan took a random card in this deck.’

(12)

Juan is a gambler. As a rule, he will only pick a card if he is playing with his own cards,
and if the deck consists of the standard fifty-two cards. This time, this condition was met:
the deck was complete and there were no extra cards. Juan picked a card at random.

(13)

In all the worlds where the set of cards in this deck differs from the actual set of cards and
that are otherwise closest to w0 Juan picked a card iff he picked a card in w0 .

We now add another argument against the counterfactual approach. This account does not predict
the distribution of the random choice reading. Consider (14), where uno cualquiera is in subject
position.
(14)

9 Choi

Habló un estudiante cualquiera.
spoke a student CUALQUIERA
‘An unremarkable student spoke.’

(2007) introduces an additional condition: that for each individual d in the extension of the noun phrase,
the set of possible worlds that is being quantified over includes worlds where the extension of the noun phrase is a
singleton set containing only d. See Choi (2007) for motivation, and Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011) for
discussion of problems that this condition raises.
10 This is a variation on one of the examples discussed in Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011).
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The counterfactual account predicts that this example should have the reading in (15): that a student
spoke and that, if there had been other students, a student would have spoken as well. However,
this reading is unattested. As noted above, this sentence can only be interpreted as saying that a
student spoke and the speaker considers this student unremarkable.
(15)

a.
b.

A student spoke in w0 .
In all the closest worlds where the set of students differs from the set of students in
w0 , a student spoke if and only if a student spoke in w0 .

We conclude that Choi’s counterfactual proposal cannot account for the interpretation and distribution of uno cualquiera. In the next section, we will evaluate the possibility that uno cualquiera
makes reference to the agent’s preferences.
4. Agent Indifference
When discussing the random choice reading of English whatever, von Fintel (2000) briefly entertains the possibility that whatever makes reference to the preferences of the agent. On this view,
the sentence in (16) would convey that the speaker grabbed the tool that was handy, and didn’t care
what tool it was.
(16)

I grabbed whatever tool was handy.

(von Fintel, 2000, 32)

However, von Fintel convincingly shows that whatever does not express agent indifference. For
instance, the use of the adverb grudgingly in the example in (17) clearly suggests that the speaker
does have a preference as to what email program to use. In this section, we will argue that uno
cualquiera is not amenable to an agent indifference account either.
(17)

I had no time to play around, so I grudgingly used whatever email program was installed
on the computer.
(von Fintel, 2000, 33)

On an agent indifference account, the sentence in (18) would be true if and only if Juan took a card
and, before doing so, he was indifferent as to what card to take. That is, (18) would be true only
if the two conditions in (19) were satisfied. Intuitively, only Juan’s preferences at a particular time
close to the actual taking event should be relevant. In (19) we locate this time at the preparatory
stage of the event described by the sentence.
(18)

Juan cogió una carta cualquiera.
Juan took a card CUALQUIERA
‘Juan took a random card.’

(19)

a.
b.

There is an actual event e of Juan taking a card.
For every (relevant) card y in w0 , there is a world w where Juan’s desires at the
preparatory stage of e are satisfied and Juan takes y in w.
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This hypothesis makes the right predictions in many cases. Consider, for instance, the scenarios
below. The sentence in (18) can felicitously describe the scenario in (20-a), where taking any card
would be fine with Juan, but not (20-b) (where Juan has some preferences), or (20-c) (where Juan
wants to take a particular card).
(20)

a.
b.
c.

There were several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take a card. He
took the ace of spades, but any other card would have been fine with him.
There were several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take a card, but he
did not want to take the queen or the jack of hearts. Any other card was fine with
him. He took the ace of spades.
There are several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take the ace of spades
and he did so.

However, there are cases where uno cualquiera is acceptable, even though the agent is not indifferent. A case in point is the scenario in (21). Intuitively, (18) is true in this scenario. However,
the proposal in (19) predicts it to be false: the condition in (19-b) is not satisfied, since in all the
worlds where Juan’s desires are satisfied, he takes the ace of spades.11
(21)

There are two face-down cards in front of Juan. Juan knows that one is the ace of spades,
and the other one is the queen of hearts. He wants to take the ace but he does not know
whether the ace is the card on the right or the card on the left. He takes a card at random.
(Based on a scenario in Aloni (2001))

The scenario in (21) provides us with the crucial observation that will motivate our proposal. In
this scenario, the agent wants to take a particular card — the ace of spades. However, if he is
rational, he cannot decide to take the ace of spades: given that the cards are face-down, he does not
know how to proceed in order to do so. In what follows, we will capitalize on this observation, and
we will put forward an account that traces back the random choice component of uno cualquiera
to the way the agent’s decision is constrained by the circumstances and by what he knows.
11 Building

on Stalnaker (1984), Heim (1992) argues that a wants p is true in w iff any world compatible with a’s
beliefs in w where p is true is more desirable to a in w than any maximally similar belief world where p is false. A
bouletic analysis of (18) inspired by Heim’s proposal might look as follows:
(ii)

true in w iff
a.
In w, Juan took a card x
b.
For every two cards, y, x, for every doxastic alternative w0 for Juan in w: every world maximally similar
to w0 where Juan takes x is as desirable to Juan in w as every world maximally similar to w0 where Juan
takes y.

This formulation also runs into problems in the scenario in (21), as any doxastic alternative where Juan takes the ace
of spades is more desirable to him that any maximally similar doxastic alternative where he takes the queen of hearts.
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5. Indiscriminate Decisions
The core idea presented in this section can be summarized as follows: We will assume that every
volitional event is caused by a decision on the part of its agent, and will take decisions to be
events. Kratzer (2012) claims that some particulars, such as rumors, reports, claims, or stories,
have informational content. We will suggest that decisions also have content, and will model the
content of a decision d as the set of possible events compatible with d. For instance, if Marı́a
decides to buy War and Peace, the content of her decision will be the set of possible events of her
buying War and Peace. Furthermore, we will contend that uno cualquiera imposes a constraint on
the content of the agent’s decision. In the example in (22), for instance, una carta cualquiera will
require that the content of Juan’s decision contain events of taking the ace of spades and events of
taking the queen of hearts — i.e., that Juan’s decision be compatible with taking any of the relevant
cards. As we will see, given some general intuitions about what counts as a decision to act, this
condition is met in the cards scenario.
(22)

Juan cogió una carta cualquiera.
Juan took a card CUALQUIERA
‘Juan took a random card.’

The discussion will proceed as follows. Section 5.1. spells out the first version of the proposal
and shows that this account makes right predictions for cases like (22). Section 5.2. shows that
the account developed in 5.1. runs into problems when uno cualquiera fills the agent role, and
proposes a modification that takes care of these problems.

5.1. Spelling out the Proposal
We will take the sentence in (22) to have the LF in (23) below. (Following Kratzer (1996), the
agent is introduced by a separate functional head.)12
(23)

[Tense [ Aspect [Juan [ Agent [ una carta cualquiera [ 1 [ coger t1 ]]]]]]]

Furthermore, we will assume that transitive verbs are of type he, hv, hs,tiii as in (24) below.13 Given
that in (22) una carta cualquiera has moved just above the VP, it will be able to access the agent’s
decision via the event argument of the verb.
(24)

JcogerK = λ xλ eλ w.TAKEw (x)(e)

12 Following

Heim and Kratzer (1998) we assume that movement introduces a binder index just below the moved
phrase.
13 The basic semantic types are: e for individuals, v for events, s for worlds, t for truth values.
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Una carta cualquiera will denote a function of type hhe, hv, hs,tiii, hv, hs,tiii. This function is
defined for a particular Rhe,hv,hs,tiii if the condition in (25) is met. Juna carta cualquieraK(R), when
defined, is a relation Phv,hs,tii that is true of an event e and a world w iff the two conditions in
(26-a) and (26-b) obtain. That is, una carta cualquiera existentially quantifies over cards (26-a)
and imposes a constraint on the content of the agent’s decision (26-b).
(25)

(26)

Definedness condition:
Juno cualquieraK is defined for a relation Rhe,hv,hs,tiii iff
∀x∀e∀w[Rw (x)(e) → there is a decision de in w by the agent of e that causes e]

a.
b.

Existential Condition: ∃x[CARDw (x) & Rw (x)(e)]
Decision Condition: the content of de is
λ e0 .∃w0 ∃x[CARDw (x) & Rw0 (x)(e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = AG(de )]

The definedness condition blocks the combination of uno cualquiera (on its random choice reading) with non-agentive predicates. This as it should be: Choi and Romero (2008) note that uno
cualquiera, on its random choice reading, is out with non-agentive predicates. The example in (27),
for instance, only has the evaluative reading (that Juan stumbled upon an unremarkable object).
(27)

Ayer
Juan tropezó con un objeto cualquiera.
yesterday Juan stumbled with an object CUALQUIERA
‘Yesterday, Juan stumbled on a random object.’
(Cf. Choi and Romero (2008, 96))

In our example (22) (repeated below as (28)), the definedness condition is satisfied. Assuming
existential closure of the event argument, and leaving aside the contribution of aspect, (28) is
predicted to be true in a world w iff the two conditions in (29) are met.
(28)

Juan cogió una carta cualquiera.
Juan took a card CUALQUIERA
‘Juan took a random card.’

(29)

a.
b.

Existential Condition:
There is a (past) event e of Juan taking a card in w.
Decision Condition:
the content of Juan’s decision is:
λ e0 .∃w0 ∃x[CARDw (x) & TAKEw0 (x)(e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = j]

If the only cards under consideration are the ace of spades and the queen of hearts, the set in
(29-b) will contain all possible events of Juan taking the ace of spades and all possible events
of Juan taking the queen of hearts. Thus, the decision condition requires that Juan’s decision be
compatible with him taking any card in the domain.14
14 The set in (29-b) contains all possible events of Juan taking an (actual) card.

This is probably too unrestricted, and
we may want to add a suitable accessibility relation. This opens up the question of what the right accessibility relation
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Let us now revisit the cards scenario, repeated in (30) below.
(30)

There are two face-down cards in front of Juan. Juan knows that one is the ace of spades,
and the other one is the queen of hearts. He wants to take the ace but he does not know
whether the ace is the card on the right or the card on the left. He takes a card at random.

What is the content of Juan’s decision in this scenario? His mental state and the circumstances at
the time of his decision impose certain constraints on what he can decide. A decision amounts to
a commitment to act in a particular way, in order to bring about one of the events compatible with
the decision. Assuming that the agent is rational, he will make this commitment because it satisfies
a particular goal of his. But there are cases where the agent cannot decide to act upon a particular
goal because he does not know how to bring about this goal. For instance, I cannot decide to solve
a quadratic equation if I don’t know how to solve a quadratic equation. Some conditions that a
property of events P has to satisfy to be the content of a decision to act d taken by agent a in w are,
then, the following:
(31)

a.
b.

Goal: In every w0 where a’s goals (in w, at the time of d) are satisfied, there is a
P-event.
Know-How: In w, at the time of d, a knows how to bring about a P-event.15

In the cards scenario, the property of events in (32-a) below is not the content of Juan’s decision,
because Juan didn’t want to take the queen (Goal is not satisfied). And even though Juan wanted to
take the ace, the property in (32-b) cannot be the content of his decision either, because Juan didn’t
know what to do in order to take the ace (Know-How is not satisfied). However, given Juan’s goals
and what he could do, we can assume that the property in (32-c) is the content of his decision. The
decision condition is then satisfied. As the existential condition is also met (Juan took a card), our
sentence comes out true in the scenario, as desired.
(32)

a.
b.
c.

λ e.∃w[TAKEw (Q♥)(e) & AGENT(e) = j]
λ e.∃w[TAKEw (A♠)(e) & AGENT(e) = j]
λ e.∃w0 ∃x[CARDw (x) & TAKEw0 (x)(e) & AG(e) = j]

The proposal above replicates the predictions of the indifference account for the scenarios in (33-a)
to (33-c). The sentence in (28) is correctly predicted to be false in (33-b) and (33-c), where it is
not true that Juan’s decision is compatible with taking any card. What about (33-a)? Didn’t Juan
decide to take the ace? Not given the way we are conceptualizing decisions here. Note that we are
assuming that for a property of events P to be the content of a decision d, all the worlds where the
goals of the agent of d are satisfied must be worlds where there is a P event (31-a). For (32-b) to
be the content of Juan’s decision in (33-a), Juan’s goal should have been to take the ace of spades.
But this was not the case. His goal was more general — to take a card. Accordingly, we can take
might be. In what follows, we will ignore this issue, as we think it is orthogonal to the arguments we are presenting.
15 Spelling out what it means for an agent a to know how to bring about P is not an easy task (See Roberts (2009)
for a recent account of know-how). In what follows, we will rely on an intuitive understanding of the condition above.
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the content of his decision to be (32-c).
(33)

a.
b.
c.

There were several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take a card. He
took the ace of spades, but any other card would have been fine with him.
There were several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take a card, but he
did not want to take the queen or the jack of hearts. Any other card was fine with
him. He took the ace of spades.
There are several face-up cards in front of Juan. Juan wanted to take the ace of spades
and he did so.

Finally, the proposal above squares well with the fact that uno cualquiera is odd (on the intended
reading) in cases where the agent performs an involuntary action. Suppose that Juan is a rock star
that is greeted by a bunch of groupies at the airport. For publicity purposes, Juan decides to hug
one of the girls, and picks one at random. Unfortunately, Juan trips and ends up pushing the girl
accidentally. Unless we want to say that the girl in question is unremarkable, we cannot use the
sentence in (34) to describe that scenario (even though Juan picked the girl randomly). This is
predicted by our account: for the sentence to be true, the content of Juan’s decision should be the
set in (35), a condition that is not met in the scenario.
(34)

Juan empujó a una chica cualquiera.
Juan pushed a UNA girl CUALQUIERA
‘Juan pushed a random girl.’

(35)

λ e.∃w0 ∃x[GIRLw (x) & PUSHw0 (x)(e) & AG(e) = j]

5.2. Agent Role: Revising the Proposal
While the proposal above correctly captures the interpretation of cases where uno cualquiera saturates the theme role, it runs into problems with cases like (36), where uno cualquiera fills the agent
role.
(36)

Habló un estudiante cualquiera.
spoke a student CUALQUIERA
‘An unremarkable student spoke.’

As we noted above, (36) only has the evaluative reading: that a student spoke, and the speaker
believes that this student is unremarkable. However, our proposal predicts (36) to have another,
unattested reading. Let us see why.
Given our assumptions, (36) will have the LF in (37-a). Following Kratzer (1996), we will assume
that the functional head Agent has the denotation in (37-b). Combining (37-b) with the denotation of hablar (in (37-c)) by (an intensional version of) Kratzer’s Event Identification rule yields
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(37-d).16
(37)

a.
b.
c.
d.

LF: [Tense [ Aspect [ un estudiante cualquiera ] [ Agent [ hablar ]]]]
JAgentK = λ xλ e.AGENT(e) = x
JhablarK = λ eλ w.TALKw (e)
J[Agent [ hablar]]K = λ xλ eλ w.TALKw (e) & AGENT(e) = x

Applying the denotation of un estudiante cualquiera to (37-d) and factoring in the contribution of
tense, we get that (36) will be true in the actual world w0 if and only if the two conditions in (38)
are satisfied.
(38)

a.
b.

Existential Condition:
There is an actual (past) event of a student talking.
Decision Condition:
the content of the student’s decision de is
λ e0 .∃w0 ∃x[STUDENTw0 (x) & TALKw0 (e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = x = AG(de )]

This amounts to saying that (36) is true if and only if there is an event of a student x talking and x
had decided to talk. These truth conditions can be satisfied in situations in which a student talked
and the speaker believes that this student is remarkable. As (36) is judged as false in this kind of
situation, the reading in (38) is not attested.
In what follows, we will present a modification of the proposal that blocks this reading. On the
account in 5.1, uno cualquiera requires the content of the decision to be a particular set of possible
events. We will now propose that uno cualquiera also introduces a competition with subsets of this
set. While this modification will have no effect when uno cualquiera fills the theme role, it will
yield a contradiction in cases like (36). Let us spell this out.
So far, we have said that una carta cualquiera combines with a relation R and requires that the
content of the agent’s decision in the world of evaluation w be the set of events in (39-a). Now, let
us assume that una carta cualquiera also imposes the condition in (39-b). That is, it looks at all
the subsets of (39-a) that can be generated by restricting further the domain of cards and says that
none of these subsets is the content of the decision.
(39)

a.
b.

16 When

λ e0 .∃w0 ∃x[CARDw (x) & Rw0 (x)(e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = AG(de )]
There is no D ⊂ {x : C ARDw (x)} such that
λ e0 .∃w0 ∃y ∈ D [Rw0 (y)(e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = AG(de )]
is the content of de .

JαK is a function of type he, hv,tii and Jβ K is a function of type hv, hs,tii, J[α[β ]]K is that function f of
type he, hv, hs,tiii such that for any individual d, event e and world w, f (d)(e)(w) is true iff JαK(d)(e) is true and
Jβ K(d)(e)(w) is also true.
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Of course, in cases like (40), the new condition imposed by uno cualquiera is vacuous. The condition in (39-a) requires that the content of Juan’s decision be the property in (41). And assuming
that the only relevant cards are the queen of hearts and the ace of spades, the condition in (39-b)
requires that none of the sets in (42) be the content of the decision. As the first condition entails
the second, (39-b) has no effect.
(40)

Juan cogió una carta cualquiera.
Juan took a card CUALQUIERA
‘Juan took a random card.’

(41)

λ e0 .∃w0 ∃x[CARDw (x) & TAKEw0 (x)(e0 ) & AG(e0 ) = AG(de )]

(42)

a.
b.

λ e.∃w[TAKEw (Q♥)(e) & AGENT(e) = j]
λ e.∃w[TAKEw (A♠)(e) & AGENT(e) = j]

However, the modification above will make a difference in cases like (43). To see why, assume that
the students in the domain are Juan and Sara. Suppose further that (in the relevant stretch of time)
there is an actual event e1 of Juan talking (caused by decision d1 ) and that there there are no events
of Sara talking. In this case, e1 is the only actual event that satisfies the existential claim. The
condition in (39-a) requires the content of d1 to be (44). And the condition in (39-b) requires it not
to be (45). As (44) and (45) are the same function, there is no way of satisfying the two conditions.
As a result, the random choice reading in (43) is a contradiction. We contend that this renders the
random choice reading ungrammatical and, that, as a result, (43) only has the evaluative reading.
(43)

Habló un estudiante cualquiera.
spoke a student CUALQUIERA
‘An unremarkable student spoke.’

(44)

λ e.∃w∃x ∈ { j, s}[STUDENTw (x) & TALKw (e) & AG(e) = x = j]

(45)

λ e.∃w∃x ∈ { j}[STUDENTw (x) & TALKw (e) & AG(e) = x = j]

The claim that sentences can be ruled out as ungrammatical because they denote contradictions (or
tautologies) has been proposed in connection with a number of constructions, including durational
phrases (Dowty, 1979), existential sentences (Barwise and Cooper, 1981), exceptive constructions
(von Fintel, 1993), degree constructions (Fox and Hackl, 2006), negative islands in comparatives
(Gajewski, 2008), weak islands (Abrusán, 2007, 2008) and universal free choice items (MenéndezBenito, 2005, 2010). However, this line of analysis has to deal with an obvious objection: that there
are grammatical contradictions and tautologies, as illustrated in (46).
(46)

a.
b.

Most students are students.
Every circle is a square.
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Gajewski (2002) has claimed that there is a fundamental distinction between different types of
contradictions and tautologies.17 He argues that there is a formal principle of grammar that rules
out contradictory and tautological sentences, and that applies at a level of representation (‘the
logical skeleton’) that is underspecified with respect to the content of non-logical words.18 The
logical skeleton of a sentence is derived from the sentence’s LF by (i) identifying the maximal
constituents containing no logical words, and (ii) replacing each such constituent with a distinct
variable of the appropriate type. On Gajewski’s account, a sentence is ungrammatical whenever its
logical skeleton contains a constituent that is false (or true) under every variable assignment.19
In the examples in (46), only the quantifiers are logical words. As a result, these sentences have
the logical skeletons in (47). These representations will come out true under some variable assignments and false under others (as, e.g., (48-a) is true and (48-b) is false), and therefore, the
sentences in (46) are grammatical.
(47)

a.
b.

[ [Most P] [Q]]
[ [Every P] [Q]]

(48)

a.
b.

Every circle is round.
Every circle is elliptical.

Assume now that uno cualquiera and functional heads like Agent belong to the set of logical words.
The logical skeleton corresponding to (36), (49) below, will come out false under every assignment,
and thus Gajewski’s proposal will render the random choice reading of (36) to be ungrammatical,
as desired.
(49)

[Tense [ Aspect [ un estudiante cualquiera ] [Agent [ P ]]]]

6. To Conclude
In this paper, we have examined the interpretation and distribution of the random choice reading
of uno cualquiera. We have discussed the analysis of Korean -na indeterminates presented in Choi
(2007), according to which these items invoke worlds in which the extension of the noun phrase
that they combine with is different from the actual one. Contra Choi and Romero (2008), we argued
that this type of approach does not extend to uno cualquiera. We then argued that uno cualquiera
does not convey agent indifference. Finally, we proposed that the random choice component of
uno cualquiera should be traced back to a constraint on the type of decision made by the agent of
the event described by the sentence that uno cualquiera is part of.
17 For

an earlier proposal in the same spirit, see Chierchia (1984).
assumes that logical words are those that are permutation-invariant, in the sense of van Benthem (1989)
19 For recent applications of Gajewski’s proposal, see Fox and Hackl (2006), Abrusán (2007, 2008), Gajewski
(2008), and Menéndez-Benito (2005, 2010). Gajewski (2009) discusses and further elaborates the ideas explored in
Gajewski (2002).
18 Gajewski
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Many issues remain open. One pressing question is whether we are justified in assuming a lexical
ambiguity between the random choice reading and the evaluative reading. Another, whether it
is possible to trace back the interpretation of uno cualquiera to that of the determiner cualquier.
Furthermore, we would like to know to what extent the analysis presented here can be extended
to random choice indefinites in other languages, and to other items conveying (something like)
random choice. We hope to be able to address these issues in future research.
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Moment of Change, Cessation Implicatures and Simultaneous Readings¬
Daniel Altshuler – Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf
Roger Schwarzschild – Rutgers University
Abstract. This paper makes a hypothesis about the truth of a stative clause at a moment explicit:
if a tenseless stative clause ϕ is true at moment m, then there is a moment m preceding m at
which ϕ is true and there is a moment m following m at which ϕ is true. We show how this
hypothesis underwrites the entailment from PRES-ϕ to PAST-ϕ and use this fact to derive a
cessation implicature: the utterance of PAST-ϕ implicates that no state of the kind described
currently holds. Our analysis makes use of an existential quantifier for tense with a domain
restriction variable over reference time concepts. We predict the presence of a cessation
implicature in matrix and embedded clauses when the reference time concept does not—by
itself—make PRES-ϕ false. We also predict that the choice between an indexical versus a relative
PRES in an embedded clause affects whether a cessation inference is found with an embedded
PAST. We show how this prediction is borne out when we compare English to Hebrew and, in
light of this comparison, discuss the traditional claim that, English—unlike Hebrew—has a
‘vacuous’ PAST that correlates with a so-called ‘simultaneous reading’.
Keywords: tense, states, intervals, moments, scalar implicature, sequence of tense
1.

Introduction	
  

Let us begin with some commonly held principles of temporal semantics. There are durationless
moments of time between any two of which there is a third. Tensed clauses are true at moments,
while tenseless clauses can be true at intervals (e.g. John built an aquarium is true at a moment
m if there is an interval I preceding m at which John build an aquarium is true). If a tenseless
stative sentence is true at an interval I, it is true at any subinterval of I and at any moment m
within I. With this much in place, we can formulate the following hypothesis:
(1)

The Temporal Profile of Statives
For any tenseless stative clause ϕ, if ϕ is true at moment m, then there is a moment m
preceding m at which ϕ is true and there is a moment m following m at which ϕ is true.

At first, (1) may sound incorrect. If John was anxious for an hour yesterday, then for any
moment during his anxiety, John be anxious was true and for moments before the anxiety, John
be anxious was false. So surely there must have been a first moment at which John be anxious
was true but before which it was false. Surely not! For all we know, there might have been a
lower bounding moment m such that John be anxious was true for any moment after m until the
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anxiety ended and John be anxious was false at m and at moments prior to m. In that case, there
was no first moment at which John be anxious was true. Our experience of John’s anxiety or
even John’s experience of it is of no help here. Whether or not there was a first moment, it would
have been too small for us to perceive (Hamblin 1971). But in that case, why should one think
that the correctness or incorrectness of the hypothesis in (1) is something semanticists should
even consider? In fact, whenever reference is made to first and last moments in semantic
theorizing, the hypothesis in (1) is considered and denied, often implicitly (see e.g., Musan’s
(1997: 279) discussion of lifetime effects, de Swart’s (2000: 12) bound operator, Condoravdi’s
(2010: 888) earliest operator, etc.).1
We have taken the hypothesis in (1)—which is often left implicit—and made it explicit. The goal
of the paper is to show that a phenomenon we will call “cessation” arises because the grammar is
as the hypothesis in (1) claims. Before turning to cessation, we would like to offer a very old
conundrum for the benefit of those who would resist (1) because they cherish the idea that any
state that begins and ends must be a state that has a first moment and a last moment. Consider the
following quote from Aristotle on the Instant of Change by Richard Sorabji (1979):
(2)

‘The train leaves at noon’, says the announcer. But can it? If so, when is the last instant of
rest, and when the first instant of motion? If these are the same instant, or if the first instant
of motion precedes the last instant of rest, the train seems to be both in motion and at rest at
the same time, and is not this a contradiction? On the other hand, if the last instant of rest
precedes the first instant of motion, the train seems to be in neither state during the
intervening period, and how can this be? Finally, to say there is a last instant of rest, but not
a first instant of motion, or vice-versa, appears arbitrary. What are we to do?

It should be pointed out that Sorabji and the sources he relies on are for the most part interested
in the states themselves; theirs is a metaphysical question about the temporal properties of states
(see Strobach 1998 for more discussion). By contrast, the hypothesis in (1) is a linguistic
hypothesis. The two are of course related, but not identical. It is possible for a state to have a first
moment at which it holds but for a sentence radical describing that type of state to be false or
undefined at that moment.
Turning now to “cessation”, consider the following situation. A little boy named Scotty has just
been brought into the hospital. Dr. Spock is talking to him, when the head nurse walks in and
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One possible exception is Bennett and Partee’s (1972: 102) analysis of the progressive, which could be construed
as an implicit endorsement of (1). Consider their remark below, which is part of an explanation of why John is
walking entails John has walked since yesterday:
(n) John is walking.
Suppose (n) is true at p. Then there exists an interval I such that p  I, p is not an endpoint for I, and John
walks is true at I.
If one adopts the idea that the progressive is a stativizer (cf. Parsons 1990:234), Bennett and Partee’s ‘not an
endpoint’ requirement could be understood as a reflex of the fact that the grammar adheres to (1). If p  I and p is
not an endpoint for I, then there is a p before p and one after p which are in I and are not endpoints for I. In other
words, the stative John be walking comports with (1). We return to this point in §4.
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asks: “How is our patient doing?” Dr. Spock replies: “he was anxious”. The nurse infers that
Scotty is no longer anxious. We call this inference a cessation implicature, defined2 in (3).
(3)

Cessation Implicature: When the utterance of a past tensed sentence implicates that no state
of the kind described currently holds.

Here is an analysis of how the cessation implicature arises in the scenario described above and
summarized in (4) below
(4)

a. How is Scotty doing?
b. Scotty was anxious.

The proposition expressed by the present tense counterpart of (4)b, i.e. Scotty is anxious, entails
the proposition expressed by Scotty was anxious, for if be anxious is true at the moment of
utterance, then, by the hypothesis in (1), Scotty be anxious is true at some moment m prior to the
moment of utterance and the truth of Scotty be anxious at that prior moment verifies the past
tensed Scotty was anxious. The entailment from PRES ϕ to PAST ϕ is asymmetric; PAST ϕ does not
entail PRES ϕ. With this result in hand, we can advance to a calculation supporting a Gricean
quantity implicature. The doctor chose to utter (4)b when she could have used the stronger
statement Scotty is anxious. She must have avoided the stronger statement because it is false,
assuming she possessed all the relevant information, which is plausible in this case. So the use of
(4)b implicates that Scotty is no longer anxious.
Musan 1997 and subsequent work (e.g. Magri 2009, 2011, Thomas 2012) dismiss a
straightforward Gricean analysis of this kind because they reject the idea that PRES-ϕ entails
3
4
PAST-ϕ. This, in turn, has to do with their implicit rejection of the hypothesis in (1). The main
contribution of this paper is that we show that once (1) is adopted, it is possible to provide a
semantics of tense that not only accounts for cessation in examples like (4)b as a straightforward
application of Gricean reasoning, but it is also explains why certain sentences with the past tense
do not exemplify cessation. In the next section, we propose an analysis that makes use of an
existential quantifier for tense with a domain restriction variable over reference time concepts.
We argue that the cessation implicature arises in sentences of the form PAST-ϕ when the
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Although the terminology in (3) is new, the observation is not. It is the starting point for (Bello 1847: Ch. 28,
§692)’s theory of fake past and it is more recently discussed in Musan (1997), Iatridou (2000: 248), Hogeweg (2009:
189-90), van Gerrevink & de Hoop (2011: 161) and Magri (2011: §5). Given the hypothesis in (1), we might expect
a corresponding implicature triggered by the use of the future. Such things may exist: “Whaddya mean I am GOING
to be ok? Are you saying I’m not ok now?” We leave this half of the story for another time.
3
Musan (1995) actually held the position that PRES-ϕ asymmetrically entails PAST-ϕ, but later dismissed it.
4
Musan (1997: 279) asserts that “if Gregory came into existence right now, at this very moment while I utter this
sentence, then Gregory is from America would be judged true, but Gregory was from America would be judged
false”. Musan is assuming the possibility of a first moment for the tenseless Gregory be from America. Similarly,
Thomas 2012 considers the sentences below and claims: “…the present tense sentence in (b) is not stronger than the
past tense sentence in (a). Rather, the two sentences are logically independent.” Thomas concludes: “If the present
sentence is not stronger than the past sentence, it cannot be negated by exploiting the maxim of quantity according
to Gricean reasoning” (ibid: 47-48).
(ia) John was a graduate student
(ib) John is a graduate student.
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reference time concept does not—by itself—make PRES-ϕ false. In section 3, we extend our
analysis to tense embedded under propositional attitudes. An important prediction will be that
whether or not a cessation inference arises with an embedded PAST, depends in part on whether
or not the present tense in the language in question is indexical. In section 4, we show how this
prediction is borne out when we compare English to Hebrew and, in light of this comparison, we
discuss the traditional claim that, English—unlike Hebrew—has a ‘vacuous’ PAST that correlates
with a so-called ‘simultaneous reading’.
2.

Cessation Implicatures in Matrix Clauses	
  

The past tensed sentence in (4)b, repeated below, triggers a cessation implicature.
(4)

a. How is Scotty doing?
b. He was anxious.

This contrasts with what happens in the discourse below from Klein (1994: 4) in which a judge
poses the question in (5)a to a witness, who then replies with (5)b,c:
(5)

a. What did you notice when you looked into the room?
b. The light was on. There was a book on the table.
c. It was in Russian.

According to Klein, the judge fixes a definite period of time and the witness is meant to talk
about what happened at that time and that time only. The truthfulness of the testimony isn’t
affected by whether or not the light was on before or after the time period fixed by the judge. The
same goes for the book’s being on the table. As for being in Russian, Klein stresses that the book,
if it still exists, is most likely still in Russian and nothing the witness says contravenes this. In
other words, no cessation implicature is triggered by the past tensed (5)c.
Klein is right in pointing out that the witness’s remarks do not say anything about the current
state of things. Nevertheless, it is true that if the room survey occurred far enough in the past,
listeners are likely to conclude that the light has gone off and on in the meantime. In other words,
the state of the light being on referred to in (5)b has most likely ended. Following the
terminology employed by Tonhauser (2007), we call this inference change of state. Change of
state is an inference that the described state has ended, while cessation means that not only has
that state ended, no state of the kind described obtains currently. It is important to keep these two
types of inferences separate. Also notice that the change of state inference just discussed arose
not from a choice of tense, but from ideas about how the world works (i.e. that lights are
generally not kept on for long periods of time). Arguably, cessation implicatures may arise in
this way as well.5 We will not have any more to say about change of state and in what follows,
we focus on cases like (4)b and (5)c above, where we claim that cessation (and the lack thereof)
has to do with tense choice.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5

For example, if I am telling you about my previous trip to Nepal and utter: I was standing on a elephant, you’d
likely conclude that I am not currently standing on an elephant because elephant standing is a rare state of affairs.
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We have already outlined our analysis of how tense choice in (4)b triggers a cessation
implicature. We now move on to explain why cessation is not triggered in (5)c, whose meaning
is given in (6):6
(6)

λt0λw0.t (t  t0  t  C1(w0)  be.in.Russian(w0, t, book))

Following von Stechow (2009: 140), we make use of an existential quantifier for tense and,
following Roberts (1995) and von Fintel (1994), we assume that a tense is adjoined to a domain
restriction variable Cn intended to capture reference time effects.7 This is motivated (in part) by
(5)c, where there is an implicit ‘when I was in the room’ given the discourse considered.
Assuming this implicit ‘when’-clause to be part of the proposition conveyed, Cn has to be
intensional and we will refer to its value as a reference time concept. As spelled out in (7) below,
we take the reference time concept in (6) to correspond to the implicit ‘when I was in the room’:
(7)

g(C1) = λwλt. t is included in the interval during which the witness was looking in
the room in w.

We take the meaning of an assertion to be given by the application of (6) to the speech time s*
(Ogihara 1995: fn26):8
(8)

λw0.t (t  s* t  C1(w0)  be.in.Russian(w0, t, book))

Let us now turn to explain why (8) does not trigger cessation. Recall that we hypothesized in the
previous section that the cessation implicature is related to the choice of tense. In particular, we
considered the fact that the doctor chose to utter the past tensed (4)b when she could have used
the stronger statement Scotty is anxious. This allowed us to derive cessation as a quantity
implicature. Let us, then, proceed in an analogous fashion by considering the PRES alternative9 of
(5)c, where the time quantified over by the tense is identified with the speech time:
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Throughout the paper, meanings will be given as intensional logic translations. Four distinguished variables are
used: s* for speech time, w* for speech world, t0 for local evaluation time and w0 local evaluation world. ‘Local
evaluation time’ and ‘local evaluation world’ correspond roughly to the time and world in which propositional
meanings are evaluated for truth respectively (cf. Abusch 1997).
7
We disregard discussing the contribution of grammatical aspect, but recognize that this may ultimately play an
important role in the proposed analysis. One possibility is to say that grammatical aspect constrains the location of
the described eventuality relative to the time described by the domain restriction variable (cf. Kamp & Rohrer 1983).
8
Understanding of subsequent discussion may be facilitated if the reader mentally applies (8) to w* the speech
world. We refrain from doing so in order that we have a proposition on which we can consider entailment relations.
Thanks to Jacopo Romoli for discussion of this point. In what follows, we will assume that the relevant values for w0
in the matrix are those worlds that, for all the interlocutors know, could be the actual world.
9
We follow Sauerland (2004: 374) and Russell (2012: 29) in defining scalar alternatives as in (i) below. In this way
we differ from Thomas (2012: 47-48), who also treats PRES and PAST as scalar alternatives, but since he denies the
entailment relation from PRES ϕ to PAST ϕ, he adopts a more intricate analysis in which scalar alternatives are not
defined in terms of strength, but according to their syntactic structure (Katzir 2007, Fox & Katzir 2009).
(i) Given a pair of sentences φα and φβ, φα is a scalar alternative of φβ if and only if:
a. φα is identical to φβ except that in one place where φα has α, φβ has β
b. α and β are members of the same Horn-Set
c. φα asymmetrically entails φβ
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(9) It is in Russian.
(10) λw0.t (t = s* t  C1(w0)  be.in.Russian(w0, t, book))
Given the way C1 is set in this discourse, recorded in (7) above, it follows that t  C1(w0) is false
in (10): in the worlds of the context there is no time during the room-looking interval that
includes the courtroom speech time. This means that regardless of what state the book is in at t,
(10) is false. Therefore, a hearer may conclude that the witness chose the past tensed (5)c over
the present tensed (9) because the present tensed (9) is false. But that tells him nothing about the
current state of the book and so there is no cessation implicature. Cessation implication is
obviated in this case because the reference time concept excludes the speech time. This
observation, we believe, is what crucially distinguishes (4)b and (5)c. Below, we spell out the
semantics of (4)b and its PRES alternative to make this comparison apparent.
(11) a.
b.

Scotty was anxious.
λt0 λw0.t (t < t0  t  C1(w0)  be.anxious(w0, t, scott))

(12) a.
b.

Scotty is anxious.
λt0 λw0.t (t = t0  t  C1(w0)  be.anxious(w0, t, scott))

(13) g(C1) = λwλt. t is in included in the period surrounding g(t0) in w.
What is crucial is that the reference time concept in (13) describes a time that surrounds g(t0),
which is identified with the speech time (formally captured by applying the meanings to s*). This
is justified given the discourse considered in which the speaker asks how Scotty is doing and
thus we understand the response in (11) to have an implicit extended “now” in the same way that
(5)c has an implicit “when”-clause. And as result of the reference time concept describing a time
that surrounds the speech time, t  C1(w0) is true in (11) and (12). Hence, whereas the reference
time concept in (12) allows us to advance the Gricean reasoning to conclusions about Scotty’s
current state of anxiety, the reference time concept in (10) prevents similar inferencing. This
leads to the generalization below:
(14) A cessation implicature arises when the reference time concept does not—by itself—make
PRES-ϕ false
Further evidence for (14) comes in the next section, when we look at tense in embedded contexts.
3.

Cessation Implicatures in Embedded Clauses	
  

	
  

Suppose now, that a medical resident had entered the room with the head nurse and that he had,
for some reason, not heard the doctor clearly. He asks the nurse: “Wait, HOW is the patient
doing?” The nurse replies with (15) below. In this case, the resident will likely understand that
the doctor believes that Scotty was anxious but no longer is.
(15) The doctor believes that Scotty was anxious.
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Our analysis of (15) will follow roughly the same pattern as its unembedded counterpart
discussed in the previous section, taking into consideration that the embedded past tense is
relative to the believer’s (i.e. the doctor’s) now and not the speech time.10
As a first step in the analysis, we’d like to argue that (15) above is entailed by (16) below, where
the embedded PAST of (15) has been replaced by PRES:
(16) The doctor believes that Scotty is anxious.
The meaning of (15) applied to s* is in (17):
(17) λw0.t (t = s*  t  C1(w0)  believe(doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.t(t  t0  t  C1(w0)
 be.anxious(w0, t, scott))))
(18) g(C1) = λwλt. t is included in the interval surrounding g(t0) in w.
We take the sentential complement of believe to denote a set world-time pairs, each of which is
required to be compatible with what the doctor believes in the world of evaluation at s*. The
embedded tense is relativized to t0, the believer’s now, and is restricted by the reference time
concept provided by C1. The use of the same reference time concept variable as in the matrix
corresponds to the fact that the nurse is reporting on a belief held during the time spent with
Scotty and the belief itself concerns the time spent with Scotty.11 Note that (18) puts this as times
included in the interval surrounding g(t0), which is identified with the speech time in the matrix
clause, and with the doctor’s now in the embedded clause.
An utterance of (15) triggers consideration of its PRES alternative in (19) below, whose meaning
is provided in (20).
(19) The doctor believes that Scotty is anxious.
(20) λw0.t (t = s*  t  C1(w0)  t(t = s*  t  C1(w0)  s* = f(w0, s*)
 believe (doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, f(w0, t0), scott))))
Assuming that the English present tense is indexical, it undergoes res-movement, appearing
outside the scope of believe (see, e.g. Kratzer 1998, von Stechow 2009). In its place we have an
acquaintance relation, f, applied to a world-time pair to produce a time. This analysis follows
Abusch (1997) and, following Heim (1994: 155), we take the acquaintance relation in this
example to correspond to the concept of now, so that f(w0, t0) is t0. We thus simplify (20) to:
(21) λw0.t (t = s*  t  C1(w0)  t(t = s*  t  C1(w0)  s* = f(w0, s*)
 believe (doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, t0, scott))))
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The notion of a believer’s now is from Abusch 1997; it is any of the candidate times that are compatible with
where the believer temporally locates himself at the time the belief was held.
11
More intricate discourses involving attitude reports have recently been explored by Altshuler (2008) and Bary &
Maier (2009), following Kamp’s (1990, 2005) seminal work.
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And now we reason about the believed proposition. By the hypothesis in (1) discussed at the
outset, we have:
(22) λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, t0, scott)  λt0λw0.t(t  t0  be.anxious (w0, t, scott))
Moreover, since C1(w0) includes t0 and times in its immediate vicinity we have:
(23) λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, t0, scott)  λt0λw0.t(t  t0  t  C1(w0)  be.anxious (w0, t, scott))

Assuming a Hintikkan (1962, 1969) analysis for believe, we then get:
(24)
(25)

believe (doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, t0, scott)) 
believe(doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.t(t  t0  t  C1(w0)  be.anxious (w0, t, scott)))

From (25), we get back to (17), namely the interpretation for The doctor believes that Scotty was
anxious. Therefore, we conclude that the proposition expressed by the nurse’s utterance of (15)
in the context considered is weaker than the proposition that would have been expressed if (16)
had been uttered instead. In turn, this fact can serve as the basis of a Russellian analysis of the
cessation implicature (Russell 2006, 2012). The nurse’s use of the weaker was anxious leads the
resident to conclude that the stronger is anxious is false, that is, the doctor does not believe that
Scotty is anxious. Assuming the doctor has an opinion on the matter, the resident may conclude
that the doctor believes that Scotty is not currently anxious.12
The transition from (22) to (23) above relied on the fact that the concept assigned to C1 covered t0.
When we switch to an example where this is plausibly not the case (cf. the Klein example in the
previous section), we lose the cessation implicature. Here’s an example. Suppose that a month
ago, Bob and Pat took their son Scotty to Paris for an appointment with a world-famous doctor.
Recalling that visit, Bob utters:
(26) That famous French doctor believed-C1 that Scotty was-C1 anxious.
In this case Bob reports a belief held by the doctor one month ago and the belief concerned the
goings on during the time the belief was held. This is captured by the following assignment to C1:
(27) g(C1) = λwλt. t is a time during Bob’s and Pat’s visit to the famous French doctor in w.
Given the reasoning employed to this point, the key to understanding why no implicature arises
in (26) lies in the present tense alternative given in (28) below:
(28) That famous French doctor believed-C1 that Scotty is-C1 anxious.
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Sharvit & Gajewski (2008, 2012) point out that the apparent opinionatedness in belief-sentences is connected to
the fact that believe is a neg-raising verb (Bartsch 1973, Horn 1978). Moreover, based on scalar implicatures in
complements of non-neg-raising verbs, they argue in favor of a ‘grammatical’—rather than a ‘pragmatic’—approach
to scalar implicatures (see Sauerland 2012 for an overview and Russell 2012 for a reply).
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example, so we’ll just use (21) above, adjusting the higher present meaning to PAST.
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(29) λw0.t (t  s*  t  C1(w0)  t(t = s*  t  C1(w0)  s* = f(w0, s*)
 believe(doctor, w0, t, λt0λw0.be.anxious(w0, t0, scott))))
Although the meaning of the embedded clause is the same in (21) and (29), the value for the
reference time concept is different. In (29), like in the Klein example seen earlier, t  C1(w0) is
false because t = s* and the speech time is not a part of the visit to the doctor from a month ago
in the context worlds. And so now, like in Klein’s example, Gricean reasoning never advances to
any conclusion about the state of Scotty’s anxiety or beliefs about it.
The blocking of the cessation implicature in this case crucially depends on the fact that the
English present tense is indexical and hence refers to the speech time. This leads to the following
prediction:
(30)

In a language where the present tense is relative, cessation implicatures should arise even
when the reference time concept excludes the speech time.

In the next section, we compare English to Hebrew and show that this prediction is borne out.
4.

Relative PRES in Hebrew and Cessation	
  

Hebrew is one of many languages in which the present tense is relative (Sharvit 2003). One can
see this in the following example:
(31) ha-more
xašav
še avi acbani.
The teacher think-PAST that Avi PRES.anxious
‘The teacher thought that Avi was anxious’
Despite the use of the present in the embedded clause, the truth conditions of (31) are
independent of any anxiousness, believed or otherwise, holding at speech time. The reported
thought has to do with the time of thinking. If we now insert a past tensed copula in the
embedded clause, cessation is triggered:
(32) ha-more
xašav
še avi haya
acbani.
The teacher think-PAST that Av PAST.be
anxious
‘The teacher thought that Avi had been anxious’
As the gloss in (32) suggests, when a past tensed copula is used in the embedded clause, the
impression one gets is that the teacher had a thought he might have expressed by saying: “You
were sick”, insinuating cessation of sickness. This suggests that as in English, cessation
implicatures in Hebrew can be triggered by a comparison with the present tense. In turn, we
hypothesize that properties of the present tense in a given language will effect whether or not an
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embedded past tense triggers a cessation implicature. With a reference time concept that includes
the belief time but excludes speech time, the English embedded PAST has no viable PRES
alternative and so it doesn’t trigger cessation. The Hebrew embedded PAST, however, has a
viable PRES alternative and so cessation is triggered.
5.

Simultaneous Readings

The just discussed cross-linguistic correlation between tense interpretations has been noticed
before. But, it has been characterized in different terms. Sharvit (2003) correlates the type of
present tense a language has with the possibility that a language would have what Enç (1987:
635) named the simultaneous reading of a past stative embedded under a past tense attitude verb.
According to Enç, on a simultaneous reading of John heard that Mary was pregnant, “John hears
at a past time that Mary is pregnant at the time of the hearing.” According to Sharvit, if a
language has an indexical present tense, it must have a mechanism for generating simultaneous
readings. In light of our observations about the distribution of cessation implicatures, we have
begun to wonder whether there truly is a simultaneous reading. We offer the conjecture in (33):
(33) Simultaneity conjecture
It is the perception of the absence of a cessation implicature that is reported as
‘simultaneity’ for PAST statives embedded under attitude predicates.
This conjecture is relevant for English, where cessation is absent with PAST under PAST but it is
not relevant for Hebrew, where an embedded PAST does give rise to cessation and where
correspondingly, simultaneous readings are not reported (cf. (26) vs. (32)).13,14 The conjecture in
(33) is likewise irrelevant for PAST embedded under PRES English (cf. (15)). There too the
presence of cessation implicatures accompanies a lack of simultaneity claims.
One often sees hints of the connection between non-cessation and simultaneity in discussions of
indirect discourse. For example, when drawing support for his view that past tenses can be
semantically vacuous, Jespersen (1924: 293) considers Ginneken’s (1907: 499) comment below,
in (34). Here, cessation of being a particular kind of individual is not found and this fact is then
commented upon.
(34) Je ne savais pas qui il était. Est-ce que je veux dire par-là qu’il est quelque autre
maintenant? Nullement.
‘I didn’t know who he was. Do I mean by that that he is something else now? Not at all.’
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The discussion by Bošković (2012) suggests that Russian, Polish, Czech, Serbo Croatian, Romanian, Japanese,
Korean, Hindi, Turkish, Malayalam, Bangla and Angika similarly lack “simultaneous readings”, while Dutch,
Modern Greek, Spanish, French, German and Italian work like English. See Altshuler 2004, 2008, Khomitsevich
2007 and Grønn & von Stechow 2010 for more discussion about Russian; Ogihara 1996, Kusumoto 1999, Gennari
2001, Kubota et al 2009, Ogihara & Sharvit 2012, Sharvit, to appear for more discussion about Japanese.
14
However, see Sharvit, to appear for a discussion of some Hebrew cases which have been reported as exemplifying
simultaneous readings (see also Altshuler 2008 for Russian). Sharvit argues that these are special cases, derived by
independent means, and distinguishes between “pure simultaneous” and “pseudo-simultaneous” readings.
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Similarly, Sharvit (2008) uses the pair in (35)-(36) below to illustrate simultaneity in English
versus in Hebrew.
(35)

Bill said that eight was an odd number.

(36)

#Bill amar
še šmone haya
say-PAST that eight be-PAST

mispar bilti zugi.
number not even

Sharvit remarks that, unlike (35), (36) is strange because it would mean attributing to Bill the
tacit assumption that being odd is a property that a number could have temporarily. Observe that
this tacit assumption doesn’t follow simply from the fact that at some point in the past, the
number eight was in a state of oddness. It requires further that eight ceased to be odd at some
point.
6.

Shifting of Tenses and the Temporal Profile of Statives

Jespersen (1924: 292ff) characterized the phenomena of interest here in terms of a shifting of
tense from direct to indirect discourse. An utterance of I am ill can be reported as He said that he
was ill and so Jespersen dubs the lower PAST an “indirect present”. The correspondence between
direct and indirect speech has been used as the basis of a challenge to the semantics of the past
tense adopted here—a challenge that turns out to rely on an implicit rejection of the hypothesis in
(1) concerning the temporal profile of statives.
Suppose that Dr. Spock says: “Scotty is ill” and this utterance gets reported with (37)b, whose
semantics is given by (37)c:
(37)

a. Dr. Spock: “Scotty is ill”
b. The doctor said that Scotty was ill.
c. λw0.t (t  s*  t  C1(w0)  say(doctor, w0, t, λt0 λw0.t(t  t0  t  C1(w0)
 be.ill (w0, t, scotty))

(37)c, so the argument goes, appears to fall short—it attributes to Spock a claim about an illness
holding prior to her speech time, when (37)b contains no such claim. This argument relies on the
assumption that one can claim that a state holds at a moment m without it also holding at a
moment m prior to m. But this is exactly what the hypothesis in (1) rules out.
One could of course wonder why, when a speaker intends to report (37)a, he does not make use
of an utterance with an “embedded present meaning”, viz. (38) below, instead of (37)c:
(38)

λw0.t (t  s*  t  C1(w0)  say(doctor, w0, t, λt0 λw0. be.ill(w0, t0 , scotty))

The problem is that the English PRES is indexical. Were it not, PRES would have been the
resource to use here and indeed, in other languages such as Hebrew, it is used for this purpose.
Speakers of English are aware of this deficit and can take it into account when interpreting
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utterances. Perhaps it is this compensation that encourages the idea that there are simultaneous
readings.
When Stowell (2007: 448) introduces “the so-called ‘simultaneous’ interpretation”, he notes that
it arises “with stative predicates, and with habitual, progressive, and perfect predicates, which
behave like statives in this respect”. Why should that be? Leaving aside perfects and habituals,
one possibility is that progressives behave like statives because they are statives (Parsons 1990:
§12.3.1, Gendler Szabó 2004, Moens & Steedman 1988, Kamp & Reyle 1993, among many
others).15 Alternatively, we may adopt Bennett and Partee’s analysis of the progressive (see
footnote 1) according to which it has the same temporal profile as a stative, regardless of whether
progressives are statives in all other respects. On either approach, we have a way to understand
what happens in the example below from Abusch (1988; 1997), which has often been cited to
argue in favor of a mechanism that derives the putative simultaneous readings.16
(39) John decided a week ago that in ten days at breakfast he would say to his mother that they
were having their last meal together (after Kamp & Rohrer 1983).
The past tense on were having indicates that breakfast eating goes on prior to the sayer’s now
(times compatible with where the sayer temporally locates himself at the time of the statement).
The lack of a felicitous present tense alternative to were having means that no cessation
implicature is triggered.17 And so if the basis for (39) is a decision by John to utter: “we are
having our last meal” then, given the hypothesis in (1), (39) is true. The lack of a cessation
implicature makes it an adequate rendering of that decision and the interpretation is likely to be
described as simultaneous.
In addition to example in (39), Heim (1994: 159) cites two other examples that allegedly provide
evidence in favor of a mechanism that derives simultaneous readings. The first example in (40) is
from Ogihara (1989) and the second example in (41) is from A. Santisteban (p.c.):
(40) He said he would buy a fish that was still alive.
(41) He decided to jump before they fired.
Ogihara’s example uses a past tensed stative was alive and hence it works like other examples
discussed to this point. The example in (41), on the other hand, is different from the other
examples discussed thus far because it uses a temporal adjunct clause. Such clauses are
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Perfects and habituals are also often analyzed as being statives or stative-like (see, e.g. Moens & Steedman 1988,
Kamp & Reyle 1993, de Swart 2007, Bittner 2008).
16
See Heim (1994: 159), Ogihara (1996: 121), Kusumoto (1999: 75), Schlenker (1999: 42), Kuhn & Portner (2001:
61), Sharvit (2004: 319-320), Stowell (2007), Arregui (2008: 43), Schulz (2012: 5), among many others.
17
In this example, a present tense alternative is simply ungrammatical for many speakers. Elsewhere, when a past
tensed verb is replaced with a present tensed counterpart in the scope of a past tensed attitude predicate, a double
access interpretation results (Smith 1978, Comrie 1985, Ogihara 1989, 1995, 1999, Abusch 1997, among many
others). This interpretation appears to require a reference time concept that includes the speech time. As such, the
result could not be a scalar alternative to the past tensed utterance in many cases – more than just the tense is
changed. A more extensive discussion of this and other uses of the present tense is clearly needed.
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ultimately critical for the evaluation of the conjecture in (33) above. Given the scope of this
paper, however, we limit ourselves to a remark in the spirit of the approach in Kubota et al.
(2011).18 Heim comments that in (41) the time of firing isn’t ordered before either the utterance
time or the evaluation time for any other part of the sentence, which constitutes a challenge to the
semantics of PAST assumed here. This challenge rests on the idea that “A before B” describes an
A-time that precedes a B-time. In that case, the potential firing time would have to follow the
jumping and the deciding, as Heim says. However, Krifka (2010) argues that “A before B”
describes a time t at which A is true and such that there is no (relevant) time t prior to t at
which B is true. On that view, the subordinate clause in (41) could be interpreted with the PAST
meaning proposed here, where t0 would be bound by the verb decide.
5.

Summary

We began with the following hypothesis: if a stative tenseless clause is true at a moment m, it is
true as well at a moment that precedes m. If this is so, then for any stative clause ϕ, the
proposition expressed by PAST ϕ in a given context is logically weaker than the one that would
have been expressed by PRES ϕ, its present tensed alternative. And then by Gricean reasoning, a
use of a stative PAST ϕ will implicate that PRES ϕ is false. If the reference time for the tense
includes the speech time, the falsity of PRES ϕ entails that no state of the kind described by ϕ
holds. We called this a cessation implicature. Cessation implicatures can arise in embedded past
tense clauses, in addition to matrix ones. This happens in languages whose present tense is
relative and it happens in languages whose present tense is indexical as long as the reference
time concept for the embedded tense includes the speech time. If it does not, then no cessation
implicature is triggered and we suggest that it is this absence of cessation that speakers/linguists
associate with a simultaneous interpretation of PAST under PAST. Throughout we assume a
univocal, anteriority meaning for PAST. We show that a common objection to this assumption is
at odds with the hypothesis recalled at the beginning of this paragraph.
We hope to have offered the reader a new and interesting perspective on the semantics and
pragmatics of the past tense. We cautiously note that we have limited ourselves to linguistic
contexts in which it was possible to make two assumptions: (a) the English present tense is
always indexical, essentially referring to speech time and (b) cessation implicatures are
pragmatic and not grammatical.
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We are aware of two other recent papers on this topic which we need to address: Grønn & von Stechow 2011, and
Sharvit, to appear.
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Formalization of Coercions in Lexical Semantics
Nicholas Asher — CNRS, IRIT, France
Zhaohui Luo — Royal Holloway, Univ of London, UK
1. Introduction
Originally developed for use in programming languages with simple type systems (see, for example, [22]), coercions between types, including many subtypes of the type of entities (eventualities,
physical objects, informational objects, etc.), have been widely employed in linguistic semantics
[26, 30, 28, 3]. There are, however, two problems with coercions. First, it has been unclear how
coercions should be treated in formal semantics. There have been several unsatisfactory proposals
(or even ‘half-proposals’ in that they do not provide an adequate formal framework) including,
for example, [30], and a rich and formal framework is called for to provide adequate treatments.
Secondly, coercions pose another problem for lexical semantics: as discussed in [3], most of the
traditional set-theoretic models for type structures in linguistics fail to provide a coherent treatment of subtyping, while the only explicit model theory for coercions with subtyping proposed in
[3] is category theoretic and does not necessarily provide a consistent logic. [14, 17] show that
modern type theories (MTTs) enriched by coercive subtyping provide a promising proof-theoretic
framework for an adequate treatment of subtyping and coercions. Some model-theoretic ideas
considered in [3] can be reflected proof-theoretically in the MTT-approach. For instance, as shown
for the first time in this paper, some data that require sophisticated coercion mechanisms can be
given proper semantics by dependent types and the associated coercive subtyping mechanisms.
In this paper, we review these two approaches and introduce some new data that pose interesting
problems, requiring a refinement of these approaches. In particular, we show that many coercions
are subject to discourse structural constraints in order for their coerced content to be made fully
explicit.
2. Linguistic Coercions
In coercion a predicate whose standard selectional restrictions are not met by its argument may still
convey a meaning because either one of the terms or the predication relation between predicate and
argument is adjusted in some way so that the composition process may succeed. Sometimes this
adjustment is needed to handle phenomena like coordination as in
(1)

Pat and at least three classmates went skiing together.

If Pat denotes an individual, it cannot combine with the generalized quantifier at least three classmates in the coordinate construction. [26] argue for a type shifting mechanism from expressions of
type E to (E → T) → T to adjust the types in (1) so that the complex DP can be constructed. Since
that time, linguists have developed a rich and complex typology of types or sorts that are subtypes
of E to handle a wide range of phenomena in semantics. Consider
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(2)

a.

John brought a bottle. It had a nice label/ It was yummy.

b.

John brought a bottle. It had a nice label and was yummy.

Depending on the continuation, one could infer that the first sentence of (2) with makes available
a discourse referent for the bottle or its contents that can be linked to the anaphoric pronoun in the
continuation; but as (2b) shows, the first sentence makes available discourse referents for both the
bottle and its contents.
There are many other examples of coercion, for example those involving aspectual verbs like start,
begin and finish, as well as verbs like enjoy in English:1 (3) is equivalent in meaning to (4):
(3)

Julie enjoyed (started/finished) a book.

(4)

Julie enjoyed doing something with (e.g., reading, writing, ...) a book.

enjoy requires an event as its direct object as in enjoy the spectacle, enjoy the view. This also
happens when enjoy takes a question as its complement, as in enjoy (hearing) what he said. When
the direct object of a transitive use of enjoy does not denote an event, it is “coerced” to denote
some sort of eventuality.
To extend type shifting mechanisms to such coercions, we must do several things. First, we must
extend the type system “downwards” to include appropriate subtypes of E; we have to have subtypes for CONTAINER and CONTENTS and INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL OBJECTS and EVENTUALI TIES as inputs to the type shifting mechanism, whatever form this may take. Second, if we take, as
we do, coercions to be licensed by conflicts between the requirements of predicates like be yummy
or have a nice label, we have to assign these predicates types or lexical meanings such that they
require one of these types as arguments. If we try to extend the standard system [8] in Montague
Grammar where subtype or ⊑ is understood as subset,2 atomic types are understood as sets and
predicates are understood as functions from the objects of the domain type to truth values, we run
into a severe problem. We cannot extend the subtyping hierarchy from the atomic types to the
predicates in any obvious way.3
Within the standard view of subtyping there are three options for handling the phenomena with
type coercion, and only one of them, we think, is viable. The first possibility is to assume that
the mechanism of type coercion transforms denotation of the noun phrase the book into some sort
of eventuality denoting expression?4 If that is the case, then how can we access in subsequent
discourse the referent of the book?5
(5)

Julie enjoyed a book. It was a mystery.
1

These have been discussed at length in the linguistics literature, in particular by [29].
This is the so-call subsumptive subtyping, with the subsumption rule: if A is a subtype of B, then every object of
type A is of type B.
3
For more details see [3].
4
The account in [29] seems to adopt this line of attack toward the problem.
5
This problem makes the qualia story as developed in [29] a non starter as argued in [3].
2
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These observations are familiar but show that we cannot shift the meaning of the book to some sort
of eventuality. Or at least if this happens, whatever process is responsible for the shift must also
allow the book to retain its original, lexical meaning and its original contribution to logical form.
The second alternative is to shift the predicate. In (3) enjoy should mean something like enjoyed
doing something with.6 At the very least, however, one will need some underspecified form of
coercion to handle cases of gapping coordination like the one below.
(6)

Julie enjoyed (reading) a book and Isabel (watching) a movie.

Anaphora tests using ellipsis are instructive. The meaning of the activity is predicted on the predicate modification view to shift with the choice direct object during semantic composition. But
if that is the case, then the ellipsis predicts a peculiar reading of the second clause of (7a) where
Isabel enjoyed doing something to or with the parade, when it doesn’t have that: Isabel simply
enjoyed the parade as an event. Or perhaps she enjoyed being in the parade. There is a sense
that Isabel and Julie did different things with the book and the parade—and shifting the predicate
doesn’t do justice to this intuition.
(7)

a.

Julie enjoyed her book and Isabel her parade.

b.

Julie enjoyed a book and watching a movie.

c.

I really enjoyed the book and how it uses someone’s life in the story and gives ideas
on how to stay unstressed and calm. (http://www.silverhillsontheroad.com/teens/teenbook)

(7b-c) spell trouble for the predicate modification view. To handle the DP coordination, the predicate modification view predicts that Julie enjoyed doing something to watching a movie, which is
uninterpretable. All this is strong evidence that coercion does not involve a semantic adjustment to
the predicate at the moment of composition.
Since we’ve seen that you can’t simply shift the meaning of the predicate and you can’t shift
the meaning of the argument and you can’t relegate the problem of coercion to the pragmatics
garbage can, what is left? One answer (see the section on TCL) is that you change the relation of
predication that holds between the predicate and the argument. A clash between the type of the
argument and the type presupposition of the predicate induces not a type shift in either the argument
or the predicate but rather a type shift on the predication relation itself, which is implemented by
introducing a functor that is inserted around the argument. Thus, the meaning of the argument
does not shift—it remains what it always was; the predicate also retains its original meaning.
What changes is how they combine. This account makes the right predictions for (7).
Coercions are also not just dependent on the predicate and the argument that “undergoes coercion”
[3]. It may also depend on other arguments of the verb.7
(8)

The painters have started the windows (meaning to paint the windows)
6
7

[25], and others have pursued this line of attack.
And on the discourse context generally.
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The cleaners have started the suits but won’t finish them before tomorrow (cleaning the
suits)

So the coercion must take into account in principle all of the coercing predicate’s arguments.
In addition, coercions affect the predication locally to the verb. This contrasts with the behavior of
predications involving so called dual aspect nouns like book or lunch. These nouns are called dual
aspect nouns because they appear to have simultaneously two incompatible types—ABSTRACT
OBJECT and PHYSICAL OBJECT for book and FOOD and EVT for lunch [3]. When a verb selects one
of their types, we note a change in the quantificational domain of the DP. Consider the following
examples from [3].
(10)

a.

John has mastered every mathematics book in the library. (Here the quantification
is over abstract objects. John has mastered the contents, and may never have been
to the library)

b.

John has stolen every mathematics book in the library (Here the quantification has
to be over physical volumes; John has to have stolen say all the copies of Rudin’s
Real and Complex Variable Analysis).

c.

The best of Robert Louis Stevenson is three great books in one (here we have a
quantification over abstract objects in the first DP and over physical volumes in the
DP with the N’ ellipsis).

Shifts in the interpretation of the DP, however, don’t occur with most coercions. Consider
(11)

George enjoyed/started many books last weekend.

In (11), the quantification over books remains a quantification over books and not over eventualities. That is, (11) does not have a reading on which there are multiple events of George’s enjoying
just one book, which should be possible if coercions licensed quantificational shifts in the way that
dual aspect nouns do. Thus, whatever coercion does, it makes its adjustments locally to the verb in
logical form and does not affect the DP interpretation or quantificational domain.
Finally, coercions are language dependent. (12), a sentence considered in (3), is for example not
good in Chinese.
(12)

Julie started a book.

In Chinese, one has to say (13) instead:
(13)

Julie started reading/writing a book.

The coercion that inserts ‘reading/writing’ actions is not licensed in Chinese when ‘start’ is used.
Chinese is also different from English even with respect to robust coercions like the container/contents
one. For instance, consider the first sentence of (2) in Chinese. There are three ways to express (2)
in Chinese: we can use BOTTLE1 (Ping in Chinese), which is a classifier, or BOTTLE2 (Ping-Zi
in Chinese) which means a container called bottle:
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(14)

John brought a BOTTLE1 .

(15)

John brought a BOTTLE1 of wine.

(16)

John brought a BOTTLE2 .
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One of the possible (context dependent) meanings of (14) is (15), where ‘a BOTTLE1 ’ is coerced
into ‘a BOTTLE1 of wine’ and that (16) means that John bought a container. As we have seen in
English we can follow John brought a bottle either by referring to the contents (17) or the container
(18). But in Chinese (17) is good following (14) or (15), but (18) is not; and, following (16), (18)
is good, but not (17).
(17)

It was yummy.

(18)

It had a nice label.

In order to express (18) following (14) or (15) in Chinese, one would have to say something like
‘The bottle had a nice label.’
The above phenomenon makes coercion a semantic phenomenon, not a pragmatic one. Pragmatic
accounts use principles that are supposed to follow from general principles of rational interaction
between agents,; they are expected to be universal. So we should expect pragmatic enrichment to
allow coercions, say from objects to eventualities, whenever the grammar allows for an eventuality
reading in the argument. But this isn’t true.
We see two plausible options for dealing with this problem, options that we have detailed in print in
[3] and [14, 17]. We sketch the details of both views here and consider some further developments.
3. Coercions in Type Composition Logic
Developed in [3],8 Type Composition Logic (TCL) integrates on top of a standard intensional semantics for English a system of types with a category theoretic or proof theoretic interpretation. In
this system, subtyping is a matter of limited deduction. A lexical entry in this system thus conveys
two levels of meaning, one considering the type requirements on entry’s arguments or its selectional restrictions (if any) and a consequent typing of the term itself, and a standard denotational
meaning. Types are used to guide the construction of logical form. When a predicate requires
that an argument have a type τ , then as long as its argument type σ is compatible with τ (i.e.
σ ⊓ τ ̸= ⊥), type checking succeeds and the predicate and the argument combine together in TCL
with the argument taking as type the meet ⊓ of σ and τ .
With coercions like (2) or (3), however, there is no common sub type for the type presupposition
of the predicate and the argument; the contents of a bottle is of a type incompatible with that of
the bottle that contains it, and similarly, the eventuality required by start or enjoy is a distinct and
8

but with precursors in [2].
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incompatible type with that of a physical or abstract object like a book—these types have different
identity and individuation criteria.
However, predicates like start license a justification of their type requirements by allowing one to
introduce material that links the actual argument to an object of the desired type in a manner akin
to the sort of presupposition justification employed in bridging. This changes the relation between
the predicate and its arguments: the predicate allows a natural transformation from a given type to
the desired type. This transformation is translated into the language of logical forms and has a truth
conditional content. So in particular, for example (3), the transformation licenses the introduction
of a functor that links the verb and the original argument and introduces into logic a description of
an eventuality. But this description is itself underspecified, because without a particular context,
we don’t know exactly what Julie did to the book that she enjoyed. The logical form then that we
want to end up with is this:
(19)

∃x∃e(book(x) ∧ enjoy(j, e) ∧ ϕ(j, x, e))

where ϕ(j, x, e) is the underspecified description of the eventuality e. Note that e is now the
argument of enjoy, as is required, but that the discourse entity introduced by a book is also available
for anaphoric reference. Note further that the meaning of book remains what it always was; it’s
just that it combines in a different way with the verb from the usual function application method.
We now specify the TCL lexical entry for enjoy (and mutatis mutandis other event coercing predicates), taking into account the discussion of the last section. In TCL a transitive verb takes two
generalized quantifier arguments. To pass type requirements of the verb to the arguments, TCL
uses the method of continuations; the typing context is made part of the lexical entry and is labelled by the lambda bound variable π. π is a list of type requirements provided by the context; a
verb simply adds its type requirements to the list. Coercion verbs justify apply their type presuppositions locally, namely in the predication of the verbal predicate to its arguments.
(20)

λΨλΦλπ Φ(π ∗ AG)λv Ψ(π)
enjoy
(λy1 λπ1 (enjoy(v, y1 , π1 ∗ ARG2
:

EVT

− ϵ(HD(Φ), HD(Ψ)))))

This says that the subject DP must contribute an agent argument of type AG to the first argument
position of enjoy and that the object DP contribute a second argument of eventuality or EVT type.9
The fact that enjoy licenses a coercion for its direct object argument is signalled in the type requirements associated with this section argument. In effect the type requirement on the object is
complex; enjoy requires that its second argument be an eventuality but it allows a natural transformation from the head type of the DP (the type of objects that the DP quantifies over or denotes)
to an underspecified type that is a function of this head type and of the head type of the subject
DP. Nevertheless, the term itself does not have the complex type associated with a function from
agents to eventualities to propositions (or truth values); it has the type of being a function from
9

enjoy is a control verb and imposes that the agent of the eventuality is the subject of enjoy, but we skip this detail
here.
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general DP denotations to DP denotations to typing contexts to propositions. This dissociation
between the type requirements of the verb’s arguments and the type of the term allows us to apply
type justifications and adjustments in the predication relation at various points in the composition
process, allowing us to distinguish between composition involving dual aspect nouns and coercion.
To see how to derive the logical form in (19), let us apply this lexical entry to the arguments it is
supplied with in (3). We assume that Julie has the usual entry for a name in MG, except that it
specifies its denotation as an agent. The DP a book has the entry:
(21)

λP λπ∃x(book(x, π ∗ BOOK) ∧ P (x)(π ∗ BOOK))

where P ranges over first order properties. Putting these two entries together, and using the rules
of the λ calculus, we get:
(22)

enjoy

λΦλπ Φ(π ∗ AG)(λv∃x (book(x, π ∗ BOOK) ∧ λy1 λπ1 (enjoy(v, y1 , π1 ∗ [ARG2
enjoy
EVT − ϵ( HD (Φ), BOOK )]))(x)(π ∗ [ ARG 2
: EVT − ϵ(HD(Φ), BOOK)])))

:

The type presuppositions here cannot be satisfied as they stand. But enjoy licenses a natural transformation from objects to eventualities involving them. In the construction of logical form this
introduces a polymorphic type functor with a polymorphic type that will serve to justify the basic
type presupposition. The polymorphic type functor will apply to the λ abstract in the consequent
given by the verb, λy1 λπ1 (enjoy(v, y1 , π1 ). For type presuppositions, this is a general procedure
for presupposition justification. The functor introduces a predicate related to the polymorphic type.
When the polymorphic type is underspecified and of the form ϵ(α, β), the corresponding predicate
is ϕϵ(α,β) (e, x, y). The functor instantiated on this example looks like this:
(23)

λP λuλπ ′′ (∃z : ϵ(EVT, BOOK) ∃z1 :

AG (P (π ′′ )(z)

∧ ϕϵ(AG,BOOK) (z, z1 , u, π ′′ )))

Applying the functor on the designated λ term, we get:
(24)

∃x∃zλπ (enjoy(j, z, π) ∧ book(x) ∧ ϕϵ(AG,BOOK) (z, j, x, π))

The functor in (23) suffices to handle event coercion with verbs whose type presuppositions are
sensitive to both the type of the subject and object. There are many others involved in coercion.
To handle the specification of the underspecified formula to the preferred reading, TCL relies on
contextual rules and on defeasible generalizations about specifications. For example, in the absence
of other information, we might specify ϕϵ(AG,BOOK) (z, j, x, π) to read(z, j, x, π).
Subtyping in TCL remains subsumptive: if α ⊑ β then anything of type α is something of type
β, regardless of the context. As we want to leave the type of the variable associated with book
unchanged, we must introduce a fresh term to refer to the eventuality that is introduced during the
process of type justification. To give this a more mnemonic name, we call this process spell out.
This view of subtyping contrasts with the approach we consider next.
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4. Coercions in Modern Type Theories with Coercive Subtyping
Formal Semantics in MTTs. Modern Type Theories (MTTs)10 can be used as foundational
languages for formal semantics. For instance, Ranta [31] has studied it in Martin-Löf’s type theory.
This is in the tradition of the Montague grammar [23], although MTTs provide arguably better
alternatives because of their rich type structures that are lacking in the Montague semantics. There
is, however, an important difference: in an MTT common nouns (CNs) are interpreted as types
rather than predicates.11 For instance, the CNs like table and man are interpreted as types [[table]]
and [[man]], rather than as predicates of type E → t. Adjectives are then interpreted as predicates
whose domains are not the type E of all entities, but the types over which the adjectives are
meaningful. For instance, ‘handsome’ will be interpreted as a predicate of type [[man]] → P rop,
where P rop is the type of all logical propositions.
Interpreting CNs as types allows us to solve some problems in linguistic semantics. For instance,
some linguistic features like copredication (see, for example, [3]) have been found difficult to
deal with semantically in the Montagovian setting, but can be dealt with straightforwardly and
satisfactorily in MTTs [14]: thanks to the fact that, in a formal semantics in MTTs, CNs are
interpreted as types rather than predicates. However, there is a potential obstacle for MTTs to
be employed for formal semantics: some notion of subtyping becomes essential since subtypes
are crucially needed even for basic semantic constructions. Recently, it has been proposed that
coercive subtyping provides us with such a subtyping framework for formal semantics [14, 17].12
An MTT with coercive subtyping is a powerful language with rich type structures which provide a
variety of useful mechanisms for formal semantics [15, 17].
Linguistic Coercions in MTTs with Coercive Subtyping. Coercive subtyping also provides us
a framework to interpret various linguistic coercions in a formal semantics based on MTTs. The
basic coercive subtyping mechanism13 that coerces f (a) into f (c(a)) by inserting the coercion
c into a gap between f and a, suffices to represent many linguistic coercions. For example, as
exemplified in §2, the type-shifting law in [26] that lifts the E-type of an NP to its GQ-type can
be modelled with the coercion c[A] parameterized by A of subtype CN (the universe that consists
of the types that interpret CNs): A <c[A] (A → P rop) → P rop, where c[A](x) = λP : A →
P rop. P (x). It can be verified that these coercions commute with the other subtyping relations and
10

Examples of modern type theories include Martin-Löf’s type theory (MLTT) [20, 24], the Unifying Theory of
dependent Types (UTT) [12] and the type theory implemented in the Coq proof assistant (pCIC) [9].
11
Further discussions on whether CNs should be interpreted as types can be found in [16], a recent article of the
second author, where he argues for this based on Geach’s observation that CNs have their own criteria of identity [11],
and the consequential necessity of adopting the principle of proof irrelevance in a formal semantics based on MTTs.
12
It should be noted that coercive subtyping [13] was studied in 1990s for applications of MTTs to, for example,
formalisation of mathematics and verification of programs, as supported by proof assistants such as Coq [9, 32],
Lego [18, 5], Matita [21] and Plastic [7]. It is also worth noting that the traditional notion of subtyping, subsumptive
subtyping, is not adequate for MTTs, while coercive subtyping is (the coercive subtypiing extension is conservative,
which implies among other things that the consistency of the original type theory is preserved) [19].
13
Coercive subtyping as formulated in a logical framework [13, 19] also supports type-shifting in predicates.
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hence satisfy the required coherence condition in coercive subtyping.
As another (formally simpler) example, let us reconsider (3), repeated here as (25):
(25)

Julie enjoyed a book.

In an MTT, the formal interpretation of (25) is (26):
(26)

∃x : [[book]] . [[enjoy]](j, x)

where
(27)

[[enjoy]] : Human → Event → P rop.

However, the domain type of [[enjoy]](j) is Event, which is different from Book! Then, how can
[[enjoy]](j, x) in (26) be well-typed? The answer is that, in the framework of coercive subtyping
and, in particular, under the assumption of the following coercion:
(28)

Book <reading Event

[[enjoy]](j, x) is coerced into (and, formally, equal to) [[enjoy]](j, reading(x)) and hence welltyped. Informally, the sentence (25) is coerced into (29):
(29)

Julie enjoyed reading a book.

Note that, in the above, we have considered only one possible coercion (28): from ‘enjoy a book’
to ‘enjoy reading a book’. As we noted in the previous section, however, there are in fact contextdependent ‘multiple coercions’: e.g., (25) could have meant ‘Julie enjoyed writing a book’ (cf.,
(3)); there could also be several reading events of that book. Coercive subtyping requires contextual
uniqueness of coercions14 , we must restrict the scope/context using local coercions [15].
Local Coercions. In many situations, it is necessary to limit the scope of a coercion. (25) furnishes an example: with the formal coercion (28), (26) is the correct interpretation of (25). However, there may be several possible coercions and hence (25) may have several meanings: which
one to use can only be decided contextually. But note that coherence in coercive subtyping (contextual uniqueness of coercions) is necessary for formal semantics to deal with ambiguity. In such
situations, we use local coercions to limit the scope of applicability of coercions. For instance, if
(25) is used to mean (29) or ‘Julie enjoyed writing a book’, we exploit the following two coercions
for (25):
(30)

coercion Book <reading Event in (26)

(31)

coercion Book <writing Event in (26)

14

This refers to the notion of coherence, the requirement that any two coercions between the same two types (in the
same context) be the same. See [13, 19] for its formal definition.
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Note that such interpretations involve different local coercions and can be used in the same context.
There is no ambiguity or confusion as to which coercion is to be employed, but we must make clear
the scope of each one of the coercions, over what terms they are operative.
Local coercions have a dual notion – coercion contexts, which are contexts (in type theory) which
may contain coercion entries of the form A <c B as well as entries of the usual form x : A.
Coercion contexts occur left to the ⊢-sign. One can move a coercion entry in a coercion context
to the right-hand side of the ⊢-sign to form a local coercion, while the inversion of this moves the
coercion in a local coercion to the left. These constructs are governed by the relevant inference
rules, some of which are discussed in, for example, [15].
Dependent Types in Coercion Semantics. Sometimes, a simple scoping restriction is not enough.
For example, consider the following sentence (related examples are to be considered in (36)):
(32)

Jill just started War and Peace, which Tolstoy finished after many years of hard work.
But that won’t last because she never gets through long novels.

It is not difficult to see that in (32) the scopes of the reading and writing coercions overlap intertwiningly, and so restrictions on the scopes of coercions will not be sufficient here to ensure
uniqueness to eliminate ambiguity.
In many such cases, dependent typing proves to be useful. Indeed, this is the first time in the
literature, as far as we know, that dependent types have been shown to be useful directly in the
formal semantics of linguistic coercions.
For example, for the above sentences (32), instead of Event, we may consider the family of types
Evt : Human → T ype;
intuitively, for any h : Human, the dependent type Evt(h) is the type of events conducted by h.
Now, we can assume that the verbs start etc have the following types:
start, f inish, last : Πh : Human. (Evt(h) → P rop)
read, write : Πh : Human. (Book → Evt(h))
Furthermore, we can consider the following coercions,15 for any h : Human,
Book <c(h) Evt(h),
where the coercion c(h) is the function from Book to Evt(h) defined as follows: for any b : Book,
{
write(h, b) if h wrote b,
c(h, b) =
read(h, b) otherwise.
15

This is a parameterised coercion, parameterised by h : Human.
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where we have simplified the second case by assuming that one would read a book if he/she has
not written it. (One may think of other actions to consider more subcases here.) Having the above,
we can now interpret (32) as follows (in a simplified form):
(33)

start(j, wp)
& f inish(t, wp)
& ¬last(j, wp)
& ∀lb : (Σb:Book.long(b)). f inish(j, π1 (lb))

where the Σ-type Σb:Book.long(b) is the type that interprets the CN ‘long book’ (a long book is a
pair of a book together with a proof that it is long) and π1 is the first projection operator that takes
a long book and returns the book itself. In the coercive subtyping framework, (33) is coerced into
(and equal to) the following:
(34)

start(j, c(j, wp))
& f inish(t, c(t, wp))
& ¬last(j, c(j, wp))
& ∀lb : (Σb:Book.long(b)). f inish(j, c(j, π1 (lb)))

which is (equal to)
(35)

start(j, read(j, wp))
& f inish(t, write(t, wp))
& ¬last(j, read(j, wp))
& ∀lb : (Σb:Book.long(b)). f inish(j, c(j, π1 (lb)))

Note that, in the last conjunct, the coercion c is still present – c(j, π1 (lb)) cannot be reduced
furthermore because lb is a variable.
Remark The above example shows that dependent types provide powerful tools that can deal with
rather sophisticated examples. It would be interesting to see exactly what powers they provide and,
probably more interestingly, what they cannot deal with in formal semantics.
5. Are all corecions alike?
Both TCL and MTT approaches to coercions make available for subsequent discourse both “coerced content” and the original meaning in a coercion. With the container/contents sort of examples, this strategy makes sense: both entities seem indeed to be available for subsequent anaphoric
reference. It also makes sense for examples like (32). But this strategy doesn’t seem equally
felicitous for all coercions.
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a.

Jill started writing a book. The writing will last for years.

b.

Jill started a book. ?The writing /?That will last for years.

c.

*Jill started War and Peace, which will last for weeks.

d.

Jill started to read the article thoroughly.

e.

*Jill started the article thorough/ thoroughly.

f.

John is scared of starting War and Peace, because it will last for (will take him)
weeks.

Anaphoric reference to the coerced eventualities that spell out and MTT with dependent types
introduce into logical form is not felicitous in (36b), in contrast to (36a). Further, the use of an
appositive relative clause that is supposed to modify the event introduced in the coercion is not
grammatical, and neither is adjectival event modification in (36e). Non-restrictive relative clauses
are only licensed if the DP they modify denotes an entity of the sort the relative clause can apply
to [27]. Examples like (36c,d) show that the coerced eventuality is neither available for coreference
nor modification, indicating that it is not present in our semantic logical forms.
Surprisingly, anaphoric reference to the eventuality becomes better when certain discourse patters
are introduced, in particular causal relations like Explanation (36f) and Contrast relations (32), but
not in cases where we are continuing a topic or in an Elaboration (36b,c). Thus, the predictions of
spell out and MTT with dependent types are incorrect except when there is a particular discourse
configuration between the clause in which the eventuality referring pronoun occurs and the clause
containing the event coercion.
Some coercions behave even more bizarrely. In these examples inspired by [25], the same discourse sensitivity is observed, but the original denotation of the argument seems unavailable except in the aforementioned discourse patterns.
(37)

a.

??The omelette left without paying, although it was very yummy.

b.

??The omelette, which has fresh mushrooms in it, left without paying.

c.

? The delicious omelette has left without paying.

d.

The omelette has ordered. He wants it with mushrooms.

e.

The omelette is getting restless. And it’s burned, because it cooked too long.

f.

The omelette left without paying because he found it disgusting.

The impossibility of using non restrictive relative clauses (37c) or even certain non restrictive
adjectival modifications that require the DP to have its standard meaning (37d) are very surprising.
The aspectual verbs and enjoy allow non restrictive modification of the standard meaning of their
arguments; e.g., Julie enjoyed the novel, which is a thrilling murder mystery. According to the
evidence, the omelette (37a-c) simply doesn’t refer to the food stuff at all. Nevertheless, with
suitable discourse configurations involving particular discourse relations, as in (37e-h), anaphoric
reference to the foodstuff, the original meaning of the omelette is felicitous.
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The dependence of anaphoric availability on discourse structure echoes an observation in [10] concerning the availability of individual discourse referents for anaphoric coreference in bare nominal
expressions in Catalan and Spanish.16 They observe that a bare singular noun complement, in contrast to a normal indefinite DP, does not always introduce an individual level discourse referent that
is available for subsequent anaphoric reference:
(38)

a.

Avui porta faldilla. #La hi vam regalar lany passat.
Today she is wearing a skirt. We gave it to her as a present last year.

b.

Avui porta una faldilla. La hi vam regalar lany passat.
Today she is wearing a skirt. We gave it to her as a present last year.

Non restrictive relative clauses modifying an individual type entity are also not possible with bare
singular NPs, though they ae of course good with full DPs:
(39)

*Per fi hem trobat pis, que comencarem a reformar molt aviat.
At last we have found an apartment, which well begin to renovate very soon.

Thus, bare singular NPs in Spanish, Catalan and Norwegian have a similar referential opacity to
many coercions.
However, [10] also note that discourse anaphora using the loncus la and el, which require their
antecedents to denote individual entities, with bare singular NPs is possible in some discourse
contexts. Again we give their examples:
(40)

a.

Per la festa es va posar faldilla. Se lhavia comprat la tarda anterior.
She put on a skirt for the party. She had bought it the day before in the afternoon.

b.

Ja tinc pis. El vaig comprar ahir.
I already have an apartment. I bought it yesterday.

Once again we note one of the discourse configurations, Explanation, that licenses anaphoric reference to coerced eventualities. And apparently Contrast also supports the felicitous use of individual
level pronouns with bare singular NPs.17
6. Accounting for the Data
One may consider the similarity between coercion insertion in coercive subtyping and TCL’s spell
out mechanisms. They both deliver discourse entities that should be available anaphorically. The
data shows that this is not always true. [10] suggest that some sort of discourse accommodation
might be at work in the cases where anaphoric reference to individual level discourse entities is
licensed by bare NPs, while standard semantics makes them denote properties. The data involving
coercion, however, suggests a different explanation. We need the arguments of the coercing predicates to be of the appropriate type, and so we cannot simply let ordinary compositional semantics
16
17

They also note that similar observations have been made for bare singular NPs in Norwegian[6].
Louise McNally, pc.
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“do its job”, because ordinary semantics is not equipped to build proper logical forms for coercing
predicates. We need to use some coercion mechanism to allow composition to succeed but not to
always produce discourse entities associated with coerced meaning.
Our solution is to identify two coercion mechanisms. The first is a local coercion that adjusts types
only within an argument of the predicate licensing the coercion as in the MTT-approach (cf., §4).
As with simple coercive sub typing, this coercion has a very local scope. We can implement both
local coercion and spell out in TCL by introducing a functor which takes a term t, an input type a
and an output type b of the following form:
(41)

λP λxCt,a,b (P (x))

Applying this functor instead of the one associated with Spell Out, the logical form for (3), ignoring
the type presupposition parameters π for readability, becomes:
(42)

∃x(book(x) ∧ Cwp,BOOK,EVT enjoy(j, x))

The operator Cwp,BOOK,EVT requires a semantics. Assuming a background dynamic semantics
like DPL or compositional DRT, we also assume a function c associated with our coercion that
maps objects of type a into objects of type b. Given this, the semantics of our operator is relatively
straightforward.
(43)

A, w, f ∥Ct,a,b ϕ(t1 , . . . tn , t)∥A, w, f iff
∃gDom(g) = Dom(f ) ∪ {c(t)} ∧ A, w, f ∥ϕ(t1 , . . . tn , c(t))∥A, w, g

This allows type presuppositions in TCL to be justified, because the argument for the predicate
is mapped into something of the right type. And so predication succeeds. However, this entity is
not represented by a distinct term in logical form and so, given standard assumptions of dynamic
semantics about the treatment of anaphora, is not available as an antecedent for anaphora in the
discourse to come.
To handle coercions of the omelette variety, we have to change coercion operators. Here we suppose an operator Ht,a,b (for hide) that provides a map for t from type a to type b. However, here
only the result of the map is visible in logical form. For a sentence like (37a), we would have
(ignoring the presuppositional nature of the definite, which poses some interesting problems in
itself):18
(45)
18

(44)

∃x∃z Hthe-omelette,FOOD , PERSON [omelette(x) ∧ ate(x, z)] ∧ z =?

The semantics of Ht,a,b is as follows:
A, w, f ∥Ht,a,b ϕ(t1 , . . . tn , t)∥A, w, f iff
∃gDom(g) = Dom(f ) ∪ {c−1 (t)} ∧ A, w, f ∥ϕ(t1 , . . . tn , c−1 (t))∥A, w, g

Our treatment entails that the map from a to b must be bijective. Our theory predicts that there are no omelette type
coercions where there is not a one to one correspondence between the objects of the coerced type b and the objects of
the original type a.
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We suppose local coercions that come in several flavors and that are tied to particular types of coercions like the eventuality based coercions or the omelette type coercions. The second mechanism
we suppose is that of spell out. For coercions like container/contents coercion, spell out seems
the right one. For the others considered in this paper, however, local coercions are appropriate as
the basic mechanism. When certain, “anti-local” discourse configurations obtain, spell out takes
these local coercions and replaces them with the more elaborate functors of the sort provided in
(23), which introduces a new discourse entity of the new type into the discourse context and that is
available for subsequent anaphoric reference. Schematically, the transformation is this:
(46)

Ct,a,b F (t1 , . . . tn , t) ; ∃x : b(Rxt ∧ ϕ(t1 , . . . tn , x)) (where t : a).

We replace our formula prefixed with a local functor with a first order formula, R being specified
by the polymorphic type associated with C.19
Much the same story can be told for the data concerning bare singular NPs. Assuming with Espinal
and McNally that bare singular NPs denote properties, we imagine that certain discourse configurations can license the application of a functor to the singular NP producing an entity realizing
that property.20 Thus, we would explain the observations about anaphoric availability of individual
discourse entities with bare NPs as a species of spell-out, though the spell out in these cases would
work off the basic semantics assigned to bare NPs, not off a coercion operator.
What controls spell out? What is the anti-local feature that controls or licenses spell-out? The
data show that this licensing depends on particular discourse configurations, not sentential distance. It also depends on particular coercions that themselves depend on the predicate at issue. We
suppose that the basic coercion form with operators like C and H initially introduced in logical
form by the type adjustment and the type requirements of particular predicates are transformed
via Spell Out into the more familiar material from TCL and MTT when an anti-local discourse
configuration occurs. For the event based coercions, it is crucial that the discourse unit with the
event anaphor relates to the unit with the coercion via a relation that enforces that the eventuality
introduced in the coercion is distinct from the eventuality described by the clause with the anaphor.
This is guaranteed for example by a relation like Explanation or Result, whose semantics involves
a causal relation; if there is a causal relation between a and b, then a and b must be distinct because
there are no self-causing facts or events. Contrasts also involve a shift from one fact to another
that perforce have different properties. Relations like Elaboration, where Elaboration(a, b) holds
only if b expands on or gives more details about the fact or event described in a do not guarantee
distinctness, and a relation like Continuation has a semantics according to which a and b are both
descriptions of the same topical event or fact.
All of the examples in which spell out makes the correct predictions about anaphoric availability
19

For our functors of type H, we suppose a slightly different form of spell out., which we do not elaborate on here
for lack of space.
20
For a discussion of functors that produce realizations of entities of abstract type, see [3].
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with event coercions involve one of these anti-local discourse relations. The examples in which
spell out makes the wrong predictions are those that feature relations like Elaboration, Reformulation or Continuation or feature the anaphor and its antecedent within one elementary discourse unit.
Consider (36b) or ;(36b) the second sentence, or appositive relative clause, attempts to elaborate
on the coerced event. The discourse structure between the two clauses does not have the requisite
element of non locality. On the other hand, (36f,g) involve relations of Flashback (a kind of reverse
narrative sequence where the second related fact precedes and is spatiotemporally distinct from the
first), Contrast and Explanation.
The data in (37) forces us to refine our anti-locality hypothesis. (37b) also features a relation of
Elaboration between the clause with the coercion and the relative clause with the anaphor. We
correctly predict that example to be infelicitous, We also predict examples (37d-f) to be good
because they feature anti-local discourse structures. But (37d), which has an Elaboration relation
between the two clauses, is good. However, this is not an Elaboration of the original meaning of
the omelette; it’s an Elaboration of what the omelette qua individual has ordered. And this makes
all the difference. This also explains why (37c) is no good. While it has contrast built into it— it is
what many researchers on discourse structure would call a Concession, it is also a Background (in
SDRT concessions are defined in terms of Contrast and Background), and Background requires a
topic, which in this case is also the original denotation of the omelette. What is common to all of the
bad or local discourse structures is that the element hidden by the local coercion operators is in the
discourse topic dominating the discourse constituent in which the anaphor to the hidden element
occurs. The bad cases of Elaboration all have the hidden discourse entities in topic position, as
does (37c). Our hypothesis about when spell out is licensed is: spell out for coercions with the non
robust coercions occurs only in those discourse structures in which the element hidden by the local
coercion operators is not in the topic position (for details on topics in discourse structure, see for
instance [1, 4]).
Why should such a constraint on spell out exist? Why should it only exist for some coercions? The
container/content coercions are happy in English to provide discourse entities corresponding to the
original meaning of the coercing predicate’s argument and discourse entities that are inferred from
the type coercion mechanism in the local discourse configurations. Because of its sensitivity to the
type of coercion at issue, we do not believe that the anti-locality constraint is a general feature of
discourse structure. It is rather a feature of particular coercions and of particular languages. More
research on the varieties of coercions is needed, especially across different languages.
7. Conclusions
Coercions are not all alike. Container/contents coercions make standard and coerced content available for future discourse exploitation. But eventuality based coercions and others don’t. The
typology of coercions with respect to their behavior on discourse continuations seems rich and in
need of investigation, especially cross-linguistically. However, the frameworks that we have proposed are robust enough and precise enough to permit an investigation of this typology. It may be
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interesting to study the relationship between TCL and MTTs. In future work, we hope to explore
this further as well as the rich and delightful world of coercions cross-linguistically.
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Is good better than excellent? An experimental investigation on scalar implicatures and
gradable adjectives
Andrea Beltrama (University of Chicago)
Ming Xiang (University of Chicago)
Abstract – In this study we look at the computation of scalar implicatures with adjectives
and modals, and show that scalar inferences are not equally triggered by these scales. In
Experiment 1, we test implicatures on three-place adjective scales such as <decent, good,
excellent> and find that only adjectives at the low end of the scale generate implicatures,
while those in the middle fail to do so. In Experiment 2 we test implicatures on the modal
scale <possible, likely, certain>, and show that, contrary to what happens to adjectives, both
modals at the low end and in the middle of the scale generate implicatures. We interpret these
results as suggesting that adjective scales are qualitatively different from modal scales. What
distinguishes them, in particular, is the nature of the extreme term on the scale. While
extreme adjectives do not constitute a real scalar maximum and make use of different
semantic representations from their non-extreme counterparts, extreme modals are real scalar
maximums and are semantically homogenous with respect to the other terms on the scale. We
conclude by providing two alternative explanations of how the properties of extreme
adjectives might inhibit the calculation of the inferences.
Keywords. Scalar Implicatures, adjectives, gradability, modals, scales, Italian
1. Introduction
Scalar implicatures (SIs) represent a well-known example of how pragmatic inferences can
affect the semantic interpretation of an utterance. However, the way in which such inferences
are licensed by different kinds of scale structures is not fully understood. In this study we
demonstrate that not all scales are equally likely to generate SIs. In particular, we show that
adjectives trigger SIs less easily than other scales, especially with respect to the SI inferences
on extreme adjectives (also see 2.2). As an explanation, we suggest that extreme adjectives
are crucially different from the extreme terms on other scales. We test this hypothesis by
designing two experiments. In Experiment 1 we test implicatures on three-place adjective
scales and, consistently with previous investigations, find that adjectives in the middle of
scale fail to generate scalar implicatures. In Experiment 2 we compare implicatures on
adjective scales with implicatures on modal scales, and show that, contrary to what happens
to adjectives, modals in the middle of the scales do generate implicatures. We argue that
these results support the idea that extreme adjectives are qualitatively different from other
extreme scalar terms, and we conclude by providing two alternative explanations of how
extreme adjectives might inhibit the calculation of the inferences.
2. Background
Implicatures triggered by the Quantity Maxim, also known as scalar implicatures (SIs), have
received a significant amount of attention in the literature. An example is reported in (1).
(1) Some people left the party
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In the sentence, the logical content merely says that at least (and possibly all) some people
left the party. What is inferred, however, corresponds to an enriched, upper-bounded
interpretation, paraphrasable as “some people left the party, but some people didn’t”. The
inference that not all people left is based on the assumption that the speaker is being
cooperative and is respecting the conversational maxims, including the Quantity Maxim
(“make your contribution as informative as is required”, Grice 1967:26). As a consequence,
the speaker is expected not to withhold information that he would be in a position to provide.
For example, if the speaker knows that all people left the party, he is expected to say that all
people left the party. By the same token, if the speaker utters (1), it is inferred that he cannot
truthfully say that all people left the party, and therefore that not all people left the party.
Hence, the interpretation of the quantifier is more restrictive.
A particularly influential model to capture the mechanism underlying this kind of inference
has been proposed by Horn (1984). According to him, scalar implicatures are triggered by
entailment scales, which are total orderings of terms in which each expression entails the
weaker terms and implicates the negation of the stronger terms. Such a mechanism provides a
unified account to capture the observation that many different kinds of scales in natural
language give rise to SIs. Examples of such scales include quantifiers (<some, many, all>),
adverbs (<sometimes, often, always>), modals (<possible, likely, certain>) and gradable
adjectives (<warm, hot>), as in (2-4).
(2) It’s warm.
(3) It’s possible that it will rain tomorrow.
(4) Sometimes, the weather is sunny down here.
For (2), the logical content is that “it is warm and possibly hot”, whereas the upper-bounded
interpretation added by the implicature is that it is warm and not hot. For (3), the logical
content is that “it’s possible and perhaps certain that it will rain tomorrow”, whereas the
upper-bounded interpretation is that it is possible and not certain that it will rain tomorrow.
For (4), the logical content is that “the weather is sometimes, and possibly always, sunny
down here”, whereas the reading generated by the implicature is that only sometimes, and not
always, is the weather sunny.
While Horn’s theory predicts that the calculation of implicatures happens uniformly across
different scales, recent experimental investigation suggests that not all scales induce these
inferences in the same way. In particular, scalar inferences on adjectives turned out to be
much harder to trigger than those on other scales (Doran et al. 2008, Zevakhina and Geurts
2011). The aim of the current study is to cast further light on this asymmetry and to provide
an explanation to it.
2.1 Previous experiments
Doran et al. (2008) looked at whether different kinds of scales – cardinal numbers,
quantifiers, ranked orderings and gradable adjectives - would be processed in the same way
with respect to scalar inferences. One of the major experimental manipulations was whether
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alternative values on a scale were explicitly provided in the context1 or not. As far as
adjectives are concerned, the stimuli consisted of triplets of terms from the same scale, but of
different strength, such as <huge, big, average>. The subjects were asked to read dialogues
between two characters: Irene and Sam, as in (5), in which Irene asks Sam two different kinds
of questions. In condition (a) Irene asked a neutral question without evoking any scalar term;
whereas in condition (b) Irene’s question explicitly provided the three scalar terms as
possible answers. In his response to both questions, Sam always utters an under-informative
description of the fact by using a middle adjective from a given scale, (e.g., big here). Sam’s
answer is always under-informative because the ultimate FACT, which is given after this
mini-conversation, portrays an “extreme” situation that requires a stronger term from the
scale, rather than the middle one. In this particular example, given the fact that Jeremy cannot
fit into an airplane seat, a supposedly more adequate description of his size should be He is
huge, rather than He is big.
(5) <average, big, huge>
Irene: a) What size is Jeremy? / b) Is Jeremy average, big or huge?
Sam: He’s big.
FACT: Jeremy can’t fit in an airplane seat.
Is Sam telling the truth?
Given this scenario and the FACT, participants were asked to perform a Truth Value
Judgment Task by answering the question “Is Sam telling the truth?”. Given that the
description is supposed to be under-informative, responding “no” (i.e. saying that Sam’s
answer is false) would signal that participants have calculated the SI big but not huge. A
“yes” response, on the other hand, would indicate the lack of an SI. The results show that
overall implicatures on adjectives were calculated significantly less frequently than for other
scales. Moreover, contrary to what happened with other scales, the rate of inferences
associated with adjectives significantly increased when alternative values were evoked
(version (b) of Irene’s question), showing that the interpretation of adjectives was
significantly affected by the discourse condition manipulation. No other scale tested in the
experiment showed this kind of sensitivity. The authors explain these findings by suggesting
that adjective scales, compared to other entailment scales, are domain-dependent and have
fuzzy boundaries. As a consequence, “non-maximal values can range indefinitely higher,
without excluding stronger scalar values” (p. 228), making implicatures unnecessary. For
example, big can range indefinitely high on a scale and extend to the region of the scale
covered by huge, discouraging an upper-bounded reading (big but not huge).
In a more recent investigation, Zevakhina and Geurts (2011) addressed similar issues with a
different experimental paradigm. They tested implicatures across different scales via an
inference paradigm, which have been shown in previous studies to give rise to higher levels
of implicatures than truth value judgment tasks (Geurts and Pouscoulous 2009). In their
procedure, a fictional character (John) made a statement containing a scalar term (e.g. some).
1

A further manipulation was the perspective to be taken for answering the True/False question. Participants had
to answer by taking their own point of view or the point of view of an imaginary character (Literal Lucy) that
was famous for interpreting everything in a literal way. This further manipulation is not discussed here.
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Participants were asked whether, according to John, the statement would have been false if
some had been replaced with a stronger scale-mate, such as all. A “yes” answer would
indicate that participants have generated a SI and assigned the scalar term an upper-bounded
interpretation. A “no” answer, on the other hand, was taken to indicate that the implicature
was not generated. This study tested quantifiers, modals and gradable adjectives. An example
of gradable adjectives is given below (the target expressions have been italicized by us):
(6)

<good, excellent>
John says: The movie was good.
“Would you infer from this that, according to John, the movie was not excellent?”

A comparison between quantifiers, modals and gradable adjectives suggests that adjectives
trigger implicatures much less frequently than the other two types of scalar expressions.
Rather than attributing this to a category specific effect, Zevakhina and Geurts (2011) argued
that the degree to which SIs are calculated is determined by how accessible the (stronger)
scalar alternatives are for any given scalar expression. In a follow up experiment, they
showed that scalar expressions that trigger fewer SIs are also the ones to which it is more
difficult for participants to provide scalar alternatives in a cloze procedure2. In their analysis,
the difficulty of deriving SIs for adjectives is not adjective-specific, but rather due to the fact
that scalar alternatives are in general less accessible for adjectives than for other scalar
expressions (although it is not a perfect correlation, as shown by cases like “warm/cold” in
this experiment). This explanation is crucially different from the one proposed by Doran et
al., according to whom the low rate of implicatures on adjectives is due to two special
properties of adjective scales: lack of clear boundaries between the terms, and lack of an
upper boundary at the top of the scale.
2.2 Extreme adjectives
It is important to note that for both of these studies, what is essentially being tested on
adjectives is whether the negation of a strong term on an adjective scale is (easily) available
to speakers (e.g. good implicates not excellent; big implicates not huge). If we look at the
expressions that are targeted by this inference, e.g. excellent or huge, we notice that they
belong to the category of extreme adjectives, a natural class that has drawn a lot of attention
in the semantics literature (Cruse 1986, Paradis 2001, Morzycki 2009 and 2011). This class
generally includes expressions that seem to be located on the highest region of a scale, such
as excellent, huge, extraordinary, horrible, and so on. As Morzycki (2009, 2011) points out,
all these expressions display a series of particular properties that, critically, are not shared by
non-extreme adjectives. First, they take their own class of modifiers (simply, flat-out,
downright, balls-out, and more), which are not as acceptable with other non-extreme gradable
adjectives (as in (7)). Second, they are resistant to explicit comparative constructions, as (8)
shows. Third, they are resistant to intensification with very and other degree modifiers (9).
Finally, compared to other extreme scalar terms, they are not ontological scalar maximums,
in that they belong to scales that do not have an upper-bound. Because of this, it is always
2

Subjects were presented a target sentence containing a scalar term, such as “The movie was good”, and were
requested to answer to the question “Which words could have occurred instead of the highlighted one?” This
procedure provides a measure about the likelihood of a particular scalar-mate (e.g. “excellent” in this case)
being considered by the participants.
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possible to find individuals that rank even higher on the scale, while this cannot be done with
quantifiers or modals, as in (10).
(7) a. simply gigantic/??big
b. just gorgeous/??pretty
c. flat-out crazy/??sane
d. flat-out excellent/??good
(8) a.? Godzilla is more gigantic than Mothra.
b.? Monkeys are less marvelous than ferrets.
(9) a. very ??excellent/ ??marvelous/ ??fantastic/ good
b. very ??gigantic/ big
c. How ??excellent/good is this performance?
d. How ??gorgeous/pretty is that girl?
(10) This thing is gigantic, but it could be bigger
?? All students came to class, but more of them could have come
?? It is certain that the event will took place, although it could be more certain
These observations show that extreme adjectives seem to have a somewhat different nature
from other adjectives on the same scale (example (7)-(9) above) and from maximum terms on
other scales (example (10)).
A natural question, at this point, is whether the properties in (7-10) might impact the behavior
of extreme adjectives with respect to scalar inferences, and whether they could ultimately be
responsible for the low rates of adjectival implicatures discussed in the experimental
literature. We suggest two possible explanations, on which we will elaborate more in section
4. One possibility is that, contrary to the common view, only non-extreme adjectives are
lexically gradable, while extreme adjectives are not. This would have crucial consequences
for implicature calculation. Since, under this view, extreme adjectives would no longer be
scale mates with non-extreme ones, it would follow that they would no longer be a valid
scalar alternative to them. As a consequence, implicatures from non-extreme adjectives to
extreme adjectives (such as good  Not excellent) are simply not computed.
The alternative explanation would be that extreme adjectives, while on the same scale as nonextreme ones, might just be particularly hard to access as alternatives for the computation.
Their low accessibility could be due to the fact that, as Doran et al. pointed out, there are no
definite boundaries on the scale between non-extreme and extreme adjectives. This makes it
possible for the non-extreme adjectives to stretch all the way up to the top of the scale,
making the inference unnecessary. We will elaborate more on these two possibilities in
Section 4.
2.3 Current study
Although previous studies have consistently shown that SIs are in general less accessible for
adjectives, a few issues remain unresolved. The first observation is that previous studies have
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only looked at whether the negation of the extreme gradable adjectives can be computed
based on those adjectives in the “middle”, as in the case of computing an SI from good to
excellent on a scale with multiple scalar terms <decent, good, excellent>. The current study
extends the investigation to other scalar terms on the scale. Specifically, we will look at not
only the SIs based on the middle-adjectives, but also those based on the lower terms on the
same scale. The purpose of this manipulation is two-fold. First, we are interested in
replicating the previous results that SIs from “middle” to “extreme” adjectives are difficult,
even when some methodological concerns have been controlled (see below); and second, the
current study also aims at addressing the question of whether scalar distance correlates with
the size of the SI effect, i.e. whether triggers lower on the scale generate implicatures more
often than triggers in the middle on the same scale.
Second, a methodological consideration is in order. Albeit in slightly different ways, both
studies discussed above elicited SIs by providing explicit alternatives. Doran et al tested the
big  not huge implicature by asking whether a certain individual was indeed “big” or
“huge” (see (5b)). Zevakhina and Geurts also explicitly asked the subjects whether they
would infer not excellent from good (see (6)). However, it is rarely the case that such
alternatives are given in natural occurrences of the scalar terms. Providing them explicitly,
therefore, could have forced the inferences to be drawn in an unnatural way (see also
Zevakhina and Geurts 2011: p. 14 on this point). In our design, we therefore choose not to
provide explicit alternatives under any condition.
Third, the impact of context on the calculation of implicatures was only tangentially taken
into consideration in previous experiments. Therefore the role of context in SI calculation has
not been carefully addressed. If calculating implicatures is about understanding the
informativity of an utterance, then speakers should be sensitive to a context that reinforces or
weakens the informativity of a statement (Horn 1984). In our experiment, we aim to verify
whether manipulations of informativity and discourse context have an effect on SI
calculations.
Finally, none of the previous studies explicitly discussed the category of extreme adjectives
and its peculiar characteristics. However, in both studies the scalar alternatives that were
supposed to be negated via implicatures were indeed instances of extreme adjectives, and
displayed all the properties discussed in section 2.2. We suggest that such properties could
be responsible for the low rates of SIs on adjectives. To provide further arguments for this,
we will compare the behavior of extreme adjectives to the behavior of extreme expressions
on other kinds of scales.
3. Experiment 1
As mentioned earlier, adjective scales are often composed of multiple terms with increasing
strength and ordered along a continuum. As such, they contain at least two distinct triggers
for scalar inferences. Given a three-place scale such as <decent, good, excellent>, the two
potentially available inferences would be in (11).
(11) (i) decent (weakest trigger)  not good/not excellent
(ii) good (middle trigger)  not excellent
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In Experiment 1, we test whether these two SI-triggers (i.e. the two lower terms on a given
adjective scale) indeed both generate SIs. In addition, we will also test whether triggers lower
on the scale (i.e. decent) generate implicatures more often than triggers in the middle of the
scale (i.e. good). This would allow us to verify if there is an effect of scalar distance. Finally,
Experiment 1 also assesses the interaction between SI computation and context effect—in
particular, the extent to which context manipulations might alter the computation of
implicatures. To achieve this, we presented our stimuli in two different discourse contexts,
one of which was designed to stress the under-informativity of the adjective at stake (see
3.2.3).
3.1. Materials
Two factors were manipulated in the design: adjective strength and discourse context. As far
as adjective strength is concerned, we created twenty-four adjective scales in Italian, each of
which contained three adjectives of different strength: 1) a weak adjective; 2) a middle
adjective; 3) a strong adjective. An example of such a scale from the experiment, already
mentioned above, is <decent, good, excellent>. Other examples are given in (12).
(12) <acceptable, satisfactory, heavenly>
<mediocre, bad, horrific>
<pretty, beautiful, gorgeous>
<edible, tasty, delicious>
<doable, easy, ridiculous>
<getting by, rich, billionaire>
For each scale a two-sentence scenario was created. The first sentence was a statement
containing an adjective in one of the three conditions (“weak”, “middle”, or “strong”). The
second one portrayed a situation linked to the first one via the causative connector that’s why
(per questo in Italian). The second sentence is the same across all conditions. It always
described a rather “extreme” situation. Its function was to force a construal of the first
sentence as a cause, creating a context for which only the strongest adjective would be
adequately informative, whereas the middle and the weak ones would result in underinformativity. For instance, in the example in (11), the second sentence in the scenario
encourages the inference that since Harvard is very difficult to get into, Mark needs to be an
excellent student in order to be accepted. If the SI “not excellent” is computed on “decent” or
“good” in the first sentence, we expect to see degraded judgment for the overall scenario, and
potentially increased reading times (RTs) at the critical word “Harvard”, since this is the first
word that would create difficulty for comprehension if the relevant SIs were computed
earlier. Crucially different from previous studies, the current design did not explicitly provide
scalar alternatives for people to choose from, nor did we ask for conscious judgments about
the target SI inferences. If participants have spontaneously computed SIs at the adjectives in
the first clause of each scenario, this should affect how they interpret the second clause.
Finally, for each triplet of adjectives, we also added an adjective with the opposite polarity
(e.g. bad, for the “goodness” scale). This last adjective always gives rise to contradiction in
our stimuli, and we use it as a baseline condition to assess whether participants are doing the
task correctly. An example is shown below in (13a-d).
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The second factor we manipulated is discourse context. In four additional conditions that are
otherwise identical to (11), we added an additional context sentence The competition for
entering top schools is very tough (in Italian: la competizione per entrare nelle scuole più
prestigiose è estremamente serrata). The purpose of this new information was to build a
more constrained context for the interpretation of the target sentence (i.e. That is why…).
This new context sentence was meant to reinforce the participants to reassess the
informativity of each scenario more carefully, and to raise the threshold of informativity
required to have an adequate description. The ultimate goal was to highlight the fact that any
adjective different than the strongest one (that is, decent or good) would make the general
scenario under-informative.
With the two factors, there are a total of 8 conditions for each scale, resulting from a 2
(context) x 4 (adjective strength) design. The eight conditions for each adjective scale were
distributed into eight different lists with a Latin Square design, so that each list had 24
experimental sentences (together with an additional 30 fillers). A full example of an
experimental item is given in (13):
(13)
Without the strengthened context:
a.Mark è uno studente discreto. Per questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (weak)
Mark is a decent student. That’s why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
b.Mark è uno studente buono. Per questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (middle)
Mark is a good student. That’s why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
c.Mark è uno studente eccellente. Per questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato.
(strong)
Mark is an excellent student. That’s why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
d.Mark è uno studente scarso. Per questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato.
(contradictory)
Mark is a bad student. That’s why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
With the strengthened context:
e. La competizione per le migliori università è molto dura. Mark è uno studente discreto. Per
questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (weak)
The competition for entering top programs is very tough. Mark is a decent student. That’s
why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
f. La competizione per le migliori università è molto dura. Mark è uno studente buono. Per
questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (middle)
The competition for entering top programs is very tough. Mark is a good student. That’s why
he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
g. La competizione per le migliori università è molto dura. Mark è uno studente eccellente.
Per questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (strong)
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The competition for entering top programs is very tough. Mark is an excellent student. That’s
why he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
h. La competizione per le migliori università è molto dura. Mark è uno studente scarso. Per
questo è stato preso ad Harvard per un dottorato. (contradictory)
The competition for entering top programs is very tough. Mark is a bad student. That’s why
he has been accepted to Harvard for a Ph.D
3.2 Participants, procedure and predictions
Forty-two native speakers of Italian between 18 and 40 years old participated in the
experiment. Twenty-two subjects were graduate or undergraduate students affiliated with the
University of Chicago, and twenty were students affiliated with an Italian university or
already in possession of a B.A. diploma. Subjects were recruited through announcements
posted online, personal email communications and word-of-mouth advertising. Subjects
tested in Chicago were paid $ 10, while subjects tested in Italy were paid 5 Euros.
The experiment combined an acceptability rating task with a self-paced reading task and was
run with Eprime. In each trial the first or the first two sentences (when there is an extra
context sentence) appeared on the screen as a whole chunk, whereas the last sentence – the
target sentence starting with “that’s why” – was read word by word on the next screen at
participants’ own pace (i.e. participants pressed the space bar to move from one word to the
next). After reading the last word of the target sentence, subjects were asked to provide an
acceptability rating on the plausibility of the whole scenario. They were prompted to give
their rating by the following instruction “How sensible is the second sentence given the first
one?” (In Italian: Quanto è sensata la seconda frase rispetto alla prima?). On a 1 to 5 scale, 1
represents “completely nonsensical”, and 5 “perfectly sensible”. Participants were told at the
practice session to evaluate each scenario on the basis of general common sense, and leave
aside markedly stylistic interpretations.
As far as judgments are concerned, we anticipate degraded acceptability for scenarios that
contain an under-informative adjective. That is, we predict the degree of implicatures to be
inversely proportional to the acceptability rating. The more subjects draw scalar inferences on
under-informative adjectives (weak and middle adjectives), the less acceptable these
sentences should be. This output is relevant for assessing (i) whether both weak and middle
adjectives are perceived as under-informative, and therefore triggered implicatures with
respect to the strong ones; (ii) whether weak adjectives are perceived as more underinformative, and therefore trigger more implicatures than middle adjectives. Furthermore, if
participants are sensitive to the enhanced under-informativity due to additional context, we
expect to see even larger degradation in acceptability for the weak and middle adjective
scenarios.
Since calculating SIs involves extra steps of processing, it is possible that SI computation
might evoke extra processing cost. Whether such processing cost should emerge immediately
in online measures is still a question under debate. There has been evidence to support both
an immediate online effect (Nieuwland, Ditman & Kuperberg 2010) and a delayed effect
(Bott and Noveck 2004). We predict that, if SIs are incrementally processed online, we
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should observe longer reading times at the critical word (e.g. Harvard in example (13)) in
sentences containing under-informative scalar terms.
3.3 Results
Out of the total of 42 subjects, data from three subjects were excluded, due to problems in
comprehending the task. For the rest of the participants, as expected, both of the contradiction
conditions (condition d and h in (13)) are judged significantly lower than the other conditions
(ps<0.001), suggesting participants were successfully detecting the difference between
contradiction and under-informativity. We therefore focused our analysis only on the rest of
the conditions. The results reported below did not include conditions d and h (but they are
still plotted in Figure 1). For the rest of the conditions, we carried out two-way ANOVAs to
assess the effects of the two independent variables - strength of the adjectives and
presence/absence of the context sentence. When a higher-level main effect of interaction is
significant, we also carried out paired-comparisons between relevant conditions.
3.3.1 Acceptability judgments and online RTs
The acceptability results are plotted in Figure 1. There was a main effect of adjective strength
(by-subject F1(2,76) = 31.7, p < .0001; by-item F2(2,46) = 20.0, p <.001) and a main effect of
context (by subject F1(1,38) = 41.7, p <.001; by item F2(2,46) = 28.2, p <.001). There was no
interaction between the two factors (F1(2,76) = 0.6, p > 0.5; F2(2,46) = 0.6, p > 0.5).
For the effect of adjective strength, follow-up paired comparisons showed that scenarios with
weak adjectives were rated lower than those with middle adjectives, both without the context
sentence (t(38) = 5.2, p < .001) and with the context sentence (t(38) = 4.9, p < .001).
Scenarios with weak adjectives were also rated considerably lower than those with a strong
adjective, both without the context sentence (t(38) = 6.1, p < .001) and without the context
sentence (t(38) = 4.8, p < .001). On the other hand, no significant difference was found for
the corresponding comparisons between middle and strong adjectives (all ps >.05). For the
effect of context, paired t-tests showed that for all conditions, scenarios with context were
significantly less acceptable than scenarios without context (for weak adjectives, t(38) = 3.8,
p < .0001, for middle adjectives t(38)=4.0 and p<.0001, for strong ones, t(38) = 5.4, p<.0001.
The reading times at the critical word (i.e. “Harvard”) were plotted in figure 2. We found no
significant main effect of strength or context, and no interaction effect between them (all ps >
.1). No effect was found on the spill-over word either. The current data therefore does not
lend any support to the idea that SI computations are carried out immediately online. But
since no conclusions can be made based on a null result, we will not discuss this point further
in this paper. More future research is called for to understand the online process of SI
computations.
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Acceptability rating with adjectives (n=39)
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Figure 1: Acceptability judgments on a 1-5 scale for Experiment 1. The Y-axis indicates the
average 1-5 acceptability ratings. The X-axis plots the four different adjective conditions,
with an example enclosed in brackets. Dark grey bars stand for scenarios without the context
sentence, and light grey bars stand for scenarios with the context sentence. Error bars
indicate standard errors.
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Figure 2: Reading times at the critical word for Experiment 1. The Y-axis indicates the
average time in milliseconds. The X-axis plots the four different adjective conditions. Dark
grey bars stand for scenarios without the context sentence, and light grey bars stand for
scenarios with the context sentence. Error bars indicate standard errors.
3.3.3. Discussion
The most robust result that we observe is that, for the adjective scale tested here, there is a
clear divide between weak adjectives on the one hand and middle/strong adjectives on the
other hand, and the latter two are not distinguishable from each other. Weak adjectives were
consistently rated lower than the other two, both with and without the additional context
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sentence. We take this to be evidence that they were perceived as under-informative, and that
they triggered scalar implicatures to the negation of the stronger expressions on the scale.3 On
the contrary, the behavior of middle adjectives, which constitute the other potential trigger for
implicature, turned out to be basically identical to that of strong adjectives, suggesting that no
scalar inference was drawn on these middle terms with respect to the stronger terms. We also
note that extra context had an across-the-board effect to lower acceptability judgments, for all
three adjective types.
Based on these observations, we conclude that, first of all, there seems to be a clear scalar
distance effect: only weak adjectives trigger implicatures, whereas middle ones never do
under any condition. Second, we observe that although context does have a strong effect, it
seems to have made participants more conservative in their judgments across the board,
rather than differentiating middle adjectives from the strong ones.
Different from previous studies, our results showed that it is not adjectives per se that are
“hard triggers” of SIs. Lower terms on an adjective scale, in fact, trigger SIs in a normal
fashion. Instead, only middle adjectives seem to be particularly resistant to triggering the
inference, as their behavior is practically indistinguishable from that of extreme adjectives.
There are two alternative possibilities to account for these facts. On the one hand, the absence
of implicatures on middle adjectives could be explained by appealing to the peculiar nature of
extreme adjectives, which would prevent them from being a salient alternative to middle
ones, failing to generate the implicature. On the other hand, it would also be possible to
explain these data with a more general, across the board “scalar distance” effect, according to
which a scalar term must be distant enough from the alternative to generate the implicature.
Applying the principle here, the data suggest that weak adjectives are distant enough from
strong adjectives, and therefore trigger the inference. Middle ones, instead, are too close,
failing to generate the inference. In Experiment 2 we aim to tease apart these two alternatives.
4. Experiment 2
In order to distinguish between the possibilities outlined above, we turned our attention to SIs
generated by modal scales such as <possible, likely, certain>. While modals share some
properties with adjectives, they are crucially different from them in other respects, and
therefore constitute an interesting basis of comparison to cast further light on the results of
Experiment 1. On the one hand, modals resemble adjectives in that they also consist of
multiple terms ordered along a weak-middle-strong strength continuum with decreasing
distance from the top of the scale. In this sense, for both kinds of scale the weak term (e.g.
decent for adjectives, possible for modals) is maximally distant from the strong term, whereas
the middle term (e.g. good for adjectives and likely for modals) is closer.
On the other hand they differ from adjectives in two main respects. First, they consistently
trigger scalar implicatures, as widely shown in the literature (see, among others, Zevakhina
and Geurts 2011). Second, following Lassiter (2011), they all share the same semantic
3

Crucially, their ratings were still significantly higher than those for the contradictory condition. This showed
that having a contradictory adjective made the whole scenario completely unacceptable, as we expected, and
that speakers captured the difference between mere contradiction, which made the scenario completely
unacceptable, and under-informativity, which only made it “less-than-perfectly-fine”, but still potentially
consistent with the facts.
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structure and representations across every part of the scale, as their core meaning is built
around a fully closed ratio scale of probability. According to the author, this is shown by
three facts: a) modals can all combine with proportional modifiers; b) modals all equally
support degree modification and comparatives and c) the extreme term on a modal scale (i.e.
certain) marks a “real” upper boundary on the scale. These properties make them crucially
different from extreme adjectives, which, as pointed out in section 2.2, do not easily combine
with degree modifiers and comparatives and are not scalar maximums. In light of these facts,
they might be using different semantic representations from non-extreme adjectives
altogether.
In order to establish a comparison between the behavior of modals and adjectives as
implicature triggers, we tested the calculation of implicatures on a three-place modal scale:
<possibile, probabile, certo> (<“possible, likely, certain”> in English). We anticipate that the
crucial data point will be the behavior of the middle modal probabile (“likely”) with respect
to the extreme modal certo (“certain”). If a difference between middle and extreme modals
emerges, it would suggest that extreme adjectives have a different status from extreme
modals, and that their peculiarity is responsible for the results obtained in Experiment 1. On
the contrary, if the results pattern like those in Experiment 1, this could be taken as evidence
that the relevant issue is the scalar distance effect across the board, and not the specific
difference between extreme modals and extreme adjectives. We tested these predictions by
comparing the acceptability ratings between different modals. The paradigm of Experiment 2
is similar to Experiment 1 (see below), but since Experiment 1 didn’t reveal any online RT
difference, we took out the self-paced reading part of the task in Experiment 2.
4.1 Materials
In order to keep the design and materials as similar as possible to those of Experiment 1, we
used the same scenarios as before. Regarding the strength manipulation, modals came in
three different conditions: weak (possible), middle (likely) and strong/extreme (certain).
Since the results of Experiment 1 clearly showed the difference between contradiction and
under-informativity, we decided not to keep the contradictory condition this time. Regarding
the context manipulation, we maintained the context sentence used in Experiment 1. The
target modal expression was always inserted in the last sentence of the scenario, while the
previous statement always contained a weak adjective. A complete item, with conditions (af), is reproduced in (13).
(14)
No context sentence:
Mark is a decent student. a. That’s why it’s possible that she will get into Harvard (weak)
b. That’s why it’s likely that she will get into Harvard (middle)
c. That’s why it’s certain that she will get into Harvard (strong)
With context sentence:
The competition for entering top programs in the US is incredibly tough.
Sofia is a decent student. d. That’s why it’s possible that she will get into Harvard (weak)
e. That’s why it’s likely that she will get into Harvard (middle)
f. That’s why it’s certain that she will get into Harvard (strong)
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4.2 Participants, procedure and predictions
34 native speakers of Italian (age 18-39) participated in the study. None of them had
participated in Experiment 1. Monetary compensation (5 Euros) was offered in exchange for
participation. Within each scenario, one sentence at a time was visualized on the screen.
Subjects could move to the next sentence by pressing the space bar. Like in Experiment 1, at
the end of each scenario subjects were asked to judge how sensible the last sentence was in
light of what they had read before by providing an acceptability score ranging from 1
(completely nonsensical) to 5 (perfectly sensible). Given the simultaneous presence of a
weak adjective in the previous sentence, if participants draw implicatures on weak and
middle modals (e.g. not certain on possible or likely), the scenarios containing these
expressions should be significantly more acceptable than those containing certain. If, on the
contrary, people do not exclude certain when processing possible or likely, acceptability
ratings on the scenarios containing weak and middle modals should be low as well.
4.3 Results
The averaged acceptability ratings were plotted in Figure 3. A two-way ANOVA revealed a
main effect of adjective strength (by-subject F1 (2,66) = 5.7, p <.01; by-item F2(2,46) = 4.8, p
< .01. A main effect of context was also found (by-subject F1(1,33) = 21.5, p < .01; by-item
F2(1,23) = 28.7, p < .01). We found no interaction between the two factors (by-subject
F1(2,66) = 0.5, p > 0.5; by-item F2(2,46) = 0.6, p > 0.5).

Acceptability rating with modals (n=34)
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

without context
with context

Possible

Likely

Certain

Figure 3: Acceptability judgments on a 1-5 scale for Experiment 2. The Y-axis indicates the
average 1-5 acceptability ratings. The X-axis plots the three different modal conditions. Dark
grey bars stand for scenarios without the context sentence, and light grey bars stand for
scenarios with the context sentence. Error bards indicate standard errors.
For the effect of modal strength, paired-comparisons showed that weak modals were judged
significantly higher than strong ones (t(33) = 2.0, p < .05 without context; t(33) = 4.9, p <
.001 with the context sentence). By contrast, middle modals turned out to be significantly
more acceptable than the strong ones only when the context sentence was present (t(33) =
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3.2, p < .05). Without the context sentence, they are not significantly different from either
weak or strong modals (all ps > .05).
For the effect of context, paired t-tests showed that for all conditions scenarios with context
was significantly less acceptable than scenarios without context (Weak modals: t(33) = 5.1, p
< .0001; middle modals: t(33) = 2.25, p < .01; strong modals: t(33) = 3.1, p < .0001).
4.4 Discussion
Without the additional context sentence, scenarios containing weak modals were considered
to be significantly more acceptable than scenarios containing strong modals. This is similar to
what we observed in Experiment 1 and shows that, once again, inferences to the exclusion of
the strongest term on the scale were consistently computed on the weakest one. However,
scenarios with likely do not seem to pattern with either of the other two conditions. On the
one hand they are not different from scenarios with possible. On the other hand they are not
different from scenarios with certain either. This constitutes a difference with respect to
Experiment 1, in which middle adjectives were significantly different from weak ones and
pattern together with strong ones.
With the context sentence, scenarios with weak modals are rated significantly higher than
those with strong modals, unsurprisingly. However, a clear pattern for middle modals finally
emerges, as scenarios containing likely turn out to be significantly more acceptable than those
containing certain and not significantly different from scenarios containing possible. This
shows that the context sentence triggered SIs to the negation of certain for middle modals,
generating the upper bound reading (likely but not certain). This constitutes a crucial
difference with respect to Experiment 1, in which middle adjectives never generated SIs to
the negation of strong ones, regardless of whether they came with or without the additional
context sentence.
In sum, Experiment 2 showed that modal scales behave differently from adjective scales with
respect to the computation of SIs. While no difference between the interpretation of middle
and strong adjectives ever emerged, modal scales exhibit a boundary between the middle and
the strong term, and a proper context made the distinction even sharper. Given that both
scales are composed of multiple terms ordered along a continuum with decreasing distance
from the top, we can conclude that scalar distance could not be the main factor in accounting
for the results of Experiment 1. If the reason why middle adjectives failed to generate
implicatures was because they were not distant enough from the top of the scale, then we
should have expected a similar pattern with middle modals too. Instead, the fact that middle
modals behaved differently suggests that there is something peculiar to extreme adjectives
and adjective scales that accounts for the resistance of middle adjectives to generate SIs. In
the next section we spell out this idea in greater detail, outlining two possible theoretical
explanations as to why middle and extreme adjectives were always interpreted in the same
way.
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5. General discussion
We suggest that the lack of implicatures from middle adjectives to the negation of extreme
ones is compatible with two different theoretical explanations. The first possibility is that
extreme adjectives are not on the same lexical scale as weak and middle adjectives, and
because of this they are not considered to be salient alternatives for the computation of SIs.
The second possibility is that extreme adjectives are indeed on the same scale as the others,
but middle ones are simply flexible enough to extend to the upper region of the scale, making
the implicature unnecessary. This second possibility would be substantially similar to the
account proposed by Doran et al. in their investigation.
We start by discussing the first proposal. At first sight, the proposal that good and excellent
are not on the same scale seems hardly plausible. There is a clear intuition that both
adjectives are, roughly speaking, talking about the same thing, namely some qualitative
evaluation of “goodness”. Moreover, we get the solid entailment pattern according to which
asserting excellent necessarily entails good, as the contradictory nature of (15) shows. This
observation also seems to prove that the two terms must share some kind of common scalar
dimension.
(15) # This is excellent but not good
Our suggestion is that, while the two expressions are indeed measuring the same dimension
in a broader sense, they nonetheless do not share the same lexical scale. While middle
adjectives such as good behave as fully gradable predicates and encode a degree argument in
their denotation, extreme adjectives such as excellent are simply not gradable, and express
simple properties from individuals to truth values. Their different denotation is reflected in
(16) and (17), where only (17) encodes a degree argument in its meaning. Note that positing
this difference would also provide a straightforward explanation for the facts discussed in (710) in 2.2. If no degree argument is present for extreme adjectives, then it follows naturally
that they do not support comparison or degree modification of other sorts.
(16) [|excellent|] = λx. Excellent (x)
(17) [|good]] |] = λx λd. x is d-good 4
Modals, on the contrary, might all be considered to be lexically gradable and to share the
same semantic representation in their denotation. Lassiter (2011) offers various arguments in
support for this claim, including the fact that all modals can be modified by proportional
modifiers and can be inserted in comparative constructions. On the grounds of these facts, he
argues that likely and certain are situated at different points along a shared closed scale of
“degrees of probability” ranging from 0 (scalar minimum) to 1 (scalar maximum). As, such
they both have a degree argument in their denotations. What changes is the specific degree of
probability that sets the standard for the truth conditions of each of the two expressions. On
4

We are aware that many different implementations of degree semantics are available in the literature, and
committing to a particular one goes beyond the scope of this paper. The denotation in (16) has been borrowed
from Morzycki 2010, but a different implementation of degree semantics would have been equally adequate for
our purposes. The crucial element is the presence of a degree argument with middle adjectives, and the absence
of it with extreme ones.
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the one hand, the truth conditions for likely are satisfied if an object φ is associated with a
degree of probability (prob(φ)) that exceeds a contextually variable standard S-prob
comprised between 0 and 1. On the other hand, the truth conditions for certain are satisfied if
the degree of probability associated with φ coincides with the scalar maximum. In brief:
(18) φ is likely/probable is true iff prob(φ) > S-poss.
(19) φ is certain is true iff prob(φ ) = 1.
We suggest that this difference in the semantics can account for the contrast between modals
and adjectives in the experimental data. In a situation in which no alternative is explicitly
evoked in the context (as it was Experiment 1 and 2), it could be the case that only members
of the same lexical scale can be salient alternatives, and therefore take part in the process of
computing SIs. Since middle and extreme modals are indeed lexical scale mates, certain is an
available alternative to likely, and implicatures from likely to certain therefore arise. Since
middle and strong adjectives, instead, are not lexical scale mates, excellent is not an available
alternative to good, and SIs from good to excellent are not computed. 5
The second possibility that we want to outline is that middle and extreme adjectives are fullfledged scale mates, just like middle and extreme modals, but that the strongest term is not
easily accessed as an alternative, blocking the implicature. This happens because the
semantics for a middle adjective like good, combined with the lack of an upper-boundary on
the scale, allows for the adjective to stretch indefinitely high on the scale, overlapping with
the area covered by the corresponding extreme adjective without being perceived as underinformative. In this way, good becomes potentially equivalent to (and not only compatible
with) excellent. For this reason, giving good an interpretation that excludes the assertion of
the stronger term is no longer necessary, making excellent inaccessible as an alternative. On
the other hand, since modal scales do have a real scalar maximum, there is always a clear
boundary between middle and strong modals. Since certain corresponds to the real maximum
point on the scale (where “probability” = 1), there is no circumstance in which likely can
index the very same degree as certain, and therefore be truth conditionally equivalent to it.
This necessary gap between the two modals, which does not exists for adjectives, makes
certain an accessible alternative to likely under any circumstance, creating the grounds for the
computation of the implicature.
6. Conclusion
In this investigation we looked at how SIs are computed on different scales. In Experiment 1
we tested the inference on triplets of adjectives that are traditionally considered to be on the
same scale. Only the lowest adjective on the scale seems to have generated implicatures,
whereas the middle term on the scale did not. We further show in Experiment 2 that scalar
members on a modal scale, both the lowest and the middle modal terms, generated SIs. This
suggested that the low rate of implicatures triggered by middle adjectives is not due to a
5

Only by presenting excellent as an explicit alternative, like Doran et al. did in their study, the contrast between
the middle and the strong adjective can be retrieved and activated, finally allowing for an upper-bound reading
on the middle adjective. However, quoting Zevakhina and Geurts’ words, this would be a “brute force” imposed
inference, and would hardly count as an implicature.
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general property of scalar distance, but to the particular status of extreme adjectives with
respect to gradability, and the accessibility of extreme adjectives when SIs are calculated.
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Distribution Inferences with DP-Taking Intensional Verbs1
Melanie BERVOETS — UCLA

Abstract. This project identifies two classes of DP-taking verbs that are associated with distribution inferences, or free-choice effects, when their objects are disjunctive. Here I present and explore one possible analysis of these predicates, which decomposes them into two parts—a manner
of speech type verb, and a modal operator that accounts for the distribution effects. This proposal
is designed to capitalize on the intensionality of the predicates, and to account for an additional
empirical property, that negated instances of these predicates come in two flavors: one that negates
that something has been communicated, and another that reports a negative claim.
Keywords: formal semantics, disjunction, free choice, attitude verbs, intensionality, modals.
1. Introduction
The two classes of predicates discussed in this paper are associated with several significant properties. First, they lead to distribution inferences, or free-choice effects, when their complements
are disjunctive. Next, they are intensional. Finally, negation of the predicates in question appears
to have an ambiguous character, sometimes constituting a denial that something has been communicated, and other times reporting a negative claim.
After demonstrating the relevant properties, this paper will take up one possible analysis of the
predicates, and explore how well this strategy would account for the empirical patterns discussed.
The proposal considered here decomposes each predicate into two parts, a manner of speech verb
and a modal operator. The discussion is not intended as a knock-down argument for syntactic
decomposition, but it will be shown that it certainly fares better than a simpler, directly quantificational attitude-style strategy.
1.1. Overview
Sections 2 through 4 serve as an introduction to the two classes of predicates, with each section
detailing one of three significant properties. With a view to accounting for each of these properties,
Section 5 presents a possible strategy for analyzing the two classes. Finally, Section 6 considers
a more conservative analysis, which is simpler, but not sufficient to deal with all three of the
empirical properties.
1

This project, which is very much work in progress, has benefitted immensely from comments and suggestions
from a number of people, including Vincent Homer, Philippe Schlenker, Yael Sharvit, and Benjamin Spector. Of
course, remaining problems with the present analysis and its presentation here are not to be blamed on anyone but the
author.
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2. Property 1: Distribution Effects
2.1. Background
“Free choice effects”, or distributive possibility entailments, are well-known in modal contexts
(see, e.g. Kamp (1973), and Alonso-Ovalle (2006)). We see this below for a permission statement:
(1)

Theodore may have pizza or pasta.
Implies:
(i) Theodore may have pizza.
AND
(ii) Theodore may have pasta.
(Though he does not have explicit permission to gluttonously eat both meals.)

This inference is stronger than the traditional semantics of the sentence, which entails only that
Theodore may have pizza or Theodore may have pasta.
The same semantically unexpected free choice inference holds for necessity statements:
(2)

Theodore must have pizza or pasta.
Implies:
(i) Theodore may have pizza.
AND
(ii) Theodore may have pasta.
(Though again, he doesn’t have permission to eat both coincidently.)

Note however the absence of parallel necessity entailments for the must case in (3), as well as the
complete absence of free choice effects found with extensional predicates, as in (4):
(3)

Theodore must have pizza or pasta.
Does not imply:
(iii) Theodore must have pizza.
NOR
(iv) Theodore must have pasta.

(4)

Theodore had pizza or pasta.
Does not imply:
(i) Theodore had pizza.
NOR
(ii) Theodore had pasta.

A number of theories exist that can derive all of these facts, e.g. Alonso-Ovalle (2006), Fox (2007),,
and Chemla (2009), as well as the corresponding inference patterns found with other existential
and universal operators:
(5)

Some students had pizza or pasta.
Implies:
(i) Some students had pizza.
AND
(ii) Some students had pasta.

(6)

Every student ate pizza or pasta.
Implies:
(i) Some students had pizza.
AND
(ii) Some students had pasta.
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The first aim of this project is to account for why the transitive verbs presented below lead to distribution effects, and why some of these pattern like existential operators, and others like universal
operators.
2.2. New Data
There are two classes of DP-taking verbs that are of interest. The first of these, which I dub “Class
I”, includes verbs that have free choice effects similar to those found with permission statements.
(7)

(Context 1) Joe’s evening flight from Paris to Toronto has been cancelled by the airline
at the last minute. The next flight is not until the morning, and an airline employee informs Joe that for the inconvenience, they offer $200 or a night in a nearby hotel. For
whatever reason, Joe doesn’t receive either the money or the hotel stay, and he eventually
finds himself in court, attempting to collect what he feels he deserves. The following are
hypothetical courtroom exchanges:
Judge: Did the airline offer you money?
Joe: X Indeed, they offered $200 or a night in a hotel.
Judge: Did the airline offer you a hotel stay?
Joe: X Indeed, they offered $200 or a night in a hotel.
Judge: Did the airline offer you money and a hotel stay (as a package)?
Joe: # Indeed, they offered $200 or a night in a hotel.

Or more simply:
(8)

The airline offered money or a hotel stay.
(a) ⇒ The airline offered money.
(b) ⇒ The airline offered a hotel stay.
(c) 6⇒ The airline offered money and a hotel stay (as a package).

That is, sentences with Class I predicates are like cases of permission or existential quantification:
when the complement of the predicate is disjunctive, we can infer both of the two sentences created
by replacing the object with either individual disjunct. (Though, again as in cases of permission,
the stronger statement with the conjunction of the disjuncts cannot be inferred.)
Other Class I predicates are okay, permit, support, and accept.
The second class of predicates we are interested in will be called “Class II”: those that have distribution effects that parallel those found with necessity statements.
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(Context 2) Similar to above, except that the nearby hotel could only take in twenty guests,
and the airline could only distribute $1000 total. There were 25 passengers. So the airline
employee had told Joe that they promise to give him cash or a hotel stay, but that they
would decide which passenger gets what in a random draw.
Judge: Did the airline promise (you) money?
Joe: # Yes, they promised $200 or a night in a hotel.
Judge: Did the airline promise (you) a hotel stay?
Joe: # Yes, they promised $200 or a night in a hotel.
Judge: Did the airline promise (you) money and a hotel stay?
Joe: # Yes, they promised $200 or a night in a hotel.
Judge: Was money possible, and would it have satisfied the promise?
Joe: X Yes, they promised $200 or a night in a hotel, so either would do.
Judge: Was a hotel stay possible, and would it have satisfied the promise?
Joe: X Yes, they promised $200 or a night in a hotel, so either would do.

Or more simply:
(10)

The airline promised money or a hotel stay.
(a) 6⇒ The airline promised money.
(b) 6⇒ The airline promised a hotel stay.
(c) 6⇒ The airline promised money and a hotel stay.
(d) ⇒ Money was possible and would have satisfied the promise.
(e) ⇒ A hotel stay was possible and would have satisfied the promise.

That is, sentences with Class II predicates are like cases of necessity or universal quantification:
when the complement of the predicate is disjunctive, we cannot infer any of the sentences created
by replacing the object with an individual disjunct or the conjunction of the disjuncts, but we can
infer that every disjunct is a possibility (i.e. here, either the money or the hotel stay would have
satisfied the airline’s promise).
Other predicates in Class II are demand, insist-on, and guarantee.
We can contrast the Class I and II predicates with other transitive verbs, like the extensional give:
(11) (Context 3) Again, the same situation as above, except that in court, an airline representative testifies that Joe was given the money or the hotel stay.
Judge: Was Joe given the money?
Airline Rep: # Yes, he was given the money or the hotel stay.
Judge: Was Joe given the hotel stay?
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Airline Rep: # Yes, he was given the money or the hotel stay.
Judge: Was Joe given the money and the hotel stay?
Airline Rep: # Yes, he was given the money or the hotel stay.
Judge: # Was money possible, and would it have satisfied their giving?
Airline Rep: # Yes, he was given the money or the hotel stay.
Judge: # Was a hotel stay possible, and would it have satisfied their giving?
Airline Rep: # Yes, he was given the money or the hotel stay.
Or more simply:
(12)

Joe was given the money or the hotel stay.
(a) 6⇒ Joe was given the money.
(b) 6⇒ Joe was given the hotel stay.
(c) 6⇒ Joe was given the money and the hotel stay.
(d) 6⇒ # The money was possible and would have satisfied the giving.
(e) 6⇒ # The hotel stay was possible and would have satisfied the giving.2

In brief, the significance of the data introduced here is that sentences with Class I predicates have
the same free choice effects as statements of possibility, and statements with Class II predicates
have the same distribution inferences as statements of necessity. We would like a theory that can
account for these patterns.
3. Property 2: Intensionality
Naively, given that other distribution effects are attributed to the presence of a modal or quantificational operator, we might assume that the Class I and Class II verbs are themselves somehow
quantificational. This idea is given immediate credence by the observation that these predicates
are intensional, as intensional verbs are often characterized as quantifying over possible worlds.
The intensionality of the Class I and Class II predicates can be established by their possession
of the properties commonly taken to diagnose intensionality. This is shown for three of these
properties below3 :
(13) Failure of necessary existential quantification
2

Marc offered/promised a unicorn (as a graduation present). 6⇒ ∃x unicorn(x)

Note that there is a sense in which the money and the hotel stay are possible—epistemically, they are possible
objects of giving. This is fine: there is an epistemic/ignorance reading of the sentences of (8) and (10) as well; the
critical point is that there is no non-epistemic/ignorance way to interpret the disjuncts in this extensional case.
3
For a more complete rundown of intensional properties and how they are exhibited by the Class I and II predicates,
please see Bervoets (2013).
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(14) Non-truth-preserving substitution of objects with extensionally equivalent DPs
Marc offered/promised Clark Kent (in exchange for the hostages).
6⇒ Marc offered/promised Superman (in exchange for the hostages).4
(15) Existence of non-specific readings
Marc offered/promised a film director (for the commencement speech)...
but told you to choose which one.
With intensionality attested to, a modal or quantificational analysis of the Class I and II predicates
looks plausible.
4. Property 3: Negation of Class I and II Predicates
The last significant empirical property considered here is what happens with negation.
(16)

Jamie didn’t permit you to quit smoking...5
(a) Marc did/because he was preoccupied with other concerns.
(b) because it is good for your work.

With the continuation in (b), (16) seems to attribute to Jamie a negative claim, that you are not
allowed to quit smoking. It also carries a presupposition that Jamie believes that you smoke. With
either of the continuations in (a), on the other hand, the most likely interpretation is compatible
4

Technically, this shows that the predicates are hyper-intensional.
Here I gloss over an important issue: while it’s true that the Class I and II verbs can take both DP and overt
clausal complements, for any straightforward modal treatment of these predicates to go through, even the DP objects
must be propositional at some level. As such, for the purposes of this paper, I assume that the DP complements of
Class I and II verbs really stand for, and are exchangeable with, propositional material. This is controversial (see, e.g.
Montague (1973), Larson et al. (1997), or Moltmann (2008), but there is not space here to present the evidence for
and against this assumption. Bervoets (2013) contains much more on this, but for now, note that with respect to the
properties discussed, changing a DP for a clausal complement has no effect on the patterns found. This is shown here
for distribution inferences:
5

(1)

Sophie offered to bring dessert or to bring wine.
(i) Sophie offered to bring dessert.
AND

Implies:
(ii) Sophie offered to bring wine.

(Though she didn’t explicitly offered to be extra generous and bring both.)
(2)

Sophie demanded that you bring dessert or you bring wine.
Does not imply:
(i) Sophie demanded that you bring dessert.
NOR
(ii) Sophie demanded that you bring wine.

Negation also has the same two flavors when the predicates have clausal objects, and intensionality is not lost with
a change in complement. As a result, skeptics of the DP-as-clause assumption might just take this paper to be a
discussion of DP-taking intensional verbs when they take clausal complements.
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with Jamie not saying or thinking anything about your smoking. This reading is better described
as a negation of a speech act. In this case, the sentence doesn’t presuppose that Jamie believes that
you smoke.
So the peculiar behavior of these predicates is that their negation appears to come in two flavors:
one that negates a speech act, in which presuppositions do not project, and another that makes a
negative claim, where presuppositions do project. This pattern is found with the Class II predicates
as well:
(17)

Jamie didn’t insist on you quitting smoking...
(a) Ben did/because he was preoccupied with other concerns.
(b) he is somewhat less demanding than that.6

With the continuations in (17a), the most likely interpretation is compatible with Jamie not saying
or thinking anything about your smoking. In particular, in this case the presupposition that Jamie
believes you smoke is not projected. With the continuation in (b), the most likely interpretation is
that Jamie suggested, but didn’t insist, that you quit smoking. Here the presupposition that Jamie
believes you smoke is projected.
5. Building Modal Quantification into Class I and II Predicates
This section investigates one analysis of the Class I and II predicates, which assumes that they can
be decomposed into two parts. After laying out the basic hypothesis, we show how it takes into
account their intensionality, their behavior with disjunctive objects, and the readings associated
with negation.
The analysis presented here is inspired by Quine (1960), who, to account for the presence of nonspecific readings, decomposed the intensional transitive seek into the propositional attitude try and
the binary relation find. For the Class I and II predicates, the proposed decomposition is into a
manner of speech verb and a modal operator. This will, as mentioned above in footnote 5, require
that a DP object really stands for, or is a part of, an implicit clause. With this in mind, plausible
decompositions of permit (Class I), and insist-on (Class II), could be as follows:
(18) permit p = claim (possibly p)
insist-on p = claim (necessarily p)7
For each predicate, at least two aspects of modal material would be specified. First is the force—
either possibility or necessity. Second is an ordering source, or range of ordering sources (to be
6

These (b) readings are especially salient with first person subjects, as in I didn’t insist on you leaving.
Perhaps even better than the manner of speech claim, would be make. This would more transparently capture the
performative nature of the Class I and II verbs. Bervoets (2013) considers the merits of this variation.
7
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further specified by context). For example, with insist-on, the ordering source might be the set of
the subject’s desires or demands, but for guarantee, it might be something like the set of things the
subject is certain will occur.
For ease of exposition, the decomposition here is syntactic, but it’s important to note that perhaps
it need not be so: it could be that the lexical entries of these predicates conceptually break down
into a speech act aspect and a quantificational aspect, but this is not encoded in the syntax. So what
follows is not intended to argue that decomposition is necessarily syntactic, but merely to show
how the story would work if it were. Again, I refer to Bervoets (2013) for considerations of other
hypotheses (including decomposition that is not reflected in the syntax).
5.1. Decomposition and Intensionality
This strategy can easily account for the properties of intensionality. A claim that it is possible that I
own a dragon, does not entail that there exists a dragon, or that the claimant has a particular dragon
in mind. Furthermore, if someone claims it to be possible that I will talk to Ziggy Stardust, this
does not entail that he or she claims it to be possible that I will talk to David Bowie.
5.2. Decomposition and Distribution Inferences
The distribution inferences are explained by the modal parts of the decomposed predicates, and
in particular, the difference between the Class I and II verbs is attributed to a variation in force:
existential for Class I, and universal for Class II. Exactly how this all works out will depend on
the chosen story for free choice effects. Again due to space considerations, we do not go into
how each theory works, but note that all of Alonso-Ovalle, Fox, and Chemla are compatible with
decomposition. As a promissory note (to be expanded in full in Bervoets (2013)), we observe
that with Alonso-Ovalle’s alternative semantics approach, the distribution inferences would be
calculated just above the modal node, and then fed (with the assistance of an inference-embedding
operator like that of Chierchia (2005)) to the manner of speech verb, as below.
(19) Elodie ... permitted pizza or pasta.
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β
claim

α
♦

∃P
IP

∃

{we have pizza, we have pasta}
For Fox and Chemla, who do not rely on alternative semantics, the inferences can be calculated at
the clausal level, but the modal operators will account for why the inferences are found with these
verbs, though not most transitive predicates.
(20) Elodie ... insisted on pizza or pasta.
CP

C

IP

{Elodie claimed (pizza or pasta)}
5.3. Decomposition and Negation
To show how the two flavors of negation are derived, recall the Class I example from (16) above:
(21)

Jamie didn’t permit you to quit smoking...
(a) Marc did/because he was preoccupied with other concerns.
(b) because it is good for your work.

We can analyze the reading present in (a) as follows:
(22) ¬claim (Jamie, ∃w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)
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To get the reading in (21b), we turn to semantic accounts of “NEG-raising”, or the phenomenon of
unexpectedly strong interpretations in sentences with a negative term. Take (23) below:
(23)

(a) No one wants Sarah to leave. Can mean:
(b) Everyone wants Sarah not to leave.

The expected reading of (23a) is weak: just that no one actively desires that Sarah leave. However,
a stronger “NEG-raised” reading equivalent to (b) is possible, and even preferred: that everyone
actively desires that Sarah stay.
Bartsch (1973) attributes the (b) reading to the calculation of a “homogeneity” inference:
(24) Homogeneity Inference
A NEG-raising predicate is true of either its complement or its negation.
So for (23), the NEG-raised reading comes about as follows:
(25)

(a) Assertion: ¬∃x want (x, Sarah leaves)
(b) Homogeneity Inference: ∀x want (x, Sarah leaves) OR ∀x want (x, ¬(Sarah leaves))
(c) Assertion + Homogeneity Inference: ∀x want (x, ¬(Sarah leaves))

Now we can go back to (21), and show how the (b) reading is derived.
(26)

(a) Assertion: ¬claim (Jamie, ∃w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)
(b) Homogeneity Inference: claim (Jamie, p) or claim (Jamie, ¬p)
(c) Assertion + Homogeneity Inference: claim (Jamie, ¬∃w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)8

From Class II, we had the example in (17):
(27)

8

Jamie didn’t insist on you quitting smoking...
(a) Ben did/because he was preoccupied with other concerns.
(b) he is somewhat less demanding than that.

Note that this means the claim that forms a part of permit is NEG-raising, but the stand-alone claim is not. One
explanation for this comes from the pragmatic characterization of the homogeneity inference that is mentioned above
example (30) below.
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We can capture the (a) interpretation as follows:
(28) ¬claim (Jamie, ∀w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)
To get the reading in (b), we again turn to NEG-raising.
(29)

(a) Assertion: ¬claim (Jamie, ∀w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)
(b) Homogeneity Inference: claim(Jamie, p) or claim(Jamie, ¬p)
(c) Assertion + Homogeneity Inference: claim (Jamie, ¬∀w’ compatible with what is acceptable in w, you quit smoking(w’)=1)

But what is the nature of this homogeneity inference? We could say it is a presupposition, and that
each of the Class I and II predicates is really two-way ambiguous, with one lexical entry being
associated with the presupposition, and the other not. This strategy introduces a lot of lexical
ambiguity, but does have the virtue of accounting for why some transitive verbs, even some attitude
verbs, never have NEG-raised readings: homogeneity is a presupposition that is lexically specified.
Alternatively, we could think of the homogeneity inference as a soft presupposition, lexically associated with certain predicates, but only sometimes being triggered (as in Gajewski (2007)). In this
case we have no ambiguity, but would have to look for principled reasons why the presupposition
is triggered in certain environments but not others.
The homogeneity inference could also be a pragmatic implicature (as in Homer (2012)). In this
case too, there would just be one permit, but with no presupposition. Instead, just like other pragmatic implicatures, the homogeneity inference would be calculated, and cancelled, as the context
allows. This would avoid widespread ambiguity and the murkiness of sometimes triggers, but
would require other means to account for why only some attitudes allow for NEG-raised readings.
While this might be tricky when the complete range of NEG-raisers and non-NEG-raisers are taken
into consideration, I would like to suggest that there might be a class of verbs that uniformly admit
of NEG-raised readings—those that syntactically decomposed into two parts, with the second part
something quantificational or gradable. Take the followings predicates: take-kindly-to, think-wellof, and speak-highly-of. NEG-raised readings are available (and strongly preferred) for each:
(30)

(a) Yolanda didn’t take kindly to getting her new colleague. Most likely means:
(b) Yolanda actively disliked her new colleague. (i.e. she did have a take)

(31)

(a) Yolanda’s didn’t think well of the minister. Most likely means:
(b) Yolanda’s had explicit misgivings about the minister. (i.e. she did think)
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(a) Yolanda didn’t speak highly of the editors. Most likely means:
(b) Yolanda had negative things to say about the editors (i.e. she did speak of them)

I don’t wish to argue here that all NEG-raisers fall into this class (though if so, it would explain the
existence of semantically similar pairs that differ in the availability of NEG-raised readings, like
is-certain and know), but just to suggest that being a NEG-raiser may not be an arbitrary lexical
specification after all, and that maybe a principled pragmatic explanation can still be sought.
For now though, this debate is far from settled, and is much more nuanced than can be presented
here. The question is taken up in greater detail in Bervoets (2013).9
6. How an Attitude Style Account Would Fail
Before we conclude, remember that decomposition is certainly not the only way to analyze the
Class I and II predicates. In particular, a less radical strategy would be to analyze them like the
better known attitude verbs, which are taken to encode modal quantification in a more straightforward manner. For instance, an attitude verb like believe is often given the following semantics:
(33) JbelieveKw,g = λp.λx.∀w’ compatible with what x believes in w: p(w’)=1

This kind of analysis does look it might be profitably adapted for the Class I and II verbs, as it has
modal quantification (and the intensional characteristics that go along with it) built in. As above,
we could try to account for the different distribution patterns, by assigning a universal quantifier to
the Class II verbs, and an existential one to those in Class I:
(34) Jinsist-onKw,g = λp.λx.∀w’ compatible with what x says is good in w: p(w’)=1
(35) JpermitKw,g = λp.λx.∃w’ compatible with what x says is good in w: p(w’)=1
9

The presupposition and implicature accounts of the homogeneity inference have different ways to account for
why there are no “extra-NEG-raised” readings, where the negation is interpreted even lower in the complement. That
is, they differ in how they predict that (b) below is not a reading of (a):
(1)

(a) Yolanda didn’t offer to come in early. Cannot mean:
(b) Yolanda offered to not come in early.

If the homogeneity inference is a presupposition like above, then the presupposition itself is lexically specified (the
only predicted inference being that Yolanda said it was possible that she come in early or she said it was not possible
that she come in early), and says nothing that might lead to (b). If the homogeneity inference is an implicature, we
would need to explain why it is calculated for the claim part of claim-possible (i.e. for the claim part of offer), and
not for offer as a whole. This would be taken care of if there is indeed only a principled class of predicates (like the
two-parted class proposed above) for which the implicature is calculated.
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However, these attitude-style analyses are at a loss to explain the negation data, and in particular
the two readings found with the Class I verbs. Recall the example (16) from above:
(36)

Jamie didn’t permit you to quit smoking...
(a) Marc did/because he was preoccupied with other concerns.
(b) as it is good for your work.

Using the entry for permit given in (35), negation gives us something fairly strong (a negated
existential). This could work for (36b):
(37) ¬∃w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, such that you quit smoking in w’.
But then how do we get the reading in (36a)? NEG-raising won’t help:
(38)

(a) Assertion: ¬∃w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, such that you quit
smoking in w’
= ∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, you don’t quit smoking in w’
(b) Homogeneity Inference: permit (Jamie, p) or permit (Jamie, ¬p)
(c) Assertion + Homogeneity Inference: = ∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good
in w, you don’t quit smoking in w’10

Here (a) entails (b) (provided there are permissible worlds), and so (c) comes out the same as the
non-NEG-raised reading. That is, the mechanism thought to be responsible for NEG-raising in
other cases does not lead to a new reading here.11
7. Conclusions and Questions
Decomposing the Class I and II predicates into modal and manner of speech elements takes care
of the empirical properties we set out to address: it incorporates intensionality, attributes the vari10

A different characterization of homogeneity requires that the subject be consistent and opinionated, i.e. that for
the subject, either something claims in all possible worlds, or in none of them. In this case, we could calculate the
following NEG-raised reading:
(1)

(a) Assertion: ¬∃w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, such that you quit smoking in w’
= ∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, you don’t quit smoking in w’
(b) Homogeneity Inference: ∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, you quit smoking in w’ OR
∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, you don’t quit smoking in w’
(c) Assertion + Homogeneity Inference: ∀w’ compatible with what Jamie says is good in w, you don’t quit
smoking in w’

Again, this is the same as (a), and is too strong to characterize the “weaker” reading of (36a).
11
Note that a different mechanism, which simply gave negation low scope, would lead to the reading permit (Jamie,
¬p). This, of course, is not an available reading of (36a).
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ous distribution inference behaviors to covert possibility/necessity operators, and accounts for the
patterns of negation found.
However, this was just one possible analysis for the Class I and II predicates, and several important
open questions point to alternate analytical strategies. Not least among these questions were the
following:
(1) What is the nature of the DP complements of the predicates? Here they are taken to represent
propositional material, but this is controversial, and critical, because propositionality is key to any
modal characterization of the Class I and II verbs.
(2) What kind of decomposition is required if indeed decomposition is the way to go? Here we have
taken it to be syntactic, but perhaps the same results can be had with only semantic decomposition.
(3) If NEG-raising and homogeneity are really the best way to deal with the negation data, what
is the best way to characterize the homogeneity inference? As something lexically specified, or
pragmatically derived?
These considerations form part of Bervoets (2013), a much more comprehensive study of the Class
I and II predicates.
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Past Participle Formation and the Eventive/Adjectival Passive in Russian1
Olga Borik – Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Abstract. The main question addressed in this article is how to explain the differences in the
interpretation between short and long forms of past passive participles in predicative positions
in Russian. The main observation is that short form participles in predicative position can
yeild either an eventive or a stative passive interpretation, whereas long forms can only be
interpreted statively. Apart from this, long and short participles exhibit a number of empirical
differences, such as availiability of un-prefixation, various modifiers, etc. This paper proposes
a formal compositional analysis of participle formation which involves two distinct operators
in the derivation of long and short forms. An adjectivizing head A derives long participles and
existentially binds an event variable of the underlying verb, whereas a participial head Prt
derives short participles and existentially binds an external argument of the input structure.
The proposed analysis accounts for the observed empirical differences between long and short
past passive participles in Russian.
Keywords: past passive participle, eventive passive, adjectival passive, Russian.
1. Introduction
It is a well-known fact that participles in Russian, just like adjectives, can be used in a short
or a long form (SF or LF) in predicative positions, which are exemplified in (1a) and (1b),
respectively2:
(1) a. Dom
byl pokrašen
house.Nom was pf.painted.PPP.SF
b. Dom
byl pokrašenn-yj/ym
house.Nom was pf.painted.PPP.LF-Nom/Instr
‘The house was painted’
This paper will address the question of the difference in the interpretation of the past passive
participles in a predicative position in Russian, depending on their form. Note that the
sentences in (1) do not differ much in their formal composition, apart from the form of the
participle: in both cases the predicative part is formed by an auxiliary byt’ (be) and a past
passive participle (henceforth PPP). Semantically, however, these sentences differ. As a first
approximation, let us describe the relevant interpretative difference as follows: sentence (1a)
has a stative or eventive interpretation, whereas (1b) is purely stative. Given the overall
similarity of the sentences, it is reasonable to suggest that this difference has to come from the
semantic interpretation of SF vs. LF PPPs. The main goal of this paper is, thus, to model the
interpretation of SF vs. LF in such a way that the relevant contrast is accounted for.
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This research has been funded by a Ramón y Cajal award (RyC-2008-02856), a research grant awarded by the
Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (FFI2011-23356) and by a grant awarded by the Generalitat de
Catalunya to the Centre de Linguística Teòrica (2009SGR-1073).
2
Long form participles are marked for case, either nominative or instrumental, but the case marking will not
concern us here. This property is not specific for participles, any nominal predicate in Russian can be used in
both nominative and instrumental cases. For the sake of uniformity, all the LF participles used in the examples in
the rest of the paper will be in the instrumental case.
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2. Restrictions on the PPP formation
Before we turn to the analysis of participial forms in sentences, let us first briefly consider
some of the proposed restrictions on the PPP formation in Russian.
One of the most commonly discussed restrictions on the PPP formation in Russian is,
undoubtedly, aspect. One of the generalizations proposed in the literature (e.g., Schoorlemmer
1995) is that the Russian PPPs are formed mostly from a subclass of perfective verbs, namely,
those verbs which, in Schoorlemmer’s terminology, obey compositional telicity. Since the
generalization is stated only for a subclass of perfective verbs, we expect perfectivity to be a
necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the PPP formation. Let me now re-assess this
generalization made on the basis of aspect.
First of all, Schoorlemmer (1995:223-226) notices that there are well-known and often cited
exceptions to the perfectivity restriction on the PPP formation, such as bityj (beaten), mečenyj
(marked), etc. However, there seems to be a certain variation in acceptability of these forms,
so Schoorlemmer concludes that the imperfective participles are rather marginal and “do not
affect the grammatical system as such” (ibid:226).
However, there are reasons to question the statement that imperfective PPPs are only
exceptions. As it turns out, PPPs are formed from imperfective verbs quite frequently,
although there are, indeed, some poorly understood restrictions on the use of such PPPs in
some syntactic positions. The following examples of the imperfective PPPs sound completely
natural and, moreover, are all mentioned by existing dictionaries:
(2) slyšatʼ
hear.Imp
balovat’
spoil.Imp
želat’
wish.Imp
delat’
do.Imp.
krasit’
paint.Imp.
šit’
sew.Imp

slyšannyj
heard.LF.PPP
balovannyj
spoilt.LF.PPP
želannyj
wished/wanted.LF.PPP
delannyj
done.LF.PPP
krašennyj
painted.LF.PPP
šityj3
sawn.LF.PPP

It should be noted that all the listed participles sound much more natural in adnominal rather
than in a predicative position, but examples where imperfective PPPs are used predicatively
are nevertheless attested, and the participle can be used in both LF, as in (3), and SF, as
exemplified in (4)4:
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This form is morphologically different from the other ones because it is formed by a suffix –t- rather than –nn-,
as in all the previously mentioned PPPs in Russian. The difference, however, does not have any impact on the
meaning of participles and will be disregarded.
4
Both examples are found in the Russian National corpus.
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(3) Yura ne stremilsja svjazat’ žizn’ ni
s
odnoj iz
teh,
dlja kotoryh
Yura not yearn
connect life not with one from those, for which
on byl, po Natašinomu proročestvu, želannyj.
he was in Nataša’s
prophesy,
wished.PPP.LF.Nom.
‘Yura was not particularly keen on committing to either of those who, according to
Nataša’s prophesy, longed for him’
(4) Želanen
i
dostupen
byl mjagkij svet čužih abažurov
Wished.PPP.SF and accessible.SF was soft
light strange lampshades
za
dymkoj zanavesej.
behind haze
curtains.Gen
‘The soft light of other people’s lampshades behind the haze of their curtains was
welcome and accessible’
All these data indicate that imperfective PPPs are not so uncommon in Russian. The intuitive
feeling of is that perfective verbs (not all of them, see below) lend themselves more readily to
the PPP formation, but the existing imperfective participles are not perceived as exceptional
either. Traditional grammars confirm this intuition: the Russian Academy grammar (AG,
1980) says specifically that imperfective transitive verbs have all four participial forms (AG
1980:§1580), PPPs being one of those four participial forms. Thus, the status of the
imperfective PPPs does not seem to be recognized as exceptional in the traditional
grammatical description.
To sum up this discussion on a possible aspectual restriction, it seems fair to conclude that
aspect might be a factor in the distribution of participles (cf. the fact that imperfective PPPs
are less common in predicative positions), but not a restriction on the PPP formation per se. A
statistical analysis would help to determine the frequency of perfective vs. imperfective PPPs,
but it is beyond the scope of this paper to conduct such an analysis. What I hope to have
illustrated, though, is that verbal aspect can not be considered either a sufficient or a
necessary condition for the PPP formation. This means that aspectual semantics,
independently of its precise formalization, cannot serve as a basis for the semantics of the
participles.
A genuine restriction on the PPP formation is transitivity (AG 1980, Schoorlemmer 1995,
etc.): a verb that has a PPP will always be a transitive verb. However, not all transitive verbs
form PPPs either. The contrast is exemplified in the following examples:
(5) a. Transitive verbs with PPPs:
balovatʼ (rebenka)
balovan(nyj)
spoil.Imp (child)
spoilt.PPP
napečatatʼ (vypusk)
napečatan(nyj)
print.Pf (issue)
printed-PPP
b. Intransitive verbs which block PPP:
guljat (*sobaku)
*guljan(nyj)
walk.Imp (dog)
walked.PPP
poguljatʼ (*sobaku)
*poguljan(nyj)
walk.Pf (*dog)
walked.PPP
c. Transitive verbs which block PPP:
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iskatʼ (knigu)
look.for.IMP (book)
razgljadetʼ (bukašku)
detect/discern.Pf (bug)

*iskan(nyj)
looked.for.PPP
*razgljaden(nyj)
detected.PPP

This minimal set of examples illustrates a rather well-established fact that transitivity is a
necessary (cf. (5b)), although not a sufficient (cf. (5c)) condition for the PPP formation in
Russian. Thus, in order to form a PPP from a verb V, it is necessary to know that the verb is
transitive, i.e. if it takes a direct object. The generalization is valid for both LF and SF
participles of both aspects, so this condition should constrain the participle formation in all
cases. This empirical observation will partially motivate the semantic account proposed for
SF and LF participles in section 5, where it will also be specified which transitive verbs in
particular can form PPPs.
3. Empirical differences between LF and SF PPPs
In this section I will examine some relevant empirical differences between LF and SF
participles in Russian. The distinctions will be mostly familiar from the literature on
verbal/adjectival passives, as well as different types of adjectival (or stative) passives and
different types of passive participles (e.g., Kratzer 2000, Embick 2004, McIntyre 2012,
among others). After reviewing all the relevant empirical facts which will be summed up at
the end of this section, we will move to a theoretically oriented discussion in section 4.
The first difference between the LF and SF PPPs concerns the placement of negative
elements. Russian negative prefix (i.e., the analogue of the un-prefix in English) easily
combines with the LFs, whereas SF PPPs require a sentential negation:
(6) a. Dom byl ne-(po)krašenn-ym
house.Nom was non-(pf.)painted.PPP.LF.Instr
‘The house was unpainted’
b. Dom byl (ne) pokrašen
house.Nom not was (not) pf.painted.PPP.SF
‘The house was not painted’
Although the negative prefix in (6a) and the negation marker in (6b) are homophonous,
prefixes in Russian cannot be separated from the stem, hence, if the negative marker ne in
(6b) was a prefix, it would have to be adjoined to the stem of the SF PPP pokrašen5. The
example in (6a) further illustrates that the negative marker can be prefixed to a PPP
independently of the aspect, i.e. both perfective and imperfective PPPs can take a negative
prefix.
Negative prefixation is considered an important empirical difference between so-called
adjectival and verbal passives (cf. Kratzer 1994, 2000, Embick 2004, Alexiadou and
Anagnostopoulou 2008), although the interpretation of this particular test differ from one
author to the other (cf., for example, Embick 2004, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2008,
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In many cases the complex spelling rules postulated by prescriptive grammars can obscure the facts concerning
negative markers in Russian, but the crucial factor for us is that ne can never be prefixed to the SFs.
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McIntyre 20012). I will come back to the results of the neg-prefixation test in Russian in
section 5 and show how these results are compatible with the analysis that will be proposed in
the same section.
One more observation with respect to the participles with the ne-prefixe is that they are more
common and sound more natural with other verbs than the copula ‘be’, i.e. remain (illustrated
in (7)), stay, stand, lie, etc.
(7) Zadanije ostalosʼ
task
remained

ne-sdelannym/ne-dodelannym/ne-ispravlennym/ne-proverennym
un-done.PPP/un-finished.PPP/un-corrected.PPP/un-checked.PPP

The second difference between LF and SF PPPs in Russian is the lack of event-related
modification, such as, for instance, temporal or manner adverbials, with the LFs, but not with
the SFs. The relevant examples are given in (8):
(8) a. Dom
byl pokrašenn-ym
(*za 2 časa/ *bystro).
house.Nom was pf.painted.PPP.LF-Instr (*in 2 hours/ *quickly)
b. Dom
byl pokrašen
za 2 časa/ bystro.
house.Nom was pf.painted.PPP.SF in 2 hours/ quickly
ʻThe house was painted in two hours/quicklyʼ
The third property of constructions with LF PPPs in Russian is a lack of agentivity. This is to
say, sentences with LF participles do not allow for by-phrases, instruments or agent-oriented
modification (see (9a)). The restrictions do not hold for the participles in a SF, as witnessed
by the example in (9b):
(9) a. *Portret
byl narisovanny-ym
karandašom/izvestnym hudožnikom/specialʼno
portrait.Nom was painted.PPP-Instr pencil.Instr/famous.Instr artist.Instr/on purpose
b. Portret
byl narisovan
karandašom/izvestnym hudožnikom/specialʼno
portrait.Nom was painted.PPP.SF pencil.Instr/famous.Instr artist.Instr/on purpose
ʻThe portrait was pained with a pencil/by a famous artist/on purposeʼ
Thus, examples (8) and (9) illustrate that with the SF PPPs we can always have by-phrases, as
well as various types of agent-oriented and event modification, but the LFs render these
options impossible.
The last observation that I would like to make in this section is that LF PPPs appear in
predicative position less freely than their SF counterparts. In other words, the only restriction
on the use of a SF participle is the availability of the participle in principle, but some LF
participle seem to display additional poorly understood restrictions in predicative uses.
Compare the following examples:
(10) a. ?*Vor byl zaderžann-ym
thief.Nom was detained.PPP-Instr
b. Tort byl zamoroženn-ym
cake.Nom was frozen.PPP-Instr
To conclude this section, let me summarize the main empirical differences between LF and
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SF PPPs described in this section in Table 1.
Table 1: Empirical differences between LF and SF PPPs.
property
ne-prefixation
event modification (temporal and manner adverbials)
by-phrases and agent-oriented modification
restrictions on use in predicative position

LF PPPs
√
*
*
some

SF PPPs
*
√
√
none

Since the aim of this paper is to account for different interpretations that SF and LF yield, the
differences in the behavior of the two forms listed above can serve as a starting point for an
analysis. I will come back to the empirical facts once the formal proposal has been presented.
Let us consider now some possible theoretical explanations of the observed differences
between two different participle forms in Russian.
4. PPPs and types of passive
The empirical facts discussed in the previous section suggest that, for the theoretical
interpretation of the data, one hypothesis worth considering is that the differences in LF vs.
SF reflect the semantic difference between adjectival and eventive passives, respectively.
Adjectival passives have received a lot of attention in the recent semantic literature (cf.
Kratzer 2000, Maienborn 2009, Gehrke 2012, McIntyre 2012, etc.), and have also been
discussed in relation to Russian, most notably in Schoorlemmer (1995) and Paslawska and
von Stechow (2003).
Even though the eventive/adjectival passive distinction is the first one that comes to mind, it
should be noted that the difference between LF and SF does not exactly boil down to two
different types of passive. Thus, adjectival passives do allow for some modification, most
notably, manner, but also temporal modifiers, as well as for some types of by-phrases, as
shown by the German examples provided below (cf. Kratzer 2000, Maienborn 2009):
(11) a. Das Haar war schlampig gekämmt.
the hair was sloppily
combed
‘The hair was combed in a sloppy way’
b. Das Manuskript ist in einer Nacht geschrieben.
the manuscript is in one night written
‘The manuscript is written in one night’
c. Das Manuskript ist von Chomsky zitiert.
the manuscript is by Chomsky cited
‘The manuscript is cited by Chomsky’
Russian, however, as we have seen in section 3, rules out any modification in the LF
participle constructions, including the types just illustrated for German:
(12) a.*Volosy/mal’čiki
Hairs/boys

byli nerjašlivo pričesannymi.
were sloppily
combed.PPP.LF
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b. *Rukopis’
manuscript
c. *Rukopis’
manuscript

byla
was
byla
was

napisannoj
written.PPP.LF
procitirovannoj
cited.PPP.LF
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za odnu noč.
in one night
Xomskim
Chomsky.Instr

In all these cases, a SF participle has to be used in order to render the examples in (12)
acceptable. In any case, the contrast between the German examples in (11) and the
corresponding Russian ones in (12) indicate that it is not plausible to simply assume a
straightforward correspondence between adjectival passives and LF participles in Russian, on
the one hand, and eventive passives and SF PPPs, on the other.
What seems to be needed is more fine-grained distinctions in the domain of participles.
Actually, several such distinctions have been made in the literature, such as, for instance,
target vs. resultant states (Kratzer 2000), or stative vs. resultative participles (Embick 2004).
Kratzer’s and Embick’s distinctions are, in principle, not incompatible, and it has been argued
in the literature that there are languages that manifest a three way distinction in the domain of
participles (Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2008 for Greek). In this section, I will first discuss
the LF participles and their possible theoretical classification and then move on to the SFs.
4.1. LF participles
An immediate observation is that, empirically, the properties of the LF PPPs in Russian seem
to be reminiscent of the Greek –tos participles as described by Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou
(2008). Thus, both types of participles do not take any modifiers, including manner modifiers,
reject by-phrases and easily combine with negative prefixes. However, an additional remark
made by Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) (henceforth A&A) reveals a difference
between the relevant participle forms of the two languages. Consider (13) from Greek (A&A,
2008:34)
(13) a. #Afti I
varka ine fusko-meni alla den tin exi fuskosi kanis akoma
this
the boat is
pumped
but not it has pumped noone yet
‘The boat is pumped but no one has pumped it yet’
b. Afti I
varka ine fusko-ti alla den tin exi fuskosi kanis akoma
this
the boat is
pumped but not it
has pumped noone yet
‘The boat is of the type that can be pumped up but no one has pumped it up yet’
As indicated by the translation, the –tos participle in (13b) refers to an ‘underived state’, i.e.
the property ascribed to the boat that does not have to result from any prior event. A&A’s
interpretation of this fact is that a –tos participle ‘does not entail the existence of a prior
event’ (ibid.:34). Note that the English translation of (13b) underscores the same thing: the
boat does not have to be inflated, although it is inflatable. Consider now a similar example
from Russian with the LF participle:
(14)

Lodka byla uže
nadutoj,
hotja
nikto eje (*esče) ne naduval.
boat was already inflated.PPP.LF though no one her (*yet) not inflated
#‘The boat is of the type that can be pumped, although no one has pumped it up yet’
ok: ‘The boat has been pumped, although no one has pumped it up’
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Although the sentence in (14) is grammatical (at least without the adverb ‘yet’), the
interpretation attributed to (13b) is not available in (14). That is, the boat has to have been
inflated at some point, but the sentence only refers to the consequent state of the inflating
event. The eventive part cannot be specified in any sense, so modifiers and by-phrases are not
compatible with (14), but it cannot be said that the reference to the event has never been there
either. To render the interpretation of (13b) in Russian a full-fledged adjective is needed,
which is different in form from the participle:
(15)

Lodka byla naduvnoj,
no nikto eje (esče) ne naduval.
boat was inflatable.LF but no one her (yet) not inflated.
‘The boat was inflatable, but no one has inflated/pumped it up yet’

Note also that the adverb ‘yet’, which is very difficult to accommodate in (14), becomes
acceptable in (15), just like in (13b). The explanation of this fact is beyond the scope of this
paper and has to involve the sematic analysis of ‘yet’, but intuitively, if ‘yet’ in (14) would
imply that the inflation event has never taken part before, which contradicts the information
contributed by the participle: the boat has to have been inflated, but we do not know when,
how and by whom.
Thus, as the result of comparing LF PPPs in Russian with the Greek –tos participles, we can
conclude that they behave the same in rejecting any type of event-related modification but not
in implying a prior event: Russian LF PPPs presuppose that the relevant event has taken place
at some point. This observation will be reflected in the analysis of the LF PPPs which I will
provide in section 5.
However, before we turn to the semantic analysis of participles, let us first consider the
possible interpretations of the SF participles and try to determine if they can be
unambiguously associated with the adjectival or eventive passives.
4.2. Interpretation of SFs
There is not a lot of discussion of the semantics of Russian PPPs in the literature, but the few
existing analyses do not seem to agree on what kind of passive meaning the SF PPPs
contribute: Schoorlemmer (1995) supports the claim that the constructions with SF PPPs are
ambiguous between a stative and eventive readings, just like in English, whereas Paslawska &
von Stechow (2003) argue that Russian participial passives are unambiguously stative.
In this section, I will argue in favour of Schoorlemmer’s (1995) hypothesis and examine if
there are any finer differences that can be drawn between different types of the SF participles,
such as, for instance, the target vs. resultant participles (Kratzer 2000).
There is one strong argument in favour of the ambiguitiy hypothesis advocated by
Schoorlemmer, namely, that passives formed by SF PPPs in Russian allow for both eventrelated and a consequent-state related modification, as illustrated in (16):
(16)

Vorota (byli) otkryty storozhem rovno v 6 utra na 2 chasa.
Gates (were) open.PPP watchmen.Instr exactly in 6 morning for 2 hours
The gates were open by the watchman exactly at 6 in the morning for 2 hours.
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The sentence in (16) easily admits a temporal modifier of an event of the gate opening, which
took place at 6 in the morning, and a temporal modifier indicating that the consequent state of
the gates being open lasted for 2 hours. The presence of both modifiers indicates that in this
type of construction both an event variable and a state variable are available for temporal
modification.
The argument that Paslawska and von Stechow (2003) (henceforth P&S) give against treating
participial passives in Russian as eventive is based on the possibility to drop a copula verb in
the passive sentences. Consider the following example:
(17)

Ėtot dom (byl) postroen v prošlom godu.
this house (was) built.PPP in last year
‘This house was built last year’

The copula verb in (17) can easily be omitted, which is, in principle, characteristic of the
present tense copula in Russian copula sentences. (18a) illustrates the same type of
phenomenon with a predicative adjective, but in this case the copular verb is obligatorily
omitted. In the past tense, however, the omission of the copula verb renders a sentence
ungrammatical, cf. (18b):
(18) a. Irina segodnja (*est’) grustnaja.
Irina today
(*is)
sad.
‘Irina is sad today’
b. Irina včera
*(byla) grustnaja.
Irina yesterday *(was) sad.
‘Irina was sad yesterday’
It should be noted that the parallelism between (17) and (18a) is not complete: in regular
copular sentences the use of the present tense copula is basically impossible6, whereas in
passive sentences it is indeed only optional. Nevertheless, P&S (2003) claim that the optional
copula omission in participial passives indicate that these sentences do not have a past
meaning, hence, they cannot refer to an even that took place in the past and hence, they are
not eventive.
There are several facts that cast doubt on P&S’s conclusion. The first one is that if there is no
reference to a past event in sentences with SFs, than modification of the event in examples
like (16) above would appear to be impossible. Yet, the participial passives in Russian easily
admit both event-related and agent-related modification, as was discussed in detail in section
37. The second argument is that, as I just pointed out, the parallelism with present copular
sentences is incomplete, and a possible omission of the copular verb in participial passive
might be due to the fact that the participle itself already bears past related reading, so the
copula is not necessary to support the past morphology/meaning. Moreover, if it is accepted
that SF participles are ambiguous between a stative and an eventive reading, there is a
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Apart from stylistically marked uses, to imitate archaic style, for instance.
Modifiers like za dva mesjaca (in two months), v avguste prošlogo goda (in August last year) are also possible
in (17).
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potential explanation of the pattern in (17)-(18) which captures the facts better than the
proposal of P&S. In a stative reading, a SF participle is semantically closer to an adjective
and this is what allows for a copula omission, following the pattern of (18a). However, since
SF participles also have an eventive reading, the verb is never obligatorily omitted, assuming
that an eventive reading relies on the presence of the copula.
P&S do not discuss event modifiers, but they explicitly mention the fact that the Russian
participial passives are different from English and German ones in allowing for agentive byphrases:
(19)

Ėtot dom postroen izvestnym arhitektorom.
this house built.PPP famous.Instr architecht.Instr
‘The house was built by a famous architect’

To account for this fact, P&S propose a Result-parameter, which relies on the highly
influential and by now commonly accepted hypothesis advanced in Kratzer (1994) that
external arguments are introduces syntactically in a Voice projection. The proposal of P&S
(2003:347) with respect to the Russian participles is that they are built on top of the VoiceP,
whereas the English and German participles are built on the basis of agentless VPs, as
represented in (20) and (21), respectively:
(20)
(21)

Russian: [Part TARGET] selects a VoiceP [+passive]
English/German: [Part TARGET] selects an agentless VP

Again, there are several arguments against this hypothesis. First of all, one of the main
empirical differences between eventive and adjectival passives in languages like English and
German is that the former, but not the latter, allows for the presence of by-phrases. Assuming
that the presence of a by-phrase is associated with the presence of the VoiceP in the syntactic
structure, the difference between the eventive passives in English/German and the Russian
participial passives, which, according to the proposal of P&S, are adjectival, remains
unexplained. Basically, one construction that we call ‘eventive’ in a language like English,
becomes ‘adjectival’ in a language like Russian. At the same time, the obvious empirical
differences between the adjectival passives in English/German and the ‘adjectival’ passives in
Russian, such as the availability of event and agent related modification, remain unaccounted
for.
Thus, I conclude on the basis of the above discussion that SF PPPs should be seen as
ambiguous, just as was proposed by Schoorlemmer (1995). In the next subsection, I will
examine the question of whether a more fine grained distinction is needed for SF PPPs in
Russian.
4.2.2. Types of SF participles
Let us once again compare Russian to Greek. In Greek, as argued by A&A (2008), there is a
difference between target and resultant state participles (Kratzer 2000), even though both
types of participles are expressed by the same morphological form. Given that the comparison
of Russian and Greek participles proved useful in the case of the LFs, we will look at whether
the Russian SF PPPs also show a contrast similar to the Greek participles.
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The main test Kratzer (2000) proposes for distinguishing between target and resultant states is
the compatibility of the former type with ‘immer noch’ (still):
(22) a. Die Geisslein sind immer noch
the little goats are still
‘The little goats are still hidden’
b. Das Theorem ist (*immer noch)
the theorem is
(*still)
‘The theorem is proven’

versteckt.
hidden

target state passive

bewiesen.
proven

resultant state passive

My doubts with respect to this test are based on the observation that if immer noch is not
compatible with the (target) state expressed by bewiesen, it seems to be perfectly compatible
with the state expressed by the negated participle unbewiesen, as also noted by Gehrke
(2012):
(23)

Das Theorem
the theorem

ist
is

immer noch
still

unbewiesen.
unproven

Thus, according to the immer noch test a participle unbewiesen, as opposed to beweisen,
should be a target state8, a result that seems doubtful.
The second test that Kratzer mentions is that only the verbs that form target states allow for
modification by the temporal für-PPs in German (cf. also example (16) above):
(24) a. Wir werden das Boot für ein paar Stunden aufpumpen.
we will the boat for a few hours up-pump
‘We will inflate the boat for a couple of hours’
b. *Wir werden den Briefkasten für drei Tage leeren.
we
will the mailbox for three days empty
‘We will empty the mailbox for three days’
Even though the test applies to verbs, not participles, and the distinction made on the basis of
this observation should in principle be further supported by an independent test for
participles9, for the sake of the argument it can still be shown that Russian SF PPPs will not
be uniformly target or resultant according to the type of modification allowed by a verb.
Consider the following examples:
(25) a. Tort
zamorozili na 3 časa
cake.Acc froze
for 3 hours
‘(They) froze the cake for 3 hours’
b. Tort
byl zamorožen
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As Kratzer (2000:10) points out, a target state does not necessarily have to be provided by the verb itself, since
in her analysis, target state participles are formed by stativizing the whole verb phrase. It seems to me, however,
that it would be difficult to provide a clear motivated explanation of why a negative prefix should have an effect
of providing a target state where it was not available before. See Gehrke (2012) for more criticism of the target
vs. resultant state distinction and Kratzer’s analysis of it.
9
Which, as I just said, should not be the immer noch test.
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cake.Nom was frozen.PPP.SF
‘The cake was frozen’
(26) a. Rebenka privozili k babuške na leto/
na dva časa
child.Acc brought to granny for summer/for two hours
‘(They) brought the child to the granny for summer/for two hours’
b. *privožen
*brought.PPP.SF
(27) a. ??Okna
razbili na neskol’ko časov
windows.Acc broke for several
hours
#‘(They) broke the windows for several hours’
b. Okna
byli razbity.
windows.Nom were broken.PPP.SF
‘The windows were broken’
The sentences in (25) fit the pattern described by Kratzer for target states: the verb zamorozit’
(to freeze) is compatible with the for-type modifier which measures the duration of the target
state during which the cake remains frozen. The corresponding participle can be successfully
formed, as shown in (25b), and the same modifier could even be used with the participle.
However, (26) provides an example of a verb which allows for the required type of
modification ((26a)), although the corresponding PPP cannot be formed ((26b)). In (27) the
opposite situation obtains: the verb rejects the required modifier in (27a)10, but the PPP is
grammatical. Thus, the conclusion seems to be that the SF PPPs in Russian cannot be
associated to either target or resultant states as conceived by Kratzer (2000). Rather, a
reasonable proposal to make with respect to SF PPPs in Russian would be that they uniformly
characterize a consequent state in a more general sense of the word and their meaning can be
accounted for in terms of a uniform semantic representation (cf. Maienborn 2009, Gehrke
2012 for similar conclusions for German).
5. Semantic composition
Let me now propose an analysis for LF and SF PPPs in Russian. In what follows, I will rely
on two assumptions that are by now widely accepted in the literature. The first one is that
participles can be formed on the basis of different syntactic structures (cf. Kratzer 2000,
Paslawska & von Stechow 2003, Embick 2004 among many others). Thus, I will assume that
the syntactic input for participle formation can be a verbal root or a phrasal category, i.e.
vP/VoiceP. Another assumption that I am going to make in order to develop the analysis of
the PPPs is that external arguments are introduced not by a verb itself, but a specific
functional head, i.e. in a vP/VoiceP projection merged on top of the verbal root (Kratzer
1994). This means that a (relatively) extended verbal structure is needed to accommodate the
presence of an external argument.
The essence of the analysis is the following. I propose that LF and SF PPPs are built
independently by means of different semantic operations. Syntactically, the proposal implies
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The only interpretation available for (27a) is that the windows were broken on purpose for a couple of hours
and then repaired. All example sentences in (25a)-(27a) are impersonal.
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that there are different heads/projections involved in the derivation of the PPPs, although I
will leave the details of the syntactic analysis aside. I suggest that LF PPPs are build by an
adjectival head/operator A, which takes a verbal root as a complement and existentially binds
the event argument introduced by a verbal root, whereas SF PPPs are built by a participial
head Prt, which is combined with a vP/VoiceP. In other words, LF participles are derived by
combining an adjectival head directly with a verbal root, which is lexically specified as
transitive, but lacks any functional structure which would introduce the external argument.
The early existential closure of the event variable done by the A operator renders it
inaccessible for modification in subsequent derivation.
SF participles, on the other hand, are formed on the basis of the verbal functional structure,
including the vP/VoiceP projection necessary to accommodate an external argument. The Prt
head, involved in the derivation of the SF PPPs, existentially binds an external argument. The
event (and the state) variable in the derivation of the SF participles remains accessible for
modification until it gets existentially bound by an independent mechanism of existential
closure over events, standardly assumed in (neo-)Davidsonian event semantics (Davidson
1967, Parsons 1990).
Note that, to derive a LF PPP, an adjectival head A needs to combine with a transitive verbal
root, which, moreover, expresses a complex event with a consequent state. The requirement
for the presence of an internal argument is lexically specified, hence the verbs that A
combines with are necessarily transitive. This explains a transitivity restriction on the PPP
formation in Russian (a necessary, but not sufficient condition).
An implicit assumption here is that participle formation is further limited only to those verbs
which lexically introduce a (potential) consequent state. This assumption is based on a
descriptive observation that the stative property expressed by a participle is usually predicated
over an internal argument introduced by the verb. It should be added that Russian introduces
various complications with respect to the realization of a consequent state due to the
influential role of the perfective/imperfective aspectual distinction in the verbal system. As
we have seen in section 2, imperfective PPPs can be formed in Russian, and it is for the sake
of these participles that I will use the modifier ‘potential’ in the description of the lexical
requirement for a consequent state, since it is plausible to assume that a potentially realized
state specified for an imperfective verb becomes realized and asserted in the case of a
perfective one. Undoubtedly, a potentially realized consequent state is a notion which remains
to be precisely defied, but for now I assume this state to be a part of lexical semantics of a
verb. At the same time, as I have argued in section 2, aspect cannot be considered a limiting
factor for PPP formation in general. Thus, having a consequent state (ConST) and
(im)perfective aspect are two independent properties, which are not directly related to each
other.
Let me now spell out the semantic composition of the LF and SF participles in Russian. LF
participles are formed on the basis of the transitive verbs with lexically specified ConST,
which can be formally represented as follows:
(28)

Input: a transitive verbal root with a (potentially realized) ConST
||√v||: λx.λs.λe [√v(e) & Th(x,s) & ConST (e,s)]
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LF PPP in Russian are formed by an adjectival head A that attaches to a verbal root. The
semantics of the adjectival head is given in (29):
(29)

||A0||: λR.λx.λs.∃e [R(e)(s)(x)]

The semantics of the LF PPPs, i.e. the result of composition of the adjectival head with a
verbal root, is computed as follows:
(30)

||LF PPP||: ||A0|| (||√v||)
λR.λx.λs.∃e [R(e)(s)(x)] (λx.λs.λe [√v(e) & Th(x,s) & ConST (s,e)]) à
λx.λs.∃e [√v(e) & Th(x,s) & ConST (s,e)]

(30) represents a formal compositional analysis of LF PPPs in Russian. The adjectival head
A0, with the semantics specified in (29), applies to a verbal root formally represented in (28).
The result that we get in the last line of (30) is the representation of the meaning of the LF
PPPs. According to this representation, LF PPPs express a consequent state of some
previously occurred event which holds of an argument that was introduced as an internal
argument of the original verbal root. The event itself, however, is no longer accessible in the
semantic representation of the participle, hence this analysis immediately explains the absence
of event related modification with the LF participles.
Moreover, this proposal also captures the following facts. First of all, since LF PPPs are
derived directly from the verbal roots without any additional functional layers, and the
external arguments, following our assumptions, are introduced in a separate functional
projection, it follows that LFs will never allow for by-phrases or any other type of agent
oriented modification. The agentive layer is simply not present in the structure of the LF
PPPs.
Secondly, this analysis does explain the difference between LF PPPs in Russian and –tos
participles in Greek, discussed in the previous section. If we adopt A&A’s stative analysis of
the –tos participles, they are, indeed, predicted to be more ‘adjectival’, as indicated in the
discussion around example (13b). Russian participles, on the other hand, necessarily
presuppose the existence of some prior event. This explains why a purely adjectival, nonevent related meaning is not accessible with the Russian participles.
There are two more properties of LF PPPs that were mentioned in Table 1 in section 3. The
fact that LF PPPs can easily appear with negative prefixes in Russian is fully compatible with
the present proposal, although the detailed analysis of the un-prefixation (or ne-prefixation in
the case of Russian) would depend on the precise syntax to be associated with the present
proposal. In particular, one of the relevant questions is whether the proposed derivation of LF
PPPs in Russian is a lexical or a syntactic process.11 Should the LF participle formation be a
lexical process, we can just follow Kratzer (1994) in assuming that un-prefixation (in English
and other languages) is only compatible with lexical adjectivization. However, as assumed by
Embick (2004), negative prefixes can also be attached to syntactically formed participles (his
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One of the most important factors to consider before arriving at any conclusions on the issue is the behavior of
LF PPPs in comparison to normal adjectives like happy.
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resultative participles). In this case, a syntactic analysis of un-prefixation will be needed, but
the key observation here is that the negative prefix in Russian is only compatible with
adjectives, but not with verbs, hence the absence of verbal structure in syntax (including
VoiceP) seems to be a required constraint on un-prefixation. In the proposed analysis, LF
PPPs are formed from a verbal root, hence the derivation will not contain any verbal
functional structure and the LF participles should freely combine with negative prefixes,
which is indeed the case.
Finally, the last property of LF PPPs which was mentioned at the end of section 3 is that their
distribution in the predicative position is more restricted than that of the SFs. Note that
according to the analysis presented here, the event is only implied but since it is existentially
quantified by the adjectivizing operator, it cannot be accessed or specified in any sense. There
is also no specific connection expressed by a LF participle with an underlying event, i.e. it can
be some event that led to a given state, but we do not know which. Due to this weakened
connection between the state expressed by the participle and the underlying event, I suggest
that the use of LF PPPs in the predicative position is only allowed if a consequent state is in
some sense ‘detachable’ from the event part of the complex event. In particular, no
agent/initiator participant can be inferred from the LF participle. Thus, the cake in example
(10b) may be frozen without anybody freezing it, but it is hard to be detained without
anybody detaining you, as in (10a). A cake being frozen is just a result of some prior
unspecified event of becoming frozen.
Thus, all the properties listed in Table 1 for the LF PPPs either directly follow from or are
compatible with the proposed analysis.
Let me now turn to the formation of SF PPPs. For the derivation of these forms, I adopt the
hypothesis of P&S that SF PPPs are build on a phrasal layer with an external argument
already introduced (cf. P&S 2003). (31) provides a semantic characterization of such a
phrasal category, which I will continue calling vP/VoiceP:
(31)

Input: a transitive vP/VoiceP with both an external and internal arguments
||vP||: λx.λs.λe.∃y [√v(e) & Ag(e,x) & Th(y,s) & ConsST(e,s)]

As has already been indicated, I propose that a SF participle is derived by a head/operator,
which is different from the adjectivizing operator employed for the derivation of LFs. Let me
call this operator Prt. It is defined as follows:
(32)

||Prt0||: λR.λs.λe.∃x [R(e)(s)(x)]

The participial head attaches to a vP to form a SF participle. The result of this application is a
participle with the following semantics:12
(33)

||SF PPP||: λs.λe.∃x.∃y [√v(e) & Ag(e,x) & Th(y,s) & ConsST(e,s)]
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I do not provide a detailed derivation here. The reader is invited to prove that the result of applying (32) to
(31) is indeed (33).
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The resulting representation for SF PPPs reflects that SFs allow for both an event and a state
part of the complex event structure to be modified. The external argument is existentially
closed, as is commonly assumed for passives. This representation renders passive
constructions with SFs participles in Russian ambiguous between stative (adjectival) and
eventive passives, just like was proposed in Schoorlemmer (1995), since it includes both a
state and an event variable which can be further modified.
The analysis also explains all the empirical differences between LF and SF PPPs which were
discussed in section 3. Apart from modification, which, as I just said, is predicted to be
available for both an event and a consequent state, the negative prefixes cannot be attached to
SF participles because they are derived from a vP/VoiceP and the negative prefix is
incompatible with the verbal functional structure. The same functional structure allows for
any type of agent oriented modification. Moreover, the event is not needed to be ‘detachable’
from the state part since it can be further modified and specified, so there is no restriction on
the occurrence of the SF forms in a predicative position.
One question that arises with respect to the proposed analysis is whether it is feasible to have
two independent derivations for long and short forms, whereas when we look at the
morphological composition of LF and SF participles in Russian, it seems obvious that there is
a morphological relation between the two. To try to answer this question, let me illustrate a
compositional problem that arises if the morphological relation is assumed to be parallel to a
semantic one.
As the empirical discussion in section 3 of this paper suggests, the SF PPPs are functionally
‘richer’ since they allow for more things than the LFs, both syntactically and semantically. In
particular, SFs allow for by-phrases, event and agent modification, which is completely
disallowed in the constructions with LFs. Semantically, thus, it seems that LFs cannot be
derived on the basis of SFs because once a modification of the event is allowed, it is
practically impossible to exclude it in a subsequent semantic composition. Morphologically,
however, it looks like LFs are ‘richer’ than the SFs, which lack adjectival inflection and have
a ‘truncated’ form of the participial morphology, at least in the case of –enn-/-en suffix:
(34)

narisova-t’
pf.paint-INF

narisova-nn-yj
pf.paint-Part-Infl

narisova-n
pf.paint-Part

Thus, from the point of view of morphology, it seems that the LF should be derived from a
SF, whereas semantically, SFs are definitely more ‘developed’ with respect to the LFs. The
problem thus seems to be how to reconcile a richer morphological structure with poorer
semantics.
The solution that I propose in this paper is to treat the forms independently, at least from the
semantic viewpoint. In other words, I do not assume that the forms which are more complex
morphologically necessarily involve more semantic (or syntactic, for that matter) content. LF
PPPs are, in my analysis, both syntactically and semantically simpler than the SFs. If we want
to keep morphological, syntactic and semantic derivations absolutely parallel, we will have to
say that SF are morphologically derived, whereas LFs are basic. This seems to be, indeed, the
view implicitly assumed in traditional Russian grammars. However, this would mean that, for
instance, an external argument needs to be introduced after the adjectival head has already
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been attached to the verbal root to form a LF participle. There are many details of a potential
analysis along these lines that remain unclear to me at this point, so that the solution adopted
in this paper, namely, to treat the two forms independently, seems more justified at the
moment. Hopefully, in the course of further research that remains to be carried out on the
topic, these matters will be settled in a satisfactory way.
6. Conclusions and further issues
This paper proposed a formal analysis of LF and SF PPPs in Russian in predicative position.
In particular, it was argued that LF and SFs are derived independently by means of two
different operators: an adjectival operator A applies to a verbal root to yield a LF participle,
whereas a participial operator Prt applies to a vP/VoiceP to derive a SF participle. The input
requirements in each case involve a transitive verb which lexically specifies a potentially
realized consequent state. Both LF and SF PPPs can be derived from both perfective and
imperfective verbs, although imperfective participles do not often occur in predicative
positions. I have also shown how the proposed analysis accounts for empirical differences
between LF and SF PPPs.
One issue that remains for future research is the behavior of the two participial forms in
adnominal positions. In principle, short forms cannot directly modify a noun, but they do
appear in relative clauses. It should be mentioned that participles behave just like adjectives in
this respect, so the similarities and differences between participles and adjectives need to be
further investigated. The observation is not new and has been made in many works on
adjectives and participles (cf., for instance, Babby 1973 among many others), but the existing
analyses have mainly concentrated on adjectives, not participles (e.g., Geist 2010 and
references cited therein).
Let me illustrate the phenomenon briefly, although there will be no solution proposed in this
paper. I will start with adjectives, which, as is well known, also come in short and long forms.
SF adjectives, however, cannot be used in adnominal position (cf. (35b)), but can be used in
relative clauses (cf. (36b), examples from Babby 1973:358).
(35) a. bol’noj anginoj mal’čik
ill.LF quinsy.Instr. boy
‘a boy ill with quinsy’
b. *bolen anginoj mal’čik
ill.SF quinsy.Instr. boy
‘a boy ill with quinsy’

/

mal’čik, bol’noj anginoj
boy ill.LF quinsy.Instr.

/

*mal’čik, bolen anginoj
boy ill.SF quinsy.Instr.

(36)a. Volk, kotoryj (byl) vysležen
ohotnikom, …
wolf which (was) tracked.down.SF.PPP.
hunter.Instr
b. Volk, kotoryj byl vysležennyj
ohotnikom,…
wolf
tracked.down.LF.PPP. hunter.Instr
‘The wolf which was tracked down by a hunter…’
A part of the relative clause, consisting of the wh-word and the copula verb, has to be deleted
if the LF participle is used, which motivated an analysis of a ‘reduced relative clause’ for this
type of constructions. The pattern is repeated with participles, so in this case, both adjectives
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and participles seem to behave completely parallel. However, these constuctions have never
been addressed in semantic literature on participles, so what remains to be seen is what kind
of semantic ramifications the reduced relative clause analysis will have in this case. As I
already pointed out, this problem will be addressed in future research.
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The partial factivity of opinion verbs
David-Etienne BOUCHARD - McGill University
Abstract This paper aims at providing a novel analysis of the subjectivity requirement of opinion
verbs based on their presupposition properties. I show that the interpretation of the complement of
opinion verbs involves an important amount of presupposed material. Once formalized properly
in the form of what I call the Subjective Contingency Presupposition, nothing further needs to be
said to exclude sentences where opinion verbs take as complement a non-subjective clause, since
such sentences would be associated with a contradictory presupposition. I further show that this
new analysis also correctly predicts that analytical propositions under find are also ruled out even
if they contain subjective predicates, a fact that is otherwise not accounted for.
Keywords: Predicates of personal taste, subjectivity, opinion verbs, presuppositions
1. Introduction
This paper aims at providing a novel analysis of the requirement that opinion verbs take as complement only a (possibly reduced) clause that expresses a subjective statement. This requirement,
discussed in Ducrot (1975) for the French verb trouver and more recently for a variety of (mostly
Germanic) languages by Sæbø (2009), is exemplified in (2) for the English verb to find:
(1)

Mary finds Billy nice.

(2)

#Mary finds Billy dead.

A subjective predicate like nice is adequate in order to satisfy the requirement of find, since whether
or not Billy is nice is clearly a matter of opinion, while a predicate like dead is not acceptable, since
whether or not Billy is dead is an objective, verifiable fact.
Subjective predicates, also known as predicates of personal taste, have received much attention in
recent semantic literature. There is no strict definition of the class of subjective predicates, although
their participation in dialogues of faultless disagreement, discussed below, seems to be a crucial
property. Typical subjective predicates are adjectives like tasty and fun (either in the bare form
or in the comparative; cf. Kennedy (2012)) and dimensional adjectives used in the bare form (cf.
Bierwisch (1989); Richard (2004)). The class may also contain certain modal verbs (Egan et al.
(2005), Stephenson (2007a), Von Fintel and Gillies (2008), Sæbø (2009)), verbs whose meaning
includes an evaluative component such as rocks and stinks, and finally some nouns like success or
failure. The requirements of opinion verbs can be satisfied by any of these items:
(3)

John finds that Bill is tall.

(4)

John finds that Bill should quit smoking.
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(5)

John finds that my food stinks.

(6)

John finds that the conference was a success.

Two types of analyses have typically been proposed, mostly focusing on the core cases of subjective adjectives, although for the most part the proposals can be extended to these other classes of
subjective predicates. The simplest solution would be to claim that predicates of personal taste are
two-place predicates, having a syntactically expressed, but usually covert, judge argument. This is
supported by the fact that some subjective predicates can take overt PPs that introduce the judge,
such as in (7), where the for-phrase provides the judge for fun.
(7)

The roller-coaster was fun for Mary.

In the absence of any overt PP, the assumption is that there is a covert pronoun that provides the
judge, and that is usually (but not necessarily) understood as the speaker.
Lasersohn (2005) argues against this view, mainly focusing on the fact that predicates of personal
taste can give rise to the intuition of faultless disagreement (cf. Kölbel (2004)), i.e. the intuition
that two speakers who utter clearly contradictory statements can be felt to both be in some sense
speaking truthfully. The dialogue in (8) has this property, while that in (9) does not. One of the
two speakers must be right, and the other must be wrong.
(8)

A: Billy is nice.
B: No, he isn’t! He’s a jerk!

(9)

A: Billy is dead.
B: No he isn’t! He’s alive and well!

In order to account for this intuition, Lasersohn proposes to enrich the semantics by adding a judge
index on the interpretation function, in addition to the better-known world and time parameters.
The intension of a sentence is thus understood as a set of world-time-judge triplets, and its extension can only be fixed once appropriate values are provided for all three parameters. Some lexical
items, like nice, are assumed to be subjective and their value is allowed to vary across judges for
a fixed world and time, while every other item in the lexicon must be assumed to have a constant
extension across worlds for a given world and time.
This system makes it possible to account for the intuition of faultless disagreement in the following
way. The faultless character of the dialogue in (8) is a consequence of the fact that the predicate
nice is subjective and thus allowed to vary across judges. While A and B’s utterances have the
same world and time indices, they have distinct judge indices since both speakers naturally take
an endocentric perspective, i.e. they take themselves as the judge of the sentence. Both utterances
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can thus be true because they are interpreted at distinct indices 1 .
(10)

A: [[ Billy is nice ]]w, A
B: [[ Billy is not nice ]]w, B

The intuition that they nevertheless disagree comes from the fact that their utterances have complementary intensions. In other words, there is no overlap in the set of world-time-judge triplets
denoted by A’s statement and that uttered by B.
Both the index theory and the pronoun theory face a number of challenges. It is very difficult to account for the intuition of faultless disagreement under the pronoun theory, as shown by Lasersohn.
If judges are introduced in the syntax rather than in the index, it would be possible to account for
the faultless character of (8), but not for the fact that there is any disagreement. The dialogue is
faultless because the statements made by A and B contain distinct covert pronouns as arguments
for nice, but there is no reason why there should be any disagreement.
On the other hand, the index theory is faced with the problem that non-intersecting intensions do
not normally give rise to the intuition of faultless disagreement (cf. Stojanovic (2007), footnote
5). For example, in the following dialogue, A and B are making statements that are interpreted at
distinct worlds, and the resulting intuition is that the two speakers are having misunderstanding.
The dialogue is not faultless because B’s statement is the only one that is actually true, and A is
forced to back down on his claim.
(11)

A: Sherlock Holmes lives at 221B Baker Street.
B: No he doesn’t! He doesn’t even exist.
A: Well, I just meant in the books.

These two approaches provide different ways of accounting for the subjectivity requirement of
opinion verbs. My purpose here is not to argue in favour of either of these approaches to predicates of personal taste, but rather to show that a more complete observation of the interpretation of
sentences containing opinion verbs makes it possible to account for the subjectivity requirement
regardless of the choice of theory of subjectivity. In section 2, I review Sæbø (2009)’s proposed
analysis of the phenomenon inside the pronoun theory and an alternative analysis inside the index
theory. Section 3 presents some new data concerning the presupposition properties of sentences
with find. Once properly formalized to take into account the peculiar behaviour of negation under
find, I will show that sentences in which an opinion verb takes a non-subjective complement are
associated with a contradictory presupposition, and can thus be ruled out without further stipulation. Section 4 presents some additional predictions of this approach, showing that some additional
infelicitous cases can be ruled out. Section 5 concludes the paper.
1

For simplicity I will omit time indices in the rest of this paper.
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2. The type mismatch analysis
Sæbø (2009) claims that non-subjective predicates under find are ruled out because the resulting
sentence would contain a type mismatch. This analysis corresponds to the fact that he adopts the
pronoun theory of judge-dependency. Putting aside the gradable nature of these adjectives (cf.
Glanzberg (2007)), nice, for example, would denote an <e, <e, t>> function, while dead would
be <e, t>. He further proposes that what find must combine with is a proposition in which a
subjective predicate has not had its judge argument filled in. For example, in (1), the denotation
of the small clause Billy nice is simply the set of individuals for whom Billy is nice, i.e. the set of
judges who would map Billy to true. Find combines with this, then with the matrix subject, and
yields true iff the matrix is a member of that set of judges. Note that Saebø’s analysis makes the
judge the second argument of PPTs.
(12)
(13)
(14)

[[ find ]]w = λφ<e, t> λx. φw (x)
[[ nice ]] = λx.λy. x is nice according to y

(Pronoun theory)

[[ (1) ]] = T iff < [[ Billy ]]w , [[ Mary ]]w > ∈ [[ nice ]]w

Of course, under this view, there is no way to replace nice with a non-subjective predicate. In
(2), the predicate dead denotes an ordinary set of individuals and the SC Billy dead denotes a
full proposition. Since this is not the kind of complement that find is looking for, the semantic
composition cannot proceed any further and the sentence is adequately ruled out.
This, Saebø suggests, is a better analysis of the subjectivity requirement than what is available to
the index theory of judge-dependency. Under the index theory, all that find does is shift the judge
index of its complement to the matrix subject.
(15)

[[ find ]]w, j = λφ. λx. φw, x

(Index theory)

This will not make it inapplicable if its complement clause is not subjective. Rather, it will make
it vacuous. That is, there is no compositional problem with (2), but it is pointless to shift the judge
index of a clause that does not contain any item whose value can vary across judges. Under Saebø’s
assumption that the semantic contribution of opinion verbs reduces to affecting the judge (index
or pronoun) of its complement clause and nothing else, then for the index theory the problem with
sentences like (2) is that they are exactly equivalent to their embedded clause. The matrix subject
and matrix verb are entirely superfluous. Presumably, Saebø claims, it would be possible to come
up with a pragmatic justification for ruling out such embedding if the shorter sentence is equivalent.
Note that this analysis is only available if we accept Saebø’s “radically reductionistic” view, according to which opinion verbs do nothing else than shift the judge of their complement. This
goes against the view advocated for example by Stephenson (2007b), Nouwen (2007) and Pearson
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(2012), who all assume that find contains an epistemic or doxastic component. Saebø provides
very little evidence for this, but since the position that he advocates (the type-mismatch analysis)
does not depend on this feature, this is of little consequence. However it is crucial to this alternative
analysis under the index theory.
Though such a pragmatic analysis is not unreasonable, it is not obvious how sentences can be
ruled out on the basis of having some superfluous parts. As discussed in Gajewski (2002), contra
Barwise and Cooper (1981) and Fintel (1993), analytical statements are not generally ungrammatical or infelicitous. Closer to the question at hand, it is not infelicitous to construct a sentence by
conjoining a contingent clause with a tautology, despite the fact that the truth-conditions of the
sentence reduce to those of the first clause, thus making the tautological conjunct superfluous.
(16)

Paul is a smoker, and either Mary is a smoker or she isn’t a smoker.

I leave the question open as to whether it is possible to come up with an adequate pragmatic
principle to rule out sentences like (2) based on the vacuous contribution of the matrix verb and
subject while not ruling out examples such as (16). Rather, I would like to suggest an alternative
analysis for the subjectivity requirement. I believe that once we take into account a broader set
of data concerning find, it is no longer necessary to add anything to the grammar to rule out such
examples. In order to simplify the presentation, I will be using the formalism of the index theory
in the rest of this paper, though the analysis could just as easily be recast in terms of the pronoun
theory. I will show that such sentences always give rise to incoherent presuppositions and should
thus be ruled out on independent grounds. I now turn to an examination of the presupposition
properties of opinion verbs.
3. A partially factive presupposition
Although this is not so obvious in sentences where find only combines with a small clause as in the
examples we have seen so far much of the material contained in its complement is presupposed.
This is particularly clear in the following example:
(17)

John finds that Mike gave a great class yesterday.

Here a full clause is used as the complement of find. While it is clear that at least part of the asserted
content of this sentence is John’s opinion of the class that Mike gave yesterday, the fact that Mike
did give a class, great or not, is taken for granted. We can show this using ordinary presupposition
projection tests, as all the following examples entail that Mike gave a class yesterday.
(18)

John doesn’t find that Mike gave a great class yesterday.

(19)

Did John find that Mike gave a great class yesterday?
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If John finds that Mike gave a great class yesterday, you should get him to come to Bill’s.

This has not gone entirely unnoticed in the past. Ducrot (1975) shows that French trouver is
sensitive to the subjective character of the asserted content of its complement, and presupposes its
non-subjective content. He uses the minimally different locutions avoir tort de and avoir le tort
de to show this. Both locutions must be followed by a non-finite clause and their interpretation
can be broken down into the parts: the proposition denoted by the non-finite clause must be true,
and the speaker expresses a negative judgement about it. The difference between the two locutions
is that while avoir tort de presupposes the truth of the embedded clause and asserts the negative
judgement, avoir le tort de asserts the truth of the clause and presupposes the negative judgement.
(21)

Paul a eu tort de renvoyer Marc.
Paul has had wrong to fire
Marc
‘Paul was wrong to fire Marc.’

(22)

Paul a eu le tort de renvoyer Marc.
Paul has had the wrong to fire
Marc
≈ ‘Paul made the mistake of firing Marc.’

The opinion verb trouver is only compatible with the former, where the negative judgement is
asserted and the factual component is presupposed.
(23)

(24)

Je trouve qu’il a eu tort de faire cela.
I find that-he has had wrong to do this
‘I find that he was wrong to do this.’
# Je trouve qu’il a eu le tort de faire cela.
I find that-he has had the wrong to do this

Loosely speaking, we can say that what is presupposed in sentences with opinion verbs is the
non-subjective component of the meaning of the sentence, which is what I call the partially factive
presupposition of opinion verbs. In simple cases like (17) where the subjective predicate is in modifier position, we can equate the presupposition with the complement clause minus the subjective
predicate, in this case yielding Mike gave a class yesterday. Of course, this is only a rule of thumb
and it should not be taken as a serious proposal, since in cases where the subjective predicate is in
complement position, the resulting presupposition would be either incorrect, or an ungrammatical
sentence, respectively as in (25) and (26).
(25)

John finds that Bill behaved strangely yesterday evening.
Presupposition = Bill behaved yesterday evening.
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John finds that Billy became nervous around 5pm.
Presupposition = *Billy became around 5pm.

It is not an easy question to establish exactly how this presupposition arises. In the next section we
examine a way of formalizing the presupposition.

3.1. Formalizing the presupposition
How can we adequately characterize the presupposition introduced by sentences in find? One
straightforward way to get the at least part of the facts right would be to claim the presupposition
introduced by find is simply existential quantification over judges. That is, for any sentence in find,
there is a presupposition that there is at least one judge for which the complement clause is true.
(27)

Presupposition for (28) = ∃j [Mike gave a great class yesterday ]w, j = T

This is a sufficient condition. For any judge to yield true to the statement that Mike gave a great
class, it has to be the case that Mike gave a class, since in this sentence only the extension of great
is affected by the judge parameter. It is not a necessary condition, however. Examine the following
example:
(28)

Nobody finds Billy nice.

This is a perfectly felicitous sentence, yet it should be quite strange according to the view described
above. Suppose it is true that nobody finds Billy nice. In this case the semantic calculus would
yield true for the sentence, but the presupposition, namely that there is some judge for which the
complement Billy (is) nice is true, would not be not be met. This should yield a presupposition
failure. If the sentence is false and there is actually someone who finds Billy nice, then the presupposition is satisfied, so in such a situation the sentence should simply be judged false. This means
that this sentence should allow for two possible judgements: it is either false, or it is a presupposition failure. Since speakers actually have no difficulty in judging this sentence true in the first of
the two scenarios described above, then simple quantification over judges does not seem to quite
the way to go.
The problem with this approach is that it is tied to actual judges, while the presupposition could be
more adequately described as involving a notion of “possible judges” or “possible judgements”. Of
course, now the challenge is to come up with a formalization of the notion of “possible judgement”.
In order to do this, I propose to make use of an accessibility relation Acc opinion which, for any
given world w, gives a set of worlds such that all the objective facts of w are kept constant, while
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opinions are allowed to vary freely, which just means that the extension of subjective predicates
are allowed to vary, but nothing else is allowed to vary. This corresponds to what we can call the
opinion space on w. A possible judgement is simply a pairing of the judge with such a world 2 .
(29)

<w’, j> is a possible judgement in w iff w’ ∈ Acc opinion (w), where Accopinion relates
a world to a set of worlds that differ from w only in the extension of subjective predicates
determined with respect to j.

I stipulate that the worlds in the opinion space exhaust every possible way of assigning an extension to a subjective predicate that conforms to its domain restrictions. That is, given a subjective
predicate like tasty with a domain restriction that says that only edible things can be part of its extension, for every set S in the power set of its domain, there is a world in the opinion space where
the extension of tasty is equal to S. So there is world in Acc(w) 3 where the judge finds every kind
of food tasty, and there is a world where the judge finds nothing tasty, and everything in between,
and similarly for every subjective predicate.
Once we have this definition, we can provide the following preliminary definition for the presupposition introduced by find-sentences:
(30)

Presupposition for x finds p = ∃w’ [w’ ∈ Acc(w) & pw’, j = T]
(To be revised)

Much as with the previous definition that involved quantification over (actual) judges, the presupposition that the non-subjective material in the complement clause must be true follows from the
fact that if a proposition can be true for a judge, then it must be the case that every piece of information whose semantic value is not affected by shifting the judge (i.e. the non-subjective component)
2

This can be a confusing issue. In Lasersohn (2005)’s fragment grammar, denotations for lexical items are defined
at a world, time and judge index. A specific clause of the interpretation function states a given subset of lexical
items, those that we call subjective, can have a different value at different judges in a same world and time, while
ordinary lexical items do not. Nothing is said however about how subjective items can or cannot vary across worlds
for a fixed judge. I see no reason to assume that this should be restricted in any way, meaning that the extension of
tasty, for example, should be able to vary across worlds for a given judge. This variation is what my interpretation
for Accopinion makes use of. I believe this is basically correct, and even necessary to interpret sentences like the
following in a manner consistent with general assumptions about the interpretation of conditionals.
(1) If John found liver tasty, I would make it every day.
Assuming that conditionals involve quantifying over possible worlds, say for simplicity that they involve a subset
relation between the set of worlds denoted by the antecedent and that denoted by the consequent (cf. von Fintel and
Heim (2007); § 4.2), then allowing the extension of tasty to vary across worlds for a constant judge makes it possible
to interpret (1) as stating that for all those worlds where liver is tasty for John as the judge, I make liver every day. It
would not be possible to do this if judges fixed the extension of subjective predicates consistently across worlds.
3
Henceforth I will simply refer to this accessibility relation as Acc.
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is true. The presupposition associated with (17) is now formalized as follows, simply stating that it
is a possible judgement (i.e. it is part of the opinion space) that Mike gave a great class yesterday.
(31)

Presupposition for (17) = ∃w’[w’∈Acc(w) & [[Mike gave a great class yesterday]]w’, j = T]

What we have gained at this point is that this presupposition no longer entails that any actual judge
makes the complement clause true. The presupposition corresponding to (28) is now formalized
as follows:
(32)

Presupposition for (28) = ∃w’[w’∈Acc(w) & [[ Billy nice ]]w’, j = T]

This no longer entails that any real person in the context is required to judge Billy nice for the
presupposition to hold, and the presupposition is thus no longer in conflict with the assertion. The
presupposition only says that it would be possible for the judge to find Billy nice, since it is part
of the opinion space, while the assertion says that there is no such actual judge (at least in the
context). Since every possible opinion is realized in the opinion space, there is necessarily at least
one world in the accessibility relation where Billy is considered nice by the judge. One such world
is the one where the judge finds absolutely everyone nice, for example. Note that in such simple
examples, where the complement of find only contains a proper name and a subjective property,
the presupposition is not informative in any way, which corresponds to the intuition that unlike
in more complex cases containing a full clause complement, there is no detectable presupposition
here. The fact that it holds follows simply from the fact that nice is marked as subjective in the
lexicon.
We will further refine this way of building presupposition introduced by find in the next section in
order to fix an empirical challenge concerning embedded negation, and this will turn out to make
the presupposition also enforce the Subjectivity Requirement in a more convincing way than what
we have suggested so far, in addition to making sure that the non-subjective material is taken for
granted.

3.2. Negation under find
A surprising fact about find is that the presupposition associated with such sentences is not affected
by the presence of sentential negation in its complement clause.
(33)

John finds that Mike didn’t give a great class yesterday.

A blind application of the principle above would result in the insufficient presupposition that it is
a possible judgement that Mike didn’t give a great class yesterday.
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∃w’. [w’ ∈ Acc(w) & [[ Mike didn’t give a great class yesterday ]]w’, j = T ]

However this presupposition would be entirely vacuous, since there is no way for it not to be met.
If Mike did give a class yesterday, then the presupposition is met since all possible judgements are
assumed to be part of the opinion space. If he didn’t give a class, then it is of course also met.
Thus this sentence is predicted to have no detectable presupposition, contrary to fact. Rather, this
sentence has the exact same presupposition as its non-negated counterpart, namely that Mike gave
a class yesterday.
The easiest way I see to fix this is to strengthen the presupposition introduced by opinion verbs
to include a second conjunct that states that the complement clause must also be false for some
possible judgement.
(35)

Subjective Contingency Presupposition (Final version):
Presupposition for x finds p = (∃w’. [w’ ∈ Acc(w) & pw’, j = T]) & (∃w”. [w” ∈ Acc(w) &
pw”, j = F])

This new definition states that it is possible for a judge to yield true for the complement clause, and
it is also possible for a judge to yield false. An immediate advantage of the Subjective Contingency
Presupposition is its intuitive appeal. Basically, it states that both judgements concerning the
complement clause, positive and negative, are in principle available. This can be understood as a
minimal usability condition: if only one judgement were possible for a proposition p, then it would
be pointless to ascribe a judge for this proposition, since it would yield the same value as any other
judge. Indeed, this is intuitively exactly what being subjective is all about.
We can now verify that this new definition gives us the same presupposition for negated and nonnegated complements to find:
(36)
(37)

Presupposition for (17) = (∃w’. [w’ ∈ Acc(w) & [[Mike gave a great class ]]w’, j = T]) &
(∃w”. [w” ∈ Acc(w) & [[Mike gave a great class ]]w”, j = F])

Presupposition for (33) = (∃w’. [w’ ∈ Acc(w) & [[Mike didn’t give a great class ]] w’, j =
T]) & (∃w”. [w” ∈ Acc(w) & [[Mike didn’t give a great class ]]w”, j = F])

3.3. Negative quantifiers below find
Negated embedded propositions and their non-negated correlates discussed in the previous section
could be described as involving the same presupposition on the basis of native speaker intuition.
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Things are a little more complicated with negative quantifiers. Intuitively, what is the presupposition introduced by (38)?
(38)

John finds that nobody gave an interesting talk.

Does this sentence have the weak presupposition that somebody gave a talk, or a stronger presupposition that everyone of some relevant set of people gave a talk? Judgements I have asked on
similar examples as well as my own judgements on French trouver are somewhat inconclusive.
Let us first see what the Subjective Contingency Presupposition predicts. Applying the formalism
gives us the following formula as the presupposition for (38):
(39)

(∃w’[w’ ∈ Acc(w) & [[ nobody gave an interesting talk ]]w’, j = T]) & (∃w”[w” ∈ Acc(w)
& [[ nobody gave an interesting talk ]] w”, j = F])

The first half of this formula is a tautology because it would be made true if nobody gave a talk at
all, or if the standard for being an interesting talk were set high enough to exclude every talk, which
by definition is always part of the opinion space. As such, it doesn’t tell us anything. The second
half tells us that it is a possible judgement that nobody gave an interesting talk is false, which only
entails that somebody gave a talk, not that everyone did. So the prediction that we make is clear:
only the weak existential presupposition should be found.
So now we have a clear prediction from the theory, but the actual facts are murky. Let us look at
examples where the restrictor of the negative universal quantifier is explicitly provided:
(40)

John finds that none of his roommates gave an interesting talk.

Judgements on this sentence lean more towards a universal presupposition than a mere existential
one. Yet this sentence is almost structurally identical to the previous example (38), whose status
was not as clear.
This issue is reminiscent of a well-known debate in the literature concerning presupposition triggers that appear in the scope of a quantifier. Chemla (2009) discusses the following example:
(41)

No student knows that he is lucky.

There is disagreement concerning whether this sentence has the universal presupposition that every
student is lucky, or only the weaker presupposition that some student is lucky. The interesting thing
to note is that judgements become noticeably crisper in such examples too when the restrictor of
the quantifier is made more specific:
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None of my Semantics 1 students knows that he is lucky.

Again, making the restrictor more precise favours the universal presupposition reading. This is
an interesting parallel and it strongly suggests that whatever is responsible for strengthening and
making clearer the presupposition in the better-known environment of presupposition triggers like
know is also responsible for the same effect that appears with find. I will not go in detail into this
issue here since it would take us too far afield4 , and because I believe that some additional work,
perhaps experimental, would be necessary to establish exactly when it is that the presupposition is
strengthened into a universal claim before any analysis of the phenomenon can be proposed.

3.4. Accounting for the subjectivity requirement
It is now a trivial matter to account for the subjectivity requirement of opinion verbs. Sentences
where the complement clause does not contain any subjective material will always contain a contradictory presupposition. Let us look at an example:
(43)
(44)

#John finds that Billy is in his office.
(∃w’. [w’∈ Acc(w) & [[ Billy is in his office ]]w’, j = T]) & (∃w”. [w”∈ Acc(w) & [[ Billy
is in his office ]]w”, j = F])

The subjective contingency presupposition states that it must be the case that the complement
clause is true in some world in the opinion space and it must be false in some other world in
the opinion space. However these worlds are only distinguished in the extension of subjective
predicates. Since there is no such predicate in this sentence, then it will have the exact same value
in all worlds in the opinion space. This means that the presupposition associated with (43) is
contradictory, and the sentence is deemed infelicitous because of this.
Unlike the analysis that Sæbø (2009) sets up for the index theory of judge-dependency, this explanation for the subjectivity requirement does not depend on the claim that opinion verbs contribute
nothing else than shifting the judge index of their complement, nor is it dependent on any pragmatic principle that rules out sentences that have superfluous parts. Rather, such sentences are
infelicitous because it is impossible for them to have a truth-value, regardless what the facts of the
world could be.
4

An obvious difference between the data that I introduce in this section and those discussed in Chemla (2009)
and others is that my problematic examples involve a quantifier that stands inside the complement clause of the
presupposition-introducing verb, while the others involve a quantifier in the matrix binding a pronoun in the complement clause. Nevertheless, the similarity between examples like (38) and (40) on the one hand, and (41) and (42) on
the other, makes a unified analysis of both phenomena highly desirable.
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4. Trivial propositions under find
Here is an interesting prediction made by this account of the subjectivity requirement. The Subjective Contingency Presupposition rules out sentences where no subjective predicate appears under
find, but it should also rule out many other cases. Among these are tautologies and contradictions,
even if they contain subjective predicates. In principle, analytical statements should always have a
contradictory presupposition, and hence be judged infelicitous. The following sentence seems to
show that this is a correct prediction.
(45)
(46)

#John finds that Mary is pretty and (that) she isn’t pretty.
(∃w’. [w’∈ Acc(w) & [[ Mary is pretty and she isn’t pretty ]]w’, j = T]) & (∃w”. [w”∈
Acc(w) & [[ Mary is pretty and she isn’t pretty ]]w”, j = F])

Before analysing this sentence in detail, we can rule out the hypothesis that it is infelicitous because
the subjective predicates appear in conjoined clauses under find. The following example shows
this, since here the two conjuncts are not in any entailment relation, and the sentence is judged
felicitous, despite the fact that the predicates of personal taste are still in conjoined clauses.
(47)

John finds that he saw an interesting talk and had an enjoyable dinner.

(46) gives the presupposition for (45). What this formula says is that there is a possible judgement
according to which Mary is pretty and she isn’t pretty is true, and one for which it is false. Of
course, this cannot be true for a single judge in a constant world. The first part of this claim,
that there is such a judge, is a contradiction, so the fact that the second half is a tautology is
inconsequential. The entire formula in (46) is a contradiction. (45) is thus ruled out by exactly the
same mechanisms that enforced the Subjectivity Requirement. Basically, it is infelicitous because
the complement clause is not something for which both a positive and a negative judgement are
possible.
The type-mismatch account does not extend to such cases. The presence of a subjective predicate
should be enough to satisfy the subjectivity requirement, regardless of the fact that it appears
inside a contradiction5 . To be fair, though, it would still be possible to attribute the infelicity
of such examples directly to the fact that one is not expected to hold contradictory opinions, so
the sentence is judged odd because of this, quite independently of any presupposition properties.
Although this is a logical possibility, it would be a strange analysis given the well-known fact that
5

It is unclear to me how the type-based theory could function at all if two subjective predicates are present. Saebø
seems to imply (in his section 3.3) that such a situation would be accounted for in his approach, but he does not give
any technical detail. It would not be to his advantage to completely rule out multiple subjective predicates below
find in his approach, since although it would correctly rule out (45), it would undergenerate in not accounting for the
meaning of many acceptable cases such as (47)
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sentences expressing contradictory beliefs and desires are fine, for example. We may think less
of John if he contradicts himself as in (48), or assume that he is confused, but still, the following
sentences are not judged infelicitous by most speakers:
(48)

John thinks the Bill is dead and that he is alive.

(49)

I wanna go and I don’t wanna go.

The intuitive availability of the contradictory thought reading in Russell ambiguity sentences like
(50) also argues against the fact that infelicity results from ascribing a contradictory thought to an
individual, thus weakening the hypothesis that Saebø could make that the infelicity of (45) can be
attributed to a general prescription against attributing contradictory mental states to individuals.
(50)

John thought the yacht was longer than it was.

Similarly, if the complement clause is a tautology, a situation that we can get simply by replacing
the conjunction with a disjunction in (45), the result is still infelicitous, and still for the same
reason: the complement clause does not express something for which both a positive and a negative
judgement are possible. This is illustrated in (51) and (52):
(51)
(52)

#John finds that Mary is pretty or she isn’t pretty.
(∃w’. [w’∈ Acc(w) & [[ Mary is pretty or she isn’t pretty ]]w’, j = T]) & (∃w”. [w”∈ Acc(w)
& [[ Mary is pretty or she isn’t pretty ]] w”, j = F])

What these examples show is that the subjectivity requirement is not a mere matter of find needing
to get a subjective predicate. The unacceptable examples (45) and (51) both have such predicates.
We know already that it would not be possible to make the case that the problem with these examples is that predicates of personal taste appearing in conjoined propositions are incapable of
licensing find for some reason, since such a configuration is fine in (47). The contrast between
(45) and (51), on the one hand, and (47) on the other argues strongly in favour of viewing the
source of the infelicity of (45) and (51) as not coming from its syntactic structure, but rather from
the contradictory nature of their presupposition. This is a correct prediction of the presupposition
account of the Subjectivity Requirement, and it is an important weakness of Saebø’s type-based
approach that it cannot account for these facts.
I want to emphasize that none of this discussion shows that there is no type-mismatch in examples
that do not obey the subjectivity requirement, and that the pronoun theory of judge-dependency
is wrong. However what these examples do show is that the presupposition account is necessary
since it covers more data than the type-mismatch account.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, I have presented some new data concerning the presuppositions introduced by opinion
verbs and shown that once properly analyzed, nothing further needs to be added to account for the
subjectivity requirement of opinion verbs.
It is interesting to note that the data that I present in this paper suggests that opinion verbs are
in a sense more well-behaved than intensional operators. The subjectivity requirement makes it
necessary for opinion verbs to only combine with complements for which it is potentially useful
to shift the judge parameter. Intensional operators, on the other hand, are not so picky. It is not
infelicitous in any way to embed contradictions or tautologies under a possibility or necessity
modal, or under an epistemic verb, despite the fact that such complements could not have different
values at different worlds.
(53)

It is possible that Mary is a smoker that and she isn’t a smoker.

(54)

It is necessary that Mary is a smoker and that she isn’t a smoker.

(55)

It think that Mary is a smoker and that she isn’t a smoker.

These sentences are not made infelicitous by the fact that the complement clause, that Mary is a
smoker and that she isn’t a smoker, is false in every possible world. The examples with a modal
are simply made false, and the case with an epistemic modal entails that I have a contradictory
thought (unless some pragmatic accommodation is made).
Surprisingly little is known about the differences and similarities between the semantic behaviour
of judges and that of possible worlds. Given the fact that similar questions arise in both areas
of inquiry (as well as in the study of tense, cf. Kusumoto (1999)), including the issue discussed
in the introduction of whether null judge/world pronouns should be posited in the syntactic representations (cf. Percus (2000)), I believe that further work on asymmetries such as the one just
described could be of great use in constructing an adequate theory of how such information should
be represented is semantic theory.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new solution to a longstanding puzzle in the study of the semantics
of gradable adjectives: the paradox of absolute adjectives. Absolute adjectives (AAs: ex. empty,
straight, dry, wet, bent. . . ) display a semantic behaviour that appears to be a hybrid between the
behaviour of members of the relative adjectival class (RAs: ex. tall, short, expensive. . . ) and the
non-scalar adjectival class (NSs: ex. atomic, prime, hexagonal. . . ). I argue that this behaviour
creates a puzzle for the formal analysis of the basic lexical meaning of these expressions: do they
have a semantic denotation that is of the same type as relative adjectives or of the same type as
non-scalar adjectives? I argue that there are empirical reasons for adopting a treatment of the
semantics and pragmatics of AAs in which these predicates have a semantics that is more parallel
to NSs than RAs. Finally, I provide a new solution to the paradox of absolute adjectives within
the Delineation TCS framework, which is a non-classical logical system developed by Burnett
(2012b) for analyzing the interaction between context-sensitivity, imprecision and gradability with
adjectival predicates.
Keywords: gradable adjectives; scale structure; vagueness; imprecision; context-sensitivity; nonclassical logics
1. Introduction
This paper presents a new solution to a longstanding puzzle in the study of the semantics of gradable adjectives. I will call this puzzle the paradox of absolute adjectives. The expression absolute
adjective refers to a particular subset of the set of scalar adjectives whose members display certain
characteristic properties (to be outlined in the body of the paper). As discussed by Cruse (1986),
Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1994), Yoon (1996), Rotstein and Winter (2004) and Kennedy and McNally (2005) (among many others) absolute adjectives (AAs) come in two types: total or universal
AAs (1-a) and partial or existential AAs (1-b).
(1)

Absolute Adjectives (AAs)
a. Total AAs: dry, clean, straight, empty, full. . .
b. Partial AAs: wet, dirty, bent, sick, awake. . .

As observed by the aforementioned authors, AAs can be distinguished through a variety of linguistic tests from relative scalar adjectives (RAs) (2-a), on the one hand, and from non-scalar adjectives
(NSs) (2-b), on the other.
(2)

a.
b.

Relative Adjectives: tall, short, wide, narrow, intelligent, friendly. . .
Non-Scalar Adjectives: prime, hexagonal, geographical, pregnant, dead, atomic. . .
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As we will see, AAs display a semantic behaviour that appears to be a hybrid between the behaviour of members of the RA adjectival class and the NS adjectival class. Furthermore, I will
argue that this behaviour creates a puzzle for the formal analysis of the basic lexical meaning of
these expressions: do they have a semantic denotation that is of the same type as relative adjectives
like tall or of the same type as non-scalar adjectives like pregnant? As I mentioned, the observation
of the existence of this puzzle is not new: its discussion in the modern linguistics and philosophical
literatures can be traced back to Sapir (1944), if not earlier, and the different approaches to solving
the puzzle can be divided into two categories: those that assimilate the semantic denotations of
AAs to those of relative adjectives (ex. Kennedy (2007), Sassoon and Toledo (2011), a.o.), and
those that assimilate their denotations to those of non-scalar adjectives (ex. Sapir (1944), Unger
(1975), Lewis (1979), Récanati (2010), a.o.). In this paper, I argue that there are empirical reasons
for adopting a treatment of the semantics and pragmatics of AAs in which these predicates have
a semantics that is more similar to that of NSs, than RAs. I then provide a new solution to the
paradox of absolute adjectives within the Delineation TCS system, which is a non-classical logical
framework developed by Burnett (2012b) for analyzing the interaction between context-sensitivity,
imprecision and gradability with adjectival predicates.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, I describe some of the semantc and pragmatic
properties of AAs and present the paradox. Then in section 3, I present my new proposal situated
within the DelTCS framework. In section 4, I show how this solution accounts for some empirical properties of absolute adjectives and their relationship with non-scalars, and in section 5 I
summarize the main results of the paper and conclude.
2. The Paradox of Absolute Adjectives
This section outlines the paradox of absolute adjectives. At its foundations, the puzzle is very
simple: in section 2.1, I will present data (following previous authors) that suggest that, contrary
to RAs, AAs do not have a context-sensitive semantic denotation and have an absolute, non-scalar
meaning. Then, in section 2.2, I will present well-known data that, at first glance, appears inconsistent with the facts in section 2.1; in particular, it will be shown that the meaning of AAs is both
dependent on the context and gradable.

2.1. The Absolute Properties of AAs
In this section, I present data that shows that AAs are not context-sensitive, at least not in the same
way as RAs. The first way in which we can see the difference in context-sensitivity between relative
adjectives and both total and partial AAs is through the definite description test. As observed by
e.g. Kyburg and Morreau (2000), Kennedy (2007), Syrett et al. (2010), Foppolo and Panzeri
(2011), adjectives like tall and empty differ in whether they can ‘shift’ their thresholds (i.e. criteria
of application) to distinguish between two individuals in a two-element comparison class when
they appear in a definite description. For example, suppose there are two containers (A and B), and
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neither of them are particularly tall; however, A is (noticeably) taller than B. In this situation, if
someone asks me (3), then it is very clear that I should pass A. Now suppose that container A has
less liquid than container B, but neither container is particularly close to being completely empty.
In this situation, unlike what we saw with tall, (4) is infelicitous.
(3)

Pass me the tall one.

(4)

Pass me the empty one.

In other words, unlike RAs, AAs cannot change their criteria of application to distinguish between
objects that lie in the middle of their associated scale. Using this test, we can now make the
argument that adjectives like clean, straight, and bald are absolute, since (5-a) is infelicitous if
neither object is (close to) completely clean/straight/bald. Likewise, we can make the argument
that dirty, wet, and bent are also absolute, since (5-b) is infelicitous when comparing two objects
that are at the middle of the dirtiness/wetness/curvature scale (i.e. both of them are dirty/wet/bent).
(5)

Absolute Adjectives
a. Pass me the full/straight/bald one.
b. Pass me the dirty/wet/bent one.

Furthermore, we can argue that long, expensive, and wide are relative, since the (6) is felicitous
when comparing two objects when both or neither are particularly long/expensive/wide.
(6)

Pass me the long/expensive/wide one.

Thus, based on this first class of tests, it would appear that AAs are neither context-sensitive nor
gradable. There are other adjectival constituents that have these properties: non-scalar adjectives
(2-b). As shown in (7), they uniformly fail the definite description test: they are only licit in
contexts in which exactly one object is atomic/prime/hexagonal.
(7)

a.
b.
c.

Pass me the atomic one.
(But neither/both are atomic!)
Pass me the prime one.
(But neither/both are prime!)
Pass me the hexagonal one.
(But neither/both are hexagonal!)
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Another similarity between absolute adjectives and non-scalar adjectives concerns the gradedness
of their meaning or, in this case, the lack there of. We saw above that the meaning of an AA is
(at least partially) tied to a context-insensitive absolute sense. In the case of total adjectives, it
is suggested (by Cruse (1986), Kamp and Rossdeutscher (1994), Yoon (1996) and Rotstein and
Winter (2004)) that this sense can be paraphrased using a universal statement, i.e. the absolute
sense of empty would be something like ‘that which contains no objects’; the absolute sense of
flat would be something like ‘that which has no bumps’; the absolute sense of straight would be
something like ‘that which has no bends’, and so on. It is suggested that partial AAs are associated
with an absolute meaning that can be paraphrased by an existential statement, i.e. the absolute
sense of dirty would be ‘that which has some dirt on it’; the absolute sense of wet would be
something like ‘that which has some wetness’, etc. Observe that in all of these cases, this absolute
meaning is not gradable: either a container X contains no objects and is empty or it contains some
objects and it is not empty. This property is not one that holds ‘to a degree’. Parallely, either an
object has some liquid on it and therefore it is wet, or it has no liquid on it and is not wet. Thus, wet
straightforwardly partitions the domain into wet-things and non-wet-things. Non-scalar adjectives
have the same property: either an algebra has atoms and it is atomic, or it has no atoms and is not
atomic. Likewise, either a shape has six sides and is hexagonal or it does not have six sides and it
is not hexagonal.
In summary, based on the linguistic tests described above, it would appear that AAs pattern with
NSs in having neither a context-sensitive nor a gradable meaning. However, in the next subsection,
we will see other tests in which AAs seem to be both context-sensitive and gradable, like relative
adjectives.

2.2. The Relative Properties of AAs
Of course, saying that absolute adjectives are not at all context-sensitive is clearly false. As discussed by very many authors such as Austin (1962), Unger (1975), Lewis (1979), Pinkal (1995),
Kennedy and McNally (2005), Kennedy (2007), and Récanati (2010), although they may not be
able to shift their semantic denotation to distinguish between any individuals on their scales, it is
easy to see that their criteria of application can change depending on at least some contexts. For
example, if we consider a particular large theatre with two spectators in it, the same theatre might
be considered empty in the context of evaluating attendance at a play (8-a); however, it might not be
considered so in the context of ensuring that no one is left inside during a fumigation or demolition
process (8-b).
(8)

a.
b.

Only two people came to opening night; the theatre was empty.
Two people didn’t evacuate; the theatre wasn’t empty when they started fumigating.
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Likewise, a road that has some twists in it might be considered straight in a context in which
we are trying to avoid getting car sick, but it may no longer be considered so in a context in
which we are surveying the land. Thus, it would seem that, contrary to what was suggested in the
previous section, AAs are context-sensitive after all. This being said, it is important to observe
that the context-sensitivity of predicates like empty is more restricted than that of predicates like
tall. Crucially, the examples above all involve shifting the application of an AA from only objects
at the endpoint of the scale to those that lie very close to the endpoint (like theatres with two
people, roads with few bends, men with little hair etc.). In fact, all these examples involve what are
known in the literature as ‘rough’ (cf. Austin (1962)), ‘loose’ (Unger (1975), Sperber and Wilson
(1985)), ‘modulated’ (Récanati (2004), Récanati (2010)), or ‘imprecise’ (Pinkal (1995), Kennedy
and McNally (2005) a.o.) uses.
Secondly, AAs pattern with RAs in that both of these classes of adjectives are perfectly natural
in comparative and other degree constructions (9); whereas, NSs are far less acceptable in these
linguistic contexts1 .
(9)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(10)

a.
b.
c.
d.

John is taller than Phil.
This watch is more expensive than that watch.
John is balder than Phil.
My cup is emptier than your cup.
?This algebra is more atomic than that one.
?Mary is more pregnant than Sue.
?This map is more geographical than that one.
?This shape is more hexagonal than that one.

The data in this section suggests that, contrary to the conclusion in the previous section, the meaning of AAs is both context-sensitive and gradable. We therefore find ourselves faced with the
following dilemma:
(11)

The Paradox of Absolute Adjectives:
1.Suppose the semantic denotations of AAs are context-sensitive and gradable.
•How can we explain their (albeit restricted) context-independence and the
non-gradable absolute use?
2.Suppose the semantic denotations of AAs are neither context-sensitive nor gradable.
•How can we explain their (albeit restricted) context-dependence and their
use in degree constructions?

1

Note that the non-scalars can be very easily coerced into scalar adjectives (i.e. Mary is more pregnant than Sue:
she’s farther along). Coerced NSs will be discussed in section 4.
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I have framed this puzzle making reference to some recent theoretical and experimental work in
the literature; however, it is, in fact, a longstanding problem in the semantics and pragmatics of
gradable constituents, having been discussed by authors such as Sapir (1944), Unger (1975), Lewis
(1979), Kennedy (2007), and Récanati (2010). In the next section, I will present a new account
of the paradoxical nature of AAs within Burnett (2012b)’s Delineation TCS framework. Crucially,
(following Sapir (1944), Lewis (1979) and Récanati (2010)) I will propose that the solution to this
longstanding puzzle lies in the appropriate analysis of the special kind of context-sensitivity that
we see with AAs and its relation to the phenomena of imprecision and vagueness.
3. A New Pragmatic Solution
The main lines of my solution to the paradox of absolute adjectives are very simple:
1. Total and partial absolute adjectives have semantic denotations that are neither contextsensitive nor gradable. In other words, at the level of their basic meaning, AAs are nonscalar adjectives.
2. Total and partial AAs are assigned secondary values that are constructed from a combination
of their semantic denotations and pragmatic reasoning processes associated with the phenomenon of ‘imprecision’ or ‘loose talk’. These pragmatic denotations2 are both contextsensitive and gradable, contrary to the pragmatic denotations of non-scalar adjectives.
I believe that this proposal is in the same spirit as previous proposals by Unger (1975), Lewis
(1979) and (most closely) Récanati (2010); however, it contrasts with proposals by, for example,
Kennedy (2007) and Sassoon and Toledo (2011), who assimilate the semantic denotations of the
positive forms of absolute adjectives to those of relative adjectives. Due to space constraints, I will
not be able to discuss in depth how my proposal differs from the aforementioned authors (and other
‘hybrid’ solutions, such as Kennedy and McNally (2005) and Rotstein and Winter (2004)), but the
interested reader is referred to Burnett (2012b) for comparisons between the approach developed
here and other approaches in the literature. In what follows, I will outline the DelTCS framework
for modelling the semantics and pragmatics of scalar predicates, and then I will give my analysis
of the non-gradable semantics and gradable pragmatics of AAs.
2

In the framework that I will present below, tolerant and strict denotations of absolute predicates are constructed
from classical (i.e. basic semantic) denotations in conjunction with context-sensitive indifference (∼ relations). As
argued for in Burnett (2012b), these indifference relations should be taken to model general cognitive judgements
of very close similarity, which are most likely not exclusive to natural language. Indeed, there is a fair amount of
research that suggests that Sorites-type paradoxes involving indifference relations can be constructed based not only
on linguistic data but also on perceptual data (see, for example Raffman (2000) and Égré (2009) for some examples).
Thus, I consider it to be in line with standard terminology to refer to the tolerant and strict denotations as pragmatic
objects. Note however that these pragmatic denotations and the scales that are derived from them will have grammatical reflexes (cf. section 2). Given this fact, some readers may prefer to refer to all three denotations assigned adjectival
predicates as features of their semantics. Therefore, I caution the reader not to read too much into this particular choice
of labels.
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3.1. Delineation TCS
Delineation TCS is so-called because it is a combination of two existing logical systems: delineation semantics and TCS. More specifically, I combine (a simplified version) of Klein (1980)’s
comparison-class-based delineation system for modelling the relationship between context-sensitivity
and gradability with Cobreros et al. (2012)’s non-classical Tolerant, Classical, Strict system for
modelling the relationship between indifference relations and vagueness/imprecision. In this framework (as in Klein’s system), scalar adjectives denote sets of individuals and, furthermore, they are
evaluated with respect to comparison classes, i.e. subsets of the domain D. The basic idea is that
the extension of a gradable predicate can change depending on the set of individuals that it is being
compared with. In other words, the semantic denotation of the positive form of the scalar predicate
can be assigned a different set of individuals in different comparison classes (CCs).
Definition 3.1 CC-relativized interpretation of predicates 3 .
1. For a scalar adjective P and a contextually given comparison class X ⊆ D,
(12)

JPKX ⊆ X.

2. For an individual a, a scalar adjective P , and a contextually given comparison class X ⊆ D,
(13)



1 if JaK ∈ JP KX
Ja is PKX = 0 if JaK ∈ X − JP KX


i otherwise

Unlike degree semantics (cf. Kennedy (2007)), delineation semantics takes the positive form as basic and derives the semantics of the comparative form from quantification over comparison classes.
Informally, John is taller than Mary is true just in case there is some comparison class with respect
to which John counts as tall and Mary counts as not tall.
Definition 3.2 Semantics for the comparative. For two individuals a, b and a scalar adjective P ,
Ja is P-er than bK = 1 iff a >P b, where >P is defined as:
(14)
3

x >P y iff there is some comparison class X such that x ∈ JP KX and y ∈
/ JP KX .

In this paper, the presentation of the system will be given at a somewhat informal level. However, see Burnett
(2012b) and Burnett (2012c) for the full definition of the system.
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As it stands, the analysis of the comparative in definition 3.2 is very weak and allows some very
strange and un-comparative-like relations4 , if we do not say anything about how the extensions of
gradable predicates can change in different comparison classes. A solution to this problem involves
imposing some constraints on how relative predicates like tall can be applied in different CCs.
There are a few proposals of sets of constraints that the contextual variation that relative predicates
ought to be subject to (ex. those proposed in Klein (1980), van Benthem (1982) and van Rooij
(2011a)); however, the most famous of these constraint sets is that of van Benthem (1982)/van
Benthem (1990)5 . I will not examine in detail van Benthem’s proposals for relative adjectives
here because the main focus of this paper is the analysis of absolute adjectives. However, the
following aspect of his analysis is important for our considerations: van Benthem shows that, with
his particular contraint set, the comparative relations (>P s) denote strict weak orders: irreflexive,
transitive and almost connected relations6 .
Definition 3.6 Strict weak order. A relation > is a strict weak order just in case > is irreflexive,
transitive, and almost connected.
As discussed in Klein (1980), van Benthem (1990) and van Rooij (2011b), strict weak orders (also
known as ordinal scales in measurement theory) intuitively correspond to the types of relations
expressed by many kinds of comparative constructions7 . Thus, theorem 1 shows that scales as4

For example, suppose in the CC {a, b}, a ∈ JP K{a,b} and b ∈
/ JP K{a,b} . So a >P b. And suppose moreover that,
in the larger CC {a, b, c}, b ∈ JP K{a,b,c} and a ∈
/ JP K{a,b,c} . So b >P a. But clearly, natural language comparatives
do not work like this: If John is {taller, fatter, wider. . . } than Mary, Mary cannot also be {taller, fatter, wider. . . } than
John. In other words, >P must be asymmetric.
5
Van Benthem proposes three axioms governing the behaviour of individuals across comparison classes. They are
the following (presented in my notation):
For x, y ∈ D and X ⊆ D such that x ∈ JPKX and y ∈
/ JPKX ,

No Reversal (NR:) There is no X 0 ⊆ D such that y ∈ JPKX 0 and x ∈
/ JPKX 0 .

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
6

Upward difference (UD): For all X 0 , if X ⊆ X 0 , then there is some z, z 0 : z ∈ JPKX 0 and z 0 ∈
/ JPKX 0 .

Downward difference (DD): For all X 0 , if X 0 ⊆ X and x, y ∈ X 0 , then there is some z, z 0 : z ∈ JPKX 0 and
z0 ∈
/ JPKX 0 .

The definitions of irreflexivity, transitivity and almost connectedness are given below.

Definition 3.3 Irreflexivity. A relation > is irreflexive iff there is no x ∈ D such that x > x.
Definition 3.4 Transitivity. A relation > is transitive iff for all x, y, z ∈ D, if x > y and y > z, then x > z.
Definition 3.5 Almost Connectedness. A relation > is almost connected iff for all x, y ∈ D, if x > y, then for all
z ∈ D, either x > z or z > y.
7

For example, one cannot be taller than oneself; therefore >tall should be irreflexive. Also, if John is taller than
Mary, and Mary is taller than Peter, then we know that John is also taller than Peter. So >tall should be transitive.
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sociated with relative gradable predicates can be constructed from the context-sensitivity of the
positive form and certain relatively weak axioms governing the application of the predicate across
different contexts.
Theorem 1 van Benthem (1982); van Benthem (1990): For all P , >P is a strict weak order.
The Klein/van Benthem analysis presented above is appropriate for relative adjectives, which have
a context-sensitive semantic denotation. In order to account for the ways in which AAs appear to
have a context-independent meaning, I will pursue an analysis in which their semantic denotation is
not context-sensitive, just like the denotation of non-scalar predicates. To incorporate this idea into
the delineation approach, I propose (following an idea in van Rooij (2011b)) that, in a semantic
framework based on comparison classes, what it means to be non-context-sensitive is to have
your denotation be invariant across classes. Thus, for an absolute or non-scalar adjective Q and
a comparison class X, it suffices to look at what the extension of Q is in the maximal CC, the
domain D, in order to know what JQKX is. I therefore propose that a different axiom set governs
the semantic interpretation of the members of the absolute and non-scalar classes that does not
apply to the relative class: the singleton set containing the absolute adjective axiom.
(15)

Absolute Adjective Axiom (AAA).
If Q is an absolute or non-scalar adjective, then for all X ⊂ D and x ∈ X, x ∈ JQKX iff
x ∈ JQKD .

In other words, the semantic denotation of an absolute/non-scalar adjective is set with respect to
the total domain, and then, by the AAA, the interpretation of Q in D is replicated in each smaller
comparison class. The AAA is very powerful: as shown by theorem 2, the scales that the semantic
denotations of absolute constituents give rise to are very small, essentially trivial. In particular, the
relations denoted by the absolute and non-scalar comparative (>Q ) do not allow for the predicate
to distinguish three distinct individuals.
Theorem 2 Burnett (2012b); Burnett (2012c): If Q ∈ AA, then there is no model M such that,
for distinct x, y, z ∈ D, x >Q y >Q z in M .
Thus, we correctly predict that both AAs and NSs should have an absolute, non-gradable semantic
denotation. In the next subsection, I extend the delineation analysis with the structure of Cobreros
et al. (2012)’s non-classical logical to show how we can model their context-sensitive, gradable
pragmatic denotations.
Finally, suppose John is taller than Mary. Now consider Peter. Either Peter is taller than Mary (same height as John or
taller) or he is shorter than John (same height as Mary or shorter). Therefore, >tall should be almost connected.
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3.2. Imprecise Uses of AAs
The Tolerant, Classical, Strict (TCS) system was developed as a way to preserve the intuition
that vague and imprecise predicates8 are tolerant (i.e. satisfy ∀x∀y[P (x) & x ∼P y → P (y)],
where ∼P is a ‘little by little’ or indifference relation for a predicate P ), without running into
the Sorites paradox9 . Cobreros et al. (2012) adopt a non-classical logical framework with three
notions of satisfaction: classical satisfaction, tolerant satisfaction, and its dual, strict satisfaction.
Formulas are tolerantly/strictly satisfied based on classical truth and predicate-relative, possibly
non-transitive indifference relations. For a given predicate P , an indifference relation, ∼P , relates
those individuals that are viewed as sufficiently similar with respect to P . For example, for the
predicate empty, ∼empty would be something like the relation “differ by a number of objects that is
irrelevant for our purposes/contain roughly the same number of objects”. Since these relations are
given by context, we assume that they are part of the model. I give the definition of the indifference
relations (within a comparison class-based framework) below.
Definition 3.7 CC-relativized indifference relations. For all scalar adjectives P and comparison
classes X ⊆ D,
(16)

∼X
P is a binary relation on the elements of X.

In this framework, we say that Room A is empty is tolerantly true just in case Room A contains a
number of objects that do not cause us to make a distinction between it and a completely empty
room in the context. We say that a sentence like This towel is wet is strictly true just in case all the
objects to which this towel is indifferent in the context are wet, i.e. if the towel is really or clearly
wet. The tolerant and strict interpretations of predicates are shown in definition 3.8 and tolerant
and classical satisfaction are shown in definition 3.9.
Definition 3.8 Tolerant (JKt ), and strict (JKs ) interpretation of predicates. For all scalar adjectives P and comparison classes X ⊆ D,
1. JP KtX = {x : ∃d ∼X
P x and d ∈ JP KX }.
2. JP KsX = {x : ∀d ∼X
P x, d ∈ JP KX }.

8

The system in Cobreros et al. (2012) was proposed to model the puzzling properties of vague language with
relative predicates like tall; however, it clearly has a natural application to modelling similar effects with absolute
adjectives.
9
Note that on their imprecise use, absolute predicates like bald and empty give rise to Soritical-type reasoning:
how many hairs must someone have before they stop being considered bald? How many seats must be filled before a
theatre is no longer considered empty?
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Definition 3.9 Tolerant, and strict satisfaction. For all individuals a, scalar predicates P , and
comparison classes X ⊆ D,


1
t
1. Ja is PKX = 0


i


1
s
2. Ja is PKX = 0


i

if JaK ∈ JP KtX
if JaK ∈ X − JP KtX
otherwise

if JaK ∈ JP KsX
if JaK ∈ X − JP KsX
otherwise

The definitions of the tolerant and strict comparative relations are parallel to the classical comparative (definition 3.2).
Definition 3.10 Tolerant/strict comparative . For two individuals a, b and a scalar adjective P ,
t/s
t/s
Ja is P-er than bKt/s = 1 iff a >P b, where >P is defined as:
(17)

t/s

t/s

t/s

x >P y iff there is some comparison class X such that x ∈ JP KX and y ∈
/ JP KX .

In order to account for how AAs can have, at the same time, a semantic denotation that is constant
across CCs, but at the same time be associated with non-trivial scales, I propose that what can
vary across CCs are the indifference relations i.e., the ∼X
Q s. For example, if I compare Homer
Simpson, who has exactly two hairs, directly with Yul Brynner (who has zero hairs), the two
would not be considered indifferent with respect to baldness (Homer has hair!). However, if I add
Marge Simpson into the comparison class (she has a very large hairdo), then Yul and Homer start
looking much more similar, when it comes to baldness. Thus, I propose, it should be possible
to order individuals with respect to how close to being completely bald (or empty or straight)
they are by looking at in which comparison classes they are considered indifferent to completely
bald/empty/straight individuals10 .
In Burnett (2012b), I propose a set of contraints on the establishment of indifference relations
across comparison classes11 , which are, as much as possible, motivated by common proposals in
10

The idea is conceptually similar in some sense (although extremely different in its execution) to a suggestion made
by Récanati (2010), with respect to how an adjective like empty can be both absolute and gradable.
11
Burnett (2012b) and Burnett (2013) propose the following general constraints that indifference relations are subject to across comparison classes. See the aforementioned works for an indepth discussion of their properties.
1. Tolerant Convexity (TC): For all adjectives P , all comparison classes X ⊆ D, and all x, y ∈ X, if x ∼X
P y
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the linguistics, philosophical and psychological literatures about the properties of cognitive similarity judgments. Furthermore, I show that the contextual variation in the definition of ∼Q across
comparison classes and the resulting contextual variation in the tolerant and strict denotations of
AAs predict that total predicates can be associated with non-trivial tolerant scales (theorem 3) and
partial predicates can be associated with non-trival strict scales (theorem 4).
Theorem 3 (Burnett, 2012b) If Q is a total AA, >tQ is a (possibly non-trivial) strict weak order.
Theorem 4 (Burnett, 2012b): If Q is a partial AA, >sQ is a (possibly non-trivial) strict weak order.
We therefore predict that, even though they have a non-gradable semantic denotation, total and
partial AAs should be licit in the comparative and other degree constructions since they have
context-sensitive pragmatic denotations that can be used to construct non-trivial tolerant or strict
scales12 . This concludes the solution to the paradox of absolute adjectives. In the next section, I
present an analysis of the pragmatics of non-scalar adjectives and discuss the consequences of the
proposals made in this paper for the empirical relationship between AAs and NSs.
4. Gradability as a Pragmatic Phenomenon
The analysis presented in the previous section solves the puzzle of how AAs can appear to be
both gradable and non-gradable at the same time. However, non-scalar adjectives like prime or
and there is some z ∈ X such that x ≥tP z ≥tP y, then x ∼X
P z.

2. Strict Convexity (SC): For all P , all X ⊆ D, and all x, y ∈ X, if y ∼X
P x and there is some z ∈ X such that
z.
x ≥sP z ≥sP y, then y ∼X
P
0

0
0
X
3. Granularity (G). For all P , all X ⊆ D and all x, y ∈ X, if x ∼X
P y, then for all X : X ⊆ X , x ∼P y.
{x,y}

4. Minimal Difference (MD). For all P , and all x, y ∈ D, if x >P y, then x 6∼P

{x,y}

y and y 6∼P

x.
0

X
5. Contrast Preservation (CP). For all P all X, X 0 ⊆ D, if X ⊂ X 0 and, for x, y ∈ X, x 6∼X
P y and x ∼P y,
0
X0
then ∃z ∈ X − X : x 6∼P z.

Furthermore, to account for certain asymmetries in judgments of similarity observed with total and partial predicates
(see Burnett (2012a)), Burnett (2012b) proposes the following axioms that distinguish the two subclasses of AAs:
1. Total Axiom (TA): For all total AAs Q and for all x, y ∈ D, if x ∈ JQKD and y ∈
/ JQKD , then y 6∼X
Q x, for all
comparison classes X ⊆ D.

2. Partial Axiom (PA): For all partial AAs Q and for all x, y ∈ D, if x ∈ JQKD and y ∈
/ JQKD , then x 6∼X
Q y,
for all X ⊆ D.

12

I note here that this analysis also makes predictions concerning the properties of the non-trivial scales associated
with AAs, namely that total AAs should be associated with scales with a top endpoint and partial AAs should be
associated with a scale that has a bottom endpoint. The question of scale structure within DelTCS is explored in great
detail in Burnett (2012b) and Burnett (2013).
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atomic are never gradable. How can we account for the differences between AAs and NSs in this
framework? In order to derive the non-gradability of NSs, I propose that these predicates (and only
these predicates) are subject to an additional constraint that enforces all of their interpretations to
be precise. This is stated as the constraint Be Precise in (18).
(18)

Be Precise (BP):
For all non-scalar adjectives S, all comparison classes X, and all x, y ∈ X, if x ∼X
S y and
X
there is some z ∈ X such that x ≥S z ≥S y, then x ∼X
z
and
y
∼
z.
S
S

The introduction of this constraint has the following important consequence: all the scales that are
associated with NSs are trivial. This fact is stated as theorem 5 and is proved in Burnett (2012b).
Theorem 5 (Burnett, 2012b) If S is a non-scalar adjective, then,
1. There are no models M such that, for distinct x, y, z ∈ D, x >tS y >tS z in M .
2. There are no models M such that, for distinct x, y, z ∈ D, x >sS y >sS z in M .
Therefore, we correctly predict the non-gradability of non-scalar adjectives. This proposal makes
the additional prediction that NSs should never be context-sensitive, even in the way that AAs
are. Is this correct? A famous example in the literature of a context-sensitive use of hexagonal
(originally due to Austin (1962) and discussed in the context of vagueness and imprecision in
Lewis (1979)) is the one in (19).
(19)

France is hexagonal.

If we are comparing France to shapes in geometry textbooks, it will not be considered hexagonal
(its coastline has very many more ‘sides’ than six!); however, when we are comparing it to other
countries, all of whom also have bumpy coastlines, it may be considered hexagonal. Thus, we
have found a case where the criteria for application of the predicate hexagonal vary depending
on comparison class. Thus, we can conclude that hexagonal, in what Austin calls its ‘rough’ use
(what we would call the ‘imprecise’ use), is context-sensitive, and, at first glance, it may look as if
we do find a context-sensitive imprecise use of a non-scalar adjective. But this conclusion would
be premature. In fact, ‘rough’ hexagonal is perfectly natural in the comparative construction (20).
(20)

France is more hexagonal than Canada.
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So, as soon as we are licensed by the context to apply hexagonal to France, we are licensed to
compare things in terms of how close they are to being in the extension of the non-scalar use
of the predicate. (20) shows that, while the imprecise use of hexagonal is context-sensitive, it
is also scalar. In other words, it is a coerced non-scalar adjective. In order to incorporate the
scalar coercion process into our model, I propose the following analysis of ‘coerced’ non-scalar
adjectives:
(21)

Scalar Coercion:
Coerced non-scalar adjectives are subject to all the same constraints as regular NSs, except
Be Precise.

This approach is very different from certain other current views (such as the ‘degree semantics’
framework) that propose both a semantic and a syntactic difference between these predicates. In
this section, I give three arguments in favour of the position that the AA/NS distinction should be
reduced to facts about the use of these predicates, in particular, how precisely we tend to use them.
The first argument that the AA/NS distinction has to do with precision concerns the nature of
the inventory of non-scalar adjectives. In particular, if we look at the inventory of NSs discussed
throughout the literature (many common examples are in (22)), we can notice that the vast majority
(if not all of them) of them come from domains in which precision is important: logic and mathematics (atomic, hexagonal, square, even, odd, prime), biology (pregnant, dead, male, female),
physics (opaque, transparent, visible, invisible), and the law (legal, illegal, Canadian, French).
(22)

Non-Scalar Adjectives:
atomic, geographical, polka-dotted, pregnant, legal, illegal, dead, hexagonal, square, male,
female, even, odd, prime, Canadian, French, perfect, imperfect, opaque, transparent, visible, invisible. . .

The connection between the register and communicative domain in which a term is used and
whether or not it is scalar is straightforwardly expected in a theory in which scalarity can be
pragmatic matter. Although one could perhaps invent a historical explanation for them, these
lexicalization patterns are somewhat puzzling for an analysis in which AAs like empty and straight
have an inherently gradable meaning, but NSs like illegal and atomic do not.
Secondly, although a characteristic property of non-scalar adjectives is their strangeness in comparative constructions, another characteristic property of these predicates is the ease with which,
given an appropriate context, they can become gradable. In other words, although we noted that
the adjectives in (22) sounds strange in the comparative out of context, it is perfectly natural to use
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many of them as follows13 :
(23)

a. This dress is more polka-dotted than that one; it has more dots on it.
b. This room is more square than that room.
c. Sarah is more pregnant than Sue; Sarah is showing more.
d. Murder is more illegal than smoking pot.
e. Zombie A is deader than zombie B.
and so on. . .

In sum, it seems to be a general property of non-scalar adjectives that, with very little effort, they
can appear in degree constructions and when they do so, it is on their imprecise use. Of course,
an analysis in which there was a productive scalar coercion process in the grammar (perhaps some
sort of degree argument adding operation) could account for the ease of coercion (the coercion
process could be highly productive). However, the pragmatic analysis that I have given needs no
such morpho-semantic operation: non-scalar adjectives are simply absolute scalar adjectives that
tend to be used with a higher level of precision. Alternatively, we could describe AAs as simply
non-scalar adjectives that tend to be used loosely.
My final argument in favour of an analysis in which non-scalar adjectives are semantically identical
to absolute scalar adjectives comes from an empirical observation about the properties of coerced
NSs. The generalization is the following:
The NSc → AA Dependency:
Non-scalar adjectives are coerced into absolute scalar adjectives.

(24)

For example, although they are context-sensitive, coerced NSs appear to uniformly fail the definite
description test:
(25)

a.

Pass me the hexagonal one.
(But both/neither are hexagonal!)

13

Even some of the more ‘mathematical’ terms in (22) can acquire a gradable meaning. For example, Armstrong
et al. (1983) show that even if they admit that a particular well-defined concept like odd or even is not inherently
gradable, participants can still order individuals with respect to how well they exemplify the concept. With this in
mind, we could form comparatives like those in (i-a) and (i-b), as well as in the example (i-c) from Rett (2012) (p.9),
which is also inspired by the results of Armstrong et al. (1983).
(i)

a.
b.
c.

4 is more even than 34.
3 is more odd than 447.
7 is more prime than 2.
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b.
c.

Show me the illegal one.
(But both/neither are illegal!)
Show me the dead one.
(But both/neither are dead!)

An analysis in which coercion is a morpho-semantic operation would have to build (24) into the
operation, and this would raise the question of why we cannot coerce a NS into a relative scalar adjective. However, the dependency between coerced NSs and AAs is a consequence of the pragmatic
analysis that I have given: NSs have context-independent semantic denotations, just like AAs. I
therefore conclude that a pragmatic analysis of the AA/NS distinction has a ready explanation for
an important set of data associated with ‘coerced’ NSs.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, I presented a new solution to the paradox of absolute adjectives: I proposed that AAs
have the same kind of semantic denotations as NSs, which explains their lack of context-sensitivity
(compared to RAs) and absolute nature. Furthermore, I proposed that their gradability arises due
to their context-sensitive pragmatic denotations. I set this analysis within Burnett (2012b)’s Delineation TCS non-classical logical framework and showed how we could construct non-trivial scales
from the contextual variation of the tolerant and strict denotations denotations of total and partial
predicates. Finally, I gave an analysis of the AA/NS distinction as resulting from a difference in
the level of precision with which the different classes of predicates are generally used, and I presented a view of scalar coercion as a pragmatic loosening process. I then argued that this account
can explain certain dependencies between AAs and NSs and suggested that the general framework presented in this paper opens the door a novel pragmatic approach to gradability in natural
language.
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Deontic Modals Without Decision Theory
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Abstract. The classic account of modals faces counterexamples. It makes the wrong predictions for a wide range of cases involving information-sensitive deontic modals. Some conservative
amendments to the classic account have been proposed in order to avoid these problems. These
accounts also face counterexamples. I argue that these counterexamples are manifestations of a
deeper problem for the classic account and its recent variants: they all inadvertently build controversial normative assumptions into the semantics of modals. These normative assumptions come
in the form of decision rules: they tell us how to go from some objective body of values to a verdict
about what subjectively we ought to do, given our limited information. The fact that these decision
rules are unattractive explains why many of the resulting predictions are judged false. I propose
a generalization of the classic account. The view I defend introduces an additional parameter that
is sensitive to norms of rational action under uncertainty. Instead of building these norms into the
semantics, we should let them be determined by context.
1.

Introduction

The classic account of modals (Kratzer 1981, Kratzer 1991) faces counterexamples. It makes the
wrong predictions for a wide range of cases involving information-sensitive deontic modals. Some
conservative amendments to the classic account have been proposed in order to avoid these problems (Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann 2011, Charlow 2012). These accounts also face counterexamples. I argue that these counterexamples are manifestations of a deeper problem for the classic
account and its recent variants: they all inadvertently build controversial normative assumptions
into the semantics of modals. These normative assumptions come in the form of decision rules:
they tell us how to go from some objective body of values to a verdict about what subjectively
we ought to do, given our limited information. The fact that these decision rules are unattractive
explains why many of the resulting predictions are judged false. I propose a generalization of the
classic account. The view I defend introduces an additional parameter that is sensitive to norms of
rational action under uncertainty. Instead of building these norms into the semantics, we should let
them be determined by context.
2.
2.1.

The classic account and a counterexample
Setting up the account

The near-orthodox account of conditionals in ordinary language is Kratzer’s (1981, 1991) restrictor
analysis. On the restrictor analysis of conditionals, all indicative conditionals contain a (sometimes
covert) modal operator. The antecedent restricts the domain of that operator. Kratzer endorses a
pairing of the restrictor analysis of conditionals with what von Fintel (2012) calls “the classic
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account of modals.”
The classic account uses two parameters, which Kratzer calls a “modal base” and an “ordering
source.” On Kratzer’s interpretation of these parameters, the modal base is a set of propositions,
the intersection of which is a set of (epistemically, circumstantially, etc.) possible worlds. Following Cariani et al., I’ll call this set of worlds the “modal background” or—because my focus
will be information-sensitive modals—the “information state”. The ordering source is also a set
of propositions, which determines a partial ordering over worlds in terms of some sort of ideality:
for example, moral ideality, plausibility, etc. These two parameters determine the domain of the
modal.
I’ll gloss the classic account in terms of deontic modals for convenience. (The account is uniform
across different flavors of modality.) Let a modal background i be a set of (for our purposes,
epistemically) possible worlds and the ordering source d determine a deontic partial ordering in
terms of some sort of ideality over those worlds.1
Definition 1. w ≤d w′ iff according to d, w is at least as ideal as w′ .
In Kratzer’s semantics, w is at least as ideal as w′ iff w ≤d w′ iff {p ∈ d : w′ ∈ p} ⊆ {p ∈ d :
w ∈ p}
Definition 2. Ow,i,d =df the set of worlds w ∈ i s.t. for all w′ ∈ i, if w′ ≤d w then w ≤d w′ .2 Ow,i,d is
the domain of the modal.
Kratzer’s account of conditionals is built from pairing the classic account of modals with the restrictor analysis of conditionals. Where ‘’ is read ought, should, must, etc.,3
Modals: pϕ q is true at a triple ⟨w, i, d⟩ iff ϕ is true at all worlds in Ow,i,d .
Conditionals: pif ϕ , ψ q is true at ⟨w, i, d⟩ iff pψ q is true at ⟨w, [i + ϕ ], d⟩, where [i + ϕ ] = i ∩
[[ϕ ]]w,i,d .
2.2.

A counterexample

A recent literature on deontic modals (Kolodny & MacFarlane 2010, followed by Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann 2011 and Charlow 2012) has focused on a class of counterexamples to Kratzer’s
semantics. Here is a simple counterexample:
1 This

is a simplification: in Kratzer’s account, i and d are functions from worlds to modal bases and ordering
sources. Throughout this paper I’ll ignore this complication for ease of exposition.
2 I presuppose the limit assumption for convenience.
3 Throughout the paper I will ignore complications involving differences between strong and weak necessity
modals.
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The Three Envelope Puzzle
You may have your choice of one of three envelopes: A, B, and C. Either envelope A
or envelope B contains $10, but you have no idea which. The other is empty. Envelope
C contains $9. The contextually salient priority is to get as much money as you can.4
The following sentences are judged true in this context.
(1)

a.
b.
c.

You should take envelope C.
If the $10 is in envelope A, you should take envelope A.
If the $10 is in envelope B, you should take envelope B.

Kratzer semantics predicts, falsely, that these sentences are inconsistent in this context.
The priority in this case is to gain as much money as possible. So suppose the ordering source
simply orders worlds by how much money you receive:
(2)

d = {you gain $1, you gain $2, . . . , you gain all the money in the world}

And so on this ordering, the domain Ow,i,d is the set of worlds in the modal background where you
are lucky and choose whichever envelope the $10 happen to be in. But if this is the ordering, then
(1a) cannot be true. So certainly this ordering doesn’t get the right result. Indeed, this ordering
entails that (3) is true:
(3)

You should choose A or B.

You might be thinking: what went wrong is that the ordering we used didn’t involve the sort of
priority that is sensitive to ignorance: in this case, ignorance about the location of the $10. What we
need is an ordering determined by an information-sensitive priority. So, perhaps a better ordering
is one that orders worlds according to the expected monetary value. And this does allow us to get
the right result for (1a): the worlds where you maximize monetary value are all worlds where you
choose envelope C.
Be that as it may, Kratzer semantics only gets the right prediction for (1a) at the cost of getting the
wrong prediction for (1b) and (1c). We are now forced to predict that both are false, relative to this
ordering.
Consider (1b): the antecedent eliminates all of the worlds where the $10 isn’t in envelope A. But
because the ordering is fixed independently of the modal background, its ranking of worlds has to
remain unchanged. Since there are still worlds in the restricted modal background where we could
4 What

I’m calling the “Three Envelope Puzzle” is a variation, via (Ross 2012), on the Miners Puzzle, discussed in
Kolodny & MacFarlane (2010), who take this example from Parfit (unpublished).
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take envelope C, those are predicted to be the best worlds in the restricted modal background. So
with this ordering, Kratzer semantics incorrectly predicts (4a) and (4b) to be true.
(4)

a.
b.

If the $10 is in envelope A, you should choose envelope C.
If the $10 is in envelope B, you should choose envelope C.

But, it might be protested, conditional on $10 being in envelope A, surely the action with the
greatest expected monetary value is choosing A. And that’s obviously true. The problem is that
in order to represent this, we need the ordering of worlds to be shiftable with changes in the
modal background. And Kratzer semantics doesn’t allow that. Kratzer semantics lets embedding
under conditionals shift the modal background, but not the ordering. And examples like the Three
Envelope Puzzle show that embedding under conditionals can shift the ordering as well.5
The problem here is not specific to the suggested orderings we’ve just considered. It’s a general
problem: there isn’t any ordering that can be plugged into Kratzer semantics such that (1a), (1b),
and (1c) are consistent. That’s the fundamental problem for the Kratzer framework. Those three
sentences exhibit a property that Kolodny & MacFarlane (2010) call “serious information dependence”. Kratzer semantics incorrectly rules out the possibility of serious information dependence.
SERIOUS INFORMATION DEPENDENCE :

Given some body of priorities and set of options, acquiring more information can change which of the available worlds are best.

Formally: There is some world w′ in both a modal background i and a strengthening of that
modal background [i + ϕ ] such that w′ is in Ow,i,d but not best in Ow,[i+ϕ ],d .6
Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann (2011) offer a tidy general proof that Kratzer semantics can’t
allow serious information dependence:
Suppose for reductio SERIOUS INFORMATION DEPENDENCE . So there’s some w′ ∈
[i + ϕ ], [i + ϕ ] ⊆ i, such that (i) w′ ∈ Ow,i,d but (ii) w′ ̸∈ Ow,[i+ϕ ],d . Because of (ii) and
Definition 1, there’s some w′′ ∈ [i + ϕ ] such that w′′ ≤d w′ but w′ ̸≤d w′′ . But then
w′′ ∈ i ⊇ [i + ϕ ]. And so w′ ̸∈ Ow,i,d .
As a result, in order for Kratzer semantics to yield the correct prediction in this case, the context
between (1a) and (1b) would have to differ. In other words, the sentences would have to exhibit
some sort of equivocation. This is a bad result. Given that nothing new is learned and given that the
5 To be clear, Kratzer semantics is perfectly compatible with the consistency of some sentences of the form:
pshould ψ q and pif ϕ , should not ψ q. This can happen, for example, when the new modal base, restricted by ϕ ,
doesn’t contain any ψ -worlds, as well as in other cases. The problem is when some of the very same worlds are still
available in the restricted modal base, but go from being ideal to nonideal.
6 Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann (2011) and Charlow (2012) give a more thorough explanation of why Kratzer
cannot accommodate SERIOUS INFORMATION DEPENDENCE.
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sentences themselves seem to contain no indicators that the relevant priorities differ, there’s just no
reason to expect that there should be a change in context. Modal parameters aren’t supposed to be
infinitely flexible formal tools. If we allow for appeals to shifts in the parameter where there’s no
evidence of shifts in priorities, our metasemantics is going to be too flexible to be predictive.
There is, by contrast, strong evidence that deontic modals shouldn’t be expected to behave as the
Kratzer account suggests. Here is a simple argument for the claim that deontic modals are seriously
information dependent.
The simple argument
Our semantics for deontic modals shouldn’t preclude the possibility of expressing,
without equivocation, the consequences of a reasonable decision rule. So, for example,
it shouldn’t rule out the possibility that, in some contexts, the salient priority is to
maximize the expectation of some kind of value (money, hedons, strawberries, etc.).
There might in some contexts be a reading of should where, e.g., John should ϕ is true
iff ϕ ing maximizes expected x is true. On this reading, any world (in the modal base)
where John maximizes expected x is ideal within the modal base; in other words, a
world in Ow,i,d . So [[John maximizes expected x]]w,i,d ∩ i = Ow,i,d . The reading we’re
after makes should, like expected value, vary with a body of information. That body
of information can be picked out by the modal background parameter.
All of this should be uncontroversial. Now, a piece of data: this reading of the deontic necessity modal allows for the consistency of John should ϕ and If ψ , John
should not ϕ even though ϕ ing is still an option. It follows from the consistency of
ϕ ing maximizes expected value and if ψ , then not ϕ ing maximizes expected value even
though ϕ ing is still an option. And so this is enough to generate serious information
dependence.
The suggestion here is not that an adequate semantic account should incorporate a disambiguation of should such that should ϕ is true iff ϕ ing maximizes expected utility. The suggestion is
rather that the semantics for deontic modals shouldn’t rule out the possibility that maximizing expected utility is the sole salient priority in some contexts. We shouldn’t build decision theory into
our semantics, but we also shouldn’t make the semantics incompatible with even expressing the
consequences of a decision theory. And that’s what Kratzer semantics effectively does.
2.3.

The ellipsis hypothesis

Let me briefly address an attempt to avoid the problem, discussed by von Fintel (2012), who cites
unpublished notes by Kratzer.7 An idea that is commonly floated is that we can explain away the
pattern of behavior I’ve described for deontic modals and other information-sensitive expressions
7 Others

have independently suggested this hypothesis in personal communication.
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by denying the literal and non-elliptical truth of (1b) and (1c). On this view, those two conditionals
must elliptically express (5a) and (5b) in order to be true:
(5)

a.
b.

If the $10 is in envelope A and you know/learn that it is, then you should choose
envelope A.
If the $10 is in envelope B and you know/learn that it is, then you should choose
envelope B.

This is a big shift from the familiar accounts. It’s broadly accepted that pif ϕ , ψ q is not equivalent
to pif ϕ and we learn/know ϕ , ψ q.
I will briefly note two problems with this account. One problem is that in some Three Envelope
Puzzle contexts, (5a) and (5b) suffer presupposition failure. The Three Envelope Puzzle sentences
are still all true when we stipulate that the case is one where we know we don’t know and won’t
learn where the $10 is before the choice must be made. But in the context where it’s ruled out that
we’ll learn the $10’s location, the antecedents of (5a) and (5b) are incompatible with the speakers’
knowledge and beliefs and with the context set (the set of worlds treated as possible according
to conversational participants’ common knowledge). Indicatives presuppose that their antecedents
are compatible with the context set (see e.g. Stalnaker 1975) or at least the speaker’s knowledge or
beliefs. So (5a) and (5b) have a false presupposition. But the Three Envelope Puzzle conditionals
(1b) and (1c) show no signs of suffering presupposition failure.
Second, note that conditionals don’t generally allow for this sort of addition of and we learn/know
it to the antecedent. Compare:
(6)

a.

If my partner is planning a surprise party for me, I should try not to find out that she
is.
b. #If my partner is planning a surprise party for me and I learn/know that she is, I should
try not to find out that she is.

And in fact, we can generate cases analogous to the Three Envelope Puzzle where it’s clear that
the conditionals pif ϕ , ψ q cannot be glossed as pif ϕ and we learn ϕ , ψ q.
Suppose I prefer not to know what my partner got me for my birthday. If an action
will probably (> 50% likely) lead to me knowing what she got me, I don’t want to do
it. (Of course, if I already know what she got me, this consideration will be moot.) I
also want to get my scarf, which is in the closet. The present would be in the closet if
and only if she got me clothing; but that’s very unlikely.
Take a desire-based, instrumental reading of should, where the only salient priorities are:
(7)

{I don’t do anything that would probably lead to me learning what present my partner got
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me; if it won’t lead to me probably learning what present my partner bought got, I get my
scarf}
The following sentences are true:
(8)

a.
b.

I should look in the closet.
If my partner got me clothing, I shouldn’t look in the closet.

But the Kratzer picture can’t predict their compatibility in this context.
clothes (Pr < .5)

not clothes

get scarf

w1

w2

don’t get scarf

w3

w4

What’s going on seems to be this: the case is one in which w1 through w4 form the modal background. w1 and w2 are better than w3 and w4 , because the former satisfy both ordering source
(OS) propositions—where the probably is assessed relative to the modal background and stipulated probabilities—and the latter only satisfy one of the OS propositions. But when the if -clause
in (8b) restricts the modal base to w1 and w3 , the probably is assessed relative to the restricted
modal base and probability function conditionalized on the if -clause. There, w1 satisfies only one
of the OS propositions and w3 satisfies both (the latter trivially). So the ordering of w1 and w3 is
reversed—which, of course, the Kratzer semantics rules out.
How does the elliptical-know/learn hypothesis fare with this example?
(9)

a.
b.

I should look in the closet.
If my partner got me clothing and I know/learn it, I shouldn’t look in the closet.

Clearly (9b) is not equivalent to (8b); in this case, the former is false. So the elliptical-know/learn
hypothesis cannot explain away these sorts of cases.
In what follows, I’ll briefly discuss a proposed conservative amendment to the Kratzer framework
(section 3). The problems that this proposal faces are useful to put on the table, because they help
to expose what I think is a more fundamental problem with the Kratzer account and its variants
(section 4). Understanding how these problems work will help to clarify the motivations for my
own proposal (section 5).
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A conservative solution?

Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann (2011) and Charlow (2012) independently give conservative
amendments to the classic account of modals that involve similar basic operations: they introduce
a third parameter that under certain circumstances coarsens the ordering source. In the Kratzer
semantics, the ordering source ordered worlds, not options. These accounts order options. Doing
so allows them to predict the consistency and truth of the Three Envelope Puzzle sentences. In
what follows, I will focus on the example of the Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann account.8
Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann’s third parameter is a “decision problem”: roughly, a partition
over the modal background such that each cell of the partition represents a different option that is
choosable for the agent. An action α is choosable iff there’s some action specification β such that
it’s epistemically necessary that the agent can knowingly perform β and it’s epistemically necessary that performing β entails that α is achieved. So, for example, in the Three Envelope Puzzle
scenario, the option of receiving $9 is choosable. The option of receiving $10 is not choosable:
there’s no action such that you can knowingly perform that action and that you know will lead to
your receiving $10.
As with Kratzer, the ordering is projected from a set of propositions. But whereas Kratzer defined
the ordering in a fine-grained way, over worlds, Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann coarsen the
ordering so that worlds are only ranked differently if they are in different cells of the partition of
options. Kratzer’s orderings, recall, are determined as follows:
(10)

w ≤d w′ iff {p ∈ d : w′ ∈ p} ⊆ {p ∈ d : w ∈ p}

while Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann’s orderings are projected from both the ordering source
and the decision problem (where [w]π is the cell (option) of a partition π that w is in):
(11)

w ≤πd w′ iff {p ∈ d : [w′ ]π ⊆ p} ⊆ {p ∈ d : [w]π ⊆ p}

In other words, even if an option can have many possible outcomes with different objective values,
the ordering of worlds doesn’t reflect those differences: it only orders options, not outcomes.
In the Three Envelope Puzzle case, for example, suppose the ordering source is {you receive
$1, you receive $2, . . . }. Now, what you should do is be in a cell that entails as many of these
propositions as possible. But since the cells are determined by which actions are choosable, there’s
8 Charlow’s account is susceptible to many, though not all, of the objections I will lodge against Cariani, Kaufmann,
& Kaufmann. One interesting feature of Charlow’s account is that he believes that sentences like those in the Three
Envelope Puzzle are inconsistent when should is replaced by the stronger deontic modal, must. The account he
eventually gives has surprising implications for that distinction: in particular, his account seems to make strong deontic
necessity modals neither stronger nor weaker than weak deontic necessity modals. I don’t share his judgment (see also
von Fintel 2012), and I find the result I mentioned unattractive. My eventual account has nothing helpful to say about
the comparative felicity of strong versus weak necessity modals.
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no cell that represents the action of receiving $10. The partition, instead, will be: {you choose
envelope A, you choose envelope B, you choose envelope C}. The cells where you choose either
envelope A or envelope B include worlds where you receive $10 and worlds where you receive
$0. Since they include the latter, they entail none of the ordering source propositions. But the cell
where you choose envelope C entails that you receive $9, and so entails nine of the ordering source
propositions. So the best option according to our ordering is to choose envelope C, and so that
option is the domain of the modal. So the Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann account makes the
correct prediction for (1a).
When the modal base is restricted to worlds where the $10 is in envelope A, the cell where you
choose A includes only worlds where you receive $10, and so entails ten ordering source propositions. Choosing C only entails nine (a proper subset of those entailed by choosing A). So Cariani,
Kaufmann, & Kaufmann also make the correct prediction for (1b).
4.

The deeper problem

Kratzer, in unpublished notes quoted by von Fintel (2012), argues that Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann’s account, however conservative, involves some unnecessary addition of decision theoretic
machinery: in particular, the decision problem parameter. Kratzer asks rhetorically: “Why pack
information about rational decision making into the meaning of modals?” (von Fintel 2012, p.
25)—the implicature being, of course, that we shouldn’t.
I agree with Kratzer that we shouldn’t pack information about decision theory into the meaning of
modals. But the Kratzer account, the Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann account, and the Charlow
account all do. And they don’t pack in just any information: rather, they include substantive normative assumptions, in the form of controversial decision theoretic rules. In section 4.1, I’ll develop
some problem cases for all three accounts and then in section 4.2, I’ll explain how these cases are
manifestations of normative commitments that are built into Kratzerian assumptions about modals
and conditionals. For that reason, conservative amendments to the Kratzer picture will not yield
an adequate account of information-sensitive deontic modals.
4.1.

Problems with accounting for probability and value differences

Consider a variation on the Three Envelope Puzzle where instead of having no idea where the $10
is, you’re 97% confident that it’s in A. Nothing else is changed: priorities are held fixed, and the
same options are available; only your information has changed. If you choose envelope A, there’s
a very good chance you’ll receive $10. (12) is true:
(12)

You should choose envelope A.

Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann are unable to predict (12) (relative to the fixed set of priorities).
The problem: their account coarsens the ordering over worlds so that it only distinguishes between
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chooseable outcomes: that is, outcomes that you know you can bring about. So they predict deontic
modals to be insensitive to the probabilities of outcomes given our actions.
On Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann’s account, any world w where you choose A is in the same
cell of the decision problem partition as a world w′ where you choose A and $10 is in B. After
all, that’s still an epistemic possibility for you. w′ is a world where you receive $0. So the option
of choosing A does not entail any of the propositions in the ordering source. But the option of
choosing C still entails receiving $9 (i.e. entails nine ordering source propositions). And so by
their ranking, any world where you choose C is better ranked than any world where you choose A;
so (1a) is still predicted to be true.
Kratzer’s account exhibits the same insensitivity to adjustments of probability. In our example, the
modal background still contains worlds where the $10 is in A and worlds where it’s in B. (The
latter are just less probable.) And so worlds where it’s in A and you choose A are no better than
worlds where it’s in B and you choose B. So (12) is predicted to be false: some worlds in the
domain are choose-B worlds. It doesn’t matter how improbable they are.
The coarsening account, like Kratzer semantics, is also not sensitive to cardinal differences in the
value (desirability, moral status, etc.) of outcomes. These accounts all only consider the ordering,
not whether one outcome is a lot better than another. Consider a case just like the original Three
Envelope Puzzle except envelope C contains $1 instead of $9. The coarsening account predicts
that (1a) will still be true:
(1a)

You should choose envelope C.

While the option of choosing A or B doesn’t entail any of the ordering source propositions, choosing C entails one of them. So Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann predict (1a) to be true. And if
Kratzer were to predict the truth of (1a) in the original Three Envelope Puzzle case, relative to
these priorities, she would have to predict it here too, at least on any natural ordering source.
But (1a) is false. In that circumstance, the best thing to do is to choose A or B at random.9
Of course, all three accounts could easily devise ad hoc ordering sources that happened to give the
correct predictions for individual cases. But for any alternative ordering source that they suggest,
we can generate counterexamples that have the same structures. The reason is that cardinal differences in probability and value matter for many of our normative judgments. So we shouldn’t rule
out the possibility of their mattering in the semantics of deontic modals.
9 If

this judgment is unclear, change the scenario so that there is $1000 in A or B.
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Normative commitments built into the semantics

These empirical objections to the Kratzer and Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann accounts point to
a more general objection. Both accounts incorporate substantive normative assumptions into their
semantics. And because these normative assumptions aren’t very attractive and aren’t the sorts
of assumptions that guide ordinary speakers’ judgments, they lead to a wide variety of incorrect
predictions.
Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann rule out the truth of pshould ϕ q if and only if the ϕ -worlds in
the modal background include even one world with an objectively worse outcome than the worst
outcome possible for some alternative to ϕ . Normatively, this amounts to the assumption that an
action α is worse than an action β if and only if the worst possible outcome of α is worse than the
worst possible outcome of β .
In other words, Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann encode the decision rule Maximin into the semantics of deontic modals.10 This is not a good thing to build into our semantics.11
So I agree with Kratzer that their account builds decision theoretic information into the meanings
of normative language. (Though she seems to think that merely the partition of options is problematic, and I don’t; I take issue instead with the normative commitments.) But in fact, Kratzer’s
account is guilty of the same charge. Whereas the Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann account
encodes the decision rule Maximin, Kratzer’s account encodes Maximax: roughly, the rule that
one should choose the option that has some chance of having the best possible outcome. This is
a straightforward consequence of the more basic commitment of that semantics: that we should
always simply bring about the best possible outcome in the modal background.12
Note: I am not suggesting that the relevant commitments are commitments to norms of maximizing the maximum or minimum quantity of utility. Maximax and Maximin are not strictly norms
relating to utility. They are better understood as rule schemas, requiring that we maximize the
maximum or minimum quantity of some sort of value, which here is determined by the contextually selected ordering source. It might be money, or strawberries, or quantities of money >$7, etc.
Variations in the sort of value at issue will vary the predictions of the accounts. But any time the
source of value imposes a total ordering over worlds in the modal background, these commitments
will manifest themselves for each account.
The commitments to Maximax and Maximin in the two accounts I discussed can’t be written off
10 Charlow’s

semantics, which I earlier mentioned faced many of the same objections as the CKK account, avoids
this charge. (His normative view entails Maximin, but it isn’t semantically encoded.) But his semantics does rule
out other decision rules—in particular, decision rules that are sensitive to probabilistic information and cardinal value
differences.
11 Thanks to Paolo Santorio for discussion on this point.
12 Thanks to Fabrizio Cariani for discussion on this point.
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as a byproduct of some idealization. Neither of the views under discussion allows deontic modals
to be sensitive to probabilities. And while decision rules like Maximax and Maximin show no
sensitivity to probabilities, other decision rules do. The decision rules that best characterize how
in ordinary circumstances agents make decisions—rules like expected value maximization—all
require this form of sensitivity.
The account I propose will retain and extend the idea of letting context determine the priorities and
information that determine the meanings of modals. Modals and conditionals are relativized to
an information state of some sort and to some body of priorities. But instead of determining how
these two interact by building decision theoretic norms into the semantic machinery, I suggest we
let the relevant decision theoretic norms also be determined by context.
5.
5.1.

The proposal
Broad brushstrokes

The view I want to sketch will retain variations on the classic account’s modal base and ordering
source. We will need a parameter that plays roughly the role of modal backgrounds and another
that plays roughly the role of ordering sources. In addition, though, we need a third parameter that
is sensitive to uncertainty in an information state and to information about a body of priorities. The
value function parameter, v, picks out contextually salient priorities; it is a variation on Kratzer’s
ordering sources. Our new parameter, by contrast, is sensitive to norms of rational decision-making
under conditions of uncertainty. Call this third parameter r. While v looks for sources of value, r
looks for rational decision rules.
What kinds of decision rules does r look for? There are plenty of alternatives: expected value
maximization, Maximin, Maximax, some modification of expected value maximization that allows
for rational risk aversion, rational sunk cost reasoning, or whatever. In all cases, the kind of value
in question is provided by the priorities parameter, analogous to the ordering source.
This means we have two normative parameters. Why? There cannot be an ordering source that
characterizes any of the most plausible candidates for a decision rule under uncertainty. There cannot be an ordering source that says, for example, maximize expected monetary value. An action
only maximizes expected value relative to an information state. Ordering sources are, definitionally, not relativized to information states. If we want deontic modals to be able to reflect a ranking
of worlds based on whether agents do something like maximizing expected value, and still preserve the observed facts about conditionals, then we need a ranking that is not independent of the
information state.
Then why have an objective value parameter? Why not just some sort of function from information
states to sets of worlds where the subjectively best actions are performed? This is the route that
Kolodny & MacFarlane (2010) take. But they do nothing to explain what, in a particular case,
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would determine the relevant function. So the account doesn’t enable us to make predictions about
which deontically modalized sentences are true; it only allows us to predict their consistency and
inconsistency. (See (Charlow 2012) and (Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann 2011) for a fuller
development of this objection.) I think the most plausible way of spelling out what determines a
deontic selection function in a context will be a story of the form I’m characterizing: that is, a
story according to which, in a particular context, the domain of quantification for deontic modals
is determined by a function from what’s valued, what’s uncertain, and some decision rule to what’s
subjectively best.
5.2.

The machinery

Apart from the addition of the third parameter, my account makes two substantial departures from
Kratzer semantics:
I argued above that subjective deontic modals need to show sensitivity to probabilities of some
sort. So just as we need to access some sort of probability function for the information-sensitive
operator probably, the same will be true for deontic modals. I also argued that we should make our
priorities-sensitive parameter potentially sensitive not just to ordinal ranking of different outcomes,
but also to cardinal differences between outcomes. These two changes mean that we can no longer
represent either of those two parameters as mere sets of propositions.
So, our three parameters:
1. An informational parameter s. Following Yalcin’s (2010) suggestion for the semantics of
probably, s will pick out pairs ⟨i, Pr⟩ of a modal background (a set of worlds) and a probability function.13 , 14
2. A value parameter v. This parameter will pick out some sort of value function, which we can
treat as a function from worlds to real numbers.15
13 Why

isn’t it redundant to use both a modal background and a probability function, rather than just considering the
set of all worlds assigned positive probability by the probability function? First, I think we need to be able to shift the
modal background to include and exclude information independently of the probability function. Second, as Yalcin
notes, we want to allow the modal background to include possibilities that have probability zero (e.g. the possibility
that if I throw a point-sized dart onto the dartboard, it’ll hit exactly the point-sized center).
14 Rothschild (2012) argues that in the case of probably, we actually need sets of probability functions in order to
handle a puzzle from Swanson (forthcoming) about disjunctions of probably sentences. The puzzle is that there are
true disjunctions of the form pprobably ϕ and probably ψ q where neither disjunct is true. I am skeptical that this
adequately motivates moving from probability functions to sets of probability functions. It seems to me that these are
cases where the disjunction’s probablys reflect some form of objective probability where one or the other disjunct is
true (but the speaker doesn’t know which). Neither disjunct is true only relative to the speaker’s subjective probabilities
or credences.
15 This is an oversimplification. If we just use a unique value function, we lose one advantage that Kratzerian
ordering sources have: the ability to represent incommensurability. I stick with a unique value function for the sake
of simplicity of exposition, but a fully fleshed out version of this account will need sets of value functions in order to
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3. A decision rule parameter r. r will pick out a set of decision rules.
The rational decision parameter, r, is similar structurally to a Kratzerian ordering source. Instead
of sets of propositions, we can use sets of functions from ⟨s, v⟩ pairs to propositions. Call a set of
such functions an r-ordering source. This amounts to an interpretation of the kinds of things that
decision-theoretic norms are: they are norms that don’t merely assess worlds, but instead assess
worlds relative to bodies of information and priorities. For that reason, decision theoretic norms
cannot be represented by ordering sources that are independent of the modal background.
We saw that ordering sources containing sets of propositions like those in (13) couldn’t yield the
appropriate kind of information-sensitivity:
(13)

a.
b.

{You earn $1, you earn $2, . . . }
{You maximize expected value}

But r-ordering sources—sets of functions from ⟨s, v⟩ pairs to propositions—can. For example, we
can have ordering sources like these:
(14)

a.
b.
c.

{You perform an action that maximizes s-expected v-value}
{You perform an action that maximizes the minimum s-possible v-value}
{You perform an action that maximizes the maximum s-possible v-value}16

There can also be r-ordering sources where the ⟨s, v⟩ pair is idle in determining the relevant propositions.
(15)

{You don’t violate any federal laws ⟨s, v⟩} ← ⟨s, v⟩ doesn’t do anything.

Now, this new kind of ordering source allows us to define an ordering over worlds in the modal
background, in almost the same way that Kratzerian ordering sources did.
Definition 3: w ≤r,s,v w′ iff {p ∈ rs,v : w ∈ p} ⊇ {p ∈ rs,v : w′ ∈ p}
In English: w is at least as good as w′ iff the set of rs,v -propositions that w satisfies includes
the set of rs,v -propositions that w′ satisfies.
Definition 4: The domain Ow,r,s,v of a modal = {w ∈ i : ∀w′ ∈ i, w′ ≤r,s,v w → w ≤r,s,v w′ }
fulfill two roles: (i) representing incommensurability and (ii) allowing for sensitivity to cardinal differences in value.
16 Why do all of these r-ordering sources only contain one decision rule? Only because no sets of decision theoretic
norms that could all be contextually salient spring to mind. Note that if some decision theoretic norms are, in a context,
prioritized over other decision theoretic norms, we might need sequences of r-ordering sources. This move is already
at play in some versions of Kratzer semantics, e.g. (Rubinstein 2012).
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In English: the domain of the modal is the set of worlds in the modal background such that
no world in the modal background is better than them (according to the ordering imposed by
rs,v ).
Now, we update the classic semantics with our new parameter and the modified old parameters:
Modals: pϕ q is true at ⟨w, s, v, r⟩ iff ϕ is true at all worlds the modal’s domain, Ow,r,s,v
Conditionals: pif ϕ , ψ q is true at ⟨w, s, v, r⟩ iff pψ q is true at ⟨w, [s + ϕ ], v, r⟩,
where [s + ϕ ] = ⟨i ∩ [[ϕ ]], Prϕ ⟩, Prϕ = Pr(· | [[ϕ ]])17
It’s easy enough to see how we can predict the joint truth of the Three Envelope Puzzle sentences
when: (i) r = {you maximize s-expected v-value}; (ii) v assigns value to worlds according to
money received; and (iii) Pr($10 in A) = Pr($10 in B) = .5.
There are many ways that the decision rule parameter might be resolved. First, it can be given
explicitly: for example, If Maximax is right, then we should choose A or B. Second, the contextually salient r in some contexts might be whatever the “one true decision rule” is. Conversational
participants might tacitly presuppose an objectively correct decision rule, in the same way they
might presuppose that there is an objectively correct body of moral norms—even when these rules
or norms aren’t transparent to speakers. Finally, in a given context, which decision rule is relevant
may be underdetermined. So which proposition is expressed by the sentences might also be underdetermined, and might get determinate truth values only supervaluationally. This seems to me
a welcome result.
6.

Conclusion

The account I’ve given is a generalization of Kratzer’s semantics for modals and conditionals, like
Kolodny & MacFarlane’s account and Cariani, Kaufmann, & Kaufmann’s account. The Cariani,
Kaufmann, & Kaufmann account is still too strong: it constrains the choice of r to Maximin. The
Kolodny & MacFarlane account, meanwhile, is too weak: it fails to be predictive. My account
aims to find a happy middle.
17 The amendments to the classic semantics that I have argued for—a third parameter for decision rules and an enrich-

ment of the information and priorities parameters—are neutral about the question of whether modals are assessmentsensitive.
This new semantics abstracts away from complications, noted by Yalcin (2010) and Kolodny & MacFarlane (2010),
about the behavior of conditionals with information-sensitive modals in their antecedents. I’m happy to take on board
their suggested solution.
Note that, by design, this leads to the same sort of semantics for probably as Yalcin’s account in (Yalcin 2010). All
we need is an additional claim of the form: pprobably ϕ q is true at ⟨w, s, v, r⟩ iff Pr(ϕ ) > .5, or some more sophisticated
modification.
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I’ve shown that information-sensitive deontic modals exhibit serious information dependence. I’ve
argued that one can give an account of deontic modals that predicts and explains their behavior
without any substantive normative commitments. Other accounts that have been offered either fail
to be predictive or incorporate unwarranted normative assumptions into the meanings of modals.
The account I provide respects the motivations for the classic account of modals and conditionals,
but excises the normative commitments latent in the classic account.
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Big eaters and real idiots: evidence for adnominal degree modification?
Camelia Constantinescu – Leiden University Centre for Linguistics
Abstract. This paper examines certain types of adjectival modification that have been taken
as evidence in favour of the existence of gradable nouns and of adnominal degree modifiers/
operators. It shows that the distribution and interpretation of the modifiers in question (i.e.
adjectives such as big and real) does not support such a view, and argues instead for a
different account. Size adjectives are uniformly analysed as size adjectives, which, depending
on the type of noun they modify, may receive a concrete or an abstract interpretation, while
real is analysed as an epistemic adjective. In certain cases, the interpretation is misleadingly
similar to interpretations obtained by means of degree modification in the adjectival domain
(e.g. the abstract size interpretation); it is, however, arrived at via different mechanisms. This,
in combination with facts concerning the distribution of cross-categorial degree modifiers
like more, is taken to show that no grammatically accessible gradable structure of the type
familiar from the adjectival domain is represented in the lexical semantics of nouns. The
study also provides evidence in favour of the existence of instances of properties (tropes) and
their relevance for the lexical semantics of particular classes of nouns and for their
composition with particular types of modifiers (in particular, size adjectives).
1.

Introduction

Adjectives like big, terrible and complete usually denote physical size, negative qualitative
evaluation and completeness, respectively, as in (1). However, when they modify nouns that,
intuitively, encode a gradable property in their lexical meaning, as in (2), these adjectives
seem to indicate that this property holds to a high degree. Thus, the relation between an
adjective like big and a noun like idiot seems to parallel the relation between a degree
modifier and the corresponding gradable adjective, as in (3).
(1)

a. a big {lad/ house}
b. a terrible {doctor/ idea}
c. a complete description

(2)

a. a big {idiot/ eater}
b. a terrible {coward/ bore}
c. a complete idiot

(3)

a. very idiotic
b. terribly boring
c. completely idiotic

These data raise the following question: do the adjectives in (2) indeed function as degree
modifiers or operators in the nominal domain similarly to how expressions like very are
generally argued to function in the adjectival domain (cf. (3))? Can their distribution and
interpretation be taken as evidence in favour of the presence of a semantic gradable structure
and of a DegP in the syntax of certain nouns?
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The answer given in the literature is often affirmative. These types of adjectival modification
have been taken to constitute evidence in favour of the existence of gradable nouns and of
adnominal degree modifiers/ operators (Bolinger 1972, Paradis 2001, Morzycki 2009). In this
paper, however, I will propose a negative answer (see also Constantinescu 2011). I will show
that, although the interpretations are often very similar to those obtained by means of degree
modification in the adjectival domain, they are in fact arrived at not by operating on gradable
structures in a way that would be similar to how degree modification applies to gradable
adjectives, but by other mechanisms, which are independently attested and needed to account
for other phenomena as well. These observations, in combination with some observations
concerning the distribution of degree expressions like more, which may combine both with
adjectives and with nouns, support the conclusion that no gradable structure of the type found
with gradable adjectives is represented in the lexical semantics of nouns.
When one looks at gradability in the nominal domain, there are several classes of nouns that
are possible candidates for gradable expressions, e.g. nouns denoting human individuals
characterized by a property (e.g. idiot, blunderer, coward, genius), nouns denoting abstract
objects characterized by a property (e.g. problem, failure, blunder), nouns naming properties
(e.g. idiocy, courage, wisdom etc.) and certain nouns when used with a figurative
interpretation (e.g. palace, clown). Different tests are used to decide which nouns are
gradable, and, depending on the test, different sets of nouns come out as gradable (cf.
Constantinescu 2011). In this paper I will focus on two types of expressions that look like
degree modifiers in the nominal domain, namely size adjectives (e.g. big, huge etc.) and
epistemic adjectives (e.g. real etc.), and investigate their behaviour with respect to certain
classes of nouns which have been claimed to be gradable at some point or other in the
literature, in particular (A) nouns which denote individuals characterized by an abstract
property (e.g. idiot, fool etc.) and (B) abstract mass nouns which denote properties (e.g.
idiocy, courage etc.). I will show that their distribution and interpretation does not support an
analysis of these adjectives as adnominal degree expressions and I will propose an alternative
account for each type of adjective. The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 I examine
size adjectives, section 3 offers an analysis of epistemic adjectives, and in the last section I
briefly investigate the implications that the conclusions drawn in sections 2-3 have for
gradability across categories (in particular nouns vs. adjectives) and for its representation.
2.

Size adjectives

The relevant types of examples are given in (4). Morzycki (2009) proposes a degree-based
analysis for the cases of size adjectives modifying type A nouns, cf. (4)a, which is parallel to
degree-based approaches to gradable adjectives. For the examples where the size adjective
modifies a type B noun, cf. (4)b, he proposes a different analysis. He argues that these are
cases of regular predication involving an interpretation in terms of metaphorical, abstract
size. In this section I will show that in fact the second type of view, proposed to account for
cases like (4)b, can be extended to all cases (i.e. also (4)a), and that degree modification is
never involved. I will propose an analysis on which size adjectives are always size adjectives.
(4)

a. a big idiot
b. enormous generosity

[type A noun]
[type B noun]
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There are two relevant properties of size adjectives that need to be examined when searching
for a proper account of these cases. The first one concerns their syntactic distribution and
associated interpretation, or Morzycki’s ‘position generalization’. The second one concerns
the lack of low degree interpretations obtained by means of (small) size adjectives, or
Morzycki’s ‘bigness generalization’. These will be examined in turn in the following two
subsections. In subsection 2.3, I will offer an alternative account.
2.1. The position generalization
The relevant interpretation of size adjectives is only available in the prenominal attributive
position, as in (5)a; when the adjective is postnominal or in predicative position, as in (5)b
and (5)c, only a concrete size interpretation is available (Morzycki 2009):
(5)

a. He’s a big idiot.
b. That idiot is big.
c. He’s an idiot bigger than anyone I know.

However, there are a number of exceptions to this generalization, as illustrated in (6).
Importantly, the interpretation of the predicative adjectives in (6) does not seem to be distinct
from that of their prenominal uses: huge mess and enormous generosity, respectively. The
indistinctness of the two readings in the context of type B nouns explains the contradiction in
(7)b and the contrast with (7)a, where a type A noun is used and the two distinct
interpretations the size adjective receives in the prenominal and predicative positions ensure a
felicitous, non-contradictory assertion:
(6)

a. The mess they left behind was huge.
b. Her generosity was enormous.

(7)

a. Harry isn’t enormous, but he’s an enormous idiot.
(Morzycki 2009)
b. #The courage he showed wasn’t enormous, but it was an enormous courage.

The question that arises is how these two patterns, namely (5) and (6), should be interpreted
(and reconciled). Morzycki (2009), for whom the position generalization is a necessary
feature identifying size adjectives as degree modifiers (cf. (5)), adopts the following position
with respect to these facts. First, he argues that the acceptable predicative cases, i.e. (6), do
not involve the ‘degree’ use of the adjective; the interpretation is in terms of size but in a
metaphorical, abstract sense, and it only has a degree flavour because of the type of noun
used. Secondly, the examples containing type B nouns (cf. (6)) never involve the ‘degree’ use
of the adjective, and these nouns are not gradable (i.e. they are not of type <e,d>, while the
noun idiot is, just like gradable adjectives such as stupid, tall etc.).
Morzycki’s first point is correct: on any type of approach to gradability, a degree operator/
modifier has to be adjacent to the noun which provides the gradable structure on which it
needs to operate and in whose extended functional projection the DegP that hosts it is
located. It will, therefore, be banned from the predicate position. Consequently, a size
adjective that functions as a degree modifier cannot occur in predicative position and any
predicative uses need to be excluded as cases of degree modification and accounted for in a
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different way. However, Morzycki’s second conclusion is not necessary: analysing the
predicative uses as suggested above does not automatically entail (i) that the adjectives can
never function as ‘degree modifiers’ when used attributively with these nouns (e.g. enormous
generosity), and (ii) that these nouns are not gradable. The attributive cases (e.g. enormous
generosity) could be ambiguous; it's just that, unlike with type A nouns, the two
interpretations would be virtually indistinguishable with type B nouns. In other words, the
difference boils down to the fact that type A nouns have concrete size (which ensures a
clearly distinct interpretation), while type B nouns have abstract size, and the two readings –
the (abstract) size reading and the degree reading – are indistinct. But is this enough to
warrant that these classes of nouns should be assigned different semantic types (i.e. idiot –
type <e,d> and generosity – type <e,t>)? In other words, given the similarity of the ‘abstract
size’ reading and the ‘degree’ reading, the question arises whether the view of the predicative
uses suggested above can be extended to all cases. Or is there really evidence in favour of
analysing size adjectives as degree modifiers in any of the cases and adopting the same
semantic type for both gradable adjectives and type A nouns?
I propose that the restriction to the prenominal position is not enough to assume that these
modifiers depend on gradable structures and the presence of a DegP in the syntax of nouns.
There are two facts that argue in favour of reconsidering the relevance of the restriction. First
of all, this restriction is generally found with non-intersective adjectives, independently of
degree and gradability. This is illustrated below with two subsective adjectives which give
rise to the well known intersective / non-intersective ambiguity (cf. Siegel 1976, Larson 1998
a.o.). That is to say, when an adjective like beautiful is used prenominally, as in (8), the
example can be interpreted either as ‘Olga is a dancer and she is beautiful’, i.e. intersectively,
or as ‘Olga is beautiful as a dancer’ (or ‘Olga dances beautifully’), i.e. non-intersectively.
Such adjectives have been called subsective precisely because on their non-intersective
interpretation they license the inference that anything that is [A N] is an N, but not that it is
A. Thus, (8)a.i on its non-intersective reading entails that Olga is a dancer (who dances
beautifully) but not that she is a physically beautiful individual. Similarly, (8)a.ii can have
either a non-intersective interpretation, which is in fact the most salient one, on which it is
about someone who has been a friend for a long time, or an intersective interpretation, in
which case it is about a friend who is aged. These interpretations are absent when the
adjectives are used predicatively or postnominally, as in (8)b and (8)c; in these positions the
adjectives can only be interpreted intersectively: beautiful is used to describe the individual’s
physical beauty, while old refers to the individual’s age.
(8)

a. i.
ii.
b. i.
ii.
c. i.
ii.

He’s an old friend.
She’s a beautiful dancer.
My friend is old.
This dancer is beautiful.
He’s a friend older than anyone else.
She’s a dancer more beautiful than anyone else.

[only: age]
[only: physical beauty]
[only: age]
[only: physical beauty]

Secondly, the sort of exceptions to the prenominal restriction illustrated in (6) are also found
more generally among non-intersective adjectives: these too can occur in predicate position if
the right sort of noun is used as a subject, or if the relevant ‘dimension for interpretation is
made salient enough in the context. For example, even notorious intensional adjectives such
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as alleged in English and supposé in French, which are normally ungrammatical in
predicative position, become grammatical in the predicative position when the subject is an
abstract mass noun like communism, as pointed out by Higginbotham (1985) and Bouchard
(2002). What Higginbotham and Bouchard suggest is wrong with (9) is that it is a category
mistake; with an appropriate argument, we obtain a legitimate predication, as in (10).
(9)

a. *That Communist is alleged.
b. *Ce communiste est supposé.
this communist
is
supposed

[English]
[French]

(10) a. His Communism was alleged.
b. Son communisme est supposé.
his communism is
supposed

[English]
[French]

Similar facts have been noted in connection with the distribution of relational adjectives by
Demonte (1999), Picallo (2002), McNally and Boleda (2004). Such adjectives do not
generally make good predicates, as shown in (11)b. However, if the right noun is used as a
subject, then the predicative use of the adjective becomes grammatical, as shown in (12)b.
The particular type of noun required by these adjectives is different (e.g. McNally and Boleda
argue that relational adjectives denote properties of kinds, where kinds are modelled as
entities, following Carlson 1977), but the mechanism seems to be the same: as soon as the
right type of argument is provided, the predicative use of the adjective becomes possible.
(11) a. El
Martí és
arquitecte tècnic.
the Marti is
architect technical
‘Marti is a technical architect.’
b. #El Martí és tècnic.
the Marti is technical

[Catalan]

(12) a. una malaltia pulmonar
a
disease pulmonary
‘a pulmonary disease’
b. La tuberculosi
pot ser
the tuberculosis can be

[Catalan]
pulmonar.
pulmonary

Given the generality of this pattern and its general independence from degree or gradability,
it may be safely concluded that the position generalization is not an argument in favour of
analysing nouns such as idiot on a par with gradable adjectives and size adjectives as degree
modifiers, nor (conclusive) evidence in favour of the existence of a DegNP. The data
considered in this subsection suggest instead that size adjectives should be considered in the
broader context of non-intersective modification, and that an alternative account that makes
use of mechanisms that are independently needed should be taken more seriously.
2.2. The bigness generalization
There is a second set of facts that has been used as evidence in favour of a distinction
between the degree use of size adjectives and their abstract size reading, namely what
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Morzycki (2009) labels the “bigness generalization”. This refers to the general impossibility
of using small size adjectives to modify nouns and give rise to a low degree interpretation
that would be the counterpart of the high degree interpretation obtained with size adjectives
that predicate ‘bigness’. Consider the following examples:
(13) a. a big idiot
b. a small idiot
c. this idiot is {big/ small}

[very idiotic; big person]
[only: small person]
[only: big/small person]

The [A N] combination in (13)b cannot be interpreted in terms of ‘being idiotic to a low
degree’, in a parallel way to (13)a, which can be interpreted as ‘being idiotic to a high
degree’. If acceptable, then the example can only receive the concrete size interpretation.1
Morzycki takes the bigness generalization to only apply to degree readings of size adjectives
and not to affect the other uses of size adjectives, including the abstract size interpretations
discussed in the previous subsection (cf. (6)). He explains this restriction within a degreebased account of gradability. Morzycki adopts a Kennedy-style analysis of gradability, and
assumes both gradable adjectives and gradable nouns to denote measure functions from
individuals to degrees, i.e. type <e,d> (cf. Kennedy 1999a,b, 2007) and to project a DegP in
syntax. In the absence of overt degree morphemes, pos turns the measure function into a
predicate and introduces the standard. He analyses size adjectives as predicates of degrees,
similar to AP-modifying measure phrases; they are generated in SpecDegNP, the head of
which is occupied by a null operator, which is a version of the meas-head proposed by
Svenonius and Kennedy (2006) to account for AP-modifying measure phrases. However,
contrary to what happens when an adjective is modified by a measure phrase, the entailment
to the positive form is preserved when nouns like idiot are modified by size adjectives:
(14) a. He’s a big idiot. →
b. He’s 1.50m tall. →
/

He’s an idiot.
He’s tall.

This leads Morzycki to assume that the nominal meas-head responsible for introducing size
adjectives not only introduces the minimum requirement relevant for the interpretation of
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Small size adjectives may be used with a different interpretation, namely to express positive or negative
evaluation, similarly to an expressive expletive like damned and to diminutives, which are used to suggest
cuteness with favourable nouns and depreciation with unfavourable ones (cf. Bolinger 1972).
(i)
a. She’s a little angel, she is!
b. You little rascal!/ He’s a dirty little coward!
(Bolinger 1972)
Note also, in this context, the following contrasts in French (J. Rooryck p.c. to Constantinescu 2011):
(ii)
a. un gros menteur
[degree]
a fat
liar
‘a big liar’
b. un petit menteur
[depreciation/negative evaluation]
a little liar
‘a little liar’
(iii) a. Il est un gros menteur, vraiment le roi
des
menteurs.
he is a fat
liar
indeed
the king PART liars
‘He's a big liar, the king of liars really!’
b. #Il
est un petit menteur, vraiment le roi
des
menteurs.
he is a little liar
indeed
the king PART liars
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measure phrases, but also the standard. It thus combines the properties of the adjectival meas
and pos operators: it requires that the individual satisfy the gradable predicate (noun) to a
degree that (i) is at least as great as the smallest degree that satisfies the size adjective, and
(ii) is at least as great as the standard for the gradable noun. As a result of the particular
semantics proposed for these elements, it is only big-type adjective that make a difference to
pos and, consequently, may occur in SpecDegNP; when small modifies a noun like idiot the
interpretation ends up being the same as that of [pos idiot] and is, therefore, blocked (see
Morzycki 2009 for more details, and Constantinescu 2011 for criticism of this solution).
Thus, on Morzycki’s account, the bigness generalization is brought about by the underlying
syntax proposed and the interaction between the scale structure of size adjectives and the
semantics of degree measurement in nominal projections. Consequently, size adjectives that
can be used in predicative position, which are not (and cannot be) treated as degree modifiers
with this particular semantics–syntax, are predicted not to obey the bigness generalization.
However, the predicted correlation between the bigness generalization and the position
generalization does not exist. On the one hand, there are cases where the bigness
generalization holds, but the position generalization does not hold:
(15) a. un {grand/ *petit} courage
a big/
small courage
b. a {huge/ *small} mess

[French]

(16) a. Son courage était grand.
his courage was big
b. The mess they left behind was huge.

[French]

[English]

[English]

On the other hand, there are cases where the bigness generalization does not hold, but the
position generalization holds:
(17) a. un {grand/ petit} mangeur
a big/
small eater
b. a {big/ small} stamp-collector

[French]

(18) a. Ce mangeur est {grand/ petit}.
this eater
is big/
small
b. That stamp-collector is {big/ small}.

[French]

[English]

[English]

Therefore, facts such as those illustrated in (13) cannot be taken as evidence in favour of
distinguishing between the 'degree use' of size adjectives and their abstract size reading and
as support for the particular degree-based analysis proposed by Morzycki (2009).
There is an additional observation that needs to be made in this context: the nouns that obey
the bigness generalization do so systematically; neutral readings never occur. For example,
even when the noun is used inside comparative or interrogative constructions like He is a
bigger idiot than his brother or How much of an idiot is he?, the entailment to the positive
(He is an idiot) is preserved. In other words, it seems that the 'high degree', or standard-
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related, meaning is always part of the meaning of the noun and cannot be removed. This
suggests that, rather than being 'detached' and placed in the syntax, as in Morzycki’s (2009)
account, it should be made part of the lexical meaning of these nouns; as a general principle,
if a meaning is entailed in all the uses of an item, then it is part of its lexical meaning (cf.
Rappaport-Hovav 2008, Rappaport-Hovav & Levin 2010). This ‘integrated’ meaning will
conflict with small, which will thus be ruled out: idiots are individuals characterized by
relatively much idiocy, i.e. their idiocy is big; individuals whose idiocy is small will not
qualify as idiots.
To conclude, the bigness generalization is not an argument in favour of distinguishing
between the ‘degree’ use of size adjectives and their abstract size reading, or in favour of
adopting a degree-based account that treats nouns like idiot, but not generosity, semantically
on a par with gradable adjectives, and assumes the existence of a DegNP. This means that the
analysis in terms of abstract size may be extended to all cases (i.e. to big idiot as well).
2.3. Proposal: size adjectives are always size adjectives
I propose that the so-called ‘degree’ use can be re-analysed as an abstract size interpretation:
the adjectives still measure size, but in this case it is the size of instances of properties rather
than that of objects that have concrete spatial dimensions; hence, the abstract nature of the
measuring involved. The sometimes peculiar way these adjectives combine with nouns can
be understood in terms of mechanisms generally available to non-intersective modification.
I propose that type B nouns, such as (19)a, denote (kinds of) tropes, and that, when a size
adjective modifies such a noun, it measures the size of tropes (or instances of properties).
Consider the following examples:
(19) a. Generosity is {rare/ widespread}.
b. #Generosity is enormous.
c. Mary’s generosity was enormous.

[kind of tropes]
[kind of tropes]
[trope]

Type B nouns, in definite/ possessive DPs, such as (19)c, refer to tropes (Moltmann 2004a,b,
Nicolas 2004, 2010). Size adjectives are stubbornly distributive modifiers (cf. Schwarzschild
2009). As such, they apply to individual object-level entities, in this case instances of
properties (tropes), as in (19)c, but not to kinds or collections thereof, hence the
unacceptability of (19)b. This view is confirmed by the fact that in French modification of an
abstract mass noun by such adjectives triggers the obligatory insertion of the singular
indefinite article:
(20) a. Il a
du courage.
he has PART courage
‘He has courage.’
b. Il a
montré un/*du
grand
he has shown a/ PART big
‘He showed great courage.’

[French]
courage.
courage

Tropes are objects (type <e>) of a particular sort (cf. Moltmann 2004a,b, 2007, 2009, 2011).
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Among their peculiar properties, two are particularly relevant for the present discussion (for
more details on tropes, see Moltmann 2003, 2004a,b, 2007, 2009, 2011). One is that they are
dependent: they depend on another individual in which they are located, e.g. Mary's
generosity (cf. Van de Velde 1996, Moltmann 2004a,b, 2011). Thus, generosity can be
analysed as a two-place predicate, generosity (p, x), a relation between tropes and individuals
in which they are instantiated. The other important feature is that tropes have abstract size;
hence, the abstract interpretation when a size expression is used, e.g. enormous (p). This will
be intuitively understood in terms of the degree to which the property holds. Consider the
following example:
(21) Julie’s generosity was greater than Fred’s.

(Nicolas 2010)

This sentence compares two instances of love using an ordering relation associated with the
adjective great. Given the vague meaning of great, this may be understood as comparing the
two instances of love using an ordering relation associated with the noun love and the
corresponding verb to love. Hence the possibility of a paraphrase in terms of degree, which
reflects just one among several possible ways of understanding the application of certain
modifiers or predicates to instances of properties (cf. Nicolas 2010). But this is all this is: an
intuitive paraphrase, not the basic denotation of the expressions involved.
As for type A nouns, I propose that they denote sets of individuals in which a property like
idiocy is instantiated, and that, on the relevant reading, size adjectives target this instance (or
trope) inside the meaning of the noun. In other words, the adjective intersectively modifies a
subpart of the meaning of the noun (cf. Larson 1998, Bouchard 2002 for such an intersective
reanalysis of non-intersective adjectives). The adjective accesses the trope that is part of the
meaning of the noun via a mechanism that is independently needed to account for other cases
of non-intersective modification. One possible way of implementing this idea is to adopt a
Larsonian type of semantics.
Larson (1998) argues that beautiful in an example like a beautiful dancer (cf. (8) above) can
modify either the referential argument of the noun (resulting in the ordinary, intersective
reading) or the event argument of the noun (which results in the non-intersective reading).
McNally & Boleda (2004) extend this to relational adjectives such as tècnic ‘technical’ in
(11) above, which they assume modify a kind argument of the noun.
In this type of semantics, the adjective in big idiot would likewise be predicated of an
argument of the noun. Type A nouns denote sets of individuals in which a property like
idiocy is instantiated. This can be defined as an argument of the noun (just as nouns like
dancer are defined as having an event argument). Thus, a noun like idiot applies to pairs of
individuals <x,p> such that p is instantiated in x, where p is an instance of idiocy:
(22) [[idiot]] = λxλp [idiot(x,p)]
The size adjective can apply to this argument, as shown in (23). This results in the same
interpretation as in examples like huge stupidity/ his stupidity was huge. Thus, this analysis
also immediately captures the similarity in interpretation between a huge idiot and huge
idiocy, which Morzycki’s account outlined in the previous subsection missed.
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(23) [[huge idiot]] = λxλp [idiot(x,p) ∧ huge(p)]
With class A nouns, this use of the adjective will be restricted to the prenominal position:
only in this configuration can the adjective target the property which is part of the internal
semantic make-up of the noun. In the predicative position, the adjective can only target the
‘whole’, which gives an individual, and will, therefore, only allow for a concrete size
interpretation, as in (24)b. This is completely parallel to other cases of non-intersective
modification, as discussed in subsection 2.1, e.g. beautiful and old in (8).
(24) a. a big idiot
b. This idiot is big.

[only physical size]

If the sentence contains a noun that denotes an object of the right sort, however, the adjective
can also be used in the predicative position with the same interpretation. This is what happens
when a type B noun (within a definite/ possessive DP) is the subject the adjective is
predicated of, as in (25)b. This is also parallel to other cases of typically non-intersective
adjectives that are licensed in the predicate position if provided with the right sort of
argument, as discussed in subsection 2.1 in relation to adjectives like alleged or relational
adjectives like tècnic in (9)-(12).
(25) a. enormous generosity
b. His generosity was enormous.

[same interpretation as (a)]

2.4. Concluding remarks
In this section I have argued that size adjectives always indicate size; depending on the object
they apply to it may be concrete or abstract; in the latter case the interpretation is very close
to meanings obtained by degree modification in the adjectival domain. Size adjectives,
therefore, do not provide evidence in favor of treating the noun idiot and the adjective idiotic
as semantically similar, nor in favour of a nominal counterpart of the adjectival DegP.
Consequently, there is so far no evidence in favour of the existence of a (grammatically
accessible) gradable structure in the lexical semantics of nouns. ‘Gradable nouns’ could be
(re)defined as those nouns that either denote sets of tropes, i.e. objects that have an abstract
size (e.g. idiocy) or are defined in terms of such an object (e.g. idiot).
3.

Epistemic adjectives

A second candidate for a degree expression in the nominal domain is the adjective real (e.g.
He is a real idiot.). Morzycki (2009) proposes that real is an adnominal degree head. In this
section I will show that real is not a degree operator, but rather an adjective with an epistemic
interpretation (an analysis that can be extended to true).
3.1. Distribution
The distribution of real is much wider than the class of nouns one might want to consider
gradable. In addition to type A and type B nouns, as in (26)-(27), which can also be modified
by size adjectives on an apparent ‘degree’ reading, as discussed in the previous section, real
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can also modify nouns used figuratively, as in (28), which cannot be modified by size
adjectives (e.g. a big palace can only have a literal reading: something which is a palace and
big in size), as well as other, arbitrary nouns, as in (29), which only allow the concrete size
interpretation of size adjectives (e.g. a big car is a car which is big in size).
(26) a. He’s a real idiot.
b. “I'm not a salad girl,” she said. “I’m a real eater.”
(27) He showed real courage.
(28) a. Their new place is a real palace!
b. This boy is a real clown.
(29) a. That’s a real car.
b. That’s a real bird.
In addition, the interpretation in all of these cases is not in terms of an object being ranked
high in an ordering with respect to the degree to which a property holds. In fact, the
interpretation seems to be somewhat variable depending on the modifee. What all of the
examples above seem to have in common, however, is that they emphasize that the
individuals in question have the properties characteristically associated with idiots/ eaters/
cars/ birds in the speaker's view. This type of distribution and interpretation disinguishes real
from a regular degree operator.
Before going on to propose an alternative account, however, it must be pointed out that there
are in fact two real adjectives as witnessed by the existence of two different distributional
patterns which correlate with two different interpretations. The first one can be used both in
attributive and predicative positions with the same interpretation (as illustrated in (30) and
(31)), namely as antonymous to fake, a privative adjective which, notoriously, entails that the
objects are not Ns, as well as to other modifiers, such as toy and ‘constitutive material’
modifiers, which also entail that the objects are not Ns, but “representations/ models of N”
(cf. Partee 2009, 2010).
(30) a. Is that a real car or a fake car?
b. This is not a real penguin; it's made of wool.
(31) a. Is that gun real or fake?
b. I don’t care if that fur is fake or real.

(Partee 2009, 2010)

The second one, not antonymous to fake, is the one that is relevant here (see examples in
(26)-(29) above) and will be henceforth called “epistemic real”. Epistemic real can only be
used in the attributive prenominal position, even with nouns that allow the predicative use of
size adjectives. It is, therefore, exclusively non-intersective/ intensional. The relevant
interpretation is not available in the predicative position, as shown in (33).
(32) a. He is a real idiot.
b. He showed real courage.
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[only: not an imaginary person]
[only: not fake/ not pretended]

The same restriction is found in Romance: the epistemic interpretation is only available in the
attributive prenominal position in (34)a, and absent in the postnominal position in (34)b,
where only the “not fake” interpretation is available (Bouchard 2002).
(34) a. un réel besoin
a real need
‘a real need’
b. un besoin réel
a need
real
‘a real need’

[something which is truly a need]
[only: not fake/ not imaginary]

That the two uses of real are indeed distinct is also indicated by the fact that they may be
juxtaposed without this leading to a contradiction:2
(35) Their place is not a real palace, but it’s a real palace!
3.2. Analysis
Partee (2009, 2010) proposes that the adjectives real and fake trigger the coerced expansion
of the denotation of the noun to which they are applied. Thus, while in the absence of a
modifier like fake or real, all guns are understood to be real guns, in interpreting a question
like (31)a and similar examples (cf. (30)-(31) above), the denotation of gun is expanded so as
to include both fake and real guns. This shift enables one to interpret the [A N] predicate in
such a way that both its positive and negative extensions are non-empty (cf. Kamp and
Partee’s 1995 “Non-Vacuity Principle”). Without this coerced expansion, the use of real
would always be redundant. This also allows reanalysing real/fake as subsective adjectives
(similar to e.g. skilful). On such an analysis, it is also no longer unexpected that they can
appear in predicate position (cf. also {John/ This violinist} is skilful.).
I propose that with epistemic real the domain is affected in quite the opposite sense. It is, in
some sense, narrowed down: the speaker divides up the domain normally covered by N into
those objects that, according to him/her, undoubtedly have the properties associated with N
and, hence, fall into the positive extension (real Ns) and those that do not. This is confirmed
by the role of contrast in making perfectly acceptable examples that would sound odd out of
the blue:
(36) a. ?She’s a real eater.
b. “I’m not a salad girl,” she said. “I’m a real eater.”
Epistemic real is relativized to the speaker's beliefs. That is, it is not the case that the object
has in the actual world all the properties it can have in any accessible possible world. When
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Intonation seems to play a role in disambiguating the meaning: the first occurrence of real in (35) carries
heavy stress, while in the second part of the sentence it is palace which is stressed (real may be stressed too, but
less than in the first case).
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different speakers utter a sentence like Now, that’s (what I call) a real car! it may correspond
to different ways of “cutting up” the domain; that is, what makes a real car may differ among
speakers. In other words, x is a real N says that in all of the worlds compatible with the
speaker’s doxastic alternatives x is [in the positive extension of] N. The general semantics of
real is schematized in (37)a, and the satisfaction conditions for real are sketched in (37)b.3
(37) a. [[real]] = λPλxλw. (real(P))(x)
b. ∀w’∈Doxw,Holder[P(x) in w’]
As noted above, epistemic real is an exclusively non-intersective, intensional adjective in the
sense of Siegel (1976); it participates in construing the property that the NP will denote and,
in doing so, it brings in an epistemic component, redefining, in a way, based on the speaker’s
view, what counts as an N.4
Let us now see how this can account for the distribution and interpretation of epistemic real.
Consider, to start with, an example like (38). The speaker emphasizes that the car has all the
properties that cars should have in his/her opinion (e.g. a car with a powerful engine or a big
car, as opposed to a mini smart), i.e. that in all of his/her doxastic alternatives that object is in
the positive extension of car. In an example like (39), which contains a figurative noun, by
using real, the speaker conveys that s/he assumes that the house has all the properties
believed to be associated with palaces, more precisely, in this case, properties stereotypically
associated with palaces. This also shows that real is rather indifferent to the objective,
definitional characteristics that confer actual category membership; the kind of properties that
count are rather properties that merely normally hold of N in view of what people believe, or
expect, an individual of a particular class, nationality, profession etc. to be like, in other
words stereotypical properties. This correlates with the subjective character of real.
(38) a. That’s (what I call) a real car.
b. [[real car]] = λxλw. ∀w’∈Doxw,Holder [car(x) in w’]
(39) a. Their house a real palace.
b. [[real palace]] = λxλw. ∀w’∈Doxw,Holder [palace(x) in w’]
Finally, consider (40), which contains the noun idiot, which had been argued to be gradable.
We can now understand where the apparent degree interpretation comes from: it is simply a
result of the interaction between the epistemic real and nouns like idiot. The set of individuals
who are in the positive extension (i.e. ‘are real idiots’) in all of the worlds compatible with
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I choose to refer to a “holder” here rather than the speaker, because real can be embedded and accepts shifts in
perspective (i.e. it may be non-speaker-oriented).
4
According to Paradis (2003) the use of the adverbial counterpart of real, really, is similarly conditioned by the
speaker’s wish to qualify an expression epistemically with a judgement of truth as perceived by the speaker.
Analyses of real(ly) modifiers as epistemic/evidential have been recently proposed by Constantinescu (2011) for
real and true, and Beltrama & Bochnak (2011) for šemu in Washo, though the latter do not remark on the
‘subjective’ aspect of the modifier (see also McNabb (2012) for a similar view of the Hebrew modifier mamaš,
though cast as a modifier of properties involving the manipulation of contexts). Bouchard (2002) argues that the
prenominal adjective réel in French (cf. (34)) modifies the characteristic function (i.e. the property defining the
noun) and indicates that it applies exactly, that all the properties required by it are verifiable, and that the
authentication is done by the speaker (unlike with an adjective like authentique ‘authentic, genuine’).
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the speaker’s doxastic alternatives are those individuals to which the defining property
undoubtedly applies; this will end up containing the individuals that are intuitively ‘very
idiotic’, as these constitute the clearest cases of idiots.
(40) a. He’s a real idiot.
b. [[real idiot]] = λxλw. ∀w’∈Doxw,Holder [idiot(x) in w']
3.3. Additional advantages and support
There are several additional facts that argue in favour of the analysis of size adjectives and
epistemic adjectives proposed here. Firstly, real is non-gradable, and does not accept degree
modification on the relevant reading (cf. Morzycki 2009):
(41) a. #a {very/ quite/ fairly} real {idiot/ palace/ car}
b. a {very/ quite} real problem

[only: not fake/ imaginary]

While Morzycki (2009) takes this resistance to degree modification as an indication that real
is a degree head, I take it as a direct reflection of its semantics, namely of the fact that the
adjective imposes a non-graded division of the domain; the only relevant distinction is a twoway distinction between those objects that in the speaker’s opinion qualify as N and those
that do not.
Secondly, the analysis of real and true as epistemic adjectives is in accordance with the type
of distinction we find between them: they differ in terms of the type of criteria that play a role
in deciding whether x falls in the extension of [A N], not in terms of scalar information. For
example, while real can modify nouns used in a figurative sense, true cannot, as illustrated in
(42), which may be taken to indicate the fact that while x is in the extension of real N if,
based on subjective criteria/ the speaker’s opinion, it is a clear-cut case of an N, with true N,
x falls in the positive extension if, based on objective criteria, it is a clear-cut case of an N
(for more data see Bolinger 1972, and for more discussion see Constantinescu 2011).5
(42) #Their new house is a true palace.
The third argument concerns adjective stacking: real-type adjectives and size adjectives may
co-occur in this order:
(43) a. un [vrai [gros con/ fumeur]]
a real fat idiot/ smoker
‘a [real [big idiot/ smoker]]’
b. *un [gros [vrai con/ fumeur]]
a
fat real idiot/ smoker
This is predicted to be impossible on a degree analysis, as there is no room for two degree
adjectives to co-occur, syntactically or semantically, in a [A [A N]] structure, as illustrated
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Constantinescu (2011) and Constantinescu, Doetjes & Součková (2011) analyse real and true as evidential
adjectives, treating the difference between them as a difference in the type of evidence on which the speaker
bases his/her judgment.
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below with the structures proposed by Morzycki (2009):
(44)

However, once real is analysed as an epistemic adjective, the co-occurrence and ordering
possibilities follow: epistemic and evidential modifiers generally occur high in the structure,
to the left of other modifiers (cf. Cinque 1994, 2010, Scott 1998, 2002, Laenzlinger 2005
etc.).
3.4. Concluding remarks
In this section, I have shown that the relevant reading of real is not limited to gradable nouns
or to nouns that can be modified by other degree expressions; in addition, the interpretation is
not in terms of degree. Consequently, real is not a degree operator, but an epistemic
adjective. This means that its distribution and interpretation provide no evidence in favour of
the existence of adnominal degree operators.
4.

Implications and conclusions

In this paper I have investigated two case studies that had been argued to constitute evidence
in favour of the existence of gradable nouns and adnominal degree modification, similar to
what is known from the adjectival domain. These case studies have shown instead that
gradability does not seem to play a role in the nominal domain. The distribution of the
modifiers under consideration is much wider than that of regular degree modifiers. The
interpretations obtained, although often very similar to those obtained in the adjectival
domain by means of degree modification, are, however, not arrived at via the type of
semantic operations that degree modification makes use of with gradable adjectives but via
different mechanisms: abstract size modification, epistemic modification. The conclusion that
can be drawn is that nouns, unlike adjectives, do not have a grammatically accessible
gradable structure represented in their lexical semantics (contra Matushansky 2002, Sassoon
2007a,b, Morzycki 2009 etc.).
This conclusion is confirmed by additional facts, such as the distribution of cross-categorial
modifiers like more, less etc. These expressions may combine not only with adjectives, but
also with nouns and verbs, and may be used with degree and quantity meanings:
(45) a. more intelligent
b. to sleep more (than Peter)
c. more wine (than water)/ more books (than pens)
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In the nominal domain, these modifiers cannot be used within the noun phrase to directly
modify the noun and get a degree reading, similar to more idiotic, as illustrated in (46)a; they
only select mass and plural nouns and give rise to quantity interpretations, as in (46)b.
(46) a. *{a/ the} more idiot (than I thought)
b. more idiots (than I thought)

[intended: degree]
[only quantity/ number]

This type of distribution would be puzzling if nouns (like idiot) had a similarly accessible
gradable structure to gradable adjectives (like idiotic); it is no longer so, however, if we
assume that adjectives, but not nouns, introduce the gradable structure on which degree
expressions like more can operate. This distribution also shows where the parallel with
respect to gradability is to be found between the adjectival and the nominal domain, namely
between degree (with adjectives) and quantity (with noun phrases). Assuming a vague
predicate approach (cf. Kamp 1975, Klein 1980, 1982, Larson 1988, Van Rooij 2008, to
appear, Doetjes, Constantinescu and Součková 2011) which defines gradability in terms of
orderings, we can express the grammatical similarity between degree and quantity as follows:
adjectives, but not nouns, introduce orderings at the lexical level; the only ordering that is
grammatically accessible with nouns is that introduced by the part-of relation (with plural
and mass nominal expressions – cf. Link 1983) at a higher level in the DP structure, above
the NP-level (cf. Zamparelli 1998, Heycock and Zamparelli 2005, Schwarzschild 2006).
To conclude, modification by big and real does not rely on the mechanisms involved in
degree modification of adjectives, and provides no evidence in favour of an explicit gradable
structure in the semantics or syntax of nouns that would be parallel to that of gradable
adjectives. More generally, considering the additional facts concerning the distribution and
interpretation of cross-categorial modifiers as well, it can be concluded that nouns do not
introduce orderings lexically. Within a noun phrase, a grammatically accessible ordering may
be introduced by the part-of relation higher in the DP structure, or by explicit modifiers (e.g.
size adjectives). It is their addition that makes comparison, for instance, also possible (e.g.
more idiots, a bigger idiot/ greater courage). Evidence has been provided, instead, in favour
of the existence of instances of properties (tropes) and their relevance for the lexical
semantics of particular classes of nouns and for their composition with particular types of
modifiers (e.g. size adjectives). Thus, while adjectives like idiotic denote sets of individuals
ordered on the basis of their idiocy, nouns like idiocy denote sets (or kinds) of tropes, and
nouns like idiot denote sets of individuals characterized by their idiocy.
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Backgrounding and accommodation of presuppositions: an experimental
approach
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Abstract. Recent research on presupposition has aimed to use techniques of experimental
semantics and pragmatics to cast light on the processes that underlie projection and information
packaging. Relatively little attention has so far been paid to the relation between the diversity of
presuppositions with respect to information packaging and their projection behaviour. In this
paper, we argue that information backgrounding and projection can be seen as closely related
phenomena, and we present an experimental study investigating the behaviour of a variety of
presupposition triggers. We interpret the results as evidence for the psychological reality of at
least one of the theoretical distinctions between presupposition types posited in the literature
(lexical versus resolution presuppositions), and consider their implications for the competing
accounts of presupposition projection.
Keywords. Presupposition; backgrounding; accommodation; experimental pragmatics.
1. Introduction
Within the general field of experimental pragmatics, there has recently been an upsurge of
interest in the investigation of presuppositions (Xue and Onea 2011, Amaral et al. 2011, Smith
and Hall 2011, Chemla and Bott in press). At least two particular strands of research can be
distinguished: one deals with presupposition projection and accommodation, and a second with
the role of presuppositions in information packaging.
Research dealing with presupposition projection aims to ascertain how the information conveyed
by the use of presupposition triggers is integrated into the hearer’s situation model. It is
classically diagnostic of presuppositions, versus other forms of content, that they project from
under the scope of negation – that is, they continue to be conveyed even when their triggers are
sententially negated (Levinson 1983, Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet 1990, among others). For
example, both (1) and (2) are taken ordinarily to convey that John used to smoke, which is the
presupposition associated with the trigger quit.
(1)
(2)

John quit smoking.
John didn’t quit smoking.

However, it is also widely accepted that this form of projection need not take place. It is possible
to continue (2) in a way that is judged felicitous by native speakers, but in which the
presupposition is explicitly denied, as in (3). Crucially, such sentences are more coherent than
explicitly self-contradictory sentences are, which suggests that the presupposition is not
projecting to a global level.
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John didn’t quit smoking, because he never used to smoke.

Examples such as (3) are sometimes labelled instances of “local accommodation”, a term
respecting the semantic analysis in which the presupposition is bound, or satisfied, at a local
level and consequently does not project further (Heim 1983). From a psycholinguistic point of
view, this raises various questions about how hearers process such sentences, such as how they
establish to what level the presupposition should project, and by what procedure the correct
interpretation is ultimately derived. There is at least a superficial parallelism here with the case
of scalar implicature. In that domain, psycholinguistic investigation has similarly aimed to show
how and when non-asserted content is also integrated into the hearer’s situation model: for
instance, whether this occurs by default or only under specific contextual conditions (for a
review, see Katsos and Cummins 2010).
Another way of looking at presuppositions is to consider their use as a technique of information
packaging. From this perspective, content that is presupposed is generally less addressable than
content that is straightforwardly asserted: for example, the hearer cannot directly deny or object
to a presupposition without giving rise to infelicity. This widely-shared intuition underlies the
“Hey, wait a minute” test (Shanon 1976, von Fintel 2004), which exploits the perception that
challenging a presupposition requires a metalinguistic manipulation that would be odd if it were
used to challenge declarative content, as in (4).
(4)

A: Mary found out that John was lying.
B: Hey, wait a minute! John wasn’t lying.
B: ?Hey, wait a minute! Mary didn’t find out.

Note that this test is sensitive primarily to the informational status of the content rather than to
the presence of a presupposition in the sense discussed above. Any content that is not at issue
(Simons et al. 2011) can be objected to with “Hey, wait a minute”, whether this is a linguistically
triggered presupposition or merely a prior commitment of the speaker (see Pearson 2010). For
instance, in (5), it is possible to use ”Hey, wait a minute” to address an assertion that is prefatory
to another. In (6), it seems possible to address the assertion contributed by the first sentence in
this way on the understanding that it is a prerequisite for a further assertion that has yet to be
made. In both cases, the material objected to by B is not a presupposition in the sense of being
linguistically triggered or projecting to a global level.
(5)

A: Bill had left the door open, so I went in.
B: Hey, wait a minute! Bill didn’t leave the door open.

(6)

A: You can overpower the guard, and then…
B: Hey, wait a minute! I can’t do that.

Given the wide variety of techniques available for information packaging through discourse
structure (see e.g. Lambrecht 1994, Ward and Birner 2004) it seems reasonable to assume that
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this is not simply a matter of a binary choice between foregrounded and backgrounded
information, or information that is “at issue” or “not at issue”. Generally, if there is gradience in
this matter, we can ask whether the presupposition triggers available in language differ in the
extent to which they background information.
There are several reasons to expect differences among presupposition triggers in this respect. In
particular, we wish to consider three possible reasons in more detail: the relation between
presupposed and asserted content for different triggers, conceptual differences between subclasses of triggers, and the reliability of the triggers as cues to accommodation. We discuss these
in the following paragraphs.
First, as observed by Zeevat (1992), classes of linguistically-triggered presuppositions differ in
their logical relation to the asserted content of their containing utterances. For instance, in (7),
the presupposition that Rob saw Amy before is logically disconnected from the assertion that is
made, namely that Rob saw Amy today. By contrast, in (8), the presupposition that Elaine is
married is logically necessary for the asserted content of the sentence to make sense.
(7)
(8)

Rob saw Amy again today.
Elaine brought her husband to the conference.

Assuming that it is felicitous to deny a statement by denying its logical entailments, the
presuppositions of (7) and (8) should differ in the extent to which they are backgrounded or not
addressable. Specifically, denying the presupposition that Elaine is married entails the falsity of
(8): whoever Elaine brought to the conference, it can’t be her husband. By contrast, denying that
Rob saw Amy before has debatable consequences for the falsity of (7) – we might accept (7) as
generally or partially true if the declarative portion is true. It is useful to distinguish these with
respect to the notion of Question Under Discussion (QUD). Roberts (1996) introduces this notion
to characterise the question(s) raised in the context, which should be addressed in a felicitous
dialogue continuation. Importantly, she considers a response to refer to the QUD if it entails an
answer to the QUD, implicitly admitting the possibility that this relation might be indirect. Now,
if we take the bald assertion of (7) or (8) to raise the truth or falsity of the relevant foreground
content as the QUD in each case, we see that the presupposition-denying responses to (7) and (8)
do not refer to the respective QUDs equally well. For (8), denying that Elaine is married does
refer to the QUD (by implying that the foreground content is false); for (7), denying that Rob
saw Amy before does not refer to the QUD. Hence there is a clear sense in which the
presupposition of (8) may be more addressable than that of (7).
Secondly, many researchers have posited more elaborate differences between members of the
family of presupposition triggers. Zeevat (1992) posits three classes of triggers: those such as
definite descriptions that involve the retrieval of an entity from the environment; those which
encode preconditions for their main declarative content; and those which involve the retrieval of
an eventuality or entity that was previously salient in the discourse. Zeevat’s underlying
assumption, building on van der Sandt’s (1988) work, is that presupposition triggers are
essentially anaphoric in nature. These classes are distinguished, then, by the extent to which they
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are anaphoric. However, alternative classifications have since been proposed which tend to
cross-cut these class distinctions. Kadmon (2001) argues, based on considerations of projection
behaviour, cancellability and context-dependence, for a continuum of presuppositions. She
proposes that on one end of this continuum we find “hard-core” presuppositions like those of
definite NPs and cleft constructions, i.e. presuppositions that do not disappear easily. Kadmon
considers them to be entailed by the affirmative sentences containing their triggers. On the other
end of the continuum she situates presuppositions that are highly context-dependent and hence
are easily defeasible. This class is not associated with particular triggers; these presuppositions
are preconditions for felicitous utterances in the sense that they must be taken for granted in
interpretation, for example as a premise for a conversational implicature to be calculated. Von
Fintel and Matthewson (2008) consider certain triggers to be more strongly presuppositional than
others. They draw upon the work of Abusch (2010), who proposes a distinction between “soft”
and “hard” presupposition triggers (the former, like discover, exhibiting context-dependence in
their projectivity), and Simons (2006), who argues that items such as too and again serve no
purpose within the sentence other than triggering a presupposition.
The precise implications of these various theories as to the informational-structural effects of
presupposition triggers are complex. One way of assessing the “strength” of a presupposition
trigger would be to measure the extent to which it renders its associated content backgrounded or
not at issue. However, contrarily, if we consider a sentence with too or again, it is immediately
evident that the speaker has gone out of her way to convey a presupposition, in that the trigger is
an entirely optional part of the sentence and could be omitted, potentially also saving effort, if it
was not intended (unlike a main verb such as stop which would have to be replaced). It could be
argued that this invites comment and makes the presupposed material extremely addressable.
Such cases diametrically contrast with cases such as (3), the paradigmatic examples of local
accommodation, in which it could be argued that the use of an expression which happens to be a
presupposition trigger (in this case quit) is often purely contextually motivated (for instance, the
word was used by a prior speaker, or in a loaded question). In (3), the speaker clearly does not
intend to convey a presupposition, but chooses to make this clear by explicitly disclaiming the
presupposition that has been triggered, rather than avoiding the use of the trigger by a
circumlocution. By contrast, if the speaker of (7) did not wish to convey a presupposition, they
could simply have omitted the word again 1. Explicitly including this trigger could be argued to
foreground the associated presupposition to a certain extent.
Thirdly, presuppositions can be exploited to convey information in an assertion-like fashion, by
appeal to the use of accommodation. Lewis (1979), drawing upon the work of Stalnaker (1976),
uses the term to describe the process whereby a sentence felicitously presupposes information
that is not taken for granted in the context. Accommodation may repair misalignment between
speaker and hearer that is due to the hearer not possessing information that is known to the

1

Taken together with the claim of Simons (2006), this account predicts that local accommodation of presuppositions
triggered by too and again is only possible if the presupposition trigger was activated in the prior discourse context
and its reuse serves a metalinguistic function.
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speaker and relevant to the current discourse. However, it is also freely exploited by speakers to
convey new information, as in (9).
(9)

I just found out that Fred is resigning.

Such examples demonstrate a clear tension between linguistic presupposition and backgrounding
effects. Formally, this sentence asserts the speaker’s discovery of a fact and presupposes the fact
(that Fred is resigning). However, addressing (9) to a speaker who is unaware of this fact appears
intuitively to serve the primary communicative purpose of conveying the fact itself, rather than
telling the hearer about the recent change in the speaker’s epistemic state (from not knowing to
knowing). It seems at least as felicitous for a disbelieving hearer to respond “He isn’t!” rather
than “You didn’t!”, thus addressing the presupposed content directly; and, intuitively, the “Hey,
wait a minute!” test does not obviously distinguish (9) from the direct declarative “Fred is
resigning”. It seems clear that the backgrounding effect of (9) with respect to its presupposition
is, at best, extremely limited.
We might further ask whether the propensity of certain triggers or constructions to be used in this
way influences hearers’ expectations about their effect on information structure. (9) might also
be used without appeal to accommodation, in a context in which everyone but the speaker
already knew that Fred was resigning. Similarly, a question such as (10) is ambiguous between a
reading in which the speaker is asking whether the hearer has access to a piece of information
that is already known to the hearer, and one in which the speaker is querying the hearer’s
certainty about this proposition (cf. Perrault and Allen 1980: 168).
(10)

Do you know that Christmas falls on a weekday this year?

Assuming that some presupposition triggers are more commonly exploited in this way than
others, it should be rational for hearers to modulate their expectations about backgrounding
effects accordingly. An optimal rational hearer would understand a trigger as being more or less
likely to be backgrounding its presupposition, according to whether that trigger is more
frequently used to draw attention to information that is already common knowledge, or to convey
new information which should in principle be addressable.
With respect to both dimensions of enquiry – projection and backgrounding – recent research has
made increasing use of experimental semantic and pragmatic techniques (Chemla and Bott in
press, Xue and Onea 2011, Amaral et al. 2011, Smith and Hall 2011). Such approaches mitigate
the risk of allowing our theoretical assumptions to colour our intuitions. Moreover, they enable
us to make quantitative statements concerning such issues as which interpretation is preferred
and to what degree information is backgrounded in a particular case. This fine-grained level of
detail may not be reliably accessible to introspection.
In this paper, we present experimental work that targets the issue of backgrounding and its
relation to typologies of presupposition triggers. However, the method we use also has potential
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implications for analyses of projection behaviour. Before presenting details of our method and
results, we first explore the potential relations between these two strands of enquiry.
2. Local accommodation and backgrounding
Consider again the example (3), repeated here as (11).
(11)

John didn’t quit smoking, because he never used to smoke.

From a formal perspective, this can be analysed as local accommodation: the presupposition of
“quit” is bound locally and does not project to the discourse level. This analysis accounts for the
robust intuitions that the two parts of the utterance cohere with each other, that the content of the
two clauses is not contradictory, and that the coherence does not rely upon the speaker changing
her commitments mid-sentence as in (12).
(12)

John didn’t quit smoking; actually he did, but then he started again.

From the perspective of information structure, we might analyse the utterance of (11) as first
placing the information that “John used to smoke” in the background, and then addressing it.
Given the presence of “because”, we can reconstruct the QUD of the second clause as “why
didn’t John quit smoking?” Then the continuation, explaining that the presupposition of this
question fails, entails an answer to the QUD. Crucially, in this case, it is the ostensibly
backgrounded information that is addressed.
We can contrast this with a case in which local accommodation is seemingly more problematic,
such as (13).
(13)

Rob didn’t see Amy again today, because he had never seen her before.

Once again, information is introduced and backgrounded in the first clause (that Rob saw Amy
before), and then this information is denied in the second clause. Parallel to the previous case, we
might treat “why didn’t Rob see Amy again today?” as the QUD for the second clause. However,
in this case, the presupposition-denying answer does not seem quite so satisfactory: although this
entails the falsity of the claim “Rob saw Amy again today”, it does not touch the claim “Rob saw
Amy today”.
One way to cash out this distinction might be as follows: the speaker of (11) denies that John
gave up smoking, from which it follows that none of the inferences licensed by the claim that
John gave up smoking can be drawn. The speaker of (13) denies that Rob saw Amy again today,
but does not deny that Rob saw Amy today. Hence any inferences relying upon the premise that
Rob saw Amy today, but not relying on the premise that Rob saw Amy before, still go through. It
could thus be argued that the relevance of (13)’s contribution is comparatively limited, and
specifically much less than that of the utterance (14).
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Rob has never seen Amy.

Schematically, it seems reasonable to identify cases of local accommodation as comprising a
similar set of processes to those discussed above. There is necessarily a presupposition trigger,
which upon its occurrence distinguishes what we might loosely call ‘foreground’ and
‘background’ information. However, in all these cases, the background is untrue (or the speaker
does not wish to commit to it), and this must be explicitly indicated in the second clause. Thus
the relevant items comprise a presupposition-triggering clause and a background-addressing
clause.
Based upon this analysis, we might expect information backgrounding and local accommodation
to be related as follows: if the presupposition trigger strongly backgrounds its presupposition (in
the sense of making it unaddressable), this presupposition should be resistant to local
accommodation. Under these conditions, it should be difficult for the speaker to go on to deny
the presupposition in any way that could be judged as felicitous. Correspondingly, from the
hearer’s point of view, the occurrence of the presupposition trigger (taken in conjunction with
expectations about the speaker’s coherence) should be a reliable signal that the presupposition
can project to the discourse level. On the other hand, a trigger that does not strongly background
its presupposition makes it amenable for discussion. For this reason, such content may be more
easily accommodated at the local level. Note that we make no claim here as to the process by
which this takes place, but are referring merely to the ultimate interpretation.
Furthermore, if we consider the presupposition typology of Zeevat (1992), recall that the triggers
in his second category encode preconditions for the declarative content of their corresponding
utterances. We follow him in referring to these as lexical triggers. As argued above, such items
have the property that their falsity entails the falsity of the utterance as a whole. Hence, a
response or continuation that addresses the presupposition of a lexical trigger is automatically
germane to the QUD. We therefore predict that the presuppositions of lexical triggers will be
generally more addressable than the presuppositions of other categories of triggers since lexical
triggers exert weak backgrounding effects, and correspondingly that these presuppositions are
more amenable to local accommodation.
Our experimental work, discussed in the following section, is directed primarily at the issue of
information packaging. From the above argument, we consider that results concerning the
backgrounding effects of presupposition triggers should have implications for the issue of
projection (although we do not attempt to demonstrate this relation empirically in this paper). In
order to interpret our results in this way, we require one further assumption, which we will
briefly discuss and attempt to defend. It is that a presupposition-denying response to a question
involving a presupposition trigger, as in (15), can be glossed as a case of (implicit) local
accommodation.
(15)

A: Did John quit smoking?
B: No, he never used to smoke.
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We make this claim on the basis of a similar argument to that for (11). B’s response is coherent
and does not appear self-contradictory. However, a simple “no” response to a question with a
presupposition can readily be understood as an acceptance of the presupposition, as
demonstrated in classic “loaded questions” such as (16) and (17). In such cases, circumlocutions
are required if the respondent wishes to avoid appearing to accept the presupposition.
(16)
(17)

Have you stopped beating your wife yet?
Do you regret killing him?

Hence, the interpretation of B’s “no” in (15) appears to be “No, it is not the case that John quit
smoking”, or similar. If this is correct, B’s utterance as a whole may be treated as exhibiting
local accommodation, in that B’s apparent initial acceptance of the presupposition is clearly not
intended to project to the discourse level.
Note that, if this analysis is fundamentally incorrect, then the experiment stands as an enquiry
into the effects of certain presuppositions on information packaging. If the analysis is correct,
then we can additionally interpret the results in terms of projection. We further explore the
interplay between these domains in the general discussion.
3. Experiment: Acceptability of agreement/disagreement in case of presupposition failure
In our experiment, we investigated acceptability judgments for responses to polar questions that
contained a range of presupposition triggers. We used four kinds of responses, which can be
considered to form a 2x2 design crossing acceptance or rejection (“yes” versus “no”) of the main
proposition or of the presupposition. These responses involved either (i) responding “yes” and
not denying the presupposition, (ii) responding “yes” but denying the presupposition, (iii)
responding “no” but not denying the presupposition, or (iv) responding “no” and denying the
presupposition. These response types are exemplified for a sample question in (18 and
schematically represented in Table 1
(18)

Did Brian lose his wallet again?
(i)
Yes, he did lose his wallet again.
(ii)
Yes, although he never lost it before.
(iii) No, he didn’t lose it this time.
(iv)
No, because he never lost it before.

Main proposition

Condition (i)
+

Condition (ii)
+

Condition (iii)
-

Condition (iv)
-

Presupposition

+

-

+

-

Table 1: Description of how conditions (i)-(iv) in Experiment 1 manipulate foreground and presupposition. + denotes
positive response, - denotes negative response.
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Our first prediction, based upon general considerations of information structure, was that the
responses directly addressing the declarative or foregrounded content ((i) and (iii)) would be
generally more acceptable than those which directly addressed the presuppositional or
backgrounded content ((ii) and (iv)). In a pilot study (Cummins et al. in press), we demonstrated
this pattern experimentally with simpler materials. However, in that study, the acceptability of
some “foreground-addressing” responses was appreciably below ceiling, which cast some doubt
on the plausibility of the materials in general and rendered it difficult to make generalisations
about the effects of different triggers. Here we aimed to replicate the general pattern of that result
while at the same time rectifying the problems associated with the materials and rendering it
possible to compare triggers with greater confidence.
Based on the proposal of Zeevat (1992), which distinguishes lexical from resolution triggers, we
drew further predictions as follows. Condition (iv) was expected to be more acceptable for
lexical than for resolution triggers, as this involves rejecting the assertion on the basis of
presupposition failure. Conversely, condition (ii) was expected to be more acceptable for
resolution than for lexical triggers, as this involves accepting the assertion despite presupposition
failure. Taking condition (iv) to correspond to the classic case of local accommodation, we thus
expected to show that lexical triggers are more susceptible to local accommodation than are
resolution triggers.
3.1. Materials
56 toy dialogues were used in the experiment. Of these, 32 were critical items and 24 were
fillers. 8 triggers were tested. For each trigger, 4 different questions were created, and each
participant saw each of these questions with a different type of response ((i)-(iv) above). To
avoid effects due to the interaction of individual items with particular response types, four
versions of the experiment were created, in which the matching of item to response type was
permuted.
The triggers tested were as follows: again, continue, only, regret, still, stop, too, and the
comparative construction “X is a better NP than Y”, as in (19). Note that the statement that “Y is
an NP” is presuppositional in this construction at least insofar as it projects from under the scope
of negation, as shown by (20).
(19)
(20)

Is Mary a better doctor than Bill?
Mary isn’t a better doctor than Bill.

Of the other items, continue, regret, still and stop can be regarded as lexical triggers, and again
and too as resolution triggers. Only has a uniquely theoretically contested status which we do not
attempt to adjudicate upon here (but see Horn 1996, Roberts to appear).
The full set of questions used is presented in the Appendix.
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3.2. Participants
20 participants were recruited from the University of Cambridge (mean age 26, range 22-30, 13
were female). All were native English speakers. Five participants were randomly assigned to
each permutation of the experiment.
3.3. Procedure
The experiment was administered on a computer using E-Prime, and responses were logged via
keyboard. For each item, the question and answer were presented simultaneously on the screen,
on distinct lines. Participants were asked to rate “how natural” the question-answer pair was, on
a scale of 1-5, where 1 denoted ‘completely unnatural’ and 5 denoted ‘completely natural’.
Response latencies were also recorded, but these are not analysed in the following, as no attempt
was made to control for the length of the materials, which affects reading times.
3.4. Results
Mean naturalness ratings across the four conditions tested are presented in table 2 (standard
deviations in parentheses).
Trigger
again
continue
only
regret
still
stop
too
comparative
Overall

Condition (i)
(+FG, +PS)
4.50 (0.89)
4.40 (1.19)
4.55 (0.69)
4.35 (1.09)
4.40 (0.82)
4.35 (1.09)
4.10 (1.37)
4.60 (0.75)
4.41 (1.01)

Condition (ii)
(+FG, -PS)
2.15 (1.27)
2.15 (1.18)
1.30 (0.92)
1.55 (1.05)
1.90 (0.97)
1.70 (1.17)
2.95 (1.43)
2.80 (1.36)
2.06 (1.18)

Condition (iii)
(-FG, +PS)
4.50 (0.89)
4.20 (1.36)
4.45 (1.15)
4.70 (0.73)
4.30 (1.26)
4.65 (0.67)
4.10 (1.25)
4.35 (1.23)
4.41 (1.10)

Condition (iv)
(-FG, -PS)
2.70 (1.45)
3.15 (1.31)
2.50 (1.47)
3.55 (1.50)
3.15 (1.53)
2.60 (1.43)
2.35 (1.35)
2.35 (1.18)
2.79 (1.41)

Table 2: Mean acceptability ratings (SDs) for conditions in experiment. +/-FG denotes accepting or not
accepting 'foreground' or main propositional content. +/-PS denotes accepting or not accepting
presuppositional content. All figures quoted to 2 d.p.

Mean naturalness ratings for conditions (i) and (iii) were above 4 for all items under test. We
take this as an indication that the dialogue fragments present were generally acceptable to our
participants, and gave rise to no particular infelicities in their interpretation.
With respect to our first prediction, continuations that did not attempt to address the presupposed
material (conditions (i) and (iii)) were judged numerically more acceptable than those which did
(conditions (ii) and (iv)). As the judgments were on a discrete scale, we compared the pairs of
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conditions by pooling the results from (i) and (iii) and those from (ii) and (iv) and applying a
Mann-Whitney U test. There was a significant preference for the non-presupposition-addressing
continuations for each item (all p < 0.01). The pooled results are represented graphically in
Figure 1.
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2

Fore

1.5

Back

1
0.5
0

Figure 1: Naturalness ratings for foreground- and background-addressing continuations, by trigger. Triggers
are ordered as in Figure 2 (see below).

With respect to our additional predictions, we compared the judgments for condition (ii) with
those for condition (iv) for all triggers. In the case of continue, only, regret, still and stop, there
was a significant preference (all p < 0.01) for condition (iv) – that is, the “no, because”
condition, in which the question is answered in the negative on the grounds of presupposition
failure. In the cases of again, too and the comparative construction, there was no significant
preference between conditions (ii) and (iv). There was a slight numerical preference for
condition (iv) in the case of again and a slight numerical preference for condition (ii) in the case
of too and the comparative.
The results for conditions (ii) and (iv) across triggers are presented graphically in Figure 2.
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4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5

No, because...
Yes, although...

1
0.5
0

Figure 2: Results for conditions (iv) and (ii), respectively "No, because..." and "Yes, although..." across
triggers. Triggers are arranged in order of decreasing preference for condition (iv) from left to right. The
first five differences are each significant at the 0.01 level.

3.5. Discussion
The results of our experiment first show that the preference for foreground-addressing over
background-addressing dialogue continuations can be documented in this type of naturalness
rating task. Our participants robustly preferred responses in which the presupposition is not
challenged over those in which it was, and this pattern applied for every trigger tested.
Based on the pattern exhibited in Figure 1, it is tempting to speculate that certain presuppositions
exhibit stronger backgrounding effects than others, based on the apparent variation in the
differences between the naturalness of foreground- and background-addressing responses.
However, we wish to be very cautious in making this claim. First, there is also variability in the
acceptability of foreground continuations, which is not theoretically predicted and may reflect
some participants’ perception of mild infelicity in some of our materials. This clearly may
influence the size of the difference between foreground and background ratings. Secondly, as
shown in Figure 2, there are very considerable differences between the two background
conditions for some of the triggers under test, and any conclusions based upon an attempt to
average these conditions should be treated with caution. That said, we do not consider that the
variability exhibited in Figure 2 casts any doubt on the preference for foreground-referring
continuations in general: note that the most acceptable background continuation (3.55 for regret
in condition (iv)) is judged less natural than the least acceptable foreground continuation (4.10
for too in conditions (i) and (iii)).
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Turning to our additional predictions, we note that there is a significant preference for condition
(iv) over condition (ii) for all the lexical triggers under test, namely continue, regret, still and
stop, as well as the theoretically contested only. Conversely, there is no significant preference for
one condition above the other for the non-lexical triggers again and too or for the comparative
construction. Some caution is appropriate in contrasting a difference that is significant with one
that is not significant, as this difference is itself not necessarily meaningful. However, it is
striking that the partition between the triggers on the basis of this significance result falls exactly
as predicted on the basis of Zeevat’s (1992) typology.
For the lexical triggers, as predicted, failure of the presupposition is regarded as sufficient reason
to reject the utterance (or in this case to answer “no” to the question as a whole) in a coherent
dialogue. Numerically speaking, it is quite striking that such a rejection is also regarded as
plausible for the non-lexical items. It appears superficially that the difference between the lexical
and non-lexical triggers in fact resides primarily in the judgments of condition (ii), which are
generally higher for the latter of triggers. If this is indeed the locus of difference, it would be
more accurate to say that, for the non-lexical triggers, presupposition failure is not a grave
enough problem to warrant rejection of the utterance. Given the choice of a “yes” or “no”
response to a question with a false presupposition, participants appear more willing to tolerate a
“yes” when the presupposition is resolutional than when it is a prerequisite for the main
declarative content. This result is hardly surprising, but it is encouraging to note that it is
amenable to empirical verification.
4. General discussion
This study suggests that, first and foremost, it is possible to apply an experimental approach
involving the naturalness rating of mini-dialogues to investigate the psychological correlates of
presuppositions. From this perspective, this work fits into the burgeoning category of empirical
approaches to presupposition, information packaging and projection. It succeeds in validating the
intuitions that presupposed content is less addressable, and that among presuppositions a
distinction should be made between lexical and resolution presuppositions in the sense of Zeevat
(1992). Moreover, it shows that notions such as addressability are readily quantifiable by
experimental methods, which contributes to the task of placing theoretically and introspectively
motivated categorisations of presuppositions on a sound empirical footing.
Much work remains to be done, and both the theoretical discussion in section 1 and the analysis
of our results in section 3 of this paper give some indication of the scope of the task. In the first
place, we note that numerous further distinctions have been proposed between members of the
class of presupposition triggers. Although our investigation was particularly targeted at the
lexical/non-lexical distinction, our results are quite compatible with a view in which the triggers
tested in fact belong to numerous distinct classes, or in which they are located at points of a
continuum of triggers (distinguished for instance by strength of backgrounding effects, or by
considerations related to the probability of projection). However, our study was a broad one,
using relatively few distinct items for each trigger, so any attempt to distinguish individual
triggers within this study runs into difficulties. We cannot, for instance, be entirely confident that
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the set of contexts tested is equally representative of the usage of each trigger; the variability in
the judgments of foreground-addressing responses suggests that our items may not be perfectly
balanced. To do justice to an individual trigger, such as only, we would wish to consider a much
wider range of contexts for this particular item, and compare the results to a correspondingly
broad-based analysis of other triggers.
A further relevant consideration for future work is the variability that we document between
triggers in their backgrounding effects. This raises important questions about the generalisability
of experimental findings in this domain. If the distinction that we support between lexical and
non-lexical triggers is robust, then it is quite possible that a study using only lexical triggers (or
only resolution triggers) will draw conclusions that do not generalise to the full set of
presupposition triggers. Similarly, our own study exhibits this limitation at a finer level of
granularity: if there are in fact subcategories within the general category of “lexical triggers” that
are not represented among our items, it is quite possible that these will exhibit different
behaviour to that which we have documented. Given the lack of a single, general and
uncontroversial theory of presuppositions, it is not really feasible to establish what constitutes a
“representative” sample of triggers to study. In the absence of such a theory, experimental work
should proceed with caution, in the hope rather than the certainty that the findings obtained will
generalise to materials other than those tested.
With these caveats in place, we conclude by returning briefly to the topic of projection and
accommodation. We argued earlier that condition (iv) in the study corresponds to a case of local
accommodation. If this is so, then the variable acceptability of (iv) across triggers suggests that
these can be more or less amenable to the local accommodation (or, pre-theoretically, the nonprojection) of their presuppositions. This is particularly the case for lexical triggers such as
regret, which yielded particularly high naturalness ratings for the “no, because…” response
which denied its presuppositional complement. There appears to be variation even between
lexical triggers in this respect, however.
It may appear that we are leaping to conclusions by supposing that the gradience in
backgrounding effects can be interpreted as gradience in projection/accommodation. In
particular, the existence of the former is perhaps more intuitive than the existence of the latter
(see examples (9) and (10) above). However, it is our contention that these experimental
materials involve implicit local accommodation. If this is correct, and at the same time local
accommodation is not a gradient phenomenon, we might have expected ratings to be consistent
across triggers despite any differences in backgrounding. That is, if a “no, because” response is
felicitous if and only if the presupposition is locally accommodated, and all triggers are equally
amenable to local accommodation, then the acceptability of such a response should be identical
for all triggers. That this is not the case suggests (subject to the caveats above concerning the
dangers of comparing individual triggers within this study) that some presupposition triggers are
systematically more amenable to local accommodation than others.
If interpreted in this way, our results have implication for theories of projection, in two particular
respects. Recall that presupposition projection can broadly be treated in two rather distinct ways:
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either using a dynamic semantic approach, typically drawing upon the work of Heim (1983), or
using a pragmatic approach, first considered by Stalnaker (1976). A live debate in this area
concerns whether there is a preference for global accommodation, and if so, whether that is a
semantic attribute or some kind of pragmatic default (Chemla and Bott in press). A related
question is how general this hypothesised preference is, across the full range of presuppositions
and triggers. Our results suggest, in the first place, that there are striking differences between the
behaviour of distinct triggers, particularly between members of the lexical and resolution classes.
This casts doubt on the viability of a unified approach in which all presupposition triggers
receive a broadly similar semantic or pragmatic analysis.
Secondly, the existence of gradient effects in information backgrounding suggests a role for
contextual factors: it seems inevitable that discourse participants will use knowledge about
common ground, QUD, etc. in order to understand to what extent a particular proposition is
addressable. If this gradience goes across to the domain of projection, as we argue, it strongly
suggests that context may also be playing a central role in determining projection behaviour.
Methodologically, this implies that we should explore the possibility that differences in triggers’
projection behaviour could be attributable to pragmatic factors, such as aspects of their typical
distribution, before we resort to positing a multiplicity of semantic accounts to accommodate
these differences. Of course, it remains possible that there are indeed profound differences
between triggers that need to be captured at the level of semantic analysis. Much more empirical
work must be done, with both deeper and wider coverage, before these matters can be
adjudicated with any confidence on the basis of psycholinguistic data.
5. Conclusion
We have aimed to illustrate the potential of experimental work to cast light on aspects of
linguistic presupposition behaviour that have long been contested in the literature. Our research
represents a small step in this direction, and enables us to identify some of the many challenges
that this complex phenomenon poses. However, it also moves us towards a clearer view of how
diverse strands of research in this area might fruitfully be brought together. By enhancing our
understanding of how presuppositions are exploited and processed by speaker and hearer, we
may be able to inform and constrain theories of the logical or computational processes that
underlie this behaviour.
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Appendix
Test questions
Did John stop smoking?
Did Mary stop attending the course?
Did Elaine stop going out with Bill?
Did Ed stop playing golf?
Does Vicky continue to read novels?
Does Toby continue to watch films?
Does Margaret continue to give blood?
Does Pete continue to chair the committee?
Did Ben regret arguing with his boss?
Did Fiona regret buying the house?
Did Tracy regret giving up her job?
Did Colin regret moving to France?
Is Liz a better teacher than Bob?
Is Mike a better pianist than Barbara?
Is Tanya a better driver than Mark?
Is Harry a better historian than Georgina?
Did Lee make only one phone call?
Did Amy sing only one song?
Did Richard write only one letter?
Did Esther take only one exam?
Did Brian lose his wallet again?
Did Sandra miss her bus again?
Did Robin forget his keys again?
Did Helen arrive late again?
Did Ian win a prize too?
Did Isabel pass the test too?
Did Jake score a goal too?
Did Joanna get upset too?
Does Laura still live in London?
Does Susan still work as a model?
Does Julian still go to church?
Does David still write plays?
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Filler questions
Are any of John's friends at home?
Did Ben pass any of his exams?
Did Tom eat any of this pizza?
Has Julia seen any Almodovar films?
Did Susan visit all her relatives in Manchester?
Will Ian teach all of John's lectures in his absence?
Has Craig opened all his Christmas presents yet?
Did Mike invite all his classmates to the party?
Who has interviewed the suspects?
Who is advising our client?
Who is narrating the school play?
Who is preparing the report on climate change?
Who is available to represent the company at the exhibition?
Who has surplus provisions to distribute?
Who is available to interview prospective students?
Who has pictures of the suspects to show the press?
Is Mary's favourite candidate doing well in the polls?
Is Mary doing OK with her PhD?
Did Peter do well in the exams he had to take?
Was the Prime Minister’s talk received well?
Did the company manage to drastically reduce costs?
Has the new agricultural policy been effective?
Does Hilary have a chance for a medal?
Can the government show that they really care about refugees?

On counting and measuring events

Marta Donazzan — Université Paris Diderot/ CNRS 7110
Abstract. This paper discusses the issue of the ontology of the verbal domain with respect to
empirical phenomena related to countability. I will take up the issue by discussing in particular the
case of Mandarin Chinese, a language that has a specific functional category for counting in the
verbal domain, the category of Verbal Classifiers (VCls, Paris (2011, 1981); Fassi Fehri and Vinet
(2008), among others). I will show that verbal classifiers, as event counters, cannot be conflated
with durative modifiers, which have the function of bounding the predicate by imposing a measure
unit. Rather, VCls are functional devices which act as classifiers of verbal predicates that single
out and count the individuals in the denotation of the VP.
Keywords: verbal classifiers - countability - events and occasions - Mandarin Chinese
1. The issue
In the linguistic literature of the last thirty years, aspectual modifiers have been directly linked to
the issue of the mereology and ontology of the domain of eventualities.1 In the attempt at organizing
verbal predicates into distinct aspectual classes, linguists and philosophers based the classification
on different semantic properties, such as cumulativity, homogeneity, (a)telicity or dynamicity, or
on clusters of them, whose definition often depend on tests of modification by aspectual PPs and
their interpretation (see a.o. Smith (1991); Krifka (1998); Rothstein (2004, 2008)). More recently,
it has also been argued that iterative modifiers like n times-phrases in English are not PPs nor NPs,
but rather classifier phrases of events (Doetjies, 1997; Landman, 2006); on the basis of this evidence, the event domain has thus been endowed with individuals of different sorts, individuals and
groups.
The Chinese counterpart of English aspectual modifiers such as durative in- and for-phrases and
iterative time-expressions is, in either case, a ‘bare’, non prepositional phrase.2 Given their constrained distribution in post-verbal position and their complementary distribution with respect to
most nominal internal arguments, these non-prepositional phrases have been considered syntactic
complements of the verb rather than adverbial adjuncts (Huang, 1982). As for their semantics, a
distinction is generally drawn between durative phrases (1-a) and frequency phrases (1-b).3 The
latter are called in some Chinese grammars ‘Verbal Classifiers’ (VCl).
1

Many thanks to Carmen Sorin, Lucia Tovena and the members of the PLU research group of the Labex EFL
project for valuable help and suggestions. Special thanks also to Ana Müller and the students and researchers of the
Universidade of São Paulo, the Universidade Federal do Paraná and the University of Nantes, as well as to the audience
of Sinn und Bedeutung 17, for their precious comments, which helped me refine and sharpen my thoughts. I would
also like to warmly thank my Chinese informants, and especially Huang Xiaoliang, Sun Hongyuan and Li Yan, for
sharing their intuitions on the data with me.
2
See Paris (2006); Lin (2007), a.o., for a semantic and syntactic description of durative temporal modifiers.
3
Cf. e.g. Li and Thompson (1981); Sybesma (1999).
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a.
b.

Wo deng-le [liang ge xiaoshi/ ban tian].
I wait-ASP two CL hour/ half day
I waited for two hours/ for a long time.
Wo qu-guo Xianggang [liang tang] .
I go-ASP Hong-Kong two VCl
I went to Hong Kong twice.

In a recent paper, Paris (2011) challenges this semantic distinction, showing that at least some VCls
are comparable to duratives not only for their distribution but also for their interpretive constraints.
On this basis, she proposes to distinguish two groups of VCls, that she dubs ‘strong’ and ‘weak’
VCls, whose interpretation depends on their different aspectual properties as VP modifiers. My
aim here is to show that a more fine-grained analysis is possible. I will claim that VCls, as event
counters, are a homogeneous functional category, and that their interpretive differences can be
explained by appealing to two criteria:
(i) the semantic content of the VCl head, that divides VCls into two groups according to the type
of individual unit they count;
(ii) the structural properties of the domain of denotation of verbal predicates, that determines in
some cases their interpretation as durative expressions.
In a more general perspective, the goal of the present inquiry is twofold.
On the one hand, my aim is to give an insight into the linguistic ontology of the event domain, by
considering event modifiers that have the function of measuring and of counting atomic units. The
possibility of counting is directly linked to the existence of sortals (see e.g. Grandy (2007)), and as
such it is a key to the understanding of the linguistic ontology of the domain of denotation of natural language predicates. On the other hand, languages differ in the way countability is expressed,
making use of specific lexical and functional devices to encode plurality and the mass-count disttinction. Cross-linguistic variation has been studied extensively in the nominal domain, but recent
works on pluractionality and adverbial quantification show that there may be variation also in the
way plurality is expressed in the event domain (Cusic, 1981; Newman, 1990; Xrakovskij, 1997;
Müller and Sanchez-Mendes, 2007; Cabredo-Hofherr and Laca, 2012). In this respect, then, this
study is also intended as a survey into cross-linguistic variation; my aim will be to take a first step
towards an empirical generalization by considering the expressions of countability of events across
languages.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, I will first introduce the empirical data about
Chinese Verbal Classifiers, and discuss their grammatical and semantic properties, drawing on the
account given also in previous analyses. I will focus in particular on the issues raised by the recent
analysis by Paris (2011). In section 3, I will introduce the theoretical framework in which I will
develop my own analysis. I will then come back to Chinese classifiers, and show how the empirical
problems find a solution in a framework that links the aspectual and structural distinctions in the
denotation of verbal predicates to the ontological status of events.
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2. Mandarin Verbal Classifiers
The category of Verbal Classifiers in Chinese grammars and linguistic studies does not coincide
with the definition generally given in the typological literature (Aikhenvald, 2000; Mcgregor,
2002). In typological studies ‘verbal classifiers’ are intended as ‘noun categorization devices’,
used to ’signal the presence of a surface NP’ (Aikhenvald, 2000, p.162). Noun categorization devices are realized by paradigmatic suppletive verbal forms or expressed on the verb phrase through
a variety of constructions, described sometimes as noun incorporation structures (see (2) from
Mayali) or cases of affixation ((3), from Terêna).
(2)

ga-rrulk-di
an-dubang
3NP-CL:TREE-stand Cl3-ironwood.tree
An ironwood tree is there ( Lit.: there-is-tree an ironwood tree).

(3)

oye-pu’i-co-ti
cook-Cl:round-THEME-ProgAsp
He is cooking (round things).

Chinese VCls, as it will appear shortly, do not have the primary function of subcategorizing the
verbal predicate with respect to its thematic argument; instead, they are used to express iterativity
or to count the occurrences of the events denoted by the VP. More generally, in Sinitic and SouthAsian Languages, VCl can be considered a grammatical class, distinct from bound morphemes and
from nominal predicates.
To start with, while all NPs in Chinese can be counted only by means of nominal classifiers (NCl,
see (4-a)) and may otherwise appear bare (4-b), VCl can and must be directly preceded by a
numeral in all cases : they cannot appear bare (5-b) and do not need NCls (5-a).
(4)

a.
b.

(5)

a.

Wo chi-le yi *(wan/cai) fan.
I eat-ASP one (NCl/NCl) food
I ate a *(bowl/serving of) food.
Wo chi-le fan.
I eat-ASP food
I ate (food)/ I had a meal.

Wo chi-le yi kou
I eat-ASP one VCL
I ate a mouthfoul (of food)
b. ??Wo chi le kou
I eat ASP VCl
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VCl can also cooccurr with bare NPs in post-verbal position, as in (7-a); despite their apparent
similarity with nominal classifiers when occurring in this position, they do not form a constituent
with the NP, as shown by the impossibility of extraction or extraposition of the Numeral-VCl-NP
string (Paris, 1981).
(6)

a.
b.

(7)

Wo chi-le [yi kou/ji kou] (fan).
I eat-ASP one VCl/few VCl (food)
I ate a/few mouthful(s) (of food).
Wo xiang mai [yi ben] shu.
I want buy a NCl book
I want to buy a book.

a.

Wo chi-le fan [yi kou/ji kou].
I eat-ASP food one VCl/few VCl
I ate a/few mouthful(s) (of food).
b. */??Wo xiang mai shu [yi ben].
I
want buy book one NCl

A final point concerns the lexical subcategorization properties of VCls. Even if, as I will show,
VCl should be analysed as functional devices that count events, their label as ‘classifiers’ is in some
sense justified by the fact that they show a certain degree of lexical specialization for the verbal
phrase with which they occur. In other words, VCls seem at first sight to establish lexical classes
of event types. The same degree of lexical specialization is found also in the nominal domain,
and indeed VCls present some analogies with nominal classifiers in this respect. The parallel
between NCl and VCl in term of selectional properties is evidenced in (8) and (9). Both NCls in
(8) and VCls in (9) are restricted, in distribution, to lexical classes of predicates, which have been
tentatively defined on the basis of shared physical properties, in the case of nominal predicates
denoting non-abstract individuals, or, for verbal predicates, of types of actions or activities (e.g.
motion verbs vs. psychological verbs).
(8)

a.
b.

(9)

a.

Waimain you yi *tiao/zhi mao.
outside have one NCl/NCl cat
There is a cat outside.
Waimain you yi tiao/*zhi she.
outside have one NCl/NCl snake
There is a snake outside.
Zhangsan kan-le
Luotuo Xiangzi san bian/*tang.
Zhangsan read-ASP Camel Xiangzi three VCl
Zhangsan read Camel Xiangzi three times.
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Zhangsan qu-guo Xianggang san *bian/ tang.
Zhangsan go-ASP Hong-Kong three VCl
Zhangsan went to Hong Kong three times.

Accordingly, as in the case of nominal classifiers, both the lexical and the functional properties
of VCls have been subject to inquiry in previous studies.4 In this paper, I will be interested only
in the functional properties of VCls as event counters; it will probably turn out that the lexical
classification they seem to imply can be derived from their aspectual use.

2.1. Paris (2011): ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ classifiers
Paris (2011) offers a minute examination of the interpretive and distributional properties of verbal
classifiers based on a wide empirical coverage. The study establish two distinct classes of VCls by
making use of two closely related semantic criteria, which can be summarized as follows.
[1] Enumeration The first criterion that sets apart ‘strong’ VCls from ‘weak’ ones is the possibility of enumerating multiple occurrences of events. ‘Strong’ VCls can be preceded by numerals
referring to any natural number and even by quantifiers (10),(11);‘weak’ ones can refer only to a
minimal instance, and accept only the numeral yi, ‘one’ (12).5
(10)

Zhangsan kan-le
ni [yi yan/ san yan/ ji yan.] (65)
Zhangsan watch-ASP you one VCl/ three VCL/ few VCl
Zhangsan casted a glance at you (once/three/several times).

(11)

Zhangsan kan-le
ni [yi ci/ san ci/
ji ci.]
Zhangsan watch-ASP you one VCl/ three VCL/ few VCl
Zhangsan looked at you once/three times/several times.

(12)

Zhangsan ma-le
ni [yi dun/ *san dun/ *ji dun.] (72)
Zhangsan scold-ASP you one VCl/ three VCl/ some VCll
(Zhangsan scolded you once).

[2] Interpretation The durative vs. iterative interpretation is the second criterion that distinguishes
4

See, among others, (Shao, 1996; Bisang, 2010) for the ’classificatory’ properties, and (Chao, 1968; Paris, 1981;
Fassi Fehri and Vinet, 2008; Paris, 2011) for syntactic and semantic analyses.
5
Examples with bracketed numbers on the right are adapted from Paris (2011), to which the numbering refers. In
addition to VCls, Paris (2011) also discusses verbal reduplication patterns in Chinese, an issue that we do not address
here.
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the two groups of VCls. While ‘strong’ classifiers count the (multiple) number of occurrences
of an event and thus yield an iterative reading, as shown by (10) and (11), the interpretation of
‘weak’ classifiers, which may single out only a single occurrence, ends up being in most cases a
durative one. When applied to a verbal predicate, ‘weak’ VCls signify that it holds for a time span
of arbitrary duration, which is usually understood to be quite short.
As pointed out by Paris, this difference is nicely illustrated by the ambiguity of the VCl xia, which
can be used both as a ‘strong’ (13-a) and as a ‘weak’ VCl (13-b).
(13)

a.

b.

c.

Zhangsan qiao-le
yi xia/ liang xia men.
Zhangsan knock-ASP one VC/ two VCl l
door
a. Zhangsan knocked one/two strike(s) at the door.
b. ??Zhangsan knocked for a while at the door.
Zhangsan deng-le yi xia/ *liang xia.
Zhangsan wait-ASP one VCl/ two VCl
a. #Zhangsan waited once.
b. Zhangsan waited for a while.
Zhangsan tui-le
wo yi xia.(34/81)
Zhangsan push-ASP me one VCl
a. Zhangsan pushed me once.
b. ??Zhangsan pushed me for a while.6

Paris (2011)’s conclusions is that the denotation of VCls should be linked to ‘the aspectual properties of the predicate they are in construction with’: they may denote either count VCls (‘strong’
classifiers: xia in (13-c), ci in (11)) or measures on the temporal interval of the event (‘weak’
classifiers: xia in (13-b), dun in (12)). The two groups of VCls thus have distinct semantic and
functional content: according to Paris (2011), ‘strong’ VCls have the function of bounding the
predicate by introducing an endpoint, thus creating a telic event; ‘weak’ ones only bound the predicate by delimiting a a sub-interval, being in this sense similar to durative modifiers.
While I acknowledge the important insights in Paris’ work, and I do share with it the intuition that
VCl are aspectual in nature, I will defend here a unified analysis for VCls as functional items. In
my view, VCls are different from durative phrases. Durative phrases are better analysed as measure
functions on the temporal trace of the eventuality, whereas VCls are in all cases classifiers of the
verbal predicate, which are used to single out and count individuals in its domain of denotation.
My proposal will thus be different: VCls do not bound the predicate, but rather make accessible
to counting bounded units that count as individuals in the domain of denotation of the predicate.
The interpretive differences between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ VCls, I will claim, are due to the type of
individual they count, and, to a certain extent, to the structural properties of the VP.
6

This interpretation is OK for Paris (2011), but is judged wierd or almost impossible by some of my informants,
who say that ’tui yi xia is a momentaneus action’.
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3. Ways of counting events
One piece of empirical evidence for positing the existence of different units for counting in the
event domain can be seen in the distinct interpretations of sentences like (14) below.
(14)

John knocked at the door twice.

The sentence in (14) can denote in principle two distinct propositions. It can be true that John
knocked twice either if John gave exactly two knocks at the door, or if John stroke an undefinite
number of knocks at the door two times. The first situation can be a subcase of the second one, but
the sentence should not be interpreted only as vague, since its interpretation in fact depends on the
interpretation of the verbal predicate.
The verb ‘to knock’ in (14) is a semelfactive predicate (Smith, 1991; Rothstein, 2004). Semelfactives are ambiguous with respect to the predicate type to which they belong, since they can be
interpreted either as unbounded activities or as telic events. The ambiguity of (14) is then inherent
to the semelfactive predicate, and does not depend on the adverbial expression. The sentence in
(15) presents the same ambiguity with respect to a single occurrence of a telic event (John stroke
one knock at the door) or of a single instance of the activity of knocking.7
(15)

John just knocked at the door.

In its activity reading, the predicate of (15) is bounded aspectually, without being inherently telic.
If the predicate is shifted to an imperfective form, under the the telic interpretation it does not resist
the inference from (16-a) to (16-b) (John did not strike one knock, but stopped in the middle of
action); under the atelic activity interpretation, as expected, it does.
(16)

a.
b.

John was knocking at the door at t.
→ John knocked at the door at t’ < t

Therefore, semelfactives like to knock in English are ambiguous between two interpretations, as
activities or as (pluralities of) telic events. Iterative adverbials like two times preserve the ambiguity: it seems that they can count either two telic events of knocking or two atelic occurrences of
the activity of knocking, which are identified as distinct occurrences through aspectual bounding.
The question then is the following: are telic events and bounded activities two different types of
units counted by the iterative adverbial expression? In the following, I willl claim that, for counting purposes, they are indeed considered different types of units: atomic units in the event domain
7

Let’s assume that, even if verbal predicates are born cumulative, telic perfective VPs like (15) denote singular
events, cf. Ferreira (2005).
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can be counted either on the basis of the inherent atomic structure of the event or through their
temporal trace, as aspectually bounded intervals of time.
In the following, I will develop an analysis of VCls in Chinese to explore this hypothesis. I will
show that, in Chinese, the two counting strategies can be performed by distinct VCls. It will also
appear that the atomic events in the denotation of verbal predicates can be more or less vague,
and that vagueness has a consequence for the identification of individuals and for counting.This
conclusion echoes the generalization, drawn from the study of plurality and countability in the
nominal domain, that not all the units in a discrete domain are directly accessible to counting, and
that counting is related to the existence of cross-contextually stable atomic units (Rothstein, 2008;
Chierchia, 2010).

3.1. Countable units in the domain
3.1.1. Events
I will assume that the domain E of eventive predicates is a count domain (Dowty, 1979; Rothstein,
2004), cf. (17), and that there is a functional relation between eventualities and time which corresponds to the temporal trace of the event, that is, the interval within which the event unfolds
(Link, 1987; Krifka, 1998). Under this view, individual events should be defined both by a verbal
property and by their temporal trace, which is a bounded interval of time.
(17)

If [[VP]] ∈ E
∃[ ∈ [[VP]] ∧∀’[’v ∧ ’∈[[VP]] → ’= ]]

all eventive VPs have in their denotation at least one event which has no other event as proper part

Their temporal and internal structure divide eventive predicates into different classes with respect
to atomicity and countability.
Accomplishments and achievements are sortal predicates that denote by themselves the atoms in
their domain. Achievements are atomic in virtue of their temporal structure, which is limited to a
minimal interval of change; accomplishments, on the other hand, are construed as atomic wholes
by adding linguistic information that creates a telic event. In this case, it is the complex structure
of the event, which may be seen as a concatenation of events of different types, such as a process
and a change of state (Rothstein, 2004), that makes the telic event as a whole different from any of
its proper parts.
Activity predicates, on the other hand, have an extended temporal structure and no specified telos.
Following Dowty (1979), I will define the atomicity of activities with respect to the onset (O) of
the activity, that is, the minimal unit in their denotation that establishes the predicate as a specific
activity-type. In the definition in (18), minimal units are related to temporal intervals via the trace
function τ (Krifka, 1998).
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∀ ∈ [[P]] : O(τ ()) iff P(τ ()) & ∀’[(τ (’)) ⊂ O(τ ()) → ¬P(τ (’))]

for all the events in the denotation of an activity predicate P, an interval O can be considered the
onset of e iff the property P can be applied to O and no proper subpart of O can be characterized
by the same property P

The onsets of activities, as Dowty (1979) pointed out, are in most cases vague and undefined. This
is the case of predicates like running: even if in a particular situation we are able to evaluate if it
is true or false that the activity in which John is involved is an activity of running, we probably
woouldn’t be able to define the minimal temporal extension sufficient to qualify John’s motion as
running, that is, the minimal interval that may correspond to the onset of the activity of running.
And yet, there must be a proper sequence of movements by John, and maybe a minimal distance
covered by him, in order to qualify his motion as running.
More recently, Rothstein (2004, 2008) discusses the case of semelfactives, which, she proposes,
should be viewed as activities that have lexically accessible and well-defined onsets. The onsets
of semelfactives correspond to individual events that can be directly counted and which are not
vague. In this framework, the ambiguity of the sentence (14)/(19) can be explained exactly as
an ambiguity that derives from the unit that the adverbial time-phrase takes as indivudual unit
for counting. The (a)-interpretation obtains when the adverbials counts the minimal events in
the denotation of the activity of knocking, whereas the (b)-interpretation results from counting
occurrences of the activity of knocking, which may include one or more minimal events.
(19)

John knocked at the door twice.
(a) John gave two knocks at the door.
(b) John knocked at the door twice, each time for a few minutes.

In the case of activities that have lexically undefined or vague onsets, counting with time-expressions
only apply to the level of the whole activity, and not to the minimal events in its denotation. What
(20) says is that last week John has been involved in the activity of running two times, but, since
the onsets of running are vague atoms, we do not know how many minimal events of running are
included in each of the two intervals.
(20)

John ran twice last week.

The example in (14) may therefore turn out to be a good example in order to show the existence
of minimal events in the denotation of activities of the semelfactive type. The question now is to
determine what is the time-adverbial counting in (19)b and in (20).
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3.1.2. Occasions
One of the claims that I will defend in this paper is that, in the ontology of language, the event
domain can be sorted into entities of more than one type. This claim is not new to the semantic
literature. It has been suggested several times that the nominal domain should include entities of
more than one sort. Alongside with atomic individuals, Link (1983) introduced the type of plural
individuals in the nominal domain. Pluralities whose atomic members are not accessible and which
count as units for the purpose of counting have been given a distinct sortal as atomic entities of
their own (Landman, 1989). In a more recent work, Landman (2006) proposes explicitely to extend
the notion of ‘group’ or ‘complex’ atom also to the event domain.
One of the first studies that mentions the existence of complex atomic units in the domain of eventualities is probably the work by Cusic (1981). Cusic (1981), in informal terms, provides evidence
for the existence of a second type of unit besides events, which he calls occasion.8 Occasions are
made of singular or plural events, and are introduced as a distinct unit for counting purposes; their
existence is induced in particular by the scope relations between adverbial expressions, as in (21),
which may be a true proposition in a situation where John knocked twice at the door in at least two
distinct occasions.
(21)

John knocked at the door twice again.

More recently, Landman (2006) put forward a similar proposal, which is formalized in a neoDavidsonian framework. According to Landman, numerical time-expressions such as two times
have the type of indefinite predicational NPs that act as counters in the domain of eventualities.
Counting is an operation of group-formation (GRIDDING), performed by an intensional operation
↑, which is triggered by the time-adverbial.The intensional operation of gridding creates complex
individuals in E by mapping pluralities of events into groups; groups, being atomic individuals by
their own, can be identified and counted.9
My proposal matches to certain extent the informal intuition of Cusic (1981) and the essence of
Landman’s proposal. I agree with Landman (2006) that counting at a superodinate level, which
may include pluralities of (minimal) events, is performed through a type-shifting into an intensional
individual, but I would like to propose that the intensional dimension that is relevant for construing
complex individuals is given in particular by time. Occasions or groups of events are mapped into
individuals through their temporal trace, as convex intervals of time.
8
See also Donazzan (2008), Tovena (2012) for discussion. Cusic (1981) also intriduces a third type of unit, below
the event level, which he calls phase. I will not dicuss phases here, since they are dubious as sorted entities (Tovena,
2010, 2012).
9
More precisely, if the domain E of eventualities is of type e then the time-expression triggers the shift from e into
↑e, and the type-shift of the predicate from <e,t> to <↑e,t>. The denotation of [[time]] is then that of a modifier, the
identity function <<↑ e, t >, <↑ e, t >>.
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This choice is motivated by two considerations. First, in most languages as in English, timeexpressions can count also occurrences of stative predicates (22), which, by assumption, cannot be
interpreted as pluralities of events.
(22)

John has been absent three times this semester.

Secondly, assuming that time-expressions count intervals of time may turn out to be an easier
way to account for the vagueness of activity predicates. Mapping two instances of running into
two distinct temporal intervals is possible also disregarding the accessibility of atomic units in
the denotation of the predicate; accordingly, two intervals of running counted by the classifier
expression do not need to have the same extension nor to include the same number of minimal
events within their boundaries.
I will borrow from Cusic (1981) the label occasion to name these complex individuals, and I will
provide a formal definition for them as individualized intervals of time (23).
(23)

Let T be the set of t ordered by ≥
ω is a non-empty interval on T and
∀ω, ω1 ∈ T [∀t [t ∈ ω → |t| > 1] & ω 6= ω1 iff ¬(ω ◦ ω1 )]

occasions are identified as minimally extended and non-overlapping intervals of time

Whether we should consider occasions as distincts ontological primitives or as a by-product of
applying the classifier to the predicate, the existence of a complex unit in the domain is attested by
empirical evidence in a number of unrelated languages and probably cannot be reduced only to a
scope-effect (Landman, 2006; Tovena, 2010, 2012). In the following, I will show that occasions
are part of the ontology of natural language, at least as far as counting eventualities is concerned.
The evidence will be provided by the fact that Mandarin Chinese seems indeed to have two distinct
categories of verbal classifiers for counting occasions and events.
4. Back to Chinese VCl
4.1. Two types of Verbal Classifiers
In section 2.1, drawing on the descriptive generalization provided by Paris (2011), I introduced
the main interpretative and semantic difference that divides VCls into two semantic classes. The
two groups are formed on the one hand by VCls that can count the multiple occurrences in which
verbal predicates are instaciated and therefore receive an iterative interpretation, and, on the other
hand, by VCls that cannot count more than one occurrence and yield, in most cases, a durative
reading.
Paris (2011) proposes that the two groups have distinct semantic properties: ‘strong’ classifiers
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are classifiers proper, which create telic events, whereas weak classifiers are like measures on the
temporal interval of the event: they bound the predicate by delimiting a subinterval. The proposed
semantic distinction is consistent with the empirical difference with respect to enumeration and
counting: weak VCls cannot count events, because subintervals established on the basis of a arbitrary interval of time do not correspond to events. However, this proposal also has the disavantage
of splitting the functional category of classifiers in two, by suggesting that some VCls do not act
as classifiers as for their semantic contribution.
My hypothesis is, on the contrary, that VCls are in all cases classifiers of events, but that they sort
out entities in two ways: either by singling out minimal units in the denotation of verbal predicates
or by making use of the temporal dimension of eventualities, sorting units through their temporal
trace.
More specifically, let’s assume that the domain of eventualities is sorted into three types: events
(), states (s) and occasions (ω). States are true of points of time, whereas events and occasions,
by assumption, are true of extended intervals of time, i.e. intervals that include more than one
point of time. VCl may thus be seen as atomic functions of two distinct types: they can either
‘package’ predicates which are true of intervals into predicates that are true only of extended
intervals (predicates of occasions), or they may sort out the atomic units in a count domain, being
similar, in this sense, to classifiers or plural markers that apply to count predicates in the nominal
domain.
Let’s suppose that English time-adverbials are interpreted as ‘packaging’ VCls, or OccasionRelated VCl (OR-VCl). When applied to a predicate like walking, the OR-VCl yields a predicate
[[time WALK]] which is true of occasions of walking.
(24)

OR-VCl (P) = {ω : ω(P) = 1}

Event-related verbal classifiers (ER-VCl), on the other hand, are atomic functions that sort out the
minimal units in the denotation of P(25). The ER-VCl applied to [[WALK]] yield a predicate which
is true of minimal events of walking.
(25)

ER-VCl (P) = { : P() & ∀1 [1 ∈ P &1 ≤  → 1 = }

On this basis, I will propose a different analysis to explain the empirical data concerning Chinese
verbal classifiers:
(i) ’strong’ classifiers, despite their apparent similarity with respect to enumeration and in interpretation, are not an homogeneous semantic group: they modify a verbal predicate by sorting two
distinct types of atomic units, OCCASIONS vs. EVENTS proper;
(ii) ’weak classifiers’ belong to the group of event classifiers, and the properties that distinguish
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them from the ’strong’ ones in the same group depend on the aspectual properties of the VP to
which they apply.
In other words, ‘strong’ classifiers, which permit to count and yield iterative interpretations, can be
both ER-VCl or OR-VCls; ‘weak’ VCls, on the other hand, are a subset of ER-VCls. I will show
that I will further propose that the difference with respect to counting, which motivates the ‘weak’
vs. ‘strong’ distinction, depends on the accessibility of individual units in the denotation of the
verbal predicate, under the assumption that only non-vague, stable units can be properly counted:
the impossibility of counting and the durative interpretation that ‘weak’ ER-VCl convey are due to
the structural properties of the eventive predicate to which they apply.

4.2. Occasion-related and event-related classifiers
The assumptions concerning the domain of denotation of eventualities expounded in section 3.1,
and the semantic account that I sketched for verbal classifiers in the preceding section, lead to a
certain number of predictions concerning the distribution and interpretation of Mandarin VCls.
OR-VCl, which count eventualities by mapping the running time of the event onto an extended
temporal intervals, should be able to take scope over ER-verbal classifiers, but the contrary should
not be possible. VCls that belong to the semantic group of OR-Verbal Classifiers in Mandarin
behave on several respects like time-expressions in English. They are always ‘strong’, no matter
which is the predicate they combine with. Moreover, they can count pluralities of events. In
other words, when modifying activities or semelfactives, OR-verbal classifiers can count multiple
occurrences of the overall activity (26-b), and can enter in scope relations with ER-classifiers
(26-c)-(26-d).
(26)

a.
b.

c.
d.

Wo yi ci
neng xie san ge zi.
I one ORVCl can write three NCl character
I can write three characters at once.
Wo qiao-le
san ci
men.
I knock-ASP three ORVCl door
I knocked three times at the door (each time giving a underspecified number of
strikes)
You yi ci,
Zhangsan tui-le
wo ji xia.
have one ORVCl Zhangsan push-ASP me few VCl
Once Zhangsan pushed me several times.
You san ci
Zhangsan kan-le
ni ji yan. .
have three ORVCl Zhangsan watch-ASP you few VCl
(Three times Zhangsan casted a few glances at you.)
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The definition of ER-VCls, on the other hand, is that of atomic functions that single out the minimal
instance of an event in the denotation of an eventive verbal predicate. It follows that VCl can apply
only when:
(i) the event denoted by P is not already defined as an atomic whole, i.e. if the domain of denotation
of P has accessible atomic units and
(ii) the predicate has an extended temporal structure that provides the means to identify the minimal
events in its denotation.
Accomplishments and achievements are already construed as atomic wholes, and they cannot be
further measured with respect to their atomic components: as predicted, only OR-VCls can apply
to these predicates.10
On the other hand, activities are countable with respect to their minimal onset, but, as discussed
in section 3.1, we may expect that onsets do not correspond in all cases to countable atomic units.
When applied to activities with accessible atomic structure (semelfactives, activities measurable
on a specific onset or dimension), ER-VCl single out the minimal events in the denotation of the
predicate. In this case, ER-VCls behave like ‘strong’ VCl, in the sense that they can count multiple
occurrences of events and therefore yield an iterative reading.
(27)

a.
b.

Wo kan-le
ni yi yan/ liang yan/ ji yan.
I watch-ASP you one VCl/ two VCl/ few VCl
I wtached you one/two/a few times.
Wo ti-le
yi jiao/ liang jiao/ ji jiao.
I kick-ASP one VCL/ two VCl/ few VCl
I gave one/two/a few kick(s)

When applied to activities that do not have a well-defined atomic structure, ER-VCl single out
atomic units which are by themselves not countable. In this case, applying a ER-VCl yield a vague,
temporal interpretation, which corresponds to the minimal temporal interval of instanciation of the
event. Moreover, , ER-VCls behave like ‘weak’ VCl with respect to counting, since vague atoms
are not accessible as countable units (29).
(28)

a.
b.

10

Wo deng-le yi xia.
I wait-ASP one VCl/ VCl
I waited for a while.
Wo ma-le
ta yi dun.
I scold-ASP him one VCl
I gave him a scolding.

Paris (2011) offers some examples of ‘weak’ VCls applying to predicates that may be classified intuitively as
achievements. The native speakers that I tested are not really sure of their judgements about these examples; some
say that they look more like idiomatic expressions, others question the impossibility of counting multiple occurrences,
given appropriate contexts. I leave the isssue of achievements for further scrutiny for the moment.
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(29)

c.

Wo feng-le yi xia.(5)
I sew-ASP one VCl
I sewed for a while.

a.

Wo deng-le yi xia/*liang xia.
I wait-ASP one VCl/*two VCl
Wo ma-le
ta yi dun/*liang dun.
I scold-ASP him one VCl/*two VCl
Wo feng-le yi xia/*ji xia.
I sew-ASP one VCl/few VCl

b.
c.
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Following this analysis, the different interpretations of the ER-VCl xia, (cfr. (13-a)/(13-b), repeated
below) can be explained not as an ambiguity of the VCl itself, but as depending on the temporal
structure of the predicate it combines with.
(30)

a.

b.

Zhangsan qiao-le
yi xia/ liang xia men.
Zhangsan knock-ASP one VC/ two VCl l
door
a. Zhangsan knocked one/two strike(s) at the door.
b. ??Zhangsan knocked for a while at the door.
Zhangsan deng-le yi xia/ *liang xia.
Zhangsan wait-ASP one VCl/ two VCl
a. #Zhangsan waited once.
b. Zhangsan waited for a while.

Activities like qiao ‘to knock’ and deng ‘to wait’ have both atomic onsets, but the onset of a waiting
event is vague. Accordingly, the VCl xia, which can apply to both VPs, singles out in (30-b) an
uncountable minimal event of waiting, which is interpreted as a minimal temporal interval.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, I propose a semantic analysis for the grammatical category of verbal classifiers in
Mandarin Chinese, which I analyze as functional words that single out individual units in the verbal domain on the basis of the aspectual structure of the predicate. I show that, as a semantic and
functional category, VCls in this language should be distinguished from temporal measure functions to the extent that the units singled out by VCls count as individuals in the denotation of the
verbal predicate. In this sense, the discrete units do not correspond to a measure on the temporal
trace of the event, but to events and occasions, which may be considered individual entities of the
domain.
The second goal of my study was to provide an insight on the structural property of verbal predicates and on the notion of atomicity across lexical categories. The consequence of the proposed
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occasions

events
countable O non-countable O
ω-Related VCl
-Related VCl
xia1 ,jiao, bu
xia2
STRONG

WEAK

countable

uncountable

Table 1: Verbal classifiers and countability
analysis is a new classification of classifiers which is not based on the difference with respect to
counting or measuring, but depends on two features: the type of unit that the classifiers single
out (OCCASIONS and EVENTS) and the accessibility of the unit to counting. As shown in table 1,
it appears then that countability, i.e. the possibility of counting and of construing a plural set of
individual entities, cuts across the two groups of OR- and ER-verbal classifiers.
This conclusion nevertheless meets Paris (2011)’s intuition that strong classifiers form a autonomous
group insofar as they share the common property of applying to countable units. As has been
claimed also with respect to the nominal domain (Chierchia, 2010; Landman, 2011), countability
seems to be related, also in this case, to the vagueness of atoms, which can be uncountable also in
a discrete, atomic domain.
The empirical evidence provided by Chinese then suggests at least two generalizations. To start
with, the existence of VCls in Chinese supports the hypothesis of the existence of a functional category of VCls, which may be expressed by a dedicated grammatical category in some languages.
Chinese is particularly intetersting, moreover, because, as it is well-known, it possesses overt functional classifiers also in the nominal domain. It has been suggested in the literature that Chinese
nominal classifiers should also be divided into the two groups of ‘packaging’ and ‘atomizing’
functions.11 This parallel then underlines the similarieties and differences between the nominal
and verbal domain and the relevance of functional items to individuating entities and to counting.
Secondly, the analysis of ‘weak’ classifiers as atomizing functions that apply to discrete domains
with uncountable atoms supports the hypothesis of the cognitive (non-)accessibility of vague units
to counting, which may be confirmed also in the verbal domain.
Both of these generalizations should, of course, be put under scrutiny by proceeding to further
cross-linguistic inquiry. We may expect that languages differ in the way they map universal functional categories, and that there may be a way in which semantic variation is parametrized (Chierchia, 1998). In this respect, a comparative analysis of Chinese and pluractional or number-neutral
languages seems to be a promising line of research.
11

See Cheng and Sybesma (1999), who call the two types of NCls ‘mass classifiers’ and ‘count classifiers’, respectively.
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Evaluative Adjectives are Davidsonian States
Antonio FÁBREGAS — University of Tromsø
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Rafael MARÍN — CNRS (UMR 8163)/Université Lille 3
Abstract. The aspectual properties of evaluative adjectives (EAs), such as brave and cruel,
have been the object of a vivid debate, as they pattern with individual-level predicates (ILP)
with respect to the interpretation of bare subjects and their inability to function as depictive
adjuncts but, like stage-level predicates, they can have an episodic reading. In addition to this,
among adjectives they exhibit exceptional aspectual properties, such as taking the
progressive. In this paper, we concentrate on EAs in English and Spanish and argue that they
can be characterised as Davidsonian-states, that is, stative event predicates. However, since
EAs alternate clearly between two distinct readings–suggesting that the event is not part of
the adjective’s lexical entry (unlike D-state verbs such as sleep or wait)–we analyze them as
ILPs with the ability to predicate of two sorts of subject: an individual or an event. In the first
case they behave like ILPs, in the second they exhibit all the aspectual properties associated
with eventive predicates.
Keywords: evaluative adjectives, individual-level, stage-level, events, states
1.

Introduction

There is no consensus with regard to the semantic/aspectual value of so-called evaluative
adjectives (EA), exemplified here for English (1) and Spanish (2):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

brave, careful, clumsy, considerate, courteous, cowardly, crazy, cruel, cunning, dumb,
farsighted, foolish, generous, humble, idiotic, impudent, intelligent, kind, masochistic,
mean, nice, noble, polite, rude, sadistic, selfish, silly, skilful, stupid, thoughtful, wise.
cruel ‘cruel’, cuidadoso ‘careful’, patoso ‘clumsy’, considerado ‘considerate’, cortés
‘courteous’, valiente ‘brave’, tonto ‘stupid’, generoso ‘generous’, modesto ‘modest’,
maleducado ‘rude’, prudente ‘cautious’, audaz ‘bold’, molesto ‘obnoxious’.
Jeanne is foolish.
Jeanne is often foolish.

Following Carlson (1977), EAs are commonly analysed along the lines of individual-level
predicates (ILP) denoting a generic, habitual or otherwise permanent property (3). The
difficulty with this initial assumption is that EAs appear with an episodic interpretation in a
variety of contexts (4), which often leads to (or at least suggests) the conclusion that EAs
should be treated as stage-level predicates (SLP) (Lakoff 1966; Martin 2008), or as both SLPs
and ILPs (Stowell 1991), or that EAs–and only EAs–can combine with an agentive/eventive
copula (Partee 1977; Geuder 2002).
The range of previous analyses is indicative of the special status of EAs, yet the extent to
which this is so is not necessarily evident from a survey of the literature. One of the objectives
of this study is to apply a battery of tests to EAs. The result will show that, within the lexical
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category of adjectives, there is a set of properties that only EAs have. In the remainder of this
section we classify EAs with respect to the data that point to an ILP analysis (§1.1), a SLP
analysis (§1.2) and, finally, those that suggest that EAs do not pattern neatly with respect to
the individual/stage distinction (§1.3). In §2, we complement the preceding data by showing
that EAs are the only group of predicative adjectives to pass the standard tests for eventivity
and argue for a Davidsonian-state analysis (Maienborn 2005) (§2.1). In doing so, we (i)
propose that EAs have an ILP lexical entry and that the event variable is picked up
derivationally and (ii) reassess Maienborn’s treatment of the denotation of adjectives (§2.2).
In §3, we present our analysis, arguing that EAs alternate in the sort of subject they take:
when they take an individual-denoting subject, they behave like an ILP; if instead they take an
event-denoting subject, they are representationally parallel to verbal D-states such as sleep
and wait, and we explain why, aspectually, EAs can behave like event-denoting verbs. In §4,
we compare alternative accounts.
1.1.

EAs as ILPs

The classic tests were rooted in the observation that predicative adjectives could be divided
into two classes based on whether or not they allow there-insertion (Milsark 1974; Carlson
1977):
(5)
(6)

a. Several policemen were available.
b. There were several policemen available.
a. Several policemen were Spanish.
b. *There were several policemen Spanish.

These data were used to draw the distinction between state-denoting SLPs (5) and propertydenoting ILPs (6). EAs pattern with ILPs in this respect (7).
(7)

a. Several policemen were brave.
b. *There were several policemen brave.

Moreover, since the structure of Carlson’s ontology allows stages to be recategorised as the
individual sort–but not vice-versa–the former class of predicate is predicted to have more
readings than the latter. This prediction is confirmed with respect to the interpretation of bare
plural (8) and indefinite (9) subjects. While ILPs only have a generic interpretation (8b, 9b),
SLPs have a generic and an existential (8a, 9a):
(8)
(9)

a. Doctors are available. (∃ (SL)/∀ (IL))
b. Doctors are well-read. (*∃/∀)
a. A doctor is available. (∃/∀)
b. A doctor is well-read. (*∃/∀)

In this context, EAs again behave like ILPs:
(10) a. Doctors are patient. (*∃/∀)
b. A doctor is patient. (*∃/∀)
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A third test. SLPs function as depictives (11). Neither ILPs (11), nor EAs (11) do:
(11) a. Peter arrived {angry/drunk/sick}.
b. *Martha arrived {French/old/tall}.
c. *John arrived {brave/cruel/modest}.
Finally, verbs such as consider or judge only accept ILPs. EAs are also accepted by these
verbs:
(12) a. ??Peter is {considered/judged} {angry/drunk/sick}.
b. Martha is {considered/judged} {French/old/tall}.
c. John is {considered/judged} {brave/cruel/modest}.
This section outlined some tests that have motivated the individual/stage distinction and
justify classifying EAs as ILPs. In the next section we will see data arguing the opposite.
1.2.

EAs as SLPs

Episodic adverbs such as sometimes/always/often have been argued to pick out SLPs and
exclude ILPs (13). Kratzer (1995) analysed this contrast as Vacuous Quantification. On that
proposal, the temporal quantifier requires a spatiotemporal variable in its restrictor, but ILPs
do not have one (13b).
(13) a. John is {sometimes/always/often} {angry/drunk/sick}.
b. #John is {sometimes/always/often} {French/old/tall}.
c. John is {sometimes/always/often} {brave/cruel/nice}.
When-clauses cut the cake the same way, with EAs patterning with SLPs:
(14) a. When John is drunk, he is really drunk.
b. #When John is tall, he is really tall.
c. When John is cruel, he is really cruel.
A third test. Perception verbs take SLPs as their complements (15a), not ILPs (15b). Fernald
(1999) notes that, with perfective aspect in the matrix clause, EAs are fine (15c). We add that
if the copula is overt (15c’), they are perfect:
(15) a. I have seen Tim {drunk/naked/angry}.
b. *I have seen John {tall/old/French}.
c. I have seen Lyle clever (on several occasions).
[Fernald 1999: 54, (35a)]
c’. I have seen Lyle be {brave/clever/pedantic} (on several occasions).
The data in this section and the last show that EAs break both ways with respect to wellknown tests: EAs seem equally well-classified as ILPs or SLPs.
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Exceptional behaviour among adjectives

This situation is complicated by other phenomena which involve EAs and, to the best of our
knowledge, no others. First, EAs are the only adjective class that takes the progressive
systematically (16a). Prototypical ILPs and SLPs lack this property on a non-coerced reading:
(16) a. John is being {modest/rude/silly}.
b. *John is being {Malian/old/tall}.
c. *John is being {angry/sick/drunk}.
Second, EAs accept modification by agent oriented adverbials such as on purpose or
deliberately (17). They also combine with verbs such as to convince, to force, to oblige or to
persuade, which evidence the intentional character of the subject (18), and they allow the
imperative (19). No other adjective class displays this pattern without a meaning shift.
(17) a. John has been {cruel/obnoxious/rude} on purpose.
b. Martha has been deliberately unfaithful to her husband.
(18) a. Astérix convinced Obélix to be {careful/nice/obnoxious}.
b. Abbott convinced Costello to be unfaithful to his wife.
(19) a. Don’t be {obnoxious/pedantic/rude}!
b. Be {generous/nice/smart}!
Third, in Spanish, EAs license the adjectival complement con ‘with’ that is interpreted as
introducing the entity towards which the behaviour is directed (20). This interpretation is not
otherwise allowed by this preposition, which is normally comitative (21a) or causal (21b).
(20) Juan fue cruel con su padre.
Lit. Juan was cruel with his father, ‘Juan was cruel to his father’
(21) a. Juan vino con Luis.
‘Juan came with Luis’
b. Con las prisas, Juan olvidó las llaves.
Lit. With the haste. Juan forgot the keys, ‘In a rush, Juan forgot his keys’
There are three other properties that single out EA copulative sentences. EA predicates can be
bound by anaphoric to happen expressions, which require the presence of an event (22a vs.
22b).
(22) a. John was extremely rude to his father in the kitchen. This happened shortly before
most of the guests arrived.
b. John was extremely anxious for the whole afternoon. ??This happened shortly after
he realized he had forwarded a confidential e-mail to all of his contacts.
Second, they are welcome in pseudo-cleft constructions with the dummy verb do (23a). No
other adjective class allows it (23b).
(23) a. What John did at the party was (to) be extremely obnoxious (to all his father’s
guests).
b. ??What John did at the party was (to) be extremely {nervous/tall}.
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Last, it is a well-known property of English that the morphological present tense does not
refer to a temporal point in the present if the verb is eventive. Instead, the progressive form is
used (24a). If the predicate does not contain an event, the morphological present tense is fine
(24b,c).
(24) a. John {is reading/*reads} (right now).
b. John {*is knowing/knows} French (*right now).
c. The bag {*is weighing/weighs} 1 kg (right now).
Copulative sentences containing EAs have the same restriction (25a vs. 25b,c).
(25) a. John {is being /*is} cruel to Mary (right now).
b. Jeanne {*is being/is} {tall/old/Malian} (*right now).
c. Jeanne {*is being/is} {sick/tired/nervous} (right now).
1.4.

Summary of the results thus far
Diagnostics
a) There insertion
b) Existential reading of bare NP/indefinites
c) Depictives
d) consider, judge
e) Episodic adverbs (whenever, often, etc.)
f) Complement of perception verbs
g) Progressive form
h) Agentive modifiers
i) Affected object reading with con
j) This happened
k) What pro did was...
l) Present tense in a present reading

ILP
–
–
–
+
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
+

SLP
+
+
+
–
+
+
–
–
–
–
–
+

EA
–
–
–
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
–

In (a-d) EAs pattern with ILPs. In (e-f) with SLPs. In (g-l) with predicates of events. With
respect to the traditional ILP/SLP distinction the data pattern in §1.1 and §1.2 is difficult to
appraise because EAs seem to go both ways. Nevertheless, the tests from §1.3 do form a
unified class: they are standard for probing for an event variable, and in this domain EAs
behave uniformly like predicates of events. In §2 we will see more confirming data and
reassess the character of the stage-level tests. Once that is done, it will be clear that EAs do
not behave like SLPs at all, but alternate between an individual-level and an eventive reading.
2.

EAs as D-states

EA compatibility with the progressive is one of the main cues that lead some authors (Arche
2006; Marín 2010) to propose that EAs have a dynamic component which is lacking in other
adjectives. This property, combined with the possibility of an agentive reading, strongly
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suggests that they can contain an event somewhere in their representation, thus explaining
why EAs pass eventivity tests that have been associated with stage-levelness:
a)
b)

The event provides temporal quantifiers with a spatiotemporal variable.
The event licenses EAs as complements of perception verbs.

Nevertheless, closer inspection of these two tests shows that clear examples of SLPs do not
function as complements to perception verbs on the intended reading when the verb is overt:
(25) I saw John (to) be tired in the kitchen.
Without ‘to’, (25) is ungrammatical and with it, the meaning of ‘see’ changes to ‘notice’. On
standard assumptions, the perception verb test is sensitive to eventivity, yet the status of (25)
militates against concluding that SLPs have a spatiotemporal variable. Meanwhile, that both
EAs and SLPs are compatible with temporal quantifiers supports the conclusion that both
predicate classes contain a temporal variable for the quantifier to bind. But, we are not forced
to conclude that both EAs and SLPs must contain the same kind of variable. If we consider
again the results from section 1, there is a pre-theoretical three-way split among predicative
adjectives: EAs, SLPs and ILPs, with EAs oscillating between an eventive and an individuallevel character.
In §2.1 we show that, indeed, EAs pass a number of other accepted eventivity tests that
suggest that an event is somehow involved. We take EAs’ consistent behaviour with respect
to eventivity tests to be a significant fact. For this reason, in this paper we explore a quasi-Dstate analysis of EAs (Maienborn 2005). D-states are stative predicates analysed as containing
a spatiotemporal variable in their representation (26), in opposition to Kimian-states, which
are semi-abstract entities with only a temporal dimension. K-states lack the spatial axis of
Davidsonian events. Analyzing EAs as D-states accounts for the set of properties exhibited in
§1.3, which follow if there is an event present somewhere in the argument structure of the
predicate. To give an example, just like EAs, predicates classified as D-states allow for the
progressive form (27).
(26) [[sit]] = λxλe[sit(e) & theme(e,x)]
(27) a. John is {sitting/sleeping/waiting}.
b. The cat is lying down.
c. The lamp is glowing.
With respect to the three-way split in the data presented above, Maienborn’s conception of Kstates seems to capture prototypical SLPs perfectly. In fact, for Maienborn, adjectives can
only be K-states, while verbs are not restricted in this way. In §2.2, we build on Engelberg’s
(2005) arguments that Maienborn’s view of adjectives is untenable. But first, we introduce
further evidence pointing to the presence of an event.2
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Due to the limited scope of this paper, we cannot pursue a full justification for maintaining grammatical
distinctions between predicative adjective classes, contra Maienborn. In what follows, we assume that different
classes exist, limiting our remarks to what is necessary for the current discussion of the properties of EAs.
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EAs behave like D-states

It is generally accepted that events have at least three ontological properties (Maienborn,
2005):
a)
b)
c)

They are perceptible.
They can be located in space and time.
They can vary in the way they take place.

From these properties a set of eventuality diagnostics can be derived:
(i) Eventive expressions can be infinitival complements of perception verbs.
(ii) Eventive expressions combine with locative and temporal modifiers.
(iii) Eventive expressions combine with manner adverbials, instrumentals, comitatives, etc.
D-states are those predicates that–while satisfying the Subinterval Property and, thus, being
classified as states–pass tests related to these properties, as they–unlike K-states–contain an
event. We have already seen that EAs are acceptable as complements of perception verbs:
(28) a. I saw John be/being rude to Mary.
b. I heard this really mean girl be/being obnoxious to him.
(cf. “This really mean girl keeps being obnoxious to me”, Google )
(29) a. *I saw John be/being happy (with Paul).
b. *I heard this really mean girl be/being angry (at Joey).
c. *I saw Pete be tired.
Second, eventive verbs and D-states allow for locative and temporal modifiers. EAs do as
well.
(30) a. John was rude yesterday at his parents’ place.
b. Mary was nice this morning at the meeting.
EAs also allow for manner modification.
(31) a. Max was elegantly modest at the reception last night.
b. John Galliano was abrasively forthright.
c. George Bush was unflinchingly belligerent.
(32) a. *Max was elegantly {angry/drunk/French/sad/tall/tired/young} at the reception last
night.
b. *John Galliano was abrasively {angry/drunk/French/sad/tall/tired/young}.
c. *George Bush was unflinchingly {angry/drunk/French/sad/tall/tired/young}.
Lastly, in addition to taking the progressive, both D-states and EAs allow a habitual present
tense interpretation (Dowty 1979):3
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In saying that EAs can have an event argument and an agentive subject, the conclusion could be drawn that
EAs are dynamic (Arche 2006; Marín 2010). However, as many other D-states (i), they do not show signs of
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(33) a. Peter (usually) {sleeps/waits} (in the corridor).
b. Martha is (normally) {cruel/honest/nice} (to her employees).
The sum of these properties points strongly to the presence of an event in the structure of the
predicate. This would involve considering EAs on a par with D-states, that is, as predicates of
events. However, there are different ways to implement this idea. We can see two of them:
a)
b)

The event variable is part of the adjective’s lexical entry.
The event is associated with the adjective through composition.

In the next section, we discuss why the first is problematic. In §3 we will explore the second
in depth.
2.2.

Against including the event in the lexical entry

To start with a representation as neutral as possible, the semantic representation in (34) has
the event argument as part of the adjective’s lexical entry, in parallel with eventive verbs (26).
(34)

[[A]] = λxλeλP[P(e) & theme(x,e)]

The representation, as desired, is one of D-states. However, this solution has two immediate
shortcomings. First, it fails to address the interpretative alternation: we have shown that EAs
alternate neatly between either an individual-level property reading or an eventive reading. In
contrast, D-states don’t alternate in this exclusive fashion. Although D-states can be
interpreted as generics (35), on this reading they are still interpreted as a (generic) relation
between individuals and events, while the generic reading of an EA only attributes a property
to an individual (36). In other words, while (36) says that Jeanne is/was a modest person, (35)
does not simply mean something like Jeanne is/was a sleeper, but that there is/was some
relevant regularity between events of sleeping and Jeanne. We interpret this as an indication
that EAs can be detached from their event variable, but verbal D-states cannot.
(35)
(36)

Jeanne {sleeps/slept} (in the corridor).
Jeanne {is/was} modest.

Second, including the event in the lexical entry raises morphological complications. If EAs
were just like verbal D-states, the question of why EAs in languages like English and Spanish
can be adjectives and nouns–but never verbs–would be intractable. Stipulating that these
adjectives cannot be used as verbs even optionally–even though they are both identical
lexically–because of some morphosyntactic quirk would be a brute force characterisation that
would break an analytically and theoretically desirable isomorphism between syntax,
morphology and semantics. Taken together, these semantic and morphological arguments
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
dynamicity, understood as change through time, as illustrated by their inability to combine with adverbs such as
slowly, gradually or little by little, which are oriented to the progression of an action (ii):
(i)
(ii)

a. *Jeanne {slept/was sleeping} {slowly/gradually/little by little} (in the car).
b. *Jeanne {waited/was waiting} {slowly/gradually/little by little} (in the hall).
*John {was/was being} {brave/foolish/modest/rude} {slowly/gradually/little by little}.
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converge on the second option listed above–the one in which there is no event in the EA
lexical entry.
Now, we are in a position to discuss Maienborn’s treatment of adjectives. Maienborn
proposes that all predicative adjectives have the lexical entry of simple properties of
individuals (37a). They then combine with the copula, whose function it is to introduce the Kstate argument (37b). Verbs, on the other hand, are unrestricted: they can be K-states (38) or
have an event variable in their lexical entry ((38) being a D-state entry). Furthermore, the
ILP/SLP distinction is argued to be orthogonal to the K-state/event classification. Thus,
Maienborn proposes a dichotomy that runs along morphological lines: verbs can be of various
sorts, but adjectives are uniform. And not only are they uniform–they do not contain any
eventuality variable (in the broad sense) at all.
(37)
(38)
(39)

a. [[A]] = λxλP[P(x)]
b. [[be]] = λxλzλP[z	
  ≈	
  [P(x)]]	
  
[[V]] = λxλzλP[z	
  ≈	
  P(x)]
[[V]] = λxλeλP[P(e) & theme(x,e)]

This last point has already been questioned by Engelberg (2005). Considering the range of
typological variation with respect to grammatical category and copulas, Engelberg suggests
that separating the state variable out from the adjective’s lexical entry is difficult to maintain.
One reason among many that he discusses is that it leads to undesirable cross-linguistic
ontological variability. For instance, there are many languages which essentially lack the
adjectival category. A consequence for a theory that posits a state-variable introducing copula
is that predicates with the same meaning will be categorized differently. So, languages in
which ‘adjectives’ surface morphologically as verbs will have a lexical entry such as (38) for
tired, while in English and Spanish the same predicate will have one like (37a). With
consequences like this one, the idea that adjectives can only be properties of individuals is
undermined.4
Indeed, for predicates like tired, it seems more plausible to include the state argument in the
lexical entry, i.e. even adjectives can have a lexical entry like (38). Once we have reason to
posit lexical entries that include the K-state argument, it becomes clear that the conception of
a K-state as a state holding in the temporal dimension fits squarely with prototypical SLPs–
even though Maienborn proposes that the ILP/SLP distinction is orthogonal to the Kstate/event distinction.
Now that we have reason to posit adjectival lexical entries that include state arguments, the
question that arises is: how many sorts of lexical entries for predicative adjectives are there?
In §1-2 we saw what appeared to be a three-way distinction between EAs, SLPs and ILPs.
However, EAs actually alternated in an exclusive fashion: they behaved as either ILPs or Dstates. This being so, the answer provided here to the question just posed is that predicative
adjectives come with two sorts of lexical entries: SLPs have an entry like (38) and ILPs like
(37a), i.e. simple properties of individuals. EAs are the special case: they have an ILP lexical
entry, but can be predicated of two sorts of subject: predicated of an individual, they behave
like ILPs, predicated of an event like a D-state. With respect to lexical entries, we are, in
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See Engelberg (2005) for discussion of other typological obstacles.
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effect, maintaining the Carlsonian division between state-denoting properties and properties
of individuals. The interesting result is that, in the inventory of predicative adjectives, we
have not found a class that behaves as if it had an event variable in its lexical entry. In this
sense–and in light of Engelberg’s discussion–our proposal represents a minor rearrangement
of Maienborn’s.
3.

Our proposal

In this section we develop our account. It is commonly noted that EAs have individual-level
and an eventive readings (Arche 2006, 2010; Bennis 2000; Fernald 1999; Landau 2010;
Stowell 1991). We argue that they follow from the sort of subject the predicate composes
with. For the remainder of this paper, we set aside further comparison with SLPs and nonalternating ILPs.
3.1.

The individual reading

The syntactic structure we propose for the individual reading is that in (40). Following
Bowers (1993), Baker (2002) and Hale & Keyser (2002), we adopt a theory of lexical
categories on which adjectives do not introduce their subjects directly, but via the functional
projection PredP, which provides them with a specifier position for the subject. Following
Bowers, we treat Predº as a lambda-operator, which provides the adjective with an argument
and introduces a constant in its specifier, saturating the position.
(40) [PredP John [Pred’ Pred [AP cruel]]]
(41) λx[cruel(x)](j)
We follow Hale & Keyser (2002) in their proposal that Predº denotes an unbounded state,
along the lines of a simple central coincidence preposition that puts two elements in a
containment relation. In other words, the structure in (40) states that John is contained in the
set defined by cruel, i.e. that John is cruel. Combining this structure with the property
denoting lexical entry of the predicate (41) explains the trivial ILP entailment: in the absence
of any other aspectual information, there is an inference that the property is temporary
persistent.
3.2.

The event reading

Our proposal is that the event reading is obtained when the subject of PredP is not an
individual, but an event, as represented in (42).
(42) a. [PredP [e] [Pred’ Pred [AP cruel]]]
b. λx[cruel(x)](e)
Compositionally, this structure gives the reading in which a particular action is cruel, and is
representationally similar to a D-state, a predicate with an event argument. Given that
individuals and events share the same semantic type (<e>) and their difference is sortal, no
type shifting is necessary for any of the heads involved with respect to the structure proposed
in (42).
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This structure explains several of the special properties of EAs. First and foremost, the
presence of an event provides the structure with a spatiotemporal variable, accounting for the
fact that when EAs act as restrictors of temporal quantifiers, a behavioural connotation
becomes salient. Secondly, it provides the structure with the event that is needed for its Dstate characteristics: the event can be modified by locative, temporal and manner modifiers
(43), and it licenses the structure as a complement of a perception verb. It also explains why
the structure can be referred to through a This happened anaphor, as there is an event to refer
to, and why it allows for cleft constructions with do.
(43) ...was elegantly modest at the reception yesterday...
[...modest(e) & elegant(e) & at the reception(e) & yesterday(e)...]
As we will see below, it also explains why the entailment that the grammatical subject of the
sentence has the property described by the adjective (44) does not goes through: the DP and
the adjective are never in a predication relationship.
(44) John is being rude to Mary
3.3.

↛

John is rude

Properties, analysis and predictions of the structure with an event

Before further considering the way in which this event subject explains the properties of EAs
and considering other evidence in favour of the analysis, let us first analyse the adjectival
complement con ‘with’ in Spanish, which can only have an affected entity reading with EAs,
as it will illuminate other properties of the construction. We propose that the adjectival
complement con is introduced as the complement of the AP.
(45) [PredP [e] [Pred’ Pred [AP A [pP Juan [p’ p [PP con [DP María]]]]]]]
…John
to
Mary
We follow Svenonius’ (2008, 2010) proposal that prepositions can be divided into a
functional and a lexical layer. The functional layer in this structure introduces the figure
(Juan), while the ground (María) is introduced by the lexical part. This division is reminiscent
of the distinction between the lexical verb and the Voice head, or, in general, of the proposals
that severe the external argument from the rest of the predicate. Remember that the agentive
reading of the grammatical subject and the affected argument reading of the preposition con
are not allowed by other adjectives, and is exclusive to the event reading of EAs. We suggest
that the agentive inference is licensed when the preposition con, together with its functional
structure, are c-commanded by an event variable. The lexical P con on its agent-affected
entity reading is endowed with an uninterruptable event feature [ue]–capturing the property
that prepositions do not express events, but can be integrated in event structures when
combined with verbs. When c-command holds, the prepositional structure is licensed.
(46) [PredP [e] [Pred’ Pred [AP A [pP Juan [p’ p [PP con[ue] [DP María]]]]]]]
(47) R(j, m)
How is the interpretation that Juan is the agent of this event obtained? At the level of pP, an
underspecified relation R between the figure and the ground is established (47). When the
event argument is introduced, however, it establishes a checking relationship with the
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prepositional heads, which have introduced the relation between Juan and María. This is what
makes the relation be interpreted as intermediated by the event, and thus, Juan is interpreted
as its agent–being the external argument in the prepositional structure–and María as its
affected object.
(48) [TP Johnj [T’ is ... [PredP [e] [Pred’ Pred [AP cruel [pP tj [p’ p [PP con [DP María]]]]]]]]]]
(49) John was being rude ↛
John is rude
The agent DP in (48) becomes the subject of the clause, moving over the hierarchically higher
event argument because the categorical features associated with each one of these elements.
On the standard assumption that T attracts only nominal elements, the agent DP is the closest
constituent that satisfies this condition.
If we consider again the lacking entailment on the event reading (49), a consequence of this
derivation is that whenever the event variable is present, it is predicated of the adjective and
the individual-denoting subject is generated in Spec,pP (48). The entailment with respect to
John does not hold because the property is never predicated of him. Additionally, we explain
why the event reading implies an affected individual, whether that individual is specified
(Mary in (48)) or left unspecified (49).
The structure we are presenting leads us to expect that there be cases in which the event
argument is overtly materialized. This is confirmed. Consider the following sentences,
presented in Spanish so the affected-object reading of con can be tested:
(50) La
the

guerra fue
war
was

cruel
cruel

con
to

los
the

niños.
children

In such cases, when the event argument contains nominal features, it becomes the subject of
the clause, as expected with the proposed structure. In cases like (50), the DP the war starts in
Spec,pP and raises to Spec,PredP (51). The interpretation of the structure in (51) concords
with intuitions that it is the war itself which affects the children–and not the actions of some
other unspecified agent during the war.
(51) [TP the warw [T’ was ... [PredP tw [Pred’ Pred [AP cruel [pP tw [p’ p [PP to [DP the
children]]]]]]]]]]
An alternative derivation, one where the event DP is merged in PredP with a distinct agent in
Spec,pP, is excluded due to case licensing conditions. In (52), Juan does not receive case.
(52) [TP the warw [T’ is ... [PredP tw [Pred’ Pred [AP cruel [pP *Juan [p’ p [PP with [DP Mary]]]]]]]]]]
Furthermore, event nominal DP subjects allow us to test a prediction made by our analysis of
the agentive reading. In our proposal, the agentive reading is produced by the prepositional
structure but licensed by the event, so it can only occur in cases such as the structure
presented here for EAs. If this is true, we expect that, whenever the event is embedded inside
a bigger structure and there is no c-command, the preposition is not licensed. This is, again,
confirmed. Consider (53). As the DP la guerra is embedded inside the CP, it cannot license
the preposition con on its affected object reading.
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haya una
there.is a
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guerra es
war
is

cruel
cruel

{para/*con}
{for/with}

los
the

niños.
children

Consider, finally, the fact that nominal predicates containing EAs can appear in the
progressive form. As noted by many before us (Parsons 1990), the progressive form takes an
event and gives a state as a result. Intuitively, the fact that EAs take the progressive form is
explained by the proposal that an event argument is contained there, but we need to be more
precise since, in our characterisation, the event is in a specifier position, and thus not
contained as part of the information in the head selected by the progressive aspectual head.
Our proposal is the following. Given that Predº is a head with aspectual information, it can
enter into an agreement relation with its specifier (see also Brucart 2009 for a related idea in
his discussion of a distinct topic). This happens when Pred’s specifier also contains aspectual
information, as is the case when it denotes an event. In the structure (54), the subject of
predication passes its eventive features to the head, thus enriching its aspectual information.
(54) [PredP [e] [Pred’ Pred[Asp+e] ...
At this point, a head that is not eventive in and of itself carries event semantics by virtue of
what its specifier contains. At that point, the event information becomes visible for the
aspectual progressive head to select. If this explanation is on the right track, several
predictions should be confirmed. First, trivially, we expect the progressive form to be
accepted by an EA with an overt event subject. This is confirmed:
(55) La
the

guerra está
war
is

siendo especialmente cruel
being specially
cruel

con
with

los
the

niños.
children

Second, and more importantly, we expect that in other cases where there is predication of an
event nominal, the progressive form should be accepted, independently of whether the
adjective is an EA or not. This is again confirmed by the data.
(56) La
the
(57) La
the

fiesta
party
crisis
crisis

está
is
está
is

siendo
being
siendo
being

maravillosa.
wonderful
complicada.
complicated

Third, the mechanism of aspectual sharing from specifier to head is, as we have presented it, a
result of some heads carrying aspectual information. Pred is an instance of such situation, but
it should not be the only one. More specifically, given that Pred is–according to Hale &
Keyser (2002)–an instantiation of a central coincidence preposition, we expect other better
established central coincidence prepositions to behave in a similar way. The prototypical case
of a central coincidence preposition is in, which in Spanish translates as en. We thus expect a
locative sentence with a preposition such as en and an event subject to allow the progressive
form. This is again confirmed.
(58) Mi
primera
experiencia como WWOOFer está siendo en Francia.	
  
my
first
experience
as
WWOOFer is being in France	
  
‘My first experience as a WWFOOer is taking place in France’ (Google)	
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Comparison with alternative accounts	
  

Given the overwhelming number of papers that have addressed various subsets of these
phenomena, this section is devoted to a short comparison with previous approaches. There are
two families of treatments. The first includes coercion/stage-level analyses (Fernald 1999;
Martin 2008). The second treats EAs as essentially individual-level and either (i) attributes
special properties to some other element in the structure (Arche 2006, 2010; Rothstein 1999),
or (ii) provides them with an event variable in a way similar to what we are proposing here
(Stowell 1991; Landau 2010).
First of all, we consider EAs’ behaviour with respect to standard eventivity tests to be far too
consistent to merit a coercion analysis. Fernald (1999) proposed coercion in light of the ease
with which EAs take the progressive–even remarking that it is difficult to justify calling it
coercion (Fernald 1999: 52). In short, in our view, within a framework that has access to
Davidsonian events variables, pursuing a coercion account seems akin to missing a
generalization.
Considering stage-level approaches (Martin 2008), the differences are clear. For us, lexically,
EAs are always ILPs. Proposing that what we called the event reading is stage-level confronts
at least two problems that we do not have to face: (a) the behaviour of these adjectives with
respect to the interpretation of their subjects is clearly characteristic of individual-level
predicates, and (b) the fact that in languages, such as Spanish, where the choice of the copula
is at least partially dependent on the individual/stage distinction, the event reading selects the
prototypical individual-level copula (Arche 2006).
Let us move then to the proposals that treat EAs as individual-level predicates. Arche (2006)
proposes that it is not an event variable, but the Goal preposition in complement position (59)
which induces a dynamic activity reading.
(59) Mary was cruel to John.
First, treating (59) as a dynamic activity does not seem quite right because, as already pointed
out (cf. footnote 3), EAs do not combine with adverbs oriented to the progression of an action,
such as slowly, gradually or little by little ((60a,b) vs. (61)):
(60) a. *John {is/was} slowly {rude/modest} (to Mary).
b. *John was rude (to Mary) little by little.
(61) Mary {ate her breakfast/ran} slowly.
Second, associating the eventivity directly to the prepositional phrase begs the question of
why this eventivity is not available in all the other uses of the same preposition. In the case of
Spanish, also discussed by Arche, we saw that under an EA, the preposition con ‘with’ can get
a reading which is not allowed when it combines with other verbs. The question is what
makes this interpretation possible, and what restricts its appearance if it is due to some
dynamicity or eventivity being codified by the preposition itself. Why is the affected entity
reading not found in many other cases, where the only reading acceptable is a comitative?
There are no reasons to doubt that prepositions can integrate in the event structure of a verb
and provide it with ingredients that are interpreted as part of the verb’s aspectual
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representation, but this does not mean that the prepositions carry aspectual meaning. It would
be enough to say–as we suggest in our analysis–that they speak a language that can be
understood by aspectual structure, even if their meaning contribution is not literally ‘aspect’.
Another option is to associate the eventivity to the information provided by the copula.
Rothstein (1999) proposes that the bare adjective denotes a state, but adjective+copula
denotes an eventuality, which in turn accounts for the possible agentive properties of EAs.
What remains unclear on this approach is (a) why the (non-)agentive ambiguity can show up
in data independently of the presence of the copula (see small clause data above); (b) why
traditional ILP data such as ‘Mary is cruel’ are unambiguous; (c) if all bare adjectives denote
states and adj+copula denotes an eventuality, exactly how classic SLPs differ from EAs is not
obvious. The difficulties raised by an eventive copula account complement the Maienbornian
view that it is the copula that introduces a state. Any approach that puts the weight of
explanation on the copula itself goes too far in that it glosses over the existence grammatical
distinctions among adjectives.
Our approach is reminiscent of Stowell (1991) and Landau (2010), as it shares the idea that
EAs are ILPs that can associate with an event variable. The crucial matter, then, is how the
event is introduced. Let us first address Stowell’s proposal.
The focus of Stowell (1991) is the intuition that when EAs appear with an infinitival, i.e. John
was stupid to wash the car, the individual-level entailment disappears. For this reason, it is
proposed that the event is contributed by the infinitive. While the intuition that the individuallevel entailment is not there, the surprising fact of the matter (facts due to Kertz 2006) is that
in these infinitival constructions, EAs continue to behave like ILPs. Here is bare plural, thereinsertion, and weak/strong subject data from Kertz (2006) illustrating the point:
(62) a. American consumers are smart.
b. American consumers are smart to buy foreign goods.
c. American consumers are eager to buy foreign goods.
(63) a. *There were lawmakers smart.
b. *There were lawmakers smart to endorse the proposal.
c. There are lawmakers eager to endorse the proposal.
(64) a. SOME/*Sm people are smart.
b. SOME/*Sm people are smart to request a waiver.
c. SOME/ Sm people are eager to request a waiver.

(*∃/∀) (ILP)
(*∃/∀) (ILP)
(∃/∀) (SLP)
(ILP)
(ILP)
(SLP)
(ILP)
(ILP)
(SLP)

These examples show–via the strongest independent individual-level diagnostics–that the
presence of the infinitive does not shift an ILP into a non-individual-level reading. Just as
there were reasons given above to suspect that the eventivity is located in the preposition, here
we find evidence against putting it in the infinitive.
A second difficulty for Stowell is that EAs are analyzed as ILPs that become eventive via the
additional merger of the event located in the infinitival. However, the predication relationship
responsible for the individual-level entailment is always present. The consequence is that it is
unclear how this entailment is actually supposed to be obviated. On our proposal, the
obviation is explained by the lack of predication of the individual in the eventive case.
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Derivative of this is another fact that our proposal captures. We proposed that the grammatical
subject of the event reading (e.g. John in John is being stupid) is generated in Spec,pP. On the
other hand, the data in (62)-(64) show that EAs continue to be unambiguously individuallevel when an infinitive is present. Therefore if the presence of a PP entails the eventive
reading while the presence of the infinitive does not allow for the eventive reading, the
ungrammaticality of (65) (and every variation of it) follows.
(65)

*John was cruel to Mary to leave.

With the variety of theoretical options that we have seen so far, Landau (2010) is an important
point of comparison because it places the ambiguity of EAs squarely in the lexicon: EAs have
two lexical entries, one individual-level, the other eventive. Setting aside a proposal specific
evaluation, this account serves to make an observation about any analysis that posits a lexical
ambiguity. In saying that EAs have a lexical entry that includes an event variable, the
prediction is automatically made that there should exist a class of adjectives that is
unambiguously eventive. To our knowledge, this prediction is not met. It is precisely the EA
class that comes the closest to being eventive, but we have argued that it does not require
including the event variable in the lexical entry. The absence of any independent evidence
supporting the claim that an adjective can be lexically eventive argues against doing so for
just this special case.
	
  
5.

Conclusions	
  

In this paper we have argued in favour of a solution to the mixed aspectual properties of EAs.
We have argued that their special properties, that single them out inside the class of
adjectives, are explained without the need to introduce any lexical ambiguity. We have
maintained the traditional idea that predicative adjectives can essentially be divided up into
state-denoting SLPs and property denoting ILPs. This required a departure from Maienborn’s
view that all adjectives are property denoting in their lexical entry and become K-states once
combined with the copula. We considered that the independent considerations provided by
Engelberg (2005) (among the many others who have argued that a ‘copula’ solution–whether
state or event introducing–is problematic) already justified a reassessment of Maienborn’s
treatment of adjectives.
	
  

We thus proposed returning to a Carlsonian style lexical classification of predicative
adjectives. EAs are indeed the most difficult case. Instead of a lexical ambiguity, we proposed
that EAs are special because, while having an individual-level denotation, they are compatible
with an event variable subject–which constitutes a distinction in sort, not in type. This allows
us to maintain a coherent vision of the morphosyntax of languages like English and Spanish–
especially in absence of any other class of adjective that would independently support positing
eventive lexical entries for adjectives in such languages. Thus, our analysis is a D-state
analysis of EAs in the sense that these adjectives can compose with an eventive subject. They
are distinct from true D-states because, for true D-states (which surface as verbs in the
languages discussed here), the event variable is part and parcel of the lexical entry. While
there remain many open questions, one of the overarching objectives and contributions of this
paper was to fill out the empirical issues that need to be addressed when discussing EAs. The
most promising result in this regard was a certain empirical consistency: while EAs seem like
solid ILPs in the traditional sense, they also pass every standard test for eventivity.
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The future of Greek and Italian: An epistemic analysis
Anastasia Giannakidou - University of Chicago
Alda Mari - IJN, CNRS/ENS/EHESS
Abstract. In this paper we examine the epistemic and temporal uses of Italian and Greek future
and argue that, in both readings, future morphemes in these two languages are epistemic modal
operators that assess indirect evidence at the utterance time. We show that the future reading
arises when an overt adverb is used, or in virtue of a mechanism ensuring indirect access to the
eventuality. By treating FUT as an epistemic modal across its available interpretations, our
account differs from previous analyses that posit metaphysical/epistemic ambiguity for FUT
operator.
Keywords: future, epistemic modality, evidentiality, Greek, Italian.
1. Introduction: is the future tense or modality?
In Italian and Greek the future morphemes (henceforth FUT) can combine with past and non-past
(present) lower tenses (of both eventives and statives, as we see below)—yielding past (with
past), and present or future orientation respectively:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

a

I Ariadne tha
troi
tora. (epistemic, now)
the Ariadne FUT eat.non-past3sg now
b
Giacomo ora mangerà
Giacomo now FUT-eat
‘Giacomo/Ariadne must be eating now.’
I Ariadne tha
milise
xthes.
(epistemic, past)
the Ariadne FUT
talk.past.3sg yesterday
‘Ariadne must have spoken yesterday.’
Giovanni sarà
malato.
(epistemic, now)
Giovanni FUT-be sick
‘John must be sick.’
Giovanni sarà
stato
malato.
(epistemic, past)
Giovanni FUT-be been.PERF. sick
‘John must have been sick.’

None of the examples in (1)-(4) is ‘future’, i.e. referring to an event that follows the utterance
time. Rather, as can be seen in the translations, these are all modal sentences; tha/Italian FUT are
equivalent to must. Contrary to Condoravdi (2002: 69), who imposes obligatory forward-shifting
with with eventives, eventives, as we see, do not necessarily forward-shift with FUT (see the
Greek and Italian examples (1) with non-past especially).
The future reading, which we will call predictive, arises with the specific combination of FUT
plus non-past, when a future adverb is present:
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(5)
(6)

Giovanni arriverà
alle
5 del pomeriggio/domain (future)
Gianni
FUT-arrive at
5 pm/tomorrow
‘John will arrive at 5 pm/tomorrow.’
O
Janis tha
ftasi
stis 5pm/avrio
The John FUT arrive.nonpast.perf.3sg at 5pm/tomorrow
‘John will arrive at 5pm/tomorrow.’

Given its vast epistemic usage, and that the presence of FUT does not always impose forwardshifting, it becomes plausible to argue that FUT is an epistemic modal. We argue here indeed
that the Greek and Italian FUT is an epistemic modal in all uses, with present perspective, and
depends on available knowledge or evidence. When a future adverb is present, it serves as a
modifier of the lower tense—a temporal domain restriction that locates the eventuality in the
time after the utterance time (tu). This makes a very simple, and in our view, appealing analysis
of the future reading, and there is no need to invoke metaphysical alternatives. Our theory makes
better predictions than Condoravdi 2002 — recall the non-future reading with eventives in (1)—
and makes less stipulations, i.e., it avoids the, as it turns out, unmotivated switch to metaphysical
modality with the scoping of the modal under past. In Greek and Italian, FUT never scopes under
past, as we show in our discussion in section 3; it is therefore an epistemic modal with genuine
present orientation. We also show that, pace Condoravdi, the lower tense is interpreted—it
supplies the temporal orientation of the modality—, and FUT p is nonveridical (Giannakidou
1998), thus p is unsettled in all cases.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we present in more detail the
distributions and interpretations of Italian and Greek FUT in order to establish their epistemic
nature. In section 4 we propose our modal analysis. In section 5, we finally discuss the forward
shifting, future reading of FUT, and spell out our idea that it involves temporal domain
restriction motivated by knowledge that relies on direct evidence (supplied by the future adverb).
We also explain how the forward-shifting arises in absence of overt temporal adverbs. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. Epistemic and future readings of FUT: Greek
In both Italian and Greek, the purely epistemic and future readings of FUT arise under
predictable conditions. We start with Greek, giving also the necessary background of tha and its
interaction with tense/aspect.
The Greek verb is obligatorily inflected for tense and aspect, and the particle tha is used with all
four tense and aspect combinations: perfective non-past (PNP), perfective past (PP), imperfective
non-past (INP) and imperfective past (PP). We illustrate the basic temporal/aspectual distinctions
below:
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(7) a. graf- o (INP)
b.
write.imperf -1sg.nonpast
‘I am writing (right now).’
‘I write (generally).’
(8) a. egraf-a (IP)
past- write.imperf. 1sg.past
‘I used to write.’
‘I was writing.’
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grap- s- -o (PNP)
write- perf.1sg.nonpast
[no English equivalent; * on its own]
b. egrap- s- a (PP)
past- write- perf.1sg.past
‘I wrote.’

The basic temporal contrast is between past, marked by the prefix e- to the verbal stem and
specific inflection; and a nonpast signaled by the absence of e- (hence the label nonpast), and
which has its own inflection. The form PNP is not possible on its own, but only in combination
with nonveridical particles (Giannakidou 1998, 2009), i.e. the subjunctive na, tha, the optative
as, an ‘if’:
(9) a. As fiji
o Janis.
as leave.PNP.3sg the John
‘Let John go.’
b. Na
fiji
o Janis.
na
leave.PNP.3sg
the John
‘Let John go.’
c. Tha fiji
o Janis.
tha
leave.PNP.3sg
the John
‘John will leave.’

(optative)
(subjunctive)
(future)

The combination of the particle with PNP is key to interpreting these structures, as we elaborate
in section 4. We proceed now with the evidence for modality. To keep the facts clear, we start
with Greek, and then show the parallel with Italian.
2.1. Epistemic reading with past and non-past
The epistemic reading of FUT arises as a ‘pure’ reading—in the sense that there is no future
reading— in combinations of tha with imperfective non-past (INP) and perfective past (PP). We
describe in detail the combination of tha with nonpast; the reading with the PP is exactly the
same, only about a past event.
Consider the sentences below first, with non-past:
(10)

a. I Ariadne
tha
kimate
(tora).
The Ariadne FUT sleep.INP.3sg now
‘Ariadne must be sleeping now.’
b. I Ariadne
tha
ine
giatros.
The Ariadne FUT be.INP.3sg doctor
‘Ariadne must be a doctor.’
c. I Ariadne
tha
pezi
(tora).
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the Ariadne FUT
play.INP.3sg now
‘Ariadne must be playing now.’
We use both stative and non-stative predicates, and as we see, in all cases, the most plausible
paraphrase is the one indicated in the translations where the verb must is used. The reading is
inferential: I am considering information I have, and draw an inference based on that
information. For example, with regard to (10a), I know that Ariadne has the habit of taking a nap
at 2pm, I also know that she always sticks to schedule, and I also know that today has been a
regular day. So at 2:10 pm, I utter the sentence expressing my relative certainty that Ariadne is,
for all I know, asleep. Likewise, I know also that usually by 6 pm Ariadne is down at the yard
playing with her friends. At any time after 6 pm then, I can utter (10c) with the same degree of
certainty. Finally, (10b) expresses an inference based on evidence: I have witnessed Ariadne
expressing opinion on medical matters, she cites reliable medical sources all the time etc., hence
I am entitled to conclude (b).
The perfective past (PP) gives rise to a similar epistemic reading, only now we are assessing a
past event, like with combinations of must with present perfect:
(11)

a. I Ariadne
tha
kimithike
(prin apo dyo ores).
the Ariadne FUT sleep.PP.3sg before two hours
‘Ariadne must have fallen asleep two hours ago.’
b I Ariadne
tha
milise
(xthes).
the Ariadne FUT talk.PP.3sg yesterday
‘Ariadne must have talked yesterday.’

I know Ariadne’s habits, plans etc. So I can infer now that at some point two hours ago, Ariadne
fell asleep. The past adverbials ‘two hours ago’ and ‘yesterday’ are fine with FUT, and function
as domain restrictors, giving the time frame for the eventuality. Without the adverbs, FUT
contributes an epistemic component, namely that the events of Ariadne’s sleeping and Ariadne’s
talking are highly probable or almost certain—but the lower eventuality remains temporally
unrestricted and therefore relatively vague. Crucially, if the reading of future were genuine for
tha, we would not expect compatibility the past adverbials, notice the contrast with will:
#Ariadne will have slept two hours ago. Will does move the time of sleep forward, unlike tha.
2.2. Evidential component
Additional evidence for the epistemic nature of FUT comes from the fact that tha exhibits
evidential behavior. In this, again, it is similar to must (for a recent discussion see von Fintel and
Gillies 2010). In view of direct perceptual evidence, e.g. if I am watching the rain falling, the tha
sentence is infelicitous:
(12)

Context: I am watching the rain through the window. I say:
#Tha vrexi!
‘It must be raining.’
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This seems to suggest sensitivity to the nature of evidence: if I am directly evidencing the rain, I
cannot use tha. The statement with tha is weaker than the non-modalized ‘It is raining’. And it is
weaker in the sense of nonveridical (Giannakidou 1998, 1999), i.e. it does not entail the truth of
the sentence in the context, it does not add the proposition ‘it is raining’ to the common ground.
Indirect evidentials are reported to likewise not entail the truth of the sentence (Faller 2002,
Smirnova 2011, Murray 2012). If direct evidence supports the stronger statement, I am not being
co-operative in choosing a weaker statement with FUT; for more discussion see section 4, and
Giannakidou and Mari 2012.
2.3 Compatibility with adverbs of necessity
Tha co-occurs with high probability adverbs e.g. malon ‘probably/most likely’, and necessity
sigoura ‘certainly’, oposdhipote ‘definitely’—but is bad with mere possibility adverbs such as
isos ‘maybe/perhaps’ and pithanon ‘possibly’:
(13)
(14)

I Ariadne
{malon/profanos/sigoura } tha
ine jatros.
the Ariadne probably/obviously/certainly FUT be.3sg doctor
‘Ariadne must {probably/obviously/certainly} be a doctor.’
I Ariadne {isos/pithanon}
*tha ine
jatros.
the Ariadne
maybe/possibly FUT be.3sg doctor
‘Maybe Ariadne is a doctor.’

This contrast suggests that the force of the modality of tha is stronger than mere possibility, and
parallel facts about FUT and adverbials hold in Italian (section 3). Note that tha is compatible
with a variety of adverbs ranging from high probability to necessity. The same pattern
characterizes the Greek necessity modal prepi (the only necessity modal verb in Greek), which
combines with the same range of adverbs, but also with FUT itself:
(15)
(16)
(17)

I Ariadne {malon/#isos}
tha
prepi na
efije.
Ariadne
probably/#possibly FUT must subj left.PNP.3sg
‘Ariadne {?probably/#possibly} must have left.’
I Ariadne (tha) prepi
na
efije.
Ariadne FUT must
subj left.PNP.3sg
‘?Ariadne probably must have left.’
Ta
pedia
prepi oposdhipote na
ine
sto
spiti.
The children must definitely
SUBJ be. 3pl in-the home
Epistemic necessity: ‘The children must definitely be at home.’

(All complementation is finite in Greek, and modal verbs take subjunctive na complements).
Prepi is compatible with a range of adverbs above a certain threshold of high probability
reaching to necessity—and in this, prepi differs from English since must resists modification by
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adverbs other than strong necessity modals (though such occurrences are not unattested, as David
Lassiter communicated to us).1 It seems plausible to say that Greek collapses the Kratzerian
distinction between should (weak necessity) and must (necessity), and that what counts as
necessity seems to be ‘more flexible’ in Greek—a fact that can also be used to support of
measure function based theories of modality such as e.g. Lassiter 2011—as suggested in
Giannakidou 2012. At any rate, what is important for our purposes here is the parallel between
tha and prepi in that they both combine only with necessity adverbs, and with each other—
indicating matching modal force (‘modal concord’ in the sense of Huitink 2012).
2.3. FUT plus perfective non-past: future and epistemic reading
The combination of FUT and perfective non-past (PNP) gives the future reading:
(18)

O Janis tha
ftasi
stis
5 pm/avrio. (future)
The John FUT arrive.PNP.3sg at
5 pm/tomorrow.
‘John {will/#must} arrive at {5 pm/tomorrow}.’

A paraphrase with must is pretty odd in this case. Notice also that we have the adverbials ‘at 5
pm’ and ‘tomorrow’. Without them, the epistemic reading is free to surface:
(19)

Context: It’s late, the weather is bad, and we know Ariadne is travelling. You worry, and
I want to reassure you and say:
Min anisixis.
I Ariadne tha
ftasi.
(epistemic)
Not worry.imperative.2sg. the Ariadne FUT arrive.PNP.3sg.
‘Don’t worry. Ariadne will arrive.’

In this case, I am expressing a certainty that Ariadne will arrive which I mean to be comforting.
This is a reading that we also get with will.
The epistemic reading is also prominent with the evidential expression “ipan” ‘they say’:
(20)

O Janis tha
gini kala,
the John FUT
recover.3sg
‘John will recover, they say.’

ipan.
said.3pl.

In this context too, the sentence seems to be more about assessing a future recovery of John’s.
We call this interpretation epistemic-future reading. Finally, consider the following case (Holton
et al. 1997, see also Chiou 2012):
1

Dan Lassiter offers the following, corpus retrieved, examples with must possibly and must perhaps:
(i) The Parish borders the North Downs and is on the edge of a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.
Surrounded by this amazing countryside it offers outstanding views. Just stand at Eastwell Towers and gaze out
towards the Wye Crown, it must possibly be one of the finest views in the South East.
(ii) This book is an odyssey, a journey up through the mists of time from the remote past. It explores what must
perhaps be the most fundamental of all questions - who we are.
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Kathe proi tha sikothi, tha pji to kafedhaki tu, tha dhiavasi tin
efimeridha tu, kai kata tis 8.30 tha fiji jia to grafio tu.
“Every morning he will get up, drink his coffee, read his newspaper
and at approximately 8.30 he will leave for the office.”

This is a series of generic sentences, with no reference to the future—in Greek or in English. So,
the ‘future’ reading of tha, without specific future adverbials is never ‘pure’, never devoid of
epistemic modality. We will now go through the Italian facts and show the exact parallels in the
patterns we identified here.
3. The epistemic nature of Italian FUT
3.1. Epistemic reading with past and non-past
Extending the decomposition used for Greek to Italian, we assume that simple and perfect future
sentences in Italian reveal FUT > NON-PAST and FUT > PAST, respectively. In both these
combinations, FUT has an epistemic interpretation. We do not raise here the question of the
distinction between stative and eventives, which is discussed elsewhere (see Mari, 2009, 2010;
Giannakidou and Mari, 2012). We begin with non-past future sentences:
(22)

a. Giacomo dormirà.
Giacomo FUT-sleep.
‘Giacomo must be sleeping.’
b. Giacomo sarà
dottore.
Giacomo FUT-be doctor.
‘Giacomo must be a doctor.’
c. Giacomo giocherà
adesso.
Giacomo FUT-play now.
‘Giacomo must be playing now.’

We use both stative and non-stative predicates, and like in Greek, in all cases, the most plausible
paraphrase is the one indicated in the translations where the verb must is used. The reading is
epistemic: I am considering information I have, and draw an inference based on that information.
With regard to (22a), and like Ariadne in our Greek examples, I know that: Giacomo has the
habit of taking a nap at 2pm, he sticks to schedule, and today has been a regular day. So at 2 pm,
I utter the sentence expressing my relative certainty that Giacomo is, for all I know, asleep (for a
previous version of this example, see Mari, 20092). Likewise, I know also that usually by 6 pm
Giacomo is down at the yard playing with her friends (again, just like Ariadne!). Note again that,

By using this type of examples, Mari (2009) shows that eventive predicates do not necessarily give rise to the
future, forward-shifted interpretation, contra Bertinetto 1979; Condoravdi, 2002.
2
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in all these cases the time of the eventuality described coincides or overlaps with the utterance
time (Mari, ibid.3)
When scoping over PAST, FUT also has a similar epistemic interpretation, only now we are
assessing a past event, just like with Greek:
(23)

Giacomo avrà
dormito due ore fà.
Giacomo FUT-have slept
two hours ago.
‘Giacomo must have slept two hours ago.’

I know Giacomo’s habits, plans etc. So I can infer now that at some point two hours ago,
Giacomo fell asleep. As with the Greek examples, the past adverbial ‘two hours ago’ functions
as ‘domain restrictor’, giving the time frame for the eventuality. In its absence, FUT merely
contributes an epistemic component, as in Greek (recall our discussion earlier with FUT
embedding a past).
3.2 Evidential use
FUT cannot be used in Italian when direct evidence is available, just like with epistemic modal
must in English and tha:
(24)

While raining
#Pioverà.
FUT-rain

For extensive discussion on the evidential properties of FUT, see Squartini, 2004; Pietrandrea,
2005, Mari, 2010, and Giannakidou and Mari 2012.
3.3. Compatibility only with necessity adverbs
Italian FUT is bad with weak possibility modals like possibilmente ‘possibly’:
(25)

Possibilmente Giacomo sarà
un dottore.
Possibly
Giacomo FUT-be a doctor.
‘Ariadne must possibly be a doctor.’

FUT is good with stronger modals, just like in Greek, and patterns like modal must rather than
can (pace Bertinetto, 1979, Mari 2010).
(26)

3

Probabilmente
Probably

Giacomo sarà
un dottore.
Giacomo FUT-be a doctor

For previous related views, see Mari’s notion of ‘knowledge for the present’ vs. knowledge for the future’ (Mari,
2009,2010).
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‘Giacomo must probably be a doctor.’
3.4. The epistemic and future interpretation of FUT
In Italian, when an overt temporal adverb is used the future interpretation also arises. In this case
the paraphrase with must is odd.
(27)

Gianni
arriverà
alle
5 del pomeriggio. (future reading)
Gianni
FUT-arrive at
5 pm.
‘Gianni{will/#must} arrive at 5 pm.’

In the absence of the adverbials, the epistemic reading of the FUT is free to surface, as in the
scenario below, which replicates the Greek example:
(28)

Context: It’s late, the weather is bad, and we know Giacomo is travelling. You worry,
I want to reassure you and say:
Non ti preoccupare.
Giacomo arriverà (epistemic)
Not worry.imperative.2sg. Giacomo FUT arrive. 3sg
‘Don’t worry. Giacomo will arrive.’

In this case, I am expressing a certainty that Giacomo will arrive which I mean to be comforting
for the worrying addressee. I am not making a predictive statement about his arrival.
4. An epistemic modal analysis of Greek and Italian FUT
In this section, we propose our analysis of FUT as an epistemic necessity operator. We start with
Giannakidou 2009, and then develop the modal analysis. An important premise that we adopt
here is that the lower tense has an actual contribution (pace Condoravdi 2002 who claims that it
does not). We saw in our earlier data in both Greek and Italian that the lower tense is clearly
responsible for locating the eventuality in the past, or non-past.
Giannakidou says that Greek nonpast denotes an interval whose left boundary is a dependent
(Giannakidou 1998) variable t.
(29)

[[ nonpast ]] = λP λt P((t, ∞))

A dependent variable cannot remain free, but must be valued by some higher value. This idea is
relies on Abusch's (2004) analysis of WOLL as a substitution operator. According to Abusch, “in
the substitution operator, t is a bound variable that corresponds to the tense argument of will
[which is n, coming from the higher PRES; clarification ours]. For a top-level occurrence of will,
the effect is to substitute (n, ∞) for n” (Abusch, 2004:39).
The Greek non-past, Giannakidou suggests, is like WOLL, but unlike will, which triggers PRES
by default (Abusch 2004: (48)), the Greek non-past cannot trigger PRES; so it becomes
necessary to have an overt exponent of PRES in the structure, otherwise the structure is illicit:
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(30)

* TP: λt ∃e [write (j, e) ∧ e ⊆ (t, ∞) ‘grapsi o Janis’ ‘John write.PNP’

T0: non-past
λP λt P((t , ∞))

AspectP: λt ∃e [ write (j, e) ∧ e ⊆ t ]
Asp0 :PFT=
λP λt ∃e [ P (e) ∧ e ⊆ t

VP: λt write (j, t)
‘write.PNP John

The interval (t, ∞) is ill-formed, because t remains unvalued. But with the addition of tha, t can
now be identified with the present now of the context tu, because, Giannakidou 2009 argues, tha
functions as PRES and gives the utterance time tu:
(31)
(32)

[[ tha]] = tu
[[ tha]] (TP (22))= λt ∃e [write (j, e) ∧ e ⊆ (t, ∞) (n) = ∃e [write (j, e) ∧ e ⊆ (tu, ∞)

The event will now be located at the interval that starts at the utterance time and stretches
through infinity. This explains the future reading of tha plus PNP, while saying that tha is not a
future tense. The analysis says that tha simply contributes the utterance time. This is an
assumption we will adopt, as it appears that tha consistently maintains present perspective.
But tha cannot be just tu. We must assume that FUT contains also modal force, and this is the
line we pursue here. We propose the following semantics for FUT in Greek and Italian:
(33)

For any world w, and conversational backgrounds f, g:
[[FUT]] w,f,g = λq<st> . ∀w’∈ Bestg(w)(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1;
where Bestg(w)(X) selects the most ideal worlds from X, given the ordering g(w)

We assume the theory of modality in Kratzer 1981, 1991, Portner 2009, and Hacquard 2011.
Kratzer posits two conversational backgrounds as arguments of a modal expression—the modal
base and the ordering source. The modal base f is the factual background, and the ordering
source g is a normative background. With FUT, the modal base is epistemic; specifically, it is the
set of propositions known by an individual, i.e. the speaker in an unembedded context:
∩fepistemic(w) = λw’. w’ is compatible with what is known by the speaker in w.
The ordering source g(w), on the other hand, orders the worlds in ∩f(w) with respect to how well
they conform to a given norm or ideal (often sensitive to the context). Modal expressions of
necessity quantify over those worlds that adhere to the norms in the ordering source as much as
possible. We can call these worlds Bestg(w)(∩f(w)), following Portner (2009). Crucially, with the
necessity modal, only in the Best worlds is p true, therefore the universal modal is nonveridical:
the modal base is a non-homogenous space containing p and non-p worlds, as can be seen in the
diagram below:
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(34)

∩f(w)

Best (∩f(w))

p

This explains why the modalized sentence, is ‘weaker’ than a non-modalized assertion: there are
worlds in the modal base ∩f(w) where p is not true, as we see.
(35)

Veridical and nonveridical modal space
(Giannakidou 1998, 1999)
(i) A modal space (a set of worlds) W is veridical with respect to a proposition p just
in case all worlds in W are p-worlds. (Homogeneity).
(ii) If there is at least one world in W that is a non-p world, W is nonveridical. (Nonhomogenous space).

All modals come with non-homogeneous, therefore nonveridical spaces (pace von Fintel and
Gillies 2010). The idea of homogeneous and non-homogeneous, nonveridical modal space has
also been expressed in terms of diversity in Condoravdi 2002. Just to make sure that we
appreciate the nonveridicality property, consider the following case:
(36)

Context: Ariadne is sneezing, has a fever, watery eyes, etc.
B: She must have the flu.
a. Prepi na
exi
gripi.
must subj have.3sg flu
b Tha exi gripi.
FUT-have.3sg
flu

(36) Same context
a. Giacomo deve avere la febbre
Giacomo must have the flu
‘Giacomo must have the flu.’
b. Avrà
la febbre
FUT-have the flu
‘He must have the flu.’
Given what the doctor sees and knows (the symptoms, his knowledge of what the symptoms
mean, the time of the year, etc.) he is entitled to conclude that Ariadne and Giacomo have the flu.
In the worlds compatible with his best knowledge and given the evidence, this is his verdict.
However, in making this claim and choosing to use the modalized sentence, he also allows in the
modal base allows worlds in which the kids do not have the flu (non-p) but an allergy or
pneumonia. The doctor’s judgment may be that these worlds are less ideal, they are not best; but
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they are there in the modal base. If the doctor wanted to exclude non-p worlds, he would have
made the stronger statement without must/FUT/prepi, that relies on a veridical epistemic space
which is homogenous (for more detailed discussion see Giannakidou 1998, 1999).
Now, putting the temporal component of our analysis (that FUT makes reference to tu) together
with the modal gives us the following truth conditions, for the scopings FUT>nonpast and
FUT>past respectively; (∩f(w,tu)) provides the alternatives available to the speaker at the
utterance time, and q(w’,t’) states that q is true in the projected alternatives at time t’ that either
coincides or follows the evaluation time tu:
(38)

[[FUT non-past/tha PNP]] w,f,g = 1 iff: ∀w’∈ Bestg(w)(∩f(w,tu)): ∃t’ ∈ [tu, ∞) q(w’,t’)
= 1; where Bestg(w)(X) selects the worlds of best indirect evidence from X, given the
ordering g(w).

(39)

[[FUT past/tha PAST]] w,f,g = 1 iff: ∀w’∈ Bestg(w)(∩f(w,tu)): ∃t’< tu q(w’,t’) = 1;
where Bestg(w)(X) selects the worlds of best indirect evidence from X, given the
ordering g(w).

Besides covering the data presented in sections 2 and 3, this analysis accounts for two other
characteristics that the future shares with epistemic modals.
(i) FUT with past
First, in both Greek and Italian, FUT cannot be interpreted below past. This is consistent with
our analysis, because epistemic operators generally scope above tense operators (see especially
Portner 2009 for discussion, and von Fintel and Iatridou 2003). (40) does not mean that it was
true given what I knew in the past that John arrive in the past. It can only mean that, according to
what the speaker knows at the utterance time, it must be the case that John arrived (in the past).
(40)

Gianni sarà arrivato
‘John must have arrived’

This reading has present assessment. Crucially, the tu perspective of FUT remains constant, and
does not interact with a lower past, even in the counterfactual reading, as shown in the contrast
below between the plain modal, which can be evaluated in the past, and FUT which can’t:
(16) Poteva
vincere
la
battaglia
(counterfactual)
Can-IMPERF to win
the battle
‘He might win the battle.’
‘future of a past’
(17) Giovanni sarà arrivato
No ‘future of a past’ with FUT
‘John will have arrived.’
#’It might have been true in the past that John was arrived.’
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So, in both Greek and Italian FUT, the time of assessment (‘modal perspective’) cannot be in the
past, hence there is no need to invoke metaphysical alternatives (as Condoravdi 2002 suggests
for precisely this case). The counterfactual reading, following Giannakidou 2011, can be due to
an implicature, but space prevents us from expanding more here.
(ii) FUT and negation
FUT is also interpreted above negation, again as epistemic modals tend to (e.g. Cinque, 1999;
Hacquard, 2006; Homer, 2011) and modal-evidentials across languages, e.g., Japanese
(McCready & Ogata 2007). On the epistemic interpretation, (41a) and (42b) respectively mean
that, according to what the speaker knows, John is not arriving, and John is not sick.
(41)

a. Gianni non arriverà
mica
Gianni not
FUT-arrive even
‘Gianni must not be arriving.’
b. Gianni non sarà malato
‘Gianni will not be sick / John must not be sick.’

This concludes our basic discussion of the modality of FUT and its interaction with the lower
tense. We now move on to explain the future reading.
5. The forward shifting of FUT: Direct and indirect knowledge
We claim that the future reading arises as a temporally specific reading, when the speaker is in
possession of direct knowledge of a relevant time for the embedded eventuality. This typically
happens when we have a future adverb. When the adverb is present, the speaker knows, i.e. has
evidence that there is a plan for the embedded eventuality to materialize. Recall that with direct
perceptual evidence (the rain example), the epistemic reading of FUT is too weak; with the
evidence that the future adverbial supplies, FUT can now function epistemically, but the
eventuality will shift to the time of the adverbial. So, the future reading is forward shifting, not of
the evaluation time of FUT—which remains PRES—but of the time of the lower event. We
designate the relevant scoping below:
(42)

Arriverà
alle 5 del pomeriggio.
FUT-arrive.3sing
at 5pm
‘He will arrive at 5 pm.’

(43)

FUT > alle 5 del pomeriggio > arrive

In other words, the adverb takes VP scope, and after application of FUT, the reading of FUT is a
predicting one, relying on the temporal difference between the time of knowledge/evidence
(always the utterance time), and the time of the event (pushed forward, after now, because of the
overt adverbial, as we saw).
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Though non-veridical—at the time of knowledge/assessment p is in fact not true—the forward
shifted, predictive reading of FUT obtained with a future adverb, does seem to express more
certainty. This is because we have temporal domain restriction, therefore the vagueness of the
purely epistemic statement disappears (compare e.g. He will arrive and He will arrive at 5 pm).
The speaker has knowledge about a (likely scheduled) time when the event will take place. This
temporal specificity, we believe, is the essence of prediction—but the trigger is not FUT, it is the
adverb.
In the absence of temporal adverbs, here is what happens. We have a mechanism of indirect
knowledge that goes as follows: if the speaker has indirect knowledge that p in the context of
utterance, then the epistemic-present reading arises.
(44) Pioverà / The vrexi
‘It must / will be raining.’
The street is wet, but I cannot see the sky. In this case, I have indirect knowledge, and the
interpretation is purely epistemic. Note that, in principle, even the epistemic-future interpretation
is available, as it is always possible to have an epistemic-future reading. The knowledge-based
account requires that in order to obtain a certain epistemic interpretation, knowledge is needed.
Indirect knowledge is a necessary condition for the epistemic-interpretation. Since, in this
context no knowledge grounds the epistemic-future reading, this reading doesn’t surface (e.g. the
speaker has heard the forecast on TV, etc.).
Our account differs from Condoravdi’s in that it does not use metaphysical modality. We derive
epistemic and future/predictive readings from epistemic modality, plus temporal information
provided by temporal adverbials and lower tense. To obtain future readings (future of the present
or future of the past) Condoravdi assumes (a) metaphysical modality, (b) obligatory forwardshifting of eventive verbs, and (c) temporal contribution of the modal itself (i.e. a right open
interval, that begins at the time of the evaluation of the modal, which is also the time at which
worlds branch), but not of the lower tense. As we showed in (1) already, eventives do not
necessarily forward-shift; and there is no need to resort to a metaphysical modal basis with the
past. Finally, and most importantly, we showed that the vehicle of the temporal information is,
crucially, the lower tense, and not, as Condoravdi posits, the modal (FUT) itself.
6. Conclusion
We proposed here that the future morphemes in Greek and Italian are epistemic modal operators
that, in the absence of specific temporal information, access indirect evidence at the utterance
time (tu). The future interpretation arises with evidence, at the utterance time, about a future time
in [tu, ∞). This time then serves to locate the eventuality of the sentence. Our analysis offers a
relatively simple account of both epistemic and future readings of the FUT morphemes, and,
among other things, opens the question of whether it would be plausible to reduce all futures to
epistemic modality. If it turns out that epistemic modality is sufficient to account for the future in
general, then the category ‘future’ by itself becomes redundant—and with it the notion of
metaphysical modality that was meant to describe it.
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Abstracting over Degrees in Yoruba Comparison Constructions1
Anna Howell — Universität Tübingen

Abstract. This paper presents a case study of variation in the semantics of degree constructions
between English and Yoruba (Niger-Congo, Nigeria). The main question addressed is whether
variation between the two languages can be best explained by a parameter, proposed in Beck et al.
2004 and Beck et al. 2009, regulating the (in)ability of a language to bind variables of type hdi:
the "Degree Abstraction Parameter" (DAP). It is argued that Yoruba requires bound variables of
type hdi (a +DAP setting) to explain facts relating to degree relatives and degree questions. These
findings differ from those of Beck et al. (2009) who claim, primarily on the basis of data from
scope ambiguities in the comparative, that Yoruba has a -DAP status. We propose an alternative
account of the lack of scope ambiguities which rests on differences in the semantics of differential
measure phrases in Yoruba and English.
Keywords: Degree Semantics, Crosslinguistic Variation, Yoruba
1. Introduction: Crosslinguistic Variation in Degree Semantics, Lexical versus Parametric
Variation
The question of cross-linguistic variation in the semantics underlying degree constructions has
recently enjoyed considerable attention from formal semanticists. Research on comparison constructions has shown that languages choose different operators to make comparison (e.g. Bhatt and
Takahashi 2007, Bhatt and Takahashi 2011, Kennedy 2009 among many others) and may vary with
respect to the basic denotations of gradable predicates and the ways in which they combine with
degree operators (Svenonius and Kennedy 2006, Bogal-Allbritten (to app.)). A question which remains much less explored is whether (at least some of) the observed variation can be linked back to
parameters governing the basic semantic mechanisms which are available in a particular language.
One attempt to do so has been made in work by Beck et al. (2004) and Beck et al. (2009): Beck
et al. (2004) claim that a host of differences between degree constructions in Japanese and English
can be explained by a single parameter governing the (in)ability of a language to bind variables of
type hdi, the semantic type of degrees. They call this parameter the Degree Abstraction Parameter (DAP). Their research is expanded upon in the study by Beck et al. (2009) which investigates
the setting of this parameter, along with two others in a larger sample of languages. The striking
result of this study is the observation that languages do not seem to vary at random with respect to
the kinds of degree construction they allow. Rather, clusters of languages with roughly the same
inventory of constructions can be distinguished. They link the clusters they find to their proposed
1
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parameters and take this correlation between languages as evidence for the parametric variation.
The goal in this paper is to re-examine the setting of the Degree Abstraction Parameter in Yoruba,
a language of the Niger-Congo family spoken primarily in Nigeria. Yoruba is an interesting case
because, outwardly, it patterns with Japanese and other -DAP languages in its inventory of degree
constructions. Nevertheless, we will argue that a closer look reveals that bound degree variables
are necessary for the analysis of phrasal comparatives and degree questions. After making the
case that Yoruba is +DAP, we examine the data which lead to the opposite conclusion: the lack of
scope ambiguities in comparatives. We argue that other factors, namely differences between the
semantics of differential measure phrases in Yoruba and English, are responsible for the pattern
observed by Beck et al. (2009).
The paper is structured as follows: Section two introduces the accounts of parametric variation
from Beck et al. 2004 and Beck et al. 2009. In section three we motivate our assumptions about
the semantics and syntax of Yoruba degree operators and gradable predicates. Section four turns
to the question of bound degree variables and investigates degree relatives and degree questions
as evidence for a positive setting of the DAP. In section five we discuss scope ambiguities in
comparatives and section six draws theoretical and methodological conclusions.
2. Background: The Parametric View of Crosslinguistic Variation in Comparatives
2.1. Beck et al. (2004) and the DAP
Beck et al. (2004) observe a number of differences between English and Japanese comparison
constructions: Japanese comparatives appear to lack the ability to build subcomparatives, (1), and
do not display scope ambiguities of the kind discussed in Heim (2001), (2), or negative island
effects in comparatives, (3).
(1)

S UBCOMPARATIVES
a. The shelf is longer than the door is wide.
b. *Kono tana-wa ano doa-ga
hiroi yori (mo) (motto) takai.
this shelf-TOP that door-NOM wide YORI (MO) (more) tall
"This shelf is taller than that door is wide."

(2)

S COPE A MBIGUITIES (The draft is 10 pages long. . . )
a.

b.

The paper is required to be exactly 5 pages longer than that.
(i)
Reading 1: The paper must be 15 pages (no longer, no shorter).
(ii) Reading 2: The paper must be at least 15 pages long (but it could be longer).
Sono ronbun-wa sore yori (mo) tyoodo 5 peeji nagaku-nakerebanaranai.
that paper-TOP that YORI ( MO ) exactly 5 page long-be-required
(i)
Reading 1: OK "The paper is required to be exactly 5 pp longer than that."
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Reading 2: *"The minimal satisfactory length is 15pp."

N EGATIVE I SLAND E FFECTS
a.
b.

*John bought a more expensive book than Peter didn’t.
John-wa dare-mo kawa-naka-tta no yori takai
hon-o
katta.
John-TOP anyone buy-NEG-PAST NO YORI expensive book-ACC bought.
"John bought a more expensive book than no-one did."

They note that a common feature of these constructions is the fact that they all rely on the presence
of a syntactically derived set of degrees obtained via abstraction over the the gradable predicate’s
degree argument in the than-constituent and propose that all of these differences are due to different
settings of a single parameter in Japanese and English,which they call the Degree Abstraction
Parameter (DAP), given in (4).
(4)

D EGREE A BSTRACTION PARAMETER:
A language does/does not have binding of degree variables in the syntax.
(Beck et al. 2004)

Let us look briefly at their proposal and its consequences for the constructions in (1-3) and illustrate why they serve as tests for the setting of the DAP. This will also allow us to spell out our
assumptions about comparatives in English.

2.1.1. Subcomparatives
On a standard account of comparatives in English, subcomparatives are structurally identical to
regular comparatives. The difference between the two is that in regular comparatives the gradable
predicate in the matrix and embedded clauses are identical, and the second is therefore elided,
whereas in subcomparatives the two predicates are different, so no ellipsis occurs.
The syntax and semantics we are assuming for English comparatives has its origins in proposals by
Bresnan 1973, on the syntactic side, and von Stechow 1984, on the semantic side, but is essentially
that of Heim 2001: English than-clauses have an underlying clausal structure and are generated
as complements of the comparative operator -er which is located in the head of a Degree Phrase
(DegP), which is itself in the specifier of the matrix clause AP. Semantically, the DegP is a generalized quantifier over degrees (type hhd, titi) which undergoes QR to resolve a type mismatch,
leaving a trace of type hdi. The comparative operator is the analogue of the quantificational determiner (type hhd, tihhd, ti, tii) and has the lexical entry in (5). In the than clause, movement of
a silent wh-pronoun out of the degree argument position of the gradable adjective yields a set of
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degrees which serve as the restrictor of -er. Thus the sentence in (1) has the LF in (6).
(5)

[[ -erEnglish ]] = λPhd,ti .λQhd,ti . Max(Q) > Max(P)

(6)

S
hti

DegP
hhd, titi

hd, ti
2

-er
λPhd,ti .λQhd,ti .
Max({d: Q(d) })>Max({d: P(d)})

CP
hd, ti
wh1

IP
hti
DP

IP
hti

AP
he, ti

the shelf
t2hdi
AP
he, ti

DP
the door
t1hdi

long
λd.λx. length (x) ≥ d

wide
λd.λx. wide (x) ≥ d

Crucially, QR of the DegP in the main clause and movement of the silent wh-pronoun in the embedded clause allow for deriving sets of degrees on different scales in each clause if the predicates
in the matrix and embedded clause are different. On other existing analyses of comparatives, for
example the so called direct analysis (eg. Heim 1985, Bhatt and Takahashi 2007, 2011) or Beck,
Oda and Sugisaki’s contextual account for Japanese, the gradable predicate is a direct argument
of the comparative operator, so the subject and standard of comparison cannot be measured with
respect to different scales.2
(7)

a.
b.

[[ -erBhatt−and−T akahashi ]] = λx.λPhdhe,tii .λy. Max{d:P(d)(y)}>Max{d:P(d)(x)}
[[ -erBeck−Oda−Sugisaki ]]g = λPhdhe,tii .λx. Max( {d: P(d)(x) } ) > g(c)

2

Under the direct analysis (Heim 1985; Bhatt and Takahashi 2007, 2011) the comparative has three arguments: the
subject, the standard of comparison and the gradable predicate. It yields a truth value of 1 iff the maximal degree to
which the subject of the comparative has the gradable property is greater than the degree to which the standard has it.
It is often used for the analysis of comparatives with phrasal than-constituents.
Under the account of Japanese from Beck et al. (2004) the comparative operator has two arguments: the subject
and the gradable predicate. They analyse than-clauses in Japanese as individual-denoting expressions which noncompositionally set the comparison class of the gradable predicate. In this respect, the Japanese comparative is similar
to the English positive construction. Japanese than-clauses function like the "compared to" clause in sentence like (i).
(i)

Compared to John, Mary is tall(-er).
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2.1.2. Scope Effects
Beck et al. (2004) take the absence of scope ambiguities in comparatives as an additional indicator
that Japanese lacks the ability to bind degree variables. As discussed at length in Heim 2001,
the degree quantifier account of comparatives predicts that we should find scope ambiguities in
comparatives if there are other scope bearing items in the matrix clause. For reasons which are
unclear, no ambiguity arises with DP quantifiers or negation3 but is found in sentences with modals
in their matrix clause. The ambiguity of sentences like (2) can be explained if we take one reading
to come from an LF where the DegP outscopes the modal (8-b) and the other to come from an LF
where the modal outscopes the DegP (8-a). Note that the example in (2) contains the differential
measure phrase exactly 15 pages. Although both LFs can be generated for comparatives without
differentials, the two yield identical truth conditions, so the presence of a differential (or a less
comparative) is crucial to bring out the two readings.4
(8)

a.
b.

[ must [ exactly 10 pp ]1 [DegP [-er td1 ] wh2 the draft td2 tall ]t3 the paper td3 tall ]
(Reading 1 from (2a)
[ [ exactly 10 pp ]1 [DegP [-er td1 ] wh2 the draft td2 tall ]t3 must the paper td3 tall ]
(Reading 2 from (2a))5

Assuming this account of the ambiguity in (2) is on track, these kinds of sentences should be
unambiguous in languages without the ability to abstract over degrees, since here the only LF
available is one where the degree operator stays in-situ.

2.1.3. Negative Island Effects
Semantic accounts of negative island effects in comparatives (Rullmann 1995, Beck and Rullmann
1999, Fox and Hackl 2006) all rely on the assumption that than-clauses containing negation or
a negative quantifier denote a syntactically derived predicate of degrees (in the case of (3), for
3
4

(i)

This has been taken by some (e.g Kennedy (1999)) as indication that the quantifier account is on the wrong track.
The two LFs generated by less comparatives also generate different truth conditions.
(The draft is 10 pages long...)
The paper is required to be less long than that.
a.
Reading 1: The paper must be less than 10 pages long, an 11 page paper is unacceptable.
b.
Reading 2: The shortest acceptable paper is less than 10 pages long, an 11 page paper is OK.

5

A third logical form, in which the differential measure phrase moves to a position higher than must at LF, is
theoretically possible here:
(i)[ [ exactly 10 pp ]1 must [DegP [-er td1 ] wh2 the draft td2 tall ]t3 must the paper td3 tall ]
This LF would generate the same truth conditions as the LF in (b).
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example, it is the following property: λd. Peter did not buy a d expensive book.) and use certain
facts about this property to explain the badness of (3). Rullmann’s account, for example, claims
that these properties have no maximal degree which they map to true and that this causes problems
since comparatives compare the maximal degree of which the matrix clause property is true to the
maximal degree of which the than clause property is true. Fox and Hackl point out some problems
with Rullmann’s account, but offer one in the same spirit. They suggest instead that it is the
minimal (and maximally informative) degree to which this property maps true which is undefined
and at the root of the problem. Under both accounts, however, if than clauses are taken to denote
individuals (and Beck et al. (2004) claim that they do in Japanese) we lose the motivation for these
effects and predict negation to be acceptable in than-clauses.

2.2. Beck et al. (2009) and the DAP
Beck et al. (2009) expand on the parametric approach of Beck, Oda and Sugisaki. Using a questionnaire study they test the availability of a various degree constructions in a sample of 17 languages.
In addition to basic comparatives they test for the following constructions: differential comparatives (DiffC), comparison with a degree (CompDeg), scope ambiguities (Scope), negative island
effects in comparatives (NegIs), degree questions (DegQ), direct measure phrases (MP) and subcomparatives (SubC). They observe that languages seem to form four distinct clusters with respect
to the inventory of constructions they allow and propose three parameters of variation (shown in
Fig. 1) to explain them.
Figure 1: Beck et al. (2009): Parameters of Variation in Degree Constructions
Degree Semantics Parameter (DSP)

Degree Abstraction Parameter (DAP)

Degree Phrase Parameter (DegPP)

“A language does/does not have
lexical items that introduce degree
arguments.”

“A language does/does not have
binding of degree variables in the
syntax.”

“The degree argument of an unmarked
gradable predicate may/may not be
occupied by a syntactically visible
element at a pre LF level of Syntax.”

Diagnostic Constructions

Diagnostic Constructions
Diagnostic Constructions

• Comparison with a Degree
• Differential Comparatives

• Scope ambiguities
• Negative Island Effects
(requires clausal comparatives)

• Direct Measure Phrases
• Subcomparatives
• Degree Questions

For our purposes the cluster containing Japanese and Yoruba is the most interesting. The questionnaire revealed that these languages have differential comparatives and comparison with a degree
and thus must have a semantics which introduces degress (+DSP), but do not have scope effects,
negative island effects, degree questions or subcomparatives, indicating a negative setting of the
DAP. In addition to Yoruba and Japanese, Chinese, Samoan and Mooré also exhibit the same pattern. The next two sections of this paper will re-examine this conclusion for the Yoruba data and
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argue for a different explanation of the facts.
3. Yoruba Degree Constructions
Before looking at Yoruba degree relatives and questions, this section provides an introduction to
the semantics of gradable predicates and comparison in Yoruba. We motivate our assumptions
about the denotations of gradable predicates, the comparative verb (ju) and the equative verb (tó).

3.1. Gradable Predicates
Yoruba has both gradable adjectives, which are used exclusively in attributive positions, and gradable verbs, which are always predicates, to express meanings which correspond to English gradable
adjectives. The adjective form is derived from the verbal form via reduplication of the first syllable.
Interestingly, only the verbal form can be used in degree constructions other than the positive.
(9)

G RADABLE A DJECTIVES
a. Ade je omo sisanra.
˙ fat
Ade be ˙child
"Ade is a fat child."

(10)

G RADABLE V ERBS
a. *Ade je omo sanra.
˙ be.fat
Ade be ˙child
"Ade is a fat child."

b.

*Ade (je) sisanra.
Ade (be) fat.
"Ade is fat."

b.

Ade sanra.
Ade be.fat
"Ade is fat."

c.

*Ade je omo sisanra ju
baba
˙
˙
Ade be child fat
exceed father
re lo
˙
his STD
"Ade is a fatter child than his father."

c.

Ade sanra ju
baba re lo
˙
Ade be.fat exceed father his STD
"Ade is fatter than his father."

It is not yet clear whether this is the result of a semantic restriction, for example that the gradable
adjective denotes a vague predicate (type he, ti) and therefore cannot combine with degree operators, or a syntactic one, for example that degree operators in Yoruba subcategorize for a verb. We
will leave the semantics of gradable adjectives in Yoruba aside and focus in this paper on gradable
verbs, as they allow for the widest range of degree constructions. These we take to be relations
between degrees and individuals (type hdhe, tii). As Beck et al. (2009) and Vanderelst (2010) have
already noted, gradable verbs can combine freely with a variety of degree morphology including
degree modifiers gan/die/pupo (‘very’/‘little’/‘extremely’), comparative and equative morphemes
ju and to (‘exceed’ and ‘reach’, discussed in 3.2 and 3.3). Although direct measure phrase constructions (e.g. John is five feet tall) are not grammatical in Yoruba, we find differential measure
phrases and measure phrases as the standard of a comparisons or equatives. As it has been pointed
in the literature (von Stechow (1984), Schwarzschild (2005), Bochnak (2012)), these expressions
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seem to denote degrees or sets of degrees and it is, thus, unclear how to account for their contribution under vague predicate accounts of scalar adjectives. On these grounds we take (12) to be the
lexical entry for gradable verb ga (tall) in Yoruba.
(11)

a.
b.
c.

(12)

O
ga
fi
esebata kan ju
mi
lo
˙
3 SG . NOM be.tall PREP foot
one exceed 1sg.acc GO
"He is one foot taller than me."
Ade ga
ju/to
esebata marun.
Ade be.tall exceed/reach foot
five
"Ade is taller than five feet/ Ade is five feet feet tall."
O
ga
gan/die/pupo
3.sg.acc be.tall somewhat/little/very
"He is somewhat/little/very tall."

[[ga]] (= [[ tall ]] ) = λd.λx.HEIGHT(x) ≥ d

3.2. Comparatives
In Stassen (1985), a typological study of comparison constructions, Yoruba’s comparatives are
classified as "exceed-type" comparatives: the comparative morpheme is a lexical verb whose subject and object are the subject and standard of comparison respectively. In this respect, they are
similar to English sentences like (13).
(13)

John exceeds/surpasses Bill in height.

They are different from English, however, in that the scale along which the two individuals are
compared is not introduced in a PP as in English, but rather by a gradabe verb which forms a serial
verb construction with the comparative verb ju. An example is given in (14). The serial verb can
optionally be modified by a differential PP, as in example (11) from 3.1.
(14)

Joko yii da
ju
iyen
lo
˙
Chair this be.good exceed that.one STD
"This chair is nicer than that one."

The object of the serial verb construction is obligatorily followed by lo, which is glossed through˙ to suggest that lo is not
out the paper as a standard marker (STD). However, there is evidence
actually a standard marker, but that the comparative verb is in fact julo. The phenomenon ˙of ’verb
˙ Awobuluyi (1982)): Cersplitting’ is widely reported in the literature on Yoruba (e.g. Bode (2000),
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tain bisyllabic transitive verbs appear to ’split’ around their internal argument, as illustrated in the
example below. The two syllables of splitting verbs are reported, for the most part, not to have
independent meanings (cf. Bode 2000, p. 216).
(15)

Ade ba agogo
naa je
Ade V- timepiece the V
"Ade broke the timepiece." Awobuluyi (1982:234)

In the case of ju...lo, this is not the case, lo used independently is the verb ’to go’. This is interesting
˙ of comparison is expressed in a locative PP Stassen
because in many ˙languages, the standard
(1985). A historical link between the semantics of comparatives and constructions expressing paths
has been drawn in the literature for other languages (e.g. Hohaus (2012) for Samoan). Nevertheless,
evidence from verb fronting in focus constructions indicates that an account of ju..lo as a splitting
verb is on the right track. We leave the question of a historical link between julo and˙ lo aside here.
˙
As Bode notes, when a splitting verb is fronted in focus constructions, both parts
of ˙the splitting
verb must be fronted. This is also what we observe for ju and lo.
˙
(16)

a.

Bíbaje

ni

Ade ba okò re jé.
Ade V- car his V"What happened was that Ade broke his car."
ni Omotayo ju
Olat lo
Jijulo
˙
REDUPL -exceed FOC Omotayo exceed Olat V̇"The fact is that Omotayo exceeds Olat" (Consultant’s translation)
REDUPL -break FOC

b.

There is evidence that the standard of comparison is a nominal constituent rather than a reduced
clause in Yoruba. The presence of a verb, modal or tense and aspect marker after ju renders
the sentence ungrammatical, unless it is contained in a relative clause. Based on this syntactic
structure, will follow Vanderelst (2010) in taking ju to be a 3-place operator with the lexical entry
in (18). A small modification of the operator above will be necessary to capture comparatives
whose standards are measure phrases or degree relatives of the type discussed in section 4. We
propose that ju can either take an individual or a degree as its first argument, so that we also have
the lexical entry in (19) to use for comparison with a degree or degree relative.
(17)

*Omotayo yara ju Ade le (yara) lo
˙
Omotayo be.fast exc. Ade can (run) STD
Intended: "Omotayo is faster than Ade can be."

(18)

[[ ju]] = λx.λPhd,he,tii .λy.M ax({d : P (d)(y)}) > M ax({d : P (d)(x)})
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[[ judegree ]] = λd.λPhd,he,tii .λy.M ax({d0 : P (d0 )(y)}) > d

3.3. Equatives
A brief discussion of the equative to is relevant at this point because of the role it plays in the
constructions discussed in section four. An interesting difference between to and English equatives
is the relative frequency with which to is used. In addition to English-like equatives ((20)), it is
used to build comparatives of inferiority (less-comparatives) (21), is obligatory in degree questions
(see section 4.2) and appears optionally in degree relatives (4.1).
(20)

O
ga
to
mi.
3.S G .N OM be.tall reach 1.S G .ACC
"He is as tall as me."

(21)

Mary ko ga
tó
Bill.
Mary NEG be.tall reach Bill
"Mary less is tall than Bill."

Syntactically, it is a transitive verb like ju...lo which forms a serial verb construction with a gradable
predicate. Semantically, we propose that it ˙is also a three-place operator which takes an individual
(or a degree), a gradable predicate and another individual as arguments and returns true if the
second individual has the gradable property to a degree which is greater than or equal to the degree
associated with the first argument. This lexical entry straightforwardly allows us to derive the right
truth conditions for equatives and less comparatives. In section four, we will discuss how it does
so for degree questions and degree relatives as well.
(22)

a.
b.

[[ to1 ]] = λd.λPhd,he,tii .λy.M ax({d0 : P (d0 )(y)}) > d
[[ to2 ]] = λx.λPhd,he,tii .λy.M ax({d : P (d)(y)}) > M ax({d : P (d)(x)})

4. Challenging the DAP in Yoruba
Recall from section two, Beck et al. (2009) conclude that Yoruba, which patterns with Japanese
in lacking subcomparatives, negative island effects and scope ambiguities in comparatives, has
a negative setting of the degree abstraction parameter (that is, variables of type hdi cannot be
bound). The analysis we have sketched so far for Yoruba comparatives and equatives is consistent
with this conclusion. Since the gradable predicate and two individuals are direct arguments of
the comparative or equative operator, no degree-abstraction is necessary. In this section, however,
we will develop an account for two further constructions which we will argue represent a serious
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challenge for the DAP in Yoruba. The first of these is a clausal comparative construction not
discussed in the previous literature on Yoruba comparatives whose than constituent is a degree
relative. An example is given in (23). The second are degree questions like (24).
(23)

Omotayo le sare
ju
bi Ade se le sare
lo.
˙
˙
Omotayo can run.fast exceed how Ade Q can run.fast STD
"Omotayo can run faster than Ade can."

(24)

Bawo ni Ade se ga
to
How FOC Ade ˙Q be.tall reach?
How tall is Ade?

4.1. Degree Relatives as Evidence for Binding of Degree Variables
Although reduced comparatives are ungrammatical in Yoruba, clausal comparatives can be built
with a free relative as the standard of comparison. An example is given in (25) below. This kind of
degree free-relative can also occur independently of the comparative, as illustrated in (26).
(25)

Tabili yii gun
ju
bi omo yii se ga to lo
˙ be.tall reach STD
˙ this ˙Q
Table this be.long exceed how ˙child
"The table is longer than the child is tall."

(26)

Jo
ko bi o
se ga,
bi o
se tobi ati amin oju inu apoti yii.
˙
˙
Please write how 2. SG Q be.tall, how 2 SG . Q be.big and colour eye inside box this.
"Please write your height, weight and eye colour in this box."

In these free-relatives, a wh-pronoun (bi) moves from its position either as the complement of the
verb to or from its position within the gradabe verb’s VP to the the specifier of the relative’s CP.
(The same wh-pronoun, bi, also occurs in embedded degree and manner questions.) Semantic
accounts of wh-pronouns in English typically treat them as expressions that bind variables (e.g.
Karttunen 1977, Heim 2000). Here, they are presumably binding a trace of type hdi in the degree
argument position of to or of the gradable verb. This would yield an LF like (28) for the degree
relative in (25) and (27) for the first one in (26).
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(27)
(28)

hd, ti
bi1
(how)

hti
O
(3.nom.sg)

hd, ti

bi1
(how)

hti

he, ti
t1hdi

Omo
ga
˙
(the˙ child)
(tall)
λd.λx. height(x) ≥ d

he, ti

ga
(tall)
λd.λx. height(x) ≥ d

hhdhe, tii, he, tii

t1hdi

to
(reach)
λd.λPhdhe,tii .λx.M ax({d0 : P (d0 )(x)} ≥ d

These LFs bear a striking resemblance to the LFS we have been assuming for English than-clauses.
But, such a representation should be ruled out in a -DAP language. Either Yoruba does, after all,
have the ability to bind degree variables and has clausal comparatives which are remarkably similar
to those found in English or, despite appearances, the semantics of these degree relatives in Yoruba
is significantly different from that of English. We argue that the former is correct.
Suppose Yoruba is not able to bind variables of type hdi. How can we give the degree-relatives in
(25), (23) and (26) an in-situ account which yields a degree (or set of degrees) to combine with ju?
One option is to modify our assumptions about gradable predicates. We have been assuming that
they are expressions of type hdhe, tii like we take them to be in English, but they might also be of
type hehd, tii. For Yoruba, no data from direct measure phrase constructions motivates a choice
of the former over the latter. Changing our assumptions about the lexical entries of gradable verbs
would provide a quick fix for the problem with degree relatives. The subject of the relative clause
now combines directly with the gradable verb to give a set of degrees. We might take bi to be
an operator which will map a set to its maximal degree. This gives us exactly what we need to
combine with ju. However, this is not an adequate solution. On the one hand, this does not address
the problem of degree relatives with to. We would need to also posit a different lexical entry for to
in which the degree argument is its third argument and this seems less compelling given that when
the degree argument of to is filled overtly (for example by a measure phrase), it is filled by the
internal argument of to (as in (11) b). Perhaps more importantly, modals and propositional attitude
verbs can intervene between bi and the gradable verb or to. Changing the order of the gradable
verb’s arguments will not be enough to capture sentences like (29).
(29)

Olumide ga
ju
bi mo se ro wipe o
se ga
lo
˙
Olumide be.tall exceed how I Q think that 3sg.nom Q be.tall STD
"Olumide is taller than I thought he was."

It is unclear how this proposal can derive the set of degrees to which Olu is tall in the speaker’s
belief worlds without abstracting over the degree argument of tall in the than clause. It runs into
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problems as soon as, instead of a proposition, think runs into an expression of type hshd, tii as its
complement. Our first attempt at a -DAP account of Yoruba degree relatives thus fails to capture
all the data. It may be possible to find yet another proposal for Yoruba degree relatives which does
not require giving up its -DAP classification but we are unaware of one.
There is some evidence, however that giving up the DAP for Yoruba might, indeed, be what we
want to do. Now that we have uncovered a clausal comparative, we can test again for subcomparatives and negative island effects. Doing so reveals further evidence that Yoruba has binding
of degree variables: both subcomparatives (30) and negative island effects (31) show up in clausal
comparatives.
(30)

Michael Jordan je agbaboolu-alapere ti o dara
ju
bi David Beckham se
Michael Jordan be basketball.player rel 3.sg be.good exceed how David Beckham ˙Q
je agbaboolu-elese lo
be football.player.
"Michael Jordan is a better Basketball player than David Beckham is a (good) football
player."

(31)

*John ra iwe to won
ju
bi Peter ko se ra iwe ti o won
John ra iwe rel expensive exceed how Peter not ˙Q buy book rel 3.sg expensive.
"John bought a more expensive book than Peter didn’t buy."

4.2. Degree Questions
A further argument in favor of degree abstraction in Yoruba can also be made on the basis of degree
questions. As we mentioned in section 3.3, the equative to is required in order to form grammatical
degree questions. Beck et al. use this as an indication that Yoruba lacks true degree questions and
as further evidence for a -DAP setting.
(32)

a.
b.

*Bawo ni Kathy se ga?
How FOC Kathy ˙Q be.tall
Bawo ni Kathy se ga
to?
˙
How FOC Kathy Q be.tall reach
"How tall is Kathy?"
(Beck et al. (2009), appendix)

However, under our current assumptions about to a degree variable still needs to be bound in order
to derive the appropriate question meaning, it simply isn’t the degree argument of the gradable
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verb but instead the degree argument of to. We have no explanation for why abstraction over the
degree argument of the gradable verb is prohibited here. It is possible, though, that this restriction
is independent of whether or not a language allows for binding of degree variables. Beck et al.
(2009) identify a group of languages (including Russian, Turkish and Guarani) which, despite
having ability to abstract over degrees, are subject to the same restrictions. Note that for Yoruba
any account of this restriction will face the added challenge of explaining why abstraction over
the gradable verb’s degree argument is possible in relative clauses like (26). It is also worthwhile
to note that questions about differential degrees do not require the presence of to, so whatever
the restriction responsible for the presence of to in (32-b), it appears to have more to do with the
gradable verb that with the binding of degree variables.
(33)

Bawo ni Mt. Everest se
ga ju
K2
lo ?
˙Everest Q be.tall exceed K̇2 go
How FOC Mt.
"How much taller is Mt. Everest than K2?"

A Hamblin style semantics for questions based on the generation of sets of alternatives would
provide a means of deriving the meaning of degree questions without binding of degree variables
(e.g. Hamblin 1973). We do not consider such an account here, but note that degree questions can
only provide evidence for or against a particular setting of the DAP as long as we can discount a
Hamblin style account in the language under consideration.
5. Accounting for Scope Ambiguities
In the previous section, we have argued that evidence from clausal comparatives (and to some extent degree questions) points towards a degree semantics which allows for bound degree variables
in Yoruba. There is one loose end which remains to be considered. Beck et al. (2009) report that
Yoruba, like Japanese, lacks scope ambiguities in comparatives (their example is given in (34)). If
we are correct that Yoruba has the ability to bind degree variables and, by extension QR degree
quantifiers, why don’t we find scope ambiguities like the ones discussed for English in 1.1.2?
(34)

Context: The draft is 10 pages long, the paper has to be at least 15 but can be more.
a.

# Iwe naa gbodo gun
ju
iyen lo pelu oju-ewe marun gerege
˙ prep page
Book dem. must be.long exceed that STD
five exactly.
"The paper must be exactly five pages longer than that." (Beck et al. 2009, appendix)

The answer we will sketch here is that the ability to QR the comparative operator is a necessary,
but not a sufficient condition for scope ambiguities in comparatives. Other factors, including the
semantic type of differential measure phrases and the availability of less comparatives can also
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influence the presence of scope ambiguities in a language. We will argue that in Yoruba the lack
of less comparatives and degree-quantifier differential measure phrases make it so that two distinct
readings are never generated.
We observed in 1.1.2 that, although we could generate two different LFs with a ‘plain’ comparative (no measure phrase, no less comparative), the two LFs yield identical truth conditions. This
underscores the non-trivial role played by the differential measure phrases in these constructions.
(At least the ones without less. Since Yoruba lacks less comparatives, we will ignore them here.)
We suggest that this observation is at the heart of the apparent lack of scope ambiguity in Yoruba,
namely, because there is evidence that Yoruba measure phrases do not have the semantic type of
degree quantifiers. Empirical investigation of differential measure phrases revealed that measure
phrases with modified numerals (e.g. exactly x, at least x, approximately x) seem to be unavailable, with the exception of the gerege in sentences like (34). In translation tasks targeting modified
numerals, consultants uniformly provided translations with ‘bare’ numeral measure phrases, using
other means to paraphrase the desired meaning. An example is given in (35).
(35)

Context: A student with a 17 page draft tells his teacher that he is thinking of writing
more. The maximal length of the paper is 20 pages. His teacher says:
Your paper can be at most 3 pages longer than that.
a. iwe naa ko gbodo gun
fi
oju-ewe mefa ju
be lo .
˙ .
Paper def. NEG must be.long prep page
four exceed that lo
˙
"Your paper must not be 4 pages longer than that."

The meaning of modified numeral measure phrases cannot be captured by a denotation of type hdi
or hd, ti (similarly to generalized quantifiers like exaclty two students which cannot denote sets
of individuals). This is, however not true of bare numerals which can (and have been argued to)
denote sets of degrees, or simply degrees. In languages which lack modified numeral MPs, then,
there is no clear indication that measure phrases have a quantificational meaning. It could be the
case that they don’t. Without them, when it comes to the relevant scope ambiguities, we again
generate identical truth conditions for the "wide scope DegP" and "narrow scope DegP" LFs:
(36)

a.
b.

Wide Scope DegP:
Max({ d: ∀. w compatible with the requirements of the actual world. length (Paper)
in w ≥ d } ) ≥ Max ( { d: length (Draft) in the actual world ≥ d } ) +5 pages
Narrow Scope DegP:
∀w. w compatible with the requirements of the actual world. Max ({ d: length(Paper)
in w ≥d } ) ≥ Max ( { d: length (Draft) in the actual world ≥ d } ) +5 pages
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Both LFs generate the "at least reading": the minimal required length of the paper is 15 pages.
In order to get from this reading to the one reported by Beck et al. (2009), we must then think
about the contribution of gerege. A more detailed investigation of this particle will be necessary
for a worked out account, but a prelimiary suggestion is that it is not a degree operator, but rather
a sentential one which serves to rule out stronger alternatives, similar to English only. We propose
that in the case of the sentence above, it serves to rule out stronger the stronger scalar alternatives
(The paper must be 6 pages longer, the paper must be 7 pages longer etc.). Thus, we believe that
the lack of two distinct readings in the case of the Yoruba scope ambiguities is compatible with an
account of Yoruba which makes it +DAP.
6. Conclusion
Now that we have determined that Yoruba’s grammar does allow for bound degree variables and
speculated that the observed lack of scope ambiguities in comparatives is the result of unrelated
variation in the denotation of differential measure phrases between English and Yoruba, we may
consider the consequences for the theory of cross-linguistic variation in the semantics of degree
constructions. From a theoretical point of view, this paper has weakened the evidence in favour
of a parameter like the DAP. We showed that there is considerably more heterogeneity within
the clusters of languages identified by Beck et al. (2009) than is apparent. In order to determine
whether our observations for Yoruba are the result of a truly heterogeneous cluster, or whether
Yoruba has simply been misclassified, a second look at the other -DAP languages (Mandarin,
Samoan and Mooré) is required. A problem with the diagnostic tests for the DAP has also become
apparent: In languages without clausal comparatives they rely heavily on the data from scope
ambiguities, but these are complex constructions in which many factors in addition to the ability
to bind degree variables play a role. A related methodological conclusion to be drawn from this
paper is that questionnaire studies can provide misleading results if they are not accompanied by
a moderately detailed semantic analysis for each language in question. As we saw with Japanese
and Yoruba, two languages may show similar patterns with different underlying causes.
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Abstract. The paper discusses the type of regular nominalization in Slavic and Germanic
languages, characterized by derivational productivity and semantic transparency. It offers a
unified account of particular types of regular nominalizations found in these languages, and
derives the variation in the availability thereof from two parameters pertaining to verbal aspect:
the default aspectual value of a language, and the referential capacity of the perfective aspect. It
is further argued that the type of deverbal nominals denoting changes of states, although not fully
productive nor transparent, should be counted as regular, as well. Its special properties are
explained employing a derivational step that is not available to ordinary regular nominalizations,
namely, the incorporation of the phrase denoting a result state. In particular, the account covers
Serbian Verbal and Resultative Nouns, West Slavic Verbal Nouns, German -ung-, and Dutch ing-nouns, English Nominal Gerunds, and, possibly, English deverbal nouns ending in -tion and
-ment.	
  
	
  
Keywords: nominalization, aspect, change of state, result state, Slavic, Germanic.
1. Introduction	
  
	
  
The observation that some words of human languages are in a way regular, and some irregular is
probably as old as the study of language itself. Some words are formed according to a specific
template and their interpretation is computed from the meaning of their constituents, and some
other do not follow any particular model and have to be memorized as units. This paper deals
with regularities found in the domain of deverbal nominalization in Slavic and Germanic
languages. The overall claim is that these languages possess (in addition to many irregular) one
regular means of derivation of deverbal nouns, but that that regularity can be partially
outweighed by some grammatical processes giving rise to a specific type of nominals whose
interpretation is not fully predictable from the meaning of their base verbs. The type in question
are nominals whose core meaning can be described as change of state, but which can receive a
number of related interpretations. A limited productivity, and partial transparency of these
nominals are claimed to have the source in the way they are derived, namely, through the
incorporation of the phrase denoting result state, a process which undermines full regularity of
the derivation of deverbal nominals. I start with a discussion of data from Serbian, and then
introduce data from other languages, to reach the generalization that particular types of deverbal
nominalizations in Slavic and Germanic languages all belong to one and the same type of
nominalization, viz. regular nominalization, despite striking differences between them.	
  
	
  
Serbian deverbal nominalizations obtained from perfective past participles by means of the suffix
-je are quite special morphological formations. They possess properties that distinguish them
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from both fully productive and uniform Verbal Nouns on the one hand, and the multitude of
idiosyncratic nominalizations obtained by means of various deverbal suffixes on the other. In this
paper I will call this type of nominalization Resultative Nouns and attempt to provide an
explanation for their special properties in which the notion of a result state will play major role.
Before I start, let me lay out the landscape of Serbian nominalizations.
Serbian deverbal nominalizations form three classes: Verbal Nouns, Resultative Nouns, and
Derived Nouns. Verbal Nouns are derived by the suffix -je, and they are the most productive
means of nominalization: the only requirements they put on their input verbs are that they must
be eventive,1 and that they appear in their imperfective forms. Another characteristic of Verbal
Nouns is that they are derived not from a stem, but from a full inflected form of a verb, namely
the Passive Participle. This holds of all Verbal Nouns irrespective of whether the verb is
transitive, or intransitive (and therefore lacking of the Passive Participle when used in a verbal
context).	
  
	
  
(1)
tŕč-a-ti →	
   	
  
tŕč-a-n-je;
pre-trč-áva-ti →
pre-trč-áva-n-je
run-theme-inf
run-theme-pp-je
over-run-impf-inf
over-run-impf-pp-je
‘run’
‘running’
‘run across’
‘running across’
The meaning of Verbal Nouns is fully recoverable from the meaning of their base verbs.
Intuitively, they are names of the eventualities denoted by the verbs from which they are derived.
Given their productivity and the transparency of their meaning, Verbal Nouns may be considered
close analogues of English Nominal Gerunds.
In contrast to uniform Verbal Nouns, the class of Derived Nouns encompasses a motley of nouns
derived by different suffixes each of which contributes a specific additional meaning to the noun
it derives. In addition, these suffixes are not fully productive, in the sense that they do not attach
to all verbs across the board, but rather apply only to some verbs, and the contribution of one and
the same suffix may vary from one verb to another so that meaning shifts are often
unpredictable. As a rule, these nouns are derived from stems or roots, and never from full
inflected forms of verbs.
(2) pas-ti → pad; za-vesl-a-ti
→
za-vesl-aj;
br-a-ti →
fall-inf fall-ø for-row-theme-inf
for-row-aj
pick-theme-inf
‘fall’
‘a fall’ ‘make a stroke of rowing’ ‘a stroke of rowing’ ‘pick’

ber-ba
pick-ba
‘harvest’

Resultative Nouns are morphologically similar to Verbal Nouns: they are derived from Passive
Participles, and by means of the suffix -je. Unlike Verbal Nouns, however, they are derived from
perfective verbs, and are highly limited: only some perfective verbs can form Resultative Nouns.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1 The requirement that the verb be eventive cannot call into a question the generalization about regularity of these
nouns, and will not be addressed here since it does not have bearing to the subject of the paper.	
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Thus, the imperfective verb pretrčavati ‘run across’ can form a Verbal Noun (1), but its
perfective mate pretrčati cannot form a Resultative Noun (3). On the other hand the perfective
verb prekoračiti ‘step over’ can host the suffix -je, that is, it can form a Resultative Noun.
(3)

pre-trč-a-ti →
over-run-theme-inf
‘run across’

*pre-trč-a-n-je; pre-koráč-i-ti
→
over-step-theme-inf
‘step over’

pre-korač-én-je
over-step-pp-je
‘violation’

The most conspicuous difference between -je-nouns derived from perfective and imperfective
verbs is the placement of stress: while Verbal Nouns have it on the same syllable as the
underlying verb, with Resultative Nouns the stress has a fixed position on the penultimate
syllable irrespective of the stress of the base verb, as indicated in the above examples. The
meaning of Resultative Nouns is, unlike with Verbal Nouns, unpredictable: their denotation
includes what intuitively can be recognized as events of transition into a state, and objects and, to
a lesser extent, states obtained in these events (Arsenijević 2010).
Due to the non-uniformity of the meanings of Resulatative Nouns, and other differences that set
them apart from Verbal Nouns, the suffix by which they are derived might be plausibly
considered, on a par with suffixes of Derived Nouns, an idiosyncratic suffix which happens to be
phonologically identical to the regular suffix -je of Verbal Nouns. However, this line of approach
would leave us without an important insight into the connection between the two types of
nominalization; I argue that this is one and the same suffix, and ultimately, that the two types of
nouns are one and the same nominalization type despite all obvious differences. In addition, I
suggest that Verbal and Resultative Nouns are two guises of the same nominalization type
available to all Slavic languages, and furthermore that German -ung, Dutch -ing, English
Nominal Gerunds (also known as ing-of nominals, Abney 1987), and possibly English -tion
suffixed deverbal nouns, belong to this same nominalization type.
2. Resultative Nouns
We see that the suffix -je does not set any restrictions when the base verb is imperfective, but is
not so permissive when it comes to perfective verbs. A natural question to ask then is: Is there
any principle that governs selection of verbs for Resultative Nouns, or are these nouns indeed
just lexicalized collocations of randomly chosen verbs with the suffix? I believe that there is such
a principle, and that it is actually identified by Rossdeutscher and Kamp (2011) for German ung-nouns. These nouns are similar to Serbian Resultative Nouns in a number of ways. Most
importantly, the range of possible meanings of these nouns involves events of transition into a
state, states resulting from these transitions, and objects created in the events of transition. In
addition, a vast majority of German -ung-nouns is derived from prefixed verbs, but not all
prefixed verbs are able to serve as a basis for the derivation of these nouns. It is then reasonable
to suppose that these nouns belong to the same (cross-linguistic) type, and that their formation is
governed by the same principles. In their discussion of formation and interpretation of German ung-nouns, Rossdeutscher and Kamp (2011) identify the constraint that -ung-nouns can only be
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derived from verbs with a bi-eventive structure, that is, the structure in which are represented an
event, its result state, and a node in which they are combined, which contains a condition of the
form ‘e CAUSE s’, with e event, and s state variables. For these authors bi-eventive verbs are
core-transitive verbs in the sense of Levin (1999), verbs which involve an affected theme that
undergoes change in the course of the event. Mono-eventive, non-core-transitive, verbs would be
those that may implicate a telos of the event, or a state resulting from it, but whose objects are
not described as undergoing change. As an example they give verbs säubern ‘to clean’, a coretransitive, and wischen ‘to wipe’, a non-core-transitive verb. Unlike wischen, säubern and related
verbs are not felicitous with conjunctive predicates of the type to work and work, they cannot
form resultative constructions, but they do derive -ung-nouns:
(4)

a. den Taller sauber wischen;
‘to wipe the plate clean’

*den Teller rein säubern
‘to clean the plate pure’

b. er wischt und wischt;
‘he wipes and wipes’

?er säubert und säubert
‘he cleans and cleans’

c. *wischung;
wipe-ung

die Säuberung eines Tisches
the clean-ung a-gen table-gen

Verbs that give rise to nouns derived with the help of the suffix -ung are themselves derived. As
candidates for the derivation of these verbs come adjectives, nouns and verbs. In the case of
deadjectival verbs, the adjective denotes a property of an individual, and the meaning of the
verbs is, approximately, “cause to become a”. Verbs with nominal roots denote events in which
an entity of the sort described by the noun is added to the object of the sentence, where the entity
added does not have to exist before the event, but may be created as a part of the event itself.
Particularly are interesting verbs derived from other verbs. Rossdeutscher and Kamp postulate
that in the case of verbs like bearbeiten ‘deal with’, which are derived from manner denoting
roots, a coercion takes place so that these roots are reclassified as property roots. In all three
cases it is clear that base phrases that derive be-eventive verbs (consisting of an adjective, a
noun, or a verb, plus a prefix) denote states of objects that are the themes of the derived verbs.	
  
	
  
I suggest that bi-eventive verbs, identified by Rossdeutscher and Kamp as a source for the
derivation of -ung-nouns, are the same verbs that have been claimed in the Distributed
Morphology literature (Harley 2005, Arsenijević 2011) to originate through the incorporation of
whole result prepositional phrases into the verb. This observation will serve as the basis for here
presented analysis of the nouns derived from these verbs.	
  
	
  
I present several tests which show that when a Resultative Noun has an eventive interpretation, it
denotes the very component of a transition into a state described by the adjective, noun, or the
verb that forms a part of the verb from which the noun is derived, while the process component
of the total event is not available. 	
  
	
  
Compatibility with aspectual-temporal modifiers clearly shows that Resultative Nouns do not
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refer to durative eventualities (examples in (5)). They are incompatible with adjectives that
specify duration of an event and imply it not having reached the culmination, but compatible
with in adverbials that imply culmination. On the other hand, Verbal Nouns derived from
imperfective forms of the same verbs are perfectly compatible with durative adjectives. They are
also free to occur with in adverbials, which suggests that they may denote culminations of the
underlying eventualities, too, but this is not a question to address here.	
  
	
  
(5)
a. petominutno *uskladištenje/uskladištavanje namirnica
5-minute.adj store.pf.je/store.impf.je food-products.gen
‘5-minute-lasting storing of food products’	
  
	
  
b. petominutno *uništenje/uništavanje grada
5-minute.adj destroy.pf.je/destroy.impf.je city.gen
‘5-minute-lasting destruction of the city’	
  
	
  
c. uskladištenje/uskladištavanje namirnica za pet minuta
store.pf.je/store.impf.je food-products.gen in 5 minutes
‘the storing of the food products in 5 minutes’	
  
	
  
d. uništenje/uništavanje grada za pet minuta
destroy.pf.je/destroy.impf.je city.gen in 5 minutes
‘the destruction of the city in 5 minutes’	
  
	
  
In examples like (6) where there are durative adjectives, what is modified is not the event, but
the state resulting from it, that is, in such cases the noun receives a stative interpretation.	
  
	
  
(6)
prolazno/dvodnevno naoblačenje
passing/two-day-adj on-cloud.pf.je
‘brief/two-day-long cloudedness’	
  
	
  
Non-felicitousness with the adjective postepen ‘gradual’ is understood on the assumption that
gradual presupposes a process which it can modify; there is no way for instantaneous events to
be gradual. Again, imperfective counterparts of Resultative Nouns are good with this adjective.	
  
	
  
(7)
a. postepeno *oslobođenje/oslobađanje grada
gradual free.pf.je/free.impf.je city.gen
‘the gradual liberation of the city’	
  
	
  
b. postepeno *ustoličenje/ustoličavanje svih vladika
gradual enthrone.pf.je/enthrone.impf.je all bishops
‘gradual enthronement of all bishops’	
  
	
  
Resultative Nouns can denote changes caused internally, or by agents. In the later case the
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presence of an agent can be attested by agent-oriented adjectives, by-phrases expressing agents
(8a), or prepositional phrases expressing purposes of the modified eventualities (8b).	
  
	
  
(8)
a. nevoljno povišenje plata od strane upravnika
reluctant rise salaries.gen from side manager
‘the reluctant rise of salaries by the manager’	
  
	
  
b. zaključenje sporazuma sa ciljem unapredjenja odnosa
conclusion contract.gen with goal.instr enhancement.gen relations.gen
‘the making of a contract with the goal of the enhancement of relations’	
  
	
  
However, the total event denoted by a Verbal Noun is not wholly represented by the
corresponding Resultative Noun as the process stage of the total event systematically escapes
reference by this type of nouns. This is further illustrated by the following examples. 	
  
	
  
(9)
a. Izvrseno je *dodeljenje/dodeljivanje
nagrade.
committed is allocate.pf.je/allocate.impf.je award.gen
‘The allocation of the award is commited.’	
  
	
  
b. Uzivam u *uručenju/uručivanju nagrada.
enjoy.1sg in hand.pf.je/hand.impf.je awards.gen
‘I enjoy handing out awards.’	
  
	
  
In (9a), the verb izvrsiti ‘commit’, which takes an event nominal as an argument, and says not
merely that the event denoted by the nominal occurred, but also that it is brought about by an
agent, requires a Verbal Noun, which does not exclude the part of the event in which actions of
an agent are involved. This is not possible with a Resultative Noun. Imagine the sentence (9b) is
uttered by an official that has the duty of handing out awards. He cannot use a Resultative Noun
to name the kind of event in which he is a participant to express his attitude toward it, he must
use a Verbal Noun, which does not exclude the event-component in which he is an agent.
Dutch -ing nominalizations go along with Serbian Resultative Nouns with respect to aspectual
properties. Van Hout (1991) makes a remark that -ing nominalizations2 are always delimited,
while their base verbs may not be marked for delimitedness. 	
  
	
  
(10) a. Ik was bezig mijn artikel in het Engels te vertalen, toen ik werd onderbroken door de
I was busy my article into the English to translate, when I was interrupted by the
telefoon.
Phone
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
   Van	
  Hout’s	
  remark	
  is	
  in	
  fact	
  about	
  derived	
  nominals	
  in	
  general,	
  so	
  it	
  holds	
  of	
  -‐ing	
  nouns	
  as	
  well.	
  Anyway,	
  
almost	
  all	
  of	
  her	
  examples	
  are	
  -‐ing	
  nouns.	
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b. Ik was bezig met de vertaling van mijn artikel in het Engels, toen ik werd onderbroken
I was busy with the translation of my article into the English, ...
door de telefoon 	
  
	
  
(11)

a. Ik maak het vernederen van mijn kamergenoot dagelijks mee (sic)
I make the humiliate.inf of my roommate daily with	
  

	
  
b. Ik maak de vernedering van mijn kamergenoot dagelijks mee
I make the humiliation of my roommate daily with	
  
	
  
Van Hout reports that the sentence (10a), with an infinitival complement to bezig ‘busy’, does
not, but the sentence (10b), with an -ing noun, does imply, or at least suggests, that the
translation has been carried out to the end. Also, the nominalized infinitive in (11a) is compatible
with there being repeated events of humiliation during one day, but with the -ing nominalization
in (10b) the humiliation is one delimited event.	
  
	
  
The examples adduced here show that Resultative Nouns denote changes of states to the
exclusion of processes that may be associated with these changes. This is expected if Resultative
Nouns are derived by the incorporation of phrases that denote result states, states into which a
theme comes to be after it underwent a change, as proposed above.3	
  
	
  
3. Toward an analysis	
  
	
  
The sketch of an analysis offered here, is partly inspired by the Distributed Morphology (DM)
approach to the morphological structure of words (Marantz 1997), and especially verbs and
deverbal nominalizations, but I will not strictly follow analytical tools developed in this
framework. In particular, my notion of incorporation, although reminiscent of the notion of
incorporation found in DM literature, has properties that come from particular needs of the
account at hand. Here is given an approximate syntactic structure of the nominalization, which is
assumed to be common for all languages that have the type of regular nominalization we are
concerned with here. The account has two main goals: first, to show that Serbian Verbal Nouns
and what I have here dubbed Resultative Nouns belong to one nominalization type, the type of
productive and syntactically regular nominalization; and second, to show that this type of
nominalization is found in other Slavic and Germanic languages, with cross-linguistic variation
due to two parameters pertaining to the aspectual structures of these languages.	
  
	
  
As pointed out in the introduction, there can be distinguished (at least) two types of
nominalization, the regular and the idiosyncratic. The regular type is principally characterized by
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3 Unfortunately, I am not in a position to give more examples from Germanic languages to strengthen the thesis.	
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productivity (in sense that no specific restrictions are set on the input verbs), and morphological
and semantic uniformity. In the DM literature (cf. Alexiadou 2001) this is captured by the idea
that the nominalization affects not just the root, but a more extended structure which includes
various verbal and aspectual projections. The presence of this complex structure, which is built
in the syntax, and hence unvarying, within the nominalization precludes idiosyncratic
information from the root to have an impact on the overall construction, and creates
morphologically uniform and semantically transparent linguistic items. This basic idea I follow
here, too, and show furthermore how in the case of Resultative Nouns some space for
unpredictability is open despite overall regularity.	
  
	
  
For the particular purposes of the present account I assume that the suffix that derives regular
nominalizations attaches to the complete verb phrase. The specification that the verb phrase be
complete ensures that the affix always gets a complex structure for its input, necessary for the
effect of regularity. Thus, the complete verb phrase must be conceived of as consisting of
minimally two parts. These two parts I take to be: the lower, where the core lexical information
is represented, and the higher, which contains a light verb that acts as a verbalizer, or effectuates
its default aspectual value. The higher part can be added recursively and in Slavic languages this
is the case when superlexical prefixes are added, or secondary (and tertiary) imperfectivization is
carried out. The core lexical information in the lower part of the verb phrase may be carried by
different lexical categories, verbs, adjectives, or nouns, and, in addition, an optional prefix or a
particle can be included in the lower part of the verb phrase. This prefix, or particle, belongs to
the class of lexical prefixes/particles, on the account given in Svenonius (2004). These prefixes
originate in the prepositional complement of the verb, and have resultative meaning.4 The
complete verb phrase then has the following global structure:5
(12) [v [X P]], where X=A/V/N	
  
	
  
Into this structure fit all verbs when used predicatively. Of interest for us are prefixed verbs
because they involve a result component. These fall in two groups, as shown in Arsenijević
(2011). The first group is illustrated by the example in (13):	
  
	
  
(13) a. Jovan je trčao.
b. Jovan je u-trčao u kucu.
John is run
John is in-run in house
‘John ran.’
‘John ran into the house.’	
  
	
  
The prefixed verb in (13. b) is derived from an independently existing verb of manner of motion.
Its prefix originates as a preposition in the prepositional phrase which expresses the final point of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
4 The other is the class of Slavic superlexical prefixes which are similar to adverbs or auxiliary verbs, and whose
meaning is aspectual and quantificational. The class of superlexical prefixes does not have immediate
significance for the account in hand.	
  
5 I am not concerned here with the word order, and it is neglected in the syntactic representations.	
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the motion event denoted by the base verb. The preposition is said to incorporate into the lexical
verb, thereby giving rise to telic interpretation and perfective aspect of the derived verb. 	
  
	
  
The other is the class of prefixed verbs that express a transition into a state, in which this state is
expressed by the core lexical component of the verb itself. Therefore, only the result component
is present in the verb, but not the process component that is delimited by this result. 	
  
	
  
(14) Jovan je u-skladišt-i-o
namirnice.
John is in-warehouse-theme-participle food-products
‘John stored the food products.’	
  
	
  
In this example the theme namirnice ‘food products’ undergoes a change which results in a state
of the food products being stored. This state is lexically represented in the verb describing the
eventuality. Notice that this does not happen with utrčati (13b), which, although it entails the
achievement of the result, does not lexicalize it. The verbs that lexicalize the result state I call
resultative verbs, and claim that they are the verbs that give rise to Resultative Nouns.	
  
	
  
I suggest that this difference between these two classes of prefixed verbs follows if we take the
light verb of the upper part of the verb phrase to be able to incorporate material from the lower
part of the verb phrase. Then resultative verbs are those whose result component is incorporated
into the light verb of the upper part, whereas non-resultative prefixed verbs are those that remain
in the lower part of the verb phrase. The structures of the respective verbs are then quite
different: 	
  
	
  
(15) [a [u trč]]
u-trč-a-ti ‘run into’
pref-run-theme-inf	
  
	
  
[u-skladišt-i [t t]]
u-skladist-i-ti ‘store’
pref-warehouse-theme-inf	
  
	
  
Both of these structures are telic because both involve specification of the result, and hence the
default imperfective value of the light verb (for Slavic languages) is suppressed. But this must
have been done in different ways in each case. In the case of non-resultative prefixed verbs, the
telos is introduced by a possibly referential expression in the complement prepositional phrase of
the verb. Such an option is not available for resultative verbs though, because before
incorporation the phrase being incorporated must lose its referential features (Farkas, de Swart
2003). The consequence of this is significant. While non-resultative prefixed verbs (or, for
Germanic languages, verbs with particles) are accomplishment predicates whose telicity is
computed compositionally from its parts, for resultative verbs telicity is lexically specified, so
they are achievement verbs like English touch, or sink. The material that makes up a nonresultative prefixed verb is thus distributed in a complex structure, whereas that of the resultative
verbs is all localized in one place. An addition of another cycle of the light verb, introduced for
the purpose of imperfectivization, will make these structures again equal in terms of complexity,
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that is, the material of both words will be distributed, and not localized. 	
  
	
  
(16) [ava [a [u trč]]]
u-trč-ava-ti ‘run into’
pref-run-impf-inf	
  
	
  
[ava [u-skladišt-i [t t]]]
u-skladist-ava-ti ‘store’
pref-warehouse-impf-inf	
  
	
  
These considerations have both interpretational and morphological consequences. Let me first
explain the latter.	
  
	
  
Stress properties of nominalizations constitute a particularly convincing piece of evidence for the
difference in syntactic structure between the two types of lexically prefixed verbs. When it
comes to nominalization, the morphological difference between the above forms will show up
most strikingly in the stress-pattern of the respective words. As indicated in the introduction, the
stress of a nominal derived from a perfective verb falls invariably on the penultimate syllable,
whereas the stress of a nominal derived from an imperfective verb falls on the same syllable as in
the base verb. We can now offer the structures of the nominals as in (17).	
  
	
  
(17) a. [jeNOM [u-skladist-en [t t]]]6 	
  
	
  
b. [jeNOM [avan [u-skladist-i [t t]]]]	
  
	
  
Notice that the structure in (17a) is symmetric: the whole body of the verb is adjacent to the
nominalizing suffix -je. The structure in (17b) is, however, asymmetric: the body of the verb is
divided in two parts, only one of which is adjacent to the nominalizer. Arsenijević (2010)
discusses deadjectival nominalization in Serbian, where the same phenomenon can be observed.
He proposes that the stress comes to the most deeply embedded element that projects functional
structure, and that with nouns that preserve original stress, this element is the stem, and with
nouns that are stressed on the penultimate syllable, this element is the suffix. The way in which
Arsenijević proposes to obtain the symmetrical configuration is through truncation of the built up
structure so that there is nothing remaining between the suffix and the input verb. This however
deprives us of the possibility to establish any relation between the two types of nouns (Verbal
and Resultative Nouns), and to see them both as regular outputs of the syntactic computation.
More importantly, it is not clear why the same suffix would apply to two very different
constituents: a full-fledged predicational phrase, and an adjectival stem obtained by truncation. I
do not attempt here to provide an account of the stress-patterns of Serbian regular
nominalizations, but point out that if stress is a phonetic means to mark groupings of linguistic
elements (Halle 1997), then difference in the structures of the two types of nouns provides basis
for difference in phonology of them, too. The account of the structure of the Resultative Nouns
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6 In these representations I ignore Passive Participle suffixes and represent them as parts of aspectual morphology.	
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based on incorporation that I present here, coupled with an appropriate set of phonological rules
could in principle derive differing phonological properties of the nouns preserving the idea of
regularity of the two types of nominalization.	
  
	
  
The interpretation of Resultative Nouns, and of resultative verbs, does not always follow strictly
from the composition of their parts. The incorporation presumably leaves space for interaction
with pragmatic factors. Consider the following example:	
  
	
  
(18) Jovan je uručio nagradu/*so Nikoli.
John is in-handed prize/salt.acc Nicolas.dat
‘John presented the prize/salt to Nicolas.’	
  
	
  
The verb uručiti is derived from the noun ruka ‘hand’ and the preposition u ‘in’. However, the
verb cannot denote just any eventuality that involves putting something into somebody’s hands.
In this particular case, it cannot mean to hand over (the salt), but it can mean to give somebody
something officially (a prize, or a letter, etc.). Similarly, the mere putting of the food products
into a warehouse does not by itself constitute the event of storing them. Additional conditions
have to be met in order to felicitously use the verb uskladištiti ‘store’, in particular, to put them
somewhere with an intention of preserving them, or of using them at some future time, or the
like. These effects are even stronger with nouns derived from these verbs. 	
  
	
  
(19) a. Jovan je o-slobodio
grad/Mariju.
Oslobođenje grada/*Marije
John is around-freedom.pst city/Mary
liberation city/Mary.gen
‘John liberated the city/Mary.’
‘The liberation of the city/Mary’	
  
	
  
b. Pukovnik je s-kratio vojni rok.
Skraćenje vojnog roka
Colonel is off-short.pst military term
reduction military term
‘The colonel reduced the military term.’
the reduction of the military term	
  
	
  
c. Marija je s-kratila nogavice.
*Skraćenje nogavica
Mary is off-short.pst legs-of-trousers
reduction legs-of-trousers.gen
‘Mary shortened the legs of the trousers.’
‘the shortening of the legs of trousers’	
  
	
  
These examples give an impression that Resultative Nouns have to denote more abstract, or more
important changes of states. In her discussion of German adjectival passives Kratzer (2000)
employs the distinction between target states and resultant states borrowed from Parsons (1990).
The term ‘target state’ corresponds to our result states, states that objects stand in after they
underwent a change of state, and which are typically transitory. Parsons’ resultant state is the
state of an event having culminated, which is eternal. So, for the event of my throwing a ball
onto the roof, there will be the target state of the ball being on the roof, and also the resultant
state of my having thrown the ball onto the roof. While all eventive verbs have Parsons’ resultant
states, not all have his target states. Kratzer remarks that availability of target states can be
contextually conditioned so that verbs which usually do not allow target states, in the right
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context can be given a target state interpretation (that is, their be-passives). Kratzer gives the
following example.	
  
	
  
(20) Die Katze ist schon gestreichelt.
The cat is already petted.	
  
	
  
She observes that the sentence in (20) is odd out of the blue, but it improves in a context where
the speaker’s duty is to pet the neighbor’s cat once a day while he is away.7 In all likelihood,
something like this also happens with Resultative Nouns. The lower part of the verb phrase must
be interpreted as denoting a result state (i.e. target state in Parsons’ terms), which does not
necessarily have to be the case. This is easy with adjectives and nouns, but less so with verbs. In
any case, this state has to be seen as a condition of an object substantially different from the one
in which it was previously if it is to serve as a basis for a resultative verb. This reinterpretation is
presumably what provokes incorporation, and allows pragmatic factors to influence word
formation.	
  
	
  
	
  
4. Regular nominalization cross-linguistically	
  
	
  
The analysis of resultative verbs given in the previous section allows us to determine points of
divergence between Slavic and Germanic languages with respect to the type of regular
nominalization. In particular, I show that this divergence is due to two aspectual parameters: the
default aspectual value (perfective/imperfective) of the verbs of a language, and the referential
potential of the perfective aspect.	
  
	
  
Among the possible shapes of verb phrase mentioned in section 3, a language typically only
nominalizes a subset of them. Serbian nominalizes imperfective verbs and resultative perfective
verbs; German and Dutch nominalize only resultative verbs; in English, all nominalizations are
imperfective; and, finally, Czech nominalizes all imperfective, as well as all perfective verbs.	
  
	
  
Let me start with the difference between Serbian on the one hand, and German and Dutch on the
other. As already suggested in the introduction the difference between these languages may stem
from the general aspectual constitution of verbs of the languages of Slavic and Germanic groups.
This difference can be briefly characterized as follows. The default aspectual value of Slavic
verbs is imperfective, and the default aspectual value of Germanic verbs is perfective. While
space precludes providing a detailed account of the contrast in question, a rough presentation of
it can be given. The default aspectual value of verbs of a language is manifested in those verbs,
or verb phrases, that can receive both telic and atelic interpretation, that is, verbs which are not
lexically, or otherwise, specified for telicity, but whose telicity value emerges solely through the
grammatical design of a given language. These are accomplishment verbs, or verb phrases, like
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
7 For further discussion of the phenomenon see Gehrke (2010).	
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bake the cake and run to the store. To detect the default aspectual value we also have to take care
not to take into consideration complex or derived verbs. I have in mind verbs supplemented by
particles and prefixes that may themselves license a particular telicity value. Simple (nonderived)
achievement verbs must be excluded, too, because they are lexically specified for perfectivity.8
The following examples feature accomplishment verb phrases with basic verb forms.	
  
	
  
(21) a. Jovan je trčao do prodavnice ø/*za pet minuta.
J. is run to store for/in 5 minutes.
‘John ran to the store for/in 5 minutes.’	
  
	
  
b. Jovan je pekao taj kolač ø/*za pet minuta.
J. is baked that cake for/in 5 minutes
‘John baked that cake for/in 5 minutes.’	
  
	
  
c. John ran to the store in/*for 5 min.	
  
	
  
d. Anne soll heute Handschuhe stricken.
(from Kratzer 2002)
Anne should today mittens knit
‘Ann is supposed to knit mittens today.’
These examples show the basic aspectual difference between Slavic and Germanic languages.
All sentences involve basic, non-prefixed and non-suffixed forms of verbs, but while they give
rise to a telic interpretation in English and German, they fail to do so in Serbian. In the Serbian
examples (21a,b) non-derived verbs are used, which are imperfective (the default aspect for
Slavic verbs), and hence, since the verbs in question are accomplishments, receive an atelic
interpretation in reports of single episodic eventualities. The Germanic examples also involve
basic verb forms, but their interpretation is telic and perfective. These differences are indicated
by compatibility with in/for prepositional phrases. Although in the Serbian examples elements
that specify end-points for the described eventualities are present – a path phrase in (21a) and a
definite object noun phrase in (21b), in-phrase is not allowed. On the other hand, the German
example (21d) involves an indefinite object noun phrase, but nevertheless the interpretation is
telic: Ann would not fulfill her obligations if by the end of the day there would not be any
mittens done. I take this to prove that Germanic verbs are by default perfective, while Slavic
verbs are by default imperfective.
This result than explains the absence of the whole class of regular nominalizations in German
and Dutch on the assumption that the regular nominalizing suffix requires imperfective verbs as
its input. In absence of imperfective verbs in German and Dutch, no regular nominalization is
possible. The exception are however resultative verbs, which have the ability to override the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8 These verbs are not numerous because the majority of achievement verbs are derived, but they nevertheless exist
in Slavic languages and include, e.g., Serbian pasti‘fall’, reci ‘say’, dati ‘give’, etc.	
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requirement of the suffix, and this is the case both in Serbian, and German and Dutch. At this
point selectional restrictions of the regular suffix are stipulated, but in the continuation it will
receive a natural explanation.
The state of affairs in English is the exact opposite of that in German, but it in fact fits well in the
picture drawn for Serbian and German and Dutch, and further supports it. English suffix -ing, the
counterpart of German -ung, underwent substantial historical changes (Poutsma 1923). It
assumed the role of an imperfectivizing verbal suffix, and began to form a participle that
contributes to the progressive periphrastic verbal construction. Being at the same time both a
nominalizer and imperfectivizer, the suffix -ing gained the ability to build the type of nouns
which are not available in German, the type of fully productive and regular nominalizations
whose meaning is the closest to that of the underlying verb. These are Nominal Gerunds, the
counterparts of Serbian Verbal Nouns. This gain is however obtained at the cost of Resultative
Nouns: as soon as the suffix attaches to the verb, it deprives it of perfectivity, which is a
necessary property to build Resultative Nouns, as witnessed by Serbian and German. The
representation of English Nominal Gerunds will be something like the following, with the
conflated nominalizer and imperfectivizing light verb.
(22)

[ingNOM+IMPF [run into]]

Though I cannot go into this question in detail here, it looks as though the gap corresponding to
Resultative Nouns in English has been taken over by derived nouns ending in -tion, and -ment.
As shown in Harley and Noyer (1998), these nouns exhibit the main properties of Resultative
Nouns: they are derived from prefixed verbs (bipartite, in Harley and Noyer’s words), they are
derived only from some, not all verbs, and the range of their meanings includes that of
Resultative Nouns: events of transition to a state, and states and objects obtained in these events.
They are derived primarily from Latinate verbs, a fact whose explanation would have to rely on a
theory of how the loan lexicon interacts with the morphology of a language, a topic which is far
beyond the scope of this paper.
I have shown how variation in availability of the regular nominalization in Serbian, German,
Dutch and English follows from the structure of verb phrase and specificities of aspectual
systems of these languages. There is however further variation, found in Slavic languages. West
Slavic languages systematically derive Verbal Nouns from both perfective and imperfective
verbs, which is not the case in East Slavic languages, as reported in Dickey (2000).9 This means
that there is in fact no principled incompatibility of nominalization with perfective aspect, and
that the lack of perfective nominals in German, Dutch, and East Slavic languages has a source in
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
9 The situation in East Slavic is represented here by Serbian, i.e., Serbo-Croatian, although Dickey (2000) places
this language somewhere in between the two poles. Nominalization in Bulgarian and Macedonian has the same
properties as it does in Serbo-Croatian. The status of Russian is not clear probably because of great influence of
Church Slavonic. See Schoorlemmer (1995), who claims that Russian lacks the type of Verbal Nouns
characteristic of Polish.	
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some property other than perfectivity itself. The answer can be found in aspectual properties of
West Slavic languages. Dickey (2000) characterizes the meaning of East Slavic perfective aspect
as more complex than that of West Slavic. Namely, while West Slavic perfective has the
meaning of totality, East Slavic perfective has an additional component of temporal definiteness.
I take this to essentially mean that East Slavic perfective has referential/anaphoric properties that
West Slavic lacks. The data from the languages clearly attest this. The following examples are
from Dickey (2000).
(23)

a. Každyj den' on *vyp'etpf/vypivaetimpf po odnoj rjumke vodki. (Russian)
every day he drink
on one glass vodka	
  

	
  
Vypijepf denně jednu skleničku vodky. (Czech)
drinks daily one glass
vodka
‘He drinks a glass of vodka every day.’

	
  

b. Odnaždy on uže polučalimpf vygovor za opozdanie. (Russian)
once
he already received reprimand for late-arrival 	
  
Jednou už dostalpf/*dostávalimpf napomenutí za zpoždění. (Czech)
once already received
reprimand for late-arrival
‘He has already once received a reprimand for being late.’

The sentences in (23a) are intended to have habitual interpretation. In Russian this meaning is
not possible to convey by a perfective verb because perfective aspect binds the eventuality to a
specific point in time, which clashes with the meaning of a habitual sentence, the generic
repeatability of a situation. In contrast, Czech allows use of a perfective verb form because it
only encodes totality, indivisibility of a described situation, and does not have referential abilities
of the eastern perfective. Sentences in (23b) are traditionally called general-factual (Švedova
1970). They basically mean that the speaker have in her/his experience a type of eventuality
described by the verb, without implications as to how many times (s)he participated in this type
of eventuality. The sentences in (23b) however explicitly specify that the type of eventuality
happened once. Russian sentence necessarily involves an imperfective verb because reference to
a specific event, generated by the perfective aspect, would clash with general-factual meaning
imposed by the adverb already. In Czech, on the other hand, perfective does not clash with
indefiniteness required by general-factual sentences, and is only available option in cases as
(23b) where the totality of a unique event cannot be rendered by the imperfective aspect.
The conclusion then can be drawn from these examples is that reference to specific eventualities
is not necessarily realized, as usually assumed after Partee (1973), by tense, but by aspect. This
does not have to be a controversial claim given that many languages lack tense, but are still able
to localize events in time (Smith 2008). More contentious is an assumption that I need here, and
that is that not only in East Slavic, but also in Germanic languages, reference to specific
eventualities is realized with help of the perfective aspect, the default aspect for these languages,
as shown above. That this actually could be the case is not inconceivable, though. Anyhow, this
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is not a place for the execution of this idea. Given that perfective verb phrases are referential in
East Slavic and Germanic languages, impossibility of perfective regular nominalization in these
languages follows on assumption that referential expressions cannot be nominalized. An answer
to the question why this should be the case will not be attempted here. Exception are, of course,
Resultative Nouns. On the account presented here these nouns are derived from verbs that are, in
turn, derived through the incorporation of the result state phrases into the highest light verb of
the verb phrase. This makes them unlike other perfective verbs because the process of
incorporation requires loss of any referential/anaphoric features, so such verb phrases will be the
only perfective and nonreferential verb phrases10 in languages with a referential perfective
aspect, and hence licit input to nominalization.
5. Conclusion
The paper offered an explanation of the variability in the cross-linguistic availability of the type
of regular nominalization in terms of aspectual differences in verbal systems of individual
languages. As a crucial linguistic property that precludes regular formation of deverbal nouns is
identified referentiality associated with the perfective aspect in some languages. In the case of
the nouns formed from resultative verbs, it is demonstrated that the clash between referentiality
and the requirements of nominalization cannot arise because of the loss of any referential
features that takes place after the incorporation of the result state phrase.
Acknowledgments: I am extremely thankful to Louise McNally, Boban Arsenijević and
Henriette de Swart for their help during the preparation of this paper.
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How hard are hard triggers?∗
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Abstract. We study Abusch’s (2002; 2010) distinction between hard and soft triggers from an
experimental point of view. We show that there are apparent counterexamples to the distinction,
discuss their status and describe future experiments aiming at clarifying the processing issues that
form the core of the problem.
Keywords: experimental semantics, presupposition, accommodation, hard triggers
1. Introduction
The literature on presuppositions (PP) suggests that not all PP triggers are equal. Some of them
seem to entail rather strictly their PP, whereas others are more tolerant. There are several versions
of this basic intuition. In this paper, we study Abusch’s (2002; 2010) approach, which is based on
an explicit suspension test, illustrated in (1), where the PP triggers are underlined.
(1)

a.
b.

I don’t know whether he participated but, if he won, . . .
??I don’t know whether he participated, but, if Mary participated too, . . .

For most speakers, introspection leads to reject (1b). Items that behave like too are called hard
triggers (HT) by Abusch. Those which behave like win are soft triggers (ST). This paper is mainly
an experimental contribution to the study of the distinction between HT and ST. In section 2,
we present briefly a number of works where relevant or analogous distinctions are drawn, before
summarizing Abusch’s proposal in section 2.5. In section 3, we describe three pilot experiments
that address directly the HT vs. ST distinction. In spite of their limits, they show that the notion
of local accommodation, which provides a basis for the HT vs. ST distinction, remains unclear in
judgment tasks, because it involves processing issues that are beyond introspection. In section 4,
we explain what the possible options are and set an agenda for our future experimental work using
eye-tracking.
2. Variation in strength
2.1. Hard and soft triggers: the sources of the distinction
The difference between hard and soft triggers (HT and ST) was first noticed by Karttunen (1971).
Karttunen’s general idea is that, in order for a PP to be projected, this PP must be satisfied by the
We gratefully acknowledge the help of Anne Reboul (L2C2) and Jean-Baptiste van der Henst (L2C2) on several
theoretical and technical questions.
∗
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context sentence. However, different triggers can have different projection properties, even when
they are put in the same context. For example, consider the difference between (2a) and (2b):
(2)

a.
b.

If I regret later that I have not told the truth, I will confess it to everyone.
If I realize/discover later that I have not told the truth, I will confess it to everyone.

Factive and semifactive verbs behave in different ways with respect to local accommodation. In
(2a), the PP projected by a full factive like regret (i.e. ‘I have not told the truth’) is resistant to
suspension, whereas in (2b) semifactives like realize or discover project a PP that is more easily
suspendable.

2.2. PP projection and local accommodation
Zeevat (1992) establishes a threefold distinction, between lexical triggers, resolution triggers and
triggers like too and again, that do not belong either to the first or to the second group. Such a
distinction is based on the different accommodation properties of triggers. First, lexical triggers
(e.g. factives) involve concepts and concept applicability conditions: the concepts can be applied
only if these conditions are present in the context. The conditions for the concept to be applied
are the lexical PP of the concept. This means that the applicability of the concept depends on
the PP being true. Notice that, in Zeevat’s framework, lexical triggers follow Heim’s notion of
accommodation (Heim, 1983).
Second, resolution triggers (e.g. definite descriptions, when and after clauses) are clearly anaphoric:
like anaphora, they set up relations between different parts of a text. Thanks to their indexical nature, they refer to their antecedent and deliver a value to the current context in order to build a
new concept. Although they attribute some properties to their referent, they do not demand these
properties to be part of the agent’s beliefs. This suggests that resolution triggers follow Van der
Sandt’s account of accommodation (Van der Sandt, 1989), as Van der Sandt’s accommodation rule
simply requires that the trigger have access to its antecedent or to the accommodation site.
The third category, which seems to intersect with Abusch’s definition of HT, includes adverbs like
too, another and again. Such triggers have relaxed accessibility constraints, in that they have the
property of identifying antecedents in parts of the context that are not accessible to the other triggers. As shown by (3a,b), for example, too is able to look for its antecedent in both the consequent
and the antecedent of a conditional.
(3)

a.
b.

If John has time, he will visit us tonight. Mary will come too.
If John will come tonight, we must warn Fred. Mary will come too.

However, this account seems to be incomplete in three respects. First, as claimed by Zeevat him-
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self, the accessibility constraints of too are not clear: the access to normally inaccessible parts does
not arise in all cases. Further, it is not possible to account for such an irregular behavior on the
basis of typical accommodation rules. Finally, it is unclear whether there is a principled reason
that separates the third category of triggers from the resolution group.
Amaral et al. (2011) test Zeevat’s account from an experimental point of view. Their aim is to
check whether resolution and lexical triggers differ in the way they bring about backgrounding
information. They implicitly operate a modification in Zeevat’s classification, as they put triggers
like too into the anaphoric category (which corresponds to Zeevat’s resolution group). In their
experiment, subjects are presented with written question-answer pairs; the question always contains a PP trigger, and either a positive or a negative answer is provided. An example of the target
question-answer pairs is given below.
(4)

Q – Did Brian lose his wallet again?
A1 –Yes, he did lose his wallet again. [Endorsing main content + endorsing PP]
A2 –No, he didn’t lose his wallet this time. [Refuting main content + endorsing PP]

Two types of contrasts are taken into account. The first compares the answers addressing the PP
with the answers addressing the main content, while the second compares the positive and the
negative answer. The authors make two predictions with respect to trigger behavior: in the case
of PP denying, endorsing the main content should be better for the anaphoric than for the lexical
triggers, while refuting the main content should be better for the lexical ones.
Concerning the results, as it was predicted, refutation is significantly better than endorsement for
lexical triggers. However, two unexpected results come up. First, still behaves like a lexical
trigger. Second, there is a difference between too on one side and again and still on the other. The
hypothesis predicts that they should behave in the same way, but the results show that, for too,
endorsing is better than refuting. This suggests that the distinction between lexical and resolution
triggers is not always clear. Amaral et al.’s results are quite difficult to interpret. They try to give an
empirical account of trigger classification, but they do not completely succeed in providing clear
experimental evidence for it. Anyway, their results confirm that the category of PP triggers is not
uniform.

2.3. PP projection and contextual neutralization
Abbott (2006) explicitly formulates the question of why HT are so hard to be locally accommodated. In her account, the distinction between HT and ST is based on contextual neutralization, as
it is easy to find contexts which suspend soft PP. Look, for instance, at (5a,b): when discover and
know are put in the antecedent of a conditional or in a modal context, the PP they trigger is easily
neutralized.
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a.
b.

If anyone discovers that the rumour was a hoax, it will be a scandal.
Perhaps God knows that we will never reach the stars.

ST include the following structures: cognitive factive predicates (e.g. be aware, discover, know),
change of state verbs (stop, start, continue) and achievement verbs with a preparatory phase (e.g.
win). HT, on the other hand, include emotive factive predicates (e.g. forget, regret, be odd), definite
descriptions, cleft constructions and manner adverbials (also, even, too, etc.). Abbott’s framework
is based on the notion of detachment. The idea is that a speaker who chooses to add optional
information intends to convey it. In such a case, it is easy to detach optional information through
rephrasing. Therefore detachment expresses the property of finding a form which expresses the
main content without expressing the PP. As there is no other reason for that particular information
to be included in the utterance, we expect it to be not easily neutralizable by context. This argument
can be applied to the HT vs. ST distinction, as the PP of HT corresponds to pieces of information
which are orthogonal to the main content. Since hard PP are detachable, they cannot be easily
neutralized. Consider, for instance, the contrast between (6a) and (6b).
(6)

a.
b.

Mary hit the target again.
Mary hit the target.

What would be the point of using (6a) instead of (6b)? The only reason for the speaker to include
again in the utterance is that she wants to convey that Mary hit the target previously. In that
case, the sentence could be easily reformulated detaching the information communicated by again.
Following Abbott’s rule, we say that again is not easily neutralized by context, therefore it can be
considered as a HT. On the contrary, the PP of a ST is hardly detachable, thus it can be easily
neutralized by context.
However, this analysis has two main problems. First, as noticed by Abbott, non-cognitive factives
like regret, be sorry etc., should be defined as HT: they are not easily detachable, hence they should
be neutralizable. But we find exactly the contrary. Non-cognitive factives are resistant to local
accommodation. Second, consider a verb like stop: in Abbott’s account, it should be considered
as a ST, hence it should be nondetachable. Nevertheless, consider the sentences in (7): (7b) is a
part of the main content of (7a). Then, why is it not a viable, detached alternative to the sentence
containing the PP?
(7)

a.
b.

Paul has stopped smoking.
Paul does not smoke.

Finally, it is not clear whether Abbott neutralization and Abusch epistemic suspension are one and
the same. In fact, Abbott claims that Abusch’s examples are cases of contextual neutralization.
However, when we look at Abusch’s sentences, we see that they are better defined as cases of PP
suspension, namely cases in which the truth of the PP is left hanging.
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2.4. PP projection and at-issueness
Abbott’s notion of detachment implies a distinction between the optional information and the information which is at-issue. The notion of at-issueness has been employed to provide an account of
projection behavior (Simons et al., 2010). At-issueness is defined with respect to Question Under
Discussion à-la Roberts : a proposition p is at-issue if and only if the speaker intends to address the
QUD through the question whether p. The idea is that only not-at-issue contents can project. PP
are usually not-at-issue, so they show a projective behavior. However, PP can be at-issue (even if,
usually, they are not). In that case, they fail to project. In the example below (taken from Simons
et al. (2010)), the A sentence can be an answer to both question Q1 and question Q2. In the first
case the PP triggered by know (i.e. ‘Harry is dating Sally’) is not-at-issue, hence it can project. In
the case of Q2, on the contrary, the PP cannot project as it is at-issue.
(8)

Q1 –What does Bill think about Harry dating Sally?
Q2 –Is Harry dating Sally?
A – Bill doesn’t know that he is.

Xue and Onea (2011) show experimentally the correlation between at-issueness and projection
behavior. They construct two experimental tasks in order to test the difference between four PP
triggers: know, find out, too, again. In the first task, sentence-question pairs are provided. Each
pair includes one target conditional sentence and a question task. As showed by (9b), questions
aim at rejecting the PP triggered in the target sentence (9a). Moreover, three possible answers are
provided, cf. (10). If the subjects think that it is possible that Christine does not like tea, the target
PP fails to project. On the contrary, if they think that it is not possible that Christine does not like
tea, the PP triggered by know is projected.
(9)
(10)

a.
b.
a.
b.
c.

If Paul knows that Christine likes tea, he will give her a teapot as a present.
Is it possible that Christine doesn’t like tea?
Yes, it’s possible.
No, it’s not possible.
I don’t know.

Results show that the PP triggered by too and again can be more easily projected than the PP
triggered by know and find out. However, there is a significant difference between know and find
out that cannot be explained in Xue and Onea’s framework, based on at-issueness.
In the second task, the same four triggers are tested with respect to at-issueness. As shown in
(11), each stimulus consists of a target sentence and three answer options. All the three answers
contradict the PP triggered: (11d) constitutes a direct denial, whereas (11c) and (11b) are more
indirect. The prediction is that if the PP is at-issue, the subjects will deny it directly.
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Tina has just found out that Max is on vacation.
Yes, and Max is not on vacation at all.
Yes, but Max is not on vacation at all.
No, Max is not on vacation at all.

Analyzing the results, Xue and Onea remark that the PP triggered by know are more often rejected
than the PP triggered by find out, which entails that they are more likely to be at-issue. Moreover,
the PP triggered by find out are more likely to be at-issue than those triggered by too and again.
This suggests that each PP trigger is associated to a probability of reconstruction of a not-at-issue
context. However, some problems remain unsolved. First (as noticed by Xue and Onea themselves), it is not clear whether the observed correlation between projection and not-at-issueness is
a causal one. Second, it has been noted that triggers like too and again can hardly be at-issue. How
come? Given that at-issueness is pragmatically determined, is the probability of not-at-issueness
influenced by the lexical nature of triggers? Is there a link between the semantic content of triggers
and their ability to appear in an at-issue context? Finally, the structures of the sentences used in the
two tasks are quite different: in the first experiment, the trigger is embedded under a suspending
operator, whereas in the second experiment the PP projects as usual. In order to test the suspension
properties of different categories of PP, triggers should be embedded in target sentences with the
same structure. This suggests that it would be useful to find a sort of suspension-test structure.
Such a structure is provided by Abusch (2002, 2010).

2.5. Abusch’s suspension test
Abusch’s main idea (2002; 2010) is that HT are resistant to local accommodation, whereas ST
can be more easily suspended and then locally accommodated. Abusch provides a test in order to
make this property more explicit. The pattern is: I don’t know whether p, but if p0 . . . , where p0
presupposes p. So, the test structure consists of a sequence: sentence expressing ignorance about
the presupposed content + conditional sentence. The PP trigger always occurs in the antecedent
of the conditional. The initial sentence suspends the presupposed content, which has then to be
locally accommodated at the level of the antecedent. For instance, look at the difference between
(12) and (13)-(14). Abusch argues that the PP triggered by win passes the test, whereas in the case
of too and clefts the sentence sounds “odd, if not completely inacceptable”.
(12)

I don’t know whether John ended up participating in the Road Race yesterday. But if he
won it, then he has more victories than anyone else in the history.

(13)

??I don’t know whether anyone read that letter. But if it is John who read it, let’s ask him
to be discreet about the content.

(14)

??I don’t know whether John read that proposal. But if Bill read it too, let’s ask them to
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confer and simply give us a yes-no response.
Too and clefts are thus considered as cases of HT, whereas ST include the following categories:
achievement verbs with preparatory phases (e.g. win), inchoatives (e.g. break, grow up, dry), contrastive statives (e.g. predicates such as newcomer or bachelor), affirmation-negation structures
(e.g. John is in Boston and not in New York), verbs of reciprocal and accompanied action (e.g.
accompany), questions and intonational focus.
Surprisingly, the status of too as a HT, which is apparently unobjectionable, proves less robust than
currently believed. Consider (15). It seems that it makes perfect sense: I’ll avoid the party because
if I go and John goes to, there will be unpleasant consequences. (15) is difficult to interpret without
assuming some local accommodation.
(15)

I won’t go to the party because, if John goes too, I’ll have to endure the kind of stupid
conversation he is fond of.

3. An experimental approach
In order to assess the robustness of Abusch’s characterization of HT, we ran three experiments.
The first two are just fast pilot experiments whereas the last one is a little more ambitious.

3.1. A first try at investigating the perception of HT and ST
3.1.1. First experiment
The first experiment aimed at determining whether subjects distinguished between HT and ST.
They were asked to rate sentences on a seven-point scale of naturalness. We considered the case
of too and it-clefts vs. win, with two subcases for each category.

Material There were 15 stimuli, including 6 fillers, 6 targets and 3 controls. The experimental stimuli are given below in Figure 1. The control for win (win.co) makes the PP that Peter
participated in the race an explicit member of the speaker’s information state. The first target
(win.with.ana) replicates Abusch’s structure for win. It is said to be ‘anaphoric’ because of the
pronoun. There is another version (win.wo.ana), where the PP that Peter participated is replaced
by a weaker PP that someone participated in the ignorance statement I don’t know whether . . . The
control for too makes the PP explicit. Too.with.rel makes the conclusion of the conditional sentence relevant to the combination of the accommodated PP and the explicit antecedent. If Paul and
John read the letter, they will be both angry with Mary. In too.wo.rel the conclusion does not convey any obvious link to the PP content. Cleft.co is analogous to the other controls. Cleft.with.ana
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and cleft.wo.ana reproduce the same distinction as for win.
Category
Context
win.co
win.with.ana
Context
win.wo.ana
Context
too.co
too.with.rel
too.wo.rel
Context
cleft.co
cleft.with.ana
cleft.wo.ana

Text
Peter is a specialist of the New York marathon, that he won four times
I know that Peter participated in the race. If he won, he has got more victories than anybody else in history.
I don’t know whether Peter participated in the race but, if he won, he has got more victories than anybody
else in history.
During an important athletics meeting the participants to the 5000 metres are coming by plane. The weather
conditions are so bad that it’s not certain that they will be able to reach their destination. It’s particularly
frustrating for Peter, who is a super champion of the 5000 metres.
I don’t know whether someone could participate in the race, but, if it’s Peter who won, he has got more
victories than anyone else in history.
Mary wrote a letter to her boss, to accuse her colleagues, Paul and John, to be inefficient at work.
I know that Paul read the letter. If John read it too, they will be both angry with Mary.
I don’t know whether Paul read the letter, but, if John read it too, they will be both angry with Mary.
I don’t know whether Paul read the letter, but, if John read it too, we’ll ask him to be discreet about the
content.
There exists a secret document containing embarrassing revelations for a major political party. Michel is a
member of the party and has a reputation for being unable to hold his tongue.
I know that someone read the document. If it’s Michel, we’ll ask him to be discreet about its content.
I don’t know whether Michel or someone else read the document but, if it’s him who read it, we’ll ask him
to be discreet about its content.
I don’t know whether someone read the document but, if it’s Michel who read it, we’ll ask him to be discreet
about its content.

F IG . 1 Target material for experiment 1

Method and results 160 students participated. They were divided into 6 groups, where no group
saw a target and its control or two targets for the same trigger. The following table contains the net
results.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sentence.Type
too.with.rel
cleft.co
too.wo.rel
win.co
cleft.with.ana
too.co
cleft.wo.ana
win.with.ana
win.wo.ana

Nb.Subjects
30
51
25
42
28
50
27
26
24

Mean
4.80
6.29
5.20
6.02
6.07
6.40
5.44
5.92
6.00

Variance
3.13
0.89
2.67
0.95
1.40
0.78
2.56
1.67
2.70

F IG . 2 Net results for experiment 1
An analysis with the R nparcomp package (Konietschke, 2012) provided the following table, where
we show only the confidence intervals of direct interest. The numerical results at the bottom
indicate the estimated probability with its lower and upper bounds at 95% confidence (Brunner
and Munzel, 2000).
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p( win.with.ana , win.wo.ana )

p( too.co , too.with.rel )

p( too.co , too.wo.rel )

p( too.with.rel , too.wo.rel )

p( cleft.co , cleft.with.ana )

p( cleft.co , cleft.wo.ana )

p( cleft.with.ana , cleft.wo.ana )

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

|

0.1

|
|
|

0.2

0.2

0.2

|

0.4

0.4

|

|

0.5

0.5

0.5

|

|

0.6

0.6

0.6

|

0.7

0.7

0.7

95 % Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Type of Contrast: Tukey
Method: Multi − T with 48 DF

|

0.3

|

|

|

0.4

95 % Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Type of Contrast: Tukey
Method: Multi − T with 33 DF

0.3

|

95 % Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Type of Contrast: Tukey
Method: Multi − T with 35 DF

0.3

|
|

|

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

0.9

Comparison
p( win.co , win.with.ana )
p( win.co , win.wo.ana )
p( win.with.ana , win.wo.ana )
p( too.co , too.with.rel )
p( too.co , too.wo.rel )
p( too.with.rel , too.wo.rel )
p( cleft.co , cleft.with.ana )
p( cleft.co , cleft.wo.ana )
p( cleft.with.ana , cleft.wo.ana )

1.0

1.0

1.0

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Estimator
0.50
0.57
0.56
0.22
0.28
0.57
0.45
0.34
0.39

Lower
0.33
0.39
0.37
0.09
0.12
0.38
0.30
0.19
0.21

Upper
0.68
0.75
0.74
0.35
0.45
0.76
0.60
0.49
0.56

Statistic
0.03
0.90
0.74
-5.17
-3.29
0.85
-0.80
-2.57
-1.55

p.Value
1.00
0.64
0.74
0.00
0.01
0.69
0.70
0.03
0.27

F IG . 3 Contrasts for experiment 1

Conclusion The results support Abusch’s claim that win is a weak trigger. There is no significant
difference between the case where the PP is explicit (win.co) and the other cases (win.with.ana and
win.wo.ana). Additionally, the two subcases (with and without anaphor) are not different. In contrast, too.co is significantly different from the other two subcases, which are mutually equivalent.
The case of clefts, which are HT according to Abusch, is slightly different since cleft.with.ana
is not different from the control. We conjecture that this is related to such seemingly natural examples as (16). However, this kind of example needs further investigation as their interpretation
apparently uses local accommodation.
(16)

I don’t know whether Michel read the document, but if it’s him, we’ll ask him to remain
discreet about its content.

These observations are in need of confirmation, since we had only one sentence per category per
subject, a fact which leaves open the possibility that the effect (contrast) was due to individual
features of the stimulus.
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3.1.2. Experiment 2
Material We present only the stimuli of direct interest in the context of this paper, ignoring other,
more exploratory, stimuli. We had two more target sentences with win and three sentences for too.
The control was different from the two targets in order to provide more diversity.
Category
Context
win.with.ana
win.wo.ana
Context
too.co
Context
too.ign.but
too.ign.bec

Text
The local newspaper started a short story contest with a very tight deadline. Competitors had three days to
submit their manuscript.
I don’t know whether Mark participated in the contest but, if he won, this suggests that he is fairly talented.
I don’t know whether someone participated in the contest but, if Mark won, this suggests that he is fairly
talented.
The text of a paper is to be read over, in order to minimize the risks of mistakes.
I know that Julia checked the paper and, if Andrea checked it too, we can send it.
Paul and Mary had an argument and don’t want to be together on any occasion
I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party, but, if Mary goes too, it will be embarrassing.
I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party because, if Mary goes too, it will be embarrassing.

F IG . 4 Target material for experiment 2

Method and results There were 154 participants, divided into 6 groups, with 2 controls and 2
targets for each group. Again, no group saw two targets for the same trigger or a target and its
control. The net results and the contrasts are as follows.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sentence.Type
win.co
win.with.ana
win.wo.ana
too.co
too.ign.but
too.ign.bec

Nb.Subjects
42
23
24
47
26
27

Mean
6.02
5.61
5.54
5.68
4.92
5.26

Variance
0.95
2.61
3.91
2.44
2.47
2.74

F IG . 5 Net results for experiment 2
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p( win.co , win.with.ana )

p( win.co , win.wo.ana )

p( win.with.ana , win.wo.ana )

p( too.co , too.ign.bec )

p( too.co , too.ign.but )

p( too.ign.bec , too.ign.but )

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

|

0.2

0.2

|

|

|
0.4

|

0.5

0.5

0.6

|

0.6

|

|
|

0.7

0.7

95 % Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Type of Contrast: Tukey
Method: Multi − T with 48 DF

0.3

|

0.4

95 % Simultaneous Confidence Intervals
Type of Contrast: Tukey
Method: Multi − T with 40 DF

|

0.3

|
0.8

0.8

0.9

0.9

1.0

1.0

1
2
3
1
2
3

Comparison
p( win.co , win.with.ana )
p( win.co , win.wo.ana )
p( win.with.ana , win.wo.ana )
p( too.co , too.ign.bec )
p( too.co , too.ign.but )
p( too.ign.bec , too.ign.but )

Estimator
0.45
0.49
0.53
0.42
0.34
0.43

Lower
0.27
0.31
0.33
0.26
0.19
0.24

Upper
0.63
0.67
0.73
0.59
0.50
0.62

Statistic
-0.66
-0.16
0.36
-1.13
-2.49
-0.86

p.Value
0.79
0.99
0.93
0.50
0.04
0.67

F IG . 6 Contrasts for experiment 2

Conclusion The additional stimuli for win confirm Abusch’s idea that win is a ST. More interestingly, the non-parametric test delivers a mixed result for the because vs. but comparison. Because
is similar to the control whereas but is significantly different. However, the two items do not differ
significantly between them. This is not problematic in itself since contrasts are not intrinsically
transitive with respect to non-significant difference, that is, A ≈ B & B ≈ C does not entail
A ≈ C, where x ≈ y denotes the fact that there is no significant difference between x and y. Here,
too.co ≈ too.ign.bec and too.ign.bec ≈ too.ign.but, but too.co 6≈ too.ign.but.
3.2. Focusing on aussi (too)
The goal of experiment 3 was (i) to provide more observations on the because vs. but contrast
with too and (ii) to compare the because/but forms with and without too. The intuitive motivation
behind the latter test is the idea that accommodating the proposition corresponding to the PP could
perhaps be independent from the presence of too. The target stimuli can be found at http:
//perso.ens-lyon.fr/jacques.jayez/stimuli/.
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Method and results There were 82 participants divided into 6 groups. They had to evaluate 5
sentences in 5 contexts. Each sentence had the form: I don’t know whether p because/but, if p0
too/ø, q. where p0 too, but not p0 alone, presupposed p. The net results and the contrasts are shown
below.

1
2
3
4

Sentence.Type
bec.with.too
but.wo.too
bec.wo.too
but.with.too

Nb.Obs
99
100
93
92

Nb.Subjects
40
40
37
37

Mean
6.25
5.08
5.73
5.68

Variance
3.33
3.85
4.24
3.62

F IG . 7 Net results for experiment 3

p(bec.with.too,but.with.too)

p(bec.wo.too,but.wo.too)

p(bec.with.too,bec.wo.too)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.2
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|

0.6
0.7
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95 % Confidence Interval for p
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T
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p.Value
0.03
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0.09
0.03

F IG . 8 Contrasts for experiment 3 (I)
These results show that because and but give rise to markedly different judgments, thus confirming
the introspective observation mentioned in section 2.5 . Moreover, the fact that bec.with.too and
bec.wo.too are not significantly different suggests that the accommodated proposition is made
accessible independently from the presence of the too trigger. However, when compared to the
control of the second experiment, the impression is different since bec.wo.too is different from the
control whereas bec.with.too is not.
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General conclusion It is very likely that gagner (win) is a ST. The situation is much less clear
for the alleged HT that we have been considering. Clefts give rise to results that are difficult to
interpret and deserve new systematic experiments. Aussi (too) seems to be perfectly compatible
with local accommodation in certain contexts, which invite a counterfactual interpretation. Clearly,
a more precise experimental investigation would be welcome.
4. Experimental follow-up
4.1. Back to theory
In this section, we discuss only the case of aussi and address three questions. First, would it be
possible that the observed differences are due to differences in discourse structure? Some results
from experiment 2 could be taken as an indication in this direction. In addition to ignorance initial
clauses (I don’t know whether . . . ), we had negative sentences such as Paul won’t go to the party
because/but, if Mary will go too, it will be embarrassing, in the too.bec and too.but categories
respectively. Too.bec is significantly better than too.but. This makes sense if one assumes that the
two discourse structures obtained by making the PP explicit are different, which seems to be the
case since (17a) sounds more natural than (17b), which is improved by reading the initial clause as
modal or echoic/evidential (‘Paul probably won’t go to the party’ or ‘People say that Paul won’t
go to the party’).
(17)

a.

Paul won’t go to the party because, if he goes, and Mary goes too, it will be embarrassing.
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b.

??Paul won’t go to the party but, if he goes, and Mary goes too, it will be embarrassing.

However, if the explanation for the observed contrasts was to be found in discourse structure alone,
the reason why contrasts extend to ignorance structures would remain mysterious. In the ignorance
counterpart to (17), (18), the two subordinate clauses with because and but seem to be much more
similar than the two parallel clauses in (17).
(18)

a.
b.

I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party because, if he goes, and Mary goes too,
it will be embarrassing.
I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party but, if he goes, and Mary goes too, it
will be embarrassing.

We conclude that, while discourse structure can play a role, it is not the main factor, and perhaps
not even a factor, in the case of ignorance structures.
A second question is the role of counterfactuality. In experiment 2, the non-ignorance version
(too.because), shown in (19), was rated very favorably by the subjects (mean = 6.12, variance =
2.03) when compared to the non-ignorance version for but, too.but (mean = 2.52, variance = 2.54).
(19)

Paul won’t go to the party because, if Mary goes too, it will be embarrassing.

Clearly the future situations considered in the antecedent of the conditional are counterfactual with
respect to the initial assertion that Paul won’t go to the meeting. This shows that local counterfactual accommodation is possible with a HT. The situation is apparently entirely parallel for (some)
ST, see (20).
(20)

a.
b.

Thomas won’t participate in the contest because, if he wins, he will have to say a few
words in front of the entire school and he is just too shy for that.
??Thomas won’t participate in the contest but, if he wins, he will be very happy.

The contrast between because and but under counterfactual interpretations is not surprising. Examples like (17b) and (20b) convey a contradiction. The speaker explicitly denies some proposition p
before assuming that it might be true. In the because cases, the speaker explains why p cannot be
true by implying that an agent entertains some plan containing counterfactual situations where p is
true. The connection between counterfactuality and planning has probably a firm cognitive basis.
Recent research on the brain regions recruited in counterfactual reasoning (Barbey et al., 2011)
suggest an interaction between various regions specialized in the treatment of different aspects
of representational networks dubbed Structure Event Complexes (SEC). SEC contain information
about features present in courses of events, such as agents and their mental states, objects, actions,
and context settings. The various features and the strategies that help individuals to combine them
correspond in part to functionally distinct regions. Of special relevance is the fact that counterfactual reasoning demonstrably involves anticipation of regret (Coricelli et al., 2005) and, quite
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generally, is triggered by problem anticipation. So, one can expect that discourses describing reasons for avoiding a course of actions are intimately connected with counterfactual accommodation.
However, the way in which linguistic cues are used to construct an avoidance interpretation in the
first place remain to be investigated.
The last point to be addressed is the possibility of a diagnostic concerning HT and ST. There is
at least one simple hypothetical scenario that would allow us to keep the distinction between ST
and HT, essentially along the lines of Abusch. Assume that the linguistic cues trigger an avoidance
interpretation, which is cognitively connected, as we just saw, to a counterfactual interpretation.
Then, the question arises of what linguistic cues are sufficient to help construct the observed interpretation. If the linguistic sequence before the trigger contains enough resources for the counterfactual interpretation to emerge, the missing PP is accommodated as a standard proposition, that
is, independently from the trigger and without any presuppositional status. In that case, the trigger
finds the antecedent it needs at the moment it is perceived and does not cause any local accommodation. We have just a normal case, where a PP trigger finds an antecedent in the context. The
interpretation sequence is represented in (21).
(21)

a.
b.
c.

I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party because if Mary goes [lexical material]
I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party because if he goes and Mary goes
[interpretation]
I don’t know whether Paul will go to the party because if (he goes)i and Mary goes
tooi [resolution]

Alternatively, if the set of linguistic cues available before the trigger occurs is not sufficient for the
required interpretation (accommodation) to obtain, we have to admit that other pieces of linguistic
information, including probably the trigger itself, play a role in the derivation of the PP. In that
case, it seems that Abusch’s claim about HT has to be at least qualified. Since the missing PP
is recovered after the trigger is seen, it is not possible to say that the trigger finds something
that has been previously derived. So, one has to admit that HT are not incompatible with local
accommodation. More precisely, we would suggest the following characterization.
(22)

A HT is a presuppositional item or construction that looks for an antecedent which (a)
is already present in the context at the moment the trigger occurs or (b) has maximum
likelihood given the context.

Condition (22b) does not require that the PP be already present at the moment the trigger occurs,
nor that the context be limited to information available before the trigger occurs. In fact, it is
possible that a likelihood estimation needs lexical material occurring after the trigger, in our case
the consequent of the if -clause.
The observations we gathered up to now suggest the following conclusions.
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1. HT are not compatible with local accommodation if there is no linguistic material, different
from the trigger itself, that could make the accommodated PP salient/plausible. This is
supported by the difference between the too.co vs. too.ign.bec and too.co vs. too.ign.but
in experiment 2 and also by the but.with.too vs. bec.with.too contrast in experiment 3, see
Figures 6 and 8.
2. The idea that the missing proposition could be accommodated before the occurrence of the
trigger seems to clash with the observations in Figure 9. If the trigger played no role other
than absorbing a proposition that has been made salient/plausible before, one would expect
the version with too and the version without too to pattern similarly with respect to the
control. Actually, the version with too is much nearer to the control than the version without
too, even though they are not mutually significantly different.
If these observations were to be confirmed, a natural conclusion would be that HT differ from ST
only by the degree of likelihood they expect to find in the context. Whereas ST accept local accommodation without any extra requirement (other than consistency), HT accept local accommodation
when the accommodated proposition is strongly favored by the context.

4.2. Eye-tracking experiment
In order to study the processing of our stimuli, we have planned an eye-tracking experiment based
on the same type of material as for experiment 3. It is well-known that the study of eye movements
can shed light on co-reference processing, see Nair (2008) for a recent reappraisal. It is impossible
to discuss here the role of all the possible eye-tracking measures and we limit our remarks to the
three traditional regions of interest that are mentioned in the literature on reference resolution,
that is the trigger itself (too), the post-trigger region and the antecedent. The reader is referred to
Rayner (1998) for a description of the main standard measures. In what follows the ‘target’ is the
trigger (too).
The general idea is to compare 5 conditions: a control condition where the proposition corresponding to the PP is explicit and the target can find its antecedent without accommodation, a
but-with-target condition, a because-with-target condition, a but-without-target condition and a
because-without-target condition. The relevant measures are at least: (a) for the target, Gaze Duration (GD) and Go-Past Time (GPT), aka Regression Path Duration, i.e. the sum of all fixations
from the first to the last on the target (i.e. before leaving the target on the right), including regressive fixations on the left of the target, (b) for the post-target region, spillover effect (SP), i.e.
first fixation durations on the right of the target, and Regressions Out (RO), i.e. the frequency of
regressions from the post-target region to earlier parts of the text, (c) for the pre-target region, Regressions In (RI), i.e. the frequency of regressions to the pre-target region from later points in the
text, typically from the target to a part of its antecedent, and reprocessing time (RT), i.e. the sum
of all fixation durations on the region after the first-pass.
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If, following Abusch, the HT is entirely ‘passive’, meaning that it does not prompt any accommodation but just expects an antecedent to be around at the moment it (the trigger) occurs, we should
not find strong differences between the control and the because-with-target condition in the posttarget region (SP and RO). Since the missing proposition becomes available before the occurrence
of too, processing the consequent of the if –clause, that is, the post-target region, should be similar in both cases. Moreover, when comparing the because versions with and without the trigger,
the expectation is that what corresponds to the post-target region (the consequent of the if -clause)
should not be subject to significantly different explorations (SP and RO). The trigger is supposed to
not contribute substantially to recovering its antecedent. So, in the version without the trigger, the
‘antecedent’ (e.g. the proposition that Paul goes to the party) is available after the explicit if -clause
(if Mary goes) has been processed, exactly like in the version with the trigger. In contrast, significant differences should appear between the but-with-target and the because-with-target conditions
(at least effects on GD, GPT, RI and RT).
Alternatively, if the trigger has its say in accommodation, the eye-tracking observations will be
mixed and certainly more difficult to interpret. For instance, the versions with and without the
target will probably be different in the post-trigger region. The control and the because-with-target
conditions should also be markedly different.
5. Conclusion
Obviously, there are reasons to reexamine Abusch’s distinction between HT and ST. Our preliminary results suggest that the distinction could be more fine-grained than what has been generally
assumed. The idea that PP triggers have various strengths is not new, as noted in section 2. However it is striking that even a trigger like too, whose ‘hardness’ was taken to be unproblematic,
raises problems. Further experimental research should help us to determine whether its status as
a HT has to be retained or partially abandoned and, more generally, whether the question of HT
must be rethought.
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Abstract. Generic statements are characteristically associated with two features that distinguish
them from universally quantified statements: first, they are tolerant of exceptions, and, second,
they are not associated with any overt quantifier or determiner. We present data from a timed
Truth Value Judgement Task (TVJT) that investigates the consequences of these two features
for processing. We discuss these results in the context of recent proposals that generic
interpretations are a more 'default' or 'basic' kind of interpretation than universal quantification
and argue that our results do not support these proposals.
Keywords: domain restriction, exceptions, genericity, universal quantification
1. Introduction
While linguists have studied genericity for decades, it is still not clear what the precise meanings
of generic statements (henceforth GSs) are, nor how those meanings are generated. GSs are
characteristic for making reference to kinds rather than individuals and for being tolerant of
exceptions (Carlson 1977, Gelman 2003, Krifka et al. 1995 and Lawler 1973), in contrast to
universally quantified statements (UQSs). Take for example the GSs below:
(1) Tigers have stripes.
(2) Cats have whiskers.
Both statements can be truthfully uttered even in the face of exceptions, such as the existence of
stripeless tigers or cats with no whiskers. If we compare these with the UQSs in (3) and (4)(4)
we see that the situation changes and that we cannot claim that the UQSs are true if there is even
one tiger that doesn’t have stripes or one cat that doesn’t have whiskers.
(3) All tigers have stripes.
(4) All cats have whiskers.
The tolerance of exceptions by GSs is quite complicated, as we see by comparing (5) & (6). (5)
seems to be true even though as few as 1% of mosquitoes actually carry the virus (Hayes et al.
2005), while (6) is not, even though considerably more than half of all books published are
indeed paperback (Shaffer, 2012):
(5) Mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus.
(6) Books are paperbacks.
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Clearly, GSs do not have straightforward truth and licensing conditions. Furthermore, if we
compare GSs with quantified statements, we see that although the latter involve overt operators
like the universal quantifier all in (3) and (4) or the existential quantifier some in (7) and the
proportional quantifier most in (8) below, GSs are not tied to any overt operator.
(7) Some tigers have stripes.
(8) Most cats have whiskers.
In (1) and (2) a Bare Plural (BP from now on) is used to make a generic statement and, thus, we
may treat this as a statement with no determiner. As we will discuss though later on, this is not
the only option to express genericity.
Two issues seem to arise then, which form the generics puzzle:
a) GSs are robust to (some) exceptions, whereas UGSs are not.
b) The absence of an overt quantifier in the case of GS raises the question of where the generic
interpretation comes from in the first place.
The issue of exceptions seems to be closely related to another characteristic of generics, which
is the fact that generics resist contextual restriction. According to the received view (Krifka et al.
1995: 8) generics cannot be contextually restricted, while universals like every can:
(9) Context: There are lions and tigers in this cage.
a. Every lion is dangerous. (Can mean ‘Every lion in this cage is dangerous’)
b. Lions are dangerous. (Cannot mean ‘Lions in this cage are dangerous’)
Thus, while generics cannot undergo domain restriction, the domains of universals like every can
be claimed to be contextually restricted by covert domain variables at LF in the sense of Stanley
and Szabó (2000). According to this proposal, the nominal argument of every, in this case lion,
would have a domain variable C, which would refer to a contextually salient property. The nominal
argument of every would be thus a contextually salient set of lions, i.e. the lions in the cage referred
to1 . This is not a possible interpretation for the generic BP lions above.
Furthermore, generics are statements that express non-accidental properties (Dahl 1975), or
essential properties of a kind (Gelman 2003) or properties that bear a principled connection to
the kind (Prasada & Dillingham 2006). Thus, they are treated as ‘eternal’ truths in the sense that
they do not depend on the specific context, in which they are uttered, but rather on the properties
that determine a kind. On the contrary, from a logical point of view, the truth or falsity of a
quantified statement has been linked to the set quantified over. In order to determine the
truth/falsity of a quantified statement, one needs to look at the extension of the kind in question.
The result can be then described in set-theoretic terms.
The truth- and licensing-conditions of generic interpretations are hotly debated in the formal
1

This is only one possible way to derive domain restriction, but it suffices for the purposes of this discussion.
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semantics literature: a spate of theories postulate modal operators in possible-world semantics
(Pelletier & Asher 1997), non-monotonic inferences (Asher & Morreau 1995), relevant
quantification (Schubert & Pelletier 1987), prototypicality (Nunberg & Pan 1975),
stereotypicality (Geurts 1985) and probability of the information conveyed (Cohen 1996) as
relevant factors. It is important to highlight that the theoretical impasse is at least partly due to
the lack of reliable data, since usually the issues have been addressed through the researcher(s)’
reflective intuition, which prohibits consensus even about the most fundamental facts about
genericity. In the last few years some questions about genericity have been addressed with
experimental paradigms drawn from experimental and developmental psychology (Leslie 2008,
Leslie et al. 2011, Gelman 2010). This literature has focused on a fundamental puzzle: how do
children acquire the meaning of GSs in the absence of dedicated words or morphemes that
encode genericity?
In this paper we review the theoretical and experimental literature investigating these two issues
and present data from a timed Truth Value Judgement Task (TVJT) experiment that addresses
both features outlined above.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we review the theoretical literature on
generics and exceptionality mentioned in (a) above. In section 3 we discuss the learnability and
processing issues that arise given (b) above and the recent work by Leslie and colleagues
suggesting a solution. In section 4 we present our own experiment, which addresses weaknesses
in the Leslie et al. 2011 experiments and incorporates the issue of exceptionality. In section 5 we
present and discuss the results. In section 6 we provide a summary and conclude.
2. Generic interpretation and exceptions
In a recent article, Pelletier (2010) poses the question: “How many exceptions can a generic
statement tolerate and still be true?” Based on different types of generics, we see that the
percentage of exceptions might be bigger than just some abnormal, weird cases, ranging from
individual, abnormal cases (10) to around 50% (12) and (13) and even to 99% (16):
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

Tigers have tails.
Telephone books are thick.
Ducks lay eggs.
Guppies give live birth.
Italians are good skiers.
Turtles live to an old age.
Mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus.

Greenberg (2007) sheds some light on how to investigate this issue further. Greenberg (2007)
claims that it is important to differentiate two types of exceptions: exceptional individuals and
contextually irrelevant individuals. On the one hand, exceptional individuals would be non
standard or abnormal with respect to some relevant aspect, i.e. legitimate exceptions to dogs
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have four legs are dogs that in addition to not having four legs have mutations, have undergone
an accident, etc. On the other hand, contextually irrelevant individuals depend on the utterance
context or are contributed by presuppositions, implicatures or real-world knowledge of the VP.
For instance, in considering ‘Snakes lay eggs’, male individual snakes are considered irrelevant
because the VP (‘lay eggs’) presupposes giving birth, which is only possible for females. This
differentiation provides a promising way to look into the issue of exceptions, which is exploited
in our experiment.
Even though the examples above involve Bare Blurals (BPs), GS are not expressed only with
BPs. As Krifka et al. (1995: 8) argue, GS put no limitations on what kinds of NPs may occur in
them. We can find different kinds of NPs in them, as we see below:
(17)
a. John drinks coffee.
b. My brother drinks coffee.
c. A teacher drinks coffee.
d. Every teacher drinks coffee.
e. Coffee is healthy.
The important observation here is that genericity is not encoded in a unique and unambiguous
way by the use of exclusively generic forms (e.g. by a generic determiner or qunaitifer). This is
not a particular characteristic of English. Generic meaning is not encoded as a ‘GEN’ quantifier
systematically, either within one language or cross-linguistically. Rather, generic interpretation
typically results from the interaction of a number of variable factors: the lexical semantics of the
constituting elements, pragmatic knowledge, discourse situation, grammatical marking of
determination and quantification on the NPs and syntactic position of the NPs. Thus, although in
English genericity is typically expressed via a BP, in several other European languages such as
Spanish or Greek, a definite plural NP is by far the most frequently used type of NP used in GS.
In Greek (see Marmaridou-Protopapa 1984) a typical GS is the following:
(18)

I rinokeri ine thilastika.
the rhinos are mammals.
‘Rhinos are mammals.’

Krifka et al (1995) propose a compositional semantic analysis of generic interpretations that
posits a GEN operator, a dyadic modal operator which composes with a restrictor and a matrix
as in (19), similarly to quantificational adverbs like always or usually (Lewis 1975). This
generic operator has no phonological exponent, which provides a simple account for why a
whole range of different sentence types can be associated with generic interpretations.
(19)

Tigers have stripes.
Genx [ tiger (x) ] [ have.stripes (x) ]
restrictor matrix
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However, this analysis does not address the issue of how listeners know that there is a generic
operator in a sentence, or, especially, how children learning a language would come to posit
such an operator. Leslie and colleagues, in a recent series of papers, have proposed an answer to
this question that does not assume a generic operator.
They argue instead that the generic interpretation is the default interpretation, and is essentially
available for free. Several theorists have proposed that generics express default generalizations
(Csibra & Gergely 2009, Gelman 2010, Gelman & Brandone 2010, Hollander et al. 2002 and
Leslie 2007, 2008) mainly based on developmental studies. Generics are said to be available
first to children, while universal quantification is more complex, and acquired later. The
empirical predictions these theorists make are that children and adults should sometimes
incorrectly treat quantified statements as generics. Hollander et al. (2002) and Tardif et al.
(2012) claim to confirm this prediction for children. This idea seems to also find support in a
view of cognition set forth by Kahneman and colleagues (2002), according to which there are
two systems of cognition: System 1, which is a fast, automatic, effortless lower-level system and
System 2, a slower, more effortful higher-level system. Generics could be then part of System 1,
as Leslie (2007) argues.
Leslie et al. (2011) present the following arguments for their generics-as-defaults hypothesis:
(a)
There is no dedicated marker for genericity across languages.
(b)
Adults incorrectly treat quantified statements as generics, as we discuss in detail below.
(c)
A memory study by Leslie and Gelman (2012) claims that adults and preschoolers alike
tend to recall quantified statements as generics.
In our experiment, we decided to address first the issues with adults. This may give us clues
about the acquisition of generics by children as well.
3. Generics and universals: review of the experimental literature
Empirical data can shed some light into the hard-to-draw distinctions between universal
quantification and genericity that we discussed in the introduction above. The few experiments
that address the issue of the differences between UQSs and GSs focus on the difference between
all and generic Bare Plurals:
(20)
(21)

All tigers are striped.
⇒ true if every single tiger is striped, false in the face of exceptions
Tigers are striped.
⇒ true despite possible exceptions

Leslie et al. (2011) compare generics with universals. If understanding quantified statements
requires deviating from the default mode of generalization, then their prediction is that adults
should sometimes fail to execute this deviation and so should incorrectly treat quantified
statements as generics, when the corresponding generic is true. They then report experimental
evidence that adults do sometimes judge universal statements as true, despite knowing that they
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are truth-conditionally false which they call the Generic Over Generalization (GOG) effect.
In their first experiment participants judged either generic or universal statements that involved
the following types of properties: quasi-definitional (triangles have three sides), majority
characteristic (tigers have stripes), minority characteristic (ducks lay eggs), majority noncharacteristic (cars have radios), striking (pit bulls maul children), and false generalizations
(Canadians are right-handed). They claim that the GOG effect occurs in approximately half the
trials when the statement involves characteristic properties, that is, properties that bear a deep
causal and explanatory relation to the kind in question, which may occur either in the majority
of the members of the kind or only in a minority. The GOG effect is then attributed to the fact
that generics constitute the default interpretation. Other possible explanations for the GOG
effect that are considered, but later on discarded by Leslie et al., are the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Subkind interpretation.
Ignorance of the facts.
Domain restriction.

They discarded (a) above after doing a paraphrase task, where the participants had to paraphrase
the statements they had just read (their experiment 2b) and no evidence of subkind interpretation
was found. They discarded (b) by distributing a knowledge test, which did not show ignorance
of the relevant facts (their experiment 3). Our focus is the third possible explanation, which they
addressed in experiment 2a. In order to check for the possibility of domain restriction in the
sense of Stanley and Szabó (2000), as discussed above, they provided the participants with
information about population estimates for the kind in question in the following form:
(22) ‘‘Suppose the following is true: there are 431 million ducks in the world. Do you agree
with the following: all ducks lay eggs?’’
This information was supposed to prime interpretation over individual ducks and not over
different kinds. The authors claim that the GOG effect still occurred on a substantial portion of
trials, reporting an acceptance rate for all statements at 55%2 for majority characteristic
statements and 30% for minority characteristic statements.
Leslie et al.’s experiment 2a and their interpretation of the results are challenged by the
following observations. In the first place, the contexts Leslie et al. use to induce
specific/individual interpretations do not make salient the exceptions that would make the
universal quantification over individuals interpretation untrue. Second, claims about universal
quantifiers in general ought to be further refined. Languages have different types of universal
quantifiers, so the question then arises: if we accept that all allows the GOG effect, do all
different universal quantifiers allow it? All may or may not be interpreted with respect to the
context given. A closer look at the linguistics literature reveals proposals for the non typical
2

Leslie et al. (2011) do not report the exact number, but this is an approximate value based on the graph
they present.
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behaviour of all leading to claims that all is not a quantifier (Brisson 2003) or that it has a
maximizing effect acting as a slack regulator (Lasersohn 1999), both of which would predict
that (22) could be judged as true. And, finally, ‘all ducks lay eggs’ has a generic interpretation
in any theory - there is no ‘overgeneralization’ required to interpret this sentence as quantifying
over duck kinds/species, merely a failure to use the context in the way Leslie et al. intended.
So our experiment addressed all these three issues, and furthermore collected timing data in
order to develop a more nuanced perspective on the process of evaluating generic and quantified
statements and making Truth Value Judgments.
4. The experiment
We addressed the issues of the hypothesized GOG effect and of the systematic exceptions in
minority characteristic statements. Following Leslie et al. we used BPs as our generics. We
added two additional types of UQSs, since we wanted to test whether the GOG effect occurred
only with all or with universal quantifiers in general. The different types of universal quantifiers
tested were all, all the and every3. Our predictions were that ‘all the ducks lay eggs’ would be
judged as false, since it cannot be interpreted generically anyway, and that ‘every duck lays
eggs’ would be interpreted as contextually restricted or as generic, but that the generic
interpretation should be allowed much less than with ‘all ducks lay eggs’. We designed a
different way to prime domain restriction by presenting a specific context rather than providing
information about the kind in general. We used contexts that make the systematic exceptions to
minority characteristic generic statements salient and focused on sex differences in animals.
4.1 Method: participants and procedure
Twenty native-English speaking Queen Mary, University of London students participated for
credit for a linguistics course. Participants sat before a computer screen. The software used was
DMDX on a PC running Windows. Participants read a background context on three consecutive
screens and then a statement on the next screen. A final screen at the end asked them whether
the statement they read was true or not. Responses were recorded by button press. Participants
were instructed to judge the statement with respect to the background they had just read.
Statements involved either a minority characteristic or a majority characteristic property and one
of the four determiner types.
4.2 Materials and design
The experimental items used form a subset of the items used by Leslie et al. (2011) in
experiment 2a. Norming of the items through questionnaires distributed to a similar population
3

We didn’t include each for two reasons: a) in order for the set of variables to be easier to handle, given time and
analysis restriction and b) because it has been argued that each cannot receive generic interpretation, while every is compatible
with generic interpretation.
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to the one tested in the experiment lead us to exclude 8 items (e.g. ‘Cardinals are red’ and
‘Sheep produce milk’) because our participants did not seem to be sure of the facts. Only items
that were consistently judged to be true statements by 80% of our norming participants were
included.
The two conditions we manipulated were:
a) the type of the characteristic statement: majority or minority characteristic statement
b) the determiner type: generic, all, all the, every
We used 8 statements of characteristic type, which gave us 64 unique trials. Each participant
saw 32 items in total, 16 test items and 16 fillers. Within the 16 test items were 4 generic N (i.e.
bare plurals), 4 all N, 4 all the N and 4 every N. Each participant saw 4 trials of each determiner
type = 8 trials of each statement type = 2 trials of each determiner+statement type.
The two dependent measures were acceptance (Truth Value Judgment) and reaction time. Here
are samples of the items used, a GS with a majority characteristic property (tigers have stripes)
and a UQS with a minority characteristic property (all ducks lay eggs):
(23) SCREEN 1: [appears line by line]
BACKGROUND:
Linton zoo's viewing windows in some of the enclosures make
it possible to get as close as a whisker. It currently hosts
12 female tigers among many other animals.
SCREEN 2: [appears line by line]
STATEMENT:
Tigers have stripes.
SCREEN 3:
TRUE?
Press F for ‘yes’ and N for ‘no’4
(24) SCREEN 1: [appears line by line]
BACKGROUND:
Clissold Park is a big community park in Stoke Newington. It
has two artificial lakes, which are managed as wildlife
refuges. There are 80 male ducks in both lakes.
SCREEN 2: [appears line by line]
STATEMENT:
All ducks lay eggs.
4

These buttons were selected due to their position on the keyboard.
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SCREEN 3:
TRUE?
Press F for ‘yes’ and N for ‘no’
Table 1 provides examples of all the statement types used in the experiment:
MAJORITY
CHAR.
MINORITY
CHAR.

GS: BARE PLURAL
Tigers have stripes.

UQS 1: ALL
All tigers have
stripes.

UQS 2: ALL THE
All the tigers have
stripes.

UQS 3: EVERY
Every tiger has
stripes.

Ducks lay eggs.

All ducks lay eggs.

All the ducks lay eggs.

Every duck lays eggs.

Table 1: Examples of statement types
The full set of statements used can be found in table 2. Note that the majority and minority
characteristic lists are not list or pairwise matched for length, lexical content, etc, following
Leslie et al (2011):
MAJORITY CHARACTERISTIC MINORITY CHARACTERISTIC
Cats have whiskers.
Deer have antlers.
Cheetahs run fast.
Ducks lay eggs.
Cows eat grass.
Goats have horns.
Horses have four legs.
Insects lay eggs.
Kangaroos hop.
Kangaroos have pouches.
Leopards have spots.
Lions have manes.
Sparrows have wings.
Moose have antlers.
Tigers have stripes.
Snakes lay eggs.
Table 2: Set of items used5
5. Results and discussion
5.1 Acceptance rates
Table 3 summarizes the number of yes responses to the TVJ question in each condition.
DETERMINER TYPE

gen all all the every
majority
40
0
0
4
minority
39
0
0
0
Table 3: The number of yes responses to the TVJ
CHARACTERISTIC TYPE

The difference between the generic statements and the other three statement types is very
5

The two columns are not matched.
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striking: all but one generic statement was judged to be true, and all universally quantified
statements were judged to be false except for 4/40 sentences with ‘every’. Clearly no inferential
statistical tests are required to be confident that generic statements were associated with a
different pattern of responses than universally quantified ones.
Leslie et al (2011) discuss their TVJ data in terms of the proportion of yes responses, rather than
the actual number of responses. For the purposes of easy comparison, we can present our data in
this way as well, in Figure 1.

Figure 1: % of YES responses
As table 3 & figure 1 make very clear, we did not replicate the Leslie et al. finding for all. There
is no hint that anyone in our experiment judged sentences quantified with ‘all’ as generic - even
in the majority characteristic trials where the exceptions to the generalization are not made
salient by the context. Leslie et al.’s results with context were 55% yes responses for majority
characteristic sentences and 30% for minority, while ours are 0% for both cases. Not one single
person said that ‘all tigers have stripes’ is true, while every single participant said that 'tigers
have stripes' is true.
Not only are our rejection rates for universally quantified sentences much, much lower than
Leslie et al's, but our acceptance rates for generic sentences are also higher. Generic statements
involving a minority characteristic were judged to be true by 97.78% of our participants, and
generic statements involving a majority characteristic were judged true by 100% of participants,
as compared to about 85% for both conditions in Leslie et al's experiment. We speculate that this
difference may be attributable to the fact that our experiment was conducted in a formal
psycholinguistics laboratory setting, and all our participants were university students, while
Leslie et al. collected their data using Mechanical Turk, and thus had a more variable
environment and set of participants. Mechanical Turk, and other web based data collection
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methods, are becoming increasingly commonly used as tools to conduct cognitive science
experiments (Buhrmester et al. 2011), and the larger and more diverse participant pools that
result from this technique are clearly an advantage in many ways, but the difference we find
here suggests that the results of lab based and online data collection methods are not always
straightforwardly comparable.
Because we conducted our experiment in the lab, we were able to collect timing data as well as
record the Truth Value Judgments of participants.
5.2 Reaction Time: Question Answering Response Time
We measured the time it took participants to make their TVJ decision: that is, to judge the
statement as true or false. We hypothesized that if the participants had to decide between a kind
level and an individual level interpretation, as is potentially the case with sentences like ‘all
ducks lay eggs’ or ‘every duck lays eggs’, coming to a decision about the truth of the statement
should be more difficult than in the case of sentences with no such ambiguity like ‘all the ducks
lay eggs’. The extra difficulty associated with deciding between competing interpretations
should be associated with slower decisions, and we expected that the slow down should be most
pronounced for minority characteristic statements, since those are the cases where the kind level
interpretation is true, while the individual level interpretation is quite saliently false.
The predictions for generic statements were less straightforward. First, it was not clear whether
to expect that generic statements would be judged more quickly or more slowly than universally
quantified statements. If generic interpretations are, indeed, a default, Kahneman System 1 type
of interpretation, as argued by Leslie (2007), then accessing and making use of these
interpretations should be a fast, effortless task. However, given that generic interpretations are
not signaled with any overt cue in the sentence, computing and evaluating a generic
interpretation could be a slow, effortful task. Secondly, it was not clear whether the majority vs.
minority characteristic distinction should affect processing difficulty and speed. We might
expect that since generics are tolerant of exceptions, whether there is a context making those
exceptions salient or not should be irrelevant, so there should be no difference between majority
and minority characteristic conditions. But given that the background context is only potentially
relevant in the minority characteristic cases, we might expect that trials in which the exceptions
to the generalization are made salient would be more effortful to evaluate since participants
might actually have to deliberate. Given a situation in which the existence of male ducks has just
been made very salient, participants might consider the possibility that ‘ducks lay eggs’ is false,
even though they ultimately conclude it is true. For the majority characteristics, the exceptions
to the generalization are not made salient by the context and thus these trials may be less
difficult for participants.
Table 4 summarizes the mean question answering response times by condition, and the
difference between characteristic types, and Figure 2 plots these results graphically (with the
same data plotted in two graphs to aid visual comparison).
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DETERMINER TYPE MAJORITY CHARACTERISTIC MINORITY CHARACTERISTIC DIFFERENCE
gen
1397.45 (1054.00)
1925.08 (1903.69)
-527.63
all
1644.67 (1214.82)
2224.89 (1802.82)
-580.22
all the
1719.02 (1002.09)
1497.92 (950.76)
221.10
every
1454.75 (1083.05)
1474.32 (894.64)
-19.57
Table 4: Question Answering Mean Response Times and (Standard Deviations)

Figure 2: Question Answering Response Times. Error bars plot standard error.
Figure 2(a) highlights the contrast between the majority characteristic statements, where
response times do not vary much between the four determiner types, and the minority
characteristic sentences, where generics and ‘all’ sentences were judged much more slowly than
the other two sentence types. Figure 2(b) plots the same data, but this time in a way that
emphasizes the differences between the majority and minority characteristic statements for
generics and ‘all’ sentences, but not for the other two types. We analyzed response times with a
linear mixed effects model with characteristic type and determiner type as crossed fixed effects
and subject and item as random effects. The model statistics are in table 5.
ESTIMATE STD. ERROR T VALUE PMCMC
7.08
0.12
60.08
0
INTERCEPT (MAJORITY, GENERIC)
0.11
0.08
1.48
0.16
CHAR (MINORITY)
0.16
0.1
1.61
0.1
DET (ALL)
-0.02
0.1
-0.25
0.83
DET (EVERY)
-0.27
0.14
-1.87
0.06
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, ALL)
0.15
0.23
0.85
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, ALL THE) 0.03
0.16
0.14
1.12
0.29
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, EVERY)
Table 5: Estimates, standard errors, t values, and p values of the linear-mixed effects model for
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the Question Answering Response Time analysis.
Only the interaction between majority generic statements and minority ‘all’ statements emerges
as statistically significant given alpha < 0.05, due to the relatively small number of observations
per condition, however the numerical differences are striking and worth considering carefully.
The pattern of results in Figure 2 does not follow clearly from any of our predictions. We do see
the hypothesized slow down for ‘all ducks lay eggs’ as compared to either ‘all the ducks lay
eggs’ or ‘all tigers have stripes'’. Sentences that involve both a minority characteristic property
and ‘all’ quantification are correctly judged to be false, but making this judgment takes
participants longer than sentences with ‘all’ + a majority characteristic (where the kind vs.
individual interpretations are not made saliently distinct by the context) or than sentences
involving a minority characteristic property, but ‘all the’ quantification (where there is no kind
level interpretation available). However, we predicted the same pattern for sentences with the
quantifier ‘every’, and we do not find it. Numerically, sentences with ‘every’ are judged false
(correctly) faster than any of the other universally quantified sentences, and there are no
differences between the two characteristic types.
Also unexpectedly, generic statements are associated with the same pattern as ‘all’ sentences: a
much slower response in the minority characteristic condition than in the majority characteristic
condition, or than in any of the other conditions in the experiment except minority characteristic
+ ‘all’. This similarity is particularly striking given that the actual responses participants made
were categorically different for generic vs. ‘all’ statements.
The response time slow down for both ‘ducks lay eggs’ and ‘all ducks lay eggs’ in contexts
where non-egg-laying ducks (namely males) have just been made salient suggests that although
generics are still ultimately judged to be true in the face of exceptions, those exceptions are not
entirely irrelevant to the process of coming to that judgment.
5.3 Reaction Time: Statement Reading Time
To further investigate the processing of generic and universally quantified interpretations, we
also analyzed the time it took participants to read the critical statements themselves. Making a
TRUE/FALSE judgment about a sentence is a metalinguistic task, which surely involves all
kinds of non-linguistic and task dependent factors, thus the statement reading time may reveal
something about the initial steps involved in interpreting these kinds of statements that the TVJT
did not.
Table 6 reports the statement reading times by condition and the differences between
characteristic types. Figure 3 plots these data graphically (again with the same data plotted in
two graphs to aid visual comparison)
DETERMINER

MAJORITY CHARACTERISTIC

MINORITY CHARACTERISTIC

DIFFERENCE
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gen
all
all the
every

2204.48 (1126.82)
3070.91 (1638.68)
2640.16 (1213.09)
2898.25 (1487.01)
2842.18 (1509.39)
3425.47 (1255.58)
3133.3 (1446.59)
3197.68 (1357.47)
Table 6: Statement Reading Times and (Standard Deviations)

-866.43
-258.09
-583.29
-64.38

Figure 3: Statement Reading Times. Error bars plot standard error.
Statement reading times were analyzed in a linear mixed effects model as above. The model
statistics are in Table 7.
ESTIMATE STD. ERROR T VALUE PMCMC
7.78
0.08
102.52
0
INTERCEPT (MAJORITY, GENERIC)
0.15
0.05
2.94
0.01
CHAR (MINORITY)
0.25
0.07
3.46
0
DET (ALL)
-0.01
0.07
-0.20
0.87
DET (ALL THE)
0
0.07
-0.02
0.94
DET (EVERY)
-0.21
0.10
-1.99
0.04
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, ALL)
-0.03
0.10
-0.32
0.69
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, ALL THE)
-0.11
0.10
-1.11
0.30
CHAR X DET (MINORITY, EVERY)
Table 7: Estimates, standard errors, t values, and p values of the linear- mixed effects model for
the Statement Reading Time analysis.
In both the numerical patterns and the statistical analysis, the most striking feature is the reading
times for the generic + majority characteristic condition, which are significantly faster than any
other condition6.
6

In order to rule out any possibility that the generic reading times were faster due to the shorter length of
these sentences, which, of course, lack an overt determiner, a model including sentence length in characters was
conducted. Model comparison revealed no significant difference between the fit of the two models - adding length
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We can also note that across the board, all four quantification types are read more slowly when
they involve a minority characteristic than when they involve a majority characteristic, with the
largest effects for generics and ‘all the’ sentences. Recall that the minority characteristic
sentences are all read following a background statement which makes the exceptions to the
generality of the characteristic highly salient, while the background statement does not make the
exceptions to the majority characteristic statements salient. So it is not possible to determine
whether this difference in reading times is due to the difference between majority vs. minority
characteristic properties, or to the difference in the degree of relevance of the background
context.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we presented the results of a Truth Value Judgement Task that addressed the basic
question of how people generate and evaluate generic interpretations. This is a challenging
question because generic statements are typically morpho-syntactically unmarked (there is no
consistent overt cue to trigger the generic interpretation), and are famously robust to even very
systematic exceptions, and yet not to all exceptions (recall the example of paperback books).
Even individually, these features would seem to pose challenges for children acquiring a system,
or for fluent speakers parsing sentences.
The basic goal of our research was to determine whether, in fact, fluent adult speakers of
English do indeed find generic interpretations difficult to generate or evaluate.
Recent research by Leslie and her colleagues (Leslie et al, 2007; 2011) seems to suggest that
they do not. Instead, Leslie et al claim to have discovered a Generic Over Generalisation effect,
whereby speakers interpret universally quantified statements such as ‘all ducks lay eggs’ as if
they were an equivalent generic statement (eg. ‘ducks lay eggs’). They observe this GOG effect
both in truth value judgment tasks, and in paraphrase tasks. Leslie et al argue that this evidence
that speakers seem to find generic interpretations to be easier to generate, evaluate and recall
than universally quantified interpretation is consistent with a hypothesis that generic
interpretations are simpler, more basic, and more automatic than quantified interpretations.
This proposal is appealing, since it proposes that generic interpretations do not involve
quantification, and are available more or less for free. Children must acquire the syntax and
semantics of the natural language quantifiers and determiners that have more restrictive
interpretations, while generic interpretations are the starting point.
However, Leslie et al only compared bare plural generic statements (‘ducks lay eggs’) with ‘all’
quantified statements (‘all ducks lay eggs’), and only collected data on the outcome of the

did not improve the fit of the model.
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interpretation of these statements (the TRUE/FALSE response)7. Drawing conclusions about
universal quantification in general, or about the ease and automaticity with which generic
interpretations are processed requires more subtle manipulations.
Thus our experiment compared bare plural generics to three types of universally quantified
statements, systematically manipulated whether the context made possible exceptions to the
generic/universal statement salient, and measured statement reading times, and question
answering times, as well as the value of the T/F judgment.
We failed to replicate the GOG effect. There is no hint that anyone in our experiment judged
sentences quantified with ‘all’ as generic. Prima facie, this at least fails to support the generics
as default analysis, although of course it is not evidence against this hypothesis. It’s possible that
by prefacing all our statements with background information that makes individual members of
the species of animal the statement is about, we made the universal quantification over
individuals interpretation very salient, and thus easy to access, cancelling out the generics
advantage seen in Leslie et al’s experiments.
Since our acceptance rates for generic sentences were also higher than in the Leslie et al
experiments, it’s also possible that the very different results are attributable to the differences in
the setting of the experiment and the set of participants.
Intriguingly, when we look at the time it took participants to make their judgments, we do find
that generic and ‘all’ sentences are associated with similar responses, just as Leslie et al do,
however where Leslie et al find responses they argue are evidence that generic interpretations
are easy, we find the opposite. While generic and ‘all’ statements that involve properties that are
characteristic of the majority of the relevant species (such as having a tail) are judged just as
quickly as statements with ‘all the’ and ‘every’ quantification, generic and ‘all’ statements
involving minority characteristic properties are judged significantly more slowly than all other
statement types. Thus just in the two cases where the background context makes the systematic
exceptions to the statement salient, participants are much slower to decide whether the statement
is true or false. They ultimately judge correctly 99% of the time, but the judgment is clearly
more difficult in these cases. This is the first systematic demonstration we are aware of that
although the ultimate truth of a generic interpretation is not sensitive to context, assessing a
generic interpretation is. Note that we only find context sensitivity for the statements that are
evaluated against the background of what Greenberg (2007) calls contextually irrelevant
individuals – exactly the opposite of what we might have predicted. However, we confounded
characteristic type and background relevance in this experiment (only minority characteristic
trials included a background that made salient the exceptions to the generalization), so further
research is clearly required to better understand these results.

7

Recall also our concerns about the extent to which Leslie et al (2011) successfully controlled
for kind level interpretations for their ‘all’ sentences.
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Finally, we found that the reading times for the generic + majority characteristic statements were
significantly faster than any other condition. Given the fact that our majority and minority
characteristic items were not pairwise matched for length, lexical frequencies, etc, the statement
reading time results must be interpreted cautiously. However, they may be taken as support for
the generics as default hypothesis after all. At least in the case where the systematic exceptions
to the generic statement were not made salient by the context, we find that generic statements
are much faster to read than universally quantified statements. This is precisely what is predicted
by the hypothesis that generic interpretations are simple, basic interpretations that are more
easily generated and parsed than quantified interpretations.
In the end then, our results muddy the waters more than they clear them. On the one hand, we
find no evidence for a GOG effect, whereby universally quantified statements are interpreted as
generics, and we find evidence that may suggest that generics are actually more sensitive to
contextual restriction than is generally assumed. Both these findings are consistent with analyses
of generics as involving operators of some kind, and being at least as complex as other forms of
quantification. On the other hand, the statement reading time results suggest that (at least some)
generic statements are, in fact, much easier to process than their corresponding quantified
statements, which is inconsistent with these accounts. Further research to more systematically
investigate these findings, and better understand just how we generate generic interpretations to
begin with is clearly motivated.
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Downward monotonicity in questions1

Clemens Mayr — Zentrum für Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (ZAS)
Abstract. I show that the hypothesis that downward monotonicity is required for the licensing of
negative polarity items (Fauconnier 1975, 1979, Ladusaw 1979) can account for why they appear
in interrogatives. In particular, I show that strong exhaustive answers to questions with negative polarity items are downward monotone using three ingredients: (i) interrogatives denote sets
of propositions (Hamblin 1973, Karttunen 1977), (ii) negative polarity items introduce alternatives and thereby enrich this denotation, and (iii) an answer operator (Heim 1994, Beck and Rullmann 1999) delivers the strong exhaustive answer. Among other things this accounts for Guerzoni
and Sharvit’s 2007 observation that only interrogatives embedded under predicates allowing for a
strong exhaustive interpretation of that question license negative polarity items.
Keywords: negative polarity items, questions, monotonicity, exhaustivity.
1. Introduction
According to Fauconnier (1975, 1979) and Ladusaw (1979) negative Polarity Items (NPIs) like
any and ever must occur in downward monotone (DE for downward entailing) environments (also
cf. Fauconnier 1975, 1979), which accounts for their basic distribution in declarative sentences.
Since at least Klima (1964), however, it is also known that NPIs are also licensed in interrogatives:
(1)

Context: A teacher inquiring about students’ interests.
Q: Has John ever shown any interest in poetry?

The question what property interrogatives share with, for instance, negation in declaratives – the
paradigm case of NPI-licensing in such environments – is not straightforward to answer. Since
(downward) monotonicity is defined over entailment, it is not obvious whether and how it extends
to questions. Also, intuitively questions do not appear to be DE (cf. Giannakidou 1999, Guerzoni
and Sharvit 2007 a.o.). Moreover Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007) have shown that NPIs in questions
appear to be sensitive to a logical property different from downward monotonicity. In particular,
they argue that NPIs are only licensed in questions that are interpreted as strongly exhaustive.
These two facts have cast Fauconnier’s and Ladusaw’s generalizations and most of the theories
about NPI-licensing stemming from them into serious doubt. The conclusion that has been drawn
is that either there is no overarching empirical generalization about NPI-licensing and that the
environments where they are licensed must be listed somehow (Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007) or that
1
For valuable comments and discussion I thank Daniel Büring, Peter Jenks, Manfred Krifka, Uli Sauerland, Viola
Schmitt, Benjamin Spector, Hubert Truckenbrodt, and Ede Zimmermann. I presented versions of this paper at the
University of Vienna, at Sinn und Bedeutung in Paris, and at the ZAS in Berlin. I thank the audiences for their
comments. The research for this paper was funded by grant A925/1-4 awarded to Uli Sauerland by the DFG.
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an altogether different generalization must be found (Giannakidou 1999, 2011, Israel 1996, 2011).
In this paper I argue that such a defeatist view is unwarranted. While questions in general are not
DE environments, I will show that the strong exhaustive answers to those with NPIs in them are.
In particular, NPIs are argued to introduce semantic alternatives into the computation of meaning
(Heim 1984, Krifka 1995, Chierchia 2004, 2006). These alternatives enlarge the question denotation, which is viewed as a set of propositions (Hamblin 1973, Karttunen 1977). More precisely, the
denotations of interrogatives with NPIs include those of interrogatives where the NPI is replaced
by a more specific alternative. This necessitates a slight modification of the question semantics
as well. I then show that the strong exhaustive answer to such a question entails the one to each
alternative question. The notion of strong exhaustive answer is the one employed by Groenendijk
and Stokhof (1984). In particular, I follow Heim (1994), Beck and Rullmann (1999) in assuming
an operator that applies to the question denotation and delivers the strong exhaustive answer to that
question. Moreover, I show that the non-exhaustive answer remains non-monotonic even under the
modification sketched above. As a consequence, NPIs are only licensed in interrogatives whose
answers receive a strong exhaustive interpretation. This accounts for Guerzoni and Sharvit’s 2007
observation.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 the puzzle caused by NPIs in interrogatives is
discussed. Section 3 introduces the proposed modification of the question semantics and shows
how the strong exhaustive answer creates a DE environment. In section 4 I discuss some of the
consequences of the proposal. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Downward monotonicity and NPIs in interrogatives
2.1. Downward monotonicity and NPI-licensing
While NPI any and ever are licensed in the scope of negation, (2-b), and in the restrictor and scope
of negative quantifiers (3), they are ungrammatical when occurring unembedded, (2-a). A simple
generalization suggests itself: negative environments license NPIs. As is well-known, however,
this cannot be the whole story. For instance, the restrictor of a universal quantifier, on the one
hand, licenses NPIs, (4-a). Its scope, on the other hand, does not do so, (4-b).
(2)

a. *Mary thinks that John has ever been to any foreign country.
b. Mary does not think that John has ever been to any foreign country.

(3)

a.
b.

No one who thinks that John has ever been to any foreign country attended.
No one thinks that John has ever been to any foreign country.

(4)

a.

Every student who has ever been to any foreign country attended.
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b. *Every student has ever been to any foreign country.
In order to account for the pattern observed, Ladusaw (1979) proposes the generalization in (5)
(also cf. Fauconnier 1975, 1979). (5) can also be read as a necessary condition on NPI-licensing
rather than a mere generalization. It requires NPIs to at least occur in a DE environment.
(5)

NPI-licensing generalization
NPIs are only grammatical in a downward monotone environment.

A function creates an upward monotone (UE for upward entailing) environment if it does not
change the entailment direction of its arguments. Correspondingly, a function makes an environment DE if it reverses the entailment pattern of its arguments. In other words, an UE environment
is one that licenses inferences from a set to its supersets, whereas a DE environment licenses
inferences from a set to its subsets.2 According to (5) an NPI must occur in the latter kind of
environment. Clearly, negation reverses the entailment found without negation in (6), as shown in
(7). In particular, the intuitive entailments in (7) show that both the scope and the restrictor of a
negative quantifier are DE (here and below ⇒ stands for entailment).
(6)

John has blond hair. ⇒ John has hair.

(7)

a.
b.

No one has hair. ⇒ No one has blond hair.
No one who has hair attended. ⇒ No one who has blond hair attended.

More interestingly, the scope of a universal quantifier is UE, while its restrictor is DE:
(8)

a.
b.

Everyone has blond hair. ⇒ Everyone has hair.
Everyone who has hair attended. ⇒ Everyone who has blond hair attended.

The generalization in (5) thus correctly distinguishes between those environments licensing NPIs
and those that do not do so. Although, problematic data have been taken to suggest that the original
Fauconnier-Ladusaw generalization cannot be correct (Israel 1996, 2011, Giannakidou 1999, 2006,
2011, Linebarger 1987) and alternative generalizations have been proposed, it appears that suitable
2

(i)

More formally, where ⇒ denotes entailment, and σ and τ denote types:
a.
b.

f ∈ Dhσ,τ i is UE iff for all a, b ∈ Dσ , where a ⇒ b, f (a) ⇒ f (b).
f ∈ Dhσ,τ i is DE iff for all a, b ∈ Dσ , where a ⇒ b, f (b) ⇒ f (a).
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modifications to the original account can be made that preserve its spirit.3

2.2. NPIs in interrogatives
As the following examples show, NPI any and ever are licensed in both information-seeking yes-no
questions and in information-seeking wh-questions. The continuations make sure that the interrogatives are not interpreted rhetorically:4
(9)

Context: A mother is worried whether her son ate at all.
Q: Did John eat anything today? Usually he does.

(10)

Context: A person is unsure whether Tony has been to France.
Q: Has Tony ever been to France? It’s certainly possible.

(11)

Context: In a school canteen, the teacher inquires who ate what.
Q: Since there is none left, who took any lasagna today?

(12)

Context: A teacher asks which students have been to France.
Q: Who of you has ever been to France? I know some have been.

This raises the question whether (9)-(12) conform to the Fauconnier-Ladusaw generalization.

2.2.1. Are questions downward monotone?
In order for interrogative clauses to conform to the Fauconnier-Ladusaw generalization, they should
be related by downward monotonicity. That is, given the intuitive entailment in (13), question
(14-a) should entail question (14-b). Is this what we find?
3

For instance, to deal with NPIs in the antecedent of a conditional various modifications have been suggested
making them DE in a limited sense (Heim 1984, Kadmon and Landman 1993, von Fintel 1999). For an overview
over other problematic environments see Atlas (1996), Israel (1996), Giannakidou (1999, 2006), Ladusaw (1979),
Linebarger (1987) a.o. For NPIs under only, superlatives, adversative predicates, and quantifier most it has been
suggested that the presuppositions of the elements in question must be somehow factored out when checking for
downward monotonicity (von Fintel 1999, Gajewski 2010, Homer 2009, 2010, Wagner 2006).
4
I will ignore rhetoric questions, such as (i), for reasons of space (see Krifka 1995, Guerzoni 2004 a.o.).
(i)

Who has ever been to France from this class? None of the parents can afford such a trip.
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John read War & Peace. ⇒ John read a book by Tolstoy.

(14)

a.
b.
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Did John read a book by Tolstoy?
Did John read War & Peace?

Clearly, one can ask (14-a) without being interested in (14-b), and vice versa. Thus intuitively,
asking one of the questions in (14) does not lead one to ask the respective other one as well, which
might be expected if entailment held between the questions (cf. Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007).
Can we simply extend the notion of entailment from propositions to questions in order to account
for NPIs in the latter? For yes-no-questions there is more or less agreement with regard to their denotations. In particular, we can view them as the sets containing the positive and possibly negative
answer to the question (Hamblin 1973, Karttunen 1977), as shown in (15) for (14). None of the
sets in (15) is a subset of the respective other set – that is, no entailment is expected. This formal
fact might then be taken to account for the perceived lack of entailment in (14). But crucially, NPIs
should not be licensed in interrogatives due to the lack of downward monotonicity.5
(15)

a.
b.

[[(14-a)]] = {that John read a book by Tolstoy, that John read no book by Tolstoy}
[[(14-b)]] = {that John read W&P, that John didn’t read W&P}

But maybe we have to tweak our notion of entailment for interrogatives. After all, they do not
clearly denote propositions, and entailment is defined over propositions. A number of options
have been pursued in the literature. They, however, also suffer from the problem already discussed
in some way or other. For instance, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1997) suggest that for entailment
from (14-a) to (14-b) to hold, every complete answer to the former should entail an answer to the
latter (also cf. Karttunen 1977). Now in the case of yes-no questions the positive and the negative
answers are the complete answers. The positive answer to (14-a) neither entails the positive nor the
negative one to (14-b). So downward monotonicity is missing, and NPIs should not be licensed.6

2.2.2. A different condition – strong exhaustiveness
Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007) observe that the licensing of NPIs in embedded interrogatives depends
on the embedding predicate. While interrogatives under wonder always license NPIs, those under
5

Note that excluding the negative proposition from the denotations of the interrogatives does not change anything
with respect to entailment. Groenendijk and Stokhof’s 1984 question semantics suffers from a parallel problem.
6
Similarly Groenendijk and Roelofsen (2009) working in the framework of inquisitive semantics suggest that (14-a)
entails (14-b) only if every possibility raised by the former is contained in the ones raised by the latter. The possibilities
raised by (14-a) and (14-b) are roughly the propositions in the Hamblin (1973)/Karttunen (1977) denotation, (15). But
then clearly, this notion of entailment fails to make (14-a) and (14-b) DE.
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know only do so for a subset of the speakers. Questions under surprise never license NPIs:
(16)

a. Claire wonders which students have any books on Negative Polarity.
b. %Claire knows which students have any books on Negative Polarity.
c. *It surprised Bill which students had ever been to Paris.
(Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007:364)

Guerzoni and Sharvit suggest that this distribution correlates with wonder and know embedding
strong exhaustive questions, while surprise not doing so. That is, only strong exhaustive questions
are argued to license NPIs. For John to wonder who of his students passed, he has to wonder for
each of them whether they passed or not (cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982). Because of this
strong exhaustiveness requirement of wonder the sentence in (17) sounds odd in the context given.
(17)

Context: Mary is one of John’s students.
#John wonders who of his students passed, but not whether Mary did.

Similarly, for John to know who was at the party, he must know for all people who were at the
party that they were there and for all people who were not at the party that they were not there –
the strong exhaustiveness requirement of know. For this reason the sentence in (18) is odd in the
context given (cf. Karttunen 1977, Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982, Heim 1994).
(18)

Context: Mary was not at the party. John does not know if she was. But he knows for all
people who were at the party that they were there.
#John knows who was at the party.

Finally for John to be surprised about who was at the party, he need not be surprised about people
who were not at the party. He need only be surprised about people who actually were there.
Thus surprise does not embed a strong exhaustive question (Berman 1991, Heim 1994, Beck and
Rullmann 1999, George 2011), and the sentence in (19) is odd in the context given.7
(19)

7

Context: Mary and Ann were at the party. Carl wasn’t.
#Although John had expected Mary and Ann to be at the party, he is still surprised who
was at the party because he expected Carl to be there, too.

There is some controversy as to whether surprise embeds weak exhaustive questions or mention-some questions
(cf. George 2011). What is important for the discussion in the text is that there is agreement that the predicate does
not embed strong exhaustive questions.
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Thus only wonder and know but not surprise should license NPIs in embedded questions according
to Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007). But then we also expect NPIs to only occur in direct questions
that are interpreted as strongly exhaustive. Consider mention-some questions. When asking (20),
it usually suffices if the addressee offers one place where one can buy the ‘New York Times’
and not an exhaustive list. That is, mention-some questions are inherently non-exhaustive in their
interpretation. As a consequence, NPIs should not be licensed in them. This is what we find, as
(21) shows. In other words, Guerzoni and Sharvit’s 2007 observations extend to direct questions.
(20)
(21)

Where can I buy the ‘New York Times’?
*Where can I buy any newspaper?

2.2.3. Intermediate conclusion
Given that questions fail to be DE, both alternative hypotheses being more inclusive than the
Fauconnier-Ladusaw generalization and such that are entirely different in nature have been offered (Giannakidou 1999, 2011, Israel 1996, 2011, van Rooy 2003). For reasons of space I cannot
go into the discussion of such accounts, but neither of them predicts strong exhaustiveness to be a
crucial factor in the licensing of NPIs. Indeed, Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007) suggest that we have
to give up the pretty picture painted so far and adopt a disjunctive statement of NPI-licensing: NPIs
are licensed in DE contexts when appearing in declaratives and in strong exhaustive contexts when
appearing in interrogatives. In the following section I will argue that this move is not necessary
and that strong exhaustive questions with NPIs are in fact DE contexts if certain modifications in
the semantics of questions are made.
3. Question semantics and strong exhaustive answers
3.1. The idea in a nutshell
Following Hamblin (1973) and Karttunen (1977) an interrogative denotes a set of propositions. In
particular, a simple yes-no-question like Did John read War & Peace? has the singleton set in (22)
as its denotation.8
(22)
8

[[Did John read ‘War & Peace’?]]w = {that John read W&P}

Nothing of what is said below hinges on the denotation of a yes-no-question being actually a singleton. The
proposal is compatible with the denotation containing the negative proposition as well. For reasons of space and for
the ensuing immediately obvious compatibility of the proposal with wh-questions, I chose the singleton denotation.
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A yes-no-question with an NPI in it, however, has an enlarged denotation. The NPI contributes
alternatives to the denotation. These alternatives are chosen in such a way that they entail the
meaning obtained when the NPI is interpreted as an existential quantifier (Krifka 1995, Chierchia
2004, 2006). For the question in (23) this means that propositions such as that John read ‘War
& Peace’ are members of the question denotation because they entail that John read a book by
Tolstoy, assuming that the only books written by Tolstoy are ‘War & Peace’ and ‘Anna Karenina’.
(23)

[[Did John read any book by Tolstoy?]]w = { that John read W&P, that John read AK, that
John read a book by Tolstoy}

From the question denotation we obtain a strong exhaustive answer by applying an operator to its
intension and the world of evaluation (Heim 1994, Beck and Rullmann 1999). The consequence
of this operator is that we get back a proposition stating that the true propositions in the question
denotation are what they in fact are in the world of evaluation (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1982).
This proposition thus contains negative information as it entails that all the propositions that are
not in the set of true propositions in the world of evaluation are false. The operator is defined as in
(24), where anss stands for strong exhaustive answer.
(24)

[[anss ]] = λws λQhs,hhs,ti,tii λws0 . {p : Q(w0 )(p) ∧ p(w0 )} = {p : Q(w)(p) ∧ p(w)}

Consider what this means for our questions in (22) and (23). There are four possible states what
the world can be like if ‘War & Peace’ and ‘Anna Karenina’ are Tolstoy’s only books. First if the
strong exhaustive answer, given (24), to (23) is that John read both books, the one to (22) is that he
read ‘War & Peace’. The former entails the latter, (25-a). If the strong exhaustive answer to (23) is
that he read ‘War & Peace’ but did not read ‘Anna Karenina’, the one to (22) is that he read ‘War &
Peace’. Again, the former entails the latter, (25-b). If the strong exhaustive answer to (23) is that
he read ‘Anna Karenina’ but not ‘War & Peace’, it entails that he did not read ‘War & Peace’, the
strong exhaustive answer to (22), (25-c). Finally, if the strong exhaustive answer to (23) is that he
did not read any book by Tolstoy, it once more entails the strong exhaustive answer to (22) which
says that he did not read ‘War & Peace’, (25-d). In other words, whatever the world of evaluation
is like, the strong exhaustive answer to the yes-no-question with an NPI in it in (23) will entail the
one to the yes-no-question with one of the books in the alternatives introduced by the NPI in its
place, i.e., the strong exhaustive answer to a yes-no-question with the NPI in it is DE.
(25)

a.
b.

(i)
⇒
(ii)
(i)
⇒

0

[[anss ]](w1 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John read W&P and AK
0

[[anss ]](w1 )(λw0 [[(22)]]w ) = that John read W&P
0
[[anss ]](w2 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John read W&P and not AK
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(ii)
(i)
⇒
(ii)
(i)
⇒
(ii)
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0

[[anss ]](w2 )(λw0 [[(22)]]w ) = that John read W&P
0
[[anss ]](w3 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John read AK and not W&P
0

[[anss ]](w3 )(λw0 [[(22)]]w ) = that John did not read W&P
0
[[anss ]](w4 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John did not read W&P or AK
0

[[anss ]](w4 )(λw0 [[(22)]]w ) = that John did not read W&P

The strong exhaustive answer to (22) does, however, not entail the one to (23). In particular, if the
strong exhaustive answer to (22) says that John did not read ‘War & Peace’, this does not entail
the strong exhaustive answer to (23). The latter could be either of (26-b) or (26-c). So we find
downward monotonicity but not upward monotonicity with yes-no-questions with NPIs in them.9
(26)

a.
;
b.
c.

0

[[anss ]](w5 )(λw0 [[(22)]]w ) = that John did not read W&P
0

[[anss ]](w5 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John read read AK but not W&P
0
[[anss ]](w5 )(λw0 [[(23)]]w ) = that John did not read W&P or AK

The combination of a Karttunen-question semantics, alternatives introduced by NPIs, and a strong
exhaustive answer operator has the effect of making questions or rather their answers DE. As a
result, NPIs should be licensed. It is important to realize that only strong exhaustive answers to
questions with NPIs in them are DE under this view, but not those to questions without such elements. Moreover, this proposal has the capacity to directly connect Fauconnier’s 1975 and Ladusaw’s 1979 NPI-generalization with Guerzoni and Sharvit’s 2007 observations discussed above. I
will return to discussion of this issue in subsection 4.1.
I now turn to a brief discussion of the compositional details of the proposal presented.

3.2. Compositional details
Following Krifka (1995) and Chierchia (2004, 2006) I assume that NPIs are interpreted as existential quantifiers. Moreover, following more specifically Chierchia NPIs come with a domain
variable D over which the quantifier ranges. That is, any has the denotation in (27-a). I also assume
that the interpretative system is bi-dimensional (Rooth 1985) in the sense that each constituent receives two interpretation values: an ordinary one, (27-a) in the case of any, and an alternative
value. For any the latter value is a set of existential quantifiers, which differ from the existential
9

This result is potentially important given that Lahiri (1998) has suggested that NPIs are licensed only if the relevant
context is DE but not UE in addition (cf. also Guerzoni and Sharvit 2007).
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quantifier in the ordinary value in that their domain variables D0 are subsets of D, the one used in
the ordinary value, except for the empty set. The alternative value for any is then as in (27-b).
(27)

a.
b.

[[any]]o = λP
 hs,he,tii λQhs,he,tii λws .∃x ∈ D[P (w)(x) ∧ Q(w)(x)]
[[any]]alt = λPhs,he,tii λQhs,he,tii λws .∃x ∈ D0 [P (w)(x) ∧ Q(w)(x)]|D0 ⊆ D 6= ∅

To arrive at the right question-meanings we need a question operator. I suggest to slightly modify
Karttunen’s 1977 semantics for the ?-operator so that it makes use of alternatives, in particular
the ones contributed by NPIs. The operator takes a set of propositions C and a proposition p as
arguments and returns the intension of that set of propositions that are in C and moreover entail p,
as defined in (28). Its alternative value is the singleton containing just the ordinary value.
(28)

a.
b.

[[?]]o = λC
 hhs,ti,ti λphs,ti λws λqhs,ti .C(q) ∧ q ⇒ p
alt
[[?]] = λChhs,ti,ti λphs,ti λws λqhs,ti .C(q) ∧ q ⇒ p

Assume now that the yes-no-question in (29-a) has the LF in (29-b). What is crucial is that the
?-operator is restricted by a variable C.
(29)

a.
b.

Did John read any book?
[ X ? C [ Y any book 1 [ John read t1 ] ] ]

The interpretation of (29-b) is as follows: Y denotes the proposition that John read a book, (30-a),
where we assume that the context provides the set of books {a, b, c} for the domain variable D of
any. C gets its denotation via the assignment function g, (30-b). I will assume that it is generally
set to denote the set of alternative propositions derived from the alternative domains introduced by
any. In other words, it contains those propositions that differ from (30-a) in having the domain
variable of any set to subsets of D. The interpretation of the whole question finally is the intension
of the set of those propositions in g(C) entailing the ordinary value of Y, as given in (30-c).10 What
is this set? All of the propositions in g(C) entail (30-a). The reason is that if John read a book of
{a, b} he must have read one of {a, b, c} and similarly for any other subset of the latter domain.
Therefore all of the propositions in g(C) are in the intension of the question denotation.
(30)

10

a.
b.
c.

[[Y]]o,g = λw.∃x ∈ {a, b, c}[x is a book in w ∧ John read x in w]
[[C]]o,g = {λw.∃x ∈ D0 [x is a book in w ∧ John read x in w]|D0 ⊆ {a, b, c} =
6 ∅}
o,g
o,g
[[X]] = λpλwλq[g(C)(q) ∧ q ⇒ p]([[Y]] )

Note that this question denotation is actually independent of the world of evaluation. We will see, however, that
for wh-questions abstraction over the world variable does make a difference.
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= λwλp.g(C)(p) ∧ p ⇒ λw0 .∃x ∈ {a, b, c}[x is a book in w0 ∧ John read x in w0 ]
Now the answer operator anss – repeated in (31) from (24) with both its ordinary and alternative
values – applies to (30-c) giving us (32). (32) says that the set of true answers to (29-a) – i.e., to
[[X]]o,g in (30-c) – is what it is in w, the world of evaluation. So if John read books a and b in w,
then the proposition in (32) says that the set of true answers is equivalent to the set {that John read
a, that John read b}. From this it follows that John did not read c. I.e., (32) is equivalent to the
proposition that John read a and b and not c.
(31)

a.
b.

(32)

[[anss ]]o,g (w)([[X]]o,g ) = λw0 . {p : [[X]]o,g (w0 )(p) ∧ p(w0 )} = {p : [[X]]o,g )(w)(p) ∧ p(w)}

0
[[anss ]]o = λw
: Q(w0 )(p) ∧ p(w0 )} = {p : Q(w)(p) ∧ p(w)}
 s λQhs,hhs,ti,tii λws . {p
alt
0
[[anss ]] = λws λQhs,hhs,ti,tii λws . {p : Q(w0 )(p) ∧ p(w0 )} = {p : Q(w)(p) ∧ p(w)}

Crucially, whatever the set of answers in the world of evaluation amounts to, (32) will entail the
strong exhaustive answers to all those alternative questions where any book in (29-a) is replaced
by one of the elements in the set of relevant books. If the domain variable D is set to {a, b, c} in
(29-a) by the context, the strong exhaustive answer in (32) says for each of the books a, b, and c
whether John read them or not. Similarly, the strong exhaustive answer to an alternative question
with a domain D0 smaller than D specifies for each element x of D0 whether John read x or not.
But this means that (32) entails all such answers. I.e., we find downward monotonicity, as desired.
This approach is readily extendable to wh-questions given that I assume in essence Karttunen’s
1977 semantics for questions. For simplicity, I follow Heim (2000) in assuming that the denotation
of the wh-element takes an abstracted question intension as its argument, as defined in (33).11 With
the entry for wh at hand, we assume that a question such as (34-a) has the LF in (34-b). Crucially,
the wh-expression is moved above the ?-operator.
(33)

a.
b.

(34)

a.
b.

11

[[wh]]o = λP
 hs,he,tii λQhe,hs,hhsti,tiii λws λphs,ti .∃x[P (w)(x) ∧ Q(x)(w)(p)]
alt
[[wh]] = λPhs,he,tii λQhe,hs,hhsti,tiii λws λphs,ti .∃x[P (w)(x) ∧ Q(x)(w)(p)]
Which boy read any book?
[ X which boy 2 [ Y ? C [ Z any book 1 [ t2 read t1 ] ] ] ]

This allows us to use the regular rule of predicate abstraction for quantifying-in the wh-expression, rather than
having to assume a special rule as Karttunen (1977) does.
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The compositional steps for the interpretation of (34-b) are given in (35). Up to the point of
constituent Y, the composition works as for the yes-no-question discussed above with the only
difference that there is a free variable standing in for the subject argument. This variable gets
bound by the wh-expression above the ?-operator, as shown in (35-d). Crucially, this will have the
effect that also the free variable in g(C) in (35-b) ends up bound by the wh-expression, as desired.
Again, we get an intension of a set of propositions, and again it is the intension of the set of those
propositions in g(C) entailed by the ordinary value of Z. There is, however, one crucial difference
to the yes-no-question discussed before. Due to binding by the wh-expression the set g(C) and
therefore also the one of the question denotation itself increases. For each boy x all propositions
of the form that x read a book in D0 are in g(C), where D0 is a non-empty subset of D. Now, for
each boy x each of those propositions entails the ordinary value of Z in (35-a) with g(2) replaced
by x. In other words, (35-d) corresponds to the intension of the set of all of the propositions in
g(C).12
(35)

a.
b.
c.
d.

[[Z]]o,g = λw.∃x ∈ {a, b, c}[x is a book in w ∧ g(2) read x in w]
[[C]]o,g = {λw.∃x ∈ D0 [x is a book in w ∧ g(2) read x in w]|D0 ⊆ {a, b, c} =
6 ∅}
o,g
o,g
[[Y]] = λpλwλq[g(C)(q) ∧ q ⇒ p]([[Z]] )
= λwλp.g(C)(p) ∧ p ⇒ λw0 .∃x ∈ {a, b, c}[x is a book in w0 ∧ g(2) read x in w0 ]
[[X]]o,g = λQλwλp.∃x[x is a boy in w ∧ Q(x)(w)(p)](λx[[Y]]o,g[x/2] )
= λQλwλp.∃x[x is a boy in w ∧ Q(x)(w)(p)]
(λxλwλp.g(C)(p) ∧ p ⇒ λw0 ∃y ∈ {a, b, c}[y is a book in w0 ∧ x read y in w0 ])
= λwλp.∃x[x is a boy in w ∧ g(C)(p) ∧
p ⇒ λw0 .∃y ∈ {a, b, c}[y is a book in w0 ∧ x read y in w0 ]]

To (35-d) the strong exhaustive answer operator can apply. Crucially, for reasons already discussed
above this makes the same predictions as for yes-no-questions: the strong exhaustive answer to a
question with an NPI over domain D entails all the strong exhaustive answers to those questions
where a subdomain of D is chosen for the NPI. I.e., the strong exhaustive answer is DE.
I now turn to the discussion of some implications of the present proposal.
4. Consequences of the proposal
4.1. Non-exhaustive interpretations
Reviewing Guerzoni and Sharvit’s 2007 observations, we saw that NPIs are only licensed in embedded questions that are interpreted as strongly exhaustive. This follows directly from the present
proposal if we make the assumption that predicates like wonder and know embed the strong ex12

This time the extension of the interrogative does vary with the world of evaluation. In particular, it can vary in the
set of boys considered. That is, abstraction over the world variable is not vacuous.
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haustive answer to a question. For instance, x wonders whether Q then means something like x
wants to know the strong exhaustive answer to Q, as given in (36-a). A similar entry obtains for
know, (36-b). For predicates like surprise, however, we do not want the lexical entry to make
reference to the strong exhaustive answer of the embedded question. Rather I follow Guerzoni and
Sharvit (2007) in assuming that surprise simply states that there is a proposition in the set of true
propositions in the question extension that the subject of the sentence did not expect to be true
(also cf. George 2011).13
(36)

a.
b.
c.

[[wonder]]o = λws λQhhs,ti,ti λxe .x wants to know anss (w)(Q) in w
[[know]]o = λws λQhhs,ti,ti λxe : anss (w)(Q)(w).x believes anss (w)(Q) in w
[[surprise]]o = λws λQhhs,ti,ti λxe .∃p[p ∈ {q : Q(w)(q) ∧ q(w)} ∧ ¬x expected q in w]

Essentially, the entry for surprise makes reference to the mention-some answer to the embedded
question. A mention-some answer is never DE, and as a result NPIs should not be licensed in them.
To see this, recall from (21) repeated as (37) that NPIs are also not licensed in direct mention-some
questions. If direct questions are taken to ask for either strong exhaustive or mention-some answers, we can account for this. Assume the following: shop X sells two newspapers, the ‘Financial
Times’ and the ‘Guardian’, but crucially not the ‘New York Times’. In that context the proposition
You can buy a newspaper at shop X is a mention-some answer to (37), but it is not a mention-some
answer to the question Where can I buy the ‘New York Times’?. In other words, mention-some
answers to questions with NPIs in them are not DE, and the interrogatives are therefore ungrammatical.
(37)

*Where can I buy any newspaper?

Moreover, the entry for surprise in (36-c) itself does not involve downward monotonicity. If John
is surprised about one of the true propositions {p, q, r}, he need not be surprised about one of the
true propositions {p, q} – namely in the case where he is only surprised about the truth of r. Thus
surprise should not allow for NPIs in embedded questions.
13

The entries given here are not quite adequate due to lack of space. Apart from the factivity presupposition of know
– stated using Heim and Kratzer’s 1998 convention – no presuppositions are given. For instance, the presupposition
of surprise that the subject now believes all of the true propositions in the question extension to be true and all of
the false ones to be false is not represented. Wonder also bears a presupposition. I will return to discussion of the
latter below. Also notice that there might be a second variant of know not making reference to the strong exhaustive
answer, as discussed by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982). This latter entry might be responsible for the fact that NPIs
in interrogatives embedded under know are not universally accepted (cf. (16-b) above), as speculated by Guerzoni and
Sharvit (2007).
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4.2. Embedding under wonder
If the strong exhaustive answer to a question with an NPI in it embedded under wonder is DE,
we have to address the issue why (38-a) does not seem to entail (38-b). For instance, John might
believe that Mary did not read ‘War & Peace’. Then (38-a) could be true, while (38-b) would be
false. If x wonders whether Q means more or less x wants to know the strong exhaustive answer to
Q, then we might expect precisely such an entailment. After all both know and want are UE (but
cf. Heim 1992 and references therein with respect to the latter).
(38)

a. John wonders whether Mary read any book by Tolstoy.
;
b. John wonders whether Mary read ‘War & Peace’.

I suggest that wonder comes with a presupposition that the subject neither believes the strong
exhaustive answer to be true nor to be false, i.e., that he believes both to be possible.14 The
ordinary value for wonder should then be updated from (36-a) to (39).
(39)

[[wonder]]o = λws λQhhs,ti,ti λxe : ¬x believes anss (w)(Q)(w)∧¬x believes ¬anss (w)(Q)(w).x
wants to know anss (w)(Q) in w

Now, once we control for the presupposition of wonder, it can be shown that downward monotonicity for sentences with wonder embedding a question with an NPI reappears. Consider (40).
(40-b) spells out the presupposition of (40-c). If both (40-a) and (40-b) are assumed to be true, then
(40-c) is true as well, it seems.15 In other words, the presupposition of wonder blocks downward
monotonicity for the whole sentence. This does not affect the licensing of the NPI, however, as it
is the embedded strong exhaustive answer environment which is DE and thus licenses it.16

14

von Fintel (1999) makes a related proposal for want, and Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007) suggest for wonder one
half of the presupposition assumed in the text.
15
This has already been noticed by Fauconnier (1980) who suggested to base the licensing of NPIs in questions on
this fact. Such a proposal runs into problems with other embedding predicates, however.
16
von Fintel (1999) makes a more specific claim. He suggests that the presuppositions must be factored out when
checking for downward monotonicity with respect to the licensing of an NPI. One way to do so is his weakened
Strawson downward monotonicity, which essentially requires that when we check for downward monotonicity between
two propositions the presupposition of the entailed one must be satisfied. This is stated in (i).
(i)

f ∈ Dhσ,τ i is Strawson DE iff for all a, b ∈ Dσ , where a ⇒ b and f (a) is defined, f (b) ⇒ f (a).

For the present purposes, it is tangential whether the theory of NPI licensing makes reference to simple downward
monotonicity or to (i).
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a. John wonders whether Mary read any book by Tolstoy.
b. John believes it is both possible that Mary read ‘War & Peace’ and that she did not.
⇒
c. John wonders whether Mary read ‘War & Peace’.

4.3. Embedding under know
If know is UE, then we expect downward monotonicity for sentences with know embedding a
question with an NPI. In particular, we expect an inference from (41-a) to (41-b) given the present
proposal. Recall that the NPI contributes alternatives to the semantic computation that figure in the
question denotation. As a result the strong exhaustive answer to the embedded question in (41-a)
specifies for each book in the domain D of any book by Tolstoy whether John read that book or not.
So if ‘War & Peace’ is in D, an inference from (41-a) to (41-b) should go through. But that this is
the case is not so clear. And this time, a presupposition of know does not seem to be the culprit.
(41)

a. Mary knows whether John read any book by Tolstoy.
??⇒
b. Mary knows whether John read ‘War & Peace’.

I must leave this issue for further research. There are, however, two issues that might affect our
intuitions regarding the relations between (41-a) and (41-b). First, we already know that NPIs
in interrogatives under know are not always licensed. Specifically, the availability of a know that
allows for non-exhaustive interpretations could block the entailment in (41). In other words, the
question has to be addressed whether those speakers who do not find an entailment also dislike the
NPI in (41-a) to begin with. Second, if ‘War & Peace’ is not an element of the domain variable
employed by any book by Tolstoy in (41-a), no entailment is expected even under the version of
know that requires strong exhaustive answers to the embedded question. None of these suggestions
is quite satisfactory, but both might be involved in the ultimate explanation for the perceived lack
of entailment from (41-a) to (41-b).
5. Conclusion and outlook
I have shown that Fauconnier’s 1979 and Ladusaw’s 1979 generalizations concerning the licensing
of NPIs can account for the occurrence of such elements in interrogatives. In particular, I argued
for two things: first, a modification of Karttunen’s 1977 question semantics where the ?-operator
makes use of the alternatives contributed by NPIs (Krifka 1995, Chierchia 2004, 2006) is necessary.
This increases the number of propositions in the question denotation. Second, the strong exhaustive
question operator argued for by Heim (1994) and Beck and Rullmann (1999) now has the effect that
the strong exhaustive answer to a question with an NPI in it entails those to alternative questions
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where the NPI is replaced with an element of the domain that the existential quantifier denoted by
the NPI ranges over. In other words, the strong exhaustive answer to a question with an NPI in it is
DE. This readily explains Guerzoni and Sharvit’s 2007 observation that NPIs are only licensed in
questions embedded by predicates allowing for a strong exhaustive interpretation of that question.
Previous accounts have not been able to connect the downward monotonicity hypothesis with the
strong exhaustiveness requirement.
I have not touched upon the particular implementation needed to actually explain why NPIs are
only licensed in DE environments. The present proposal is, however, compatible with Krifka’s and
Chierchia’s suggestions that an obligatory exhaustivity operator is responsible for the licensing of
NPIs. If the environment is not DE, this operator will yield a contradiction when an NPI is used,
but not if the environment is DE. Due to the particular specification of the ?-operator argued for
above, this proposal can be extended to the present account. I must leave explication of this to
another occasion.
The present proposal makes a number of predictions. A potentially problematic one is that sentences with questions with NPIs in them embedded under know should exhibit downward monotonicity, which is not obvious. Here further research is required. Future research also has to ask
whether other types of NPIs, such as strong ones, are licensed in interrogatives. For reasons of
space I did not address the issue whether other sorts of questions exhibit downward monotonicity
as well. In particular, interrogatives with scalar items in them come to mind. As is well known,
scalar inferences are reversed in DE environments. An interesting question for future research arising at this point is whether there is a correlation between the types of embedding predicates and
the types of scalar inferences arising in the embedded question. In particular, we might expect that
wonder and know license reversed inferences, whereas surprise does not. This issue is, however,
potentially complicated by the presence of presuppositions of the embedding predicates.
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Evidence for online repair of Escher sentences1
Ellen O’Connor – University of Southern California
Roumyana Pancheva – University of Southern California
Elsi Kaiser – University of Southern California
Abstract. Illusory “Escher” sentences (More people have been to Russia than I have) are a
unique puzzle for theories assuming full and thorough grammatical analysis and semantic
composition during processing, since people generally appear to accept them before noticing that
the meaning is incoherent. Prior work has shown, however, that meaning is extracted from the
illusion: in particular, reactions to the illusion are sensitive to whether a comparison of events is
possible (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012), suggesting that the perception of grammaticality is
related to the fact that determiners may sometimes count events (Krifka 1990). The series of selfpaced reading experiments reported here suggest the illusion is ambiguous between an individual
and a (less salient) event quantification interpretation, since reading times are generally slower
for comparatives with plural predicates. Reading times indicate that the meaning of the illusion is
plausibly shifted to a comparison of events at the point of anomaly – a costly process that causes
observably slowed reading times. The success of this operation determines how felicitous an
interpretation comprehenders can obtain for an essentially ungrammatical sentence.
Keywords: semantic illusions; shallow processing; comparatives; event-related determiner
quantification.
1. Introduction
Perceptual illusions afford unique opportunities to study nonveridical aspects of cognition, as
they can reveal inherent properties of the system in relative independence from the input.
Illusions in language are important for many of the same reasons: they allow us to investigate the
nature of the linguistic system, independent from the input (Phillips, Wagers, & Lau 2011). Such
an approach is similar in spirit to that taken by generative grammar, which has made great
advances by studying aspects of linguistic competence not readily observed in communication,
namely the rejection of ungrammatical sentences.
“Escher sentences” like (1) (Montalbetti 1984) are a particularly robust illusion, so-named
because of their resemblance to the famous M.C. Escher lithograph, Ascending and Descending
(Liberman 2004). As with Escher’s impossibly infinite staircase, itself based on the Penrose
stairs (Penrose and Penrose 1958), people seem to accept (1) in spite of its global incoherence, at
least initially. It is usually only upon closer examination that the infelicity of this sentence
becomes apparent. The logical form of the main clause, constructed by the rules of syntax and
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compositional semantics, should require comparison of cardinalities of sets of individuals. The
than-clause therefore needs to contain a bare plural noun phrase in subject position, from which
degree abstraction will be possible (Chomsky 1977, Heim 2000, and others). (1) does not meet
this requirement: the than-clause subject, I, does not contribute a cardinality of a set of
individuals, and there is no other appropriate constituent to host the degree variable after ellipsis
is resolved. Nevertheless, the sentence is largely accepted by English speakers.
1.

a. More people have been to Russia than I have.
b. More λd . d-many people have been to Russia
than *wh λd . d-many I have been to Russia

A grammatical continuation of the first clause – as shown in (2) – will contain a bare plural noun
phrase, either overt or covert, e.g. elided people in (2b). This is required by the determiner more
and its incorporated many, a gradable determiner incorporating a measure function, whose
semantics in (3) require a semantically plural NP for an orderly, non-trivial mapping of
individual sums to degrees of cardinality (Hackl 2001).
2.

a. More people have been to Russia than to Berlin.
b. More λd . d-many people have been to Russia
than wh λd . d-many people have been to Berlin

3.

[[many]] = λd . λP<e,t> . λQ<e,t>. P(x) = 1 & Q(x) = 1 & |x| = d

(Hackl 2001)

Meanwhile, the second clause of the illusion, than I have, is an acceptable continuation – but
only for a comparative of another type, such as (4a). As with Escher’s impossible staircase, the
parts of the illusion are independently coherent, yet cannot compose with each other in a globally
coherent way.
4.

a. People have been to Russia more often than I have.
b. More λd . People have been to Russia d-much
than wh λd . I have been to Russia d-much

Given that the parser so rapidly and efficiently implements a range of grammatical constraints, it
is a mystery why speakers regularly fail to notice this problem (see Phillips, Wagers & Lau 2011
for more discussion on this point). The common impression of (1) is that the incoherence of the
input is ignored by the linguistic system, and the parts are integrated seamlessly, at least until
closer consideration. This conclusion, however, is at odds with a tacit assumption in sentence
processing that the semantic representations built online are largely accurate, fully specified and
built compositionally. If the illusion is somehow interpreted, how can its semantics be derived
compositionally without the comprehender becoming aware of the grammatical problem? And if
no interpretation at all is assigned to the illusion, then how can it be perceived as coherent?
Indeed, semantic anomalies like Escher illusions raise interesting questions about the relationship
between semantic composition and processing, providing potential motivation for “dual-route”
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processing theories in which interpretations may arise online from simple interpretive heuristics
in addition to full grammatical analysis, as mediated by the demands of the task or situation.
Theories of “shallow” semantic processing often draw on evidence from semantic anomalies of
various types (Sanford & Sturt 2002; Sanford & Graesser 2006). For example, the “Moses”
illusion in (5) suggests that lexico-semantic integration may be less thorough when a target
mismatching word fits closely into the global context of the sentence (Erickson and Mattson
1981, Oostendorp and Kok 1990, Oostendorp and De Mul 1990, Kamas et al. 1996, Hannon and
Daneman 2001). Though it was not Moses who put animals on the ark, most speakers will
answer the question in (5) by saying “two,” even when warned in advance about the possibility
of the question containing an anomaly.
5.

How many animals of each kind did Moses put on the ark?

Proponents of ‘Good Enough’ theories have also argued for shallow processing at the syntaxsemantics mapping. For example, Ferreira (2003) found that participants tended to incorrectly
select the dog as the agent of (6) – such mistakes were more common for passive sentences,
especially those where the syntactically faithful interpretation conflicted with world knowledge.
This result is interpreted as evidence that the processor accesses heuristics, but in most cases
their results converge with the syntax. In implausible passives, on the other hand, the use of an
“agent-verb-theme” template (Bever 1970) and real-world knowledge to assign thematic roles
may yield an outcome in conflict with the syntax, yielding occasional misinterpretations.
6.

The dog was bitten by the man.

Escher sentences are good candidates for integration into a dual-route processing theory because
of the clear mismatch between the output of the grammar and the general impression of the
sentence, or the illusion’s “percept”. Townsend & Bever (2001) suggest that the illusion arises
because it triggers “plausible sentence templates” (p. 184), leading people to accept the string
before it has been sent to the grammar for analysis, and before any initial meaning has been
assigned. This matches the informal observation that people only consciously notice the oddity
of the illusion when they are asked to explain what it means. However, in a series of offline
studies, Wellwood, Pancheva, Hacquard, Fults & Phillips (2009) established that listeners are
sensitive to semantic properties of the sentence, suggesting that the illusion is interpreted and
repaired. In particular, illusions containing predicates that can be repeated for a given subject
(e.g. called their families in 7a) are consistently rated higher than those containing nonrepeatable predicates (e.g. graduated from high school, 7b). Since comparison of events is
compatible with the former but not the latter, they infer that speakers extract a comparison of
events from the illusion.
7.

	
  

a. Repeatable: More undergrads called their families during the week than I did.
b. Non-repeatable: More New Yorkers graduated from high school this semester than I
did.
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Wellwood et al. (2009, 2012) note that event readings for determiners are already allowed by the
grammar for sentences like (8) (Krifka 1990, Doetjes and Honcoop 1997, Barker 1999).
Although the determiner 4000 in (8) most saliently counts individuals – yielding a one-to-one
pairing of ships and lock-passings – an alternative reading is possible in which there are 4000
events of lock-passing involving possibly fewer than 4000 ship entities. To obtain these readings,
Krifka (1990) posits the null determiner in (9), which combines with a quantized predicate such
as 4000 ships and an event relation (a VP denotation). This yields an object-induced event
measure relation (OEMR) that measures events in terms of their participants, as in (10).
8.

4000 ships passed through the lock.

9.

a. [[D ]] = λP<e,t> . λR <e,<v,t>> . λe v . OEMR (R)(e)(P)
b. OEMR (R) is the smallest relation between events and quantity predicates, such that
for any event e and quantity predicates P and Q:
i. if e is not iterative with respect to R (i.e. there is no object that stands in R relation
with respect to different parts of e), then OEMR(R)(e)(P) iff ∃x . P(x) & R(e)(x).
ii. if e is iterative with respect to R (i.e., there is an object that stands in R relation
with respect to different parts of e), then for any non-overlapping sub-events e1
and e2 if OEMR (R)(e1)(P) and OEMR (R)(e2)(Q) then OEMR (R)(e1 + e2)(P+Q)

10.

a. [DP [D [4000 ships]] [VP passed through the lock]]
b. ∃e . OEMR( [[passed through the lock]] )(e)(λx . ships(x)=4000)
if e is iterative, and has n non-overlapping, non-iterative sub-events, then e1 n = 4000

∅

∅

Krifka’s analysis can be extended to comparatives, as he himself notes, and thus to the main
clause in the illusion sentence in (1a). The than-clause will still be ill-formed, however, since the
quantity wh-determiner, needed to create a degree predicate (Heim 2000 a.o.) does not compose
with singular or definite NPs, here, the than-clause subject I. Given the absence of a quantity
expression that can be a suitable argument for Krifka’s null determiner, this determiner cannot be
posited for the than-clause. The illusion sentence remains ungrammatical even under a Krifkastyle event-related interpretation, as illustrated in (11) (with the problem in boldface).
11.

More λd . [∃e . OEMR ( [[went to Russia]] )(e)(λx . people(x)=d)]
than *wh λd . [∃e . OEMR ( [[went to Russia]] )(e)(λx . I(x)=d)]

However, event-related readings may still be a factor in the relative acceptability of the illusion
sentences. An event-related reanalysis of the main clause of the illusion, licensed by the grammar
(possibly via Krifka’s null determiner2), may be combined with an event-quantification
reanalysis of the embedded clause through positing an event measure function much, along the
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The proper analysis of event-related readings of adnominal quantifiers remains a topic of continued debate (see
Doetjes and Honcoop 1997, Barker 1999). We are not necessarily committed to the specifics of Krifka’s account,
but have incorporated his semantics to be as concrete as possible about how a reanalysis of illusions could proceed.	
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lines of (12) below. Such a reanalysis of the than-clause would not be licensed by the syntax of
the matrix, which employs a determiner more and would require a corresponding determiner how
many – this is why the illusion does not have a stable interpretation.
12.

More λd . [∃e . OEMR ( [[have been to Russia]] )(e)(λx . people(x)=d)]
than wh λd . I have been to Russia d-much

The first aim of our experiments was to test for signs of reanalysis using online measures. Using
self-paced reading we examined reading times at the auxiliary of the than-clause in sentences
like (1), the point at which all remaining grammatical continuations are ruled out (e.g., than I
expected). We reasoned that, under a shallow processing or heuristic-based approach to Escher
sentences, we should observe no processing difficulty for illusions, because the sentence has not
received thorough syntactic analysis at the time that people judge the illusion as acceptable. By
contrast the event comparison approach predicts not only that the illusion is grammatically
analyzed but that a process of reanalysis has been triggered in response to the problem.
Our secondary aim was to probe the mechanisms underlying the repair procedure by testing
whether illusions that differ in offline acceptability are associated with different reading patterns.
In particular, a slowdown at the critical region will only fully rule out shallow processing if it can
be shown to occur even in cases where people seem to be “fooled” by the illusion. It is in
principle possible, for example, for some people to detect the ungrammaticality of the illusion,
slow down in reading times, and ultimately assign a low rating, while others read illusions and
controls at equal paces, and then assign the illusions relatively high ratings. This pattern of
responses would be compatible with shallow processing, under the plausible assumption that
some participants processed items more deeply than others. To test this, we modulated offline
ratings by relying on factors that are known to affect acceptability, namely the repeatability of
the predicate and the plurality of the than-clause subject (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012).
Although it is known that repeatability affects ratings for illusions, the question of why this is so
is not fully resolved. Under a shallow processing account, perhaps repeatable predicates are
easier to process, and thus the than-clause is not deeply parsed or thoroughly integrated into the
matrix comparative. For example, predicates that can be repeated are permissible in a wider
range of environments – both nominal and event comparatives – and therefore may be more
frequently encountered in comparatives. Such an account leads us to expect faster reading times
for repeatable predicates overall, even before the anomaly arises, while the event comparison
approach predicts that a difference in reading times will show up only later, if at all, as a result
from the relative ease of reanalysis.
2. Experiment 1: Effects of repeatability on illusion reading times
2.1. Methods and materials
In a combination self-paced reading, rating, and recall study, we tested whether real-time
processing of illusion comparatives differs from that of non-illusion comparatives. We used a
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within-subjects design that manipulated two independent variables: PRESENCE OF ILLUSION
(illusion vs. control, shown in red vs. black in Table 1) and PREDICATE TYPE (repeatable vs. nonrepeatable, shown underlined with solid vs. dashed lines in Table 1).
REPEATABLE PREDICATE
NON-REPEATABLE PREDICATE
CONTROL
More judges vacationed in Florida
More judges retired to Florida
than lawyers did because of the
than lawyers did because of the
beautiful beaches and warm weather.
beautiful beaches and warm weather.
ILLUSION
More judges vacationed in Florida
More judges retired to Florida
than the lawyer did because of the
than the lawyer did because of the
beautiful beaches and warm weather.
beautiful beaches and warm weather.
TABLE 1. Conditions manipulated in Experiment 1 (predicate type X presence of illusion)
Illusion sentences were semantically and syntactically infelicitous; control sentences were
parallel comparatives in which the common perception of the sentence’s meaning matched that
conveyed by its syntax. The illusion was created by substituting a singular definite noun phrase
for a bare plural one: than {the lawyer; lawyers} did. The determiner type was counterbalanced,
such that half of the illusions contained the definite article the, and half first-person possessive
pronouns my/our. For reasons unrelated to the goals reported here we also counterbalanced
quantifier type: half of the items contained comparative more and half the equative as many.3
Predicate type differed on the basis of whether the event could occur only once or multiple times
per subject. Non-repeatable predicates preclude event comparison (#The judge retired to Florida
more than the lawyer) and are known to reduce the acceptability of the illusion (Wellwood et al.
2009, 2012). The predicates were normed in an offline ratings study where a different set of 20
participants judged whether each predicate was compatible with frequency modifiers, e.g.: #The
lawyer retired to Florida three times vs. The lawyer vacationed in Florida three times.
Repeatable and non-repeatable predicates were matched for length, syntactic complexity, and
were semantically as parallel as possible except for their repeatability. All predicates were simple
past tense. The critical word was the auxiliary, did/were, where grammatical continuations of the
illusion are no longer possible. The following spillover region was always eight words long and
was the same for all conditions (e.g., because of the beautiful beaches and warm weather).
Eight lists were created, each containing 48 target items and 96 fillers. The lists rotated in a Latin
Square design so that each participant saw only one condition of each item. Lists 5-8 were
identical to lists 1-4 but were presented in reverse order to control for ordering effects. Each list
had four blocks separated from each other by a rest period to reduce fatigue.
24 undergraduates from the University of Southern California (Los Angeles, USA) completed
the experiment and were each paid $10 for their participation. The experiment was administered
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3	
  The

fact that as many is longer than more will not affect the reading times we are interested in, since the critical
region was defined as the portion of the sentence following the auxiliary did/were.	
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using Linger (Doug Rohde, MIT) and took approximately forty minutes to complete. Participants
were instructed that the experiment investigated their “first impressions” of a variety of
sentences. The sentences were presented one word at a time, masked by a series of dashes;
pressing the space bar revealed one word and hid the preceding one, allowing us to measure how
much time people spend reading each word before moving on to the next. After each sentence,
acceptability ratings were assigned on a seven-point scale, using “1” for sentences that were
“very bad” or that they “couldn’t imagine an English speaker saying” and a “7” for sentences
that “sounded perfectly fine or natural.”
In order to gather production data, and to require participants to attend to the task at hand,
participants were occasionally asked to recall the “gist” of an item out loud after assigning a
rating, as much as they could recall; a similar recall task was used to probe production of
illusions by Wellwood et al. (2012). This paraphrase task occurred on one third of the trials;
participants did not know which sentences they would be required to paraphrase.
2.2. Predictions
Prior work has established that illusions are in fact rated lower than non-illusory control
sentences, and that the predicate type determines the extent of the penalty (Wellwood et al. 2009,
2012). Illusions with a singular VP cannot be shifted to a comparison of events, which is
presumably why they are rated lower. We expected to find the same pattern in our ratings, even
with the two conditions matched very closely in length, syntactic structure, and semantic context.
The question we were primarily interested in was whether the mechanisms leading to these
ratings could be detected as disruptions in reading time. If comprehenders initiate semantic
reanalysis or coercion in response to the grammatical problem, we expect to find evidence of
slowdown at the critical region of the illusion but not the control. If on the other hand the illusion
can go largely undetected by the parser, with the ratings patterns arising in an offline process,
then we expect to find no differences in processing difficulty for illusions and controls.
We were also interested in investigating whether the offline ratings for illusions are predictive of
the amount of difficulty experienced. One possibility is that illusions involve a process of
anomaly detection and an attempted (and sometimes untenable) repair strategy; it is also possible
that only illusions with non-repeatable predicates cause difficulty associated with anomaly
detection, while highly acceptable illusions pass by wholly undetected and so may still be a
byproduct of shallow processing. Finally, if illusions with repeatable predicates are somehow
more acceptable because they are simply easier to process and therefore do not require in-depth
grammatical analysis, we should expect to find faster reading times for repeatable items before
the anomaly in the illusion is apparent.
2.3. Results
2.3.1. Ratings
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The mean ratings by condition are given in Figure 2. Ratings were standardized prior to analysis
based on each participant’s mean ratings for all experimental items, including fillers. Subject and
item means were entered into separate two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs with two factors:
presence of illusion and predicate repeatability. These tests revealed that illusions were rated
significantly less acceptable than controls (F1(1, 23) = 99.29, p < .001; F2(1, 47) = 201.10, p <
.001). There was no main effect of repeatability; however, there was a significant interaction
between predicate repeatability and presence of illusion, such that illusions with non-repeatable
predicates were rated lower than illusions with repeatable predicates (F1(1, 23) = 10.57, p = .004;
F2(1, 47) = 8.23, p = .006).
ILLUSION:
…than the lawyer did

CONTROL:
…than lawyers did

NON-REPEATABLE:
4.30 (1.79)
5.82 (1.33)
More judges retired to Florida …
REPEATABLE:
4.63 (1.72)
5.70 (1.52)
More judges vacationed in Florida …
TABLE 2. Mean ratings by condition (standard deviation is given in parentheses).

Illusions with as many (M = 4.38, SD = 1.78) were rated similarly to those with more (M = 4.53,
SD = 1.74, ps > .2). Illusions with definite determiners (M = 4.61, SD = 1.68) were rated higher
than those with possessive determiners (M = 4.31, SD = 1.83), according to post-hoc t-tests
(t1(23) = -2.77, p = .011, t2(46) = -1.81, p = .077).
2.3.2. Reading times

FIGURE 1. Reading times by word position
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The reading time patterns are shown in Figure 1 above. Prior to analysis, extreme outliers (<100
ms or >4000 ms) were adjusted, followed by values over three standard deviations from the
mean reading time per word position, calculated separately for each condition. This affected
1.3% of the data overall. For each word position, starting at than (or as, if the item contained the
quantifier as many) through the end of the sentence, subject and item means were entered into
two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs.
At than/as, comparatives with repeatable events were read 30.8 ms more slowly than items with
non-repeatable predicates (F1(1, 23) = 8.44, p = .008; F2(1, 47) = 6.09, p = .017). Only the
illusion conditions had determiners my/our/the, which were read 33.7 ms slower when the
predicate was repeatable. Paired t-tests showed that this difference was significant by subjects
and marginal by items (t1(23) = -2.17, p = .041, t2(47) = -1.89, p = .065). In sum, the
repeatability of the predicate affected processing of all comparatives early on, before it was
apparent whether or not the item was an illusion.
No effects were found at the noun phrase or auxiliary (e.g. lawyers did). Illusions and controls
were read at equal speed, as were items with repeatable and non-repeatable predicates; there
were no interactions.
Let us now examine the spillover region, consisting of the eight words following the auxiliary
did (the point at which the illusion becomes ungrammatical). At the first word of the region,
there was no main effect of the illusion or the predicate, and no interaction (all Fs < 1). At the
second word, however, a main effect of the illusion condition was detected (in Figure 1, at of).
At this position, illusions were read 76.9 ms more slowly than controls, a difference which was
highly significant both by items and subjects (F1(1, 23) = 24.61, p < .001; F2(1, 47) = 15.97,
p < .001). The repeatability of the predicate had no effect on the reading times, and did not
interact with the illusion (Fs < 1).
In order to check whether slowdown at of was caused by conscious detection of the illusion, we
examined whether there was any relationship between the amount of slowdown observed at this
position, and the average amount the illusion was penalized in offline ratings. This was done by
computing the difference between reading times for illusions and controls, and the difference in
ratings for illusions and controls, averaged first across items and then across participants. The
results were not significant in either case (ps > .4), suggesting there was no relationship between
the two measures. Thus, the amount of slowdown observed at this position was no different for
participants who rated illusions highly, or for items that were especially illusory. More broadly,
illusions seemed to cause processing difficulty regardless of whether they were consciously
detected and rated down.
In the following word position (in Figure 1: warm) there were no main effects of the illusion or
the predicate type. However, we find indications of an interaction between repeatability and
presence of illusion: non-repeatable illusions were read 35.6 ms slower than repeatable illusions,
while controls were read at equal speed in both conditions. This numerical difference was
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marginally significant by subjects, but was not by items (F1(1, 23) = 3.84, p = .062; F2(1, 47) =
2.26, p = .14). There were no other significant effects throughout the end of the sentence.
2.3. Discussion
The experiment outlined here investigated how deeply participants process Escher illusions. We
explored two hypotheses: one hypothesis was that the illusion is caused when the processor
builds a representation of the sentence at a level that is incomplete enough for the anomaly to
pass undetected. This shallow representation may involve only detection of two broadly
acceptable syntactic “templates” corresponding to each clause of the comparative, potentially
before deriving any meaning (Townsend & Bever 2000).
The second hypothesis was that illusions are rated highly because they receive a felicitous
interpretation via reanalysis. This hypothesis is motivated by prior work showing that
comprehenders are sensitive to factors influencing the semantic coherence of event comparison
(Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012). Experiment 1 replicated these findings. Although illusions seem to
be highly acceptable, they are in fact rated significantly lower than controls. Non-repeatable
illusions were rated the lowest of all, again suggesting that the availability of event comparison is
an important contributor to the acceptability of the illusion.
The results here show, however, that regardless of offline acceptability, the processor is sensitive
to the presence of the illusion. At the beginning of the spillover region, both illusion conditions
were read more slowly than controls. This slowdown was very robust and all available measures
indicated that it occurred almost completely independently of the rating eventually assigned to
the illusion, or more broadly, the extent to which participants were consciously aware of the
illusion. This fact seems to strongly rule out a shallow processing explanation of the
phenomenon, suggesting instead that the parser can generally differentiate between the
ungrammatical illusions and grammatical controls, and for this to happen, the illusion must be
processed at a relatively deep level.
The perception of grammaticality likely arises from a relatively easy switch to event comparison,
as hypothesized by Wellwood et al. (2009, 2012). Reading times suggest that event comparison
is an available analysis that the processor considers when the predicate is repeatable. Slower
reading times at and around than – before the illusion even arises – can be interpreted as
evidence that comparatives with plural VPs are systematically ambiguous between individual
and event quantification readings; maintaining both analyses takes processing effort and surfaces
as slowed reading times. Importantly, this added cost for repeatable predicates is inconsistent
with a shallow processing account of the ratings distribution. If illusions with repeatable
predicates are rated highly because repeatable predicates are simply easier or more frequent, this
added processing cost would be highly unexpected.
When individual quantification is made impossible there will be a shift to event comparison if
such an option is available; otherwise the sentence will be perceived as unacceptable. Perhaps
the failure of reanalysis is especially costly, since illusions with non-repeatable predicates caused
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a marginally more prolonged slowdown than illusions with repeatable predicates, after the main
slowdown.
Below we present a second experiment, which was designed to address several potential
concerns related to our experimental design. First, it is possible that the added processing cost for
illusions is related to the fact that participants were asked to paraphrase some of the experimental
items. Such a task may force participants to process sentences more carefully than usual and thus
to confront the illicit meaning more often than they normally would. To address this concern we
changed the task such that participants only had to repeat as much of the item as they could
remember, since this task is less likely to trigger deep processing of the meaning.
Second, we wanted to ensure that the slowdown was not caused by superficial properties of the
illusion condition, which differed only in the presence of an extra determiner and the singularity
of the than-clause subject NP. One possibility is that participants are sensitive to the number
mismatch between two otherwise semantically parallel noun phrases (e.g., judges… lawyer). For
example, it is known that in ellipsis constructions, including comparatives, the processor uses
information about the prosodic and lexical parallelism of noun phrases to recover the ellipsis and
correspondingly, the thematic role of the remnant (Carlson 2001). Therefore, to make the lexical
properties of the noun phrases maximally similar we used all plural than-clause subjects (than
my lawyers did). Since plurality in the than-clause also increases acceptability ratings for
illusions (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012), this allowed us to further test the finding that even
maximally acceptable illusions are difficult to process.
3. Experiment 2: Effects of subject plurality on illusion reading times
3.1. Methods and materials
As before, we used a self-paced reading task combined with offline acceptability judgments and
production, except that participants were required to repeat, not paraphrase, as much as they
could remember of the target items on certain trials. The design was the same, with two
independent variables: PREDICATE REPEATABILITY (repeatable vs. non-repeatable) and PRESENCE
OF ILLUSION (illusion vs. control).
The 24 target items and 60 fillers were adapted with minimal changes from the previous
experiment. First, all of the than-clause subjects were pluralized, such that the illusion condition
always contained definite plural NPs, while the controls contained bare plurals: …than {lawyers;
my lawyers} did. With plural NPs, however, there is a possibility that participants find illusions
acceptable for an uninteresting reason, namely that they read the sentence very quickly and fail
to notice it contains a determiner, parsing it as a regular nominal comparative. This repair would
be unrelated to the process of interest, which persists even with pronouns and singular NPs and
therefore is not caused by dropping or ignoring determiners. To avoid this possibility we used
only the items from the first experiment that had possessive determiners, which by virtue of
having more semantic import are less likely to be ignored. We also hoped that this change would
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reduce the likelihood that reactions to illusions would be affected by complications associated
with the uniqueness presupposition or discourse requirements of the definite article.
The experiment was conducted online using Ibex (designed by Alex Drummond, University of
Maryland, http://spellout.net/ibexfarm). The participants (n=40) were recruited from Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and were paid $2.25 for their participation. All participants were native
monolingual English speakers with a U.S. IP-address and with a task approval rating of 97% or
higher. Participants who correctly answered items that tested that they were using the appropriate
end of the rating scale (for sentences such as The salad build a fork ten times or Mary went to the
store yesterday) or items ensuring their attention (If you understand this sentence, assign it the
lowest possible rating) were included in the analysis. Due to the different experimental settings –
online using Mechanical Turk, as opposed to the lab environment in Experiment 1 – we caution
that the reading times between the two experiments may not be directly comparable to each
other. Our goal for this experiment was primarily to see if the main findings from Experiment 1
could be replicated, rather than to examine whether or how reaction times would change in
magnitude or timing across the two experiments.
The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 1. Participants were told that the repetition task
would be difficult and that they should not worry about minor inaccuracies but should focus on
providing reasonable ratings to the sentences they were rating. On a third of the trials participants
were prompted to type into a text box as much as they could remember of the previous item. The
repetition task was, as before, placed at random intervals such that participants could not predict
which items they would have to repeat.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Ratings
Prior to analysis the ratings were again standardized to z-scores based on mean ratings across all
items for each participant. The illusion condition was rated lower than the control condition; this
difference was statistically significant both by subjects and items (F1(1, 39) = 22.069, p < .001;
F2(1, 23) = 9.218, p = .006). There was no main effect of repeatability, and no interaction. The
raw mean ratings are given in Figure 4.

NON-REPEATABLE:
More judges retired to Florida
REPEATABLE:
More judges vacationed in Florida

ILLUSION:
…than my lawyers did

CONTROL:
…than lawyers did

5.09 (1.61)

5.54 (1.44)

5.09 (1.71)

5.40 (1.64)

TABLE 3. Mean (standard deviation) of raw ratings from Experiment 2.
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3.2.2. Reading times
Analysis proceeded as before; resulting reading times are plotted in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Reading times by word position (in ms)
Prior to the critical word, did, there were no main effects and no interactions. At did, items with
repeatable predicates were read 57 ms more slowly than those with non-repeatable predicates, a
difference that was significant by subjects (F1(1, 39) = 4.64, p = .037), though not by items
(F2(1, 23) = 2.32, p = .136).
At the word following did, illusions were read more slowly than controls (F1(1, 39) = 4.53,
p = .04, F2(1, 23) = 6.46, p = .018), while there was no main effect of repeatability. Numerically,
illusions with non-repeatable predicates seem to incur a larger processing cost than those with
repeatable predicates; however, this interaction was not statistically significant (F1(1, 39) = 1.47,
p = .23, F2(1, 23) = 0.90, p = .35). At the following word (of), illusions were again read
marginally more slowly by subjects F1(1, 39) = 3.96, p = .054, F2(1, 23) = 2.06, p = .17) by 31
ms; there was no main effect of repeatability. At this position, it was repeatable illusions that
were read numerically slower than non-repeatable ones, but again the interaction was not
significant (Fs < 1).
There were no other main effects or interactions until five words after did (in Figure 5, at
disapproved), where illusions were again read more slowly than controls by subjects (F1(1, 39) =
4.49, p = .04, F2(1, 23) = 2.32, p = .14). This effect was driven by a marginal interaction:
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nonrepeatable illusions were read 40 ms more slowly than controls, while reading times for
repeatable illusions were equal to those of controls (F1(1, 39) = 3.58, p = .066, F2(1, 23) = 3.80, p
= .063). There were no other significant effects throughout the end of the sentence.
3.3. Discussion
In this experiment we sought to test whether the main findings from Experiment 1 would hold
with several design changes. First, rather than asking participants to paraphrase the target items
at random intervals, we asked them only to repeat as much as they could remember. This was to
ensure that the experimental task allowed for shallow processing, particularly since the
availability of shallow processing is thought to be mediated by task-specific demands (Sanford &
Sturt 2002; Ferreira 2003, 2007). If a task requires thorough comprehension, full algorithmic
analysis would be unsurprising. Since item repetition does not require thorough comprehension
of the meaning of the item, it should allow for the use of processing heuristics. Second, we tested
illusions of a different sort, namely those with plural than-clause subjects. Plural illusions differ
first in that they are generally found to be more acceptable (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012) and
second in that they rule out superficial number mismatch between similar noun pairs (e.g.,
judges/lawyer). Thus, the items in this experiment should be both maximally illusory, and should
also fully facilitate shallow processing.
The key findings from Experiment 2 were largely the same as those in Experiment 1, with some
differences in timing. The effect of the illusion surfaced in roughly the same region. However,
repeatability effects showed up later in Experiment 2: the main effect was detected at the end of
the than-clause (instead of the beginning), and the marginal interaction near the end of the
spillover region. We refrain from drawing any strong conclusions about why these effects
surfaced in slightly different parts of the sentence, since the experimental conditions themselves
(online vs. in person) may be responsible for the difference, as opposed to the than-clause
subject. Most important for our purposes is the fact that the nature of the effects, as well as their
relative order, was constant across both experiments.
As expected, plural illusions were rated numerically higher than the singular illusions in
Experiment 1, a result fully in line with prior research. Wellwood et al. (2009, 2012) attribute
this effect to the resulting plurality of the VP, i.e. the fact that – whether the predicate is
repeatable or not – a plural subject will naturally allow for multiple events under a distributive
reading, even if the action is completed at most once by each participant. A natural prediction
that arises from this analysis is that subject plurality and repeatability will both affect the
illusion, but potentially not additively: the illusion is rated highly whenever some mechanism is
available to obtain an event comparison interpretation, and it is rated down when no such
mechanism is available. Perhaps it makes no difference if one or two different routes to event
comparison are available. This is in fact what our results suggest, since we observed a robust
interaction between the presence of the illusion and the repeatability of the predicate with
singular than-clause subjects, but not plural ones. While other experiments have always found
non-repeatable illusions to be less acceptable than repeatable illusions, this was the first
experiment to include all plural items. Since the items from Experiment 2 were adapted from
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Experiment 1, the differences responsible for this are reduced to either the nature of the thanclause NP, or possibly, a peculiarity associated with Mechanical Turk.
Even though repeatability did not affect the ratings, it did continue to influence reading times,
indicating that it still played an active role in the processing of comparatives. At the critical word
(the auxiliary), we observed a slowdown for items with repeatable predicates – also found in
Experiment 1 – which we have interpreted as evidence that the matrix clause of a comparative
with a repeatable VP is compatible both with event and individual readings. This ambiguity is
plausibly related to the fact that determiners tend to elsewhere allow for event-counting readings
(Krifka 1990 and others).
As in Experiment 1, illusions with non-repeatable predicates were more difficult than those with
repeatable predicates, though this effect was again only marginally significant and occurred very
late in the sentence. Further research is needed to probe whether the result is in fact reliable, but
if it is, we speculate that that it may be related to the generation of a distributive reading in which
a plurality of events is obtained by applying the predicate once to each member of the set
denoted by the than-clause subject NP. This is consistent with prior work showing that
distributivity incurs a processing cost, possibly because distributive readings involve postulating
an additional operator in the semantics (Frazier et al. 1999).
Finally but importantly, despite the changes in design to facilitate shallow processing and
maximize the illusion, we again found that illusions were worse than controls, both in terms of
ratings and reading times. Participants rated illusions reliably lower than controls, and read the
region immediately following the critical word more slowly. The fact that this key finding
remained stable across both experiments establishes that the facts of this illusion are more
complicated than can be accommodated by a simple shallow processing account.
4. Conclusions
The two self-paced reading experiments presented here probe a curious phenomenon in natural
language, namely the existence of sentences that seem to sound acceptable but yet have no
coherent meaning. It is a puzzle to many (if not most) sentence processing theories how Escher
sentences arise: acceptability judgments should logically arise from grammatical analysis, which
in turn should alert the system to the presence of an anomaly. This issue has been integrated into
e.g. the dual-route theory of Townsend & Bever (2000), who use Escher sentences as evidence
for the use of superficial heuristics and grammatical analysis alike in sentence processing.
Strings are first matched to syntactic templates using processing heuristics, and then later sent to
the grammar for analysis. Because the illusion here contains two locally coherent clausal
templates, the string is perhaps accepted before algorithmic parsing, and therefore before the
incoherence of the meaning can be determined.
However, the evidence as a whole suggests that this phenomenon is more complicated than this
initial analysis allows for. Of the various factors that have been suggested to contribute to the
acceptability of the illusion, the two that are robustly confirmed by experimentation are (i) the
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plurality of the than-clause subject NP, and (ii) the repeatability of the event described. Both are
closely tied to the semantics of event comparison, implicating an erroneous repair of the illusion
towards a comparison of cardinalities of events (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012). The results we
report are largely consistent with this account: illusions appear to cause significant slowing in
reading times, representative of the difficulty the parser experiences when confronting the
ungrammatical structure. Importantly, all illusions incur this processing penalty, even the most
acceptable sounding ones, even in situations that should clearly allow for shallow processing.
The evidence presented thus further argues that the illusion is processed in at least enough depth
to distinguish between illusions and controls, with the perception of acceptability likely related to
the availability of a repair, plausibly to a comparison of events.
Although the exact nature of the repair process remains mysterious, it does not likely consist of
moving more to an adverbial position, since the illusion persists equally with degree quantifiers
that are unambiguously nominal, namely fewer (Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012) and as many (in
our experiments). This points to a shift that happens at the level of semantics and not syntax, a
conclusion consistent with the timing of the slowdown – slightly after the critical word, in the
spillover region, instead of the immediate effect typically observed for garden path sentences.
Similarly late timing is reported, for example, by Traxler. Pickering and McElree (2002,
Experiment 3) for the region following the target word in cases of complement coercion (e.g. The
boy started the puzzle/fight after…). Inverse scope interpretations are also reported to incur a
processing cost that seems to manifest itself late in the spillover region (Anderson 2004:74).
A recent fMRI study also supports the conclusion that illusion sentences do not receive the same
treatment by the parser as garden paths: Christensen (2010) found that garden path sentences
activated regions of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG), as well as premotor and posterior
temporal cortices. Illusion sentences with singular than-clause subjects, on the other hand,
elicited less activity in those regions than control comparatives. This effect is interpreted by
Christensen (2010) as support for shallow processing, but we suggest instead that it is simply
further evidence that the parser can and does differentiate between illusions and controls, and
that the relevant processes happen at the level of semantics, not syntax. It is unsurprising then
that the two constructions would activate different neural networks, since they involve different
processes of recovery and repair.
Interestingly, the results reported here suggest that the event comparison reading is not derived in
response to the ungrammaticality of the illusion but rather is already an available interpretation,
as determined by the semantic context of the predicate. The availability of event comparison
seems to clearly modulate reading times during the than-clause, perhaps an indication that the
matrix clause ambiguously measures both cardinalities of sets of individuals as well as sets of
events; maintaining both analyses incurs a processing cost. If this effect is related to the
ambiguity that Krifka (1990) observes, as we suppose it is, then we also expect to find slowed
reading times for non-comparative determiners with repeatable predicates.
In the case of illusions with plural than-clause subjects, an event reading is allowed whether or
not the predicate is repeatable, so long as a distributive reading can be derived. Wellwood et al.
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(2009, 2012) suggest that this fact explains why illusions with plural than-clause subjects receive
higher ratings than those with singular subjects. In fact, we found that subject plurality
completely wiped out the effects of repeatability on the illusion, further supporting this approach.
Non-repeatable illusions seemed to still be slightly more difficult to process, but this would be
expected assuming that distributive readings, when available, require additional grammatical
processes – including postulating a null distributive operator – and so may be computationally
costly to derive (e.g., Heim 1991, Frazier et al. 1999). If this account is correct, it crucially
predicts that environments that rule out distributive readings will make illusions with plural thanclause subjects much worse. One way to test this is to look at the effect of the illusion on
collective vs. distributive non-repeatable predicates, with the prediction that sentences like (13)
are perceived as more acceptable than ones like (14):
13.
14.

More freshmen were expelled from school last semester than the seniors were.
More freshmen gathered in the quad last night than the seniors did.

It remains a mystery why even the worst illusions receive still relatively high ratings. This issue,
however, is not exclusive to comparative illusions; it also arises in cases of syntactically
unlicensed ellipsis. For example, it is widely known that people accept ellipsis constructions
even when the antecedent mismatches in voice (e.g., (15)), and when the result violates syntactic
constraints (16).
15.
16.

In March, four fireworks manufacturers asked that the decision be reversed, and on
Monday the ICC did [reverse the decision].
(Darymple 1991)
Billi defended himselfi against the accusations because his lawyerj couldn’t
[defend himselfi/j]
(Darymple 1991)

An ongoing topic in the literature concerns how to account for the acceptability of cases like (1516) without overgenerating the range of structures that people will accept. Interestingly, while
the illusions in our experiment were rated much better than fillers that were plainly
ungrammatical (e.g., comparatives with island violations), they received approximately the same
range of ratings as fillers with antecedent mismatch in ellipsis. Our experiments were not
designed to test this similarity explicitly, but the analogous ratings open up the possibility that
these two puzzling cases can be grouped together, perhaps both as cases of “acceptable
ungrammaticality” (Otero 1972, Staum and Sag 2007, Frazier 2008).
Semantic anomalies are often used as evidence that the structures and meaning considered online
are not always constrained by the output of algorithmic, compositional semantics. On the face of
it, Escher sentences seem to provide compelling support for the use of superficial heuristics to
process meaning, potentially including ones that track how well a string maps onto familiar
clausal templates (Townsend and Bever 2001). Yet so far, the facts of this phenomenon are most
easily accounted for by drawing on the compositional semantics of comparison and plurality
(Wellwood et al. 2009, 2012). Although the details remain to be worked out, the broad strokes of
the semantic account explain a number of facts about how comprehenders react to illusions, both
online and off. This suggests that a fruitful way of understanding semantic anomalies may
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involve making connections with existing semantic analyses that are readily available in the
formal literature, and thus that the processing mechanisms that give rise to illusion sentences
may not be not be as grammar-independent as is sometimes thought.
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A Flexible Exclusive Operator: The Case of the Hebrew be-sax ha-kol (≈ all in
all)1
Dina Orenstein – Bar Ilan University
Yael Greenberg – Bar Ilan University
Abstract
We offer a unified analysis of the Hebrew be-sax ha-kol (‘all in all’), according to which it is a
scalar exclusive particle, under a modified definition of exclusives we develop. We claim that
be-sax ha-kol differs from classical exclusives particles like only in that it is more flexible with
respect to the set of alternatives to its prejacent. In particular, it can operate not only on
“Roothian” alternatives to the prejacent, but also on different interpretational versions of the
prejacent. We show how this proposal accounts for the fact that unlike only, be-sax ha-kol can
trigger not only a clearly ‘exclusive’ reading, but also an ‘approximative’ one. We discuss the
projective behavior of the prejacent of be-sax ha-kol in this reading, and the fact that it is
infelicitous with L(ower)–scale adjectives.
1.

Introduction

The Hebrew particle be-sax ha-kol, literally “in sum the whole” (roughly translated as all in all)
is challenging as it can induce both an exclusive reading (similar to only), as in (1) and an
approximative reading (similar to more or less), as in (2):
(1)
Rina be-sax ha-kol pkida/ben 5
Rina be-sax ha-kol clerk/son 5
“Rina is be-sax ha-kol a clerk/5 years old” (“All in all, Rina is a clerk/5 years old” /≈ Rina is
only a clerk/5 years old)2
(2)
ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki / yaveS
The.room be-sax ha-kol clean/dry
The room is be-sax ha-kol clean/dry (≈ The room is more or less clean/dry (i.e., it is not
maximally clean / dry)
This paper proposes a unified analysis of be-sax ha-kol. We propose that be-sax ha-kol is always
an exclusive operator under a new schematic definition of exclusives, which is a modified
version of previous scalar approaches to exclusives like only. We further suggest that unlike only
and its Hebrew correlate rak, be-sax ha-kol is not restricted to operate on the classical scale of
Roothian alternatives to the prejacent, but can also operate on alternative INTERPRETATIONS
of the prejacent.
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Research on this project was supported by ISF grant # 490 / 09 on the semantics, pragmatics and focus sensitivity
of focus sensitive particles in Hebrew.	
   Thanks to the audience of Sub17 in Paris and of IDL2 in Barcelona for
instructive comments.
2
Note that the even under this reading there are some minor differences between be-sax ha-kol and rak, which, for
space reasons, we will not elaborate on now.
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The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we present and motivate our core definition of
exclusives, which is inspired by previous theories of exclusives with some modifications. In
section 3 we show how applying the definition of exclusives to be-sax ha-kol yields both the
exclusive and the approximative readings. We further show that it can account for the
interpretation and distribution of the approximative reading of be-sax ha-kol. Finally, in section 4
we summarize, and suggest some directions for further research.
2.

The Core Definition of Exclusives

The core definition of exclusives we propose is inspired by the tradition of scalar accounts of
only, according to which only p does not lead to a rejection of ALL alternatives to p, but only to
rejecting stronger alternatives on some scale. Note that the scale can be entailment based (as in
(3)), or evaluative, non-entailment-based (as in (4)) (e.g. Beaver & Clark 2008):
(3)
(4)

Only 30 students arrived.
Mary is only a clerk.

In particular, our definition, given in (5), is inspired by proposals in Zeevat 2003, Beaver &
Clark 2008, Orenstein & Greenberg 2010, Orenstein 2011, Kadmon & Sevi 2011, and Roberts
2011, with some modifications:
(5) A core definition of exclusive operators:
EXCLUSIVE p: (Assume that pc is a salient proposition in the context)
Presupposition: ∀pc[pc∈ ALTSc(p) ∧ ∃w1 w1Rcw ∧ w1≠ w ∧ pc(w1)] → pc >sp
“Every salient proposition, which is a member of a salient scaled set of alternatives to p, and
which is true in an accessible world different from w0, is stronger than p”
Backgrounded Prejacent: p (w0)
“p is true in w0”
Assertion: ∀p' p' >sp→ ¬p' (w0)
“Every alternative proposition p’ which is stronger than p is false in w0”
0

0

We will now motivate the modified/new components of the definition. In particular, we will
discuss (a) the fact that mirativity is not encoded into the definition, but subsumed by the use of
unspecified accessible worlds. (b) The need for an explicit presupposition concerning the
stronger potential alternatives, and (c) The status and the projective behavior of the prejacent.
2.1. Mirativity
Previous scalar analyses of only proposed that part of the function of only is to reject
expectations in the common ground that stronger alternatives than p hold. Specifically, Zeevat
2003 suggests that only is a mirative particle which weakly presupposes that stronger alternatives
are expected to be true. Similarly, B&C 2008 explicitly claim that the main function of only is a
discourse function, to reject expectations in the common ground that stronger alternatives than p
hold (though they do not encode this component into their formal definition).
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This view seems to be supported by the observation that e.g. (6) strongly implies that more than
30 students were expected to arrive:
(6) Only 30 students arrived.
The felicity contrast in (8) (B&C 2008) further supports this claim:
(7) I expected 50 students but only 40 arrived.
(8) #I expected 40 students but only 50 arrived.
In (7) the expected alternative is stronger than the prejacent, so the sentence is felicitous. By
contrast, (8) is infelicitous because the expected alternative is weaker than the prejacent.
Nonetheless, mirativity, or expectation rejection is not encoded into our definition of exclusives
in (6), because although in many cases only indeed seems to reject expectations, this is not
always the case. For example, in (9) (from Orenstein 2011) only can be used felicitously without
rejecting expectations:
(9) Context: My mother and I are organizing a weekend for the whole family. We discuss
where each sub family will stay:
“Danny (my brother) has four children so he will stay in this apartment, but Esti (my sister) has
only three children, so she can stay in the smaller apartment.”
As we both know the number of children my sister has, there is NO EXPECTATION that she
has more children. (Clearly, there is a stronger alternative in the background but it is not an
expectation). Instead, it seems that the stronger alternative in (9) is true in worlds which are
similar to our world, but which differ from it in that Esti has more children (e.g. four, as her
brother has). I.e. (9) implies the counterfactual in (10):
(10) If Esti had 4 children too, she would get a big apartment (but she only has 3).
We suggest, then, a modalized version of the presupposition, which subsumes the ‘mirativity’
suggestions (cf. Orenstein 2011). I.e., we suggest, more generally, that exclusives presuppose
that their prejacent is weaker than all salient POTENTIAL alternatives, i.e. those which are true
in an accessible world. This can be a world of expectations / a counterfactually accessible world,
etc.
2.2. The need for an explicit presupposition rejecting the stronger potential alternatives
Roberts (2011) also claims that mirativity is not part of the semantics of only. She supports this
claim with the observation that a speaker of e.g. (11) need not expect more people to arrive, and
may in fact expect a positive answer to his question:
(11) Did only Lucy come to the party?
Roberts further claims that the apparent mirativity effect can be derived pragmatically. In
particular, she proposes the following:
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“In asserting a particular value on a given scale, why use only, with its asserted content ‘not
stronger’, if you didn’t believe there was a stronger possible answer to the QUD? To put it
another way: There’s no need to deny the existence of stronger true answers if the proffered
answer is the strongest on a previously given scale over the possible answers.” (p. 43)
Roughly, Roberts’ claim is that asserting that p is the strongest true alternative would be trivial in
a scenario in which there is not a possible higher alternative to start with. Thus, there is no need
to explicitly presuppose stronger potential alternatives.
Indeed, this account makes the right predictions regarding sentences like (12):
(12) #I have 50 students in my class and only 50 students came.
In (12) no stronger alternative than the prejacent is possible, so the contribution of the assertion
of only is trivial, so we get infelicity.
However, we believe that an explicit presupposition of stronger alternatives (true in an accessible
world) is still needed, given data like (13) and (14):
(13) #There are 50 students in the class. I expected 30 to come to the meeting, but only 40
students came.
(14) #John has at least 40 students, but only 40 students came.
Unlike (12), in both (13) and (14) stronger alternatives than p (40 students came) are in principle
possible, so the contribution of the assertion is NOT trivial. But, nonetheless the use of only is
infelicitous. We propose that this is because in both cases we have a salient potential alternative
which is NOT stronger than p: in (13) the salient alternative 30 students arrive is weaker than p,
and in (14) 40 students arrive (the salient part of at least 40 students arrive) is as strong as p (but
not STRONGER). Thus, it seems that the use of only indeed presupposes the existence of salient
stronger alternatives (true in an accessible world).
Finally, notice that if several alternatives are salient, then all of them have to be stronger than p3,
as illustrated by comparing (15) and (16):
(15) Mira has three kids, Paul has four kids, but Jim has only two kids.
(16) #Mira has two kids, Paul has four kids, but Jim has only three kids.
(16) is infelicitous because one of the salient alternatives in the sentence is weaker than p.
We conclude, then, that the semantics of exclusives needs an explicit requirement that all salient
potential alternatives are stronger than p.
2.3. The status of the prejacent
Though in previous work (Orenstein 2011) we took the prejacent to be implied (following
McCowly 1981 and van Rooij and Schultz 2005), we now follow Roberts (2011) in assuming
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We thank Malte Zimmerman for pointing this to us.
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that the prejacent is entailed but not at issue (and more specifically, backgrounded). Let us
discuss one important motivation for this decision, concerning the projective behavior of the
prejacent.
The status of the prejacent of only has been in debate for many years. Various theories have been
suggested to account for its inconsistent projective behavior in various constructions. It seems
that none of the approaches discussed in the literature can cover the wide range of phenomena.
Roberts 2011 examines the status of the prejacent within the framework of the ongoing research
of projective meaning in general. Contemporary research of various types of projective materials
(e.g. Simons et al. 2010) suggests that materials which are not at issue project. Roberts proposes
that the prejacent of only is entailed but not at issue (and in particular backgrounded), and hence,
should in principle project.
It is important to note here, however, that although due to its not at issue status the prejacent of
only is indeed expected to project, Roberts emphasizes that it TENDS to project, but does not
always do so. For example, on the one hand, the prejacent of (17) (20 students arrived) projects
in the members of the family of sentences in (17):
(17) Only 20 students arrived.
a. Not only 20 students arrived.
b. Did only 20 students arrive?
c. It’s possible that only 20 students arrived.
However, in (18) (from Beaver and Clark 2008) the prejacent This is a shoot them up pointless
movie doesn’t project:
(18) And contrary to what many say I found the level of violence high but not excessive. This
isn’t only a “shoot’em up” pointless movie; there’s more than just stage blood.
Roberts (2011) suggests that the prejacent in (18) does not project because it conflicts with the
explicit information given in the context:
“In (18), the writer is clearly arguing that the movie in question is worthwhile, hence it would be
inconsistent for the prejacent of the second clause ‘this is a shoot’em up pointless movie’ to
project from under negation (p. 25)”.
But as a matter of fact, the prejacent of (18) does not project even when no context is provided.
That is, if the negated (19) is uttered out of the blue, we do not infer that “This is a shoot'em up
pointless movie” (but rather – that this is, e.g. a ‘deep’ movie):
(19) This isn’t only a shoot’em up pointless movie.
Why, then, doesn’t the prejacent of (19) project? We suggest that the projective behavior of the
prejacent does not only depend on whether it conflicts with context, as illustrated in Roberts
2011, but can be predicted and accounted for in a more systematic and general way. Our
observation is that the survival of the prejacent depends on the entailment relations that exist
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between the alternatives in the scale (cf. Orenstein & Greenberg 2011).4 In particular, in cases
where no conflict with context is found, we observe that the prejacent of only tends NOT to
project with non-entailment scales, and systematically projects with entailment scales. This
general observation is further supported by a particular one: unlike only, the prejacent of
exclusive particles which are limited to evaluative, non-entailment scales (like the Hebrew stam
and the English merely) usually do not project.
Now this observation can be accounted for by extending Roberts’ basic idea that the prejacent
fails to project when it conflicts with the context, to cases in which the prejacent is in conflict
with the questioned / negated etc. assertion. As we will show now, by definition, conflict with
the asserted material cannot occur with entailment scales, but it may occur with non-entailment,
evaluative scales.5
Here is an example of a sentence with a non-entailment scale with a possibility operator (based
on Beaver & Coppock (to appear)):
(20) It’s possible that this is only a shoot’em up pointless movie.
In (20) the truth of This is a shoot’em up pointless movie does not project. Crucially, this is so,
even though no context is provided, so there seems to be no conflict with context. The reason for
the non projective behavior here is that the content of the prejacent does conflict with the
possibility raised by It’s possible. Using a possibility operator on the asserted exclusive
component amounts to raising the possibility that there ARE, in fact, stronger alternatives than
the prejacent, e.g. that This is a movie with deep dialogue. But, the known truth of the prejacent
(This is a pointless shoot them up movie) conflicts with this possibility. Hence, the prejacent does
not project.
This explanation is further supported by the interesting projective behavior seen in (21) (From
Beaver & Clark (2008)):
(21) She isn’t only a blond bimbo with no brains.
We observe that in (21), although the prejacent as a whole does not project, part of it does. In
particular, hearing (21) we still assume that she is blond, but do not assume she has no brains.
I.e. (21) seems to give rise to something like “she is a smart blond girl”. We can account for this
varied projective behavior in the following way: negating the assertion of only that she is not
more than a blond bimbo with no brains amounts to asserting that she is more than that, e.g. “She
is intelligent”. Because being intelligent conflicts with the truth of the prejacent “being a bimbo
with no brains”, it does not project. On the other hand, being blond does not conflict with being
intelligent, hence it can safely project.
In contrast, with entailment based scales no such conflict can occur. Consider, for example, (22):
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  A similar observation has been independently made by Beaver & Coppock (to appear).
Beaver & Coppock (to appear) attempt to explain this observation, but their analysis can only cover negated
exclusives.
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(22) It’s possible that John only has 4 children.
Here, raising the possibility that John has, in fact, more than 4 children, e.g. 5 children, does not,
and in fact, cannot conflict with the known truth of the prejacent (John has 4 children). Hence,
the latter can safely project.
Thus, we predict that, unlike what we find with non-entailment-based scales, the only case where
the prejacent of only fails to project with entailment-based scales is where this prejacent conflicts
with external, contextually supplied information (as in Roberts’ examples). Following Roberts
2011, then, we propose that the prejacent of exclusives is entailed but not at issue, and hence
tends to project, unless it conflicts with another piece of information, given the patterns
described above.
This concludes our discussion of the core semantics of exclusives. We now turn to show how
this semantics is applicable to sentences with the Hebrew be-sax ha-kol.
3.

Applying the core definition of exclusives to be-sax ha-kol

In this section we show that the core definition of exclusives proposed in (6) above can account
for the interpretation and felicity constraints of be-sax ha-kol. First, the definition of exclusives
in (6) accounts nicely for the interpretation of be-sax ha-kol under the exclusive reading, just as
it does for only. For example, applying our definition to sentences with be-sax ha-kol, as in (23),
would easily explain why it has an exclusive reading:
(23)
Rina be-sax ha-kol bat
5
Rina be-sax ha-kol daughter 5
Rina is be-sax ha-kol 5 years old (≈ Rina is only 5 years old)
However, the more interesting story concerns the interpretation and felicity constraints of the
approximative be-sax ha-kol. In the remainder of this section we will focus on this
approximative reading, and show how it can be derived from the core definition of exclusives
and a minimal assumption about the difference between the types of alternatives that rak (only)
and be-sax ha-kol are compatible with.
3.1. The approximative reading of be-sax ha-kol: Some observations
There are three types of observations that we want to be able to explain. Namely, observations
concerning the interpretation, distribution, and projective behavior of (the approximative) be-sax
ha-kol.
3.1.1. Interpretation
Consider again (2), repeated here,
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(2)
ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki
The.room be-sax ha-kol clean
The room is be-sax ha-kol clean
Intuitively, (2) raises two inferences: the first is that the room is not maximally clean. Compare,
for example, (24) and (25):
(24) ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki aval yeS avak al haxalon
The.room be-sax ha-kol clean but there.is dust on the table
The room is be-sax ha-kol clean, but there is dust on the table
(25) #ha-xeder legamrei naki
aval yeS avak al haxalon
the.room completely clean but there.is dust on the.table
The room is completely clean, but there is dust on the table
In (25) where it is said explicitly that the room is maximally clean, the continuation with the
‘but’ clause is infelicitous, but in (24) the ‘but’ clause is felicitous because being be-sax ha-kol
clean implies that the room is NOT completely clean.
The second inference is that the room is still considered clean. This makes be-sax ha-kol similar
to e.g. approximately and different from e.g. almost. For example, Amaral & del Prete (2008)
bring the infelicity of conversations like (26) to support their claim that sentences with (the
Italian counterparts of) around / more or less / approximately are compatible with the truth of
their prejacent, whereas (the Italian counterpart of) almost is not. I.e., almost p, but not
approximately p entails not p:
(26) A: Leo arrived around 3 p.m.
B: #That’s false, actually Leo arrived at 3 p.m.
In this sense, be-sax ha-kol behaves just like around / more or less, and unlike kim’at (almost) in
being compatible with the truth of p. This is supported by the contrasts in (27) and (28), as well
as by (29) (see also Greenberg & Ronen (2012) for similar observations and a detailed analysis
of more or less vs. almost):
(27) A: ha-xeder kimat naki
A: the.room almost clean
A: The room is almost clean
B: That’s not right. The room is clean.
(28) A: ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki
A: the.room be-sax ha-kol clean
A: The room is be-sax ha-kol clean
B: #That’s not right. The room is clean.
(29) A: Is the room clean?
B1: (lo, aval) kim’at – “(No, but) almost”
B2: (#lo aval) / paxot o yoter be-sax ha-kol - “(#No but) more or less / be-sax ha-kol”
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3.1.2. Projective behavior
Under the approximative reading, the prejacent of be-sax ha-kol does not project. For example,
the question in (30) does not imply the truth of the prejacet (The room is clean):
(30) ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki? (with rising intonation)
The-room be-sax ha-kol clean
Is the room be-sax ha-kol clean?
3.1.3. Felicity
On the approximative reading, be-sax ha-kol is better with U(pper) closed than with L(ower)
closed adjectives (using Kennedy &McNally’s 2005 terminology). This is illustrated in (31) and
(32):
(31) ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki / #meluxlax
The-room be-sax ha-kol clean / #dirty
The room is be-sax ha-kol(≈ more or less) clean / #dirty
(32) ha-xulca be-sax ha-kol yeveSa / #retuva
The-shirt be-sax ha-kol dry /# wet
The shirt is be-sax ha-kol (≈ more or less) dry/#wet
3.2. The proposal: be-sax ha-kol is an exclusive which is flexible with respect to the
characterization of alternatives
To account for the various observations of the approximative be-sax ha-kol, we propose that,
even under this reading be-sax ha-kol is an exclusive particle, with the core semantics we
proposed in (5) above, and repeated here:
(5) Presupposition: ∀pc[pc∈ ALTSc(p) ∧ ∃w1 w1Rcw ∧ w1≠ w ∧ pc(w1)] → pc >sp
Backgrounded Prejacent: p (w0)
Assertion: ∀p' p' >sp→ ¬p' (w0)
0

0

Crucially, however, we propose that unlike exclusives like only and rak, be-sax ha-kol is more
flexible with respect to the types of alternatives in the scale. In particular, unlike the alternatives
to the prejacent with only and rak, which are independent propositions, distinct from the
prejacent, with be-sax ha-kol the alternatives can also be different interpretational versions of the
prejacent itself. Comparing the implications yielded by rak in (33a) and those yielded by be-sax
ha-kol in (33b) supports this intuition:
(33) Context: John and Mary booked a room in a hotel for their important guests and asked
that the room will be clean, large, with view to the sea. After John checks the room he tells his
wife:
(33a) ha-xeder rak naki
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the room only clean
The room is only clean
The implication of (33a) is that the room is clean, but not more than that: it is not large, and does
not have view to the sea. I.e., the alternatives to The room is clean are: The room is clean and
large / The room is clean and large and has view to the sea. These are classical ‘Roothian’
alternatives, i.e. propositions which are identical to the prejacent, except from the focused
element (clean), which is replaced by expressions of the same type.
Now suppose that in the same context John utters the minimally contrasting (33b), with be-sax
ha-kol:
(33b) ha-xeder be-sax ha-kol naki
the. room be-sax ha-kol clean
The room is be-sax ha-kol clean
(33b) has two possible readings, the ‘exclusive’ and the ‘approximative’ and hence two possible
implications: First, similar to (33a) with rak, it can imply that the room is clean, but not more
than that, i.e. not clean and large etc. However, it can also imply that the degree to which the
room is clean is high enough to be considered ‘clean’, but not more than that: not maximally/
very clean. I.e., the intuitive alternatives to The room is clean under this reading are: The room is
very clean / The room is maximally clean, etc.
Let us now turn to make this intuitive idea more precise and to account for the observations in
section 3.1.
3.3. Accounting for the observations concerning the approximative reading of be-sax ha-kol
3.3.1. Accounting for the interpretational observations
Remember that under the approximative reading, (2) is true if the room is (a) not maximally
clean, but (b) is nonetheless considered clean. To account for this interpretational effect we will
assume that with the approximative reading, all alternatives are different versions of the
prejacent, which in the case of (2) is (34), and more formally (35) (following, e.g. Kennedy &
McNally 2005):
(2) The room is be-sax ha-kol clean
(34) The room is pos clean
(35) ∃ d d ≥ stand (clean) ∧ clean (the room) (d)
We further propose that the different alternative interpretations of (2) result from the potential
variability in the characterization of stand in (2b). That is, we will assume that all alternatives in
the approximative reading are of the form of (2b), where stand (clean) is given different values.6
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Alternatively, we can keep stand fixed, and assume that the different alternatives are derived by using (21b) with
different precision standards, which can be modeled using e.g. sets of ‘similar’ alternatives (Morzycki 2011),
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Applying the core definition of exclusives to this type of alternatives, then, we will proceed by
examining the contribution of each component in the definition to the characterization of (2b).
Let us start with the presupposition, repeated here:
Presupposition: ∀pc[pc∈ ALTSc(p) ∧ ∃w1 w1Rcw ∧ w1≠ w ∧ pc(w1)] → pc >sp
0

0

In our case, pC should be a salient proposition of the form of the prejacent, as in (35), and it
should be true in an accessible world w1:
(35) ∃d d ≥ stand (clean) ∧ clean(the room) (d)
Remember that the scale of clean is U(pper) closed. Kennedy & McNally 2005 and Kennedy
2007 indeed take the standard with U(pper) closed adjectives to be the MAXIMAL ENDPOINT
of the cleanness scale.7 Following their suggestion we can take pc to be is as in (36):
(36) ∃d d ≥ max (clean) ∧ clean(the room) (d) = clean (the room) (dmax) “The room is maximally
clean”
Taking pc to be clean (the room) (dmax) can indeed satisfy the ‘saliency’ requirement (the
maximal endpoint in the scale is clearly salient), as well as the required truth in an accessible
world (e.g. a world where the room is expected to be maximally clean) or another (cf. McNally
2011, Sassoon & Toledo 2011). However, given Kennedy & McNally 2005 and Kennedy 2007,
satisfying the requirement that this salient proposition pc is higher than the prejacent p may seem
problematic, because these theories seem to suggest that the standard for upper closed adjectives
is always the maximal endpoint of the scale. If this is indeed the case, then the presupposition
seems self-contradictory, because the salient proposition clean (the room) (dmax) is required to be
stronger than the interpretation of the prejacent which is again clean (the room) (dmax), i.e.
stronger than (what appears to be) itself.
We suggest that it is this potential problem which forces a re-interpretation of the prejacent,
where the standard is lower than maximal. Put in other words, the prejacent is now re-interpreted
as in (37):
(37) Backgrounded (re-interpreted) prejacent: ∃d d ≥ stand (clean) ∧ stand(clean) < max(clean) ∧
clean(the room) (d)
Notice that interpreting the prejacent as in (37) can be justified in several ways. First, although
the maximal endpoint is clearly the most salient in the scale, there are recent theories (e.g.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
different granularities (Sauerland & Stateva 2007). See Orenstein & Greenberg 2012 for an explication of this
direction.
7
However, our theory is also compatible with the assumption that the standard of U(pper) closed adjectives can be
(also) contextually given, based on a rule-based characterization (McNally 2011), or a comparison with potential
counterparts of the object (Sassoon & Toledo 2011).
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McNally 2011, Sassoon & Toledo 2011) which independently propose that U(pper) closed
adjectives like clean can be many times interpreted with respect to contextual standards (lower
than the maximal endpoint). Second, even given Kennedy & McNally 2005 and Kennedy 2007
the fact that U(pper) closed adjectives are interpreted w.r.t. the maximal endpoint results from
the “principle of interpretive economy”, i.e. the fact that when information encoded in the lexical
semantics of the adjective (i.e. the fact that the scale has a maximal endpoint) competes with
contextually supplied information (e.g. a contextually supplied standard), language users will
choose the former. Thus, even if we continue to follow these theories, we can assume that the
exclusive semantics of be-sax ha-kol forces the language user to ignore the principle of
“interpretive economy”, and to re-interpret The room is pos clean w.r.t. a contextual standard,
lower than the maximal, as in (37) (otherwise, the presupposition and the backgrounded
prejacent will contradict each other, as explained above).
Finally, let us consider the contribution of the assertion, repeated here, to the interpretation of
(35):
Assertion: ∀p' p' >sp→ ¬p' (w0)
Remember that given the approach developed here, all alternatives are of the form in (35), and
the variation is due to the difference in the characterization of stand (clean). The prejacent p,
now interpreted as in (37), says that the degree to which the room is clean is equal to or higher
than the standard for cleanness, and this standard is lower than the maximal degree of cleanness.
The assertion now adds the information that any proposition of the form of (35), where the
standard of cleanness is higher than the one used for the prejacent, is false. Suppose now that
there are two standards we are considering: the maximal endpoint, according to which the room
is 100% clean, and a lower standard, according to which the room is clean if it is at least 90%
clean. Given this lower standard, the room is considered clean if it is 90% clean, and of course,
also when it is 100% clean (given the ‘equal to or higher than the standard’ component in the
interpretation of pos). But given the contribution of the assertion, interpreting (35) using the
higher standard must be false in w0. Since using this higher standard dictates that the room is
100% clean, we indirectly get the result that in w0 the degree to which the room is clean is at
least 90%, but NOT 100%. Thus, by lowering the standard of cleanness of the room (given the
presupposition of exclusives), and at the same time requiring that the sentence interpreted under
a higher standard is false, we indirectly lower the actual degree of cleanness of the room, while
at the same time keeping it high enough to be considered ‘clean’.8 The interpretational effect
observed in section 3.1.1., then, is accounted for.
3.3.2. Accounting for the projective behavior
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Again, an alternative approach will keep the standard fixed in all alternative versions of the prejacent, and will
vary the precision standards used. Given this strategy, all alternatives will be of the form “The room is maximally
clean”, but the actual prejacent will end up being reinterpreted as “The room is maximally clean” in an imprecise
way, following e.g. Kennedy & McNally’s approach to the interpretation of The theater is empty tonight in a
scenario where a few people are present in the theater, and using Lasersohn’s 1999 ‘pragmatic halos’ strategy
(formalized by e.g. Morzycki 2011), or coarser granularities (as in e.g. Sauerland & Stateva 2007 or Sassoon). See
Orenstein & Greenberg 2012 for details.
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Let us turn now to the projective behavior of the prejacent in The room is be-sax ha-kol clean.
As we have shown in section 3.1.3. above, the prejacent The room is clean does not project in the
family of sentences. Remember that we take the prejacent of exclusives to be backgrounded, and
therefore, it tends to project. If indeed be-sax ha-kol is an exclusive even when it has an
‘approximative’ reading, how can this fact be explained?
As discussed in detail above, the projection of the prejacent with e.g. only is blocked when it is
in conflict with something, either with contextual information or with the negated / questioned,
etc. assertion. We have further shown that conflict with the negated or questioned assertion can
happen with non-entailment scales (as in the This is only a shoot’em up pointless movie example
from Beaver & Clark, discussed above). But such conflict cannot take place with entailment
scales.
Crucially, however, in our case, where all alternatives are of the form The degree to which the
room is clean is equal to or higher than the standard of cleanness, the relevant scale is
entailment-based (e.g. The room is 100% clean entails The room is at least 90% clean). Hence,
negating / questioning the assertion should NOT conflict with the prejacent. For example,
questioning the assertion in our case amounts to raising the possibility that The room is pos clean
is interpreted under a standard HIGHER than the actual one, e.g. the possibility that The room is
100% clean. But this possibility is perfectly compatible with the backgrounded prejacent
according to which The room is at least 90% clean. Thus, conflict cannot be the reason for the
fact that the prejacent of The room is be-sax ha-kol clean does not project in the family of
sentences.
A possible way to explain the non-projection of the prejacent with the approximative reading is
to suggest, instead, that the reason is related to the fact that with the approximative reading the
alternatives are crucially dependent on each other. In particular, whereas with only (and the
‘exclusive’ reading of be-sax ha-kol), the alternatives to the prejacent are independent
propositions, distinct from the prejacent, we have argued above that with the approximative
reading the alternatives are different interpretational versions of the prejacent. Moreover, we
have seen that the interpretation of these alternatives in the presupposition, prejacent and
assertion, influences each other. For example, in The room is be-sax ha-kol clean the
presupposition influences the interpretation of the backgrounded prejacent (it forces the lowering
of the standard for cleanness), which in turn influences the assertion (what counts as ‘an
alternative higher than the prejacent’). Hence the different levels of meaning (what is at issue
and what is not at issue) influence each other, and are not distinguished. It may be that this is the
reason for the fact that the backgrounded prejacent does not project under the approximative
reading.
If this explanation is on the right direction, it further supports Roberts’ (2011) general approach,
which views projective behavior as less stable than what has been considered so far.
3.3.3 Accounting for felicity effects
So far we have seen that applying the definition of exclusives to (2), with the U(pper) closed
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adjective clean, accounts for its interpretation, and possibly also for the non-projection of its
prejacent.
On the other hand, we also saw above that the approximative reading does not come out
felicitous when be-sax ha-kol appears with L(ower)-closed adjectives, as seen again in (38):
(38) #Ha-xeder besax ha-kol meluclax
The room be-sax ha-kol dirty
#The room is be-sax ha-kol dirty
Applying the definition of exclusives to (38) can account for this infelicity. Following Kennedy
& McNally (2005), the salient standard for such adjectives is the minimal point in the scale (just
above the zero point). In the case of (38), then, the presupposed salient alternative is The degree
to which the room is clean is equal to or higher than the minimal point, and crucially, this
alternative is required to be stronger than the prejacent, i.e. stronger than The degree to which the
room is clean is equal to or higher than the standard of dirtiness. But, unlike what we saw with
U(pper) closed adjectives like clean, in this case, using a different standard will not work: If the
salient standard is the minimal degree of dirtiness, then no standard can be lower than it. Thus,
there is no way to satisfy the presupposition, and the sentence is odd due to presupposition
failure.
4.

Summary and directions for further research

We proposed that the Hebrew be-sax ha-kol is always an exclusive operator, even when yielding
an approximative reading.
A central part of our proposal is that all exclusive particles share a CORE SCALAR
SEMANTICS, but that there are VARYING PARAMETERS which can lead to distinct behavior
of various exclusive particles, both within and across languages (cf. Beaver & Coppock (to
appear), Tomaszewicz (2012)).	
  
In particular, the core definition for exclusives that we proposed includes three components: (a)
A presupposition that the prejacent is weaker than all contextually salient potential alternatives
(subsuming ‘expected’ alternatives). (b) The backgrounded prejacent true in the actual world
(following Roberts 2011). (c) An assertion that the prejacent is the strongest true alternative
(following B&C 2008, Roberts 2011).
We identified one varying parameter which distinguishes rak (only) and be-sax ha-kol (all in
all), namely, the nature of the alternatives in the scale. Whereas only and rak require ‘Roothian’
alternatives different from p, be-sax ha-kol can also operate on different interpretational versions
of p itself.9
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
9

Notice that in previous work (Orenstein & Greenberg (2010)) we proposed two additional parameters, which
distinguish the Hebrew rak (only) and stam (merely). The first is the nature of the 'strength' relation in the scale of
alternatives (entailment based, or 'evaluative' strength). We have shown that stam is restricted to operate on
evaluative scales only. only and rak, on the other hand, are more flexible. But whenever both options are available,
they prefer entailment based scales. The second parameter concerns the position of the prejacent in the scale (+ / -
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The analysis presented above raises many directions for further research. Some such directions
concern the compatibility of the approximative be-sax ha-kol with open-scale adjectives (e.g.
tall, expensive), with multidimensional adjectives (healthy, sick, smart), and with other
categories such as verbs and nouns. Another direction is the focus sensitivity of be-sax ha-kol. If
this particle is focus sensitive even under the approximative reading, then its focus induced
alternatives are not the standard Roothian alternatives. This is something which needs to be
further examined. Another question concerns its ‘degree of association with focus’ (given Beaver
& Clark’s 2008 model).
Two directions we would like to examine more closely here concern the evidential, ‘summing
up’ component of be-sax ha-kol, and its ‘precise’ reading, mentioned in the introduction.
Let us start with the first direction. Though our analysis seems to explain the approximative
reading of be-sax ha-kol with U(pper) closed adjectives like clean, it is insufficient in accounting
for the infelicity of (39) with the upper scaled adjective closed. Notice that other approximators,
e.g. paxot o yoter (more or less) yield completely felicitous results in such a case:
(39) ha-delet paxot o yoter / ??be-sax ha-kol sgura
The.door more or less / be-sax ha-kol closed
The door is more or less / ??be-sax ha-kol closed
Crucially, though, be-sax ha-kol can yield an approximative reading with closed when we
change the subject, as in (40). Similarly (41), which seems semantically similar to (39) is
felicitous with be-sax ha-kol:
(40) ha-heskem
be-sax ha-kol sagur
The.agreement be-sax ha-kol closed
The agreement is be-sax ha-kol closed
(41) ha-petax be-sax ha-kol xasum
The.opening be-sax ha-kol blocked
The opening is be-sax ha-kol blocked
To account for this contrast, we propose that in addition to the basic exclusive semantics of besax ha-kol, it has a ‘summing-up’ evidential component as well, which arises with the
approximative reading.
In particular, making a statement with be-sax ha-kol should be based on evaluation of part-whole
structure of the entity that the predicate applies to. Thus, evaluating the parts of the room can
give us information about its degree of cleanness. Similarly, evaluating the parts of the
agreement, can give us information about whether it is closed or not, and evaluating the parts of
the opening can give us information about whether it is blocked or not. But evaluating the parts
of the door will not give us information regarding its degree of closeness.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
low). Here again, stam is more restricted than rak: its prejacent is located very low in the scale, whereas the position
of the prejacent of rak is unrestricted (cf. Beaver & Coppock to appear, see also Tomaszewicz 2012).
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Assuming that this intuition is on the right direction, it seems to be strongly derived from the
literal meaning of be-sax ha-kol (“in sum the all”). Further research should attempt to make this
intuition more precise, as well as to investigate whether a ‘summing up’ function is involved
when be-sax ha-kol induces a 'regular' exclusive reading.
Let us turn now to the ‘precise’ reading of be-sax ha-kol. This reading, found when be-sax ha-kol
interacts with numerals, seems different from both the exclusive and the approximative readings.
Unlike the approximative reading, it implies that the cardinality of the objects denoted by the
numeral is PRECISE. E.g., (42) implies that exactly 30 people came to the party:
(42) higiu be-sax ha-kol 30 anaSim lamesiba
came be-sax ha-kol 30 people to.party
be-sax ha-kol(all in all) 30 people came to the party
In addition, the reading in (42) can be also different from the ‘exclusive’ reading. In particular,
although (42) seems to contain an exclusivity component, as it implies that “no more than 30
people came to the party”, be-sax ha-kol in (43) does not behave as a typical exclusive as it is
felicitous in a context in which the prejacent is WEAKER than the salient expectation in the
context:
(43) xaSavti Seyagiu
40 orxim aval basof higiu #rak/be-sax ha-kol 50
I.thought that.would.come 40 guests but finally came #only/be-sax ha-kol 50
I thought that 40 guests would come to the party, but eventually #only/be-sax ha-kol 50
came.
It seems that our proposal above can account for this reading as well. In particular, we continue
to assume that (a) be-sax ha-kol is an exclusive, with a core definition as in (6) above (rejecting
potential salient stronger alternatives than p), and (b) that unlike only it is more flexible with
respect to the kind of alternatives it can operate on. In particular, we assume that when
interacting with numerals it can reject those stronger alternatives triggered by the internal
semantic structure of numeral expressions. Roughly, the basic semantic meaning of a bare
numeral expression such as 50 guests arrived is at least 50 guests arrived (e.g. Horn 1972; van
Rooij & Schultz 2006). Now the expression at least 50 people arrived contains POTENTIAL
POSSIBLE propositions of the form 51 people arrived, 52 people arrived, etc. So in (43), for
example, be-sax ha-kol rejects these stronger ‘internal’ alternatives and ‘ignores’ the weaker
salient expected alternative 40 guests would come present in the 'external' context (as in (43)).
More research needs to look at the interpretation of numerals with be-sax ha-kol in embedded
and non monotonic contexts (see e.g. Spector to appear, Kennedy 2012).
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“Strong” Indefiniteness and Topicality1
Umut Özge — University of Stuttgart

Abstract. The paper addresses the relation between “strong” or presuppositional readings of indefinite noun phrases and the notion of topicality in its sentential and discourse-level formulations.
Previous discussions of the issue were generally based on the interpretative properties of indefinite
noun phrases at positions associated with topicality (e.g. subject of an individual-level predicate,
within the antecedent of a conditional). The paper aims to contribute to the debate with data from
Turkish, which overtly marks “strong” indefiniteness at a position generally associated with focus
rather than topic. It is argued on the basis of Turkish data that “strong” indefiniteness and topicality
should be kept distinct.
1. Introduction
Milsark (1977) introduced the “strong” vs. “weak” distinction for a noun phrase as the basis of its
acceptability in an existential context (e.g. there be ). There have appeared various formulations
of what underlies this distributional classification (see Lyons 1999; Abbott 2010; Heim 2011 for
reviews). One influential idea is to take a “strong” noun phrase to be one that carries an existence
presupposition concerning its restrictor domain, whereas the restrictor domain of a “weak” noun
phrase can be completely new to the discourse.
Indefinite noun phrases constitute a sub-class of nominal expressions that exhibit the possibility of
bearing both “strong” and “weak” readings. A clear illustration of this phenomenon is provided by
von Fintel (1998):
(1)

I’m not sure yet whether there are any mistakes at all in this book manuscript, but we can
definitely not publish it. . .
a. if some mistakes are found.
b. #if some mistakes are major.

The subject slot of an individual-level predicate like is major is an environment where an indefinite
like some mistakes receives a “strong” interpretation. For this reason the conditional antecedent
(1b) carries a presupposition triggered by the indefinite that there is a plurality of mistakes in
the book manuscript under discussion. Given the usual assumptions of presupposition justifica1I

would like to thank the organizers of Sinn und Bedeutung 17, held at École Normale Supérieure in Paris
in September 2012, for their hospitality, and Daniel Büring, Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin, Cornelia Ebert, Klaus von
Heusinger, Hans Kamp, Sebastian Löbner, Rick Nouwen, Duygu Özge and Arndt Riester for discussion and/or comments. I would also like to gratefully acknowledge the material support of the German Science Foundation by Project
C2 “Case and Referential Context” under Sonderforschungsbereich 732 “Incremental Specification in Context” of
University of Stuttgart. All of the shortcomings of the paper are mine.
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tion, this presupposition projects to the global discourse level, eventually resulting in a clash with
the explicitly declared ignorance of the speaker regarding the existence of any mistakes in the
manuscript. No such problem is observed in (1a), given that the existential predicate is found
renders it possible that the indefinite receive a non-presuppositional “weak” reading.
An issue that has drawn considerable attention is the relation between “strong” (readings of) indefinites and the notion of topicality, in its sentence and/or discourse senses (von Fintel 1994; Cresti
1995; Portner and Yabushita 2001; Endriss 2009; de Swart 2004; Geurts 2010, among others).
Among many aspects of the issue, the present paper concentrates on the question Is topicality a
necessary component of “strong” readings of indefinites?
Despite revealing a lot about “strong” indefiniteness, the data in (1) and the like may not be the ideal
empirical ground to base a discussion on topicality and “strong” indefiniteness. The reason is that
the subject slot of an individual-level predicate is a position that is somewhat necessarily associated
with topicality, though opinions differ on exactly how (see von Fintel 2004 and de Swart 2004 for
discussion). This renders it very complicated to dissociate topicality from the presuppositionality
of the “strong” reading. In this connection, the present paper is motivated by the idea that it would
be useful to look at Turkish, which is a language where “strong” indefiniteness is morphologically
marked at a position that is not necessarily associated with topicality. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of morphologically marked “strong” indefinites in
Turkish. Section 3 discusses various forms a claim concerning the topicality-“strength” relation
can take and evaluates these with respect to Turkish data. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2. Accusative indefinites in Turkish
As it has become widely known through the work of Enç (1991),2 Turkish is a language which
has optional accusative case-marking on indefinite direct objects, where the marker carries certain
interpretative effects. Enç (1991) claims that there is a bidirectional implication between Accmarking and “specificity”. She models her notion of “specificity” as an interpretability condition
ala Heim (1982). According to this condition an Acc-marked indefinite, besides its standard discourse marker, comes with an additional discourse marker standing for a superset of its restrictor
domain, and this superset marker is required to be familiar.3 Here is an example from Enç (1991):4
(2)

2 See

Odam-a
birkaç çocuk girdi.
my-room-Dat several child entered
‘Several children entered my room.’

also Erguvanlı 1979 and Nilsson 1985 for systematic descriptions of the semantic effects of case-marking in
Turkish.
3 Enç (1991) equates her notion of “specificity” with Pesetsky’s (1987) D(iscourse)-linking and claims that it is
what lies under Milsark’s (1977) “strong”/“weak” distinction.
4 Note that Turkish is a pro-drop language, and the subject is not overt in Enç’s (1991) examples.
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b.
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İki kız-ı
tanıyordum.
two girl-Acc knew.1sg
‘I knew two girls.’ (The girls are among the children.)
#İki kız tanıyordum.
two girl knew.1sg
‘I knew two girls.’ (The girls are new to the discourse.)

Enç (1991) observes that when and only when the direct object is Acc-marked as in (3a), the two
girls the speaker knows are understood to belong to the set of children introduced via the discourse
opener (2). Therefore the non-marked version in (3b) is not coherent in the given context, as it
instructs the hearer to update the current discourse model with a set of two girls disjoint with the
highly salient set of children.5
Apart from discourse-linking, it has also been observed that Acc-marked indefinites in Turkish give
rise to referential readings when they occupy the object position of referentially opaque verbs like
seek (Nilsson 1985; Dede 1986). In such cases the discourse-linking function Enç (1991) attributes
to the marker is not observed. On the basis of this, Kelepir (2001) argued that presupposition of
existence is a more unifying concept to characterize the marker.6
Özge (to appear) takes Kelepir’s (2001) argument one step further and demonstrates with the
help of negation that even in extensional contexts the essential contribution of the marker is not
discourse-linking (or a similar mechanism of implicit domain restriction), but rather existential
import modeled as the anaphoricity (=presuppositionality) of the domain of the Acc-marked indefinite à la van der Sandt 1992; Geurts 2007. This brings Turkish Acc-indefinites more in-line
with standard conceptions of “strong” versus “weak” readings. In this regard, Turkish data can
provide new insights regarding the nature of the relation between topicality and “strong”/“weak”
5 There

has been posed various empirical challenges to Enç 1991 on the grounds that there are case-marked outof-the-blue indefinites as well as non-marked indefinites that can be interpreted as linked to the previous discourse
(see (Zidani-Eroğlu 1997; Kelepir 2001; von Heusinger and Kornfilt 2005; Kılıçaslan 2006; İşsever 2007; Özge 2011
among others).
6 Actually it is possible to replicate in Turkish von Fintel’s (1998) example given above in (1), with Acc-marked
versus non-marked distinction with the same predicate, rather than manipulating the predicate between stage and
individual:
(i)

Henüz bu kitapta hatalar olup olmadığından emin değilim; ama. . .
“I’m not sure yet whether there are any mistakes at all in this book manuscript, but. . . ”
a.
editör bazı hatalar gör-ürse,
kitabı
kesinlikle basamayız.
editor some mistakes see-Aor-Cond, book-Acc definitely print-Abil-Neg-Aor.2pl.
‘If the editor sees some mistakes, we can definitely not publish the book.’
b.
#editör bazı hatalar-ı
gör-ürse,
kitabı
kesinlikle basamayız.
editör some mistakes-Acc see-Aor-Cond, book-Acc definitely print-Abil-Neg-Aor.2pl.
‘If the editor sees some mistakes, we can definitely not publish the book.’ (mistakes presupposed)
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distinction in indefinites.7
3. Topicality and “strong” indefinites
Let us consider some ways in which one can relate “strong” indefiniteness to topicality. One way
is based on a link between topicality and presuppositionality. In accounts like von Fintel 1994 and
Beaver 2004, topicality is taken as an effective factor in the process of justifying/resolving presuppositions. Under the assumption that “strong” indefinites constitute a subclass of presuppositional
expressions, one can talk of an indirect association between topicality and “strong” indefiniteness
being implied by these accounts. Let us call this (the claim of) “indirect association” for ease of
reference.
The present paper does not aim to test “indirect association”. The reason is as follows. The claim
of “indirect association” belongs to the theory of presupposition justification. Although it will have
implications/predictions for particular uses of “strong” indefinites, it is not concerned with whether
or not topicality is a part of what it is to be a “strong” indefinite. Within “indirect association”,
“strong” indefiniteness does not imply topicality, since it is not claimed that presuppositions are
always resolved to (or with the aid of) topical information.
A second way in which topicality can be associated with “strong” indefiniteness is by making the
notion of topicality a (possibly improper) part of the definition of “strong” indefiniteness.8 The
present paper concerns this version of association. I will grossly simplify by discerning a number
of sub-versions of this kind of argument, and I will evaluate these in the light of Turkish data.
I think it is straightforward to distinguish between at least two types of topics: one at the sentence level, and the other at the discourse level. I will simplify by assuming that the former is
a constituent of the semantic representation of the sentence and roughly corresponds to what the
assertion conveyed by the sentence is about, and the latter is a question ala von Fintel (1994) that
corresponds to what is under discussion at the current state of the discourse model. There are
various possibilities regarding the relation of a “strong” indefinite to these two levels of topicality:
either (i) the referent of the indefinite; or (ii) the domain of the indefinite; or (iii) a superset of the
domain of the indefinite can be (discourse or sentence) topical. I will collapse the options (ii) and
(iii) into one. This leaves us with four potential claims regarding topicality-“strength” relation for
indefinites. One possibility, namely that the referent of the indefinite belongs to the discourse topic,
can be discarded, given that being a (part of) discourse topic clashes with the novelty condition for
indefiniteness. In the end we are left with three potential claims:
7 In

the rest of the paper I will continue to use the term “discourse-linking” for descriptive purposes.
variations of this argument can be found in Cresti 1995, Portner and Yabushita 2001 and Endriss 2009.
I would like to make it explicit that the present paper is short of, and therefore does not claim to be, evaluating
the proposals of Cresti (1995) and Endriss (2009). These authors are primarily interested in the non-standard scope
behavior of indefinites. The issue of whether their non-standard indefinites can be subsumed under the notion of
“strong” indefiniteness considered here deserves a discussion that is hard to fit into the present paper.
8 Certain
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Topicality Claim Version 1:
A “strong” indefinite is a sentence-topic.

(5)

Topicality Claim Version 2:9
The domain of a “strong” indefinite is a sentence-topic.

(6)

Topicality Claim Version 3:
The domain of a “strong” indefinite is a discourse-topic.
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Let us start with (4). Actually, the topic-focus articulation of Enç’s (1991) example given in (3) appears to stand in favor of (4).10 Here I repeat the example by reconstructing its intended intonation,
where ‘%’ indicates a rising boundary and the italics indicate focal prominence.11
(7)

Odam-a
birkaç çocuk girdi.
my-room-Dat several child entered
‘Several children entered my room.’

(8)

a.
b.

İki kız-ı % tanıyordum.
two girl-Acc knew.1sg
‘I knew two girls.’ (The girls are among the children.)
#İki kız tanıyordum.
two girl knew.1sg
‘I knew two girls.’ (The girls are new to the discourse.)

The crucial observation is that while the non-marked (and therefore non-linked) indefinite iki kız
(‘two girl’) in (8b) receives focal intonation, the Acc-marked (and therefore discourse-linked) indefinite iki kız-ı (‘two girl-Acc’) in (8a) is read with a topic intonation. Therefore there is an
overlap between “strength” and sentence-topicality in (8a).
I will now show through slight changes to the context that the overlap between “strength” and
sentence-topicality is not definitional, but is due to the specifics of the given context. First let
us observe that Enç’s (1991) example – with the given topic-focus articulation – breaks when
the association between the antecedent set and the linked referent is “loosened”, for instance by
replacing child–girl with man–accountant.
9 See

Portner and Yabushita (2001) for a formulation of this claim. The authors, building over Enç 1991, claim that
a specific indefinite is a presuppositional indefinite whose domain of quantification is the topic of the sentence.
10 This observation appears to be generalizable to other examples in Enç 1991.
11 Turkish is a basically SOV language where the default focal prominence is on the immediately preverbal constituent. The two common strategies for topicalizing an object are (i) to scramble it to a left peripheral position, or (ii)
inserting a rising boundary to its right edge and shifting the focal prominence to the verb.
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Odam-a
birkaç adam girdi.
my-room-dat several man entered
‘Several men entered my room.’
a.
b.

#İki muhasebeci-yi % tanıyordum.
two accountant-Acc knew.1sg
‘I knew two accountants.’
#İki muhasebeci tanıyordum.
two accountant knew.1sg
‘I knew two accountants.’

The non-marked version (10b) is still infelicitous for the same reason as above, namely that it
introduces two accountants who do not belong in the men in the room, disturbing the coherence of
the discourse. However, this time the Acc-marked version (10a) as well becomes infelicitous. The
problem appears to be that there is not sufficient ground to topicalize the indefinite iki muhasebeciyi (‘two accountant-Acc’), unless one accommodates a context of a financial institution where it
is commonplace to have some accountants around. No such extra inferential steps were required
for the original form of Enç’s (1991) example. This shows that Acc-marking is not sufficient for
topicality marked via intonational structure.
Now we will observe that it is possible to put Enç’s (1991) discourse-linking effect back at work,
by devising a context where the indefinite is not required to be the topic of the sentence. With
the help of a question, it is possible to make the indefinite object the focus of the sentence, as
illustrated in the following discourse.
(11)

A1 Odama birkaç adam girdi.
‘Several men entered my room.’
B1 Aralarında tanıdık birileri var mıydı?
‘Did you know anyone among them?’
A2 İki muhasebeci-yi tanıyordum.
two accountant-Acc knew.1sg
‘I knew two accountants.’ (The accountants are among the men.)
0
A2 #İki muhasebeci tanıyordum.
two accountant knew.1sg
‘I knew two accountants.’ (The accountants are new to the discourse.)

Here (11A2) constitutes a natural reply to the question in (11B1), and the accountants are understood to belong in the men entered the room. Again, the non-marked version in (11A20 ) causes
incoherence due to the disjointness implication. This shows that the “strength” of an indefinite
direct object in Turkish is independent of whether the indefinite is a sentence-topic or not.
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Now let us consider the claims (5) and (6), namely that the domain of a “strong” indefinite is the
sentence or the discourse topic, respectively. In (11), it is fairly clear that the set of men, which is
the superset of the domain of the indefinite iki muhasebeci-yi (‘two accountant-Acc’), is discourse
topical in the sense that the current question or issue can be construed to be about these men.
Although it is not equally clear whether (11A2) is a sentence about this set of men, let us grant that
(11A2) conforms to the claims (5) and (6).
Now the question is whether it is possible to have a “strong” indefinite whose domain (or an
antecedent superset of it) is neither the discourse nor the sentence topic. In order to be able to
affirm this possibility, a well-formed discourse with the following properties is needed. First, there
needs to be a set – or more precisely a set valued discourse referent – introduced into the discourse
model which will serve as the antecedent domain for the “strong” indefinite. Second, there needs to
be a “strong” indefinite that targets this set. Third, at the point where the antecedent set is targeted,
it must be neither the sentence nor the discourse topic. Maintaining the third property involves
some complications for the following reason. In discourses like Enç’s (1991) (3) above where
the discourse is initiated by introducing a set, this set tends to become topical in the upcoming
discourse. In order to avoid this, we need an extended and more complicated discourse, where the
antecedent set is introduced in order to resolve a previous discourse topic. Thereby one can avoid
new discourse questions or issues being opened up about the introduced antecedent set. Consider
the following discourse:
(12)

A1 Dün John’la bir toplantı yaptık.
‘Yesterday we had a meeting with John.’
B1 Sadece ikiniz?
‘Only two of you?’
A2 Başta öyleydi; sonra odama birkaç öğrenci geldi.
‘It was so in the beginning; but later several students came.’
B2 Toplantı nasıldı?
‘How was the meeting?’
A3 Genelde iyiydi; ama bir ara garip birşey oldu.
‘It was good in general; but at some point something strange happened.’
B3 Ne oldu?
‘What happened?’
A4 John iki kız-ı
göster-ip, oda-dan çıkarma-m-ı
istedi.
J. two girl-Acc show-Conj room-Abl take out-Inf-1sg-Acc want-Past.3sg
‘John pointed to two girls, and asked me to take them out.’
0
A4 #John iki kız göster-ip, oda-dan çıkarma-m-ı
istedi.
J.
two girl show-Conj room-Abl take out-Inf-1sg-Acc want-Past.3sg
‘John pointed to two girls, and asked me to take them out.’

Right before (12A4), which introduces the “strong” indefinite, the discourse topic is the general
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question What happened? At that point the set of students, the antecedent set for the “strong”
indefinite, is not salient in the discourse. This is evident from the fact that the conversation can
go on without ever mentioning the set of students again. This set got introduced in the previous
discourse and were “used” in the resolution of the question whether A and B were alone or not in
the meeting. Therefore there is no reason to assume that the set of students is discourse topical
at the point where (12A4) comes. The set of students is not a sentence topic in (12A4) either.
(12A4) is about what John did. The crucial observation is that still the Acc-marker is needed to
maintain the coherence of the discourse, by tying the two girls mentioned in (12A4) to the set of
previously introduced students. Once again we observe that the interpretative effect contributed by
the case-marker operates independently of sentence and discourse topicality, refuting the claims
(5) and (6).
4. Conclusion
The paper addressed the question Is topicality a necessary component of “strong” readings of
indefinites? I devised three potential claims regarding the relation between topicality (in its sentence and discourse senses) and “strong” indefiniteness, and evaluated these claims in the light of
data from Turkish. My aim was to provide data that would help disentangle the effects of topicality from the effects contributed by the overt-marking of “strong” indefiniteness. I observed
that overtly-marked “strong” indefiniteness in Turkish is independent of topicality, though the two
notions usually overlap. If the claim that “strong” indefinites in Turkish have anaphoric domains
(Kelepir 2001; Özge to appear) is correct, this overlap is more than expected; because anaphors
look back, and that is where topics usually are.
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Romanian pluractional adverb tot and evaluation plurality1
Mara PANAITESCU - University of Bucharest & CNRS-LLF, Université Paris 7
Abstract. The paper proposes an explanation of the event internal – event external distinction
within the class of pluractionals by resorting to the notions of encapsulation and decomposition,
as defined in Dynamic Plural Logic. Two Spanish pluractional periphrases, incremental ir and
frequentative andar, will be placed in the first category, while Romanian pluractional adverb tot
will be placed in the second.
1. Introduction
The focus of this paper is a comparative analysis between two Spanish pluractional periphrases
presented in Laca (2006)2, frequentative andar (2) and incremental ir (4), and the Romanian
pluractional adverb tot (1), (3).
(1)

Tot deranjează lumea.
TOT disturb.PR peopleDEF.
’S/he keeps disturbing people.’

(2)

Anda molestando a la gente.
Walk.PR.3S disturbing to the people
‘S/he is giving people trouble.’

(3)

Vremea
se tot încălzea.
weatherDEF REFL TOT warmedIMPF
‘The weather kept getting warmer.’

(4)

La situación iba empeorando.
the situation go.IMPF worsening
‘The situation was getting worse.’

The comparison is meant to provide a more general basis of classification of pluractional
markers, one which expresses the event internal-event external distinction as a distinction
between evaluation singularity and evaluation plurality.
To begin with, the common properties of the three pluractionals reflect their syntactic status as V0
modifiers3. Firstly, all three distribute bare plural internal arguments into the iterated events. For
instance, the use of a one-time-only achievement in (5a) has only one possible interpretation, one
in which the fox killed a hen then a different hen, and so on. A meaning along the lines that the
fox killed a plurality of hens and then repeated the action on the same group of hens is obviously
excluded. The same is true for (5b) and (6).
(5) a.

1

El zorro anduvo matando gallinas.
the fox walk.SP killing hens.
‘The fox has been killing hens.’

Many thanks to Brenda Laca, Carmen Dobrovie Sorin, Giorgio Magri, Marta Donazzan and all other participants in
the Labex PLU seminar for helpful suggestions.
This work was possible with the financial support of the Sectoral Operational Programme for Human Resources
Development 2007-2013, co-financed by the European Social Fund, project number POSDRU/107/1.5/S/80765
2
All Spanish examples and judgments are from this source.
3
This pattern is not an isolated case for pluractionals (see van Geenhoven (2004) for an analysis of the West
Greenlandic frequentative pluractional qattar and of English temporal for-contructions).
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b.

(6)

Con el tiempo, el club fue perdiendo socios.
With the time, the club go.SP losing members
‘The club gradually lost members.’
Tot explodau
bombe.
TOT explode.IMPF bombs
‘Bombs kept exploding.’

The second important unifying feature of the three pluractionals is the impossibility of
multiplication of the singular indefinite. (7a) is uninterpretable because it conveys that the same
chicken was killed repeatedly. The same applies to (7b) and (8).
(7) a.

?? El zorro anduvo matando una gallina.
the fox walk.SP killing a hen
‘The fox has been killing a hen.’
b. ?? Con el tiempo, el club fue perdiendo un socio.
with the time, the club go.SP losing a member
‘The club gradually lost a member.’

(8) a.

?? Ion a tot spart un pahar.
Ion has TOT broken a glass.
?? ‘Ion kept breaking a glass’.

Turning to the contrasts in the pattern of distribution, the Spanish pluractionals andar and ir don’t
license sentence-internal readings of the same (9), meaning that the book in (9), for instance, has
to be contextually retrieved (the same book that Peter was reading, for example). Romanian tot,
on the other hand, does license sentence-internal readings of the same. (10) may mean that Maria
read (from) a book which is discourse-new, then (from) the same book, and so on.
(9) a.

b.

(10)

María anda leyendo el mismo libro.
Maria walk.PR reading the same book
‘Maria has been reading the same book [on and off].’

(sentence-external only)

Juan fue calentando la misma sopa.
Juan go.SP heating up the same soup
‘Juan gradually heated up the same soup.’

(sentence-external only)

Maria tot citeşte aceeaşi carte.
Maria TOT reads the-same book
Mary keeps reading the same book.

(sentence-internal OK)

The second contrasting property is that tot doesn’t display distributional effects with universally
quantified objects (12), andar and ir do (11). (12) cannot mean that Ion called his friends one by
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one until he called them all, it may only mean something strange as calling all friends, then doing
it again many times.
(11) a.

b.

(12)

Juan ha andado llamando por teléfono a cada uno de sus amigos.
Juan has walked calling by phone to each one of his friends
‘Juan has been phoning every one of his friends.’ = each friend may be called once
Con el tiempo, el club fue perdiendo (a) todos sus socios.
With the time, the club go.SP losing (to) all its members.
‘As time went by, the club gradually lost all its members.’
??Ion a tot sunat toţi prietenii.
Ion has TOT called all friends.DEF
?? ‘Ion kept calling all of his friends.’

= each friend was repeatedly called;

Having looked at two unifying and two contrasting distributional facts4, an explanation for these
patterns of interaction with internal arguments cannot be due to scope dependencies in either of
the three cases. The Spanish pluractionals are syntactically lower than viewpoint-aspect
modifying estar5. Tot is also necessarily lower than all other verbal material (Tense, Aspect,
other adverbial and pronominal clitics);
(13)

Se poate să (*tot) fi tot încercat să ne contacteze cât
am
fost plecaţi.
REFL can CONJ *TOT PRF TOT tryPART CONJ us CL contact
as-much have1PL been gone
’S/he may have kept trying to contact us while we were gone.’

Instead, I will resort to an account within Dynamic Plural Logic (DPlL) in order to find an
explanation for the common features, as well as the contrasts. The reason for choosing dynamic
logic is that it distinguishes between two types of plurality: domain plurality and evaluation
plurality. In the absence of scopal dependencies between the pluractional and the internal
argument, the data above suggest that the two types of plurality are responsible for the contrasts
observed.
The distinction between domain and evaluation plurality is employed, among others, in
Brasoveanu & Henderson (2009). In this account, one by one expresses an evaluation singularity,
therefore no sentence-internal readings of different are observable. The mechanism responsible
for the distributivity effect is called ENCAPSULATION. Each, on the other hand, is an evaluation
plural distributor and sentence-internal readings of different are licensed. The mechanism is
called DECOMPOSITION.
In the present analysis, I assume that andar and ir store a plurality of events in a single value
assignment (they are evaluation-singular) and establish thematic dependencies by
encapsulation. Conversely, tot introduces events distributively by decomposition (evaluation
4
5

Henderson (2011) follows this line of reasoning for Kaqchikel pluractional affix la’.
Laca (2006)
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plurality) and imposes the constraint of type identity between them. Unlike quantifiers like each
and every, the dependencies induced by these pluractionals are scopeless.
A consequence of this treatment is that it offers a new perspective on the event-internal (EI) –
event-external (EE) distinction. Many authors link EI pluractionality with a “grouping together”
of events, but based on different criteria6. In Cusic (1981), the relevant criterion is the level of
complexity. EI pluractionality occurs at phase-level, while EE pluractionality is event/ occasionlevel. In Lasersohn (1995), the criterion is the P-V (non-)identity, where P is the predicate that
applies to the subevents of the V-event. EI pluractionals establish non-identity, as opposed to EE.
Wood (2007) assumes EI, but not EE pluractionals, are formed via a group formation operator
applied to events. Rothstein (2008) introduces the notion of S-cumulativity and the S-sum
formation operator, which is responsible for turning semelfactives into activities. Under the view
adopted here, the basic differentiation is at the level of evaluation: encapsulation is EI;
decomposition is EE.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2., I present the theoretical background, the notions
of encapsulation and decomposition, and the application to quantificational dependencies.
Section 3. is dedicated to the account of Spanish ir as involving encapsulation via an incremental
function. Section 4. deals with the encapsulation procedure for Spanish andar. In section 5. I
analyze Romanian tot as involving decomposition and verification of type identity between
events.
2. The framework (DPlL)
The Spanish and Romanian pluractionals are analyzed using the theoretical background in
Henderson’s (2011) 7 account of the distributive pluractional la’ in Kaqchikel, couched in a
version of DRT called Dynamic Plural Logic (DPlL), as developed by van den Berg (1996),
Nouwen (2003), Brasoveanu (2010). Besides the domain of truth values, the model contains a
domain of individuals De, which is the powerset of a designated set of entities IN minus the
empty set: ℘+(IN). ℘+(EV) is the domain of events Ds (the powerset of a designated set of events
EV minus the empty set). The “part of” relation ≤ over individuals/ events is set inclusion over
℘+(IN) /℘+(EV) such that a ≤ b iff a ⊆ b. The sum operation ⨁ is set union over ℘+(IN)
/℘+(EV) such that a⨁b := a∪b.
2.1. The Semantics of the Logical Language
Interpretation is relative to sets of assignment functions G = { g1, g2, g3, … }, called contexts/
information states. 〈G, H〉 are input-output pairs of sets of assignments. If i is an index on a
variable, and G is a set of assignment functions, then G[i] = {g(i) : g ∈ G}, the set of values that
the assignment functions in G assign to variable i. Formulae describe relations between
assignment functions. Relations (noted R) have no effect on the input:
6
7

See Souckova (2009), Cabredo-Hofherr (2010) for an overview.
Some of the theoretical issues and examples are extensions and discussions of Henderson (2011) in Cable (2012).
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[[ R(vi…vn) ]]〈G,H〉 = T iff G = H and [[R]]〈 g,h〉(h(i))…(h(n)) for all h∈H;

(14)

The introduction of a new variable, on the other hand, requires an update of the input function:
(15) a.

g[i]h
 h is just like g except for what it maps index i to;

b.

[[ [ xi ] ]]<g,h> = T iff g[i]h;

c.

G[i]H
 for every g ∈ G, there is an h ∈ H such that g[i]h, and for every h ∈ H,
there is a g ∈ G such that g[i]h;

d.

[[ [ xi ] ]]<G,H> = T iff G[i]H;
 G[i]H holds iff all the assignment functions in G and H look exactly the same,
except in their value for the index i;

2.2. Two types of plurality: domain-level and evaluation-level
The main advantage of DPlL as opposed to traditional dynamic frameworks working on single
assignments is the possibility of distinguishing between two types of plurality. In DPlL terms,
domain-level plurality depends on individual cells of the matrix in a context8. Domain plurality is
determined by checking whether an assignment h in H maps a variable to a singular individual or
plural individual. Evaluation plurality, on the other hand, depends on a column of the matrix and
is determined by checking whether or not the assignments in H map a variable to more than one
individual across a column. Domain singularity is verified by the predicate atom, while domainlevel plurality is signaled by specifying the cardinality of a given assignment function, e.g. x3 in
(16) verifies the following condition9:
(16)

[[two(x3)]]〈G,H〉 =

iff G = H and for all h ∈ H, {x’ : x’ ∈ h(3) ∧ atom(x’)} = 2;

Evaluation-singularity is expressed by the predicate singleton. Evaluation plurality is expressed
by specifying the cardinality at the assignment-set level:
(17)

H(i) := {h(i) : h ∈ H}

(18)

|H(i)| is the cardinality of the set of individuals H(i);

An illustration is provided below, where a to l are individuals:
8

See (19) below for a visual representation.
Variables are identified by means of indices. See below in (19) that the variable indexed 3 does verify this
condition.
9
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H
h1
h1
h3

x1
a
a
a

x2
b
c
d

x3
e⊕f
e⊕f
e⊕f

x4
g⊕h
i⊕j
k⊕l

In (19), x1 is domain-singular (atom) and evaluation-singular (singleton). x2 is domain-singular
(atom) and evaluation-plural (non-singleton - H(2) = {b, c, d}). x3 is domain-plural (non-atomic)
and evaluation-singular (singleton- H(3) = { e⊕f }). x4 is domain-plural and evaluation-plural.
The distinction between the two types of plurality proves to be relevant in teasing apart two types
of quantificational dependencies: encapsulation (one by one) and decomposition (every),
discussed in Brasoveanu & Henderson (2009).
The mechanism of encapsulation into a function involves Skolem functions which store
quantificational dependencies as a whole, mapping each entity to the (possibly non-atomic)
entity that depends on it. One by one breaks the event down into temporally sequenced
subevents and it distributes the plural participant over these subevents. In (20), one by one
associates each boy-atom with an event of reciting a poem and induces a dependency between
boys and the recited poems encapsulated in a function f in (20b). Thus, encapsulation is storage in
a single assignment g and involves domain plurality, but evaluation singularity.
(20) a. The boys recited a poem one by one.
b.

g

x(boys)

f(boy-poem dependency)

the.boys (=g(x))

boy1 → poem1
boy2 → poem2
etc.

=g(f)

Each, on the other hand, establishes dependencies via decomposition of the distributive
quantification into sets of assignments, such that each n-tuple of quantificationally dependent
entities is individually stored in a variable assignment. The distributor each breaks the plural
individual the.boys into atoms and stores every boy-atom in a variable assignment: boy1 in g1,
boy2 in g2 etc. The rest of the sentence is interpreted relative to each variable assignment: in
each assignment, i.e., relative to each boy, we store a possibly different poem.
(21) a.
b.

The boys each recited a poem.
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A question which naturally comes to mind is why two distinct mechanisms are needed and where
the two options make a noticeable difference in the interpretation. After all, encapsulation and
decomposition don’t behave differently with respect to cross-sentential anaphora:
(22) a.
b.

One by one, the boys chose a book.
Then, one by one, they opened it and read out the title.

(23) a.
b.

The boys each chose a book.
Then, they each opened it and read out the title.

But, as pointed out in Brasoveanu & Henderson (2009), they do differ with respect to licensing
sentence-internal different:
(24)

The boys each recited a different poem. (sentence external/ internal)

(25)

The boys recited a different poem one by one. (sentence-external only)

Moreover, this is not an isolated phenomenon, particular to one by one and each. Generally,
sentence-internal readings require evaluation plurality and distributivity. For Henderson
2011, the pairing of the two ingredients (evaluation plurality and distributivity may come about
in two ways: by means of scope relations (in the case of distributive quantifiers like each and
every) or in cases of scopeless dependencies (in the case of pluractionals). The next section is
devoted to extending this generalization to the Spanish and Romanian pluractionals.
3. Incremental ir and encapsulation
To begin at an intuitive level, sentence (26) involves an incremental function mapping members
of the club onto chronologically ordered losing subevents, as in (27). The subevents and their
participants (the members) are stored in a single assignment function, therefore it is a case of
evaluation singularity. The nature of the incremental function is discussed in the next subsection,
after which a semantics for ir is proposed in 3.2.
(26)

Con el tiempo, el club fue perdiendo (a) todos sus socios.
with the time, the club go.SP losing
(to) all its members
‘As time went by, the club gradually lost all its members.’

(27)

e

=

all members =

e1
LOSE(e1)
runtime(e1)
incr(e1)
member1

⨁
<
⨁

e2
LOSE(e2)
runtime(e2)
incr(e2)
member2

⨁ …

⨁ …
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3.1.The incremental function
Informally, (27) means that the club lost more and more members until it lost them all. The
incremental function imposes constraint on the subevents in the following way: the predecessor
function *pred10 picks out the unique sum event e’ which precedes an event e and satisfies the
predicate11:
(28)

*pred(e) = e’. (e’) < (e) ∧ ∀e” [ (e”) < (e) → e” ≤ e’]

The incremental function12 compares two events with respect to a gradable property of events
(type 〈s,〈〈s,dt〉,〈s,t〉〉) and says that an event e posseses this property to a greater degree than all
its predecessors;
(29)

incr(e) = e. R〈s,〈dt〉〉.max(R(*pred(e)) > max(R(*pred(e) ⊕ e);

The function *pred sums up all predecessors of an event instead of simply comparing an event to
its immediate predecessor. This is needed to include as possible values for R both monotonic and
non-monotonic dimensions13. Ir may be mapped onto a non-monotonic dimension (one which
doesn’t track the part-whole relations that are relevant for the internal argument). Such a case
would be (9b) in section 1, built with ir + heating the soup:
R = temperature;
max(R(e1)) = 20 degrees;
max(R(e1+e2)) = 25 degrees;
max(R(e1+e2+e3)) = 30 degrees;
In these cases, it would have been sufficient to compare the maximal degrees of e3 to that of its
immediate predecessor e1. But ir may also be mapped onto a monotonic dimension, as in ir + put
on shirt, tie and jacket:
R = quantity of things that are put on;
max(R(e1)) = shirt;
max(R(e1+e2)) = shirt+tie;
max(R(e3)) = shirt+tie+jacket;
Thus, *pred prevents a situation in which the shirt was put on, then removed, after which the tie
was put on. Incr explains the contrast with andar and tot in (30) and (31):
(30)

10

??El río andaba creciendo.
The river walk.IMPF growing

Inspired by Beck’s (2012) implementation of the predecessor and sequence functions in the analysis of
pluractional comparatives; the difference is that the predecessor is made up of the sum of preceding events; this is
very close to her analysis of incremental more (see (175)-(177), p. 100-101);
11
I leave aside the problem of the first predecessor to avoid complicating things too much; see Beck and von
Stechow (2007) for a discussion.
12
Bhatt and Takahashi (2008), in Beck (2012).
13
See Schwarzschild (2006) for a discussion of the contrast between expressions like 20 degree water vs. twenty
liters of water.
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??‘The river was rising on and off.’
Laca (2006) comments that the only interpretation for (30) “is one attributing a sort of erratic
behavior to the river, its level rising, going down again, rising again and so forth”.
(31)

Ion şi-a
tot pus cămaşa şi geaca.
Ion REFL-has TOT put shirt.DEF and jacket.DEF
= Ion kept putting on his shirt and jacket.
≠ Ion put his shirt and jacket successively.

(31) says that Ion repeated the following action many times: putting on his shirt and jacket, which
only makes sense if he also took them off each time. One may conclude that tot does not
introduce an incremental function by itself. The incremental readings are present with degree
achievements only as in (3), translated as ’The river kept rising’.
3.2. Ir and encapsulation
Coming back to our initial example in this section, it has already become apparent that, in the
presence of a direct object, the incremental function traces the event-incremental theme
dependency:
(32)

Con el tiempo, el club fue perdiendo (a) todos sus socios.
with the time, the club go.SP losing
(to) all its members.
‘As time went by, the club gradually lost all its members.’

I will apply the same reasoning as in Brasoveanu & Henderson (2009) for one by one:
(33) a.
b.

One by one, the boys recited a poem.
One by one, the boys chose a different poem
 sentence-external only

The fact that one by one, unlike each, doesn’t license sentence-internal readings leads to the
conclusion that the boy-poem dependency is stored as a whole. The same applies to ir, as attested
by the unavailability of sentence-internal readings with the same in (34). The losing events members dependency is encapsulated (introduced by a single assignment function g, as in (35).
(34)

Juan fue calentando la misma sopa.
Juan go.SP heating up the same soup
‘Juan gradually heated up the same soup.’
 sentence-external only
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(35)
e
g

*LOSE(=g(e))

f(lose-member
dependency)
e1  member1
e2  member2
…

The function incr targets the number of participants such that linearly ordered atomic subparts of
the event are mapped onto atomic subparts of the plural participant introduced by the θ-function.
The information state stores quantificational dependencies (between events and participants) as a
whole in a function.
ir  λEst .λes . E(e) ∧ linear.order({e’≤ e}) ∧ |{e’: e’≤ e}| > n ∧
∀e’ ≤ e (incr(e’));

(36)

I mention some of the advantages of assuming (36) as a description of the contribution of ir to the
interpretation of predicates of events. Firstly, the dependency between events and their
corresponding incremental themes is established indirectly, by means of the incr function.
Secondly, the dependency is stored in a single assignment (domain-plurality but evaluation
singularity), which prevents the multiplication of the singular indefinite (see (7b)). Thirdly, a
desirable outcome is that incr is not prevented from mapping onto parts of the object:
(37) a.

María fue leyendo La Guerra y la Paz .
María go.SP reading The War and the Peace.
‘María gradually read War and Peace.’
b. R = page number;
e1= page 20
e2 = page 40 etc.

4. Frequentative andar and encapsulation
Intuitively, (38) is interpreted along the lines of (39): Juan called a friend then another, until all
friends were called.
(38)

Juan anda llamando por teléfono a cada uno de sus amigos.
Juan walk.PR calling
by phone to each one of his friends
‘Juan is phoning every one of his friends.

(39)

e

e1
⨁
e2
CALL(e1)
CALL(e2)
runtime(e1) < gap < runtime(e2)
each friend = friend1
⨁
friend2
=

⨁ …
⨁ …
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Moreover, andar does not license internal readings for the same (see (9a)), which suggests that
andar is not distributive over events in the same way that the universal quantifier each is over
individuals.
(40)

María anda leyendo La Guerra y la Paz.
María walk.PR reading The War and the Peace
‘María is/ has been reading War and Peace [on and off].’

Looking at (40), the event-theme dependency seems very loose. First of all, there is no measure
function that maps reading subevents onto parts of the book, which corresponds to the fact that
the subevents (of reading parts of War and Peace) are interpreted as atelic, and so is the resulting
superevent. Remember that there are no multiplication effects with singular indefinites either (see
(7a)), such that substituting War and Peace with a book in (40) produces the same atelic
interpretation: Maria has been reading from a book. Bare plurals, on the other hand, are
distributed in the subevents (see (5a)), such that substituting War and Peace with books in (40)
produces a reading in which Maria reads a book, then a different one and so on. The conclusion
to be drawn is that the dependency event-theme is underspecified (unlike for ir). An indication
that this intuition is on the right track is the behavior of andar with degree achievements (the
river going up and down in (30)). Formally, the interpretation of the pluractional looks as in (41):
(41)

andar  λEst .λes . E(e) ∧ linear.order({e’≤ e}) ∧ |{e’: e’≤ e}| > n
∧ ∀e’, e” ≤ e (∃t ( (e’) < t < (e”) ∨ (e”) < t < (e’))) ∧
∀e’ ≤ e (∃x ≤ th(e) [x = th(e’)));

The conditions introduced by andar are the following (line 1, line 2 and line 3 in (41)): the first
line requires temporal sequence; the second, temporal gaps; the third, an underspecified
thematic dependency.
The underspecified temporal dependency predicts that one-time achievements require that x =
th(e), hence the oddity in the interpretation of (42). In DRT, a singular indefinite simply
introduces a new variable x and the conditions singleton(x) & atom(x), which means for the
variable error(x) in (42) that the same error is found over and over:
(42)

??María andaba
descubriendo un error en el manuscrito.
María walk.IMPF discovering a typo in the manuscript
??’Maria was discovering a typo in the manuscript.

(43)
e
g

*FIND(=g(e))

f(find-error dependency)
e1  error1
e2  error1
…
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Nevertheless, the behavior of the underspecified thematic relation with a universally quantified
object is still in need of an explanation.
(44)

Juan anda llamando por teléfono a cada uno de sus amigos.
Juan walk.PR calling by phone to each one of his friends
‘Juan is phoning every one of his friends.’

I adopt the translation for each in Brasoveanu&Henderson (2009).
(45)

each th  Xet. Est. e s.∀e’≤e (atom(e’) → E(e’) ∧ th[{e’≤e: atom(e’)}] = {x∈X:atom(x)}
where th[E] = X =def X = {th(e}: e∈E};

(46)

andar calling each friend:
(i) ∃e (∀e’≤ e (atom(e’) → CALL(e’) ∧
(ii) th[{e’≤e: atom(e’)}] = {x∈FRIEND: atom(x)}∧
(iii)linear.order({e’≤ e}) ∧ |{e’: e’≤ e}| > n ∧ ∀e’, e” ≤ e (∃t ( (e’) < t < (e”) ∨
(e”) < t < (e’))) ∧
(iv) ∀e’ ≤ e (∃x ≤ th(e) (x = th(e’)));

The first line says that there is an event e composed of atomic subevents of calling. The second
line says that the set composed of the themes of each subevent is the set of all atoms in the
predicate FRIEND. The third line says that the subevents are linearly ordered, have a cardinality
greater than n and are separated in time. Finally, the fourth line says that each subevent is related
to a part of the theme of its superevent.
5. Tot and decomposition
5.1. Theoretical background: operators max, dist and concatenation
I will first present Brasoveanu’s (2011) alysis of the mechanism for licensing internal readings of
the same and different by nominal quantifiers. Just as in Dynamic Plural Logic (van den Berg
(1996); see also Nouwen (2003)), information states I; J; etc. are modeled as sets of stacks
(rows) {i1; i2; i3; . . .}; {j1; j2; j3; . . .}; etc. Plural info states enable us to encode discourse
reference to: quantifier domains stored in columns (such that each column has an index);
quantificational dependencies stored in rows (〈a1,b1,c1〉, 〈a2,b2,c2〉…).
A difference between what we have seen so far is that, here, expressions are interpreted relative
to pairs of info states (instead of single info states 〈I; J〉). For example, 〈I; K〉, 〈J; K’〉 is an inputoutput sequence of pairs of info states. The right-side info states (K, K’) are only used for
sentence-internal dependencies. Their use is to temporarily form new info states by
concatenating stacks from the initial (left-side) info state. The effect of concatenation is that
elements of the quantificational domain (stacked vertically) are temporarily cast in a new stack
(horizontally), which allows for quantificational dependencies to be established.
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(47)

identical {un, un’} := 〈I,K〉.I ≠ #, ≠ # ≠ ∅ ∧
{x ≤ ⨁unI: atom(x)} = {x’ ≤ ⨁unI: atom(x’)};

(48)

same

(49)

[[ Max i,φ ]]<G,H> =

(50)

dist-WHOLEun (D) := 〈I,K〉. 〈I,K〉; K = K’ ∧
unI = u nJ ∧ I = # = J = #
(u nI = 1 → D〈I ≠ # , K〉, 〈J ≠ # , K〉 ∧
(u nI ≥ 2 → ∀x∈unI(D〈I = , J ≠ # 〉〈J

 Pet. v e. P(v); *(P(u n+m); identical(un+m, un);
iff [[ [xi] & φ ]] <G,H> = AND
for all H’, if [[ [xi] & φ ]] <G,H> = , then H’[i] ⊆ H[i]
requires that H differ from G in the values it assigns to index i;
requires that [[φ]] <G,H> hold (the conditions introduced in the DRS);
H[i] is the largest set of entities that satisfy the conditions set by φ

=

,J

≠#

〉

The last line in (50) is the most important and says that if there are at least two rows storing
different individuals in I for the variable un, then the left input info state stores in turn every x in
un, while the right input and output states stores the entire column un, including the stacks that
assign x as a value. This will serve as the basis for comparison for the adjective same, which
introduces the concatenation operator *. (51) is an illustration of the procedure:
(51) a.
b.
c.

all All u0 boys read theu1 same 21 poem.
all  Pet. P’et: maxun ([atoms-only{un]}; P(un)); dist-WHOLEun; (P’(un)
maxuo ([atoms-only{u0}; boy{u0}; maxu1 ([atoms-only{u1}]; poem{u1});
dist-WHOLEuo (*([identical{u1+2, u1}]))); [singleton{u1}]; [read{u0, u1}];

d.
All(u o) boys

uo

dist (recited the same poem)

b1
b2
b3

`

uo

u1

b1

p1

uo

u1

b2

p1

*

*

uo

u1

b1
b2
b3

p1
p1
p1

uo

u1

b1
b2

p1
p1

b3

p1

-->

-->

uo

u1

u2

u3

b1
b1
b1

p1
p1
p1

b1
b2
b3

p1
p1
p1

uo

u1

u2

u3

b2
b2

p1
p1

b1
b2

p1
p1

b2

p1

b3

p1

& g(u 1)= g(u3) for all g

& g(u 1)= g(u3) for all g
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The conclusions so far are that whole-set based distributivity pairs each individual with all the
individuals in the set we distribute over, including itself; this excludes the possibility of licensing
sentence-internal different, which is unavailable for tot, but allows the licensing of sentenceinternal same, as desired.
5.2. Pluractional adverb tot and decomposition
I will consider that the semantic effect of the pluractional adverb tot is roughly equivalent to the
expression again and again. The adverb again14 is anaphoric on a previously introduced eventtype discourse referent15:
(52) a.
b.

Johnu0 sighed e1. He u0 sighede2 againe1.
[[again]](E〈s,t〉)(e) = 1 iff P(e) & ∃e’[e’ < e & P(e’)]

Subscript 1 on e identifies the event with which e2 is to establish an anaphorical relation. Again
and again, on the other hand, licenses a sentence-internal dependency between events:
John u0 sighede1 again and again+11 .

(53)

Superscript +1 indicates the distance between the first element of comparison (e1) and the second
member (e1+1= e2, which is the position where the values e1 are stored via concatenation).
Assuming that tot is a V0-modifier, we have the following order of discourse referents (54a). Tot
introduces evaluation-level plurality by storing subevents in separate stacks (DECOMPOSITION).
(54) a.

b.

Mariau0

e1

[TOT+11 sighs].

G

u0

e1

g1
g2
g3
…

Maria
Maria
Maria
…

sigh1
sigh2
sigh3
…

The semantic contribution of tot is then looks as in (55)16:
(55) tot +11  λEst .λes.; maxe1 (E{e1}; e1 > n; dist-WHOLEe1 (*([identical{type(e1+1),
14

I am only interested in the repetitive reading, not in the restitutive one (see Beck(2005)), because only the former
is involved in the again and again construction.
15
Superscripts introduce new discourse referents; subscripts refer to previously introduced referents; I use u and e for
individuals and events; the indices keep track of the order in which discourse referents are introduced.
16
This is more a description of the mechanism. I do not take a stand as to what type identity for events means in this
paper (see next subsection for discussion).
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type(e1)}]));
Maxe1 introduces the maximal set of sighing events that verify the conditions: e1 satisfies the
predicate E. The cardinality of e1 is greater than a contextually set n. By dist-WHOLE, the events
are stored by different assignment functions and verify the conditions in the DRS one at a time
(evaluation plurality, see (54b)). Concatenation compares each event in turn with the values
others stored in e1 (including itself) and verifies whether they are of the same type.
5.3 Tot and event type identity
This subsection offers some motivations for the type-identity condition. I begin with the
observation that tot is distributive, but not necessarily down to atomic events. For instance the
Romanian translation of TOT + jump on one foot seven times can either mean that the jumping on
one foot was done on seven separate occasions, or that seven jumps were performed numerous
times. TOT + call three friends may mean that friends are called either individually or
collectively.
So, distributivity down to atoms of both events and their corresponding themes, which is the key
ingredient in Henderson (2011)’s account of pluractional la’, is not an option. Here, the
superevent is structured by iteration of the same event type, no matter how complex:
(56) a.

Maria tot citea
o carte.
Maria TOT read.IMPF a book.
’Maria kept reading a book.’
= kept reading parts of the same book
= kept reading the whole book

The mention of event types invites to a discussion of the status o events, for which I will resort to
the overview in Moltmann (2002) of two views on this topic. The most widely accepted view is
that events are primitive objects, on a par with individuals (Davidson (1967)). Thus, the identity
of events does not depend on properties. A problem for the Davidsonian view is that there is no
straightforward procedure of reference to event types. In (57), the frequency adverbial counts the
insantiations of an event type at particular times:
(57)

The closing of the door takes place every day.

If events are taken to be arguments of verbs, they would have to anticipate not only the meaning
of the verb, but also of its arguments and modifiers, which leads to complications in case more
specific descriptions of the same event are added by means of adverbials. For example, the
careful closing of the door at twelve o’clock every day would be a completely different event
from the one in (57).
A different perspective is offered in Kim (1976), according to which events are derived objects
and they are individuated entirely on the basis of individuals, properties and times. In this type of
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accounts, events are considered to be property exemplifications. Verbs don’t express properties
of events, but properties of individuals, on which events may then depend. For instance,
according to Bennet (1988), events are introduced into the semantic structure by means of
nominalizations ([John’s walk] = f([walk], John, t). But, the adoption of the second type of
accounts leads to a different problem, the fact that it misses the concreteness of events. Events,
unlike facts, are grounded in specific objects having certain kinds of properties at specific times.
Without taking a general stand, I will consider that the identity condition that is part of the
meaning of tot does verify type identity indirectly, in the manner envisaged in the property
exemplification accounts.
6. General conclusion
The two unifying properties for the three pluractionals, mentioned in the beginning, were
distribution over bare plurals (BPs) and impossibility of multiplication of the singular indefinite.
Within a dynamic semantic framework, the explanation may be derived from three assumptions.
Firstly, both BPs and singular indefinites introduce a free variable. Secondly, BPs are numberneutral, as proposed in Zweig (2009). Thirdly, singular indefinites come with the conditions
singleton and atom on the newly-introduced variable. The condition “atom” prevents domainlevel plurality, while the condition “singleton” prevents evaluation plurality. Given that the
pluractionals establish scopeless dependencies, they cannot “multiply” a singular indefinite17 by
means of the same procedure as quantifiers like each.
Regarding the interaction with inner aspect, a number of generalizations can be derived. Firstly,
pluractionals which distribute over events and participants via encapsulation display a group-like
behavior and may be ambivalent with respect to telicity. Secondly, decomposition requires
atelicity at the global level, even though each subevent may specify complete, telic events. In this
case, we are dealing with an instance of event plurality at the level of evaluation. From the
present perspective, the group-like interpretation of EI pluractionals and the complexity of EE
pluractionals follows naturally from the type of mechanism responsible for value assignment.
Finally, the generalization should be tested on other pluractionals as well. For instance, English
temporal for-constructions and keep V-ing are expected to pattern like Romanian tot:
(58) a. John drank beers in five minutes for an hour18.
b. John kept drinking beers in five minutes (till he got sick).

17

A dependent indefinite such as Romanian câte, on the other hand, imposes a non-singleton condition:

(i) Maria a tot citit câte o carte.
Mary has TOT read CÂTE a book
= Mary kept reading a book after another.
18
These types of examples are discussed in MacDonald (2008).
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Montague’s “Linguistic” Work: Motivations, Trajectory, Attitudes
Barbara Partee – University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Abstract. The history of formal semantics is a history of evolving ideas about logical form,
linguistic form, and the nature of semantics (and pragmatics). This paper discusses Montague’s
work in its historical context, and traces the evolution of his interest in issues of natural
language, including the emergence of his interest in quantified noun phrases from a concern with
intensional transitive verbs like seeks. Drawing in part on research in the Montague Archives in
the UCLA Library, I discuss Montague’s motivation for his work on natural language semantics,
his evaluation of its importance, and his evolving ideas about various linguistic topics, including
some that he evidently thought about but did not include in his published work.
Keywords: formal semantics, formal pragmatics, history of semantics, Richard Montague,
Montague grammar, logical form, linguistic form, intensional verbs, generalized quantifiers.
1. Introduction
The history of formal semantics is a history of evolving ideas about logical form, linguistic form,
and the nature of semantics (and pragmatics). This paper1 discusses Montague’s work in its
historical context, and traces the evolution of his interest in issues of natural language, including
the emergence of his interest in quantified noun phrases from a concern with intensional
transitive verbs like seeks. Drawing in part on research in the archived Montague papers in the
UCLA Library, I discuss Montague’s motivation for his work on natural language semantics, his
evaluation of its importance, and his evolving ideas about various linguistic topics, including
some that he evidently thought about but did not include in his published work. For a good
overview of Montague’s work and its changes over time from a logical and philosophical
perspective, see (Cocchiarella, 1981).
For present-day formal semanticists, the historical context of Montague’s work includes both the
linguistic wars between Generative Semantics and Interpretive Semantics and the philosophy of
language wars between Ordinary Language Philosophy and Formal Language Philosophy. In
Montague’s own work, it was the latter that was more important, and probably even more
important were the developments in logic and philosophy that had taken place from Frege to
Russell to Carnap and Church and especially Montague’s teacher Tarski. For reasons of space,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

This paper differs substantially from the talk I presented at Sinn und Bedeutung in September 2012; here I have
omitted virtually everything about the history of formal semantics before Montague and after Montague, which
would have overlapped considerably with (Partee, 2011) and (Partee, In Press), and have added much more about
Montague’s work. I am grateful for comments and discussion to Hans Kamp, Rich Thomason, Nino Cocchiarella,
Ivano Caponigro, and Theo Janssen, to the audiences at Sinn und Bedeutung in Paris in September 2012 and at my
Baggett Lectures at the University of Maryland in November 2012, and to the many colleagues who have given me
interviews in the last two years. For this paper I am particularly indebted to the UCLA Library’s Department of
Special Collections, where the Richard Montague papers have been curated and stored. All references to notes of
Montague’s found in Box n, Folder m, are to materials from that collection. All mistakes are my own.
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I’m omitting discussion of that background here; see, for instance, (Cocchiarella, 1997, Feferman
and Feferman, 2004, Huck and Goldsmith, 1995, Partee, 2011, Partee, In Press, Tomalin, 2006).
I presuppose some familiarity with the basics of Montague’s work in formal semantics; see
(Dowty et al., 1981, Gamut, 1991, Link, 1979, Partee, 1975).
2. The beginnings of Montague’s “linguistic” work
2.1. Montague’s early work
Montague’s early work was philosophical and logical rather than explicitly natural-language
oriented, as was true of Frege, Carnap, Tarski, and others whose work is now seen as
foundationally central to formal semantics. Montague would have contributed greatly to the
development of formal semantics with his development of intensional logic and his combination
of pragmatics with intensional logic (1970b, Montague, 1970c), even if he had never written his
last three papers. The intensional logic he developed unified modal logic, tense logic, and the
logic of the propositional attitudes. In a paper delivered orally in 1955 and published as
(Montague, 1960)2, Montague started from Carnap’s notion of logical necessity as truth in all
models and extended it with relations between models with which he was able to show the
parallels among logical necessity, physical necessity, and obligation (deontic necessity), and the
parallels between these notions and universal quantification.
In that first paper, Montague, like Kanger, did not distinguish between worlds and models, but
did make use of different accessibility relations to model different sorts of modal logics. This is a
modal logic paper, containing nothing about natural language per se, but it does have some
insightful discussion of puzzles of subjunctive conditionals and the possibility of regarding them
as elliptical for versions with explicit “On the evidence that X” phrases.
Another early paper, joint with Donald Kalish (Montague and Kalish, 1959), addresses
difficulties with the application of Leibniz’s principle in embedded that-clauses. The paper is
concerned with the combination of that-clauses and quantification, and with reconciling apparent
problems in the application of formal logic to ordinary language. “The difficulties of this type
arise when systems of formal logic are applied to ordinary language, and consist in the apparent
failure, in this context, of certain presumably valid rules of inference” (p. 84)3. Montague and
Kalish resolve the difficulties by a particular means that is not related in any obvious way to
Montague’s later ‘grammar’ papers, but it shows some of his early concern with logical structure
and ordinary language.
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Montague says in the first footnote to that paper that originally he did not plan to publish it, but was doing so now
because “some closely analogous, though not identical, ideas have recently been announced by Kanger in (Kanger,
1957a, 1957b) and by Kripke in (Kripke, 1959).” This raises possible questions of priority, as some of my
colleagues have noted; I don’t know whether there is a copy of a 1955 handout in the Montague archives or not.
3
Page numbers for Montague’s articles all refer to their reprinted versions in (Montague, 1974).
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In his later papers, as he got into ‘formal pragmatics’, he went further and treated both worlds
and times as components of "indices”, and intensions as functions from indices (not just possible
worlds) to extensions. The strategy of “add more indices” was accepted from Dana Scott’s
“Advice on modal logic” (Scott, 1970), an underground classic long before it was published.
Montague also eventually generalized the intensional notions of property, proposition, individual
concept, etc., into a fully typed intensional logic, extending the work of Carnap (1956), Church
(1951), and Kaplan (1964), putting together the function‑argument structure common to type
theories since Russell with the treatment of intensions as functions to extensions.
2.2. Montague’s work on pragmatics and intensional logic, with applications to philosophy
The immediate precursors to Montague’s three centrally language-related papers were three
papers developed in seminars and talks from 1964 to 1968: ‘Pragmatics and Intensional Logic’
(‘P&IL’), (Montague, 1970c); ‘Pragmatics’ (Montague, 1968), and ‘On the nature of certain
philosophical entities’ (‘NCPE’) (Montague, 1969). I’ll refer to these as his three “middle
papers”.
In P&IL, Montague distinguished between ‘possible worlds’ and ‘possible contexts’; contexts
were introduced to treat the indexical character of such words as now, I, and here (this latter
development represents joint ideas of Montague, Dana Scott, and Hans Kamp). In NCPE, he
applied his logic to the analysis of a range of philosophically important notions (like event,
obligation); this was all before he started working directly on the analysis of natural language.
That work, like most of what had preceded it, still followed the tradition of not formalizing the
relation between natural language constructions and their logico-semantic analyses or
‘reconstructions’: the philosopher-analyst served as a bilingual speaker of both English and the
formal language used for analysis, and the goal was not to analyze natural language, but to
develop a better formal language. Montague’s work on the formal treatment of natural
languages came only with his last three papers, “English as Formal Language” (EFL)
(Montague, 1970a), “Universal Grammar” (UG) (Montague, 1970b), and the last and most
famous, “The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English” (PTQ) (Montague, 1973).
P&IL was the first written, but the second or third published, of Montague’s three middle papers.
It was delivered as a talk in January, 1967, and originally submitted to an unnamed journal in
November 1967, “but was withdrawn after two and one-half years because of the great delay in
its publication; it was thus intended to appear before either [Pragmatics] or [NCPE], for both of
which it supplies a certain amount of background” (Montague, 1970c, p. 119). His starting point
is Bar-Hillel’s idea that pragmatics should concern itself with indexical expressions, and his
main idea is to develop a theory of pragmatics as a theory of “truth and satisfaction with respect
not only to an interpretation but also to a context of use” (p.120). What he presents is a general
treatment, due to joint work by Dr. Charles Howard and himself, that subsumes as special cases
earlier treatments by himself and by Cocchiarella of “personal pronouns, demonstratives, modal
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operators, tenses, probability operators, context ambiguity, and direct self-reference” (p.120). In
a footnote he says that the treatment of those special cases was reported in a talk for the UCLA
Philosophy Colloquium in December 1964; the treatment of those cases in the framework of the
present paper is promised for a later publication. Although Thomason in an editor’s note (p. 120)
added that that later publication was apparently never completed, it seems clear now that the
“later paper” that Montague refers to here is ‘Pragmatics’, which was written after this one
although published earlier. Thomason agrees (p.c. February 3, 2013).
Montague goes on in P&IL to improve on the joint Montague-Howard approach by the
introduction of an intensional language, introducing intensions first and defining extensions in
terms of them. Some parts of the development are credited to joint work with J.A.W. Kamp,
including the part that leads to this: “We thus have a reduction of pragmatics to intensional logic
which amounts, roughly speaking, to treating one-place modalities (that is, relations between
points of reference and sets of points of reference) as properties of propositions” (p. 136.) He
includes an account of belief-sentences and of sentences with seems as in ┌u seems to be
perfectly spherical to v┐. And he refers to applications to metaphysics and epistemology
discussed in NCPE, many of which also have linguistic repercussions.
‘Pragmatics’ (Montague, 1968), reporting talks given in 1964 through 1968, was intended to
follow P&IL. Montague here gives a general definition of a pragmatic language and of its
possible interpretations, of notions of extension and intension for such a language, of truth at a
point of reference under an interpretation, and of logical consequence. He then goes on to discuss
a number of “specializations” with corresponding relativized notions of consequence and
validity, regarding these as “some of the special branches of pragmatics”, including various tense
logics, personal pronouns and demonstratives, generalized and special modal logics, various
combinations of those, and the future subjunctive conditional, redoing all of these in the
framework laid out in P&IL. Credit is given to work of Prior, Cocchiarella, Kamp, David Lewis,
and Dana Scott. He also remarks that “a kind of second-order extension of pragmatics has been
developed in [P&IL] and identified with intensional logic; what appears to be the first fully
adequate treatment of belief contexts and the like is thereby provided. A number of philosophical
applications of the enlarged system are given in [NCPE].” (p. 116.)
NCPE (Montague, 1969), the paper that’s devoted to philosophical applications, contains a great
deal that can be considered as much a matter of semantics as of philosophy, and foreshadows
some of his work in his three final “language” papers. That paper corresponds to a talk he gave at
UCLA in February 1967 under the title “On certain entities considered in metaphysics,
epistemology, and ethics” and later in 1967 at the APA Western meeting under the title the
published paper has. A version was also given in Vienna in September 1968 with the title “Hints
at the philosophical relevance of intensional logic.” There are two important credits in the first
footnote: “I should like to express gratitude to my student, Dr. J.A.W. Kamp, who participated in
discussions leading to that talk and to whom I am indebted for many valuable criticisms and
suggestions, too pervasive to be mentioned specifically below; and to Professor Benson Mates,
whose talk “Sense Data”, given before the UCLA Philosophy Colloquium on November 18,
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1966, largely provoked the present considerations.” He also credits David Lewis and Charles
Chastain for profitable conversations.
The main concern of the paper is the status of such entities as pains, events, tasks, and
obligations. He notes that some philosophers prefer to ban them from the domain of entities and
try to paraphrase them away. He believes that’s possible sometimes, but that there are
“other sentences that most of us on occasion accept and that entail the existence of such
dubious epistemological, metaphysical, and ethical entities as pains, tasks, events, and
obligations. I have in mind sentences like ‘Jones just had a pain similar to the one he had
yesterday’, ‘Not all psychological events have physiological correlates’, ‘God cannot
perform every possible task’, and ‘Jones has not discharged all his obligations’. ... It
therefore appears desirable to investigate the nature of the entities in question, construct an
exact and convenient language in which to speak of them, and analyze the pertinent notion of
logical consequence. The last task would seem a necessary preliminary to the rational
treatment of certain philosophical paradoxes.” (pp 148-49 in Montague 1974).
The sentences he cites as evidence for the need for such entities involve quantification and/or
anaphora, recalling Quine’s ‘to be is to be the value of a variable’. And they are among the sorts
of sentences that show up in the fragments of his last three papers. But here the main task
involves constructing a logical language, not analyzing English. Yet as he proceeds, he spends a
lot of effort (like most good philosophers of language) examining the semantic structure of
English sentences. The very next paragraph after that one begins, “To see what an event is,
consider the sentence ‘the sun rose at eight’. This can be regarded as, in a sense, made up of two
linguistic components – the individual constant (or definite singular term) ‘eight’ and a formula
(or open sentence) containing one free variable – ‘the sun rises at t’.” (p 149) Then he goes on to
consider the relation between the event of the sun’s rising and that formula, examining various
possibilities. (He settles on taking the event of the sun’s rising as the property of being a moment
at which the sun rises, i.e. analyzes (instantaneous generic) events as (a certain class of)
properties of moments of time.)
The important passage in that paper with respect to Montague’s program in general occurs on pp.
154-56, explaining his change from believing that philosophy should be done in the framework
of set theory (“It has for fifteen years been possible for at least one philosopher (myself) to
maintain that philosophy, at this stage in history, has as its proper theoretical framework set
theory with individuals and the possible addition of empirical predicates” p. 154) to believing
that it should be done in the framework of intensional logic, and announcing his claim that he has
constructed an adequate intensional logic. (“One system of intensional logic now exists which
fully meets the objections of Quine and others, which possesses a simple structure as well as a
close conformity to ordinary language, and concerning the adequacy of which I believe no
serious doubts can be entertained4.” (p.156) For additional technical details, arguments
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At this point in the paper, he inserts footnote 4: “This system was constructed by me on the partial basis of ideas of
Kripke and Cocchiarella, reflects in my judgment the intentions of Frege (1892), was presented, along with other
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concerning adequacy, and applications to belief contexts, he refers the reader to P&IL. This big
“framework” change in Montague’s approach to logic and philosophy is described and discussed
in (Cocchiarella, 1981).
The Mates problem about ‘sense data’ mentioned in the acknowledgement, which ‘provoked’
this paper, is described on pp 169-170.
Now Benson Mates (in the talk to which the introductory footnote refers) raised the
interesting problem of describing in an exact way such situations as that about which we
might ordinarily say
(19) 'Jones sees a unicorn having the same height as a table actually before him';
It was this problem that gave rise to the present paper, as well as to the construction of the
intensional logic which it contains. In the light of that logic, the treatment of (19) is fairly
obvious. Since we have decided to use 'sees' only in the veridical sense, we must first
reformulate (19) as
'Jones seems to Jones to see a unicorn having the same height as a table actually before
him'.
And this can be represented as follows:
(20) ∃x (Table [x] & Before [x, Jones] & Seems [Jones, Jones, ^λu∃y (Unicorn [y] & Sees
[u,y] & y Has-the- same-height-as x)]).
So Montague realized that Mates had considered a nice solution but rejected it because it would
require “quantifying into” indirect contexts (here with a table), which before P&IL it seemed
could not be done intelligibly. Thus Montague was motivated to further develop his intensional
logic and to demonstrate that it had useful applications in the domain of such problems.
He goes on to note that we can provide for sense data if we wish – he has already considered the
nature of pains, which are one class of sense data – but quantifying into seems contexts is now
possible and therefore examples like Mates’s do not force the admission of sense data as entities.
2.3 Montague’s turn to the analysis of natural language
No one seems to know for sure why exactly Montague decided to turn his attention to the task of
explicitly constructing a formal framework for the syntactic and semantic description of
language. All of his last three papers, EFL, UG, and PTQ, were devoted to the project of
providing a comprehensive semantical theory applicable to formal and natural languages alike,
and showing how it could be applied to fragments of English. His change of direction came as a
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
material, in a talk before the Southern California Logic Colloquium on January 6,1967, and appears in Montague
(1970c). The system outlined below differs from the one in Montague (1970c) in one inessential respect only: in
Montague (1970c) the set of possible individuals is required always to coincide with the set of individuals that exist
in some possible world.”
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surprise to some of his colleagues; Solomon Feferman, for instance, had been working with
Montague on a book on the method of arithmetization of metamathematics and some of its
applications, incorporating the results of both of their dissertations (both under Tarski). And up
until his last years, about half of Montague’s seminars had been devoted to the mathematical side
of logic. A great deal the joint book was written, but before it could be completed, their paths
diverged, Montague’s principally in the direction of his “linguistic” work. To Feferman,
Montague’s work on formal semantics of natural languages came “out of the blue” (Solomon
Feferman, p.c. January 10, 2011).
With clues from several sources, a picture seems to be emerging. It seems clear that what
Montague most valued intellectually were logical and philosophical results. He clearly
considered the empirical description of natural language a matter of secondary importance; but
he was not satisfied with what linguists were doing, felt he could do better, thought it was
probably worth the small amount of effort he believed it would require, and I think increasingly
took pride in his results and perhaps even began to consider some of the puzzles of natural
language semantics to be non-trivial.
For many years, as I reported in (Partee, 2011), I had thought that Montague’s interest in
formalizing the syntax and semantics of natural language had come from his work with Kalish
on their joint textbook (Kalish and Montague, 1964), which was unusual among logic textbooks
for the degree of explicitness with which they treated the matter of translating from logic to
English and vice versa5. Somewhere long ago, I don’t remember from whom, I picked up the
belief that it was from that process that Montague got the idea that it must be possible to give a
precise formal treatment of the syntax and semantics of English in the same manner as was
customary in logic.
In 2009 and 2010 I asked Hans Kamp and Nino Cocchiarella, both of whom did their PhD’s with
Montague and are cited in a number of his papers, what they thought. Condensing what I
reported of their replies in (Partee, 2011):
From Kamp (e-mail, October 2009): Developing a model-theoretic semantics for NL (natural
language) is a somewhat different enterprise. Here the focus is clearly, naturally and
inevitably on conditions of truth and reference; and in and of itself developing a model	
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Here is an excerpt from an anonymous referee’s report on a revision of the manuscript, sent to Kalish and
Montague by their editor at Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. in May, 1962: “In my previous report (second paragraph,
page 4) I commented on the possibility that this manuscript could become the best presentation in the current field
on the translation of English sentences into symbolic form. In the earlier report I mentioned explicitly only Chapters
I and III. This potential has been realized in the present manuscript. It is a measure of the work the authors have
done that instead of signalizing just two chapters in the relevant respect, one may now elevate to this significant
status Chapters I, II, III, IV, VI, and VII. The development has been realized partly by sectioning and, in this
process, adding new sections with additional material, but mostly by improvement in the exposition. In other words,
all of the chapters devoted to the usual elementary topics of symbolic logic now have first-rate material on
translation from English into symbols and, as an additional emphasis, on translation from symbols back into
English.”
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theoretic semantics is not the same thing as defining a translation function from NL to
Predicate Logic (not even when the models used in the model-theoretic semantics are models
for Predicate Logic). However, a model-theoretic account of NL meaning can be used as a
criterion (either as the only one or as one among others) for adequate translation. And of
course, as became plain in Richard’s later papers on NL semantics (not EFL, but UG and
PTQ), a translation function could also be useful as a way of articulating a model-theoretic
treatment.
From Cocchiarella (December 2010): [Montague’s] early work on pragmatics and intensional
logic had not yet [in the mid 60’s] affected [his] basic philosophical view: namely, that all
philosophical analyses can be carried out within a definitional extension of set theory, which
explains why in “English as a Formal Language” Montague uses set theory to construct the
syntax and semantics of a fragment of English in a way that resembles the construction of the
syntax and semantics of a first-order modal predicate calculus.
But Montague did not remain satisfied with set theory as a lingua philosophica, nor with
unprincipled ‘paraphrasing’ between natural language and logical language, and in the end he
proposed instead the construction of an intensional logic as a new theoretical framework
within which to carry out philosophical analyses6 … .
Once Montague moved on to an intensional logic we have a distinctive new tone about
English and natural language in his papers ... .
Then while working in the Montague archives at the UCLA library in January 2011, I found a
new clue about Montague’s motivations, not inconsistent with either Kamp’s or Cocchiarella’s
opinions, but adding two quite different factors.
Attached to a handout of an early talk version of “English as a Formal Language", July 31, 1968,
UBC, Vancouver, is a page in Montague’s handwriting of remarks he apparently made in
introducing his talk, but didn’t include in the handout itself. There Montague wrote,
This talk is the result of 2 annoyances:
The distinction some philosophers, esp. in England, draw between “formal” and
“informal” languages;
The great sound and fury that nowadays issues from MIT under the name of
“mathematical linguistics” or “the new grammar” – a clamor not, to the best of my
knowledge, accompanied by any accomplishments.
I therefore sat down one day and proceeded to do something that I previously regarded, and
continue to regard, as both rather easy and not very important – that is, to analyze ordinary
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Cocchiarella’s description fits Montague’s statement in NCPE quoted above; the only apparent discrepancy is that
NCPE preceded EFL; but the talks they were based on were not so clearly ordered. NCPE is based on talks given in
early 1967; EFL is based on material in seminars in 1966 and talks in 1968.
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language. I shall, of course, present only a small fragment of English, but I think a rather
revealing one7.
To this formal semanticist, discovering what Montague had said about regarding the task as
being both rather easy and not very important came as something of a rude shock. In the next
section I further explore his attitudes concerning the importance of such work, together with
some evidence to support my own feeling, and Hans Kamp’s, that he did nevertheless find the
task of some interest and not without occasional challenges worthy of his efforts. As for the three
principal papers EFL, UG, and PTQ, many pages have been devoted to them8; here I will allude
to them only in remarks about the progressions of Montague’s interests and concerns.
3. Montague’s attitudes toward developing analyses of ordinary language
As to what Montague considered important, we have first of all the fact that he was Tarski’s
student. “Montague had been socialized in the mathematical logic community that Tarski had
managed to establish in Berkeley, and thus in a community in which publications without ‘deep’
theorems (which I take to mean: ‘theorems whose proofs are substantially harder than what it
takes to formulate them and to understand what they say’) don’t count for much.” (Hans Kamp,
p.c. December 13, 2012)
“It's interesting to wonder whether he would have lost interest after PTQ, or that people like you
might have been able to convince him that developing the formalization was anything but
drudgery, and anything but uninteresting. Even so, I think he might well not have pursued this
project, because I believe Richard's self-esteem was bound up with proving significant, difficult
theorems.” (Rich Thomason, p.c. March 2011.)
“I agree that Richard’s self-esteem was bound up with proving important theorems. … I suspect
that up until the early sixties Richard did not think that there were any important theorems in
linguistics, perhaps because he thought of it as an empirical science and that there were no
important theorems to prove.” (Nino Cocchiarella, p.c. December 19, 2012.)
Montague is quite explicit about attaching more importance to the development of a good formal
language than of a formal treatment of natural language. In his remarks in the 1967 symposium
on “The Role of Formal Logic in the Evaluation of Argumentation in Natural Languages”
organized by Bar-Hillel as part of the 3rd International Congress for Logic, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science in Amsterdam, of which a transcript edited by Frits Staal (and by the
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Montague had added a note to insert: “Other creditable work: Traditional grammar, Ajdukiewicz, Bohnert and
Backer, JAW Kamp.” The Bohnert and Backer reference is to (Bohnert and Backer, 1967), which he cites in EFL,
noting that although their work antedates his, he had not seen it until he had developed his own treatment. He
remarks that his treatment of quantification bears some resemblance to theirs, and that like him, they developed an
idea tentatively suggested in (Quine, 1960) that a predicate like is a horse can be treated with the usual is of identity
and the indefinite singular term a horse treated, as usual, existentially. This is a reasonable analysis in isolation, but I
argued against it in (Partee, 1986).
8
See, for instance, (Cocchiarella, 1981, Janssen, 2011, Partee, 1997, Stokhof, 2006).
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contributing authors) was published in 1969 (Staal, 1969), Montague says:
As far as the main points are concerned, let me say first that I deplore the distinction
customarily drawn between formal and informal languages. The syntax and semantics of
certain not insignificant fragments of English can be treated just as formally and precisely as
those of the first-order predicate calculus, and in very much the same manner. No adequate
treatment of this sort has yet been published; one has, however, been recently developed by
my student J. A. W. Kamp and myself. I might add that our treatment [relies on] certain
recent developments in intensional logic … Thus the methods developed in connection with
artificial languages can be employed to yield completely precise, and not at all 'rough' or
‘unprincipled’, notions of truth and logical consequence for significant fragments of natural
language. Yet, although I have myself devoted some time to this goal, I somewhat question
its importance. … Is it really so important … to be able to establish conclusively that a given
argument in a natural language is invalid? I believe that as the scope of exact artificial
languages is enlarged, people will begin to use them for argumentation; witness the gradual
abandonment of ordinary language by mathematicians between 1875 and the present. … In
this context it would appear more important to extend the scope of constructed systems than
to discover the exact rules of natural languages. (pp. 273-75)
In a number of his writings we can find some ambivalence about the importance of the task of
formalizing natural language. In the first of his three “linguistic” papers, EFL, he includes with
his treatment of quantifier scope ambiguities some remarks that indicate both the seriousness
with which he takes the analysis of natural language and a continuing belief that natural language
is not as well-suited to exact philosophical analysis as a well-designed formal language can be:
Two special points should be noted. Within our treatment ┌the┐ introduces ambiguities of
scope (or of order of construction) of exactly the same sort as those associated with
┌
every┐ and ┌a┐. Further, English sentences contain no variables, and hence no such
locutions as ┌the v0 such that v0 walks┐; ┌the┐ is always accompanied by a common noun
phrase. In these two features virtually all artificial theories of descriptions differ from
English, as well they might: it is sometimes desirable to avoid ambiguity, and the
introduction of bound variables in place of property names permits a first-order treatment
of a good deal of what would otherwise require nonelementary second-order methods.
The moral for artificial languages ought I think to be this. If such a language is to avoid
ambiguity completely, or is to fit within a first-order framework, then it should not attempt
in its theory of descriptions to mirror English too closely; it should rather be influenced by
other considerations, for instance, simplicity. (pp. 216-17)
We see continuing ambivalence, together with a bit of arrogance in his certainty that when he
cares to think a bit about it, he can analyze natural language better than linguists or other
philosophers had been doing, as early as (Montague, 1969) (NCPE):
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Neither of the forms of expression we consider in this paper, that is, a language applying to a
single instant and a tenseless language referring explicitly to many instants, is a close
approximation of ordinary English. A much closer approximation would be a formal
language that combines tenses with modalities and perhaps in addition allows, but does not
require, explicit reference to instants; event names in such a language could be made to look
more like their English counterparts. It is perfectly clear how to construct and interpret a
language of this sort, on the basis of Montague (1968) and the discussion in Prior (1967,
pages 103-105) (later elaborated in unpublished work of Kamp) of how to fit the phrase 'at t'
into the framework of tense logic; one feature would be the replacement of possible worlds
by ordered pairs consisting of an instant and a possible world. I do not introduce this more
elaborate development, because the points I wish to make can also be brought out, albeit at
the expense of some awkwardness, in connection with the simpler tenseless language. (from
footnote 16, p. 174)
And in the discussion of the absence of a category for representing a unicorn, every unicorn, the
unicorn as constituents in his intensional logic: he knows how to do it, and the linguists don’t,
but he can’t be bothered to “supply the details here” (he did later, in PTQ):
For instance, 'x seeks a unicorn' and 'x seeks all unicorns' either would be treated in the
earlier way, in terms of 'tries to find', or else would be represented by means of predicate
constants or locution symbols bearing no special relation to the one used for 'x seeks y’. This
is a situation which I believe could be relieved, but only after one has provided a general and
adequate treatment of indefinite terms in English. Such a treatment can indeed be devised
without much difficulty,[fn 20] and would suggest a further extension of our formal
language; but it would lead us too far afield to supply the details here.
Fn 20: I am aware that some mathematical linguists have attempted treatments of
indefinite terms; but I do not refer to their attempts, which can only be regarded as
inadequate for precise scientific purposes. (p. 183)
A particularly nice example of his ambivalence comes in EFL, where he talks about how one
could add reflexive pronouns to make the language more accurately reflect normal English. His
meta-attitude is rather dismissive of figuring out linguistic details, but he’s quite clever about
how one might do it and I think rather proud of it.
In the text, noting that he just uses anaphoric ‘that N’ where English distinguishes between plain
and reflexive pronouns, he says (p 198),
As another example of S9, notice that ┌every man loves that man┐ can be obtained from
┌
v0 loves v0┐; here it would be much more natural to say ┌every man loves himself┐. It
would be quite possible to give rules providing for such locutions, but I decline to do so
because of the rather uninteresting complications that would be involved.)
But then he gives a page-long footnote explaining how he would do it, with very interesting
ideas about reflexivization depending on (and hence giving evidence for) co-argumenthood.
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These ideas were developed in (Bach and Partee, 1980) and (Partee and Bach, 1981), and later
much further developed and refined in (Reinhart and Reuland, 1993). He starts that fertile
footnote with the ambivalent “There may, however, be some interest in the following tentative
observation, which would be relevant to the formulation of such rules.”
By the late 1960’s, when he was putting a great deal of his energy into the formalization of
natural language, he seems to have been treating that work with more respect, and seems to have
found it quite interesting. Cocchiarella reports, “Hans and I both worked on tense logic under
Richard, and I believe Richard was clearly influenced by what was going on with the analysis of
language. Indeed, I believe that in the end he was driven to add his own contributions to all that
was going on because he began to see that that kind of project was interesting and worth doing
after all.” (Nino Cocchiarella, p.c. December 26, 2010.) And Hans Kamp writes, “From what I
can remember from the many hours that Richard allowed me to be part of and a witness to his
own research, his interest in natural language was genuine. And even if he started out in the vein
of ‘it is all much simpler than you linguists all think, if you only start out from the right premises
and use the right methods’, he was far too intelligent not to see the problems that come into focus
once you sit down in an attempt to get the details of the syntax-semantics interface really right.”
(p.c., December 13, 2012)
It’s also interesting to compare how he introduces his three “linguistic” papers. Both EFL and
UG start with variations on his contention that there is no important theoretical difference
between formal and natural languages, and both emphasize the importance of the intensional
logic he has developed. PTQ, on the other hand, starts right in about natural language: “The aim
of this paper is to present in a rigorous way the syntax and semantics of a certain fragment of a
certain dialect of English. For expository purposes the fragment has been made as simple and
restricted as it can be while accommodating all the more puzzling cases of quantification and
reference with which I am acquainted.” (p. 247). In all of his philosophical writings, we see his
desire to solve significant puzzles; in PTQ, we first see the honorific description “puzzle”
applied to linguistic phenomena. On the next page, we see even more clearly his sense of
achievement in taking on some worthy puzzles (in a passage that of course makes me smile):
“The present treatment is capable of accounting for such examples, as well as a number of other
heretofore unattempted puzzles, for instance, Professor Partee’s the temperature is ninety but
it is rising and the problem of intensional prepositions.” (p. 248).
He gives a good summary of his attitudes and priorities, along with his pride of accomplishment,
at the end of this opening statement at the Bar-Hillel symposium in 1967:
Let me summarize the situation as I see it. Professor Bar-Hillel maintains that no one has yet
given precise and reasonable definitions of such notions as logical consequence that are
applicable to arbitrary sentences of, say, English. We have, however, perfectly satisfactory
versions of these notions for certain fragments of English -- first, for that very narrow
fragment that consists of the 'literal translations' of formulas of ordinary extensional logic,
and now for more comprehensive fragments. How can the scope of the formal treatment be
further enlarged? The most practical course is, I believe, to attempt first to extend the scope
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of constructed languages and to investigate their model theory, and only then to treat an
extended portion of English. The latter treatment could proceed either by developing exact
procedures of symbolization, or directly, employing the methods and insights achieved in
connection with the simpler and more transparent constructed languages. (If this is the
objective, the sort of symbolic language to be constructed would of course be influenced by
the recognition of problematic features of English.) I see no theoretical obstacle to a
completely successful analysis of logical consequence for ordinary language. (Staal, 1969,
pp. 275-76)
And the ending of NCPE is also a good summary of his evaluation of the enterprise at that time:
What I have said about events is certainly incomplete and not completely certain; but I
have reason to hope that the ambiguities I have pointed out will confirm two points
sometimes mistakenly supposed incompatible: there is philosophic interest in attempting
to analyze ordinary English; and ordinary English is an inadequate vehicle for
philosophy. (Montague, 1969, p.186)
4. From intensional verbs to generalized quantifiers.
Montague’s primary motivation was always logic and the use of logic in philosophical
arguments. He explained why that merited some attention to natural language semantics; but
Montague’s interest in language and languages seems to have gone beyond what was “required”,
even if he didn’t value that interest highly. In high school, he studied Latin and Ancient Greek.
As an undergraduate at Berkeley, he studied mathematics, philosophy, and Semitic languages.
He continued graduate work in all three areas, especially with Walter Joseph Fischel in classical
Arabic, with Paul Marhenke and Benson Mates in philosophy, and with Tarski in mathematics
and philosophy, receiving an M.A. in mathematics in 1953 and a Ph.D. in philosophy in 1957.
There is a tantalizing and cryptic paragraph in Montague’s 1967 comments in (Staal, 1969)9:
Perhaps the most important applications of a formal treatment will occur in the realm of
prehistory. Indeed, certain pairs of natural languages, hitherto, on the basis of relatively
superficial criteria, considered unrelated, appear now to exhibit identical idiosyncrasies in
very basic formal features; it would be difficult to account for these similarities except on
the hypothesis of a common origin or very early, as yet unsuspected, historical
interaction. (p. 275).
In this section I sketch what I currently see a partial picture of the trajectory of Montague’s
interest in “linguistic” topics, the topics that came to the center in his last three papers and laid
the basis for Montague grammar. The picture is partial for many reasons: his papers and the
notes he left behind often return to the same topics over considerable intervals with greater or
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lesser changes, so a linear development is not to be expected; and I have still only scratched the
surface of the materials he left behind, have not completed the interviews I am doing for my
book-length project, and have not transcribed all of the interviews I do have. What I offer here is
a way to connect the dots between Montague’s early work on intensional contexts to his later
work on generalized quantifiers in UG and PTQ. Then in Section 6, I describe just a small bit of
the wealth of unfinished work that can be found in his folders of notes in the Montague archives.
Montague’s earliest concentrated work on language-related topics seems to have taken place in
the spring of 1966, much of which he spent in Amsterdam, where he gave a seminar on the
philosophy of language. Notes from that period show an occupation with pragmatics and
indexicality, and with problems of intensional contexts. He gave a talk on “Pragmatics” as early
as December 1964, which is explained by what Cocchiarella told me (p.c. Dec 26, 2010): “Prior
spent the 1964-65 academic year at UCLA, incidentally, and, according to Montague (in a
personal communication to me), it was then that Prior, as a result of Montague’s influence, began
to have a greater interest in a more rigorously formal approach to the analysis of language. Prior,
of course, also influenced Montague, especially about pragmatics and intensional logic.”
Montague was also corresponding with Bar-Hillel in those early years, when Bar-Hillel was
advocating that pragmatics should provide a formal theory of indexical terms.
The other main topic that seems to have concerned Montague from very early on is modal and
intensional contexts, including the puzzles about intensionality raised by Quine (1960) (and by
Buridan, as Montague notes in NCPE). That family of problems was under active discussion
among a number of philosophers Montague was influenced by, including Mates, Carnap, and
Church, and is reflected in Montague’s first two papers in the 1974 collection, from 1959 and
1960. Montague was clearly interested for some time in the problem of intensional verbs like
seeks and conceives; Michael Bennett (1974) notes that we find a suggestion from Montague to
Geach about how to treat intensional verbs reported in (Geach, 1965, p.432).
The particular problem of quantifying in to modal and other opaque contexts seems to have
occupied Montague’s attention as he was developing his intensional logic; see the discussion
above of the Mates talk that provided the impetus for his NCPE, whose associated ‘talk’ was in
1967. NCPE is full of discussion of intensional verbs, and in particular the transitive intensional
verbs seeks, owes, worships, conceives.
In NCPE much of the attention seems to be on the ontology: do various arguments drive one to
admit such ‘dubious entities’ as sense data, events10, obligations, pains? But much of the
discussion focuses on how to analyze key examples containing intensional transitive verbs,
including (for the sense data discussion) sentences with non-veridical sees, like Mates’s earliermentioned example (19), repeated below.
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His concern with events can be separated from his concern with intensionality; it is more connected with his
interest in time and tense logic and with his occasional exchanges of ideas and papers with Donald Davidson. Ideas
about events recur in his work in the late 1960’s, but I won’t address them here.
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(19) Jones sees a unicorn having the same height as a table actually before him.
Since Montague in NCPE countenanced only veridical see, he paraphrased the reading Mates
was considering by (ii) (before analyzing it with the formula (20) given earlier):
(ii) Jones seems to see a unicorn having the same height as a table actually before him.
Montague notes that this path to analyzing the sentence, considered but rejected by Mates, had
become possible only because of Montague’s then-new intensional logic.
But he notes that there are still some kinds of examples he cannot handle straightforwardly
because he does not have any semantic category corresponding to quantified noun phrases. It is
at this point that I think we see the beginning of the path from intensional puzzles to the
generalized quantifier treatment of noun phrases.
In NCPE he analyzes sentences with seeks via paraphrase. He wants to show why, as Quine
(1960) had noted, the argument in (9) is not valid, although the analogous argument with finds is
valid.
(9) 'Jones seeks a unicorn; therefore there is a unicorn'
He first describes a solution that rests on analyzing seek as try to find, symbolizing (9) as (10),
which puts the existential quantifier for a unicorn in the premise under the scope of an
intensional operator11.
(10) Tries [Jones, ^λu ∃x (Unicorn [x] & Finds [u, x])]; therefore ∃x Unicorn [x].
He then goes through a similar argument for owe, analyzing ‘a owes b to c’ as ‘a is obliged to
give b to c’, to solve an analogous puzzle posed by Buridan. Then he raises the question of
whether resorting to these paraphrases is necessary.
The solution proposed in these two cases is substantially to reject 'seeks' and 'owes' as
predicate constants, and to insist on circumlocution when we might be tempted to use those
verbs. We may wonder whether it is possible to approximate English more closely
within our intensional language. What we can do in the case of 'seeks'—and that of 'owes'

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
11	
  The

idea that intensional contexts are all contexts that embed a proposition was widespread at the time. Montague
made a small step away from that idea by countenancing embedded properties as infinitival complements of verbs
like tries. At this stage his intensional logic (the one presented in P&IL) was second-order; his fully typed
intensional logic didn’t come until UG. On the continuing controversy about whether all intensional contexts should
be propositional contexts, and the proper treatment of seek, see (Larson et al., 1997, Partee, 1974, Zimmermann,
1993)	
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would be completely analogous—is to introduce several predicate constants12; and it would
be possible to define them by means of the following equivalences: [emphasis added, BHP]
(14) ☐∀x∀y(x Seeks y ↔ Tries [x, ^λu Finds [u, y]]),
(15) ☐∀x∀P(x Seeks-a P ↔ Tries [x, ^λu ∃y (P[y] & Finds [u, y])]).
(16) ☐∀x∀P(x Seeks-the P ↔ Tries [x, ^λu ∃y (∀z (P[z] ↔ z = y) & Finds [u, y])]).
(17) ☐∀x∀P(x Seeks-two-objects-having P ↔ Tries [x, ^λu ∃y∃z(P[y] & P[z] & y ≠ z &
& Finds [u, y] & & Finds [u, z])]).
(p. 167)
He goes on to note (p.168) that this list can be expanded indefinitely on the pattern of (17), but
then we find ourselves with infinitely many predicate constants, a feature he had criticized in
Quine’s “radical course of regarding ‘seeks a unicorn’ and all its analogues as unanalyzable
predicate constants – a course that would raise the psychological problem of explaining how a
natural language containing infinitely many primitive predicate constants can be learned.”
(p.165) And then we find the following remark, suggesting that he had already worked out the
UG treatment of terms as generalized quantifiers: “If, however, we were to pass to a third-order,
rather than a second-order, language, the situation would change: we should then be able to
introduce a single predicate constant in terms of which all notions analogous to those introduced
by (14)-(17) could be expressed; I shall give a more detailed account of the situation in a later
paper.” (p.168)
That passage in NCPE suggests that he had gotten the idea of making the direct object of seek be
the intension of a generalized quantifier at some time before the publication of NCPE in April
1969, although he first published it in UG and more fully (GQs plus ‘quantifying in’) in PTQ. I
have been unable to track down who had the idea of analyzing English noun phrases as
generalized quantifiers first, Montague or David Lewis. Montague’s UG and Lewis (1970) were
both published in 1970; Lewis read that paper at a conference in La Jolla March 1-3, 1969. Now
I have found some new circumstantial evidence that Montague may have made the discovery
first, or at least independently.
In the Montague archives in Box 1, Folder 7, “Intensional verbs and Berkeley’s argument”, one
of three folders13 devoted to that topic14, I’ve found three pages of notes from September 1, 1968,
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This solution analyzes the ‘object’ argument of seeks-a, seeks-the, etc., as a property, thus bearing some
resemblance to Zimmermann’s treatment of intensional verbs (Zimmermann, 1993), although it is by no means the
same.
13
Box 1, Folder 8 is labeled ‘Intensional logic and some of its connections with ordinary language: talks”. It
includes two manuscripts for talks, one ‘Indefinite terms, intensional verbs, and unconceived trees’ for the L.A.
Logic Colloquium, April 1969, and the other ‘Intensional logic and some of its connections with ordinary language’,
delivered at the Association for Symbolic Logic in Cleveland, May 1, 1969. And Box 2, Folder 8 is labeled
‘Intensional logic and some of its connections with ordinary language: notes”. There are early ideas there about
seeks (February 68), and a unicorn already makes an appearance then.
14
Given how much there is about Berkeley’s argument among the materials in the Montague archive, and how much
of his work it seems to have motivated to some extent, it is surprising that Montague never discussed it in print. The
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which seem to record his first idea about solving the problem of intensional transitive verbs by
giving them “third order” arguments, properties of properties of entities, i.e. intensional versions
of generalized quantifiers. I now suppose that that is the source of the comment in NCPE that
such a thing could be done, an idea that came after the “talk” version of NCPE (early 1967) but
before the final manuscript was submitted (presumably sometime in the fall of 1968). I quote
from these pages to show both that the proposal is explicitly there and that it appears to be new
to him at that time.
Page 1 begins with “We can improve on 25 Apr 68”, followed by a section marked as to be
deleted in which he analyzes sentences with seeks via formulas with tries and finds, as he did in
(14)-(17) in the published paper. The second half of the page says “Try:” followed by three
equations that are crossed out – they analyze all R and an R with formulas that mix lambdas and
set-theoretic notation but are otherwise like the two formulas that follow. (Note that he did leave
a mix of lambdas and set-theoretic notation in his formula for the-R below.) What follows on
that page are proposed translations for term phrases, which he had never had before. These are
essentially the translations we find in UG and PTQ, although there he didn’t include the plural
two-R’s, and his universally quantified term phrase became the singular every R instead of plural
all-R(‘s).
all-R = ^λQ∀x[ R[x] → Q[x] ]
an-R = ^λQ∃x[ R[x] & Q[x] ]
two-R’s = ^λQ∃x∃y[ x ≠ y & R[x] & R[y] & Q[x] & Q[y] ]
the-R = ^λQ∃x[ {x} = {y: R[y]} & Q[x] ]
Jones = ^λQ[ Q[Jones]] (with the “usual” denotation for the inner occurrence of ‘Jones’)
Thus in general a term ζ of the sort above denotes the property of (being a property)
applying to ζ.
Following that first page from September 1, we find the pages from April 25 that they are to
replace; there he analyzes u seeks the P as u tries to find the P, and he writes out a formula for u
finds two P’s much like what we see in (17). He then had a note: “Perhaps the basic locution for
seeks should be: u seeks-all-objects-partaking-of-some-property-partaking-of P”, followed by
several paraphrases and formulas. Clearly he was continuing to worry about seeks two unicorns,
and was not yet satisfied with the formalization.
Then on page 2 of the pages dated 1 Sep 68, he works out ‘u seeks an-R’ in this new third-order
way and in his old tries-to-find way, and assuming as he did that seek is equivalent to try to find,
he shows in three lines that they come out equivalent. And then he writes below that: “So this
works.” And then he checks the equivalences with two-R’s and with all-R’s.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
argument in the form in which Montague summarized it is this (Box 1, Folder 7, in a set of handwritten pages dated
25 March 68): “It is impossible to conceive an unconceived tree. Nothing can exist which it is impossible to
conceive. Therefore an unconceived tree cannot exist.”
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The “Try:” on page 1 and “So this works.” on page 2 make it pretty clear that this was when
intensional generalized quantifiers first occurred to him: they provided a solution to the problem
of seeks. For seeks, he had been hoping to find a more natural formalization within his
intensional logic, not paraphrasing the transitive verb away; and he believed that some
intensional transitive verbs, including worships, conceives, and thinks of, and the intensional
preposition about, can’t be paraphrased with an embedded clause or infinitival phrase at all. (The
claims about those three verbs and about were disputed in various ways by Michael Bennett in
his dissertation (Bennett, 1974), but Bennett did not dispute the usefulness of the general idea,
which he noted applies equally to nouns like conception of.)
There is no mention of David Lewis in any of Montague’s three folders concerning intensional
verbs. So although we still don’t know anything about possible conversations between the two of
them, these notes mean that the earliest known records now give the temporal priority for the
generalized quantifier treatment of English NPs to Montague: September 1 1968 vs. March 1,
1969. That’s very close, and I consider the question still open.
One historical detail that is clear from all the published and unpublished evidence is that
Montague was greatly occupied with the analysis of intensional transitive verbs, and that his
ideas about generalized quantifiers arose from that concern. The version of his intensional logic
in which those intensional generalized quantifiers can be expressed is the version first published
in UG and repeated in PTQ.
The English fragment of PTQ is the first in which generalized quantifiers occur together with
bound-variable pronouns for which they are the antecedents: in that paper he introduces the rules
for “Quantifying In” a term phrase into a sentence, a common noun phrase, or a verb phrase,
giving an account of quantification, scope and anaphora that evidently satisfied him, judging by
the title he chose for that paper. There too his motivation was to account for puzzles of
intensionality, including examples of Karttunen’s that I had told him about, like John wishes to
catch a fish and eat it, which could not be generated in the UG fragment. There the content of
such sentences could be expressed only with the help of predicate such-that locutions, as in John
wishes to be such that he catches a fish and eats it. In PTQ the binding could be managed
directly within the verb phrase.
What linguists found so interesting about Montague’s treatment of English term phrases as
uniformly denoting generalized quantifiers was how it offered a much better fit between syntax
and semantics than had been possible using first-order logic: for the first time, the syntactic
category NP (nowadays DP) could be assigned a semantic type. That was a crucial factor in
defusing the “linguistic wars” between generative and interpretive semantics. And with the work
of Barwise and Cooper (1981) and of Keenan and his colleagues (Keenan and Moss, 1985,
Keenan and Faltz, 1985, Keenan and Stavi, 1986), the study of generalized quantifiers became
one of the most active areas of research among linguists in formal semantics, focusing in part on
long-standing puzzles about determiners and quantifiers and how semantics could help to solve
them, and on the investigation of possible universals of determiner meanings. It is interesting to
see in retrospect how different Montague’s own concerns were. It’s true that he kept searching
for a way to analyze quantified term phrases as syntactic and semantic constituents; and it’s well	
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known that he insisted on having a function (not a 1-1 function, as is sometimes thought) from
syntactic categories to semantic types15, so that for instance all Term phrases must be given
meanings of the same semantic type. But we see in the analyses in NCPE a willingness to
countenance as “constituents” seeks-a, seeks-all, seeks-the, seeks-two; and even in PTQ he treats
believes-that and tries-to as verbs. He was never a slave to surface syntactic constituency, since
the semantically relevant “syntactic parts” could combine in ways other than concatenation,
though he certainly considered it better, other things being equal, to try to respect both natural
language syntactic structure and compositionality. What he was struggling with was how to
characterize seeks, and especially the intensional verbs that he believed could not be paraphrased
away with the aid of infinitival phrases or that-clauses, as a relation between an individual and a
suitable intensional entity. To accommodate the full range of possible object noun phrases, he
needed denotations that were higher-order but still intensional, and he then discovered that
intensional generalized quantifiers were precisely what was required. (Linguists studying
generalized quantifiers, ironically enough, normally disregard intensionality and work with
extensional generalized quantifiers, sets of sets of entities.)
5. Some of Montague’s unfinished work.
It has often been noted that although Montague in PTQ analyzed every man, a man, the man as
term phrases, interpreted as generalized quantifiers, he did not put every, the, a into any category,
but treated them syncategorematically. As subsequent work made clear, there is no obstacle to
putting them into a category of Determiners, categorially representable as T/CNP in the notation
of PTQ. Montague evidently thought about that, but didn’t bother as long as he had only three
determiners and was treating each of them as having a logical meaning, not as constants to be
assigned interpretations in a model. But we see notes in which he was considering expanding the
set of determiners, and then giving them a category. He has discussion in various places about
treating any as a wide-scope universal quantifier and a certain as a wide-scope existential, and
the complications that would be required in the syntax to enforce that. The student-written notes
from Philosophy 260 in Winter 1968 include two pages of “An example of Prof. M’s grammar:
English” – just the syntax, in very formal form, but it includes a, all, every, some, no, two, three,
any, a certain, the.
Later in Philosophy 262A in Fall 1968 (the first seminar of his that I sat in on, together with
David Lewis and Frank Heny), he was evidently working on polishing EFL for publication, but
also discussed ideas which didn’t go into EFL. In one set of notes (Box 11, Folder 7, pp 22-27)
from late in the quarter, there is a discussion of two “possible extensions” (of the EFL fragment,
I believe), each of which requires some supplementary defined syntactic notions. One is “modern
negation” (EFL had just used sentence-final not for syntactic simplicity), for which we “need to
be able to single out main occurrence of main verb of a formula.” And then there come some
more notes about quantifiers. “To do ‘all’, need to single out main noun occurrence in order to
pluralize correctly.” (Montague had in mind to derive plural common noun phrases from singular
ones.) And then the notes report him as going on to say, “Cardinals should be easy once we can
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
15	
  The

many-one correspondence requirement between syntactic categories and semantic types is part of the
homomorphism requirement of Section 3 of UG.	
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do plurals. Since there are infinitely many, we would probably want to introduce Quantifiers as a
syntactic category.” In another folder among notes that seem to be related to EFL, we find a
handwritten page with an early idea about including a category Q of quantifiers, including lexical
“basic quantifiers”: “BQ = {every, no, the, a, only the, all, 1, 2, … }”. As well as striking out the
last ones, he added a marginal note “Probably no category”. (Box 3, Folder 2. “Logical analysis
in ordinary language”)16
In fall 1969 and spring 1970, he was still worrying about plurals. I think he had definitely hoped
to include various plural expressions in PTQ, but in the end he did not; he even had to spoil the
symmetry of his treatment of and and or as connectives that can conjoin sentences, verb phrases,
or term phrases by omitting and as a term-phrase connective, clearly in order to avoid plurality.
Box 1, Folder 5, “misc phil of lg research notes 1969 --.” from fall 1969 and into summer 1970,
is full of interesting examples he was thinking about, and includes more musings about plurals.
We find notes dated 22 oct 69 where he is worrying about ‘committee’ and about whether plurals
designate sets and plural verbs sets of sets; in an update Mar 70 he notes that he still thinks so,
and thinks ‘committee’ also designates a set of sets, … and that ‘numerous’ is a higher-order
predicate (since it can apply to ‘committee’). (This strategy, which he did not implement
anywhere, was later followed by Michael Bennett in his work on plurals (Bennett, 1974).
The following notes from the same folder, from September 1970, may surprise Montague
grammarians who used Montague’s analysis of quantifiers and relative clauses to argue against
Generative Semantics, since these proposed “indirect derivations” look rather generative
semantics-like:
‘two men love a woman who loves them’ ‘perhaps get this from: two men love a woman and
she loves them. (How get THAT??)
A woman who loves them kills two men / Women who love them kill two men
perhaps get the first from: a woman kills two men and she loves them. (Box 1, Folder 5)
But he didn’t put anything like that in any of his fragments; he evidently knew that he hadn’t
figured out everything about plurals and plural anaphora, and he evidently didn’t like to put
anything really speculative into published fragments.
It may also be of interest that in his handwritten notes from 1970, there are quite a few cases
where he explores making a distinction between “deep structure” and “surface structure” (his
words) for some problematic cases, e.g. involving the distribution of any. And in PTQ he says
that now, unlike in UG, he is not directly deriving “J.M.E. Moravcsik’s a unicorn appears to be
approaching, in which an indefinite term in subject position would have a nonreferential
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
16	
  That’s

one of several titles he considered for his planned book. A cardboard rectangle in that folder, presumably
clipped from Montague’s original folder, says in pencil, “Title? The logical analysis [of?] ordinary language /
Language and meaning / The analysis of language”, and in another folder (Box 20, Folder 12) we find, “I’ve written
the first draft of about half of the monograph The Analysis of Language. It’s to appear in the Springer Library of
Exact Philosophy, but I can’t say exactly how soon.” That was in a letter to Bar-Hillel written in November 1970,
about four months before Montague’s death.	
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reading, but must treat it indirectly as a paraphrase of it appears that a unicorn is approaching
or that a unicorn is approaching appears to be true.” (p. 248)
I want to mention one more topic that comes up quite a few times and never got into any
published fragment: the treatment of passives. For a semanticist, the main problems about
passives concern the semantic relation between a passive sentence and the corresponding active
sentence. If an active sentence has an intensional object position (e.g. with the verb seeks), does
the corresponding passive sentence with is sought by have an intensional subject position? Do
quantifier scopes sometimes change when going from active to passive, as Chomsky claimed
(Chomsky, 1957, 1975) with his famous pair of examples, ‘Everyone in this room speaks two
languages’ and ‘Two languages are spoken by everyone in this room.’ Is the semantics of
passives best accounted for by deriving them from active sentences, or by generating them
separately?
At the time of Montague’s death, I had been hoping to ask him how he would want to treat
sentences like ‘There was believed to be a unicorn in the garden’, sentences with interaction of
passive, existential there, and ‘raising’, all topics which Michael Bennett subsequently treated in
his dissertation and in (Bennett, 1976).) Montague never discussed any of these issues in his
writings, so it is interesting that we find in the archives that he did worry about passives,
particularly in connection with intensionality, with quantifier scope issues, and with the same
sorts of issues concerning direct compositionality vs. a transformation-like treatment that we just
saw him debating for appears between UG and PTQ.
In Box 3, Folder 2, there is an undated page containing a passive rule made up from a TVP and
two T’s, putting one of them as subject and the other as accusative object of by, i.e. a direct
derivation. But then he inserted a marginal note, “Probably omit.”
In Box 1, Folder 8 (“Intensional logic and some of its connections with ordinary language:
talks”), among a big set of handwritten notes from the summer of 1969, where he is working on a
fragment, we find three pages about the passive (pages numbered 35-37, out of a set of more
than 50 pages). The first of these pages begins with the word “Berkeley”: so I think he was
thinking about “unconceived trees”. As he worked on Berkeley’s argument, he constantly shifted
from Berkeley’s ‘conceive’ to ‘seek’: it looks to me as though he was concerned that there were
too many different possible meanings for ‘conceive (of)’, which muddied intuitions and invited
equivocation17. He seems to have concluded that seeks is possibly the clearest case of an
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Box 1, Folder 7 (“Intensional verbs and Berkeley’s argument”) Includes a thermocopy of letter from Mates to
“Don” (I think that must be Donald Kalish), dated Nov 16, 1957. The letter is all about Berkeley’s argument about
‘conceives’ and about differences between conceive NP and conceive that S. Mates thinks one main problem is that
Berkeley has a very psychologically robust notion of conceive NP but then uses it as a criterion for (metaphysical)
possibility. And Montague considers a number of nonequivalent paraphrases for conceive NP in notes in various
places.	
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intensional transitive verb, and focused on its analysis. At any rate, just a few lines down the
page he considers the structure (i)18.
(i) P is sought by Q :
For every term β without free variables, ┌ λQ β is sought by Q ┐ is extensional w.r.t.
[model] A. ┌ seeks┐ is extensional w.r.t. its subject (but not its object) (in the intended
model A).
┌
is-sought-by┐ is extensional w.r.t. its object (in the intended model A).
…
Compare:
Every man loves a woman.
A woman is-loved-by every man
Perhaps these are not synonymous.
Hence also perhaps not
Jones seeks a unicorn
A unicorn is sought by Jones
No, I now think not. It’s only that although ┌ loves┐ is an extensional transitive verb and
is extensional w.r.t. its subject, it’s not extensional w.r.t. its object. For ┌ is-loved-by┐ we
have two courses: (i) to regard ┌ P is loved by Q ┐ as synonymous with ┌ Q loves P ┐ for
all terms P and Q; then ┌ is-loved-by┐ would not be an extensional transitive verb. Or (2)
to define
┌

is-loved-by┐

λQ λP …

(P is-loved-by Q

P isu such that Q isv such that itv loves itu. )

I think that course (2) is preferable. But let’s try applying it also to ┌ is-sought-by┐:
P is-sought-by Q

P isu such that Q isv such that itv seeks itu.

Then ┌ is-sought-by┐ becomes an extensional transitive verb. And so will all passives.
[End of those three pages of notes.]
Later in the same set of notes (his page numbers 45-51), he considers issues connected with
scope ambiguities involving the present perfect, the adverb necessarily, other adverbs, and the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
the passages below, P and Q are variables over properties of properties of entities: intensionalized generalized
quantifiers. R is a variable over the type of intensions of transitive verbs. The notation in the cited notes seems to be
essentially the same as in UG and PTQ; see, for instance, p. 243 in UG, pp. 263-265 in PTQ.	
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passive. He starts by writing down what he believes about the passive (p.49), and then continues
for two more (short) pages:
Now the passive voice corresponds to a transitive verb modifier that has no counterpart
among propositional or intransitive verb modifiers.
Passive

λRλQ λP [P isu such that Q isv such that [ itv { vR itu }]]

Then: P {passive stabs} Q ≡ P isu such that Q isv such that [ itv stabs itu ]
Thus every passive is an extensional transitive verb phrase. Despite the fact that ┌ stabs┐
is extensional, it is not generally the case19 that
P {passive stabs} Q ≡ Q stabs P
E.g. every man is stabbed by a woman

a woman stabs every man

However, Jones {passive stabs} Smith

Smith stabs Jones.

P joyfully kills Q
Q is joyfully killed by P
Thus ┌ joyfully┐ does not seem to be derivable from any adformula and perhaps ought to
be taken as a primitive ad-1-verb.
Suppose joyfully were derivable from an adformula. Then … [here he goes through
several lines to show that the two sentence forms above would be incorrectly predicted to
be equivalent.]
But we can obtain an ad-2-verb from ┌ joyfully┐ as follows:
joyful (as applied to transitive verb phrases)
itv {joyful ^{ vR itu }}]]
E.g. P {{joyful ^ stabs} Q}

λRλQ λP [P isu such that Q isv such that [

P isu such that Q isv such that [ itv {joyful ^{ stabs itu }}]

There are other places in his notes where we can see him debating with himself about whether
passive sentences unambiguously have wide scope for the surface subject (as he evidently
believed when he wrote the notes just above) and about whether they are unambiguously
extensional with respect to the surface subject position. Some of the same uncertainties appeared
(independently – I never heard him say anything about passives in my presence) in my first work
on Montague grammar (Partee, 1973). He seems to be accumulating evidence that passive should
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This claim matches Chomsky’s claim (Chomsky, 1957, 1975) that the non-synonymy of “Two languages are
spoken by everyone in this room” and its corresponding active sentence shows that transformations do not always
preserve meaning.
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be an operation on transitive verbs, as later advocated by Dowty (1979), or on transitive verb
phrases, as advocated by Bach (1980), not as operations on sentences as in classical
transformational grammar, not even on sentences with free variables in argument position, as
suggested by Partee (1973).
In Montague’s notes about how to treat the passive, and in the different decisions made about
how to treat appears in UG and PTQ, we can see that he is interested not only in the intensional
logic but in designing it in such a way that he can get good analyses of natural language. We
already noted how he did not rest with paraphrase analyses of seek but asked if there weren’t a
way “to approximate English more closely within our intensional language.” (NCPE, p. 167).
And at the end of the introductory section of PTQ, Montague writes, with respect to the
fragments of English in three papers EFL, UG, and PTQ:
On their common domain of applicability the three treatments essentially agree in the
truth and entailment conditions imposed on sentences. … Nevertheless, the details of the
present development possess certain aesthetic merits, of coherence and conceptual
simplicity, not to be found in the treatment of English in Montague [UG]. (It is in order to
preserve these merits that I here forgo a direct account of such sentences as Moravcsik's.)
(pp. 248-49)
6. Conclusions and Post-Montague postscript
I’ve focused in this paper on the development of Montague’s ideas. It seems that for Montague,
natural language was not an important issue in itself. What was important to him was the
development of an adequate intensional logic, one that would replace set theory as the
framework within which to do philosophy and evaluate arguments. What he found interesting to
work on were puzzles that were challenges to the design of an such a logic, puzzles such as those
that Quine and Buridan had posed, the problem of indexicals, Berkeley’s argument, the status of
such ‘dubious entities’ as events and pains, the “temperature” puzzle, etc. The logical problems
were foremost; but from his earliest work he also paid attention to the structure of English and to
how arguments were expressed in ordinary language, and he clearly considered it a merit of an
intensional logic that it should possess “a close conformity to ordinary language” (NCPE, p.
156). His aims were not the aims of linguistic semantics; but his work nevertheless laid the
foundation for the field that became formal semantics.
There is no time or space left to talk about the development of Montague grammar and formal
semantics more generally through cooperative work by linguists and philosophers. For more
about developments in formal semantics from 1970 until the present, see (Lappin, 1996,
Maienborn et al., 2011, Partee, 2011, Partee, 1997, van Benthem and ter Meulen, 2010, Werning
et al., 2012).
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Abstract. This paper presents a number of experiments assessing the felicity of positive and
negative polar questions in various types of discourse contexts.
Keywords: polar questions, negation, felicity conditions.
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with positive and negative polar questions, illustrated in (1)–(3).
(1)

Did Lucy go to Greece?

[positive polar question, PPQ]

(2)

Did Lucy not go to Greece?

[low negation polar question, LNPQ]

(3)

Didn’t Lucy go to Greece?

[high negation polar question, HNPQ]

A high negation polar question (HNPQ) is a polar question that contains a negative clitic, attached
to the inverted auxiliary (didn’t). A low negation polar question (LNPQ) is a polar question that
contains sentential negation, not attached as a clitic to the inverted auxiliary. Finally, a positive
polar questions (PPQ) is a polar question that does not contain negation. We refer to the clause
‘Lucy went to Greece’ as the prejacent of the questions in (1)–(3). When considering a certain
question, we often simply use p to refer to its prejacent, and ¬p to refer to its negation.
It has been claimed in much previous work that positive and negative polar questions have different felicity conditions (Ladd, 1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000; van Rooij and S̆afár̆ová, 2003;
Romero and Han, 2004; Reese, 2005, 2007; Reese and Asher, 2007; AnderBois, 2011, among
others). However, the precise felicity conditions for each question type have remained controversial. This paper presents a series of experiments testing the felicity of positive and negative polar
questions in various discourse contexts.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents an experiment concerning PPQs, section 3
presents an experiment concerning HNPQs, and section 4 presents an experiment concerning
LNPQs; finally, section 5 provides some general discussion and sketches a theoretical account
of the main results of the experiments. Statistical details are provided in the appendices.
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2. Experiment 1: positive polar questions
2.1. Hypotheses
Büring and Gunlogson (2000) claim that PPQs are subject to the following felicity condition:
(4)

Felicity condition for PPQs in terms of contextual evidence
A PPQ is only felicitous in a context if there is no compelling contextual evidence against
p in that context.

In formulating this generalization, Büring and Gunlogson assume the following notion of compelling contextual evidence for or against p:
(5)

Compelling contextual evidence for or against p
a. Contextual evidence is evidence that has just become mutually available to the participants in the current discourse context.
b. Compelling contextual evidence for p is contextual evidence that, if considered in
isolation, would allow the participants to assume that p is the case.
c. Compelling contextual evidence against p is contextual evidence that, if considered in
isolation, would allow the participants to assume that p is not the case.

The suggested felicity condition for PPQs is motivated by the following examples.
(6)

Scenario: A and B are talking long-distance on the phone
⇒ no contextual evidence concerning the weather at B’s location
a. B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it raining?
b. B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it sunny?

(7)

Scenario: A enters B’s windowless office wearing a dripping wet raincoat
⇒ compelling contextual evidence for rain and against sunshine
a. B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it raining?
b. #B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it sunny?

We conducted an experiment testing the hypothesis that PPQs are more felicitous in contexts with
positive or neutral contextual evidence (CE) than in negative CE contexts.
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Another factor that seems to affect the felicity of PPQs, especially in the absence of contextual
evidence, are the beliefs that the speaker has concerning the prejacent of the question. This is
illustrated in (8).
(8)

Scenario: A and B are talking long-distance on the phone; A is traveling in Egypt, and B
knows that it hardly ever rains in Egypt.
⇒ no contextual evidence as to whether it rains, but negative speaker belief
a. B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it sunny?
b. ??B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it raining?

To the best of our knowledge there are no explicit hypotheses in the literature as to how speaker
belief (SB) affects the felicity of PPQs. We conducted an experiment testing the hypothesis that
PPQs are more felicitous in positive and neutral SB contexts than in negative SB contexts.

2.2. Method
Participants. Participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), an online labor
market place where people are paid to complete small online tasks. AMT offers an efficient way
to acquire high-quality experimental results that do not differ significantly in performance from
standard experimental settings (Buhrmester et al., 2011). The tasks in our experiment were only
visible to AMT participants with an American IP address. The reward per question was 0.03 cents.
All in all 110 participants answered an average of 75 questions per participant (SD=102), with
average hourly rate of approximately 5.7 American dollars. Every question was answered by 25
different participants.
Stimuli: target items. The stimuli were 3-picture cartoons, exemplified in Figure 1. Participants
were asked to judge the naturalness of the PPQ in the third picture. In the example below, the
prejacent of the PPQ is ‘Kate got a cat’ and the speaker is Jennifer. The first picture was used to
manipulate speaker belief :
- Kate to Jennifer: “I’m going to get a cat.” ⇒ positive SB
- Kate to Jennifer: “I’m going to get a pet.” ⇒ neutral SB
- Kate to Jennifer: “I’m going to get a dog.” ⇒ negative SB
The second picture was used to manipulate the contextual evidence:
-

Rose to Jennifer: “Kate got a cat.” ⇒ positive CE
Rose to Jennifer: “Kate got a pet.” ⇒ neutral CE
Rose to Jennifer: “Kate got a dog.” ⇒ negative CE
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Figure 1: Example target item for testing PPQ felicity.
Thus, for each PPQ that we tested, there were 3 × 3 = 9 different cartoons, corresponding to the 9
types of SB x CE discourse contexts. We tested 6 PPQs, so in total there were 6 × 9 = 54 target
items. The first and the second picture always contained an extra sentence (e.g., I’ve always wanted
one or I heard it’s so cute!) in order to reduce the effect that might be caused by the repetition of
specific nouns on the felicity of the PPQ.
Stimuli: fillers. As fillers we used: (a) The target items for experiment 2-3, with LNPQs and
HNPQs in the last picture, and (b) 164 additional fillers with wh-questions in the last picture, e.g.
Which pet did she get?. The additional fillers were based on 41 different questions. They were
balanced w.r.t. the polarity of the question involved (positive vs negative) and the naturalness of
the question (according to our own judgement). There were 326 stimuli in total (54 PPQ targets,
108 HNPQ/LNPQ targets, and 164 wh-fillers).
Procedure. The stimuli were presented in a random order except that a wh-filler separated each two
target items. After every test item, participants had the option to continue with the next test item
or to stop. Thus, different participants filled in different sets of test items, with randomly different
orders. Participants were asked to rate the naturalness of the PPQ in the third picture on a scale
from 1 (completely natural) to 7 (completely unnatural). Each test item was presented together
with instructions and a 1 to 7 scale to rate the naturalness of the question in the cartoon.
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Figure 2: Averaged naturalness ratings for experiment 1.
2.3. Results
The results of experiment 1 are presented numerically in Table 1 and are visualized in Figure 2.
The ratings for the wh-fillers are listed in Table 2. The results show that PPQs are most natural
in neutral CE contexts with neutral or positive SB. They are less natural in negative CE contexts,
and even worse in positive CE contexts. Positive SB increases the naturalness of PPQs in neutral
and negative CE contexts, while it decreases it in positive CE contexts. Negative SB does exactly
the opposite: it decreases the naturalness of PPQs in neutral and negative CE contexts, while it
increases it in positive CE contexts. Finally, if CE and SB are not neutral, felicity of the PPQ
increases when CE and SB are contrasting. There is a significant interaction between SB and CE.
A detailed statistical analysis of the results can be found in Appendix A.
Neg CE
Pos CE
Neut CE
Total
PPQs
Neg SB 5.09 (0.76) 5.16 (0.2) 3.37 (0.29) 4.54 (.97)
Pos SB 3.24 (1.08) 5.95 (0.29) 1.41 (0.2) 3.54 (2.02)
Neut SB 4.72 (1.1) 5.51 (0.36) 1.87 (0.46) 4.04 (1.74)
Total
4.35 (1.24) 5.54 (.43) 2.22 (.91) 4.04 (1.66)
Table 1: Averaged naturalness ratings plus standard deviations for experiment 1.
Good
Bad
wh-fillers
Positive 1.91 (1.59) 6.49 (1.24)
Negative 3.06 (2.19) 6.75 (0.91)
Total
2.48 (2.00) 6.62 (1.09)
Table 2: Averaged naturalness ratings plus standard deviations for the wh-fillers.
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2.4. Discussion
Contextual evidence. The results are partly in line with the hypothesis of Büring and Gunlogson
(2000). In particular, if we restrict our attention to positive and neutral SB contexts we find (a)
that PPQs are completely natural in neutral CE contexts, and (b) that PPQs are not completely
natural in negative CE contexts, as expected. However, we also find (c) that PPQs are completely
unnatural in positive CE contexts, and (d) that PPQs are not completely unnatural in negative CE
contexts with positive SB, which was not expected.
The first unexpected result, (c), may be due to the fact that in our experimental setup, contextual
evidence was manipulated linguistically; as a result, PPQs may have seemed redundant in positive
CE contexts, and may have been judged unnatural because of this. This is illustrated in (9):
(9)

[picture 2] Rose to Jennifer: Kate got a cat.
[picture 3] Jennifer to Rose: Did she get a cat?

In order to verify this possible explanation, a follow-up experiment would have to be conducted
with contexts where positive CE is given non-linguistically.
The second unexpected observation, (d), may be due to the fact that, strictly speaking, most of the
negative CE contexts that we created were compatible with the prejacent of the PPQ in question.
The incompatibility only arose through a conversational implicature. This is illustrated in (10).
(10)

Rose: Kate got a dog.
Jennifer: Did she get a cat?

⇒ implicates but does not entail that she didn’t get a cat

Given a positive speaker belief, in this case the belief that Kate got a cat, it would be reasonable
for the speaker to check whether the ‘no cat’ implicature is indeed intended. This may explain why
PPQs were not judged completely unnatural in CE contexts with positive SB. To verify this possible explanation, a follow-up experiment would have to be conducted where the incompatibility
between the prejacent of the question and the contextual evidence in negative CE contexts is really
entailed.
Speaker belief. We hypothesized that PPQs would be more felicitous in positive and neutral SB
contexts than in negative SB contexts. The picture that we found is a bit more complicated, because SB interacts with CE. Positive SB improves the felicity of PPQs in neutral and negative CE
contexts, but decreases felicity in positive CE contexts. By contrast, negative SB decreases the felicity of PPQs in neutral and negative CE contexts, but improves it in positive CE contexts. Hence,
to predict the felicity of a PPQ in a given context we need to know both the polarity (negative,
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positive, or neutral) of the available contextual evidence and of the polarity of the speaker’s belief
with respect to the prejacent of the question.
3. Experiment 2: high negation polar questions
3.1. Hypotheses
It is often assumed that HNPQs generally allow for two different ‘readings,’ which are called
the outer negation question reading and the inner negation question reading, respectively (Ladd,
1981; Büring and Gunlogson, 2000; Romero and Han, 2004; AnderBois, 2011, a.o.). Whether this
distinction is real and what it amounts to exactly has remained controversial (cf. van Rooij and
S̆afár̆ová, 2003; Hartung, 2007). Büring and Gunlogson (2000) suggest the following generalizations, distinguishing between outer negation and inner negation readings:
(11)

Inner negation HNPQs
Under the inner negation reading, HNPQs are only felicitous if there is compelling contextual evidence against p.

(12)

Outer negation HNPQs
Under the outer negation reading, HNPQs are only felicitous if there is no compelling
contextual evidence for p.

For the purposes of this paper, we wish to remain agnostic as to whether the distinction between
inner and outer negation readings is real. Therefore, we derive from the above generalizations the
following general hypothesis about the felicity of HNPQs (on either reading).
(13)

Felicity condition for HNPQs in terms of contextual evidence
HNPQs (on either reading) are only felicitous if there is no compelling contextual evidence for p.

It is widely assumed that the felicity of HNPQs does not only depend on contextual evidence, but
also on speaker belief. Based on Ladd (1981), Büring and Gunlogson (2000), Romero and Han
(2004), and AnderBois (2011), we formulate the following hypothesis.
(14)

Felicity condition for HNPQs in terms of speaker belief
HNPQs are only felicitous if the speaker believes that p is the case.
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Figure 3: Averaged naturalness ratings for experiment 2.
We conducted an experiment testing the hypotheses in (13) and (14).

3.2. Method
Participants were recruited using AMT, as explained in section 2.2. The target items were cartoons
with dialogues identical to those of experiment 1, but this time with an HNPQ in the third picture
of the cartoon (e.g., Didn’t she get a cat?). The fillers consisted of the target items of experiment
1 and 3, as well as 164 additional fillers with wh-questions, which are described in section 2.2
together with additional details about the procedure.

3.3. Results
The results of experiment 2 are presented numerically in Table 3 and are visualized in Figure 3. We
see that HNPQs are completely natural in negative and neutral CE contexts with positive SB. They
are less natural with neutral SB, and even less so with negative SB. Finally, they are completely
unnatural in positive CE contexts, no matter what the SB level is. We found a significant interaction
between SB and CE. A detailed statistical analysis of the results is provided in Appendix B.
HNPQs
Neg SB
Pos SB
Neut SB
Total

Neg CE
Pos CE
4.66 (0.28) 6.19 (0.16)
1.87 (0.29) 6.1 (0.19)
3.79 (0.39) 6.17 (0.17)
3.44 (1.24) 6.15 (.17)

Neut CE
Total
4.03 (0.58)
4.96 (1)
1.76 (0.29) 3.24 (2.09)
2.86 (0.16) 4.27 (1.54)
2.88 (1.02) 4.16 (1.7)

Table 3: Averaged naturalness ratings plus standard deviations for experiment 2.
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3.4. Discussion
Contextual evidence. The results clearly support hypothesis (13): HNPQs are only natural if there
is no compelling contextual evidence for the prejacent.
Speaker belief. The results also support hypothesis (14): HNPQs are only completely natural in
positive SB contexts. Notice that in negative and neutral CE contexts we have the following scale:
positive SB >> neutral SB >> negative SB
HNPQs are only completely natural with positive SB, less natural with neutral SB, and even less
natural with negative SB. This scale may be explained by the fact that, strictly speaking, neutral
and negative SB contexts are compatible with a positive speaker belief. For instance, if Kate says
that she is going to get a pet, then Jennifer may think that she is in fact going to get a cat. And
even if Kate says that she is going to get a dog, Jennifer may still think that she is (also) going to
get a cat. Note that a positive speaker belief is easier to accommodate in a neutral SB context than
in a negative SB context. This may explain the marginal acceptability of HNPQs in neutral SB
contexts and their even more marginal acceptability in negative SB contexts.
4. Experiment 3: low negation polar questions
4.1. Hypotheses
LNPQs have received less attention in the literature than PPQs and HNPQs. However, one concrete
generalization has been formulated by AnderBois (2011, p.133):
“LNPQs are inconsistent with scenarios where the speaker has a contextually clear
neutral or positive stance.”
This generalization is motivated by the following variants of Büring and Gunlogson’s examples:
(15)

Scenario: A and B are talking long-distance on the phone
⇒ no contextual evidence concerning the weather at B’s location
a. #B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it not raining?
b. #B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it not sunny?

(16)

Scenario: A enters B’s windowless office wearing a dripping wet raincoat
⇒ compelling contextual evidence for rain and against sunshine
a. #B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it not raining?
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b. ?B: What’s the weather like out there? Is it not sunny?
It is not entirely clear whether AnderBois’ generalization is intended to make reference to the
speaker’s beliefs, or to the contextual evidence. We formulate two hypotheses loosely based on
AnderBois’ generalization and examples, one in terms of contextual evidence and one in terms of
speaker beliefs.
(17)

Felicity condition for LNPQs in terms of contextual evidence
LNPQs are only felicitous in contexts with compelling contextual evidence against p.

(18)

Felicity condition for LNPQs in terms of speaker belief
LNPQs are only felicitous in contexts with a negative speaker belief w.r.t. p.

We carried out an experiment to test these hypotheses.

4.2. Method
Participants were recruited using AMT, as explained in section 2.2. The target items were cartoons
with dialogues identical to those of experiment 1 and 2, but this time with a LNPQ in the third
picture of the cartoon (e.g., Did she not buy a cat?). The fillers consisted of the target items of
experiment 1 and 2, as well as 164 additional fillers with wh-questions, which are described in
section 2.2 together with additional details about the procedure.

4.3. Results
The results of experiment 3 are presented numerically in Table 4 and are visualized in Figure 4.
We see that LNPQs are most natural in negative CE contexts with positive SB, followed by neutral
CE contexts with positive SB. LNPQs are completely unnatural in positive CE contexts, no matter
the level of SB.
Negative and neutral CE contexts exhibit the SB scale familiar from experiment 2:
positive SB >> neutral SB >> negative SB
The rating of LNPQs in negative CE contexts does not differ significantly from their rating in
neutral CE contexts. However, if we consider only contexts with positive SB, then the rating of
LNPQs in negative CE contexts does differ significantly from their rating in neutral CE contexts.
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Figure 4: Averaged naturalness ratings for experiment 3.
LNPQs
Neg SB
Pos SB
Neut SB
Total

Neg CE
Pos CE
Neut CE
4.85 (0.63) 6.19 (0.16) 4.78 (0.2)
2.33 (0.23) 6.36 (0.18) 3.18 (0.3)
4.19 (0.47) 6.26 (0.21) 3.93 (0.3)
3.79 (1.18) 6.27 (.19) 3.96 (.72)

Total
5.27 (.76)
3.96 (1.8)
4.79 (1.12)
4.67 (1.39)

Table 4: Averaged naturalness ratings plus standard deviations for experiment 3.
We found a significant interaction between SB and CE. A detailed statistical analysis of the results
is provided in Appendix C.

4.4. Discussion
Contextual evidence. The results do not support hypothesis (17): LNPQs are more natural in
negative CE contexts than in positive CE contexts; however, they are not significantly more natural
in negative CE contexts than in neutral CE contexts. Only if we restrict ourselves to contexts with
positive SB, hypothesis (17) is supported.
The pattern that we found for LNPQs is strikingly similar to the pattern we found for HNPQs.
There is a difference in neutral CE contexts, where HNPQs are more natural than LNPQs, but the
overall pictures do not differ as much as expected.
Speaker belief. The results clearly reject hypothesis (18), which says that LNPQs are only natural
in contexts with negative SB. In fact, we see that LNPQs are least natural in negative SB contexts.
Again, the pattern that we find is similar to that of HNPQs:
positive SB >> neutral SB >> negative SB
where only positive SB results in complete acceptability. Under the assumption that LNPQs require
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a positive speaker belief, the observed scale may be explained just like we did in the case of
HNPQs: the neutral and negative SB contexts in the experiment suggest the absence of positive
speaker belief, but strictly speaking, they do not exclude it.
As in the previous experiments, the effects of CE and SB exhibit a significant interaction. Thus,
to predict the felicity of LNPQs in a given context we need to know both the polarity (negative,
positive, or neutral) of the contextual evidence and the polarity of the speaker’s beliefs with respect
to the prejacent of the question.
5. General discussion
We saw that the felicity of all question types is affected by both CE and SB, with significant
interactions between these factors. This suggest that future theorizing should consider both CE
and SB, as well as the relation between the two, as prominent factors affecting the licensing of
different types of polar questions.
The hypotheses that we tested were mostly supported by the experimental results. However, some
of the results were not (entirely) expected in light of the given hypotheses: (a) the complete unacceptability of PPQs in positive CE contexts, (b) the marginal acceptability of PPQs in negative
CE contexts with positive SB, (c) the ‘SB acceptability scale’ found for HNPQs and LNPQs, and
(d) the marginal acceptability of LNPQs in neutral CE contexts with positive SB. We provided
possible explanations for these results, which may be tested in further experimental work.
The experimental results obtained here also provide the basis for further theoretical work. A comprehensive account is beyond the scope of this paper, but we suggest that the following factors play
a role in how speakers formulate polar questions, and therefore indirectly determine the felicity of
the different types of polar questions in a given context.
1.

DON ’ T ASK ANYTHING IF NOT NEEDED

This explains why all types of PQs are infelicitous in positive CE contexts with positive or
neutral SB, and in negative CE contexts with negative or neutral SB. Marginal acceptability
in negative CE contexts with neutral SB can be explained by the fact that neutral SB contexts
are strictly speaking compatible with a positive speaker belief, in which case the speaker does
have a reason to ask a polar question.
2.

AVOID REVERSING RESPONSES

Farkas and Roelofsen (2012) make a general distinction between agreeing and reversing
responses, and argue that reversing responses are more marked than agreeing responses.
Furthermore, they hypothesize that, whenever possible, speakers formulate their questions
in such a way that a marked reversing response can be avoided. This explains why PPQs are
infelicitous in negative CE contexts, and why HNPQs and LNPQs are infelicitous in positive
CE contexts, even with negative SB. It also explains the very marginal felicity of PPQs in
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neutral CE contexts with negative SB.
3.

IN CASE OF CONFLICT, PUT ALL ALTERNATIVES ON THE TABLE

If there is a conflict between CE and SB, it is in the speaker’s interest to make all relevant
alternatives salient. This explains why PPQs are infelicitous in positive CE contexts with
negative SB, as illustrated in (19).
(19)

Kate to Jennifer: I am going to get a cat.
Rose to Jennifer: Did you hear? Kate got a dog.
Jennifer to Rose: #Did she get a dog? / XDidn’t she get a cat?

4. (a) IF POSSIBLE , USE THE LEAST MARKED FORM (PPQ) (AnderBois, 2011)
(b) USE A MARKED FORM (HNPQ OR LNPQ) TO SIGNAL POSITIVE SB
The felicity of HNPQs and LNPQs in the presence of positive SB is explained by (b); their
infelicity in the absence of positive SB is explained by (a). We have no deep explanation
of the connection between marked forms, involving negation, and positive SB. For now, this
connection needs to be stipulated as an unexplained linguistic convention.
Of course, even though the experiments presented in this paper provide some new insight into the
felicitiy of positive and negative polar questions in various discourse contexts, much more work
is needed to really obtain a clear picture of this empirical domain. Besides the various follow-up
experiments mentioned along the way, it would be especially worthwhile to investigate (a) the role
of intonation, and (b) the role of positive and negative polarity items, especially in HNPQs and
LNPQs (see Hartung, 2007, for initial work in this direction).
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A. Statistical analysis of the results of experiment 1
• 3-way comparison of the different CE levels
A nonparametric Friedman Test for the significance of the difference among the distributions
of 3 correlated samples of averaged ratings in negative, positive and neutral CE contexts,
each with 18 matched items (the values for 6 items each within 3 different SB contexts),
yields that the samples are significantly different (csqr = 28.78, df = 2, P< .0001), with
mean ranks Mneut = 1, Mneg = 2.3, Mpos = 2.7.
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• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
yields a significant difference between neutral and negative CE contexts (W = -171, ns/r =
18, z = -3.71, P<.0002), a significant difference between neutral and positive CE contexts
(W = -171, ns/r = 18, z = -3.71, P<.0002), and a significant difference between negative and
positive CE contexts (W = -125, ns/r = 18, z = -2.71, P<.0067).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
yields a significant difference between neutral and negative SB contexts (W = -88, ns/r = 17,
z = -2.07, P<.039), a significant difference between neutral and positive CE contexts (W =
93, ns/r = 18, z = 2.01, P<.045), and a significant difference between negative and positive
CE contexts (W = 125, ns/r = 18, z = 2.71, P<.0067).
• Main effects of CE and SB, and interaction between the two
A 2-factor Anova with 9 repeated measures yields a significant effect of CE (df=2, F=49.45,
P<.0001), a significant effect of SB (df = 2, F=54.83, P<.0001), and a significant interaction
between CE and SB (df=4, F=45.66, P<.0001).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given negative CE
Considering only negative CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between positive
and neutral SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05) and a significant difference between positive and
negative SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between neutral and negative
SB only in a directional test (W = -13, ns/r = 5, Pdir <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given positive CE
Considering only positive CE contexts, we obtain a significant difference between positive
and negative SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between positive and
neutral SB is obtained only in a directional test (W = 17, ns/r = 6, Pdir <.05), and the same
goes for the difference between neutral and negative SB (W = 18, ns/r = 6, Pdir <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given neutral CE
Considering only neutral CE contexts, we obtain a significant difference between neutral
and negative SB (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05) and a significant difference between negative and
positive SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between neutral and positive
SB is obtained only in a directional test (W = 17, ns/r = 6, Pdir <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given neutral SB
Considering only neutral SB contexts, we obtain a significant difference between neutral
and negative CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05) and a significant difference between positive and
neutral CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between positive and negative
CE is obtained only in a directional test (W = 13, ns/r = 6, Pdir <.05).
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• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given negative SB
Considering only negative SB contexts, we obtain a significant difference between neutral
and negative CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05) and a significant difference between neutral and
positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05). We do not find a significant difference between
negative and positive CE contexts (W = -3, ns/r = 6).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given positive SB
Considering only positive SB contexts, we obtain a significant difference between neutral
and negative CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), a significant difference between neutral and
positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), and a significant difference between negative and
positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05).
B. Statistical analysis of the results of experiment 2
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
yields a significant difference between neutral and negative CE (W = -129, ns/r = 17, z =
-3.04, P<.0025), a significant difference between neutral and positive CE (W = -171, ns/r =
18, z = -3.71, P<.0002), and a significant difference between negative and positive CE (W =
-171, ns/r = 18, z = -3.71, P<.0002).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
yields a significant difference between neutral and negative SB (W = -153, ns/r = 18, z =
-3.32, P=.0009), a significant difference between neutral and positive SB (W = 158, ns/r =
18, z = 3.43, P<.0006), and a significant difference between negative and positive SB (W =
163, ns/r = 18, z = 3.54, P<.0004).
• Main effects of CE and SB, and interaction between the two
A 2-factor Anova with 9 repeated measures yields a significant effect of CE (df=2, F=400.6,
P<.0001), a significant effect of SB (df = 2, F=136.3, P<.0001), and a significant interaction
between CE and SB (df=4, F=64.8, P<.0001).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given negative CE
Considering only negative CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
negative SB (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), a significant difference between neutral and positive
SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), and a significant difference between negative and positive SB
contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given neutral CE
Considering only neutral CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
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negative SB (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), a significant difference between negative and positive SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), and a significant difference between neutral and positive
SB contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given positive CE
Considering only positive CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields no significant difference between positive
and negative SB (W = -13, ns/r = 6, P>.05), no significant difference between positive and
neutral SB (W = -8, ns/r = 6), and no significant difference between neutral and negative SB
(W = -3, ns/r = 6).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given neutral SB
Considering only neutral SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between positive and
negative CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), a significant difference between positive and neutral
CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), and a significant difference between neutral and negative CE
contexts (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given negative SB
Considering only negative SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), a significant difference between negative and positive
CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), and a significant difference between neutral and negative CE
(W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given positive SB
Considering only positive SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), a significant difference between negative and positive CE (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), but no significant difference between neutral and negative
CE contexts (W = -4, ns/r = 5).
C. Statistical analysis of the results of experiment 3
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
yields a significant difference between neutral and positive CE contexts (W = -171, ns/r =
18, z = -3.71, P<.0002), a significant difference between negative and positive CE contexts
(W = -171, ns/r = 18, z = -3.71, P<.0002), but no significant difference between neutral and
negative CE contexts (W = 39, ns/r = 18, z = .84, P=.4).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels
A Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 18 matched pairs
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yields a significant difference between neutral and negative SB contexts (W = -113, ns/r = 17,
z = -2.66, P=.0078), a significant difference between neutral and positive CE contexts (W =
143, ns/r = 18, z = 3.1, P<.0019), and a significant difference between negative and positive
CE contexts (W = 136, ns/r = 18, z = 2.95, P<.0032).
• Main effects of CE and SB, and interaction between the two
A 2-factor Anova with 9 repeated measures yields a significant effect of CE (df = 2, F =
404.14, P<.0001), a significant effect of SB (df = 2, F = 112.2, P<.0001), and a significant
interaction between CE and SB (df = 4, F = 28.17, P<.0001).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given negative CE
Considering only negative CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
positive SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P <.05) and a significant difference between negative and
positive SB (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between neutral and negative
SB was obtained only in a directional test (W = -15, ns/r = 5, Pdir <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given neutral CE
Considering only neutral CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
negative SB contexts (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), a significant difference between negative
and positive SB contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), and a significant difference between
neutral and positive SB contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different SB levels, given positive CE
Considering only positive CE contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields no significant difference between positive
and negative SB (W = 14, ns/r = 6), no significant difference between positive and neutral SB
(W = 7, ns/r = 6), and no significant difference between neutral and negative SB (W = 7, ns/r
= 6).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given neutral SB
Considering only neutral SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between positive and
negative CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P <.05) and a significant difference between positive and
neutral CE (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05). A significant difference between neutral and negative
CE is obtained only in a directional test (W = -18, ns/r = 6, Pdir <.05).
• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given negative SB
Considering only negative SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference
between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
positive CE contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), a significant difference between negative and
positive CE contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), but no significant difference between neutral
and negative CE contexts (W = -1, ns/r = 6).
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• Pairwise comparison of the different CE levels, given positive SB
Considering only positive SB contexts, a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test for the difference between two samples of 6 matched pairs yields a significant difference between neutral and
negative CE contexts (W = 21, ns/r = 6, P<.05), a significant difference between neutral
and positive CE contexts (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05), and a significant difference between
negative and positive CE contexts (W = -21, ns/r = 6, P <.05).
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A scalar implicature-based approach to Neg-raising
Jacopo Romoli — Macquarie University

Abstract. In this paper, I give an analysis of neg-raising inferences as scalar implicatures. The
main motivation for this account as opposed to a presupposition-based approach (Bartsch 1973 and
Gajewski 2005, 2007) comes from the differences between presuppositions and neg-raising inferences, noticed by Gajewski (2005, 2007) and Homer (2012). In response to this issue, Gajewski
(2007) argues that neg-raising predicates are soft presuppositional triggers and adopts the account
of how their presuppositions arise by Abusch (2002, 2010). However, I argue that there is a difference between soft triggers and neg-raising predicates in their behavior in embeddings; a difference
that is straightforwardly accounted for in the present approach. Furthermore, by adopting Abusch’s
(2010) account of soft triggers, Gajewski (2007) inherits the assumptions of a pragmatic principle
of disjunctive closure and of a non-standard interaction between semantics and pragmatics - assumptions that are not needed by the present proposal, which is just based on a regular theory of
scalar implicatures.
Keywords: Neg-raising, Presuppositions, Scalar implicatures, Alternatives
1. Introduction
It is an old observation in the literature that certain sentence embedding predicates such as think
and want interact with negation in a surprising way: when negated, these predicates are generally
interpreted as if negation was taking scope in the embedded clause. In brief, sentences like (1-a)
and (2-a) are generally interpreted as (1-b) and (2-b), respectively.
(1)

a.
b.

John doesn’t think Bill left.
John thinks Bill didn’t leave.

(2)

a.
b.

John doesn’t want Bill to leave.
John wants Bill not to leave.

The traditional name for this phenomenon is “neg-raising”, and predicates like think and want are
called “neg-raising predicates”.1 The fact that a sentence with wide scope negation appears to
1

(i)

Beyond think and want, there are many other neg-raising predicates, the following in (i) is a list from Horn 1989.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

believe, suppose, imagine, expect, reckon, feel
seem, appear, look like, sound like, feel like
be probable, be likely, figure to
intend, choose, plan
be supposed to, ought, should, be desirable, advise, suggest
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imply the one with narrow scope is not predicted by the standard semantics of such predicates.2
Furthermore, other sentence-embedding predicates do not exhibit this property; compare (1-a) and
(2-a) above with the sentence with a non-neg-raising predicate like be certain in (3-a): the latter
does not imply at all the corresponding sentence with internal negation in (3-b).
(3)

a.
b.

John isn’t certain that Bill left.
John is certain that Bill didn’t leave.

A successful approach to Neg-raising in the literature is the presuppositional account defended in
Bartsch 1973 and Gajewski 2005, 2007. This account can explain a variety of data relating to negraising, however, it also faces the problem of explaining why the presupposition that it postulates
does not behave like other presuppositions in embeddings other than negation.3 Gajewski (2007)
tries to overcome this problem by connecting neg-raising predicates to “soft” presuppositional triggers, in the sense of Abusch (2002, 2010), a class of triggers whose presupposition is particularly
weak and context-dependent. I argue that, nonetheless, the behavior of neg-raising predicates is
different also from that of this class of presuppositional triggers. Furthermore, as I discuss below,
by adopting Abusch’s (2010) account of soft triggers, Gajewski (2007) inherits some empirical issues and extra non-standard assumptions about the semantics-pragmatic interface associated with
that view.
In this paper, following ideas in Chemla 2009a and Abusch (2002, 2010), I propose a scalar implicature based account of the inferences associated with neg-raising predicates (“neg-raising inferences”, henceforth). I discuss two main arguments which favor this approach over the presuppositional one: first, it can straightforwardly account for the differences between between neg-raising
predicates and presuppositional triggers. Second, it is based on an independently justified theory
of scalar implicatures and it does not need to adopt the system in Abusch 2010, which, as I discuss
below, has conceptual and empirical problems. While being based on implicatures, the account that
See Horn 1978 for a general introduction to neg-raising and Homer 2012 for an extensive discussion of neg-raising
modals.
2
The standard way to analyze such predicates, stemming from Hintikka (1969), is as universal quantifiers over
possible worlds, restricted to some modal base. So for instance the semantics of believe is in (i), where M is a
function from worlds and individuals to sets of worlds, in this case the set of worlds compatible with the beliefs of a
in w.
(i)

[[believe]](p)(a)(w) = ∀w0 ∈ M (w, a)[p(w)]

It is clear that negating (i) as in (ii-a) is not equivalent to (ii-b), where negation takes narrow scope.
(ii)

a.
b.
3

¬[∀w0 ∈ M (w, a)[p(w)]]
∀w0 ∈ M (w, a)[¬p(w)]

I will not be able to do full justice to the predictions of the presuppositional approach within the limits of this
paper. See Romoli 2012 for extensive discussion of the good predictions of the presuppositional approach and how
they can be reproduced in the scalar implicature approach proposed here.
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I propose is different from Horn’s (1978) in that it only uses regular and independently motivated
scalar implicatures.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, I summarize the version of the presuppositional
approach by Gajewski (2005, 2007) and the account of soft triggers by Abusch (2010) that Gajewski (2007) adopts. In section 3, I discuss a problematic prediction of this approach. This constitutes
the motivation for the scalar implicature-based analysis of neg-raising that I outline in section 4. In
section 5, I discuss its predictions and in particular how the proposal accounts for the differences
between neg-raising inferences and presuppositions. I conclude the paper in section 6.
2. The presuppositional approach
2.1. The excluded middle as a presupposition
Gajewski (2005), building on Bartsch (1973), proposes a presuppositional account of neg-raising.
The idea is that a sentence like (4-a), schematized as in (4-b), presupposes the so-called excluded
middle proposition in (4-c), something that in the case of (4-a) we could paraphrase as “John has
an opinion as to whether Bill is here”.
(4)

a.
b.
c.

John believes that Bill is here.
believej (p)
believej (p) ∨ believej (¬p)

The positive case is not particularly interesting, because (4-c) is entailed by (4-b). However, when
we negate (4-a) as in (5-a), under the assumption that presuppositions project through negation, we
obtain the result in (5-d). This is obtained because (5-b) together with its presupposition in (5-c)
entails (5-d) (if it’s false that John believes that Bill is here and he has an opinion as to whether
Bill is here or not, then he must believe that Bill is not here).
(5)

a.
b.
c.
d.

John doesn’t believe that Bill is here.
¬believe(p)
believej (p) ∨ believej (¬p)
believej (¬p)

The main problem for a presuppositional approach to neg-raising is the fact that there is very little
evidence that the proposition assumed to give rise to neg-raising, the excluded middle proposition,
has a presuppositional status. As Gajewski (2005, 68) says, “the evidence turns out to be mixed,
tending towards suggesting that neg-raising predicates are not presuppositional.” The standard test
for presuppositionality is the projection behavior, that is the phenomenon exemplified by (6-a),
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which presupposes (6-b) in the same way as complex sentences embedding (6-a) like (6-c)-(6-f)
do.
(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

It was Mary who killed Bill.
Somebody killed Bill.
It wasn’t Mary who killed Bill.
If it was Mary who killed Bill, she should confess.
Perhaps it was Mary who killed Bill.
Was it Mary who killed Bill?

Negation aside, however, the rest of the projection behavior of the excluded middle does not look
presuppositional. Compare the cases in (6-d)-(6-f) above, with those in (7-d)-(7-f): it is unclear
that we want the inference from the latter to (7-b).
(7)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Bill thinks that Sue is here.
Bill has an opinion as to whether Sue is here
Bill doesn’t think that Sue is here.
If Bill thinks that Sue is here, he will come.
Perhaps Bill thinks that Sue is here.
Does Bill think that Sue is here?

Again quoting from Gajewski (2005):
There are certain environments linguists use to diagnose the presence of a presupposition. The most common are the antecedents of conditionals, yes/no questions, and
epistemic modals. [...] If think introduces the presupposition that its subject is opinionated about the truth or falsity of its complement, then we expect each of the sentences
to imply that Bill has an opinion as to whether Sue is here. This does not seem to be
the case Gajewski (2005, p.69)
In response to this difference, that is not predicted by the presuppositional approach, Gajewski
(2007) postulates that the excluded middle is a soft presupposition and that this would account
for the differences with other presuppositions. In the following section, I turn to the connection
between neg-raising and soft triggers and I summarize Gajewski’s (2007) proposal.
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2.2. The excluded middle as a pragmatic inference: connecting neg-raising and soft triggers
2.2.1. Soft triggers
Presupposition triggers can be divided into two groups, soft and hard, on the basis of whether the
presuppositions they give rise to are easily defeasible (Abusch, 2002, 2010; Romoli, 2011, 2012).
A paradigmatic example of a soft trigger is win whereas an example of a hard one is it-clefts: a
sentence with win like (8-a), its negation in (8-b), and a conditional with (8-a) embedded in the
antecedent like (8-c), give rise to the inference in (8-d). Analogously, (9-a)-(9-c) give rise to the
inference in (9-d).
(8)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Bill won the marathon.
Bill didn’t win the marathon.
If Bill won the marathon, he will celebrate tonight.
Bill participated in the marathon.

(9)

a.
b.
c.
d.

It was Mary who broke that computer.
It wasn’t Mary who broke that computer.
If it was Mary who broke that computer, she should repair it.
Somebody broke that computer.

Another way to look at the pattern above is is by taking (8-d) and (9-d) as inferences of (8-a)
and (9-a) respectively, and showing that they project regardless of whether they are embedded
under negation or in the antecedent of a conditional. The examples above show that both soft and
hard triggers exhibit the same projection behavior characteristic of presuppositions. However, they
also differ in other respects. In particular, one way to distinguish between soft and hard triggers
is what Simons (2001) calls “the explicit ignorance test”. The recipe is to create a context in
which the speaker is manifestly ignorant about the presupposition; triggers that do not give rise
to infelicity in such contexts are soft triggers. Consider the following two examples modeled on
Abusch 2010 that show that according to this diagnostic win and it-clefts are indeed soft and hard
triggers respectively.4
4

Notice that the presupposition of a soft trigger can be suspended even if the speaker does not say explicitly that
she is ignorant about it. However, it has to be evident from the context that she is. Consider the following example in
(i) and assume it is a conversation between two people who are meeting for the first time (from Geurts (1995) reported
in Simons (2001)): the presupposition of stop, i.e. that the addressee used to smoke, is clearly not present.
(i)

I noticed that you keep chewing on your pencil. Have you recently stopped smoking?
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(10)

I don’t know whether Bill ended up participating in the Marathon yesterday
but if he won, he is certainly celebrating right now.

(11)

I don’t know whether anybody broke that computer
#but if it is Mary who did it, she should repair it.

In sum, there is a class of presuppositions that can be suspended in a context that supplies the relevant information about the speaker’s epistemic state. In the next subsection, I summarize Abusch’s
(2010) alternatives-based account of the presupposition of soft triggers, “soft presuppositions”
henceforth, and some of the problems that it faces. Then I turn to Gajewski’s (2007) account of
neg-raising predicates as soft triggers.

2.2.2. Abusch 2010
Abusch (2002, 2010) proposes a pragmatic account of soft presuppositions based on lexical alternatives. The architecture of her proposal is as follows: the semantics of a soft trigger does
not contribute a semantic presupposition but rather it provides a set of lexical alternatives; the
pragmatic side is constituted by a principle that operates on these alternatives. The flexibility and
defeasibility of soft presuppositions comes from the context sensitivity of the pragmatic principle.
In slightly more detail, she assumes that the alternatives of soft triggers are intuitively contrastive
terms, so that, for instance, win and lose are alternatives to each other. These lexical alternatives
grow compositionally similarly to what is assumed in focus semantics, ultimately giving rise to
sentential alternatives. For instance (12-a), schematized in (12-b), has the alternatives in (12-c)
(12)

a.
b.
c.

Bill won.
won(b)

Alt(12-b) = won(b), lost(b)

On the pragmatic side, Abusch (2010) assumes a pragmatic default principle, which requires the
disjunction of the set of alternatives, indicated as ∨Alt, to be true. Given the alternatives assumed,
their disjunction entails what is generally assumed to be the soft presupposition. For instance,
disjunctive closure applied to the alternative set in (12-c) gives rise to the entailment that Bill
participated - that is (13-a) entails (13-b).
(13)

a.
b.

∨{won(b), lost(b)} = (won(b) ∨ lost(b))
participated(b)
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The inferences of soft triggers in unembedded cases are derived by using lexical alternatives and a
pragmatic principle of disjunctive closure operating on them. Assuming that they are generated in
this way, however, raises the question of how such presuppositions should project. Indeed, one of
the main challenges associated with soft triggers is explaining the fact that even if they are different
from hard triggers with respect to defeasibility, they appear to project in very similar ways. In other
words, a theory that can account for their defeasibility, still has to provide an explanation for the
projection patterns. In relation to this Abusch (2010) assumes a dynamic framework along the lines
of Heim 1983 and crucially formulates her pragmatic principle in such a way as to make reference
to the local contexts created by the context change potentials of the dynamic meanings that make
up the sentences. The definition of the principle is in (14).
(14)

If a sentence ψ is uttered in a context with common ground c and ψ embeds a clause φ
which contributes an alternative set Alt, then typically c is such that the corresponding
local context d for φ entails that some element of Alt is true.

The local contexts referred to in (14) are those information states created by the dynamic compositional semantics she assumes. I refer the reader to Abusch’s (2010) paper for the details, but
what is relevant for us is that this strategy effectively mimics the projection behavior of semantic presuppositions, by applying the pragmatic default globally, in a way that makes reference to
the local context of the trigger. In other words, the principle in (14) applies to full sentences, at
the global level, but makes reference to local contexts that are created during the composition of
such sentences. Notice that this last assumption is at odds with standard assumptions about the
semantics-pragmatics interface, whereby pragmatics only has access to the output of the semantics, generally thought to be a proposition (or a set of propositions). Here instead we would need a
way to keep track of the history of the semantic composition in terms of context change potentials
and then make this visible to pragmatics.
Beyond this conceptual point, there are two empirical problems connected to the way soft presuppositions project in Abusch’s (2010) system: first, soft and hard presuppositions appear to pattern
differently with respect to the projection behavior in quantificational sentences (Charlow 2009;
Fox 2012; see also Chemla 2009b). In her system, the projection behavior of soft presuppositions
exploits indirectly that of hard presuppositions, so the former is predicted to be identical to the
latter, and no difference is expected between them with respect to projection. Second, a further
problem for this account was pointed out by Sauerland (2008), who observed that when a soft
trigger is embedded under another, the disjunctive closure of the combination of alternatives gives
rise to an inference that is too weak. As he discusses, a sentence like (15-a), which contains the
soft triggers win and stop, has intuitively the inference in (15-b). However, the disjunctive closure
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of the alternatives in (15-c) only gives rise to (15-d).5,6
(15)

a.
b.
c.
d.

John stopped winning
John used towin

stop(win(j)), stop(lose(j))
Alt(15-a) =
continue(win(j)), continue(lose(j))
John used to participate

As Sauerland (2008) shows, the problem generalizes to all sentences which contain more than one
soft trigger.7

2.2.3. Gajewski 2007
Following Abusch (2002, 2010), Gajewski (2007) proposes that neg-raising predicates are also
soft triggers and stipulates that the alternatives of a neg-raising predicate are the corresponding
predicates with internal negation; hence, a predicate like believe would have doubt (=believe-not)
as its alternative, while a predicate like want would have want-not. As shown in (16-a)-(16-d), once
we apply the principle of disjunctive closure proposed by Abusch (2010) over these alternatives
we obtain as an inference the excluded middle proposition that Bartsch (1973) postulates directly
as a presupposition. Once generated, this inference is predicted to project as a presupposition, in
the way described above.
5

Abusch (2010) does not include anymore stop in the list of triggers that she discusses, contrary to Abusch (2002).
The problem is however general and it applies to any case of a soft trigger embedded into another. Furthermore, if her
theory is not meant to apply to aspectuals or factives, it is not anymore an account of soft triggers as identified by the
explicit ignorance test above, but rather an account of a subset of them, for which, however, she does not specify a
criterion of identification.
6
Notice that in this case the inference in (15-b) is an entailment of (15-a), so Abusch (2010) could appeal to this
entailment to account for the intuition that (15-a) leads to the inference in (15-b). However, this would not help her in
the case of (i-a), which does not entail (i-b), but still has (i-b) as an inference.
(i)

a.
b.

John didn’t stop winning
John used to win

7

In response to this, Abusch (p.c. to Sauerland) suggests that the pragmatic principle should apply every time a soft
trigger is encountered. This would ensure that there would never be a combination of the alternatives of soft triggers.
However, given the assumption that the alternatives of soft triggers grow compositionally, the same problem would
arise with other alternative bearers like scalar terms. For instance, in the case of (i-a) the predicted inference is only
(i-b) and not the intuitively correct (i-c).
(i)

a.
b.
c.

(Now that he is retired), John didn’t stop meeting all the students
John used to meet some of the students
John used to meet all of the students
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a.
b.
c.
d.
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John believes that Bill left.
believej (p)

Alt(believej (p)) = believej (p), believej (¬p)
∨{believej (p), believe(¬p)} = (believej (p) ∨ believe(¬p))

In sum, by adopting Abusch’s (2010) account, Gajewski (2007) provides an analysis of neg-raising
predicates as soft triggers. However, he inherits the extra assumptions of Abusch’s (2010) system,
the disjunctive closure and the non-standard semantics/pragmatics interface, and its empirical problems discussed above. The fact that the approach that I propose below does not need these extra
assumptions constitutes an advantage over Gajewski’s (2007) account.
3. Problematic predictions for the soft presuppositional account
As discussed above, in response to the differences between the presupposition of triggers like itclefts and the excluded middle, Gajewski (2007) postulates that the latter is a soft presupposition in
the sense discussed above. In other words, (17-b) would not project out of embeddings like (17-a)
because it is suspended.
(17)

a.
b.

If Mary thinks that Bill will win, she will vote for him.
Mary has an opinion as to whether Bill will win.

I argue, however, that the suspension of soft presuppositions and the non-projection behavior of
the excluded middle are different. The intuition is the following: consider (18-a) and (17-a): in an
out of the blue context (18-a) appears to give rise to the inference in (18-b), unless we explicitly
suspend it like in (18-c) or by making clear that the speaker is ignorant about (18-b). On the other
hand, (17-a) appears neutral with respect to (17-b).
(18)

a.
b.
c.

If Mary stopped showing up late for class, Bill must be happy.
Mary used to show up late for class.
I don’t know if Mary used to show up late for class, but If she stopped, Bill must be
happy.

In other words, one can understand (17-a) and not draw the inference in (17-b), without the need
for clear contextual information that the inference should be suspended like in (19).8
8

Gajewski (2005) discusses another characteristics that appear to distinguish neg-raising inferences from presuppositions. The observation is that if they behaved as regular presuppositions, we would expect to find (i) hard to judge
if we know that Mary has no opinion, but, as Gajewski (2005, p.69) says, “most people [...] have no problem judging
this sentence false in such a scenario”.
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I don’t know whether Mary has an opinion, but If she thinks that Bill will win, she will
vote for him.

In sum, the suspension of soft presuppositions requires it to be evident in the context that the
speaker is ignorant about the presupposition, while this doesn’t appear to be the case for the excluded middle inference; hence, if the excluded middle is a presupposition, it is a strange one: it
does not project as a presupposition and its non-projection appears to be a different phenomenon
from the suspension of suspendable presuppositions. In sum, Gajewski’s (2007) approach has
problems explaining the differences between soft triggers and neg-raising predicates in embeddings other than negation. Furthermore adopting Abusch’s (2010) account brings in some empirical issues and extra assumptions about pragmatic principles and the semantics-pragmatic interface.
In the next section, I propose a scalar implicature-based account of neg-raising inferences, which
like Gajewski’s (2007) localizes the source of neg-raising in a set of lexical alternatives. However, it does not require non-standard assumptions about the semantics and pragmatics interface in
that it is only based on an independently motivated theory of scalar implicatures. Furthermore, it
straightforwardly predicts the differences between neg-raising predicates and soft triggers.
4. A scalar implicature-based approach
From the data discussed above, the generalization appears to be as follows: when neg-raising
predicates and soft triggers are embedded under negation, the inferences associated with them
arise systematically. For instance (20-a) and (21-a) are typically read as implying (20-b) and
(21-b), respectively.
(20)

a.
b.

John didn’t stop showing up late for class.
John used to show up late for class.

(21)

a.
b.

John doesn’t think that Fred left.
John thinks that Fred didn’t leave.

(i)

Mary thinks that John is in town.

It is fair to say, however, that while the case of judging (ii) seems clearly different from (i), as argued by von Fintel
(2004) our judgements might not be reliable in the case of presupposition failure.
(ii)

The present King of France is bald.

Furthermore, I am not sure we would not simply judge (iii) as false, in a context in which we know that John never
showed up late for class.
(iii)

John stopped showing up late for class.
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In the presupposition approach, (21-b) arises from (21-a) and the excluded-middle inference in
(22), so in turn we could assume that (21-a) gives rise systematically to (22).
(22)

John has an opinion as to whether Fred left.

However, while a soft presupposition like (20-b) is also systematically drawn in the case of other
embeddings, like the antecedents of conditionals, the corresponding inference in (22) is not. For
instance, in the antecedent of a conditional like (23-a), the inference in (23-b) is systematic unless
explicitly suspended, but it is not clear that the corresponding (24-b) is there when we utter (24-a).
(23)

a.
b.

If John stopped showing up late for class, Bill will be happy.
John used to show up late for class.

(24)

a.
b.

If John thinks that Fred left, he will be upset.
John has an opinion as to whether Fred left.

Notice that scalar implicatures exhibit the very same pattern. For instance, consider the scalar
implicature coming from a scalar term like every: first, under negation, scalar implicatures like
(25-b) from (25-a) are intuitively robust.9
(25)

a.
b.

Not every student came.
Some student came.

The inference from (25-a) to (25-b) can be accounted for as a scalar implicature, by postulating that
every and some are alternatives to each other. As Chemla (2008) observes, we can also describe
the inference in (24-b) as behaving like a presupposition with respect to negation. In other words,
one could describe the inference in (25-b) as projecting through negation, as both (25-a) and (26)
give rise to the inference in (25-b), the former as an entailment, the latter as a scalar implicature.
(26)

Every student came.

9

Chemla (2009c) calls scalar implicatures coming from strong scalar terms in downward entailing contexts, like
the one in (25-b), “negative implicatures”. Chierchia (2004) calls them “indirect scalar implicatures” and claims that
they are weaker than regular ones. I disagree with the intuition for the case of negation: I think (25-b) is an inference
of (25-a) as robustly as (i-b) is an inference of (i-a).
(i)

a.
b.

Some of the students came.
Not every student came.
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Given this perspective, one might wonder whether the inference in (25-c) can “project” out of other
embeddings such as the antecedent of a conditional, in parallel to what presuppositions do. In other
words, one might wonder whether (27-a) can lead to the inference in (27-b).
(27)

a.
b.

If every student came, the party was a success
Some student came

In fact, (27-b) is not predicted to be an inference of (27-a) by standard theories of scalar implicatures and, indeed, the pair (23-a) and (23-b) on one hand, and (27-a) and (27-b) on the other appear
different: assuming that we can infer (27-b) from (27-a) at all we certainly do not need the explicit
suspension like in (28) in order not to draw it.
(28)

I don’t know whether any of the students came, but if everyone did, the party was a
success.

From the data above, It appears that the behavior of neg-raising inferences in embeddings resembles scalar implicatures more than soft presuppositions. In the following, I show how we can derive
this pattern: scalar implicatures and neg-raising inferences are drawn systematically when (strong)
scalar terms and neg-raising predicates are embedded under negation, but not in other embeddings,
like the antecedent of conditionals. Before going to the prediction, let me briefly discuss the theory
of scalar implicatures that I adopt.

4.1. A Theory of Scalar Implicatures
I adopt a theory of scalar implicatures as entailments of exhaustified sentences (van Rooij and
Schulz 2004, Chierchia et al.(to appear), Fox 2007 and Magri 2010 among others). In this theory an
exhaustivity operator EXH, similar to only, applies to propositions and their associated alternatives
and it affirms the proposition while negating a subset of its alternatives. The alternatives that
end up being negated, sometimes called the “excludable alternatives”, are all the ones that can be
consistently negated without contradicting the assertion.10
10

This is a simplification that I use for convenience here. The general notion of excludability that I adopt is actually
the notion of “innocent exclusion” (Fox, 2007). This is because the excludable alternatives as defined classically give
rise to some well-known problems (see Fox (2007) and Magri (2010, pp.32-33)). To overcome these issues Fox (2007)
proposes a new definition of exclusion, building on Gazdar 1979 and Sauerland 2004. The excludable alternatives are
the alternatives that are in all maximal consistently excludable subsets of the alternatives.
(i)

Exclie (φ) is the intersection of all maximal consistently excludable subsets of Alt(φ)
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(29)

[[EXH]](Alt(p))(p)(w) = p(w) ∧ ∀q ∈ Excl(p, Alt(p))[¬q(w)]

(30)

Excl(p, Alt(p)) = {q ∈ Alt(p) : λw[¬q(w)] ∩ p 6= ∅}
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Exhaustification of a sentence with respect to its alternatives gives rise to scalar implicatures.11
As for alternatives, I assume that certain items, like every, are associated with a set of lexical
alternatives, which then grow to become alternatives of more complex expressions containing them
(Rooth 1992; Chierchia 2004 among many others).
Consider now the case in (31-a) repeated from above and let us go through how we can derive the
inference in (31-b), when (31-a) is exhaustified as in (32-a), with respect to the alternatives in (33).
(31)

a.
b.

Not every student came
Some student came

(32)

EXH [not

(33)

Alt(32-a) =

every student came]


[[not[every student came]]], [[not[some student came]]]

Notice that the alternative [[not[some student came]]] is not weaker than the assertion, in fact it is
stronger, therefore exhaustification amounts to its negation, which is the inference in (31-b).
(34)

[[EXH]](¬every) = ¬every ∧ ¬¬some = ¬every ∧ some

4.2. The excluded middle as an alternative
The only addition specific to neg-raising has to do with the alternatives that I assume for neg-raising
predicates: the proposal is that they have the excluded middle proposition as their alternative. The
semantics of a neg-raising predicate P is non-presuppositional and it is given schematically in (35),
while its alternatives are in (36).
The intuition behind this notion is as follows: we want to exclude as many consistently excludable alternatives as
possible but we do not want to decide among them in an arbitrary way. In the following, I keep on using the simpler
notion of excludability of non-weaker alternatives, while mentioning where the notion of innocent exclusion is actually
needed.
11
More precisely in this account they are entailments of sentences with exhaustification. i will continue using the
standard terminology, apologizing in advance for any confusion that might arise.
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(35)

[[P]] = λpλx.P(p)(x)

(36)

Alt(P) =



λpλx.P(p)(x), λpλx.[P(p)(x) ∨ P(¬p)(x)]

Given the definition of alternatives’ growth above a sentence like (37-a) winds up having the alternatives in (37-c).
(37)

a.
b.
c.

John believes that Bill left
believej (p)

Alt(believej (p)) = believej (p), believej (p) ∨ believej (¬p)

A question at this point is of course where these alternatives of neg-raising predicates come from. I
don’t offer more than Gajewski (2007) and Abusch (2010) in this respect: instead of stipulating that
believe(p) has believe(¬p) as an alternative, as Gajewski (2007) does, I am encoding the excluded
middle, that is [believe(p) ∨ believe(¬p)], directly as one of the alternatives. This might seem
just a technical variant of Abusch-Gajewski’s approach, but as we will see in the next section, it
now becomes possible to obtain neg-raising inferences via the alternatives above and just a regular
theory of scalar implicatures.
5. Predictions
5.1. The basic case and negation
In the unembedded case, exhaustification is vacuous as the excluded middle alternative is entailed
by the assertion. For instance, in the case of a neg-raising predicate like believe in (38-a), if
John believes that it is raining, then he has an opinion as to whether it is raining, so none of the
alternatives in (38-c) is excludable.
(38)

a.
b.
c.

John believes that it is raining.
believej (p)

Alt(believej p) = believej p, believej p ∨ believej ¬p

However, when a sentence like (38-a) is embedded under negation as in (39-a), we predict the
excluded middle to project out as if it was a presupposition: the alternative of (39-a), schematized
in (39-b), becomes (40).
(39)

a.

John doesn’t believe that it is raining.
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b.
(40)
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¬believej p

Alt(¬believej p) =



¬believej p, ¬[believej p ∨ believej ¬p]

The negation of the excluded middle proposition is not entailed by (39-b), hence when we exhaustify we wind up negating the negation of the excluded middle, thus obtaining the excluded middle
again, from which we can conclude the neg-raising inference that John believes not-p.
(41)

[[EXH]](¬believej p) = ¬believej p ∧ ¬¬[believej p ∨ believej ¬p] =
¬believej p ∧ [believej p ∨ believej ¬p] ⇒ believej ¬p

5.2. Other embeddings and non-projection
As we just saw, in the case of negation, exhaustifying a sentence like (42-a) gives rise to the
excluded middle inference in (42-b), from which we can conclude the neg-raising inference in
(42-c).
(42)

a.
b.
c.

John doesn’t think that Fred left
John has an opinion as to whether Fred left.
John thinks that Fred didn’t leave.

What about the case of other embeddings? It is easy to show that the present proposal does not
predict that neg-raising inferences should project out of embeddings in the same way as presuppositions. In other words, we make the same prediction for think and every in cases like (43-a)-(43-c)
and (44-a)-(44-c): exhaustification of these cases does not give rise to the inferences in (43-d) and
(44-d), respectively.
(43)

a.
b.
c.
d.

If John thinks that Fred left, he will be upset
Perhaps John thinks that Fred left
Does John think that Fred left?
6 John has an opinion as to whether Fred left

(44)

a.
b.
c.
d.

If Frank met every student, he will come to our department.
Perhaps Frank met every student.
Did Frank meet every student?
6 Frank met some student
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For instance in the case of (43-b), schematized in (45-a), the alternatives that we have are in
(45-b). It is easy to see that none of the alternatives is excludable, thus no inference is predicted
from exhaustification in this case.12
(45)

a.

♦[thinkj (p)]

b.

Alt(♦[thinkj (p)]) =



♦[thinkj (p)]
♦[thinkj (p) ∨ thinkj (¬p)]



In sum, I proposed that neg-raising predicates have their corresponding excluded middle propositions as alternatives and that neg-raising inferences arise as a scalar implicature via exhaustification
of sentences containing such predicates. As we saw, the differences between neg-raising inferences
and (soft) presuppositions are accounted for straightforwardly in the present approach.13
Finally, notice that the present proposal, like Gajewski’s (2007), can accommodate the fact that
neg-raising inferences are characteristics of certain predicates and not others. What distinguishes
neg-raising and non-neg-raising predicates is their alternatives: the former has the excluded middle
as an alternative but the latter do not.
6. Conclusion
I proposed a scalar implicatures-based approach to neg-raising inferences, which presents two advantages over Gajewski’s (2007) presuppositional one. First, it provides a straightforward account
of the non-presuppositional aspect of the behavior of neg-raising inferences, that is their projecting through negation but not through other embeddings. Second, it is based on an independently
justified theory of scalar implicatures and it does not need to adopt the system by Abusch (2010),
which, as discussed above, has conceptual and empirical problems.
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More in general, when a neg raising predicate P is embedded under some upward entailing operator Oue ,
is always vacuous. When a predicate P is embedded under some non-upward entailing operator
Onon−ue , instead, EXH(Onon−ue [P ]), gives rise to the negation of the excludable alternatives of Onon−ue [P ]. These
inferences are different from the projection of the excluded middle predicted by the presuppositional approach, hence,
in principle, if one could argue for their existence, one would have a strong argument in favor of the present approach.
The task, however, is not easy, see Romoli 2012, for discussion.
13
Notice that explaining the difference depends also on the account of soft presuppositions that we assume. This is
because once we have an account of neg-raising in terms of scalar implicatures we do not have to connect neg-raising
and soft presuppositions anymore. In particular, if we have an account of soft presuppositions as real presuppositions,
like the one proposed in Fox 2012, explaining the difference with neg-raising inferences becomes extremely easy: one
can simply assume that any difference between the two comes from the fact that they are different things.
EXH (Oue [P ])
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Formalizing Current Relevance

Gerhard Schaden1 — Université Lille 3 & CNRS UMR 8163 STL
Abstract. This article presents a way of formalizing the notion of Current Relevance based on the
seminal work by Merin (1999). Its aim is to provide formalist linguistics with a valuable tool for
accounting for the meaning of present perfects.
Keywords: perfect tenses, current relevance, probabilistic pragmatics, discourse topic
1. Introduction
Both functionalists and formalists have made important contributions to the literature on perfect
tenses and their semantics. Unfortunately, here — as in other areas — there is little interaction
between the two schools of thought. The key concept of functionalists when dealing with perfect
tenses is the notion of CURRENT RELEVANCE. While formalists may sympathize with the basic
intuition, the notion of current relevance itself has had little impact on their literature. The main
reason seems to be that there has been strong doubt as to whether current relevance in particular or
relevance more generally could ever be defined in a rigorous way.
The main point of this paper is that such rigorous definitions of relevance are at hand, even if they
are not — or maybe cannot be — framed in traditional formats, based on (intensional) logic alone.
The formalization proposed here is probabilistic in nature, and constitutes a relatively straightforward adaptation of ideas developed by Arthur Merin (1999, 2003). I will also argue that it naturally
extends the “Perfect State” family of formalist proposals.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 1, the idea of current relevance for perfect tenses is
introduced. Section 2 compares current relevance with general relevance, and discusses how current relevance frameworks can address certain difficult issues that arise in connection with perfect
states, if they are seen as discourse topics. Section 3 introduces Merinian relevance, and proposes
a formal account of current relevance based on conditional probabilities. Section 4 offers a brief
speculation on how certain perfect readings could be conceived in this framework, and section 5
concludes the paper.
1I

would like to thank the organizers, the anonymous reviewers and the participants of Sinn und Bedeutung 17 in
Paris — and especially Nicolas Asher, Malte Zimmermann and Thomas Ede Zimmermann — for their comments and
criticism. My special thanks go to Grégoire Winterstein — without whom (and without the work on our joint paper,
see Winterstein and Schaden (2011)) the present paper would have never been written. I would also like to thank
Kathleen O’Connor for her efforts to improve my English. All remaining errors and omissions are mine alone.
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2. Current vs. General Relevance
The basic intuition put forward in this paper is that current relevance is an instance of general
relevance, as used in standard Gricean pragmatics, and more particularly, as has been studied in
Sperber and Wilson (1995) or Merin (1999).

2.1. Current Relevance: The Idea
The basic idea of tenets of functionalist theories of perfects (see, e.g., Dahl and Hedin (2000);
Bybee et al. (1994), and many others) is that a perfect tense, as opposed to a general past tense,
conveys some idea of current relevance.
(1)

a.
b.

John has arrived.
John arrived.

In (1), the situation in (1a) is assumed to have a special relevance for the current moment, which
(1b) lacks. Evidence for this can be adduced in languages like German, where the simple past is
distinctively odd in strong current relevance contexts:
(2)

a. #Mein Gott, warum verließest
Du mich? [Matthew 27:46]
My Lord, why forsake.PAST you me?
“My Lord, why did you forsake me?”
b. #Scheiße! Ich schaltete den Herd nicht aus! [adapted from Partee (1984)]
Damn! I turn.PAST the stove NEG off!
“I didn’t turn off the stove!”

Using a past tense in (2a) makes that sentence sound like an academic dispute with no bad feelings
involved at the present moment. Similarly, if one is seriously worried about whether or not one’s
house is on fire, the simple past tense is odd in (2b).
Formalists would agree with the basic intuition that current relevance is supposed to capture, but
have rejected the notion itself. Instead, a panel of devices has been developed to account for
such phenomena, namely i) reference points (e.g., Reichenbach, 1966); ii) perfect states (e.g.,
Nishiyama and Koenig, 2004; Schaden, 2009); and iii) perfect time spans, or Extended Now Intervals (e.g., Pickbourn, 1789; McCoard, 1978; Rothstein, 2006). In principle and in practice as
well, there are authors using combinations of several of these. For instance, Portner (2003) mixes
a perfect state and a perfect time span approach, and I myself have combined reference points and
perfect states (see Schaden, 2009).
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In any case, the formalists’ devices are assumed to be present in a sentence with a perfect tense like
(1a), but absent from sentences like (1b) with a simple past tense. There is however one important
conceptual difference between formalist and functionalist accounts of perfect tenses: all formalist
devices are discrete in nature (that is, either present or absent), whereas current relevance is in
principle a fully gradable notion. This is a difference that is not often exploited, but see Schaden
(2012).
In the remainder of the paper — for want of space, but also because it is not directly relevant to the
main issue addressed —, I will simply presuppose that perfect state theories are on the right track,
and integrate current relevance into this framework. Notice however that nothing in principle prevents this particular version of current relevance to be integrated within an Extended-Now/Perfect
Time-Span theory, as long as this interval is associated with some additional propositional content.2

2.2. Current Relevance and Discourse Properties of a Perfect
As far as I am aware, Portner (2003) was the first to reframe the issue of the discursive implications
of the use (or not) of a present perfect — which had already been studied in several flavors of
Discourse Representation Theory —, and to explicitly point out the close connection between the
notions of a perfect state and of a discourse topic. My aim is to point out that there is an obvious
link between a perfect’s discourse properties and the notion of current relevance (at least if one
sees the latter as an instance of the more general pragmatic notion of relevance).

2.2.1. Perfects Without Current Relevance: Portner (2003)
Before I start exposing and criticizing Portner’s approach concerning a modal pragmatics for perfects, let me clarify briefly the aim of this section. I wish to show that Portner’s intuitions can be
(formally) accounted for in terms of current relevance — which I think is independently a good
idea. However, while it is quite clear that his ideas have not been worked out sufficiently in Portner
(2003), I do not think that the general project of a modal characterization of perfect pragmatics is
inherently flawed, nor that Portner’s proposal could not be amended.
Portner’s idea is that a proposition asserting the existence of an event description φ containing an
event e under the scope of a perfect operator3 — added to a context set of propositions — will
2 This requirement is not standard in Perfect Time-Span Theories, and certainly not commonly assumed. Yet, as we
will see below (see section 3.2, p. 8ff.), propositional content not directly attributable to the main event’s propositional
characterization is necessary for this particular theory of current relevance to work.
3 I will abbreviate henceforth by sloppily speaking about an event e or state s, when what is really at stake is a
proposition of type ∃{e|s}[. . . ]
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entail4 a proposition containing a description of the perfect state s.
In order to understand this, let us look at an example discussed by Portner, involving a prototypical
current relevance reading of a present perfect:
(3)

a.
b.

Mary has read Middlemarch.
Discourse Issue/Topic: We need to get an explanation of Eliot’s style. Who can we
ask?5

In (3a), the basic proposition E containing an event e is read(mary,middlemarch), and the perfect state’s propositional content would be accommodated to can_explain(mary,eliot’s-style).
Let us now look at the precise working of the inferential process. Following Portner (2003, 500), I
assume the following propositions to be contained within the discursive Common Ground:
(4)

{If someone who isn’t stupid reads an author’s book, they understand her style; Mary is
smart; George Eliot wrote Middlemarch}

As argued by Portner, adding (3a) to the common ground in (4) will entail that Mary understands
Eliot’s style, and so the discourse issue can now be resolved: we can or should ask Mary to
explain Eliot’s style to us, and she will give us the answer. This may involve adding additional
accommodations to the context set, as exemplified in (5):
(5)

{If someone who isn’t stupid understands an author’s style, they can explain it; if we ask
someone, they will respond; . . . }

As we have now seen the basic outline of Portner’s proposal, let us look at the current relevance
version of the same story, and why it might be preferable.
4 This

(i)

may be a strengthening of Portner’s position with which he may not agree. He writes (p. 501):

A sentence S of the form PERFECT(φ ) [sic!; should be p] presupposes:
∃q[ANS(q) ∧ P(p, q)], where ANS is true of any proposition which is a complete or partial answer to the
discourse topic at the time S is uttered.

P is a modal operator which he does not define. He only states that it “is similar to an epistemic must” (p. 499).
However, Portner’s explanation of the example we will discuss below does indeed use entailment (see Portner, 2003,
500), although he might not agree that this is generally the case. Be that as it may, it may be possible to explicitly state
an appropriate modal operator, even if Portner (2003) has not done so.
5 If you prefer to have the discourse topic stated as a set of propositions, this could be done roughly as follows:
?x[we_can_ask_about_Eliot’s_style(x)]
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2.2.2. Why Current Relevance Might Be Preferable
Let us reconsider example (3a), assuming that we are dealing with the same discourse topic. One
can say things like (6):
(6)

a.
b.

Mary has read Middlemarch, . . .
. . . but I don’t know whether she will be able to help us.

(6) still contains, in some intuitive sense, a current relevance reading of the perfect in (6a). But
there clearly is no entailment to the perfect state anymore, nor an equivalent, however rough, to an
epistemic must. The continuations (7b-c) are infelicitous with sentence (7a).
(7)

Mary has read Middlemarch, but I don’t know whether she will be able to help us.
a. #So, she must be able to explain Eliot’s style.
b. #So, we {can; should} ask her about Eliot’s style.

The question now is how and why could (7a) still be relevant? The intuitive idea is the following:
we do not want to require something as strong as an entailment relation between the propositions
characterizing the perfect state s and the event e, but merely that E has an impact on the probability
of S to hold at the moment of utterance. And this impact on the probability of S is the current
relevance of E.
In a context where the probability of other available people’s ability to explain Eliot’s style is
close to or equal to 0, even a relatively low probability that Mary might help us would be an
improvement. And to the degree that the probability of our getting the needed information is
raised, (3a) is relevant in a given context.
In the next section, we will see how this basic idea can be formally implemented in a modified
version of Merin’s relevance theoretic pragmatics.
3. Merinian Current Relevance
The last 15 years have brought great advances in theoretical pragmatics, and at least two formal
accounts of (general) relevance have been proposed,6 namely by Merin (1999, 2003) and by Parikh
(2009). Contrary to more standard versions of (neo-)Gricean pragmatics, these frameworks are
based on decision (viz. game) theory, and make use of probabilities in order to capture phenomena
of relevance.
6 Neither

formal account bears any close relation to Relevance Theory as formulated in Sperber and Wilson (1995).
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Although it would be possible to base a definition of current relevance on Parikh (2009), I will
adopt here a slightly modified version of Merin’s notion of relevance. Merin’s original proposal
is an argumentative one, which tries to capture and to formalize Anscombre and Ducrot (1983).
These French authors proposed a framework of pragmatics7 which is based on the effects of opposing interests of speaker and hearer, rather than on their cooperation, as in (neo-)Gricean frameworks. Merin’s theory of relevance is based on earlier work in philosophy by Carnap (1950) and
Carnap and Bar-Hillel (1952) on informativity.
In my proposal, I will dispense tentatively with argumentation.

3.1. The Basic Idea
Merin’s account of relevance is set in a probabilistic framework, which can be seen as an extension
of standard, truth-conditional logics. The basic idea is that — given one’s epistemic context, one
can assign some kind of probability — that is, a number between 0 and 1 — to sentences like (8):
(8)

The Austrian national football team is the best football team in the world.

In epistemic states conforming to reality, the probability assigned to (8) should be close to 0. Now,
it is of course possible that a hearer’s epistemic state does not allow him to assign a probability to
(8), for instance, if he is not interested at all in football.
However, as with truth-conditional semantics — which is not interested in the truth or falsity
of a proposition per se, but rather in entailment-relations between propositions — we are not
interested here in the probabilities as such, but rather in some relations between probabilities,
namely conditional probabilities, part of which is what Merin (2003) calls the epistemic context
change potential.
In a very intuitive way, an agent proceeds as follows in order to evaluate the relevance of a proposition φ : given his epistemic state, and facing a discursive issue (such as: “Is the Austrian national
football team the best football team in the world?”) he evaluates how probable the state of affairs
denoted by φ is. The more the proposition φ (assuming it is true) allows the speaker to resolve the
discursive issue, the more relevant it is.
The basic tool used by Merin in order to assess relevance is the notion of conditional probability
of the proposition given the discursive issue (which can be seen as yet another proposition), and
which is noted P(proposition|issue). More formally, Merin (2003, 16) defines the relevance of a
i (E)
proposition E with respect to another proposition H and an epistemic context i — written rH
7 Actually,

Anscombre and Ducrot (1983) reject the idea of separating semantics from pragmatics.
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— as follows:
(9)

i (E) =
rH
def log

Pi (E|H)
Pi (E|¬H)

As is made clear in (9), Merin is interested in the odds distinguishing the conditional probability
of the proposition E given H with respect to the conditional probability of E given ¬H, and not
so much in the exact value of each conditional probability — which would very often be rather
difficult to estimate with a sufficiently high degree of precision.
Let us look in more detail at the formula in (9). P(E|H) (viz. P(E|¬H))8 notes the conditional
probability of E on H (viz. ¬H), that is the probability of E given H (or ¬H). If we consider
borderline cases, we will be able to see the relation of conditional probabilities to truth conditional
semantics. If the union of the discourse issue H with the epistemic context i (considered as a set
of propositions) entails the proposition E, then E will have a conditional probability of 1, i.e., will
have to be true (see (10a)). On the other hand, if that union entails the negation of E, then the
conditional probability of E will be 0 (see (10b)).
(10)

a.
b.

if H ∪ i  E then P(E|H) = 1
if H ∪ i  ¬E then P(E|H) = 0

Let us walk through an example, where we have a proposition E in (11a), and a discursive goal H
(11b), whose negation ¬H is spelled out in (11c):
(11)

a.
b.
c.

[E:] The Austrian national football team failed to qualify for the European Football
Championship in 2012.
[H:] The Austrian national football team is the best football team in the world.
[¬H:] The Austrian national football team is not the best football team in the world.

In order to evaluate the relevance of (11a), we need to establish the conditional probabilities with
respect to both H and ¬H. So, we will take the second part (i.e., H) as given, and then we will try
to evaluate the probability of E under these circumstances.
8 Written out properly,

these conditional probabilities should always contain a superscripted i — that is, they should
be Pi (E|S) and Pi (E|¬H) —, since that probability has to be evaluated with respect to the epistemic state i. In order to
avoid cluttering the text, I will omit henceforth the explicit reference to the epistemic state in the notation of conditional
probabilities.
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Let us start with (E|H). We assume for the sake of the argument that (11b) is true, and we ask
ourselves how probable it is that the best football team in the world should fail to qualify for the
European Championships. Under normal circumstances, the best team in the world should qualify
for such a competition, and so the conditional probability (E|H) should be rather low. We do not
need to give an exact estimate; we simply note this low probability ε.
Now, we need an estimate for (E|¬H). Therefore, we assume now that ¬H is true. Under these
circumstances, (11a) seems less strange, i.e., it is by far more probable. While it is again difficult
to assign an exact probability to it, it should be clear that the probability assigned to P(E|¬H) —
call it δ — is much higher than ε.
Now we can calculate the relevance of (11a) with respect to H: we simply need to fill ε and δ into
the formula in (9). We obtain thus a relevance score of log δε , where ε < δ . Therefore, the result of
ε
δ will be in the interval [0 < x < 1], and its logarithm a negative number. In Merin’s system, that
means that it is negatively relevant (that is: an argument against the discourse issue). Therefore,
the sentence (11a) is to the point, but undermines the claim H, and so, the speaker wishing to
defend (11b) should refrain from using argument (11a).
Having thus seen how (general) relevance is implemented in Merin’s theory, let us now see how
current relevance can be defined in these terms.

3.2. Defining Current Relevance
The formalization of current relevance that I will propose in (13) is a relatively straightforward implementation of Merin’s notion of relevance, differing essentially in that it ignores argumentativity
and that it maps on the interval [0,1] instead of [−∞, +∞]. Just like in Merin’s original formalization, we deal with a ratio between the conditional probability of a proposition E with respect to a
discourse topic, which is now the proposition describing the perfect state, and the negation of the
latter proposition.
Before presenting the formalization, let me first say a word about why Merin’s approach fares
particularly well with perfect state theories. The reason is the following: in a very simplified way,
perfect state approaches will attribute truth conditions along the lines of (12) to sentences with
perfects:
(12)

∃e∃s[e ≺ n ∧ s ◦ n ∧ P(e) ∧ Q(s)] where n is the moment of utterance

In (12), we can distinguish two parts, namely i) a first (main) proposition P(e) describing an event
e — which I will note E henceforth; and ii) a second proposition Q(s) characterizing the perfect
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state s — which I will note S henceforth.9
Since Merinian relevance is a relation between two propositions given an epistemic state, perfect
state theories provide the basic ingredients for the relevance theoretic machinery to work on. This is
not necessarily the case for reference point or perfect time span theories. However, if one assumes
that the reference point or the perfect time span is saturated with some propositional content, the
notion of current relevance defended in this paper can be applied to these families of theories as
well.
But let us now look at the proposed definition of current relevance in a probabilistic framework:
(13)

The current relevance of a proposition E being a description of the event e (where e precedes the moment of utterance n) with respect to a proposition S characterizing a perfect
state s (where s overlaps n) and with respect to an epistemic state i of an agent at n —
written CRis (E)
— is defined as follows:
0,
if max({P(E|S), P(E|¬S)}) = 0;
i
CRs (E) =
min({P(E|S), P(E|¬S)})
1 −
, otherwise
max({P(E|S), P(E|¬S)})

The outcome will always be a number in the interval [0, 1], where 0 denotes the complete absence
of current relevance, and 1 its absolute acme. Let us consider the formula more in detail. The
first condition takes care of the limiting case where both conditional probabilities are 0, that is,
certainly false. Let us look at the second condition. First of all, an event-description guaranteed
to be true given both S and ¬S should be as irrelevant as if both were false, and this is derived
by the formula (since 1 − 1 = 0). More generally, if the conditional probabilities of E given both
S and ¬S are identical10 , the current relevance score of E will be 0. The greater the difference
between the two conditional probabilities, the higher the current relevance of an event will be.
Conditional probabilities of 1 will be assigned to events which have probability 0 given s (or ¬s),
and a non-zero probability otherwise.
This will notably be the case for events in relation with their non-reversible resultant states, like to
die w.r.t. be dead.
(14)

a.
b.

[E:] John has died.
[S:] John is dead.

Assuming that John is dead, it will certainly be the case that John has died (thus, P(E|S) = 1). Yet,
9 So uppercase E and S are propositions, whereas lowercase e and s are individual situations (in the sense of Comrie
(1976)), and thus of type hei.
10 It does not matter what that probability is, since for any x, x = 1, and therefore, 1 − x = 0.
x
x
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if he is not dead, it cannot be the case that John has died (thus P(E|¬S) = 0). We therefore obtain
a current relevance score CRiS (E) of 1, because by (13),
(15)

0
1 − P(E|¬S)
P(E|S) = 1 − 1 = 1

3.3. Going Through An Example
In order to see how this notion of current relevance is working, let us come back to Portner’s
example (3):
(3)

a.
b.

Mary has read Middlemarch.
Discourse Issue/Topic: We need to get an explanation of Eliot’s style. Who can we
ask?

Notice that the whole notion of relevance advocated in (13) is strongly dependent on the epistemic
states of speaker and hearer. Therefore, in order to make explicit the whole process of determining
the current relevance of a proposition like (3), we do not only need to have a rough idea of the
context in which (3) is uttered, but we also need to state these epistemic states as clearly as we can
— which may seem tedious, but this is the price to pay for a formal theory of relevance. So, let us
assume the following setting for the epistemic context in which utterance (3) is set:
• Both the speaker and the hearer are great fans of Mexican masked wrestlers, and while they
have heard the name Eliot, and can cite the title of several works, they have never actually
read anything by or about her. Furthermore, they need an answer to the issue very quickly.
• The persons they might contact with respect to this issue and within an acceptable delay are
the following:
– Mary — of whom the speaker has private knowledge that she has read at least Middlemarch. However, speaker and hearer share the assumption that Mary is not particularly
bright, and that she is not particularly qualified with respect to the stylistical analysis
of English literature.
– Jane — of whom speaker and hearer know that she is a big fan of Dan Brown, but that
she despises non-Brownian literature in general, and Victorian novels in particular, and
that she never misses an opportunity to lecture people on the superiority of Dan Brown
to, say, Dante, Flaubert or Eliot.
– Sue — of whom speaker and hearer know that she likes literature (though they are
not entirely sure about Victorian novels in general and Eliot in particular), but whose
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current level of alcoholization is incompatible with extended efforts of linguistic vocalization.
We can estimate the private and common epistemic states of speaker and hearer as being roughly
the following:
• Speaker and hearer share the knowledge that the probability of getting an explanation without
consulting anybody equals 0, since it is their common knowledge neither one of them has
the means to explain Eliot’s style.
• It is private knowledge of the speaker that the probability of getting a satisfying answer from
Mary is weak, but above 0. I will note this probability by δ , and assume that 0 < δ < 0.1).11
• Speaker and hearer share the common assumption that at this particular moment, the probability of getting an explanation from Sue that they might understand is negligible at best,
and probably not much above 0. I will note the probability of getting an answer from Sue
ε1 , and assume that it is higher than 0, but far below δ (thus: 0 < ε1 << 12 δ ).
• Speaker and Hearer share the common assumption that the probability of getting an explanation from Jane is also negligible, and probably not much above 0. I will note the probability
of getting an answer from Jane ε2 , where once again 0 < ε2 << δ .
• I will assume furthermore that neither speaker nor hearer can distinguish or rank clearly ε1
and ε2 . Therefore, I assume that they think of these two values as being identical in their
epistemic state and with respect to the issue at hand, that is, ε1 ≈ ε2 .
Given this context and their respective epistemic states, both Speaker and Hearer cannot expect the
discourse topic to be resolved. Therefore, we are very far away from an epistemic must, as required
by Portner (2003). Yet, intuitively, sentence (3a) should still be highly relevant in this situation,
because the probability δ of getting an answer from Mary is much higher than both ε1 and ε2 , and
because therefore, asking Mary is still the best chance to get the information speaker and hearer
want.

3.3.1. Why We Need the Odds-Format
In our analysis of the case up to this point, δ , ε1 and ε2 are conditional probabilities that are only
based on the epistemic state and the discursive topic S, and are not in odds-form, that is, an evaluation of the conditional probabilities with respect to S and ¬S, in which the present current-relevance
11 I
12 I

have set this up as private information in order to give the speaker an incentive to communicate.
use the sign of “x << y” as denoting “x is much smaller than y”.
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formalization is framed. Would it not be easier to simply take these conditional probabilities, only
with respect to S, while discarding ¬S, and choose the highest?
This would not be a good idea, and the reason is that there are alternatives that would have a far
higher conditional probability than (3), for instance, any version of (16):
(16)

{Mary, Jane, Sue} is a girl.

It is reasonable to assume that any of the sentences in (16) has a far higher probability than (3).
But, intuitively, (16) is completely irrelevant to the issue at hand. Why is this so? Notice that the
conditional probability of (16) with respect to our discursive aim S may be far higher than 0.99,
but its conditional probability w.r.t ¬S is just as high. Therefore, something that is as probable
given an issue or the negation of that issue cannot contribute anything to shifting probabilities with
respect to that issue. And if it does not shift the probabilities, it is irrelevant. Therefore, we need
to state current relevance in the already given format as a ratio.

3.3.2. Back to the Odds-Form
Having established that the simple conditional probability given S will not work, we will walk
through the example more properly. Let us spell out exactly what the elements are:
(17)

a.
b.
c.

E = (3a)
S = We need an explanation of Eliot’s style and there is someone we can ask now.
¬S = We need an explanation of Eliot’s style and there is nobody we can ask now.

To start, let us consider the relation between P(E|S) and P(E|¬S). How probable is it that Mary
has read Middlemarch, given that there is someone we can ask now? Let us call this probability δ .
Now, how probable might it be that Mary has read Middlemarch, given that there is nobody we can
ask now? Let us call this probability γ. It seems obvious γ should be very close to 0, and that δ ,
even if it is formulated in an awkward way, should be bigger than γ. This non-equality establishes
that (3a) has at least some current relevance.
This may look like a rather disappointing result: there would be many other sentences that might
be relevant in such a situation — although they might be only very slightly relevant. So, should
we get rid of relevance, because it is not of the [± feature]-type, but rather, a more-or-less type of
phenomenon (and thus allows also for “still relevant, but hardly any relevance, really” cases)? As
far as I see it, full gradability is a welcome feature, and I have suggested elsewhere (see Schaden,
2012) that languages may establish some CR level above which they require a present perfect, and
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below which one uses a simple past tense.
The non-obvious part for us now is to show that (3a) is the most relevant alternative under these
circumstances. The formula (13) requires that the ratio of that particular sentence is higher than
the ratio you would get with possible truthful alternatives to E, concerning Jane or Sue, and which
would allow for a resolution of the discursive goal. A possible problem is that a proposition
pointing to a highly improbable conditional probability given S might turn out to be extremely
relevant because its conditional probability given ¬S is even more astronomically small.13
Let us look at alternatives to our given E. Sue is in no shape to answer, so the epistemic context
alone excludes her from being the one to ask, and the conditional probabilities given S and ¬S
should be identical. This makes it irrelevant to point out her (possible) knowledge of Victorian
literature. Similarly, while Jane might have read Middlemarch, she almost certainly would not
answer the question, even if she was in principle able to do so. Again, conditional probabilities for
S and ¬S should be so close for any sentences pointing to her, that they would cause these sentences
to be irrelevant. Therefore, the best remaining candidates are sentences pointing to Mary, such as
(3a), which renders previously private knowledge public. Thus, it is the most relevant alternative
we have considered.
Yet, there is still a problem lurking for the present conception of current relevance, and which is
caused by the non-argumentative nature of the definition in (13). So far, we have only considered
cases in which there was actually somebody who might help, which is arguably the preferred
outcome for speaker and hearer in that situation. However, one can see the non-argumentative
version as proposed here as a formalization suitable only for cases where speaker and hearer have
no preferences with respect to different possible outcomes, or in cases where current relevance is
evaluated with respect to an objective, non-involved bystander.14 Yet, this is not really the case
here. And so, it might turn out in this non-argumentative framework that a sentence like (18)
proves to be more relevant than (3a):
(18)

Nobody will help us! We are screwed!

There are different strategies for solving this problem: one would be to reintroduce argumentation,
such that (18) would simply be no longer a competitor for sentences like (3a), because they are
arguments pointing in different directions, and therefore, different discourse topics.15 An alterna13 In

a sense, one might therefore say that the formalization is overly sensible to “Black Swans” (see Taleb, 2008),
highly improbable events with highly important consequences.
14 This is what we argued in Winterstein and Schaden (2011).
15 Introducing argumentativity would imply for instance a mapping on the interval [−1, +1], where a value −1
would be a decisive counterargument for a proposition with respect to a discourse topic, a value of 0 would be as
before an irrelevant proposition with respect to its current relevance, and a value of +1 would be a decisive argument
for the discourse topic.
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tive pointed out by Malte Zimmermann (p.c.) would be to fully exploit the idea that the perfect
state proposition S is a discourse topic, and avail ourselves of other means of inferring discourse
topics, such as intonation, etc. So far, I have only considered in this discussion what Winterstein
and Schaden (2011) call Relevance-Topics, but other types of discourse topics cannot be subsumed
under this particular way of viewing topicality as the reflection of a speaker’s discourse strategy
(see, e.g., Roberts (1996) or Büring (2003)).
While it would certainly be a good idea to take into account these known factors of topicality and
develop a single, unified account of perfect states as discourse topics in all their different aspects,
the current paper cannot provide such a unified theory. Therefore, the evaluation of which strategy
will prove more successful must be left for future research.
Summing up, the present paper has proposed a probabilistic pragmatics for perfect tenses based
on current relevance, making use of a fully gradable notion of current relevance. This probabilistic
notion allows us to deal successfully with cases where Portner’s modal pragmatics — based on an
epistemic must operator — is too strong.
Before I conclude, let me sketch briefly how the framework defended in this paper allows us to
consider in a new light the issue of the readings of the present perfect.
4. Readings of Perfects as Probabilistic Clusters
Generally, the readings of perfects are treated as the consequences of the presence of a (possibly
covert) aspectual operator below the perfect operator (see, e.g., Schaden, 2009). However, there
are some readings — for instance, the “hot news reading” (cf. (19)), or the general past reading,
which seem to be difficult to capture under an aspectual vision. In languages in which these
readings are available, they do not seem to be aspectually different in any clear way from the
(perfective) existential reading of the perfect. Under the present proposal, a tempting idea is to
think of (at least a subset of) perfect readings not as discrete entities, but as probabilistic clusters,
as depicted in figure 1.
(19)

President Obama has been reelected.16

16 At the time you are reading this, this example probably hardly qualifies as “hot news” any more.

However, imagine
you announce this to a person having spent his time since August 2012 in a cave, cut off from any communication
with the outside world, you still might use the perfect to announce this event.
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resultative
existential
Frequency of Occurrence

general past

hot news

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Level of Current Relevance

Figure 1: (Perfect) Readings as Probabilistic Clusters — Artist’s Impression
It seems clear that resultative readings should cluster close to a current relevance score of 1. Verbs
with irreversible resultant states, should these be identified with the discourse topic S — see the
example of dying above — would even obtain a current relevance score of exactly 1. General
past readings (in languages like German or French) should obtain a lower current relevance score;
“classical” existentials should appear somewhere in the middle. I have assumed in 1 that hot news
perfects should surface somewhere between general past and existential readings. The rationale
for this is the following: most bona fide perfect tenses have existential readings, whereas “hot
news” readings are not that frequent, and “general past” readings even rarer. So, if one assumes
like myself in Schaden (2012) that the grammaticalization of perfects corresponds to the lowering
of the current relevance threshold for present perfects, the picture in figure 1 is what one would
expect.
However, one should notice that such a probabilistic cluster hypothesis of perfect readings is an
addition, not a substitute to classic, grammatical (or more precisely: aspectual) analyses of the phenomenon, since it has nothing to say about so-called universal or continuative uses of the perfect,
as illustrated in (20), and where the event continues up to the moment of utterance:
(20)

John has lived in Paris (ever) since 1990. [and still lives there]
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, I have presented a formalization of the notion of current relevance, based on Merin’s
account of (general) relevance. I provided a pragmatic stratum to a theory of the perfect, suggesting
an alternative to Portner’s modal pragmatics. In principle, the present account can be added to
any semantic theory of perfects, provided that it provides propositional content holding at the
moment of utterance. I have argued that the perfect state family of semantic theories very easily
accommodates the required propositional content, whereas other types of theories would have to
be extended. In any case, any semantic explanation of perfect phenomena — such as the present
perfect puzzle — could be retained, while adopting the current relevance framework might provide
additional tools for investigating phenomena that are not semantic or syntactic in nature.
The definition of current relevance proposed in this paper should be seen as a proof that a formal
definition of such an elusive concept is feasible. Whether the precise outline that has been put forward here is the best imaginable — for instance, whether it is a good idea to ignore argumentativity
as I have done here, or if relevance should be investigated rather along the lines of Parikh (2009)
— remains to be examined in future research.
However, my firm conviction is that in the days where on-line shops and search engines offer as a
standard personalized, and thus, relevance-based results to queries,17 there is really no excuse for
mainstream formal linguistics to continue to ignore relevance phenomena.
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Maximality and Definite Plurals - Experimental Evidence
Florian Schwarz - University of Pennsylvania

Abstract. Statements with plural definite descriptions are often assumed to come with a maximal
interpretation, requiring all the individuals meeting the description to have the property expressed
by the predicate in the sentence. However, there clearly is some variability with respect to this
requirement, as non-maximal interpretations seem to be possible in various circumstances as well.
This paper presents experimental evidence informing the relationship between maximal and nonmaximal interpretations of definite plurals. I suggest that the results are best captured by a view that
sees the semantics of plural definites as involving maximality, but which allows for non-maximal
interpretations, even with distributive predicates, by some type of pragmatic mechanism. Various
possible choices of such mechanisms are discussed, though the question of which one is best suited
to account for the data is not conclusively resolved. However, the advantages over other accounts,
which assume a non-maximal semantics combined with pragmatic strengthening when needed to
derive maximal readings, with respect to the present results seem rather clear.
Keywords: definites. plurals. maximality. experimental semantics. reaction times.
1. Introduction
The semantics of plural definite descriptions, such as the boys, has played an important role in a
number of theoretical debates, including ones concerning the types of things involved in natural
language meanings. In particular, theories in this domain have to encompass a view on what sorts
of plural entities there are and how they relate to verb meanings. This, in turn, leads to distinctions
between distributive and collective interpretations, as well as potential lexical distinctions between
classes of predicates and a host of pragmatic factors. While there is an extensive literature on
these and other intricate theoretical issues, with substantial progress over the years and sophisticated technical proposals to deal with a wide range of relevant data, some of the basic empirical
properties of plural definites have not been studied systematically in great detail.
One characteristic property of plural definites relates to the notion of maximality. Many theoretical
proposals assume that definite plurals receive a maximal interpretation. For example, The boys
left. is typically seen as expressing that all the (contextually relevant) boys left. At the same time,
however, it also seems rather clear that there is a fairly wide range of cases where maximality
does not seem to hold. For example, the sentence The boys are building a raft. does not seem to
require that all of the boys are involved in the building. It’s possible that a few of them are doing
something else. While many of the accounts in the literature do make reference to at least some
issues relating to the apparent variation between maximal and non-maximal readings, it is not clear
that we have a comprehensive understanding of the range of factors affecting maximality, let alone
a unified understanding of anything close to the full range of the relevant data.
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On a general level, one way to frame a discussion of maximality, based on the assumption that
both maximal and non-maximal judgments are attested, is to ask what the status of the two types
of interpretations is and how they relate to one another. Logically speaking, there are the following
possibilities: they could be entirely independent from one another, and both reflect separate semantic entries for (the plural version of) the definite article the, i.e., there could be a genuine ambiguity.
Secondly, the dimension of maximality could be in some sense underspecified in the semantics,
and be decided (or left underspecified when no decision is necessary) in any given case based on a
variety of factors (which could be both linguistic and non-linguistic). Finally, one of the readings
might be a basic one, with the other derived from it in some form or other, most likely in pragmatic
terms. I take it that the first option, that of a genuine ambiguity, has very little appeal, as it does
not offer any explanatory strategy for understanding the distribution of the different readings. The
other options seem at least in principle viable, and have been pursued in the literature.
The present paper aims to contribute to the discussion of which of these views is appropriate by
presenting empirical evidence relevant for understanding the relationship between maximal and
non-maximal interpretations. The evidence stems from a series of experiments that involved truthvalue judgments (TVJ) for sentences in the context of simple visual displays consisting of colored
shapes. For example, subjects would see a mix of black and gray circles and then be asked to
evaluate the truth of a sentence such as The circles were black. The details of the design will
be laid out below. Before delving into those, I will briefly review some of the major proposals
for analyzing the semantics of plural definites, and how they relate to maximal and non-maximal
interpretations respectively. But to foreshadow the general thrust of the line of argument pursued
based on the experimental results, we will see that a), non-maximal interpretations are to some
extent available even with basic distributive predicates such as color adjectives, b), a variety of
pragmatic factors modulate this availability, and c), maximal responses are generally faster than
non-maximal ones. I will argue that, taken together, these results speak in favor of an account that
sees maximality as part of the lexically encoded semantics, and which derives (at least one kind
of) non-maximal interpretations by means of a process of pragmatic weakening.
2. Background
2.1. ‘Strong’ Accounts of Plural Definites
The starting point for most accounts of plural definites is the semantics for singular definites.
One pre-dominant family of theories sees these as involving uniqueness; the family line following Strawson (1950) assumes that uniqueness is presupposed, rather than asserted, rendering the
following type of meaning for the definite article, which makes it denote in the domain of entities:1

1

The extension of uniqueness to maximality to be outlined here can also be implemented in a Russellian framework,
where uniqueness is part of the asserted content (Neale, 1990), though this runs into some issues with collective
readings.
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b.

JtheSg boyK = ιx.boy(x)

On a presuppositional view, this entry comes with a requirement that there is only one (contextually
relevant) individual of whom the predicate P / JboyK holds. Based on work on plurality by Sharvy
(1980) and Link (1983), the domain of entities can be enriched so as to include plural individuals,
which count as entities of their own right, but have multiple atomic individuals as their parts. These
can be seen as sum individuals or sets, which allow access to their part structure. Groups, on the
other hand, are another type of entity consisting of multiple atomic individuals that have been
considered in the literature (perhaps most prominently Landman, 1989). Their hallmark property
is that they do not allow access to their parts, the idea being that there is more to the whole group
than the individuals that are part of it (e.g., a team seems to have an existence of its own that
remains constant, even if team members change over time).
Now, a natural extension of uniqueness-based accounts of singular definites to plural definites,
pioneered by Sharvy and Link, is to re-frame uniqueness in terms of maximality: rather than
having the definite article map a singleton set to the atomic member of that set, it can now be
seen more generally as mapping any set, which may include plural individuals, onto the maximal
individual in that set (the notion of maximality can be formally defined in terms of the part-relation,
the maximal individual being the one that all other individuals in the set are part of). This is
commonly expressed with the σ operator:
(2)

JtheK = λP.σx.P (x)

Maximality thus provides a unified view on singular and plural definites. Singular definites will
combine with singular predicates, which only consist of atoms. For there to be a maximum individual in a set of atoms, there can only be one individual, so we capture the equivalent of the
uniqueness account above. In cases where the predicate is plural and contains plural individuals,
the definite maps that set onto the maximal plural individual contained in it (if there is one).
Given the notion of ‘maximal plural individual’, it may already appear clear that accounts along
these lines assign a maximal semantics to plural definites. However, to fully flesh out the story,
something more needs to be said about how verbal predicates combine with plural noun phrases.
While there are again various options, one commonly taken path is to say that there is a distributive
operator, D , which can attach to verb phrases, and which introduces universal quantification over
parts or subsets, depending on your view on what plural individuals are (see Link, 1983; Landman,
1989, 1996; Lasersohn, 1995; Schwarzschild, 1996, for several different versions). For purposes
of exposition, I follow the format of Brisson (1998):
(3)

JD K = λP.λx.∀x[y ∈ x → P (y)]
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Combined with a verb, this will render a function that will yield true for any (singular or plural)
subject argument iff it yields true for all the elements (or parts) of the denotation of that argument.
Now we have a strictly speaking maximal semantics, as on this analysis,
(4)

The boys D left.

requires that every boy left. This is the so-called distributive reading of the sentence. However,
note that the D operator is not generally speaking required. If we leave it out, we get the so-called
collective interpretation, where the predicate is only required to hold of the plural individual as a
whole. This accounts for cases like
(5)

The boys built a raft.

For a collective interpretation to be true, it is not only commonly argued that the predicate need
not hold of every individual separately, but also that not every individual that is part of the relevant
plural individual has to have any actual involvement with the activity in question. This, then,
provides one way of allowing non-maximal interpretations for accounts that assume a maximal
semantics for definite plurals.2
However, as Brisson (1998) argues in detail, non-maximal interpretations are not restricted to
collective readings of verbal predicates, but also arise for distributive ones. In fact, the materials
from the experiment to be presented here fall into this category, as they have color adjectives as
their predicates. Intuitively speaking, it does not seem appealing to say that some of the circles in
a display, say, were black on behalf of the entire plural individual consisting of all of the circles
in the display. So this particular path to allowing non-maximal interpretations, based on collective
interpretations of predicates, will not be of any help in interpreting the results.
There are, however, a number of further options for allowing non-maximal interpretations while
assuming a maximal semantics, all of which involve some type of pragmatic mechanism that weakens the universality expressed in the semantics. First, this can be done by restricting the domain
of the plural definite, along the lines of standard domain restriction in noun phrases (Westerstahl,
1984; von Fintel, 1994). Secondly, it can be done by restricting the domain of the distributive operator, e.g., in the form proposed by Brisson (1998), who uses the cover variable of Schwarzschild
(1996) for this purpose (see also Brisson, 2003). Finally, a different pragmatic perspective has been
suggested by Lasersohn (1999), who provides a formal implementation of the intuitive notion of
‘pragmatic slack’, which captures the fact that with a variety of constructions we are willing to
allow a certain amount of imprecision based on the context they are used in. All three of these
2
A wide range of proposals with different notions of what the relevant plural individual is have appealed to this
account of non-maximal interpretations. See, for example, Landman (1996); Lasersohn (1995); Schwarzschild (1996).
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approaches have in common that they assume that the semantics itself introduces strictly universal
requirements for definite plurals combining with distributive predicates, but allow for some form
of ‘pragmatic weakening’, as I will call it, which makes non-maximal interpretations possible. We
will provide some more detailed aspects of these approaches in connection with the discussion of
the experimental results below.

2.2. ‘Weak’ Accounts of Plural Definites
The ‘strong’ accounts we just reviewed see the basic semantic meaning of a plural definite as requiring maximality, which can be weakened on pragmatic grounds. Another family of accounts,
call them the ‘weak’ accounts of plural definites, sees things exactly the other way around: they assume that the literal semantic contribution of a plural definite essentially is equivalent to existential
quantification, whereas the maximality part only comes in as part of additional steps of pragmatic
reasoning when needed.
While simple existential proposals along these lines have not, to my knowledge, been fully fleshed
out in the literature, they have been hinted at by several authors in connection with a parallel analysis of singular definites. For example, Szabó (2000) proposes a semantics for singular definites
as merely involving existential quantification. He supplements this with a pragmatic version of
a file-card semantics Heim (1982), which then also helps to derive certain uniqueness effects. It
would only seem natural to extend this line of thought to plural definites, and, in fact, Szabo notes
in a footnote that he ‘think[s] ‘the Fs are G’ is semantically closer to ‘Some (contextually relevant)
Fs are G” (Szabó, 2000, p. 52, footnote 2). A tentative extension of his account to plural definites
is spelled out in Brogaard (2007, though note that she does not endorse this view). In a similar
vein, Ludlow and Segal (2004), assume an existential semantics for definite descriptions, and derive uniqueness in terms of a process of Gricean reasoning. While it may not be entirely clear how
to spell out an extension of their account to plural definites (again see Brogaard, 2007, for some
discussion), the relation between what is semantically encoded and what is pragmatically derived
for any such account would fall into the category of ‘weak’ accounts.
A more recent proposal that would seem to fall into this same category is that of Malamud (2012).
Upon reviewing a variety of proposals for plural definites, Malamud finds all of them lacking in that
they do not provide any details regarding the contextual factors that clearly affect maximality with
plural definites. She presents a detailed decision-theoretic framework to capture such pragmatic
factors, in particular the interlocutors’ goals. As far as the semantics is concerned, Malamud
builds on a cover-based account, in particular the variant of Schwarzschild’s theory that Landman
(1996) introduces as ‘Theory IV’. While it does make use of covers, however, the account she
adopts does not see these as being supplied by the context. Rather, it assumes that as far as the
literal semantics is concerned, a statement with a plural definite simply gives rise to an existential
requirement, namely that there be some cover under which the statement is true. As Malamud
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herself notes, this requirement is extremely weak, since it essentially reduces to an existential
analysis of plural definites. However, she sees this as a virtue, because her proposal takes what
she calls an underspecified meaning with regards to maximality as the basic starting point, with
decision-theoretic pragmatics doing the additional work in figuring out what type of interpretation
is most appropriate in a given context.
What differentiates the weak and the strong theories, then, is whether or not maximality is part of
the semantics of a plural definite. For strong theories, it is, and non-maximal interpretations are derived pragmatically. For weak theories, the semantics does not include a maximality requirement,
but such a requirement can be added in at the level of pragmatic reasoning.
3. Experiment on Maximal vs. Non-maximal interpretations of Definite Plurals
The general approach taken in the present experiment builds on the by now fairly extensive literature on semantic and pragmatic processing. Most relevantly, a substantial body of work has
argued, based on a variety of processing measures, that literal content, encoded at the level of
lexical semantic entries for specific expressions, is available earlier in online processing than pragmatic aspects of meaning, such as scalar implicatures (Grice, 1975). While these results are not
uncontested, it is nonetheless plausible in general to assume that literal meanings are more or less
immediately available in processing, and that pragmatic considerations that draw directly on those
literal meanings, as well as a variety of contextual information, are secondary both in theoretical
terms and in terms of the temporal sequence of cognitive steps in actual processing.
Applying this line of thinking to the phenomenon at hand, and in particular the relation between
maximal and non-maximal interpretations of definite plurals, the two types of accounts sketched
above differ in the predictions they make for online processing. On the strong account, the literal
meaning is a maximal one, whereas non-maximal interpretations are derived pragmatically. We
would thus expect the former to be faster than the latter from this perspective. The reverse holds
from the perspective of the weak accounts: these assume that the literal meaning of statements
with plural definites either involve (the equivalent of) existential quantification or are underspecified with respect to maximality.3 Therefore, non-maximal interpretations are based on the literal
meaning alone, whereas maximal ones require some form of additional pragmatic reasoning. This
predicts, at least, that maximal interpretations should not be faster than non-maximal ones, and depending on further assumptions - might even predict maximal ones to be slower.
3

It is actually not entirely clear to me that the latter option can be differentiated from the former, since the literal
meaning that Malamud considers still is an existential one. But we’ll give the account the benefit of the doubt for the
moment, since the predictions will diverge from the those of the strong account either way.
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Expt I

I.1

I.2

Expt II

I.3

II.2

II.8

II.9

Figure 1: Experimental Displays
3.1. Methods
Design In order to keep things simple, and furthermore to avoid the potential confound of nonmaximal interpretations being due to a collective interpretation, the experimental task involved
truth value judgments relative to simple arrays of colored shapes. Each display contained nine
shapes of the same type. The shapes in each display generally (except for one control condition)
came in two colors. The distribution of the colors was varied, both in terms of the number of shapes
with a given color and with regard to the relative placement of the different colored shapes. The
goal in introducing these variations was to assess, in addition to the reaction times for maximal
and non-maximal interpretations, the types of pragmatic factors that affect the likelihood of nonmaximal interpretations in the first place. Furthermore, the sentences to evaluate were varied in
terms of whether they applied to the entire display or to some part of it. The latter was implemented
by adding a locational PP modifier to the noun phrase for the shape. For purposes of illustration
of the various conditions, it is convenient to group them into four sub-experiments, but note that
comparisons between conditions across sub-experiments are just as valid as comparisons within
each sub-experiment, since all the data was collected together and the nature of the stimuli resulted
in a very minimal variation of the materials.
One consideration in designing the specifics of the task was to make the experience a bit more
challenging and interesting, and to draw subjects’ attention away from the fact that they may
sometimes be put in a position where they have to judge sentences that are hard to evaluate once
you start thinking too much about them (they also saw sentences with singular definites that did not
successfully pick out any item in the relevant display). To achieve this, we incorporated a simple
memory component into the task. Subjects were shown the displays of colored shapes for a brief
period of time (600ms), and then read the sentence they had to evaluate. The length of presentation
was chosen so as to not make the task too difficult, but still taxing enough that subjects were
unlikely to engage in any prolonged deliberations about what the sentences they were seeing could
mean upon reflection.
The various types of displays are provided in Figure 1. The sentences shown were as follows:
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NoPP

The circles were black.

PP

The circles on the left were black.

Let us begin by considering the first set of display variations in light of the NoPP sentence. The
number (and proportion) of black circles was kept constant across all displays, namely five (out of
nine). What was varied was the extent to which the black circles appeared in a contiguous spatial
configuration: In I.3, all of them were contiguous at the left edge of the display, In I.1, four out
of the five black circles appeared next to each other. And in I.2, there was a split of two and three
black circles appearing together in different areas of the display. The manipulation here was partly
based on the raw intuition that the extent to which the circles displaying the relevant property (here,
having the same color) form a salient sub-part of the display has a clear impact on ones likelihood
of accepting the sentence ‘the circles were black’ as true. From a theoretical perspective, this can
also be related to the domain restriction approach to non-maximal interpretations (see below).
Turning to the PP-version of the sentence, the variation in the displays now resulted in a variation
of the number (and proportion) of individuals in the NP denotation that had the property predicated
of them. In particular, I.1 only had one circle on the left that was black, I.2 had two, while I.3 had
all 3 circles be black. Manipulating the number and proportion of the shapes that would fall under
the predicate clearly also seems relevant to the likelihood of providing a non-maximal judgment in
intuitive terms. In fact, claims along these lines have been made in the literature, e.g., by Brisson
(1998, p. 49), and Brogaard (2007), who claims that ‘the smaller the number of individuals in the
domain the more likely it is that all the individuals are taken to satisfy the predicate (individually
or collectively)’ (p. 419).
The second set of displays are provided on the right side of Figure 1. The sentences were the same
as above, in the NoPP and PP versions. Beginning with the former, which again applied to the
entire display, we now are looking at a further variation of the number and proportion of circles
that have the relevant color (here: black). Display II.2 contained two such circles, and seven circles
of another color (here: gray). Display II.8 had eight black circles and one gray one. And Display
II.9 served as a control with all nine circles in black. Together with the other displays, this gives us
a fairly large spread of different proportions of shapes satisfying the color predicate, from 22-89%
in the non-maximal conditions.
The PP condition didn’t add further variations to the number or proportion dimension, as the circles
on the left matched the ones from display I. However, what was varied here was the color of the
other shapes, again largely based on an intuition, namely that the color of the other shapes might
affect the availability of the non-maximal interpretation: if none of the other shapes are black,
then relative to that, two out of three shapes being black might suffice to give the non-maximal
judgment that it’s true that the circles on the left were black. But if the others are all black, than
relative to that the circles on the left may not seem to display a sufficient degree of blackness.
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To sum up the main features of the design, we set out to test reaction times for a variety of conditions for both maximal and non-maximal interpretations of plural definites. Further variations
explored various possible pragmatic factors that might have an impact on the availability of nonmaximal interpretations. In particular, we are testing whether the clustering of the shapes of the
relevant color plays a role, whether the number and proportion affects non-maximal interpretations, and whether something like a standard set by other shapes present in the display might affect
the willingness to give a non-maximal judgment.

Materials Using a set of six shapes (circles, crosses, diamonds, hearts, squares, and triangles)
and six colors (black, blue, gray, green, red, and yellow), 72 items with versions in all twelve
conditions described above were created and split into six lists containing six items per condition.
This created a fully counter-balanced design, where each subject saw six items in each condition,
and each item was seen in all conditions by different subjects. The location of the critical shapes
was varied systematically and the location specified in the presuppositional phrases was adjusted
accordingly. In addition to the 72 experimental items, each list contained 90 other items from
other experiments. 72 of these involved singular definite statements of the form ‘The circle on the
left was black’ with slightly different displays (containing only five colored shapes), which varied
systematically in whether the prepositional phrase and the color adjective were true of a circle in
the display (see Schwarz, 2012, for discussion of this experiment). Another 18 items contained
arrays similar to the ones presented here, followed by sentences containing the quantifiers ‘few’ or
‘a few’. The order of presentation of items within each list was randomized for each subject, with
no more than two subsequent trials from the same sub-experiment.

Procedure & Participants The experimental design was implemented using the Experiment
Builder software package by SR Research and responses and reading- and reaction-time data were
recorded using an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker. Subjects were seated in front of a computer screen
and received the initial instructions below, followed by a practice trial.
(7)

Instructions
In this experiment, you will be shown simple pictures containing various shapes for a brief
period of time. Afterwards, you will see a sentence, and your task is to evaluate whether the
sentence is true or false relative to the displayed array. Try to push the appropriate button
as quickly as possible.
We will begin with a brief practice trial. Then we have to set up the eye tracker.
If you have any questions, please feel free to ask the experimenter now!
When you are ready, press a button to proceed to the practice trial.

Each trial consisted of the following sequence of events:
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Sequence of events during each trial
a. Display of dot in center to control for initial eye position
b. Display of array of colored shapes for 600ms
c. 10ms pause
d. Display of dot in center to control for initial eye position
e. Display of sentence
f. Button press to indicate ‘true’/‘false’ answer

Responses were recorded using a ResponsePixx button box with 5 buttons. The left and right
buttons were labeled as ‘true’ and ‘false’, with position of these values counter-balanced between
subjects. After participating, subjects received a debriefing with a short explanation of the purpose
of the experiment. 48 undergraduate students at the University of Pennsylvania participated for
class credit.

3.2. Results
Response Data Responses from the TVJ-task were coded as maximal vs. non-maximal. For all
conditions where only some of the shapes in question had the color expressed by the adjective, a
‘true’ response was coded as non-maximal, and a ‘false’ response as maximal. For the conditions
where the relevant shapes had the same color, ‘true’ responses corresponded to maximal interpretations, though they are strictly speaking also consistent with a non-maximal interpretation. ’False’
responses in these cases are errors (since neither interpretation would support such a response),
and thus give us an indication of the general error rate incurred by the task setup.
Overall, there was a substantial number of non-maximal responses. The mean for all data from conditions with a non-maximal number of circles (greater than 1)4 of the right color (all displays from
Expt I in the NoPP-condition, the I.2-PP condition, and both the PP and NoPP conditions for displays II.2 and II.8) was 70% maximal response choices, and 30% non-maximal response choices.
While there clearly were more maximal responses than non-maximal ones, the non-maximal ones
are unlikely to be due to error alone, given the high accuracy in the maximal conditions (>97%
maximal choices in conditions II.9-NoPP and II.9-PP, and > 90% in the I.3-PP condition, where
error was presumably higher due to having to remember the PP, as well as the corresponding details
of the display, correctly). Furthermore, accuracy was similarly high in another sub-experiment, using sentences such as (A) Few of the circles were black with displays similar to II.2, which also
indicates that remembering the distribution of colors correctly was not so hard as to give rise to a
30% error rate.
4

Condition I.1-PP, which had a single black circle on the left seemed to behave slightly differently, presumably due
to the additional issue of the noun phrase being plural. The frequency of non-maximal responses for it were on par
with the maximal control condition I.3-PP, at about 10%. We do not include this condition in further analyses.
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Figure 2: Non-maximal interpretations (error for maximal control conditions) by proportion of
relevant shapes of the right color

A direct statistical comparison between the frequency of non-maximal interpretations in the maximal and non-maximal conditions (as characterized above), implemented by carrying out a logistic
regression using the lmer function from the lme4-package in R Bates (2005), with random intercepts for subjects and items, as well as slopes for the factor NonMax,5 yielded a significant
difference (means: 29.5% for NonMax and 4.3% for Max; p0 s < .001).
Turning to a more detailed perspective on the specific manipulations between conditions, we carried out a number of planned comparisons, using logistic regressions as above on subsets of the
data. The means for all relevant conditions6 are plotted in Figure 2, ordered on the x-axis by
proportion, which we turn to in more detail below.
To begin with, the Expt I-NoPP conditions looked at possible effects of clustering or contiguity.
We found differences in frequency of non-maximal interpretations, with the greatest value in the
fully contiguous condition I.3-NoPP (36%), an intermediate value in condition I.1-NoPP (30%),
and the smallest in condition I.1-NoPP (26%). Using the fully contiguous condition I.3-NoPP as
a reference level in the analysis, the differences between it and the I.1-NoPP condition as well as
the I.2-NoPP condition were significant (p < .05 and p < .001 respectively). The difference between I.1-NoPP and I.2-NoPP was not significant when including random slopes in the model, and
only marginally significant (p < .1) when only random intercepts were included. In sum, a fully
5

Following recent arguments by Barr et al. (in press) that maximal random effect structures should be used when
possible, we generally computed models with the maximal random effect structure that would converge, with random
effect slopes for each factor (and an interaction where applicable). However, we also carried out parallel analyses with
only random intercepts to insure against the risk of over-fitting. In the following, unless otherwise noted, both types
of analyses yielded the same result.
6
II.9-PP is omitted for ease of presentation; numerically, it was almost exactly identical to II.-NoPP; I.1-PP is left
out for the reasons discussed above.
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contiguous distribution of black circles yielded a significant increase in non-maximal responses.
The second type of manipulation concerned the color of the other shapes: conditions II.2-PP and
II.8-PP both had two black circles on the left, but the former had all other circles in gray, and the
latter in black. This too had an effect on the proportion of non-maximal interpretations, with means
of 36% in condition II.2-PP and 23% in condition II.8-PP. The difference between these two was
revealed to be significant by a logistic regression analysis, and they both were also significantly
different from condition II.9-PP (for both the fullest converging model with a random slope for
subjects, and for a model with random intercepts for subjects and items only; for the latter, all
p0 s < .001).
Turning to the analysis of proportion as a factor, a visual inspection of the graph in Figure 2
already suggests that proportion does not have a large effect on the availability of non-maximal
interpretations, in particular in comparison with the effects of the other factors we have considered.
The conditions where we had maximal clustering (I.3-NoPP) and where the other shapes were
not black (II.2-PP), with black-circle proportions of 55% and 66% respectively, did not display
a significantly lower proportion of non-maximal interpretations than condition II.8-NoPP with
a black-circle proportion of 89%. However, all three of these conditions differed significantly
from II.2-NoPP, with a black-circle proportion of 22% (p < .05 for I.3-NoPP comparison, other
p0 s < 0.001). This latter condition still did differ from the control condition, in that it displayed
more non-maximal response choices (p < .01). Regressing response choices in all non-maximal
conditions on proportion alone did yield a significant effect, but the size of the effect estimate
was quite small. Excluding condition II.2-NoPP, which may have been a border-line case in terms
of proportion, and including factors for clustering and the color of other shapes, resulted in the
effect of proportion becoming non-significant. In sum, while proportion may play a role in the
availability of non-maximal interpretations at the low end of the proportion-range, there is no, or at
best a very small, effect of proportion in the range from 50-90% when other factors are accounted
for in the model.

Reaction Times Reaction times were analyzed as the time that passed between the initial display
of the sentence to be judged and the button press indicating the True/False-response. An overview
for all conditions, split by the type of response (with Non-max indicating erroneous responses
in the maximal conditions) is provided in Figure 3. As can be seen very clearly in the NoPP
conditions, non-maximal responses took longer than maximal ones. To establish the statistical
significance of this difference, a number of mixed-effect model analyses with subjects and items
as random effects, using the lmer function of the lme4 package in R (Bates, 2005), were carried
out. For models with a simple random effect structure that only included random intercepts, pvalues were calculated using MCMC estimates for significance (Baayen et al., 2008). We report
t-values for models with the maximal converging random effect structure as well.7
7

MCMC simulations are not yet implemented for complex random effect structures in lme4; given the size of our
data set, t-values greater than 2 roughly correspond to significance at the conventional α = .05 level.
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Figure 3: Reaction times by response and condition (Non-Max represents response errors for maximal conditions (II.9-NoPP, I.3-PP, II.9-PP)

Regressing reaction times on the type of response (maximal vs. non-maximal) for all non-maximal
conditions together (I.1-NoPP, I.2-NoPP, I.3-NoPP, I.2-PP, II.2-NoPP, II.8-NoPP, II.2-PP, II.8-PP)
yielded a significant difference (t = 5.72, p < .001 for simple random effect model with random
intercepts for subjects and items only; t = 3.50 for maximal model with random slopes for subjects
and items), with means of 2175ms for non-maximal responses and 1795ms for maximal ones. Note
that non-maximal responses corresponded to a ‘true’-judgment, and maximal ones to a ‘false’judgement, so the difference here likely is even larger if there is any response-bias for ‘true’responses being faster, as frequently reported in the literature.
Analyzing differences in reaction times for subsets of the data also yielded significant results for a
variety of conditions. The Expt I displays in the NoPP condition all had significantly faster reaction
times for non-maximal responses than for maximal ones, as did condition I.2-PP (all p0 s < .05).
Conditions II.2-NoPP and II.8-NoPP together also displayed the same significant difference, and
so did condition II.2-PP (p0 s < .05).
In sum, there is ample evidence from the reaction time analysis that subjects took more time when
making non-maximal response choices than when making maximal response choices.

Summary of Results The analysis of our experimental data shows that there is a substantial
proportion of non-maximal response choices, though maximal ones are clearly preferred overall.
Both of the two main manipulations, concerning the clustering of the shapes of the right color
and the presence or absence of contrast with the color of the other shapes in the display had a
significant effect on the frequency of non-maximal response choices, suggesting that there are
pragmatic factors at play in the process of settling on a decision. The analysis of the reaction
time data furthermore provided evidence that maximal responses were generally faster than non-
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maximal ones, despite the fact that the former corresponded to ‘false’ judgments, which are often
found to be slower than ‘true’ judgments on independent grounds in the literature. The additional
time incurred prior to providing a non-maximal response suggests that the process of reaching the
response decision involves additional pragmatic considerations that add to the time that would be
required to give a response on semantic grounds alone. Both the response distribution and the
reaction time data thus lend support to ‘strong’ accounts of plural definites, which see them as
encoding maximality on the semantic level, with certain pragmatic avenues open for reaching a
non-maximal interpretation in certain circumstances.
4. General Discussion
The overall results of increased reaction times for non-maximal interpretations together with pragmatic factors modulating the availability of the non-maximal interpretations lend clear support
to accounts that assume a maximality-based semantics. Unlike in previous studies (e.g. Caponigro et al., 2012), which mostly found chance level results in TVJ-tasks, our TVJ-task yielded
a majority of maximal interpretations.8 The differences in reaction times further speak against
understanding the response decision as a random choice. The difference in response frequencies
between maximal and non-maximal conditions speak against seeing non-maximal interpretations
as errors throughout, as does the variation based on the various distributional manipulations across
conditions. The response results also do not seem consistent with the view that statements with definite plurals and distributive predicates generally involve a homogeneity presupposition (Löbner,
2000), as there seems to be a limited, but genuine availability of non-maximal interpretations,
which -again - seems to be modulated further by a variety of pragmatic factors.
Given the delay for non-maximal responses and the modulation of the availability of non-maximal
interpretations by pragmatic factors, the results do not seem consistent with the picture provided by
‘weak’ accounts of plural definites as discussed above. These would assume that non-maximal interpretations are what is semantically encoded, and thus would lead us to expect that corresponding
responses should be faster than ones that require further reflection and consideration of pragmatic
factors. Furthermore, even though Malamud (2012) provides an intriguing and detailed analysis
of how pragmatic factors, particularly the goals of the speakers, can influence the extent to which
maximality enters the picture, it seems unlikely that the variation across conditions found here
could be explained in terms of her analysis, since the task and task demands remained constant
across all trials and conditions.
If we take the data reported here to support a ‘strong’ account, which assumes a maximal semantics combined with the possibility of pragmatic weakening, we should at least begin to drill a bit
deeper and consider the options for spelling out such a perspective in some more detail. The general idea throughout all possible versions would be that the initial, and most available interpretation
of the stimuli in our experiment involves the maximal literal semantics paired with the most obvi8

Statistically, this can be supported, e.g., by a base-line model with only random effects, which yields a significantly
positive intercept (p < .001).
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ous pragmatic choice, e.g., taking the entire display as the relevant frame of reference. Additional
pragmatic considerations may enter the picture to adjust the extent of maximality, perhaps to support a desire for charitable interpretations that allow ‘true’ responses. As mentioned above, we
can consider various implementations of such an account, either by invoking some type of domain
restriction, or an analysis of ‘pragmatic slack’ more generally. The first can be implemented in
various ways.
First, it is commonly assumed that quantificational noun phrases involve implicit restriction of the
domain that they are applying to, and that this has to be done for each noun phrase separately
(Westerstahl, 1984; von Fintel, 1994). Based on such accounts, we could then assume that nonmaximal answers are really based on a maximal semantics, but that maximality only has to hold
within a restricted domain that does not encompass all of the shapes in the display. However, more
needs to be said on such an account so as to account for the differences between definite plurals and
other quantifiers (since no comparable weakening is possible with universal quantifiers!), as well
as to spell out more concrete predictions that will relate it to the specific manipulations considered
here. One promising variant of this approach in light of the effect of clustering observed above
would be a situation-based view of domain restriction (Cooper, 1995; Recanati, 1996; Kratzer,
2004; Schwarz, 2011). Clustering could facilitate the choice of an alternative domain on this view,
because a contiguous group of like-colored shapes suggests itself as a salient alternative situational
sub-domain, relative to which maximality holds.
Another variant of a domain restriction approach considers the relevant restriction to be introduced
at the level of the distributive operator. In particular, building on Schwarzschild (1996), Brisson
(1998) makes use of the notion of covers and assumes that they provide the domain restriction
for the universal quantification introduced by the distributive operator. A cover of a set is a set of
subsets where each element of the original set is an element of at least one such subset. Unlike with
the related notion of a partition, the subsets are allowed to overlap. Using covers to modulate the
quantificational effect of the distributive operator makes it possible to capture cases of intermediate
distributivity (Schwarzschild, 1996). However, most crucially for our purposes, covers can give
rise to domain restriction effects with definite plurals, which in turn account for non-maximal
interpretations. To illustrate, consider the following example from Brisson (1998, p. 82):
(9)

a.
b.

The boys are hungry.
∀x[x ∈ JCovi K & x ⊆ Jthe boysK → x ∈ JhungryK

While there still is universal quantification introduced by the distributive operator, there are additional constraints on this quantification due to the cover. In particular, quantification only applies
to those subsets of the denotation of the boys that form an element of the cover. One use of this
is, as noted above, to account for intermediate distributivity. But it also allows us to have certain
boys drop out of the picture, namely if they appear only in elements of the cover that also contain
non-boys. Brisson calls such covers, where no set of cells of the cover has as its union the set
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of boys, ‘ill-fitting’. While Schwarzschild had proposed to rule out such covers as pathological,
Brisson argues that they are just what we need to account for non-maximal interpretations of plural
definites with distributive predicates. Thus, the notion of a cover provides another way of introducing domain restriction for plural definites, and it seems equally appealing to account for the
clustering effect by assuming that the salient contiguous grouping of like-colored shapes helps to
suggest just the right ill-fitting cover.9
Finally, there is a rather different perspective on non-maximal readings of plural definites, due to
Lasersohn (1999), which relates it to a more general notion of ‘pragmatic slack’. The initial observation is that there are all kinds of phenomena where, depending on context and the purposes
of conversation, sentences that are strictly speaking false can be regarded as true because at the
level of detail that is deemed relevant, they should just as well count as true. For example, in most
contexts it will be regarded as true that John arrived at 3pm, even if he actually arrived two seconds
after 3pm. Similarly, a plural definite, seen as having a maximal interpretation, may be regarded
true even if there are some exceptions, assuming those exceptions don’t matter for present purposes. Various expressions, such as exactly, can be seen as ‘slack regulators’ from this perspective,
and this also helps to differentiate between a simple definite plural statement (the boys left) and the
corresponding statement with all (all the boys left). The meaning of all, on this account, precisely
involves slack regulation, disallowing the pragmatic flexibilities displayed by plural definites. The
latter, however, allow precisely for the ‘pragmatic halos’, as Lasersohn calls them, that can provide
the type of pragmatic weakening involved in non-maximal interpretations of plural definites. Just
how the availability of such halos is modulated by the experimental manipulations considered here
is a question that will have to be left for further research.
In conclusion, let us step back and consider the broader picture concerning the semantics and
pragmatics of plural definites. There is no doubt that there are more factors involved than we have
considered here. For one, the existence of other non-maximal interpretations due to collectivity is
of course by no means inconsistent with our findings. Furthermore, the arguments presented by
Malamud (2012) for the role of interlocutors’ goals seem rather strong, even though they don’t
seem to help us in accounting for the variation found in our data. However, it may well be worth
trying to incorporate aspects of speaker’s goals into an analysis of domain restriction, e.g., by
involving the notion of a Question under Discussion (Roberts, 1996), as has been proposed by
Schwarz (2009), building on Kratzer (2007), which might allow us to capture the various results in
a uniform manner. Again, further details have to be left for future work. To end on a speculative
note related to this, it is quite interesting that Caponigro et al. (2012) find that the developmental
path towards maximal interpretations in acquisition seems rather slow. While one could see that
as evidence against a semantically encoded maximality requirement, an alternative perspective,
directly tied into the line of thinking based on nominal domain restriction considered above, would
9

One potential problem for this approach is that it would require that the domain of entities relative to which the
cover is considered has to include shapes other than the ones shown in a given display, because ill-fitting covers only
can model domain restriction effects if there are entities in the domain that don’t meet the description expressed by the
NP in the plural definite.
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be to hypothesize that what children are struggling with is the appropriate - or at any rate adultlike - choice of a domain of interpretation in the relevant experimental tasks. This opens up a
host of interesting questions relating the developmental patterns of quantifier interpretation more
generally.
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The Path of Presupposition Projection in Processing The Case of Conditionals
Florian Schwarz — University of Pennsylvania
Sonja Tiemann — University of Tübingen

Abstract. While presupposition projection has been explored in depth in theoretical terms, not
much is known about possible cognitive processes related to it. We investigate the question of
whether projection, which can be seen as a mismatch between the location of where material is
introduced syntactically and the level at which it is interpreted, comes with a processing cost that
requires additional processing time. In an eye tracking reading study using conditional sentences
with German wieder (‘again’) in the consequent and a preceding context sentence, we varied the
relative location in which the presupposition of wieder was supported. We argue that the pattern
of results we get reflects a processing cost for projection that directly correlates with the length
of the projection path as it would be measured in Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). This
perspective on the data crucially relies on the representational mechanisms involved in projection, which implies that a non-representational theory such as dynamic semantics cannot offer the
same account. A simple processing hypothesis based on distance from presuppositional support
measured in clauses also does not suffice to explain the data. The paper thus offers experimental
evidence bearing on fine-grained theoretical choices in presupposition theory. It closes by relating
our results to some other recent experimental work on presupposition interpretation.
Keywords: presuppositions. presupposition projection. experimental pragmatics. DRT. dynamic
semantics.
1. Background
In recent years, phenomena at the semantics-pragmatics interface have become a central area of interest in psycholinguistic experimentation. In particular, experimental work on scalar implicatures
has proven to be fruitful in providing new insights in this domain. The experiment reported here is
part of an effort to extend this general approach to presuppositions. The past few years have seen
a growing body of work that tries to assess the interpretive properties of presuppositional content,
much of it using off-line behavioral measures. Some of the issues addressed in the literature include the strength of contextual constraints imposed by a variety of presupposition triggers (Jayez
and van Tiel, 2011; Amaral et al., 2011; Smith and Hall, 2011), the effects of presuppositional
content on resolving ambiguities (Schwarz, 2007), and the exact nature of presuppositions in conditionals and under quantification (Chemla and Schlenker, 2009; Chemla and Bott, 2012; Romoli
et al., 2011).
There also is a growing body of work trying to understand the online processing of presuppositions
at a more detailed level by looking at various measures reflecting the time course of interpreting
presuppositions in online interpretation. Based on the general notion that presuppositions require
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some form of contextual support, previous studies have explored different experimental methods
for investigating them. Schwarz (2007) found reading time effects for the part of the sentence
containing also when the preceding sentential context did not support its presupposition. Building
on this paradigm, Tiemann et al. (2011) investigated a broader range of presupposition triggers and
found that unsupported presuppositions gave rise to decreased acceptability and increased reading
times on the presupposition trigger itself in word-by-word self-paced reading. The increases in
reading times in these studies are attributed to the clash between the context and the presupposition
trigger and thus can be seen as indicative of the availability of the presuppositional content, since
a mismatch can only be noticed when the presupposition has been fully computed. In a different
approach, Chemla and Bott (2012) investigate reaction times for different interpretive options of
presupposition triggers like realize under negation and report that global interpretations are faster
than local ones.
The experiment reported here, building on an earlier study summarized below (Schwarz and Tiemann, 2012), follows the general approach of the reading time studies just mentioned in that it
involves target sentences containing a presupposition trigger, German wieder (‘again’), presented
in context, parts of which either do or do not support the presupposition. However, we use eye
tracking during reading, rather than self-paced reading, in order to allow for a more natural reading experience for the subjects and to have a more fine grained temporal resolution, which allows
us to capture effects closer to their real time course. And rather than considering presupposition
triggers in simple sentences without any embedding, as in most earlier studies, we consider two
types of embedding environments, namely negation and conditionals. This allows us to investigate
time course effects related to presupposition projection and provides a broader and more detailed
picture of presupposition projection in processing and its implications for presupposition theory.
In particular, we will compare a theory of presupposition projection along the lines of Discourse
Representation Theory (DRT) and one provided in the framework of Dynamic Semantics. Both
are designed to capture the integration of sentence meaning and discourse context, including presuppositions. Yet, plausible predictions about the processing of embedded presuppositions based
on these two theories are rather different, as we discuss in detail below. In closing, we will briefly
discuss the highly relevant findings of (Chemla and Bott, 2012) in relation to our results in more
detail in the general discussion section.

1.1. Theoretical Perspectives on Projection in Processing
One of the core properties of presuppositions is that they project out of a variety of embedded
contexts. To illustrate briefly: whereas only the declarative in (1-a) conveys that Tina went iceskating today - which we take to be the asserted or proffered content of the sentence, which is
directly affected by the embedding operators -, the presupposition that Tina went ice-skating before
remains constant across all four variations of the sentence:
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(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(2)

Presupposition: Tina went ice-skating before.
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Tina went ice-skating again today.
It is just not true that Tina went ice-skating again today.
If the weather was nice, then Tina went ice-skating again today.
Did Tina go ice-skating again today?

Descriptively speaking, projection involves a discrepancy between the syntactic location in which
a presupposition is triggered and the level where it is interpreted. Intuitively, disentangling this
mismatch could plausibly lead to difficulties in sentence processing. However, since projection
is such a core property of presuppositions, it also seems possible that the underlying mechanism
proceeds in an automated way that does not incur any extra effort. The question of which of these
two characterizations turns out to be correct is not only interesting from a processing point of view,
it also bears on ongoing theoretical controversies, as one of the major challenges for compositional
semantic theories is to formulate theoretical mechanisms that account for the projection behavior of
presuppositions. In the following, we will focus on two ‘classic’ semantic theories which integrate
sentence meaning and discourse context in a dynamic manner. Although Dynamic Semantics
(Heim (1983), Groenendijk and Stokhof (1990) , Chierchia (1995), among many others) and DRT
(Kamp (1981), van der Sandt (1992), van der Sandt and Geurts (1991), Geurts (1999)) make similar
predictions about the projection behavior of presuppositions, their technical implementations differ
substantially in ways that suggest different processing predictions. The differences are mainly
due to the fact that a DRT analysis of presuppositions involves operations on representations of
discourse structures (DRS), whereas Dynamic Semantics accounts for them within a framework
where sentences directly update the information encoded by the context in a non-representational
way. In particular, while it seems plausible in DRT to assume that presupposition projection is an
effortful process with additional cognitive steps involved, Dynamic Semantics provides no grounds
for expecting such additional efforts . The implementations of these two theories and their potential
impact on processing are laid out in more detail below.

Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) is a representational theory of meaning in discourse,
in which a Discourse Representation Structure (DRS) is continuously constructed as the discourse
unfolds. The DRS makes it possible to keep track of already established information in the discourse, and to relate newly added information to it. Discourse representations can be conveniently
represented using boxes, which consist of a header and a main body. The header contains a list
of discourse referents, while the main body contains descriptive conditions, i.e., it lists predicates
which hold of certain of the discourse referents. A simple illustration for (3-a) is given in (3-b).
(3)

a.

Tina went ice-skating today.

x

b.

x = Tina
went-ice-skating-today(x)
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Embedding operators add additional embedded DRSs, as illustrated in (4) for negation.
(4)

a.

Tina didn’t go ice-skating today.

x
x = Tina

b.
¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)

DRT sees presuppositions as anaphoric elements, which have to be linked to a discourse antecedent. More precisely, presuppositions that are introduced in embedded contexts follow a
pre-defined projection path through the complex DRS-structure, in search for the closest possible antecedent. According to this perspective, interpreting a presupposition involves a mechanism
that performs operations on DRSs to connect it to its antecedent. Consider the following pseudoEnglish versions of the types of German constructions investigated in Schwarz and Tiemann (2012)
and in the experiment below:
(5)

a.

Tina AGAIN NOT went ice-skating today.
a
(≈ Once again, Tina did not go ice-skating today.)
Tina NOT AGAIN went ice-skating today.
a
(≈ It is not true that Tina went ice-skating again today.)

b.

In (5-a) the presupposition trigger again appears outside of the scope of negation, triggering the
presupposition that there was a salient earlier time at which Tina did not go ice-skating, which is
introduced at the global level. A DRT representation of (5-a) is given in (6).
x

x

x = Tina
¬went-ice-skating-before(x)

x = Tina
went-ice-skating-before(x)

(6)

(7)
¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)

¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)
went-ice-skating-before(x)

In (5-b) on the other hand, the presupposition is triggered in the scope of negation, yielding the
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representation in (7). Initially, the presupposition that Tina went ice-skating before is introduced
inside of the sub-DRS introduced by negation. In order to be resolved to a DRS-condition introduced in the preceding discourse, the (underlined) presupposition has to move to the global DRS.
(We use light-gray font to indicate locations at which a presupposition was represented at earlier
stages of the DRS construction process.) As can easily be seen when comparing these two cases,
interpreting a presupposition that was triggered in an embedded construction involves an extra step
compared to a sentence like (5-a), where the presupposition is generated in the global DRS to begin with. If we assume that the added step in (5-b) corresponds with extra processing time, this
predicts that interpreting embedded presuppositions will be slower than interpreting unembedded
ones.

Dynamic Semantics characterizes the meaning of a sentence in terms of its context change potential, i.e., by characterizing what impact it would have in any given context. A context, in the
simplest terms, can be seen as a set of possible worlds which is updated by every sentence uttered.
This set corresponds to the information that counts as established in the discourse. Presuppositions
constrain the update process. In particular, context update based on a sentence can only proceed
if all its presuppositions are true in all possible worlds that make up the context. A simple context update without presuppositions is illustrated in (8) where c is the original context, and c’ the
resulting context after updating c with a sentence S.
(8)

c + S = c0

Adding presuppositions into the mix, a given context only admits a sentence if it entails, or satisfies
all the sentence’s presuppositions. This can be expressed as a definedness condition:
(9)

a.
b.

Tina went ice-skating again today.
c+ Tina went ice skating again today = c0
•defined iff c+ Tina went ice-skating before = c
•if defined, c0 will only contain those worlds in c in which Tina went ice-skating
today

The context change potential of a complex sentence is determined by the context change potential
of its parts. The context change potential of a negated sentence is illustrated in (10).
(10)

c + Not S = c − (c + S)
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What is crucial to note for our purposes is that the formulation in (10) requires the presuppositions
of S to be entailed by c, just as was the case for non-negated sentences. An illustration for the
example in (5-b) from above is given in (11) where (11-a) is the sentence that negation applies to,
(11-b) its presupposition (PSP), and (11-c) its context change potential.
(5-b)

Tina NOT AGAIN went ice-skating today.

(11)

a.
b.
c.

S: Tina went ice-skating again today.
PSP: There is a (salient) earlier time where Tina went ice-skating.
c − (c+ Tina went ice-skating today.)
(defined iff c+ Tina went ice-skating before = c)

As shown in (11) the initial context c has to admit S in order to compute c + ¬S. The same holds
true for the version of the sentence where the presupposition is triggered outside of the scope of
negation (although with this particular example, the presupposition is different due to the presence
of negation):
(5-a)

Tina AGAIN NOT went ice-skating today.

(12)

a.
b.
c.

S: Tina went ice-skating today.
PSP: There is a (salient) earlier time where Tina did not go ice-skating.
c − (c+ Tina went ice-skating today.)
a
(defined iff c+ Tina did not go ice-skating before = c)

Evaluating presuppositions in embedded and unembedded environments thus proceeds in exactly
the same way in this framework. In both cases, the presupposition of the sentence is checked
against the global context. Therefore, there is no reason to expect the interpretation of presupposed
content in cases where the presupposition projects to be cognitively more demanding than in cases
where it is introduced globally from the start. This contrasts, of course, with the prediction of
the DRT account spelled out above, and the experiment reported here aims to test precisely this
divergence in processing predictions suggested by the two theories of presupposition projection.

1.2. Prior Work on Processing Projection out of the Scope of Negation
A first attempt at testing the predictions laid out above is reported in Schwarz and Tiemann (2012),
where we present results from a previous reading time study using eye tracking. The experiment
discussed there manipulated the embedding of German wieder (’again’). In German, wieder and
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negation can appear adjacently in either order, as shown in the variations of the target sentence
in (14). As was already seen in the discussion of (5) above, the two different word orders yield
different presuppositions: while the presupposition of (a) is that there is a salient earlier event of
Tina going ice-skating, (b) presupposes that there exists a salient earlier event at which Tina did
not go ice-skating. We presented the target sentences in the context of a preceding sentence which
was varied so as to manipulate whether the presupposition of the target sentence was supported
(C1 for (a), C2 for (b)) or not (C2 for (a), C1 for (b)).
(13)

C1: Tina went ice skating for the first time last week with Karl. The weather was beautiful,
and they had a great time.
C2: Tina wanted to go ice skating for the first time last week with Karl. But the weather
was miserable and they gave up on their plan.

(14)

Dieses Wochenende war Tina {(a) nicht wieder / (b) wieder nicht} Schlittschuhlaufen,
was Tina {(a) not

this

weekend

weil

das Wetter so schlecht war.

because the weather so bad

again

/ (b) again

not}

ice-skating

was

Looking at reading times on the verb after the {nicht wieder / wieder nicht } region, we observed an
interaction of the two factors Felicity and Firstword for a variety of reading measures, including
very early ones (first fixation, first pass time, regression path duration, and total time). Reading
times were increased in the infelicitous condition when the first word was wieder, but when nicht
was the first word, the felicitous and the infelicitous condition did not differ in terms of reading
times.
In order to test whether subjects perceived the infelicitous nicht wieder condition as infelicitous
after all, or whether they resorted to a local interpretation of the presupposition with respect to
negation, which would render a felicitous discourse, a follow-up acceptability rating study was
carried out. It revealed that subjects rated the overall discourse in the infelicitous condition as
significantly less acceptable than in the felicitous condition, for both word orders. This result indicates that while an effect of felicity was absent in the nicht wieder condition in the reading time
data, subjects perceived a difference in the off-line acceptability judgment task, ruling out the possibility that they interpreted the presupposition in the nicht wieder condition locally with respect to
negation. The interpretation we propose in Schwarz and Tiemann (2012) is that projection out of
an embedded environment takes time, and that this is most compatible with a DRT analysis, which
posits explicit and complex operations on levels of representation in the computation of a global
interpretation of a presupposition introduced in an embedded environment, as illustrated above.
The results of this experiment thus provide initial evidence for the hypothesis that discourse representations such as DRSs in general, and the corresponding operations on them that presupposition
projection involves in particular, have real cognitive correlates.
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Condition

Context

Location

I
I
II
II

local
global
global
local

a
b
c
d

Firstword
wieder
nicht
wieder
nicht

Table 1: Overview of Conditions and Factors

2. Experiment: Projection in Conditionals
To further test the hypothesis that presupposition projection is an effortful process, due to the
complexity introduced by the required operations on discourse representations, the materials from
Schwarz and Tiemann (2012) were modified so as to include a conditional, which provides an
additional layer of embedding. Another change from the previous experiment was that all of
the discourses had a felicitous interpretation, though with variation in the location where support
for the presupposition was introduced. This provides a broader perspective on how projection is
realized in processing, and allows us to compare different processing accounts of projection related
effects in even more detail.

2.1. Methods
Design & Materials Our items were created according to the following pattern: the presupposition of the target sentence was either supported by the global context sentence or by the local
if -clause. As before, we manipulated the order of wieder and negation in the target sentence,
which in this case was the consequent of the conditional. This yielded a 2 × 2 design, which could
be characterized by pairs of factors in various ways. Table 1 provides an overview of the different
possible groupings based on what pairs of factors we consider.
(15)

Tina war letzte Woche {(I) ∅ / (II) nicht} Schlittschuhlaufen. Wenn sie gestern {(I)
Tina was last

week

∅/

not}

ice-skating.

If

she yesterday

nicht / (II) ∅ } Schlittschuhlaufen war, dann...
not

(16)

/

∅

ice-skating

was, then...

...geht sie heute bestimmt { nicht wieder / wieder nicht} Schlittschuhlaufen.
...goes she today certainly

not

again

/ again

not

ice-skating.
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Participants and Procedure 24 items with variations of the illustrated pattern were created,
each with 4 versions for the four conditions. 32 native speakers of German from the University
of Tübingen community participated in the experiment. Subjects were split into 4 groups, where
each subject saw 6 of the sentences per condition, providing us with a balanced number of data
points from all conditions for each item and subject. There were 50 filler sentences from other,
unrelated experiments. Subjects read all sentences on a computer screen while we recorded their
eye movements with an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker. Half of the items were followed by a simple
yes/no question to ensure that subjects were reading the materials for comprehension.

2.2. Predictions
Before turning to the results, let us spell out the predictions of the two accounts under consideration in detail. To do so, we have to introduce the way they handle conditionals in general, and
presupposition projection in conditionals in particular.

DRT Predictions Operators such as conditionals introduce new embedded DRSs into the structure in DRT. Depending on where the presupposition is introduced and where a suitable antecedent
can be found, different projection path lengths come about. Conditionals introduce two sub-DRSs,
connected by an arrow. For presuppositions introduced in the consequent, the first place to look
for support for the presupposition is the antecedent of the conditional, followed by higher levels.
Let us take a look at the DRSs for our four conditions. In condition a, the presupposition that there
is an earlier time where Tina did not go ice-skating is introduced in the top-level box of the consequent and satisfied locally in the antecedent of the conditional. Resolution of the presupposition
then only involves one step, yielding a projection path length of 1.
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Condition a

a
a
a
a

x
x = Tina
went-ice-skating-last-week(x)

Context: I
Location: local
Firstword: wieder

¬went-ice-skating-before(x)
¬went-ice-skating-yesterday(x) ⇒
¬went-ice-skating-before(x)

¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)

a

Projection Path Length = 1

In condition b on the other hand, the presupposition that Tina did go ice-skating before is introduced inside of the box introduced by negation in the consequent and resolved at the top-most
level, based on the information introduced through the context sentence. Given standard DRTassumptions about the path followed in searching for an antecedent, this involves three steps.
(18)

Condition b

a
a
a
a

x
x = Tina
went-ice-skating-last-week(x)
went-ice-skating-before(x)

Context: I
Location: global
Firstword: nicht

went-ice-skating-today(x)
¬went-ice-skating-yesterday(x) ⇒
¬went-ice-skating-before(x)

¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)
went-ice-skating-today(x)

a

Projection Path Length = 3

Turning to condition c, we again have the presupposition of the wieder nicht order, as in a, but this
time, given Context II, it is resolved by the context sentence at the top-most level, thus rendering a
projection path length of 2.
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Condition c
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a
a
a
a

x
x = Tina
¬went-ice-skating-last-week(x)
¬went-ice-skating-before(x)

Context: II
Location: global
Firstword: wieder

¬went-ice-skating-before(x)
went-ice-skating-yesterday(x) ⇒
¬went-ice-skating-before(x)

¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)

a

Projection Path Length = 2

Finally, condition d has the same presupposition as b, introduced in the scope of negation inside of
the consequent, but this time it is resolved locally in the antecedent of the conditional. This also
yields a projection path length of 2.
(20)

Condition d

a
a
a
a

x
x = Tina
¬went-ice-skating-last-week(x)

Context: II
Location: local
Firstword: nicht

went-ice-skating-today(x)
¬went-ice-skating-yesterday(x) ⇒
went-ice-skating-before(x)

¬

went-ice-skating-today(x)
went-ice-skating-today(x)

a

Projection Path Length = 2

Looking at the distribution of the projection path lengths, we see that an interesting pattern emerges.
For Context I, we get a difference based on the location where support for the presupposition is
introduced (corresponding to a difference between the nicht wieder and wieder nicht conditions),
with a longer projection path for the global condition (3) than for the local condition (1). Con-
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text II, in contrast, does not give rise to such a difference, as both the global and local conditions
(corresponding to wieder nicht and nicht wieder correspondingly) have a projection path length of
2. This comes about because of the additional embedding introduced by negation. For the nicht
wieder condition, this results in two steps, first out of the negation box into the main consequent
box, then to the box for the antecedent of the conditional. For the wieder nicht condition, on the
other hand, there also are two steps, but different ones: from starting out in the top-most box of
the consequent, there’s one step to the antecedent, and another to the global level. Hypothesizing
that longer projection path lengths correspond to cognitive efforts that are reflected in increased
reading times, this projection path distribution of the DRT account leads us to expect an interaction
between Context and Location, with a difference between the a and b conditions, but no difference between c and d, as illustrated in the left panel of Figure 1. (a main effect of Location is also
predicted, though it is dominated by the interaction).

Dynamic Semantics Predictions A simple view of conditionals in Dynamic Semantics assumes
the equivalent of logical implication as their meaning contribution, i.e., if p, then q is assumed to
be true unless p is true and q is false. To do this dynamically, and to account for presupposition
projection, this is done in a slightly more round-about way, namely by removing all those worlds
from the context set that remain when we add p to c and then subtract the combination of c, p, and
q from that, thus removing precisely those worlds from c where p is true and q is false. The formal
formulation of the context change potential of a conditional is given in (21-a).
(21)

a.
b.

c+ If p, q = c − ((c + p) − ((c + p) + q))
defined iff (c + p) + P SPq = (c + p)

As far as presuppositions are concerned, and specifically the ones introduced in the consequent as
in our case, what is important is that as in the case of negation, the presuppositions of q have to be
met in the context that it’s added to, but in this case, this context turns out to be the combination
of c + p. That is, the context update for a conditional can only be performed if the global context updated with the antecedent of the conditional entails the presuppositions introduced in the
consequent of the conditional. This means, however, that it should not make a difference whether
the presupposition is supported by the global context (the preceding sentence) or the local context (here: antecedent of the conditional). The fact that this holds indeed is a crucial piece of the
Dynamic Semantic account of presupposition projection, as this allows presuppositional support
to be introduced a) in the global context, b) in the antecedent of the conditional, or c) by both
combined. As far as our experimental manipulation is concerned, however, it also means that on
the basis of the semantics alone, we can not differentiate between these different possible sources
of support, and thus cannot come up with different processing predictions w.r.t. relative processing
effort involved in these cases.
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If pressed to squeeze some kind of potential prediction out of the dynamic account, one might
wonder about negation as a factor. It might be reasonable to hypothesize that a negated presupposition is harder to process than an unnegated presupposition, both on intuitive grounds, and based
on the more complicated update steps involved. If we take r in (22) to be the unnegated version
of the presupposition in our materials, the underlying mechanisms to check the presuppositions of
the again not and not again variants would involve (23-a) and (23-b) respectively.
(22)

r = Tina had been ice-skating before

(23)

a.
b.

P SPq = ¬r :
P SPq = r :

c + ¬r = c?

≈

c − (c + r) = c?
c + r = c?

Hypothesizing that negation adds extra complexity would then suggest that the again not sentences
should be harder to process than the not again sentences, based on the presupposition evaluation
process. However, the point about the evaluation of negation requiring extra resources presumably
should be applied to the processing of non-presupposed content as well. In our case, this would
suggest that negation in the antecedent is relevant as well, which would increase the the relative
difficulty of the sentences in Context I, but not Context II, as illustrated for our four conditions
below.

(24)

a)
b)

Context I
(c + ¬q) + ¬PSPr = c0 + ¬q
(c0 + ¬q) + P SP r = c0 + ¬q
0

c)
d)

Context II
(c + q) + ¬PSPr = c0 + q
(c0 + q) + P SPr = c0 + q
0

Factoring negation into the equation along these lines, a dynamic account thus also gives rise to
the prediction of a Location×Context interaction. However, this interaction is crucially different
from the one predicted by a DRT account in that the expected simple effect of Location in Context
I is in the opposite direction and a simple effect of Location is predicted in Context II (see middle
panel of Figure 1).

A Processing Hypothesis However, there is at least one further perspective on the experimental
materials that one could consider, based on the notion that again is a so-called anaphoric presupposition trigger, as it relates directly to previous material in the discourse. Assuming that some
form of anaphoric resolution is involved in interpreting the presupposition introduced by again,
one might then entertain as a plausible hypothesis the idea that cases with closer antecedents are
easier to process than cases with ones that are further away. The issue arises of how exactly to
quantify distance from the antecedent here, but note that most, if not all, measures that one could
consider will not differentiate between the wieder nicht and nicht wieder orders, since there is only
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b

location

cd
a
I

context

II

DRT

a
a

global

a

location

b

c

local

d
I

context

a
a

b

c

global
local

II

Dynamic Semantics
(Negation)

a
I

d
context

location

a
a

global
local

II

Processing Hypothesis

Figure 1: Processing Predictions
one extra adverb intervening between the presupposition trigger and its antecedent in the former
case. If we count the distance in terms of clauses, for example, the two will come out on par. What
we expect to matter, on such a view, then, is simply whether the antecedent for the presupposition
is introduced in the global context sentence or in the local antecedent of the conditional. This
gives rise to a straightforward processing prediction, namely a main effect of Location, with no
differences based on Context (or Firstword). The set of predictions from the three perspectives
considered are summarized in Figure 1.

2.3. Results
The primary focus in our analysis were the reading times on the verb following the {wieder nicht}
sequence in the consequent of the conditional. Since the presupposition of the clause relies on
the verb, this is the point at which the presupposition becomes fully explicit. Moreover, effects
for reading measures on the verb have already been reported in Schwarz and Tiemann (2012).
Standard reading measures were calculated (Rayner, 1998), namely first fixation duration, which
measures the length of the very first fixation on the region of interest (here the verb); go-past
time, which here is taken to measure the sum of all fixations on the region of interest prior to any
fixations to the right of this region (but not including the time of regressive fixations); first pass
time, which includes all fixations on the region when it is looked at the first time, up until leaving
the region (to either the left or right); total duration, which sums all the fixations on the region of
interest, no matter when they occur; regression path duration, which measures all fixations from
first entering the region to first leaving it to the right (including all potential regressive fixations;
this is sometimes also referred to as go past time); and first pass regression proportion, which is
the proportion of regressive eye movements following the first time of entering the region.
All analyses used mixed-effect models with subjects and items as random effects, using the lmer
function of the lme4 package in R (Bates, 2005), with p-values calculated using MCMC estimates
for significance (Baayen et al., 2008). Given recent arguments by Barr et al. (in press) that maximal
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a
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Figure 2: Summary of Reading Time on the verb in ms for Total Reading Time and Regression
Path Duration
random effect structures should be used when possible, we generally computed models with the
maximal random effect structure that would converge, with random effect slopes for each factor
(and an interaction where applicable). We report t-values for these models as well. 1 Significant
effects were found for regression path duration and total reading times. Re-reading times also gave
rise to some significant effects, but the number of data points was very small for these, so we focus
on the former two in the presentation of our results. Trials where any blinks occurred while looking
at the region of interest were removed prior to analysis. Data points that deviated by more than
two standard deviations from the mean of their condition were excluded from the analysis.
The mean reading times for the two measures to be discussed here are summarized in Figure 2.
The main set of statistical analyses were carried out using Location and Context as factors, as this
provides the most informative perspective on the predictions of the different accounts discussed
above. The central result is that there is a significant difference between conditions a and b, but
no reliable difference between c and d, i.e., the local vs. global distinction mattered in Context I
(where wieder nicht was paired with local and nicht wieder with global), but not in Context II (with
the reverse pairing). Statistically, this was supported by a significant interaction between context
and location.
For Regression Path Duration, the model with random intercepts for subjects and items yielded a
significant interaction t = 2.95, p < 0.01 (the model with a full random effect structure including
the interaction did not converge; the maximal models that did converge, with random effect slopes
for subjects for just one of the factors, yielded comparable t-values (all greater than 2.9)). There
also were significant main effects of Location (t = 2.11, p < 0.05) and Context (t = 3.35, p <
0.001), but these were dominated by the cross-over interaction. The interaction was driven by the
difference between conditions a and b: analyzed as a simple effect with only random intercepts,
this yielded t = 3.06, p < .01 (including a random effect slope for Location yielded t = 2.87).
The difference between conditions c and d, on the other hand, was not significant (t ≤ 1).
1

MCMC simulations are not yet implemented for complex random effect structures in lme4; given the size of our
data set, t-values greater than 2 roughly correspond to significance at the conventional α = .05 level.
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Essentially the same pattern emerged for total time measures. The interaction based on a model
with random intercepts yielded t = 2.25, p < .05 (a model with random slopes for both factors
and the interaction yielded t = 2.18). There again were significant main effects of Location (t =
3.22, p < 0.01) and Context (t = 2.14, p < 0.05), which were dominated by the interaction. The
interaction was again driven by the difference between conditions a and b (t = 3.93, p < .001; for
full model, t = 3.20), as opposed to the lack of a difference between conditions c and d (t < 1). In
addition, there were simple effects of Location for both orders of nicht and wieder, i.e., significant
differences between conditions a and c (t = 2.20, p < 0.05) and b and d (t = 2.76, p < 0.01).
Comparable results emerged for these two reading time measures when looking at the {wieder
nicht} region, though we won’t discuss these here in detail for reasons of space. Altogether, the
pattern of the results very closely resembles the predictions of the DRT account as laid out above.
The greatest and clearest difference in reading times is found for the two conditions with the greatest difference in projection path length, namely a and b, whereas no difference is found between
c and d, counter to what we would expect based on the processing hypothesis. Furthermore, for
total reading times, we also find differences based on the level of the Location factor for both
wieder nicht and nicht wieder, with longer reading times in the global conditions. These results
correspond surprisingly well to the pattern expected based on DRT projection path length. Based
on this observation, we conducted an additional follow-up analysis, in which we tried to model the
data using only projection path length as a (numerical) predictor. Both for regression path duration and total time, this yielded a significant effect of projection path length (t0 s > 2.8). Based
on model comparisons with the interaction analysis above, the resulting fit was not significantly
different for the two analyses. In other words, projection path length alone was as good a predictor
of reading times as the Location×Context interaction.
3. General Discussion
The results for total reading time and regression path duration mirror the predictions of the DRT
hypothesis based on projection path length remarkably well, and indeed the data can be modeled
adequately by just considering projection path length as a predictor. This lends strong support to
the idea that presupposition projection involves representational complexity of some kind, as on the
DRT account, and that representational complexity has real cognitive correlates. Interestingly, no
effects of distance from the antecedent in terms of anaphora processing were found, i.e., whether
presuppositional support was introduced at the level of the global context sentence or in the antecedent of the conditional did not matter if one kept the overall projection path length constant
by switching from the wieder nicht (c) condition to the nicht wieder condition (d). What seems
to matter in terms of processing effort simply is the length of the projection path overall, not the
absolute location at which support for a presupposition is introduced.
We thus have found further evidence supporting the notion, first suggested in Schwarz and Tiemann (2012), that presupposition projection takes time. This is unexpected on accounts that model
presupposition projection in purely semantic terms, such as Dynamic Semantics, as they cannot
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readily distinguish between varying locations of presuppositional support. While we are not in a
position to evaluate other, more recent, accounts of presupposition projection in detail here, it is
worth noting that as far as projection is concerned, proposals such as Schlenker (2009) seem to be
on par with Dynamic Semantics with respect to the present data in that they, too, evaluate presuppositions relative to the entire preceding discourse and are thus not able to differentiate different
locations of presuppositional support. More generally, pragmatic theories that derive presuppositions via some form of pragmatic reasoning, which would seem to predict processing delays based
on results from the literature on scalar implicatures, do not predict differences corresponding to
the differences in DRT projection path length that are reflected in our experimental data.
In conclusion, let us note that it will be particularly interesting to compare our results in detail to
those reported in Chemla and Bott (2012). These authors measured reaction times for local and
global accommodation readings under negation for factive verbs such as realize, and find global
response times to be faster than local ones. On the face of it, this seems directly contradictory to
our results. However, note that in addition to looking at another type of presupposition trigger,
these authors consider cases of accommodation, rather than resolution in the immediate discourse
context. Furthermore, their ‘local accommodation’ interpretations are strictly local (in their case,
within the scope of negation), whereas our ‘local’ resolution here is only local relatively speaking
(i.e., more local than the global one). In fact, the characterization of presupposition resolution and
accommodation in DRT, as first suggested by van der Sandt (1992), is very much in congruence
with the data from these two studies, as it involves two phases for presupposition interpretation: in
the first phase, the presupposition is passed up the projection path until it finds an antecedent; if
this doesn’t succeed, the second phase consists of a search back down the projection path to find
a suitable location for accommodation. Based on this, we would precisely expect local resolution
to be faster than global resolution, but local accommodation to be slower than global resolution
or accommodation. Needless to say, these issues have to be investigated in more detail, and a
further direct comparison between these various options for interpreting presuppositions will be
crucial. But while much more work is in order, we hope to have made progress on understanding
presuppositions in online processing with the present contribution.
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A unified semantics for number marking, numerals, and nominal structure
Gregory Scontras — Harvard University

Abstract. This paper develops a semantic account of morphological number in the presence of
numerals. In addition to accounting for number on basic nouns like book in English, our approach
extends to cover data from two seemingly disparate domains: 1) number marking on measure terms
like kilo, which is determined by the numeral co-occurring with these terms: one kilo of apples
vs. two kilos of apples; and 2) cross-linguistic variation in patterns of number marking: numerals
greater than one obligatorily combining with plural-marked nouns (e.g., English), all numerals
obligatorily combining with singular (unmarked) nouns (e.g., Turkish, Hungarian), and numerals
optionally combining with either singular or plural nouns (e.g., Western Armenian). Building off
the presuppositional approach to morphological number in Sauerland (2003), we show that all of
the data considered receive an account once we assume variation in the selection of the measure
relevant to the one-ness presupposition of the morphological singular form.
Keywords: number marking, numerals, measure phrases, Turkish, Western Armenian.
1. Introduction
Speakers of number marking languages decide between singular and plural forms of nouns as they
embed them in larger linguistic contexts: book is felt to mean something different from books, and
the choice between these forms is regular and well defined. If I am talking about a single book, I
use the singular form of the noun; when I am talking about more than one book, I use the plural.
While intuitively appealing, this characterization of grammatical number in terms of one vs. more
than one faces problems (see the discussion in Sauerland (2003) and Sauerland et al. (2005), as
well as in Section 2 below). Still, it gives us a point from which to begin investigating the topic at
hand: the impact numerals have on the choice of grammatical number.
In English, the numeral one requires that the noun it appears with bear singular morphology, thus
one book and not one books. For numerals greater than one, plural morphology is required: two
books and not two book. We can describe this pattern using our characterization of grammatical
number above: with one, I am talking about a single thing, and so I require the singular form; with
greater numerals, I am talking about more than one thing, thus the plural form must be used. The
problem lies in explaining how these facts arise: what aspect of the linguistic form is responsible
for the choice of grammatical number, and at what level of grammar does it operate?
Suppose that the determination of grammatical number is a wholly syntactic process determined
by features of modificational elements that then agree with features on modified nouns. Such a
system would posit a SINGULAR feature on the numeral one and a PLURAL feature on all other
numerals. When composing with a noun, the number feature of the numeral would value the number feature of the noun and determine its morphological form. Note that this feature distribution –
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one+SINGULAR; not-one+PLURAL – captures the facts of English, but the system being considered
admits a great deal of variation beyond the English pattern. Without stipulations on the distribution
of these features, a numeral could possess any feature and so we should expect to find languages
with unintuitive – and unattested – patterns of number marking. For example, how would we block
a language from attributing the PLURAL feature to one and the SINGULAR feature to all other numerals? In other words, how do we rule out languages in which nouns agree with one in the plural
and numerals other than one in the singular? The problem with such a syntactic/featural approach
is that grammatical number bears only an indirect relationship to the meaning of the elements
indexed with it and so we lack a principled way of constraining the patterns that can be generated.
In this paper, we develop a semantic account of grammatical number in the presence of numerals that attributes the distinction between singular and plural forms to an interaction between the
meaning of numerals and the semantics of the nominal elements they modify. In developing this
system, we consider data from two types of nouns: the basic type, as exemplified by book, and
measure terms such as kilo. By augmenting the data to be covered to include measure terms, we
highlight the breadth required by the semantic mechanism that modulates grammatical number.
We then expand the coverage of the system beyond English, seeing what it takes to account for
different patterns of number marking such as those found in Turkish and Western Armenian (Bale
et al., 2011a). What results is a program centered around a designated functional projection, #P,
from which morphological number features originate (cf. Sauerland (2003), a.o.). The head of #P,
either SG or PL, is an operator that establishes conditions on the denotation of the resulting nominal: SG checks for singularity of the predicate, and PL applies when singularity is not satisfied. We
show how variation in the way that singularity is checked captures the cross-linguistic diversity in
patterns of number marking that we consider. This variation also accounts for number marking
within the second domain of nominals, measure terms. Before we begin to develop this system,
however, we must consider in more detail the assumptions at its foundation, together with the data
to be explained. This is the topic of the next section.
2. Theoretical background: #P
Following Sauerland (2003) (see also Sauerland et al., 2005), we assume that the locus of number
features is the designated functional head which we term #. Morphological number marking comes
about as a result of syntactic agreement with #. In this system morphological number is never
directly interpreted; the determination of semantic number is a separate but related process.
We find (minimally) two variants of the # heads: SG and PL.1 Unlike Sauerland, we assume that #
occurs as the sister to a nominal projection and serves as an identity map on the property denoted by
the nominal with which it composes. This move allows for the account of measure terms developed
in Section 4. Still, a major contribution of Sauerland’s work is the demonstration that SG, and not
PL, is semantically marked (see Sauerland et al. (2005) for a discussion of the facts that lead to this
conclusion). SG carries with it a numerical presupposition for one-ness of the property with which
1

Additional # heads are likely needed to account for dual, trial, paucal, etc., values of grammatical number.
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it composes, (1-a); PL carries no such presupposition, (1-b).2 For now, assume that the measure µ
relevant to the one-ness presuppotion of SG is basic cardinality: µ(x) = |x|. The choice between SG
and PL is mediated by Heim’s (1991) principle of Maximize Presupposition, which ensures that
SG is used whenever its one-ness presupposition is met.
(1)

a.
b.

[[SG]] = λP: ∀x∈P[ µ(x) = 1 ]. P
[[PL]] = λP. P

At this point we must draw a clear distinction between morphological number, expressed by ø and
–s in English and determined by the functional number heads SG and PL, and semantic number.
Assume three books: a, b, and c. In its basic form, semantically singular book denotes a set of
atoms, (2-a). The star operator * (Link, 1983) closes the semantically singular property under sum
formation and produces the plural property, (2-b).3
(2)

a.
b.

[[book]] = {a, b, c}
[[*book]] = {a, b, c, a+b, a+c, b+c, a+b+c}

Suppose nouns always express grammatical number, that is, they always appear in the presence
of #. The semantically singular property in (2-a) may compose with SG: every member of [[book]]
is atomic and thus has cardinality 1. The semantically plural property in (2-b) does not satisfy
the one-ness presupposition of SG in (1-a) because there are elements of [[*book]] with cardinality
greater than 1. Without any presupposition, PL may compose with either of the properties in
(2). What blocks PL’s combination with semantically singular properties, and thus accounts for
why morphologically plural books is not used to refer exclusively to book atoms, is the principle
of Maximize Presupposition (Heim, 1991): because SG contains stronger presuppositions – PL
contains none at all – with semantically singular properties we must use SG. It is only when
SG ’s presupposition is not satisfied, i.e., when we have a semantically plural property, that PL
is used. In this way, morphological number corresponds directly to semantic number: the only
licit combinations are SG with semantically singular properties and PL with semantically plural
properties.
Next, consider how numerals fit into this program of number marking. Suppose that cardinal
numerals are restrictive modifiers: they compose with predicates and restrict their denotation to
those elements with the appropriate cardinality.4
2

Note that here we depart from Sauerland in assuming that # composes with predicates and not with individuals.
We construe semantic plurality as closure under sum, and not closure under sum less the atoms, in order to account
for the behavior of plurals in downward entailing environments. There, plurals may be used to refer to singularities.
For example, if I ask if John has children, it would be infelicitous to answer no when he has only one child. For a
fuller discussion of these data, see Sauerland et al. (2005).
4
For discussion of numerals as modifiers, see Link (1987), Verkuyl (1993), Carpenter (1995), Landman (2003),
3
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a.
b.

[[one]]het,eti = λPλx. P(x) ∧ |x| = 1
[[two]]het,eti = λPλx. P(x) ∧ |x| = 2

Recall our assumptions regarding morphological and semantic number; we repeat the semantics
for the # heads in (4), and the semantics of plurality in (5). Assume further that numerals are
intermediate between the noun and the # projection: # > numeral > NP.5
(4)

#’s semantics:
a. [[SG]] = λP: ∀x∈P[ µ(x) = 1 ]. P
b. [[PL]] = λP. P

(5)

Semantic number:
a. [[book]] = {a, b, c}
b. [[*book]] = {a,b,c,a+b,a+c,b+c,a+b+c}

The numeral one may compose with either a semantically singular or a semantically plural property; in either case the resulting denotation is a set of atoms that satisfies the one-ness presupposition of SG. Because the presupposition of SG is satisfied once one composes, Maximize Presupposition rules out the choice of PL, (6-c,d), and thus rules out one books. If we want to rule out
the composition of a semantically plural property with singular morphology as in (6-b), we may
appeal to a principle of economy, whereby the strings with and without * compete: because (6-a)
and (6-b) are denotationally equivalent, and because (6-b) is more complex (it contains *), (6-b) is
uneconomical and cannot occur.
(6)

One + SG
a. ✓ [[SG one book]] = {a, b, c}
b. ✗ [[SG one *book]] = {a, b, c}, but failure of economy principle6
c. ✗ [[PL one book]] = failure to apply Maximize Presupposition
d. ✗ [[PL one *book]] = failure to apply Maximize Presupposition

The numeral two with its restrictive semantics in (3-b) requires that the property with which it composes be semantically plural. When two composes with a semantically singular property it looks
among a set of atoms for individuals with the appropriate cardinality and finds none; the result is
the empty set. We must say, then, that necessarily denoting the empty set as in (7-b,d) is somehow
deviant and thus ruled out.7 With semantically plural properties two readily composes and restricts
the nominal’s denotation to those individuals with cardinality 2. The one-ness presupposition of
SG fails on such a denotation because it is not the case that all members number 1, (7-c). Because
the presupposition of SG fails, we must use PL instead, thus two books.
among others.
5
We address the motivation behind this structural assumption once we extend our account to measure terms in
Section 4.
6
From Sauerland (2003): “Do not use the plural if the resulting meaning is identical to the meaning of the singular
in the present context.”
7
Such a move should be familiar from recent work on the ungrammaticality that results from logical triviality
(Gajewski, 2002).
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Two + PL
a. ✓ [[PL two *book]] = {a+b, a+c, b+c}
b. ✗ [[PL two book]] = Ø
c. ✗ [[SG two *book]] = presupposition failure
d. ✗ [[SG two book]] = Ø

At this point we appear to have an account of number marking in the presence of numerals for
basic count nouns like book in English. Our task now is to extend the coverage of this account. We
first consider two different systems of number marking from Turkish and Western Armenian. We
then return to English and explore the semantics of measure terms like kilo which, to all intents
and purposes, behave as nouns, yet do not appear to refer in the way that a noun like book does.
Without clear referents to check the atomicity of, we must assess what it means to be semantically
singular for these nouns.
3. Shortcomings of the present account
3.1. Cross-linguistic variation
Languages vary with respect to their patterns of number marking in the presence of numerals (Bale
et al., 2011a). So far we have considered one type of language, exemplified by English, in which
the numeral one requires singular-marked nouns, and all other numerals require plural-marked
nouns. Here we consider data from two other types of languages. In the first, all numerals obligatorily combine with singular-marked nouns (‘one book’, ‘two book’; e.g., Turkish); in the second,
numerals optionally combine with either singular- or plural-marked nouns (‘one/two book(s)’; e.g.,
Western Armenian). We will see that our system for number marking as it stands cannot account
for either of these patterns.
Turkish possesses a morphological distinction between singular and plural nouns, as evidenced in
(8); the morpheme -lar indexes plurality.8
(8)

a.

çocuk
boy

b.

çocuk-lar
boy-pl

In the presence of a numeral, -lar is prohibited. In other words, nouns in Turkish are obligatorily
singular, at least morphologically so, when they occur with numerals.
(9)

8

a.

iki çocuk
two boy(sg)
‘two boys’

b. *iki çocuk-lar
two boy-pl

All cross-linguistic data in this subsection come from Bale et al. (2011a).
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We find an more complex pattern of number marking in Western Armenian. Like Turkish and
English, Western Armenian possesses productive plural morphology: the morpheme -ner indexes
plurality.
(10)

a.

degha
boy

b.

degha-ner
boy-pl

Western Armenian’s pattern of number marking in the presence of numerals represents a hybrid
of the English and Turkish systems: nouns either may appear as morphologically singular in the
presence of a numeral greater than one, as in Turkish, or they may appear as morphologically
plural, as in English.9
(11)

a.

yergu degha
two boy(sg)
‘two boys’

b.

yergu degha-ner
two boy-pl
‘two boys’

Assuming the system of number marking that we developed in the previous section for English,
we predict neither the Turkish facts in (9) nor the Western Armenian facts in (11). The problem
is that we have aligned semantic and morphological number so that the morphologically singular
nouns are semantically singular, and we have assumed a restrictive semantics for numerals in which
numerals greater than one require semantic plurality. What we need is a way to allow singularmarked nominals to receive a plural interpretation, i.e., to be semantically plural. Our approach
will be to reevaluate the numerical presupposition we have attributed to the # head SG so that it
may also compose with semantically plural nouns in the presence of a numeral. Before doing so,
however, we must consider additional data for which our system of number marking must account.

3.2. Measure terms
So far we have been considering number marking on what we will term BASIC nouns like book and
boy. These nouns may be viewed as one-place predicates, denoting sets of individuals holding the
relevant property. We defined semantic number for these predicates in terms of the cardinality of
the members of their denotations: if a predicate refers to a set of atoms, it is semantically singular;
if the predicate is closed under sum-formation, it is semantically plural. But what happens when
we have nouns that do not refer to individuals, atomic or otherwise, that still behave regularly with
respect to number marking? Of interest are the italicized words in (12).
9

This description of morphological number in Western Armenian from Bale et al. (2011a) is likely an idealization;
see Sigler (1996) for a fuller discussion of the facts. Keeping in mind that much more work remains to be done on the
nuanced interpretations of these nominals, our goal will be to leave open the option of our approach accounting for the
Western Armenian system as it is presented in Bale et al. (2011a).
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That meat weighs two kilos.
I ate two kilos of meat.

We must first convince ourselves that measure terms like kilo are nouns, or at least nominal to the
extent that they should be handled by the same system of number marking that determines the morphology of book vs. books. To begin, measure terms display regular singular/plural morphology:
kilo vs. kilos. Further, they are free to combine with numerals and when they do they behave as
expected: one kilo vs. two kilos. Like basic nouns, measure terms constitute an open class: a nonce
word may be substituted for a measure term and still we can conclude that the intended meaning
involves a quantity or extent identified by the nonce word. Finally, measure terms are subject to
quantifier restrictions: many kilos but not much kilos.
Assuming that we take these facts as evidence that measure terms are nouns, what do we make of
the semantics of singular vs. plural for them? We started with the schema relating morphological
and semantic number in (13), but it isn’t clear how this schema could apply to measure terms.
(13)

a.
b.

atoms ⇒ SG
sums of atoms ⇒ PL

The problem is that measure terms do not appear to refer in the way that boy does. What kind of
atoms are kilos, meters, degrees, etc.? What would it mean to close these supposed atoms under
sum formation? We thus take as our starting point the idea that measure terms are nouns which do
not refer to individuals.
WIthout a referring semantics for measure terms we immediately face a problem in handling these
nouns within our system of number marking. Recall our semantics for the # heads, (4), where the
one-ness presupposition of singular morphology depends on the cardinality of the members of the
relevant property. Without atoms to count, the one-ness presupposition of SG is meaningless in the
context of measure terms. Moreover, what matters to the number morphology of these terms is not
cardinality, but rather the measure specified by the term itself: the choice between one kilo and two
kilos does not depend on how many atomic individuals weigh the relevant amount.
4. Proposed analysis
In what follows we revise our system of number marking in the presence of numerals from Section
2 above so that it may handle both measure terms and the observed cross-linguistic variation.
We start by motivating numerals as referring expressions, and forming cardinal numerals on the
basis of the functional element CARD (Zabbal, 2005). Next, we align the semantics of measure
terms with CARD and revise our assumptions concerning the measure relevant to the one-ness
presupposition of SG. Finally, we locate the parameter determining cross-linguistic variation in the
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selection of the measure relevant to the one-ness presupposition of SG.

4.1. Numeral semantics
We started with minimal assumptions about numerals: they are property modifiers, type het, eti,
and they occupy a position intermediate between # and NP. Now we fill in the details of these
assumptions.
First, concerning their structure, assume that numerals occupy the specifier of a functional projection NumP (Selkirk 1977; Hurford 1987; Gawron 2002; a.o.), and that NumP is intermediate
between NP and DP (Ritter, 1992).
(14)

DP
D

NumP
numeral

Num′
Num NP

For their semantics, take numerals to be individual-denoting expressions referring to natural numbers: numerals are of type n. The choice of Num0 determines the function of the numeral (e.g.,
cardinal, ordinal, etc.; Zabbal 2005). Cardinal numerals are formed by the operator CARD, which
takes a predicate and returns a relation between numbers and individuals (in the spirit of Krifka
(1989)).
(15)

[[CARD]] = λPλnλx. P(x) ∧ |x| = n

(16)

[[two CARD *boy]] = λx. *boy(x) ∧ |x| = 2

Note that CARD delivers the restrictive semantics for cardinal numerals that we assumed above,
and, as before, these semantics ensure that cardinals greater than one must compose with a semantically plural predicate (formed via *) as in (17-b). Were such cardinals to compose with
a semantically singular, i.e., atomic predicate, (17-a), the result would be the empty set, (17-c):
there are no individuals in the denotation of an atomic predicate with cardinality greater than 1.
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Assuming three boys:
a. [[boy]] = {a, b, c}
b. [[*boy]] = {a, b, c, a+b, a+c, b+c, a+b+c}
c. [[two CARD boy]] = Ø
d. [[two CARD *boy]] = {a+b, a+c, b+c}

Next, let’s preserve the semantics we gave to the # heads, repeated below, and see how these
semantics interact with our revised assumptions concerning cardinal numerals.
(18)

a.
b.

(19)

[[SG]] = λP: ∀x∈P[ µ(x) = 1 ]. P
[[PL]] = λP. P
DP

D

#P
#

NumP
numeral

Num′
Num

NP

CARD

The # head takes the nominal, NumP, as an argument. We continue to assume that the measure
relevant to the one-ness presupposition of SG is cardinality (note that cardinality is the measure
supplied by the closest head to #, CARD; more on this below). Number marking in the presence of
numerals proceeds as it did above:
(20)

a.
b.
c.
d.

✓ [[SG one CARD book]] = {a, b, c}
✗ [[SG one CARD *book]] = {a, b, c}, but failure of economy principle
✗ [[PL one CARD book]] = failure to apply Maximize Presupposition
✗ [[PL one CARD *book]] = failure to apply Maximize Presupposition

(21)

a.
b.
c.
d.

✓ [[PL two CARD *book]] = {a+b, a+c, b+c}
✗ [[PL two CARD book]] = Ø
✗ [[SG two CARD *book]] = presupposition failure
✗ [[SG two CARD book]] = Ø
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We thus maintain our coverage of basic nouns with numerals. Why, then, have we gone to the
trouble of revising our assumptions concerning numerals? As we shall see in what follows, viewing
numerals as referring expressions that serve as an argument of the functional counting element
CARD allows us to account for number marking on measure terms.

4.2. Accounting for measure terms
Before we can attempt to apply our system of number marking to measure terms, we must settle on
the semantics of these nouns. To this end, note that measure terms appear to have two distinct uses.
In the first, which we call their INTRANSITIVE use, measure terms compose with a numeral and
denote a quantity or extent. Intransitive uses of measure phrases typically appear as the internal
argument of measure verbs (e.g., measure, weigh, etc.), as in (22-a). They also appear in predicative
be constructions, (22-b), as well as modifiers of gradable adjectives, (22-c).
(22)

a.
b.
c.

John weighs 100 kilos.
The temperature is 70 degrees.
John is two meters tall.

In (22-a), the measure phrase 100 kilos specifies the extent of John’s weight. Similarly, in (22-c),
two meters specifies the extent of John’s tallness. Intransitive measure terms appear also in equative
constructions, (23-a), and in kind-level predication, (23-b).
(23)

a.
b.

Ten degrees Fahrenheit is less than ten degrees Celsius.
Kilos are more widespread than pounds.

Intransitive uses of measure terms contrast with their TRANSITIVE use, where we have an additional nominal that provides the material to be measured. We call this extra nominal the COM PLEMENT of a transitive measure term. The complement can be introduced via partitive, (24), or
pseudo-partitive constructions, (25). In what follows we will focus on measure terms in pseudopartitives.
(24)

Partitive:
a. I drank two liters of that wine.
b. I ate two kilos of those apples.

(25)

Pseudo-partitive:
a. I drank two liters of wine.
b. I ate two kilos of apples.

In (24) and (25), the measure terms serve to quantize the pluralities denoted by the complement
noun: the measure phrase uses the specified extent familiar from intransitive uses to restrict the
denotation of the complement noun. For example, in (25-b), two kilos of apples returns a subset
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of the pluralities denoted by apples: those pluralities of apples that measure two kilos. At this
point, we must settle on the way in which transitive measure terms, together with the accompanying numeral, quantize the complement noun. We must also be explicit about how intransitive
measure terms interact with a numeral to form a predicate of extents along a dimension. Lastly,
we must determine the relationship between transitive and intransitive measure terms. Let’s work
backwards, focusing first on the semantics of measure phrases like two kilos and two kilos of apples. We can then decide on an appropriate semantics for the measure terms themselves that will
yield the desired semantics for measure phrases.
As noted above, measure phrases appear to denote sets of individuals, or properties. For example,
the intransitive measure phrase 100 kilos in (22-a) denotes the property of weighing 100 kilos, a
property we then ascribe to John. In (25-b), two kilos of apples denotes the property of being a
collection of apples that weighs two kilos. Supposing we want our measure phrases to be propertydenoting, type he, ti, we can conceive of the measure terms as relations between numerals and
individuals.
In the intransitive use, a measure term takes a numeral and returns the set of individuals that satisfy
the relevant measure to the extent specified by the numeral. In this way, a measure phrase like 100
kilos will be true of an individual just in case it weighs 100 kilos.
(26)

[[kilo]]hn,he,tii = λnλx. µkg (x) = n

In their transitive uses, measure terms take an additional predicate-denoting argument: the complement noun.10 We may use the semantics for intransitive measure terms in (26) as the basis for the
transitive measure term semantics, where the only difference is that the latter takes an additional
internal argument supplied by the complement noun.11
(27)

[[kilo]]hhe,ti,hn,he,tiii = λPλnλx. P(x) ∧ µkg (x) = n

(28)

[[CARD]] = λPλnλx. P(x) ∧ |x| = n

It bears noting that the semantics given here for transitive measure terms results in the same semantic type that we gave to our Num head CARD: hhe, ti , hn, he, tiii. The parallels in structure are
obvious: CARD takes a property-denoting argument and then a numeral, forming NumP. A mea10

Complements of transitive measure terms used in pseudo-partitive constructions may only be bare plurals or mass
nouns, suggesting that they refer at the kind level. We may therefore want to modify the semantics in (27) so that
transitive measure terms take a kind-denoting, and not a predicate-denoting internal argument.
11
Ongoing work investigates the relationship between transitive and intransitive semantics for measure terms: assuming one use is derived from the other, which use is primary? One possibility is that the intransitive use is derived
from the transitive via a process of existential closure over the predicate-denoting argument.
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sure term (e.g., kilo) takes a property-denoting argument and then a numeral, forming M(easure)P.
We illustrate both structures in (29) and (30).
(29)

DP
D

(30)
#P

#

DP
D

NumP
numeral

#P
#

Num′
Num

MP
M′

numeral
M

NP

NP

kilo

CARD

Intransitive measure terms lack an internal argument, and so their structure differs from that of a
transitive measure term by the absence of an NP complement as in (31). So far we have noted
both structural and semantic similarities between CARD and measure terms; we can pursue the
parallel between these elements further by observing that like measure terms, CARD also allows
both transitive and intransitive uses. Transitive uses are far more common, and constitute what we
consider cardinal numerals (i.e., three boys). A candidate structure for an intransitive use of CARD,
where a cardinal appears without an NP complement, would be constructions such as The boys are
three or Those books number ten. The structure for an intransitive cardinal appears in (32).
(31)

(32)

#P
#

#

MP
numeral

#P

M
kilo

NumP
numeral

Num
CARD

Given the similarities between CARD and measure terms like kilo, our innovation is to treat measure
terms as an instance of the Num0 head. This move requires us to conceive of NumP more generally,
taking it to be a measure phrase counting either atoms (CARD) or something more abstract (kilo).
In both cases the measure is specified by the head of the phrase.
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DP
D

#P
#

NumP/MP
numeral

Num′/M′
Num/M

NP

CARD /kilo

One advantage of this move is that it allows us to account for number marking on measure terms.
Under Sauerland’s (2003) system, where # occurs as the sister to DP, absolute atomicity of the
individual denoted by DP determines number morphology. However, in one kilo of apples vs.
two+ kilos of apples the number of apples measuring 1 or 2+ kilos is irrelevant to the number
morphology on kilo. Number marking on measure terms is determined instead by the value of the
numeral present: only with one do we have singular morphology. Our claim is that in English
the measure specified by the head of #’s sister determines the measure µ relevant to the one-ness
presupposition of SG.
(34)

a.
b.

[[SG]] = λP: ∀x∈P[ µ(x) = 1 ]. P
[[PL]] = λP. P

With cardinal numerals, CARD is the closest head to # and so the measure relevant to the one-ness
presupposition of SG is cardinality. Because SG checks for one-ness on the basis of cardinality
in the presence of cardinal numerals, the singular/plural distinction on basic nouns like book is
sensitive to the semantic number of the predicate in question: when the predicate is closed under
sum formation and contains pluralities in its denotation we no longer satisfy the one-ness presupposition of SG and so PL must be used, resulting in plural morphology. Only when the predicate is
semantically singular, and thus atomic, will the one-ness presupposition of SG be met on the basis
of cardinality. We thus maintain our coverage of number marking on basic nouns from above, preserving the intuition that singular morphology indexes reference to atoms and plural morphology
indexes reference to pluralities (in most cases; see Fn. 3).
Assuming that the measure in the one-ness presupposition of SG is supplied by the closest head,
measure terms both specify the relevant measure for which one-ness must be satisfied (e.g., µkg ,
µdegree , µlb , etc.) and have number morphology expressed on them (kilo vs. kilos). Here’s why:
like CARD, measure terms occupy the head of #’s sister. Also like CARD, measure terms supply
a measure: µkg in the case of kilo, µdegree in the case of degree, etc. As in the case of CARD, the
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measure supplied by the measure term is the measure that must equal 1 for every member of the
predicate-denoting complement of #. Crucially, when the numeral co-occurring with the measure
term is one, everything in the denotation of #’s sister will necessarily measure 1 with respect to the
measure supplied by the measure term, allowing for singular morphology. When the numeral cooccurring with a measure term is something other than one, nothing in the sister of # will measure
1 with respect to the measure supplied by the term, and so PL must be used.
In sum, we have claimed that the measure relevant to the one-ness presupposition of SG is underspecified, and that in English this measure is supplied by the head closest to #. In the case of
cardinal numerals, cardinality determines number morphology: CARD is the head of #’s sister and
CARD measures cardinality. In the case of measure terms, the specific measure supplied by the
given term determines number morphology. With kilo, everything in MP must measure 1 kilo in
order for the one-ness presupposition of SG to be satisfied; only when the numeral one appears
with kilo does this state of affairs holds. In this way, we account for number marking on measure
terms in the presence of numerals, which, as we have seen, is sensitive to the numeral present
and not to the number of individuals referenced. In the next section we see how our assumptions
about relevant measures may be extended to provide an account for the cross-linguistic variation
in number marking discussed in Section 3.1.

4.3. Relevant measures
In addition to predicting the English pattern of number marking for both basic and measure nouns,
we must also introduce sufficient flexibility into our system so that it may account for the patterns
in Turkish and Western Armenian. Our approach will be to derive both the English and the Turkish
facts and then assume variation within Western Armenian such that it can employ either the English
or the Turkish system.
Recall that in Turkish all numerals require singular morphology, which necessitates SG in numeralnoun constructions. With numerals greater than one, this means that we have SG in the presence
of a semantically plural property. This combination is problematic because of the way we have
aligned semantic and morphological number: we have no way to allow singular-marked nominals
to receive a plural interpretation. As was our strategy in accounting for measure terms in the
previous subsection, here we will again take advantage of the flexibility allowed for in the selection
of the measure µ in the one-ness presupposition of SG. In English we said that µ is supplied by the
head closest to #, but this needn’t be the case in all languages.
Another possible measure for the one-ness presupposition of SG is relativized to the property with
which # composes: µP -atom . Here we need a notion of relative atomicity: counting as atomic not
with respect to the entire domain, but rather with respect to a specific predicate. P-atoms are the
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smallest elements of P, that is, those elements of P that have no other elements of P as parts.12
µP -atom is thus the cardinality measure relativized to a specific predicate.
(35)

µP -atom (y) is defined only if y∈P; when defined: µP -atom (y) = |{x∈P: x≤y & ¬∃z∈P[z<x]}|

(36)

[[NumP]] = [[two CARD *boy]] = {a+b, a+c, b+c}

In the presence of cardinal numerals, # composes with a predicate as in (36). Every member of
this predicate has no parts which are also members of the predicate, therefore every member of
this predicate measures 1 P-atom. Supposing µP -atom to be the measure relevant to the # heads,
SG may, and by Maximize Presupposition must be used with (36). In fact, all numeral-noun combinations will have a quantized denotation wherein the elements share a common cardinality, so it
will necessarily be the case that every member measures 1 P-atom. In other words, with µP -atom
as the measure relevant to SG’s one-ness presupposition, we predict singular morphology with all
numerals. This is the pattern in Turkish-like languages.13
One way to view the distinction between the Turkish and English patterns of number marking
in the presence of numerals is as a difference in whether the one-ness presupposition of SG is
relativized to the complement of # (e.g., NumP/MP; µP -atom ) or to the head of its complement
(e.g., Num0 /M0). In Turkish we find the former strategy: because numerals, crucially those greater
than one, quantize the properties that they modify into relative atoms, the one-ness presupposition
of SG relativized to µP -atom will always be satisfied in the presence of a numeral. In English,
we saw that the head of #’s sister supplies the relevant measure: either cardinality in the case of
cardinal numerals (supplied by CARD) or the specific measure supplied by measure terms.
Our account makes a prediction about number morphology on measure terms in Turkish. Every
member of a predicate like two kilos of apples will measure 1 P-atom. In order to measure more
than 1 P-atom, an individual would have to measure two kilos and be a part of a different individual
that also measure two kilos. But this is impossible. We therefore expect singular morphology on
measure terms like kilo with all numerals in Turkish, which is precisely what we find in (37).
(37)

a.

elma-dan bir kilo(*-lar)
apple-ABL one kilo-PL
‘One kilo of apples’

b.

elma-dan iki kilo(*-lar)
apple-ABL two kilo-PL
‘Two kilo of apples’

Recall that in Western Armenian we find optionality between the English and Turkish systems:
12

Note that our notion of relative atomicity differs from that found in Rothstein (2010), where atoms are defined
relative to a context and not to a predicate.
13
Note that the approach correctly predicts singular agreement with all numerals in Turkish even if semantic plurality
in such languages is not mere sum-formation, *, but something stronger such as closure under sum less the atoms, ⋆
(cf. Link, 1983; for arguments in favor of this stricter approach to plurality in Turkish, see Bale et al., 2011a,b).
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numerals greater than one optionally combine with either singular- or plural-marked nouns. To
account for this optionality, simply assume that each of these strategies above (phrasal vs. head) is
available when selecting the measure relevant to SG’s presupposition. When the phrasal strategy is
pursued, one-ness is relativized to P-atoms and so singular-marked nominals appear with numerals
greater than one; when the English-type, head-based strategy is pursued one-ness is sensitive to
cardinality, and so we find plural-marked nominals with these numerals.
We appear to have not only an account of number marking on basic and measure nouns in English,
but also an account of the cross-linguistic variation observed in patterns of number marking.
5. Discussion
In our account of number marking in the presence of numerals, we have considered data from
three domains. First, we looked at basic nouns like book in English whose morphological number
depends solely on the semantic number of the property denoted by the nominal. We also considered
measure terms like kilo, assuming that these measure terms are nouns, at least to the extent that they
should be handled by the same system that treats morphological number on basic nouns. Finally,
we examined cross-linguistic variation in patterns of number marking, drawing data from Turkish
and Western Armenian.
Our account relied on three assumptions: 1) cardinal numerals are formed on the basis of the functional element CARDhhe,ti,hn,he,tiii , 2) measure terms, like CARD, are relations between numerals and
individuals, and 3) morphological number is determined by the head of the functional projection
#P, which serves as an identity map on the property denoted by the nominal.
(38)

a.
b.

[[SG]] = λP: ∀x∈P[ µ(x) = 1 ]. P
[[PL]] = λP. P

carries with it a one-ness presupposition which ensures that every member of the nominal’s
denotation measure 1 with respect to some relevant measure µ. In English, we saw that µ is supplied by the head of the complement of #; in the case of cardinal numerals, cardinality determines
morphological number. With measure terms, µ is supplied by the measure itself; this accounts for
why morphological number on these nouns is sensitive solely to the numeral present.
SG

Cross-linguistic variation in patterns of number marking falls out once we allow variation in the
selection of µ: in English µ is relativized to the head of #’s sister; in Turkish, where all numerals
occur with singular-marked nouns, µ is relativized to the phrasal complement of # on the basis of
P-atoms.
(39)

µP -atom (y) is defined only if y∈P; when defined: µP -atom (y) = |{x∈P: x≤y & ¬∃z∈P[z<x]}|
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In Western Armenian, where the pattern of number marking is intermediate between the English
and the Turkish systems, there is optionality in the selection of µ: either the head or the phrasal
approach may apply. Our account of this variation makes do with a uniform syntax and semantics
for numerals across these languages (cf. the variation in numeral semantics proposed in Bale et al.,
2011a) within a standard semantics framework (cf. the OT account of Farkas and de Swart, 2010).
Ongoing work aims to extend the system presented here to mass nouns, which are unable to compose with numerals or appear with plural morphology. The strategy will be to attribute a countability (i.e., atomicity) presupposition to #. In doing so, we hope also to provide an account of the
monotonicity constraints on measure terms in pseudo-partitives (Schwarzschild, 2006):
(40)

a. two inches of cable
b. *two degrees of water
c. two liters of water

Here is a sketch of the motivating intuition: just as a part of water still holds the property of being
water, so does a part of something measuring two degrees hold the property of measuring two
degrees. Thus, one and the same mechanism should rule out the nominals that would produce a
denotation structured in this way.
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Modal existential wh-constructions as affordance descriptions∗
Radek Šimı́k — University of Potsdam/SFB632

Abstract. This paper proposes a new semantic analysis of modal existential wh-constructions
(MECs). The core idea is that MECs denote a special type of “eventive property” of entities, particularly the set of events that an entity affords/makes possible. Accordingly, MECs are called
affordance descriptions. The analysis predicts the ambivalent nature of MECs, which behave as
verbal projections syntactically but have nominal distribution and meaning. Further, a biconditional relation between an affordance of an entity and the entity’s availability is postulated and
is claimed to have grammatical consequences, accounting for the limited distribution of MECs
under predicates that express availability in one way or another. The limited modality expressed
by MECs (only circumstantial possibility) is also argued to fall out from the proposal: the reason
is that the notion of affordance implies possibility but not necessity. Finally, a minimal situation
account of the modal behavior is proposed, under which the affordance is mapped to an existential quantifier over situations, using the availability predication as its restrictor and the affordance
description (the MEC) as its nucleus.
Keywords: MECs, affordances, availability, events, situations, modality
1. Introduction
In Šimı́k (2011), I argued that modal existential wh-constructions (MECs) are expressions that
map to (characteristic functions of) relations between entities and events (type he, hv, stii; e type
of entities, v type of events, s type of possible worlds, t type of truth-values, st being a shorthand
for hs, ti). I tried to show that such an account is more descriptively adequate than the previously
assumed analyses, which mapped MECs to properties of individuals (type he, sti; Caponigro,
2003) or to (sets of) propositions ((a set of) hs, ti-type expressions; Šimı́k, 2009).1 What was missing, however, was an independent rationale for why an unorthodox object as a relation between
entities and events should be the right denotation for a kind of wh-construction. From that more
general perspective, the competing analyses were better off; both properties and (sets of) proposiThe idea that modal existential wh-constructions are related to affordances comes from Hans-Martin Gärtner
(p.c.). I’d like to thank him for his suggestion and hope that this paper shows that he was right. For financial support
of this work I owe thanks to the Ubbo Emmius Fellowship provided by the University of Groningen (particularly the
Center for Language and Cognition Groningen/CLCG) and to the German Research Foundation/DFG (particularly the
Collaborative Research Center/SFB 632 at the University of Potsdam). I’m grateful to all the people who helped me
with my dissertation (parts of which this paper is based on), esp. my supervisors Mark de Vries and Jan Koster. Also
thanks to Anne Mucha and Agata Renans for their comments. Besides Sinn und Bedeutung 17 in Paris, a preliminary
version of this paper was presented in September 2011 at the Workshop on Covert Patterns of Modality, at SLE 44 in
Logroño. I’m grateful to the people in the audiences and at the poster session for their attention and comments. Finally,
I’d like to thank to Arndt Riester for being skeptical about my semantic ontology of affordances—while writing this
paper, I realized that his doubts were justified. I hope I’ve done a better job in explaining the non-trivial matter.
1
The account of Pancheva-Izvorski (2000) is ambivalent between the two.
∗
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tions have uncontested usages in the analysis of wh-constructions: properties are widely assumed
to be the denotations relative clauses and (sets of) propositions are denotations of sentential expressions such as (embedded) declaratives and interrogatives. Moreover, properties and (sets of)
propositions are generally assumed to be plausible representations of conceptualizations of (the
properties of) real world objects, as well as abstract objects such as thoughts and belief states. But
what about relations between entities and events? Leaving aside the more or less technical application of such a denotation to analyze vPs in event semantics (Kratzer, 1996), the use the denotation
seems conceptually unmotivated.
In this paper, I attempt to provide such a motivation and hence also conceptual support to my analysis. I will argue that modal existential wh-constructions can be thought of as affordance descriptions and that affordances—modeled in semantics as a particular type of relation between entities
and events—are very intuitive psychological objects, as already argued by Steedman (2002b).2 By
extension, it makes a lot of sense that affordances, having a clear psychological reality, are conceptualized linguistically, giving rise to the semantic denotation of an entity-event relation and to
a syntactic object which it is a mapping of, namely the modal existential wh-construction.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 I introduce the phenomenon of modal existential
wh-constructions as well as the concept and semantics of affordance. I show that treating modal
existential wh-constructions as affordance descriptions makes some surprising and correct predictions. The rest of the paper is devoted to spelling out the details of the proposal. In section 3 I deal
with the relation of modal existential wh-constructions and the predicate it is selected by. In line
with previous observations, establishing that the predicates that embed the constructions involve
the semantics of availability (Grosu, 2004; Šimı́k, 2011), I concentrate on the relation between
availability and affordance and conclude that there is a biconditional relation between the two: an
entity is available if and only if it has some affordance. This hypothesis gives rise to an analysis
where the two are connected not only cognitively but also grammatically (syntactically and semantically), ultimately accounting for the distribution of modal existential wh-constructions. Finally,
in section 4, I turn to a semantic decomposition of the notion of affordance, proposing that it can
be thought of as a relation between two sets of situations (i.e., essentially, in terms of generalized
modal quantification), one in which something is available and the other in which it has the affordance specified by the modal existential wh-construction, stating that there is at least one situation
that belongs to both sets (corresponding to possibility modality). Section 5 concludes.
2. Modal existential wh-constructions as affordance descriptions
Since it is not an extremely well-studied phenomenon, I start by providing a basic description of
modal existential wh-constructions and use the opportunity to introduce the main problems, including some solutions that have been proposed to tackle them. This will be done in section 2.1. After
2

The notion of affordance was introduced by Gibson (1977) and since then has mainly been used in psychology. Steedman (2002a,b) is, to the best of my knowledge, the only one who explored the relevance of affordance to
linguistics.
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that, in section 2.2, I turn to the notion of affordance and show how it can be conceptualized as well
as semantically modeled, namely as (the characteristic function of) a particular relation between
entities and events. I then propose that modal existential wh-constructions should be mapped to
such functions. Section 2.3 shows that the proposal has a number of welcome predictions about
the grammatical properties of modal existential wh-constructions.

2.1. Phenomenon
Modal existential wh-constructions (MECs), examples of which are kde spát ‘where [he could]
sleep’ in (1a) and na koho by se obrátila ‘who she [would] turn to’ in (1b), have puzzled linguists
for the curious and yet cross-linguistically remarkably stable bunch of distributional, morphosyntactic, and modal properties that they exhibit. Unless noted otherwise, examples in this paper are
taken from Czech, though in principle any language that has MECs could be chosen.3
(1)

a.
b.

Karel nemá [ MEC kde spát].
Karel neg.has
where sleep.inf
‘There is no place where Karel could sleep.’
Marie hledala [ MEC na koho by se obrátila].
Marie looked.for
to who sbj.3 rfl turn.pst.ptcp
‘Marie was looking for somebody that she could turn to [for help].’

In the following paragraphs I summarize the core properties of MECs. Most of them will in one
way or another be reflected by the analysis proposed in this paper. For a more complete description
and discussion of many “exceptions” I refer the reader to Šimı́k (2011).
Distribution MECs are embedded under existential verbs like be and have (as in (1a)), change-ofstate verbs like arrive, or (implicit) achievement/accomplishment verbs like look for (as in (1b)),
find, buy, send, etc. Following this observation, first made in Grosu (2004), I argued in Šimı́k
(2011) that the distribution of MECs is sensitive to an “availability” component in the meaning of
the embedding predicate: when embedding an MEC, the predicates be and have are interpreted
roughly as ‘be/have available’, arrive is interpreted as ‘become available (by arriving)’, and buy as
‘cause to become available (by buying)’.4 In this paper, I will show how the notion of availability
relates to the notion of affordance. The connection proves to be important in explaining why
MECs—being affordance descriptions—are distributed as they are.
3

Abbreviations: 3 = 3rd person, inf = infinitive, nci = negative concord item, neg = negation, pst = past, ptcp =
participle, rfl = reflexive, sbj = subjunctive.
4
What I call ‘availability’ is closest to the type of relation conveyed by verbs like have sometimes described as
‘(being in) control (of something)’ (for discussion, see Zaroukian and Beller, this volume). Yet, examples involving
“having” more abstract entities such as ‘time’ suggest that ‘availability’ is more general than ‘control’. I should also
point out that I treat ‘availability’ as a primitive, i.e. non-decomposed state.
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Morphosyntax The main predicate of MECs is in the infinitive (spát ‘sleep.inf’ in (1a)) or subjunctive (by obrátila ‘sbj.3[would] turn’ in (1b)). The left-periphery of MECs is occupied by a
wh-fronted wh-word (rarely a wh-phrase), mostly of the interrogative kind, which is selectionally
and Case-licensed only in the embedded clause; the matrix verb imposes no requirement on the
form of the wh-word, i.e., there are no “matching effects” of the kind known from free relative
clauses. MECs are typically structures transparent for extraction and various tests show that, despite the wh-movement, they can be structurally as small as vPs/VPs (if independent factors allow
for this). Though MECs are usually paraphrased in English translations by using a narrow scoping
indefinite pronoun modified by a relative clause (‘(no) place where Karel could sleep’ in (1a) and
‘somebody that she could turn to [for help]’ in (1b)), research has shown that one should not take
the parallel between MECs are relative clauses too seriously: the idea that MECs are dependent on
or adjoined to some covert nominal head (whether an NP or a D) proved very difficult to defend
(see esp. Šimı́k, 2011, chapter 3).5 Nowadays, it is hardly controversial that MECs are (extended)
projections of the main predicate (vPs, TPs, or CPs) which are directly selected by the matrix verb,
without the mediation of any nominal. Capturing the ambivalent nature of MECs—their apparently
non-nominal syntax with their apparently nominal distribution and meaning—has proved to be a
hard nut to crack. I believe that the present proposal fares very well in combining these properties.
Modality The most puzzling semantic property of MECs is their highly restricted modality: they
invariably express the modality of circumstantial possibility (‘. . . Karel could sleep’ in (1a) and
‘. . . she could turn to’ in (1b)). The universal force (necessity) as well as epistemic, bouletic, and
deontic flavors are not attested in MECs. This fixed nature of MECs’ modality is somewhat surprising provided their structural similarity to infinitival questions and infinitival relative clauses in
English, which are known for their modal underspecification in the grammar and ultimate contextual resolution of modal readings, both regarding modal flavor and modal force (at least in some
cases, cf. Bhatt, 2006; Hackl and Nissenbaum, 2012). The existing semantic analyses of MECs
either leave the question of modality open (and consequently overgenerate, cf. Caponigro, 2003),
or find only partial and stipulative solutions (Pancheva-Izvorski, 2000; Šimı́k, 2009). In Šimı́k
(2011) I argued that the fixed modal force and flavor is a grammaticalization of a (conventional)
implicature associated with the matrix ‘availability’ predicate: if x has the property of being available, it follows that one can do something with x, while it does not follow that one has to/wants
to do something with x. In this paper, I build on this idea and adapt it to the analysis of MECs as
affordance descriptions.
5
A headed-relative-clause analysis for MECs is pursued by Plann (1980) and a free-relative clause analysis by
Suñer (1983). With the exception of Agouraki (2005), who assumes an empty D heading the MEC, virtually all
recent approaches have refrained from analyzing MECs as relatives, though the terminology is sometimes kept, cf. the
terms “existential free relatives” used in Caponigro’s work (most recently in Caponigro et al., 2011) or “irrealis free
relatives”, which goes back to Grosu (1994) and is used, e.g., by de Vries (2002).
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2.2. Proposal
I propose that a particular relation between entities and events is one way to characterize properties of entities. More specifically, an entity can be characterized in terms of the events which it
affords. To give an example used by Steedman (2002b)—a (particular) door affords opening the
door, closing the door, or going through the door. Of course, there are many more (potentially an
infinitive number of) affordances of a door6 —one can knock at the door, one can lean against the
door, one can break the door with a hammer, etc. All these are very natural, though perhaps not
always very conventional, conceptualizations of what one can do or what can happen with a door.
Such a conceptualization of a door in terms of the events it affords easily lends itself to standard
linguistic notations: the (set of) affordances of a door d, (2a), can be characterized by listing the
events that d affords—(2b), or more abstractly, by the set of all events e such that d affords e—(2c).
That set, in turn, can be formulated by its characteristic function—(2d), i.e. a function from events
to truth-values, yielding 1 for all e which are affordances of d and 0 otherwise.7
(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.

A(d) (= the set of affordances of a door d)
{opening d, closing d, going through d, knocking at d, leaning against d, breaking d
with a hammer, . . . } =
{e : e is an event that d affords} =
λe.e is an event that d affords

Now, suppose we want to characterize the set of affordances of all possible entities, not just of a
particular door. We can take (2d) and proceed as usual: replace the door d by a variable and abstract
over it. The result is given in (3a) and it is a characteristic function of the set of entity-event pairs
such that the entity affords the event—(3b). A far from exhaustive list of members of such a set
is in (3c), which, besides the already familiar pair of a door and opening that door, contains pairs
of a pen and writing with the pen, a bed and sleeping on the bed, and so forth. Finally, A—the
affordance constant—is the most concise notation of this relation. Further on, I will also use the
symbol A—the affordance variable—which ranges over subsets of A.
(3)

a.
b.
c.
d.

6

λx.λe.e is an event that x affords =
{hx, ei : e is an event that x affords} =
{hdoor d, opening di, hdoor d, leaning against di, hpen p, writing with pi, hbed b,
sleeping on bi, . . . } =
A = (the set of all affordances)

I will use the following terminological shortcut: an affordance of x = an event which x affords. This is not to be
confused with the affordance as such (i.e. as opposed to affordance of something), which is not an event, but rather an
entity-event pair/relation.
7
For completeness, let me point out that though this notion of affordance is very permissive, it is not trivial. There
are many events which are in no way natural affordances of the door d, such as watching TV, watering flowers, etc.
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I will argue that modal existential wh-constructions describe affordances by specifying the value
of affordance variables (A). The way the value is specified is by providing a very general entity
description (essentially just a sortal description—‘thing’, ‘place’, etc.) and possibly complex event
description of all the entity-event pair picked out from A. A particular example is given in (4).
The MEC in (4a) describes affordances by providing the characteristic function of the set of entityevent pairs hx, ei such that x is a thing and x affords an event e of writing with x. Using the
standard (semi-formal) notation, the affordance is provided in (4b).
(4)

a.
b.

Josef má [ MEC čı́m
psát].
Josef has
what.instr write.inf
‘Josef has something that he can write with.’
[[čı́m psát]]g = λx.λe.x is a thing that affords (Josef) an event e of writing with x

This analysis leaves us with two outstanding questions: How does the MEC get semantically
integrated into the matrix predicate? Is there an object language correlate of the affordance relation
A (the predicate ‘afford’ in the paraphrases) or is it an “emergent” property of the construction?
I will tackle these two questions in sections 3 and 4, respectively. But before I turn to that, let
me demonstrate that the analyis of MECs as affordance descriptions has a good deal of initial
plausibility.

2.3. Basic predictions
It is remarkable how precisely the properties of affordances predict the core properties of modal existential wh-constructions. In this section, I will briefly discuss two properties which have been regarded as primitive and underivable properties of MECs—the obligatory presence of a wh-fronted
wh-word and the obligatory infinitive (or subjunctive) mood.8 Additionally, I will show how the
proposal explains MECs’ restricted modal force, for which only stipulative explanations exist. I
will first discuss the mood, along with some related issues, then I turn to the issue of wh-movement,
and finally, to modality.
It is a common assumption that properties of events, on which affordances are “based”,9 are syntactically formed relatively low in the structure, namely at the vP-level (assuming the C-T-v-V
sequence of categories), cf. e.g. Kratzer (1996). This assumption has received strong empirical
support in Hacquard’s (2006; 2010) work on the interaction of aspect and modality in Romance
languages. Simpifying somewhat, Hacquard’s conclusion is that root modals apply below aspect
8

Caponigro (2003) claims that Italian MECs can utilize the indicative, too. Yet, it is unclear whether apparent
indicative MECs are MECs at all. See Šimı́k (pear, footnote 25), where I provide some arguments these constructions
are more likely to be free relatives.
9
There is a sense in which a relation between entities and events “properly includes” the property of events. This is
most clearly visible on the type-theoretical notation: the relation corresponds to the type he, hv, stii and the property
corresponds to the type hv, sti.
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(Asp), at the level of vP, which in turn maps to a property of events (type hv, sti). This gives rise
to the following hypothesis about the correspondence between semantics and syntax.
(5)

property of events ↔ vP

The statement in (5) formulates a prediction about the syntax of MECs: since MECs are “based”
on properties of events, they should be vPs syntactically. In Šimı́k (2011, chapter 5) I show that
this prediction is borne out for a number of languages (mainly Slavic languages). The evidence
for MECs’ vP-hood comes from their high degree of transparency for extraction (clitic climbing)
and from the fact that in general, they display the behavior of infinitives embedded under raising or
obliagory control verbs. But even for languages, whose MECs might not be as “small” as vPs, there
are various pieces of evidence that these are structurally impoverished: Hungarian MECs must not
contain a complementizer (as opposed to embedded interrogatives; cf. Grosu 2004), French MECs
lack a left-peripheral position for topics (Michal Starke, p.c.), and with the exception of Italian,
MECs in all languages are highly syntactically transparent (for A-bar extraction). Last but not
least, the evidence for a structural impoverishment comes from the mood: the primary mood for
MECs, cross-linguistically, is the infinitive (it holds that if a language has the infinitive, it can
use it in MECs). Wurmbrand (2001) and many others have argued that infinitival morphology
signals structural smallness or, in fact, vP-hood. The status of the subjunctive in MECs (mostly
used as the second best option to a non-existing infinitive, e.g. in Greek, but sometimes used
alongside the infinitive, e.g. in Hungarian) is perhaps not that clear and certainly requires more
investigation. Yet, the affordance-based approach makes a clear prediction: the MEC (or rather the
pre-wh-movement proper subpart of the MEC) must map to a property of events.
If the structurally impoverished/non-finite nature of MECs “derives” a property of events, the question remains how this property is turned into an entity-event relation. As already suggested above
(cf. (3a)), this can be achieved by abstracting over some entity-type variable within the representation of the property of events. This corresponds to the derivation of an he, hv, stii-type expression
from an hv, sti-type expression. Now, it has been argued on independent grounds that the syntactic
correlate of the process of (lambda) abstraction is wh-movement (Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1984;
Heim and Kratzer, 1998).10
(6)

lambda abstraction over x within φ ↔ whx [ φ . . . tx . . . ]

Thus, the affordance-based analysis of MECs, combined with the lambda-abstraction-triggering
approach to wh-movement yields the prediction that MECs will display wh-movement, a prediction
which is clearly and unexceptionally borne out.11
10

Caponigro (2003, 2004) holds a similar view, which, however, yields problems in cases of multiple wh-movement.
See Šimı́k (2011, 125–126) for discussion.
11
More precisely, the prediction is that there is operator movement. In Šimı́k (2011) I argued that the present analysis
should be extended to English purpose clauses (see e.g. Jones, 1991), which display empty operator movement.
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Finally, as noticed in section 2.1 and as illustrated in (7), MECs only express possibility modality,
never necessity modality.
(7)

Mám
s
kým mluvit.
have.1sg with who speak.inf
‘There is somebody who I can/*should/*have to speak with.’

If MECs are descriptions of affordances, this modal behavior is actually expected. According to
the proposal, the MEC in (7) expresses a relation between some person and an event of speaking
with that person such that the person affords the event. Without having to go deep into the precise
semantics of the affordance relation, it seems clear that it involves possibility rather than necessity.
That is, if a person “affords talking to”, it is understood that the person somehow makes it possible
that one speaks to him. Similarly, if a door “affords going through”, it makes it possible to go
through it. As the reader can check for him/herself, by no means does affordance lend itself to
analogous paraphrases invovling necessity.
I conclude that the affordance-based analysis makes at least three correct predictions about the
core morphosyntactic and semantic properties of MECs: (i) that MECs would be structurally relatively small, which is made visible, among other things, on the use of the infinitive mood, (ii) that
they would involve wh-(operator) movement as a common mechanism to encode abstraction over
variables in the syntax, and (iii) that they would be interpreted as involving possibility rather than
necessity modality. In the upcoming section, I will discuss another puzzling property of MECs,
namely their highly restricted distribution, and will argue that also in that empirical domain the
affordance-based analysis fares quite well.
3. The relation between affordance and availability: Explaining MECs’ distribution
In 2.1 I mentioned that all MECs are embedded by verbs which express ‘availability’. The ‘availability’ component is expressed either directly—as the semantic contents of verbs like ‘be’ or
‘have’, or indirectly—as the semantic contents of the implicit result state of more complex predicates like ‘appear’ or ‘buy’. To the best of my knowledge, there are no other (wh-)clausal complements to this class of verbs (putting aside free relatives and complements to auxiliary and modal
‘be’ and ‘have’). Hence, there seems to be a one-to-one relationship between MECs and the verbs
that embed them. In the following lines I will suggest that this one-to-one relationship is in fact a
one-to-one relationship between the concept of availability and the concept of affordance.
But let us slow down for a moment and think about some aspects of how entities and their affordances are related. Whether an entity has an affordance (i.e. whether it affords an event) depends
on many factors, including various inherent and circumstantial properties of that entity and the
properties and abilities of the participants of the afforded event. Let us take some examples (again
drawing on Steedman, 2002b). The event going through a door d is an affordance of d provided
that at least the following two conditions are satisfied: d is open and the agent of going is capable
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of “going” in the first place. For instance, the open door in my office has the affordance of me
going through the door into the corridor. For my chair, there is no such affordance, as my chair
cannot “go”, at least not in the canonical sense of the word. On the other hand, the open cat-door
in my friend’s house has the affordance of going through the door for my friend’s cat, yet, it does
not have the affordance for my friend, for which the door is simply too small.
These simple examples probably already give the reader a sense that listing or generalizing the
various aspects that influence the (non-)existence of affordances is a hopeless matter. Each entityevent pair in the affordance relation will be associated with idiosyncratic conditions associated
with both the entity and the event. Yet, before we give up, we can let ourselves get inspired by
the hypothesis that affordances are closely tied to availability and see how far we get with that. It
seems to me that the property of availability is a necessary condition for any entity to have at least
some affordance. Imagine that there is an open door of the right size but for whatever reason it
is not available to you (for instance, it is located too high and there is no staircase leading to it).
It automatically follows that the door does not have the affordance for you to go through it. To
take another example, suppose that there is a book that you would like to read, you can read (in
general), the book is written in a language you understand, etc. Does that book afford you to read
it? Well, again, no matter how many “positive” properties the book or you have, the book will not
afford you to read it unless it is also available to you. Based on these examples, it seems justified
to postulate (8).12
(8)

The relation between affordance and availability (non-final)
∀x.[∃e.A(x)(e)] → [available′(x)]
For any entity x, if x has an affordance, x is available.

Now, there seems to me to be a good reason to strengthen (8) to a biconditional, i.e., I believe
that any available object has an affordance. The definition of the affordance relation used in this
paper is very liberal, it includes any entity-event pair which allows the conceptualization under
which the entity “affords” the event. As an excercise, the reader is invited to think of any object
or entity available to her or him and then think about an event that this object affords. (A small
demonstration of such an exercise: an arbitrary leaf on the plant on my office table is available
to me and one of the many events that it affords is my picking the leaf.) If anybody finds an
object available to them for which they cannot find an affordance, then the strengthened relation
between affordance and availability is falsfied (please, do let me know about that!). The proposed
biconditional is provided in (9) and it is my final hypothesis about the relation between affordance
and availability.
12

Note that this relation does not hold of just any property and it that sense it is not trivial at all. It is easy to think of
many properties of objects whose absence will have no drastic impact on the existence of their affordances. Even more
strongly, I suspect it will be difficult to find a property whose absence would have such drastic impact on affordances
as the property of availability.
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The relation between affordance and availability (final)
∀x.[∃e.A(x)(e)] ↔ [available′(x)]
For any entity x, x has an affordance if and only if x is available.

What are the consequences of the essentially cognitive statement in (9) for the grammar? I can
imagine two plausible scenarios: either availability predicates come with a selectional requirement
which specifies that they can/must select for affordances, or the affordance (more particularly the
affordance relation, as opposed to the affordance description) is part of the lexical information of
availability predicates. In the rest of this section, I will sketch an analysis in which availability
predicates select for affordances. In section 4, I will use the syntactic substrate of this analysis to
explore the second option, namely that the affordance relation is directly encoded in the availability
predicate. The latter analysis also makes it possible to represent the affordance relation A by
using the well-known and independently needed instruments of Kratzer (1981; 1991)-style modal
quantification.
Let us now explore the idea that the bidirectional entailment relation between affordance and availability gets translated to the grammatical relation of “selection” and let us see what this brings us
for purposes of an explicit syntactic and semantic analysis of MECs and affordances. Suppose
that the head expressing availability (‘be’, ‘have’, henceforth BE) selects for a phrase expressing
affordance (an MEC) (and, potentially, a phrase expressing an affordance “wants” to be selected
by a head expressing availability). This yields the following syntactic phrase-marker (assuming
what has been said so far about the syntax of MECs in sections 2.1 and 2.2):
(10)

VP
BE

vPMEC
wh

vP
...t ...

Of course, the head-complement relation between BE and vPMEC in itself does not reflect the relationship of selection. But nothing speaks against encoding the selection at a later representational
level, namely in semantics, by postulating that BE maps to a function from affordances. For expository reasons, I assume that the semantics of BE is a function from affordances to truth-values,
yielding 1 just in case there is some entity x and some event e such that x is available and x affords
the event e, characterized by the MEC. The existential quantification over the entity-type variable
reflects the fact that MECs are analogous to narrow-scope existential quantifiers. It is also a way
to deal with the missing/implicit argument of BE, which in this case is characterized only by the
sortal restriction of the wh-word and the event it affords, expressed by the rest of the MEC.13
13

English purpose clauses show that existential quantification over the implicit argument is by no means an inherent
property of this type of construction. In (i), for instance, the argument position of BE (spelled out as (is) available) is
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The semantics of BE (non-final)
[[BE]]g = λA.∃x.∃e.available′ (x) ∧ A(x)(e)

For concreteness, let us have a look at the example (12). The tree in (13) provides (12)’s simplified
LF syntax (the first line) and its semantics (the second line), compositionally derived by feeding
the syntactic nodes into the interpretation function [[.]]g , in the standard fashion. As suggested in
section 2.3, fronted wh-words trigger lambda-abstraction at the level of their mother (in this case:
vPMEC ). In this particular example, the wh-word is when and accordingly it binds a temporalinterval variable t; τ is a function which relates an event and the temporal interval in which it takes
place. The whole sentence is negated and the negation scopes over the existential quantification
over the entity and event variables. This scope relation is an obligatory property of MECs (as
known since Plann, 1980).
(12)

Josef nemá kdy přijı́t.
Josef neg.has when come.inf
‘There is no time available (to Josef) such that the time would afford Josef to come (at
that time).’

(13)

VPneg
¬∃t, e.available′ (t) ∧ come′ (e) ∧ Ag(e, josef′ ) ∧ τ (e, t) ∧ A(t, e)

neg

VP
∃t, e.available′ (t) ∧ come′ (e) ∧ Ag(e, josef′ ) ∧ τ (e, t) ∧ A(t, e)

BE
λA.∃t, e.available′ (t) ∧ A(t)(e)

vPMEC
λt′ .λe′ .come′ (e′ ) ∧ Ag(e′ , josef′ ) ∧ τ (e′ , t′ ) ∧ A(t′ , e′ )

when3

vP
λe′ .come′ (e′ ) ∧ Ag(e′ , josef′ ) ∧ τ (e, g(3)) ∧ A(g(3), e′ )
I come t3

Let us take stock. In this section, I have tried to show that there is a reasonable way of syntactically
and semantically integrating MECs into the matrix structure. If the availabiliy of some object
entails the existence of an affordance of that object and if MECs are descriptions of affordances,
it seems natural to assume that the availability predication in the matrix gets “extended” by a
filled by the book and the semantic entry of BE must be modified along the lines of (ii), where the argument position
introduced by λx is filled by the meaning of the book rather than being existentially quantified.
(i)
The book is available (for us) to read.
(ii)
The semantics of BE (in purpose clauses)
[[BE]]g = λA.λx.∃e.available′ (x) ∧ A(x)(e)
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description of an event that the available object affords. The particular modeling in terms of a headcomplement relation (as opposed to, e.g., an adjunction relation) between the matrix predicate and
the MEC matches all standard analyses and has the standard welcome consequences (such as the
transparency for extraction).
Yet, some aspects of the analysis call for further improvement. Firstly, it is the source of the
affordance relation A. In (13), A is introduced as part of the MEC, but unfortunately, it appears
in a total deus ex machina fashion: clearly, there is nothing in the object language of the MEC
that would correspond to it.14 Secondly, we want the analysis to capture the observation that the
modality in MECs is one of circumstantial possibility (as discussed in section 2.1). In the analysis
as it stands now, the modality is somehow intuitively present in the affordance relation (where ‘x
affords e’ can be paraphrased as ‘x makes e possible’), which, of course, might prove to be the right
way to think about it. Yet, we should first see whether a more standard analysis of the modality in
MECs is possible. All these problems are tackled in the next section.
4. The affordance relation in BE and a minimal-situation account of MECs’ modality
In this section I will pursue the idea that the availability-affordance biconditional (9) is lexically
encoded in the availability predicate BE. That is, BE does not only express the availability of some
entity x but also that x has stands in an affordance relation with some event. At the same time,
the very affordance relation A will be reformulated in terms of modal quantification, whereby
the availability predication specifies the modal restrictor and the contents of the MEC provides
the modal nucleus. The welcome consequence of letting BE express the affordance relation is a
WYSIWYG-style analysis of MECs, which will now simply characterize an entity-event relation,
i.e., just the description part of an affordance (the description of the entity and the event involved)
without contributing the affordance relation. To give an example, the MEC in (4), repeated below,
no longer denotes the (characteristic function of a) relation between a thing that affords an event of
writing with that thing but rather simply a relation between a thing and an event of writing with that
thing, as shown in (14b). In order to distinguish between a variable over affordance descriptions
as defined above (ranging over relations between entities and events which they afford) and the
updated variable (ranging over relations between entities and events in which the entity is somehow
involved), I will use the notation A for the former and E for the latter.
(14)

a.
b.

14

Josef má [ MEC čı́m
psát].
Josef has
what.instr write.inf
‘Josef has something that he can write with.’
[[čı́m psát]]g = λx.λe.x is a thing and e is an event of writing with x

If the way the analysis is further developed in section 4 proves not convincing or even wrong and if no other
reasonable analysis is found, the resulting state of affairs could be used as an argument in favor of a non-compositional
constructional analysis, for which it is no problem to attribute the affordance relation to the construction as a whole.
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There are several assumptions which I will need to make in order for the envisioned analysis to
work. First, I will treat availability as a property of states rather than a property of entities.15 Such
a conceptualization of availability is relatively intuitive and, I believe, also harmless with respect
to what has been said so far. Second, I will treat both events and states as situations, which in
turn are parts of worlds (e.g., Kratzer, 1989).16 This assumption will make it possible to formulate
the affordance relation in terms of modal quantification over minimal situations (cf. von Fintel,
1994), roughly stating that an availability situation can “grow” into a situation characterized by the
affordance description. Speaking in more standard terms, the availability predication provides the
restrictor of the modal quantifier, i.e., the modal quantifies over situations in which the availability
of some x holds, and the MEC provides the nucleus of the quantifier, characterizing an event
involving the x. The result is true if at least some restrictor-situation is also a nucleus-situation.
The denotation of BE under the present analysis (and the final one in this paper) is provided in
(15). BE now denotes a function from (characteristic functions of) entity-event relations E to
propositions. Note that we assume propositions (hs, ti-type expressions) rather than truth-values
in order to capture the modal quantification explicitly. After feeding some value of E into BE, the
resulting proposition is true in w iff in w there is some entity x and some minimal situation/state s
of the availability of x and there is a possible world w ′ (accessible from w), a subpart of which is
a minimal situation s′′ , whose subpart in turn is the counterpart of s in w ′ (sw′ ), i.e., in which the
counterpart of x in w ′ (xw′ ) is available, and s′′ and xw′ are in a relation characterized by E.17,18 The
use of the existential (rather than universal) quantifier over situations is a remnant of the affordance
relation, which, as I noted in 2.3, supports a paraphrase involving possibility, but not necessity.
(15)

The semantics of BE (final)
[[BE]]g = λE.λw.∃s.∃x.w ≥ s ∧ s ∈ min({s′ : availability′(s′ ) ∧ Th(s′ , x)}) ∧
∃s′′ .∃w ′ .R(w, w ′) ∧ w ′ ≥ s′′ ∧ s′′ ∈ min({s′′′ : s′′′ ≥ sw′ ∧ E(xw′ )(s′′′ )})

Let us now see (15) at work. The LF and semantics of (16) is given in (17). The argument of BE
(this time BE is realized by the impersonal je ‘is’) is the MEC kam jı́t ‘where [one can] go’, which
maps to the relation between some place x and an event/situation s of going to x. After feeding
this argument into BE, we get a proposition which is true in w if in w there is some situation s
15

I believe that this can be formalized using Landman’s (2000) STATE SHIFT function, which, informally speaking,
presupposes a correspondence between having a property P and being in a state of having a property P .
16
Thinking of events and states (sometimes jointly referred to as ‘eventualities’) in terms of (minimal) situations
was suggested in Kratzer (2008).
17
The denotation relies on the notion of minimal situations, as utilized, e.g. in von Fintel (1994). Informally
speaking, minimal situations are situations which contain just enough information to support a proposition and have
no unnecessary subparts. For instance, min({s′ : availability′ (s′ ) ∧ Th(s′ , x)}) denotes the set of situations s such that
the proposition that x is available is true in s and there is no other proposition which is true or false in s.
18
I assume that if a variable is bound by some operator, all the counterparts of the variable are bound by the same
operator. Consequently, if a variable is assigned some value, all its counterparts are assigned a counterpart of that
value. For a theory of counterparts which, I believe, is compatible with the present assumptions, see, e.g., Lewis
(1968).
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(subpart of w) and some place x such that s is a minimal situation of x being available and there
is some world w ′ and some subpart of it s′′ such that s′′ is a minimal situation of x being available
and somebody going to x. More concisely said, (16) expresses the proposition that some place is
available and that it is possible, given this availability, that somebody goes to that place.
(16)

(17)

Je kam jı́t.
is where go.inf
‘There is a place where one can go.’
VP
λw.∃s.∃x.w ≥ s ∧ s ∈ min({s′ : availability′ (s′ ) ∧ Th(s′ , x)}) ∧
∃s′′ .∃w′ .R(w, w′ ) ∧ w′ ≥ s′′ ∧ s′′ ∈ min({s′′′ : s′′′ ≥ sw′ ∧ go′ (s′′′ ) ∧ Goal(s′′′ , xw′ )})
BE
(15)

vPMEC
λx.λs.go′ (s) ∧ Goal(s, x)
where5

λs.go′ (s)

vP
∧ Goal(s, g(5))
go t5

The affordance relation A between entities and events got replaced by a quantificational relation
between two sets of situations. In other words, the proposition ‘that x affords e’ is now modeled
as the proposition ‘that there is a possible (minimal) situation containing e which contains the
availability of x as its subpart’. My hope is that this change has no truth-conditional consequences,
though I fear it will be difficult to tell, mainly because of the vagueness of the affordance relation.
Nevertheless, let us see whether we find a less formal exposition of the formalism in (17), one that
would bring it closer to the formulation in terms of affordance.
I have already suggested that ‘x affords e’ can be felicitously paraphrased as ‘x makes e possible’.
Furthermore, I argued in the previous section that it is not x itself (or some arbitrary inherent or
circumstantial property of x) that ensures that some e is possible. Rather, it is the property x’s
availability. This brings us one step further: ‘x makes e possible’ can now be reformulated as ‘the
availability of x makes e possible’. Now, since ‘the availability of x’ stands for the restrictor of the
possibility modal and e stands for its nucleus, it remains to be determined whether it makes sense
to conceptualize the relation between the two as a causal one (at least in some weak sense of the
word), justifying the use of ‘make’ in the paraphrase. It seems to me that most possibility modals
allow for a causal reformulation of the restrictor-nucleus relation: ‘Smoking is permitted here’ ≈
‘The regulations make it possible that one smokes here’ (deontic possibility), ‘Mary might be at
home’ ≈ ‘Our knowledge makes it possible for us to infer that Mary is at home’ (epistemic possibility), etc. Hence, I conclude that there is an intuitive understanding of the proposed formalism
which retains the core idea of this paper, namely that at some level of representation MECs are
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affordance descriptions.
Finally, I would like to show that the present analysis of affordance in terms of possibility modality
makes some correct predictions, ones that the previous formulation in terms of the affordance
relation does not (or at least no necessarily so). So far I have silently assumed that the accessibility
relation R holding between the evaluation world w and the possible world w ′ has no substantial
properties. That is, it is a purely technical device of modal logic and has no discernible impact
on the conversational background (in Kratzer’s terms, it contributes no modal base or ordering
source). Hence, all that is required in order for the modal restriction to be verified is that some
x in the (contextually restricted) domain determined by the wh-word (human′, place′ , etc.) is
available.19 The following example illustrates how relatively easy it is to verify the modal statement
in MECs. In particular, (18) is compatible with any and all of the continuations from (18a) to (18c).
This is predicted by the present analysis where the only non-trivial condition is that something
is available to Pavel (something that is compatible with writing with it). All other potentially
relevant conditions standardly associated with modal expressions (deontic, bouletic ones, etc.) do
not restrict the modal, making it possible to verify (18) by picking a world in which, e.g., Pavel
cannot write at all.
(18)

Pavel má čı́m
napsat dopis.
Pavel has what.instr write.inf a
letter
‘There is something with which Pavel can write a letter.’
a. but he wishes that he wouldn’t write a letter,
(≈ bouletic accessibility relation)
b. (but) he is not allowed to write a letter,
(≈ deontic accessibility relation)
c. (but) he is not able to write a letter (e.g. because he is an aphasic).
(≈
ability/circumstantial accessibility relation)

The result of the extremely weak possibility semantics of MECs is their overall truth-conditional
weakness and, as a consequence, also their relatively low information value. Perhaps for this
reason, the availability predicate is typically negated: one can hear (pseudo-English) ‘I neg-have
where to sleep’ much more often than ‘I have where to sleep’. By negating a verb which embeds
an MEC, one creates a comparatively stronger and hence also more informative statement.20
To summarize: I have argued that it is possible to locate the affordance relation within the availability predicate BE and to model it in terms of a modal quantifier, expressing weak possibility.
One could ask whether it still make sense to call MECs affordance descriptions, now that they have
been stripped off the affordance relation. Well, I believe it does. Note that BE only provides the
semantic “skeleton”—the parts that are held constant across all instances of MECs, which is the
19

Of course, further restrictions may come from whatever it means to be ‘available’ in the current context. If
‘available’ means ‘being in physical reach of some agent’, the truth conditions might be different from when it means
‘being posted on the web’.
20
In some languages and with some kinds of wh-words, this tendency apparently turns into a stronger grammatical
(semantic) condition in that some MECs exhibit the behvior characteristic of negative polarity items. For discussion
and references, see Šimı́k (2011, 39ff.).
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existential quantifier over situations and the availability predicate. The MEC itself, on the other
hand, provides the “flesh”, i.e. the general description of the object that is available (the wh-word)
and the description of the nucleus of the modal quantifier.
5. Conclusion
This paper develops a new semantic analysis of modal existential wh-constructions. I argued
that MECs denote special eventive properties of entities, namely the events that some entities
afford/make possible. Following previous literature (mainly Steedman, 2002b), I called this type
of semantic object an affordance, and, accordingly, I called MECs affordance descriptions. The
proposal captures the ambivalent nature of MECs: syntactically, MECs behave as extended verbal
projections, while at the same time having apparent nominal meaning (made salient by the typical
relative-clause paraphrase) and nominal distribution (they are complement to verbs like ‘have’, but
also ‘send’, ‘buy’, etc.). The “verbal nature” of MECs reflects them being events of sorts and their
nominal nature reflects them being properties of entities of sorts. In tackling the question why
MECs are always embedded under predicates directly or indirectly expressing availability, I first
argued that there is a biconditional relation between availability and affordance, the assumption
being that this relation reflects the way humans perceive entities in the world. The biconditional
is, therefore, essentially a (testable) hypothesis about our cognition. MECs’ distribution under
availability predicates is then a grammatical “projection” of this cognitive property. In the last
section of the paper, I analyzed the very affordance relation and argued that it can be modeled
using standard instruments of modal quantification. The basic idea is that the affordance relation
corresponds to a possibility operator (existential quantifier over situations), where the availability
predication provides its restrictor and the affordance its nucleus.
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Reflexivizers and intensifiers: consequences for a theory of focus∗
Giorgos Spathas – University of Stuttgart
Abstract. English reflexive anaphors in focus have been shown to give rise to two different
kinds of alternatives; subject- and object-alternatives. Spathas (2010) argues that the existence of
subject-alternatives forces a treatment of reflexive anaphors in terms of reflexivizing functions.
This paper establishes the two major generalizations that cover the distribution of subjectalternatives and argues for a theory of focus that (i) is built on a question-based discourse model
(Roberts 1996, Büring 2003, Beaver and Clark 2008), and (ii) is intermediate, i.e. association
with focus is conventional for some but not all focus sensitive operators (Rooth 1992, Beaver
and Clark 2008). The possibility of construing reflexive anaphors as agentive intensifiers with
naturally reflexive verbs explains why this class predicates shows a different distribution of
subject-alternatives.
Keywords: reflexivity, association with focus, disjoint reference, intensification, Current
Question.
1. Introduction
Since the advance of Alternative Semantics (Rooth 1985), focus has been used as a means to
investigate the semantics of natural language expressions. The strategy is not to probe directly
into the semantic properties of some expression, but rather to draw conclusions by investigating
the alternatives that the expression generates when in focus. Spathas (2010) employs this strategy
to investigate the semantics of reflexive anaphors in English and concludes that they are
reflexivizers (as assumed mostly in Categorial Grammar literature) rather than designated bound
variables. The main empirical observation is that narrow focus on a reflexive anaphor is licensed
in two rather different environments. For example, in the Question-Answer (QA) pairs in (1) and
(2), the same sentence with the same intonational contour is used to answer both an object whquestion as in (1), as well as a subject wh-question as in (2). The regular meaning of (1/2A) is, of
course, the same in both cases (roughly the proposition ‘Zelda praised Zelda’), but under focussensitive rules of QA-Congruence the generated alternatives should be able to vary both in the
object position (OA, Zelda praised x) for (1) to be felicitous, and in the subject position (SA, x
praised Zelda) for (2) to be felicitous. As it has been argued in Spathas (2010) and will be
presented briefly below in section 3, it is particularly the existence of SA that forces a treatment
of reflexive anaphors in terms of reflexivizing functions.
(1)

Q: Whom did Zelda praise?
A: She praised herSELF.

(2)

Q: Who praised Zelda?
A: ?She praised herSELF.

This paper takes a closer look into the behavior and distribution of SA and draws two
conclusions for a theory of focus. Rooth (1992) distinguishes between three possible theories of
∗
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focus sensitivity: (i) weak theories according to which the link between focus associating
operators (FAOs) and foci is part of the conventionalized lexical meaning of the operators
(Rooth 1985), (ii) strong theories according to which focus sensitivity emerges from the
workings of general pragmatic mechanisms (Rooth 1992, von Fintel 1994, Roberts 1996, 2004),
and (iii) intermediate theories according to which conventional association is true of some but
not all FAOs (Rooth 1992, Beaver and Clark 2008). Roberts (1996, 2004) argues in favor of a
strong theory built on a question-based discourse model. Beaver and Clark (2008) (B&C)
undergoes a comprehensive comparison between different FAOs and concludes in favor of an
intermediate theory casted in (a version of) Roberts’ question-based model. This paper argues for
the position in Beaver and Clark (2008), i.e. an intermediate theory that is built on a questionbased discourse model. Asymmetries in the presence of disjoint reference effects between object
and subject wh-question and the assumption that conventional association is association with the
Current Question, as in the B&C model, explain the two major generalizations about SA: (i) they
are less accessible than OAs, and (ii) they do not arise with conventionally associating operators.
The fact that naturally reflexive predicates exhibit a freer distribution of SA results from the
availability of a second construal in which the focused reflexive anaphor is an adverbial agentive
intensifier rather than a reflexivizer in argumental position.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our basic assumptions about focus theory
and lays out the argument for a functional semantics for reflexive anaphors. Section 3 establishes
the two main generalizations covering the distribution of SA. Section 4 makes the case for a
focus theory built on a question-based discourse model, and section 5 the case for an
intermediate theory of focus. Section 6 brings into the discussion the contribution of agentive
intensifiers.
2. Focus theory and the semantics of reflexive anaphors
2.1. Preliminaries to a theory of focus
A focus theory relates some formal properties of an utterance with the information-structural
status of its parts. In English, the relevant properties are primarily prosodic, at least in the cases
of narrow focus which we investigate here. I assume that the syntactic correlate of focus is Fmarking (cf. Jackendoff 1972), so that syntactic nodes can be freely annotated with a privative
feature F(ocus).
In the phonological component, Focus Prominence links F-marking with prosodic prominence.
Prosodic prominence in English correlates perceptually with pitch accent, which is acoustically
realized with a local maximum or minimum of the fundamental frequency.
(3)

Focus Prominence (in a domain of focus) (Truckenbrodt 1995)
F-marked constituents are more prominent than non-F-marked constituents.
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In the semantic component, next to the regular meaning, an alternative meaning is computed on
the basis of the F-marked LF (Rooth 1985). I adopt the theory of Schwarzschild (1999). The
alternative meaning is the Existential F-Closure, defined in (4).
(4)

Existential F-Closure (informal) (Schwarzschild 1999)
a. Build the ‘presuppositional skeleton’ by replacing F-marked constituents with
variables of the same type.
b. Existentially bind the variables.

The distribution of F-features in cases of free focus is determined by a single informationstructural notion, that of old-information, defined in (5)1. The principle of Givenness, then,
requires that utterances are Given.
(5)
(6)

Given (Schwarzschild 1999)
An utterance U is Given iff there is some salient antecedent A and A entails ExFClo(U).
Givenness
Utterances are Given.

2.2 Reflexive anaphors as reflexivizers
We can now apply the theory to (1) and (2). The QA-pairs are predicted to be felicitous if the
respective questions entail the Existential F-Closure of Zelda praised herselfF.2 What the ExFClo
is depends on the choice of semantics for reflexive anaphors. Spathas (2010) argues that the only
semantics that can predict SA are those in (7a). According to (7a), mostly assumed in the
Categorial Grammar literature, reflexive anaphors are reflexivizers, i.e. functions that turn
relations to reflexive properties (e.g., Bach and Partee 1980, Keenan 1987, Szabolcsi 1992,
Schlenker 2005, Lechner 2007, 2012, a.m.o.). Given the semantics in (7a), the ExFClo of (1/2A)
is the one in (7b).
(7)

a. [[herself]] = λReetλx. R(x)(x)
b. ExFClo(Zelda praised [herself]F) = ∃Qeet,et. (Q(praised))(Zelda)

To check Givenness, then, we need to determine what are the possible alternatives to reflexive
anaphors. The literature has identified at least two further functions from relations to properties.
1

I make the simplifying assumption that only sentences are domains of focus (i.e. Givenness is checked at the
sentential level). In Schwarzschild´s (1999) original theory every constituent is a domain of focus. Nothing hinges
on that. I have also left out the necessary Economy component of focus theory which is not relevant here. For
discussion and different approaches to the formation of focus domains (and their relation with Economy) see
Schwarzschild (1999), Wagner (2005), Büring (2008), Spathas (2010), among others.
2
Notice that prosodic prominence of a reflexive anaphor in argument position unambiguously indicates narrow
focus on the anaphor; in the case of wider focus domains, as in, e.g., (i) and (ii), the reflexive anaphor necessarily
prosodically subordinates to the verb. See Spathas (2010), Ahn (2012) for different explanations of this pattern.
(i)
Q: What did Zelda do?
(ii)
Q: What happened?
A: Zelda PRAISED herself.
A1: Zelda PRAISED herself.
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These are the argument structure operations of passivization (Bach 1980, Chierchia 1998/2004,
Bruening 2011 a.m.o.), and detransitivization (Chierchia 1998/ 2004, Barker 2010). 3
(8)

a. [[PASS]] = λRλx∃y. R(x)(y)
b. [[DETRANS]] = λRλx∃y. R(y)(x)

Before checking Givenness, we need to shift the meanings of questions so that entailment
relations can be computed. We do this with (9), so that the ExClo of (1Q) and (2Q) are as in
(10a) and (10b), respectively.
(9)

(10)

Existential Closure for Questions (informal) (Schwarzschild 1999)
a. Build the ‘presuppositional skeleton’ by replacing wh-constituents with variables of
the same type.
b. Existentially bind the variables.
a. ExClo(Whom did Zelda praise?) = ∃x. Zelda praised x
b. ExClo(Who praised Zelda?) = ∃x. x praised Zelda

We can now see that, given the semantics of reflexive anaphors in (7a), the principle of
Givenness is respected. The Existential F-Closure in (7b) is entailed by both ExClo(1Q) and
ExClo(2Q) predicting correctly that both OA and SA are felicitous.4
(11)

3

a. ∃x. Zelda praised x → ∃Qeet,et. (Q(praised))(Zelda)
b. ∃x. x praised Zelda → ∃Qeet,et. (Q(praised))(Zelda)

for Q=DETRANS
for Q=PASS

I assume that verbal predicates denote binary relations between individuals so that reflexive anaphors compose
with verbs directly. If one wishes to ‘severe the external argument from the verb’ (Kratzer 1996), the reflexivizing
function should apply after the external argument slot has been introduced, e.g. after movement of the anaphor
above the little v head. Lechner (2007, 2012) provides a detailed implementation of a movement analysis drawing
from a comparison with another type-driven movement operation, Quantifier Raising (QR). Similar issues arise with
the functions in (8a) and (8b). See Bruening (2011) for an analysis of English passives that reconciles the semantics
in (8a) with neo-Davidsonian assumptions about external arguments.
4
Ahn (2012) notices that no SA arise in examples like (i)-(iii) (Ahn only considers QA-pairs). He proposes that SA
require movement of the anaphor to the specifier of a Voice Projection, a proposal he terms a ‘syntactic alternative’
to the analysis presented here. However, as long as one needs to assume a formal focus-sensitive definition of QACongruence, it is hard to see how any analysis could avoid making specific assumptions about the semantics of
reflexive anaphors and the alternatives they generate under focus. Moreover, Ahn´s examples exhibit what we know
since Reinahrt and Reuland (1993) and Pollard and Sag (1992) to be exempt anaphors (i.e. not reflexivizers), so our
prediction is that they should not generate SA. Ahn´s additional examples exhibit ditransitives. I have not been able
to replicate Ahn´s judgments in the case of ditransitives, except for (iv). In both the analyses of Ahn and Spathas
(2010) the reflexive anaphor in (iv) must be analyzed as an exempt anaphor. It is, of course, possible, as Ahn seems
to suggest and has been already proposed by Reuland and Winter (2009), that the exempt anaphor vs. reflexivizer
behavior of English anaphors is conditioned by the availability of movement. For the argumentation in this paper to
go through all we need to assume is the functional semantics in (7a).
(i)
Ms. Adler doesn´t like people like herSELF. #John likes people like Ms. Adler.
(ii)
Remy didn´t burn Marie and himSELF. #Alfred burnt Marie and Remy.
(iii)
Lucie didn´t count five tourists besides herSELF. #John counted five tourists besides Lucie.
(iv)
Lucie was not introduced to herSELF. #John was introduced to Lucie.
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3. The data
This section establishes the two major generalizations that govern the behavior of SA. It is
shown that SA, when available, is always less accessible than OA. Moreover, SA is possible in
free focus environments and in cases of quasi- and free-association, but not in cases of
conventional association with focus
3.1. Free focus
In free focus environments both OA and SA are possible, as has been shown with the Q-A pairs
in (1) and (2) and is confirmed by the corrective contexts in (12) and (13).
(12)

A: Zelda praised Oscar.
B: No, she praised herSELF.

(13)
OA

A: Oscar praised Zelda.
B: ?No, she praised herSELF.

SA

3.2. Association with focus
In their typology of FAOs Beaver and Clark (2008) distinguish between three classes of FAOs:
Quasi-associating Operators (QAOs), Free-associating Operators (FrAOs), and Conventionallyassociating Operators (CAOs). We present here the basic facts about SA following this typology.
3.2.1. Quasi-associating Operators
QAOs are non-veridical, propositional operators like negation, intentional propositional
modifiers, belief operators etc. Consider, e.g., negation in (14) and (15). Narrow focus on herself
can generate two inferences: (i) that Zelda praised someone other than Zelda (OA), and (ii) that
someone other than Zelda praised Zelda (SA). The availability of the two inferences is checked
with two possible continuations, one compatible with OS (‘Zelda praised Oscar’ in (14)) and one
compatible with SA (‘Oscar praised Zelda’ in (15)).
(14)
(15)

Zelda didn’t praise herSELF. She praised Oscar.
Zelda didn’t praise herSELF. ?Oscar praised her.

OA
SA

Negation forms a good environment for SA to arise, especially in examples with non-animate
subjects, since SA in these cases generates the only plausible inferences.5 In (16), for example,
the only plausible inference is that someone other than the room should go clean the room (SA),
not, of course, that the room should clean something other than itself (OA).
5

Stephens (2006) discusses examples like These jokes write themSELVES under the name ‘virtual reflexive
construction’. She claims that such cases exhibit an independent argument structure configuration. According to
Stephens virtual reflexives ‘convey that the given activity is particularly easy for some agent to accomplish’ (p.277),
while also ‘allowing a partial transfer of agentivity to the patient-subject’ (p.143). The examples can be subsumed
under the present proposal; they exhibit nothing more than regular SA readings of focused reflexivizers that
associate with a covert FAO, probably Krifka´s (1995) Emphatic Focus operator that indicates that the asserted
proposition is particularly unlikely with respect to its alternatives.
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Go clean your room - it won’t clean itSELF.

Other QAOs like the intentional modifier perhaps in (17) and (18) and the belief operator think
in (19) and (20) behave similarly.
(17)
(18)

Perhaps Zelda praised herSELF. Or perhaps she praised Oscar.
Perhaps Zelda praised herSELF. ?Or perhaps Oscar praised her.

OA
SA

(19)
(20)

I think Zelda praised herSELF. She didn’t praise anyone else.
I think Zelda praised herSELF. ?No one else praised her.

OA
SA

3.2.2. Free-associating Operators (FrAOs)
Free-associating operators quantify over an implicit domain, semantically represented as a
variable over propositions. FrAOs include quantificational adverbs, generics/ modals, and
superlatives, among others. As with QAOs, SAs are possible but less accessible than OAs.
(21)
(22)

Zelda always praises herSELF. She never praises other people.
Zelda always praises herSELF. ?No one else ever praises her.

OA
SA

(23)

Ambitious people must praise themSELVES.
They shouldn’t praise other people.
Lawyers must defend themSELVES.
?
They are not allowed to have other lawyers defend them.

OA

Zelda praised herSELF the longest.
She only mentioned Oscar in passing.
Zelda praised herSELF the longest.
?
Oscar only mentioned her in passing.

OA

(24)

(25)
(26)

SA

SA

3.2.3 Conventionally-associating Operators (CAOs)
CAOs are also operators that have been assumed to include implicit variables. The resolution of
the implicit variable, however, is not done through pragmatic mechanisms, but is encoded in the
conventional lexical meanings of the operators. In this case, SA is not possible.
(27)
(28)

Zelda only praised herSELF. She didn’t praised anyone else.
Zelda only praised herSELF. #?No one else praised her.

#?

OA
SA

(29)
(30)

First, Zelda praised Oscar. Later, she praised herSELF too.
First, Oscar praised Zelda. #?Later, she praised herSELF too.

#?

(31)
(32)

Zelda praised many people. She even praised herSELF.
Many people praised Zelda. #?She even praised herSELF.

#?

OA
SA
OA
SA
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Zelda praised many people. E.g., she praised herSELF.
Many people praised Zelda. #?E.g, she praised herSELF.
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OA
SA

#?

3.3. Always vs. only
Beaver and Clark (2008) base their distinction between FrAOs and CAOs on a detailed
comparison between the operators always and only. To illustrate once more the difference
between FrAOs and CAOs wrt the licensing of SA, consider the minimal contrast in (35). The
context forces a SA reading of (35a) and (35b), but only the variant with always is felicitous.
Notice that the contrast is specific to SA; OA is possible for both only and always, as shown in
(36). 6
(35)

Context: Oscar is a petty criminal who always finds himself having to face some charge
in court. Being a lawyer himself, he does not need to hire another attorney to defend him;
if he chooses, he can defend himself in court. Does he ever use this option?
a. ?Yes, he always defends himSELF (when accused of something).
b. #Yes, he only defends himSELF (when accused of something).
‘Whenever someone defends Oscar, Oscar defends Oscar.’

(36)

Context: Oscar is a petty criminal who usually works with his brother. They always find
themselves having to face some charge or other in court. Being a lawyer himself, Oscar
does not need to hire another attorney to defend him; if he chooses, he can defend himself
in court. In fact, if he wants to, he can defend his brother. Does he ever do that?
a. ?No, he always defends himSELF.
b. ?No, he only defends himSELF.
‘Whenever Oscar defends someone, Oscar defends Oscar.’

3.4. The generalizations
I state below the two major generalizations that we need to explain. Section 4 discusses
Generalization One. Section 5 discusses Generalization Two.
(37)
(38)

6

Generalization One
Object Alternatives are more accessible than Subject Alternatives.
Generalization Two
Subject Alternatives are possible with Quasi- and Free-associating Operators, but not
with Conventionally-associating Operators.

For event-based meanings for only see, e.g., Bonomi and Casalegno (1993), Beaver and Clark (2008, 155-6).
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4. A question-based discourse model for focus
In this section Generalization One is explained by moving to a focus theory that is built on a
question-based discourse model. The argument is based on an asymmetry between subject and
object wh-questions; only the former exhibit disjoint reference effects.
4.1. QA-congruence
In the discussion around (1) and (2) above we showed how a specific semantics for reflexive
anaphors allows licensing of Givenness. Felicitous QA-pairs, however, require more than
Givenness to be respected; answers should be complete answers, defined in (39) (cf. partitions in
Groendijk and Stokhof 1984), and questions should offer at least one true alternative, as required
by (40) (cf. the existential presupposition of focus in Geurts and van der Sandt 2004).
(39)

(40)

Complete Answer (Roberts 1996)
The answer denotes a proposition on the basis of which one can determine the truth or
falsity of all the propositions in the question’s meaning.
Current Question Rule (Beaver and Clark 2008)
The current question must contain at least one true alternative, and contain multiple
alternatives which are not resolved as true or false in the common ground.

The crucial QA-pair in (2) seems at first glance to respect both (39) and (40). Assuming the
semantics for questions in Hamblin (1973), Who praised Zelda denotes the set of propositions in
(41a) (if Zelda and Oscar are the only relevant individuals). Given exhaustification, Zelda
praised Zelda, determines that ‘Zelda praised Zelda’ is true and ‘Oscar praised Zelda’ is false.7
The Current Question Rule is also respected since ‘Zelda praised Zelda’ in (47a) is proposed in
the answer in (2A) to be true.
(41)

a. [[ Who praised Zelda? ]] = {Zelda praised Zelda, Oscar praised Zelda}
b. [[ She praised herself ]] = Zelda praised Zelda

4.2. Asymmetries in disjoint reference effects: deriving Generalization One
I propose that, unlike in the case of (1), (2) actually exhibits a violation of (40), explaining the
asymmetry between the two QA-pairs. Consider first the QA-pair in (42), in which the answer
She praised no one cannot be continued with She praised herself. The explanation is
straightforward; with She praised no one, the speaker asserts that all the propositions in [[Whom
did Zelda praise]] are false. This includes the proposition ‘Zelda praised Zelda’. With She praised
herSELF the speaker asserts that ‘Zelda praised Zelda’ is true, a contradiction.

7

I take the exhaustification inference to be a scalar implicature derived by Grice´s Maxim of Quantity. One could
also use a grammatical theory of exhaustification as in Chierchia (2004), Fox (2006), as long as the Exh operator is
treated as a free-, not a conventionally-associating operator (cf. discussion in section 5).
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Q: Whom did Zelda praise?
A: She praised no one. # She praised herSELF.

Notice that the same reasoning should lead to contradiction in the case of the subject wh-question
in (43), but no contradiction arises. This can be so if ‘Zelda praised Zelda’ is not in [[Who
praised Zelda]], a disjoint reference effect.8
(43)

Q: Who praised Zelda?
A: No one praised her. She praised herSELF.

(44)

[[Who praised Zelda?]] = {Zelda praised Zelda, Oscar praised Zelda}

Assuming the meaning in (44), Zelda praised herSELF can still be taken to be a complete answer
to Who praised Zelda? in (2); it determines that ‘Oscar praised Zelda’ is false. But, then, no
alternative in (44) is true, a violation of the Current Question Rule. I propose that this violation is
the reason for the reduced accessibility of SA. The result of the violation is a mismatch between
the assumptions of the interlocutors; whereas the question does not consider ‘Zelda praised
Zelda’ to be among the possible true alternatives, the answer asserts that it is in fact true. Speaker
A, then, goes on to address a question that she knows is unanswerable. Notice that the violation
in (2) does not lead to a complete break-down of communication; speaker A cannot be expected
to concur with all the assumptions of speaker Q. What is expected, however, is that she explicitly
rejects a CQ if she knows that it cannot be answered. I assume that with the use of No one
praised her in (43), speaker A explicitly rejects Who praised Zelda? as a legitimate CQ, so that
the discourse proceeds unhindered in this case.
4.3. Structuring discourse with questions
The reasoning above explains the asymmetry between the QA-pairs in (1) and (2), but
Generalization One states that the asymmetry between OA and SA holds across the board. The
behaviour can be generalized to both free focus and association with focus, if we adopt a
question-based discourse theory. I adopt and present here briefly Beaver and Clark’s (2008) reinterpretation of the model of Roberts (1996). As in Stalnaker (1972), the objective of
8

I do not as yet have an account of the disjointness effect in (2). Disjoint reference effects were first noticed for
passives in Baker, Johnson, and Roberts (1989); the implicit argument cannot be coreferential with the themesubject in examples like They were admired. Baker, Johnson, and Roberts (1989) treats the disjoint reference effect
as a case of strong crossover, an analyisis not applicable to (2). As Daniel Büring (p.c.) points out, Kehler and
Büring (2008) propose a generalized principle of disjointness in wh-questions containing pronouns. BBBD in (i)
captures, e.g., the disjointness effect between John and the bound pronoun in (ii). As it stands, (i) does not apply to
(2). Schlenker (2005) presents a more general account of disjoint reference. A closer look at Schlenker´s system
must await another occasion, however.
(i)
Be Bound or Be Disjoint (BBBD)
If a pronoun p is free in the c-command domain of a (non-wh) DP a, p bears a presupposition of
disjointness with a.
(ii)
Who1 thinks that John loves his1 wife?
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information-seeking discourses is taken to be to narrow down the context set, i.e. answer the
question ‘What’s the world like?’. The main innovation is the assumption that interlocutors
devise strategies to that effect using sequences of questions that stand in entailment relations
(Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984). So, in (45) (where indentations indicate entailment relations)
answering the super-question ‘What’s the world like?’ requires answering all the questions that it
entails.
(45)

What’s the world like?
What happened at the meeting?
Who praised who?
Who praised Zelda?
Whom did Zelda praise?

At any given moment in discourse, interlocutors have two legitimate moves: they can either
answer the Current Question, defined in (46), or ask a question from the sequence (which is then
promoted as the Current Question). The legitimacy of a discourse move is regulated by the two
principles in (47) and (48).
(46)

(47)
(48)

Current Question (CQ)
The question mutually accepted by the interlocutors as the most immediate goal of the
discourse becomes the Current Question.
Discourse Principle
Utterances should be maximally relevant to the CQ.
Focus Principle
Some part of a declarative utterance should be such that its ExFClo is entailed by the
ExClo of the CQ.

According to the Discourse Principle, a declarative utterance is always an answer to the Current
Question. When the CQ is not explicit, it will be accommodated. Given the Focus Principle,
accommodation is driven by the focus structure of the declarative sentence, i.e. by Givenness
licensing. Consider, e.g., the corrections repeated in (49) and (50). The focus structure [Zelda
praised herselfF] allows accommodation of both Whom did Zelda praise? and Who praised
Zelda?. Due to the Discourse Principle, when a native speaker informer is confronted with a
minimal discourse as in, e.g., (49) and is asked to judge its felicity, she first tries to establish the
CQ speakers A and B are answering. Assuming that a correction rejects a proposed answer to the
CQ, the native speaker uses both assertions in (49A) and (49B) in order to establish the CQ. Of
the two questions the focus structure of (49B) is compatible with, only the object wh-question is
compatible with speaker A´s assertion (i.e. Zelda praised Oscar can only be a coherent answer to
the object wh-question). A native speaker, then, accommodates the question Whom did Zelda
praise?. In the case of (50), exactly parallel reasoning leads a native speaker to accommodate the
subject wh-question. In this case, however, accommodation of Who praised Zelda? leads to a
violation of the Current Question Rule. Speaker B is seen as addressing a CQ which she knows is
unanswerable. Native speakers, then, are more reluctant to accommodate the subject whquestion, which leads to a reduced accessibility of SA.
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(49)

A: Zelda praised Oscar.
B: No, she praised herSELF.

(50)
OA
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A: Oscar praised Zelda.
B: ?No, she praised herSELF.

SA

The same situation arises in association with focus cases, as in, e.g., (51) and (52). According to
(48) a part of Zelda didn’t praise herSELF should be Given wrt the CQ. This could be the form
without negation, i.e. Zelda praised herselfF. As above, this allows accommodation of two CQs.
In (51), the presence of She praised Oscar forces accommodation of Whom did Zelda praise?. In
(52), the presence of Oscar praised her forces accommodation of Who praised Zelda?, which
leads to a violation of the Current Question Rule in the usual manner.
(51)
(52)

Zelda didn’t praise herSELF. She praised Oscar.
Zelda didn’t praise herSELF. ?Oscar praised her.

OA
SA

4.4. Too many alternatives?
Adopting the Beaver and Clark/ Roberts model also explains why the alternatives that are
generated by focus on a reflexive anaphor are either SA or OA, but never both. This is illustrated
here with a case of free focus. Consider, first, the correction in (53), which is based on
Schwarzschild (1999, (50)); (53B) is taken to reject that Zelda praised Oscar, not that Oscar
praised Zelda, or both that Zelda praised Oscar and Oscar praised Zelda. Why is that?
(53)

A: Zelda praised Oscar and Oscar praised Zelda.
B: No, Zelda praised HELEN.

A simple intuition is that focus feeds the rhetorical relations between utterances in discourse. We
could assume, then, that only those propositions that entail the ExFClo of the correction are
rejected. (53B) rejects the proposition that Zelda praised Oscar because it entails ExFClo(53B)
(∃x. Zelda praised x), but not the proposition that Oscar praised Zelda, because it does not entail
ExFClo(53B). The intuition fails, however, for parallel cases with reflexive anaphors, as in (54).
(54B) is taken to reject that Zelda praised Oscar and, not that Oscar praised Zelda, or that Zelda
praised Oscar and Oscar praised Zelda. The simple account above predicts that both propositions
are rejected, since both entail ExFClo(54B) (∃Qeet,et.(Q(praised))(Zelda)), as shown in (55).
(54)
(55)

A:
B:
a.
b.

Zelda praised Oscar and Oscar praised Zelda.
No, Zelda praised herSELF.
Zelda praised Oscar → ∃Qeet,et. (Q(praised))(Zelda)
Oscar praised Zelda → ∃Qeet,et. (Q(praised))(Zelda)

for Q=DETRANS
for Q=PASS

An alternative way to explain (54) is to assume that the rejection is influenced by the choice of
accommodated CQ. On the basis of ExFClo(54B) one can accommodate either Whom did Zelda
praise? or Who praised Zelda?. If the former is accommodated, Zelda praised herself is
proffered as the only true complete answer to that question, so the proposition that Zelda praised
Oscar is rejected. Similarly, accommodating Who praised Zelda? would lead to rejection of the
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proposition that Oscar praised Zelda. The question Who praised Zelda?, however, is not
accommodated since it leads to a violation of the Current Question Rule.
5. An intermediate theory of association with focus
Beaver and Clark´s (2008) assumption that conventional association with focus manifests a
grammatical dependency on the Current Question, explains Generalization Two, i.e. the fact that
SA do not arise with a certain class of FAOs.
5.1. Degrees of association with focus
As mentioned before, Rooth (1992) distinguishes between three possible theories of focus
sensitivity: (i) weak theories, (ii) strong theories, and (iii) intermediate theories. I illustrate using
the exclusive only, following the scalar account of the particle in Beaver and Clark (2008),
Coppock and Beaver (2011), given in (56)/ (57). As usual, only expresses quantification over a
set of propositions C. Only comments on the relative strength of the different propositions in C.
Its presuppositional component, requires that no proposition in C is weaker or unranked with
respect to the prejacent of only (i.e. the proposition expressed by the LF without only). This is
achieved through the use of MIN, as defined in (57a) (≥ represents the strength ranking, which in
the cases dealt with here is based on entailment). The ordinary semantic component of only
requires that no proposition in C is stronger than the prejacent. This is achieved through the use
of MAX, as defined in (57b).
(56)
(57)

[[ only ]] = λp. MIN(p). MAX(p)
a. MIN(p) = ∃q ∈ C [true(q) ∧ q ≥ p]
b. MAX(p) = ∀q ∈ C [true(q) → p ≥ q]

(after Coppock and Beaver 2011)

The question, then, is how the value of the variable is determined and why it is dependent on
focus placement. In a strong theory, C is contextually resolved. Pragmatic principles, like, e.g.,
the Discourse Principle in (47), determines that, in most cases, it is resolved to the same object
that acts as the antecedent for Givenness licensing. In the Roberts/ Beaver and Clark model,
where every declarative sentence is an answer to the CQ, the relevant object is the CQ.
Association with focus, then, is only indirect, through, e.g., the CQ.
In a weak theory, association with focus is written directly in the semantics of only. In, e.g.,
Rooth (1985) the quantifier ranges over the propositions in the sentences alternative value. MIN
and MAX, then, could be defined as in (58).9
(58)

9

a. MIN(p) = ∃q ∈ [[ p]]f [true(q) ∧ q ≥ p]
b. MAX(p) = ∀q ∈ [[ p]]f [true(q) → p ≥ q]

(after Coppock and Beaver 2011)

[[φ]]f is the Alternative Semantic Value as in Rooth (1985). In the current version [[φ]]f = {p | p → ExFClo(φ)}. As is
well known since Rooth (1992), the set of alternatives is further contextually restricted.
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Although strong theories derive association with focus for only, they leave open the possibility
that the truth-conditional content will not always be affected by the placement of focus; although
the free variable can, and generally will, be resolved to the denotation of the CQ, it does not have
to be. The (non-) existence of such cases has been the main empirical argument between
defenders of weak and strong theories. Beaver and Clark (2008) provide a variety of tests that
distinguish between weak and strong association with focus. Crucially, they show that not all
FAOs behave alike, and that a typology of FAOs should include the three categories mentioned
above; QAOs, FrAOs, and CAOs. Among those, only CAOs exhibit a conventionalized
dependency. Crucially, the conventionalized dependency is not a dependency with the alternative
meaning, but a dependency with the Current Question. The discourse function of CAOs is to
comment, in one way or another, on the CQ. The exclusive only, e.g., comments on the relative
strength of possible answers to the CQ.
(59)

a. MIN(p) = ∃q ∈ CQ [true(q) ∧ q ≥ p]
b. MAX(p) = ∀q ∈ CQ [true(q) → p ≥ q]

(Coppock and Beaver 2011, simplified)

4.2. Always vs. only: deriving Generalization Two
Consider now the contrast between always and only in licensing SA in (60) and (61). Always is a
universal quantifier that ranges over a free variable, a variable over sets of events (von Fintel
1994). Since always is a FrAO according to Beaver and Clark, the relevant reading in (60) will
come about if the variable is resolved to a set of events of the type ‘x defends Oscar in e’. As
long as the context makes such a set available, SA is possible. In the case of (61), SA will arise if
only ranges over a set of propositions of the type ‘x praised Zelda’. The crucial difference with
(60) is that the set can only be picked up through the CQ Who praised Zelda?. Given the focus
structure in (61) this CQ can be accommodated. It exhibits, however, a disjoint reference effect,
so that the relevant set will include propositions like ‘Oscar defends Zelda’ but not ‘Zelda
defends Zelda’. Recall that the presupposition of only requires that there is at least one true
proposition in CQ that is equal or stronger than ‘Zelda praised Zelda’. Since ‘Zelda praised
Zelda’ is not in CQ, there is no proposition in CQ to satisfy the presupposition of only. The
deviance of SA in (61), then, is the result of presupposition failure.
(60)
(61)

Zelda always praises herSELF. ?No one else ever praises her.
Zelda only praised herSELF. #?No one else praised her.

SA
SA

#?

More generally, given the discourse function of CAOs as providing comments on the CQ and the
fact that CQ is part of their conventional meaning, subject wh-questions will always lead to
violations of the Current Question Rule, but, crucially, for one and the same speaker. Whereas in
examples like (2) speaker A gives an answer that does not conform to the assumptions of speaker
Q, in, e.g., (61) the speaker must himself accept the CQ together with all its assumptions, as the
CQ is part of the meaning of only. The speaker, then, puts forward a CQ (via accommodation)
according to which Zelda praised Zelda is not a possible answer, and answers the question by
asserting that Zelda praised Zelda, clearly a contradiction. It is predicted, then, that SA will not
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improve if the CQ is explicit, as in (62A1), or even if it is explicitly rejected, as in (62A2), since
it is immediately re-introduced through the lexical semantics of only.
(62)

Q: Who praised Zelda?
A1: #?She only praised herSELF.
A2: No one praised her. #?She only praised herSELF.

6. Intensifiers in focus
Generalization Two was explicitly stated to cover naturally disjoint verbs only. It turns out that
naturally reflexive verbs are more permissive in allowing SA; they are not subject to the
restrictions of Generalization Two.10 I claim that this is because of the availability of a second
construal in which the anaphor is not a reflexivizer but an intensifier.
6.1. The data
OA and SA are both possible in examples with (i) free focus, as in, e.g., (63)/(64), (ii) QAOs, as
in, e.g., (65)/(66), (iii) FrAOs, as in, e.g., (67)/(68), and (iv) CAOs, as in , e.g., (69)-(72). The
distribution of SA in examples with naturally reflexive verbs is summarized in (73).
(63)

Q: Whom did Zelda dress?
A: She dressed herSELF.

(64)
OA

Q: Who dressed Zelda?
A: ?She dressed herSELF.

(65)
(66)

Zelda didn’t dress herSELF. She dressed Oscar.
Zelda didn’t dress herSELF. ?Her father dressed her.

OA
SA

(67)
(68)

Zelda always washes herSELF. She never washes other people.
Zelda always washes herSELF. ?No one else ever washes her.

OA
SA

(69)
(70)

Zelda only dresses herSELF. She never dresses anyone else.
Zelda only dresses herSELF. ?No one else ever dresses her.

OA
SA

(71)
(72)

First, Zelda washed Oscar. Then, she washed herSELF too.
First, her mother washed Zelda. ?Then, she washed herSELF too.

OA
SA

(73)

Generalization Three
With naturally reflexive verbs, Subject Alternatives are possible with all Focusassociating Operators.

10

SA

I define here the class of naturally reflexive verbs syntactically, as those verbs that allow an intransitive reflexive
construal like John washed/ shaved/ dressed/… etc.
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6.2. A second road to SA
I claim that the availability of SA with CAOs in (69)-(72) is the result of a possible construal of
examples like (74a) in which the anaphor is not a reflexivizer in argumental position, as in (74b),
but an adverbial modifier, as in (74c). In wide focus environments, the two construals in (74b)
and (74c) are usually disambiguated by prosody; reflexivizers, as in (74b), prosodically
subordinate to the predicate, whereas modifiers, as in (74c), are prosodically most prominent. In
the narrow focus cases that are of interest here, the two construals are prosodically
indistinguishable. The reflexive anaphor in the adverbial construal in (74c), then, is an
intensifier, as in (75).
(74)

a. Zelda dresses herself.
b. [S Zelda [VP dresses herself]]
c. [S Zelda [VP [VP dresses] herself]]

(75)

John built the house himself.

In recent work, Howell (2011) identifies three types of non-argumental reflexive anaphors
(Emphatic Reflexives, ERs); agentive ERs (what I call here agentive intensifiers), that indicate
the direct involvement of the agent/ causer (non-assistance or non-delegation), as in (76a),
additive ERs, as in (76b), and adnominal ERs, as in (76c) (examples from Howell 2011).
(76)

a. John built the house himself.
b. John will wash the dishes, and Tom will do so himself.
c. The dean himself will chair the meeting.

Of interest here are the agentive intensifiers. The intuition I want to pursue is that the appearance
of SA in the case of naturally reflexive verbs is the result of an adverbial modifier which
contributes a non-assistance or non-delegation reading. As Lasersohn (1995) has noted,
collectivizing adverbials, like together in (77a), and comitative phrases as in (77b), give rise to
readings in which the plurality of John and Mary collectively built the house.
(77)

a. John and Mary built the house together.
b. John built the house with Mary.

I propose to treat agentive intensifiers like himself as a sort of ‘anti-comitative’ (cf. Tsai 2005).
Agentive intensifiers and comitative phrases can be alternatives to each other, as in (78). (78a),
for example, asserts that that it is not true that there is no plurality including John that built the
house, and infers that there is such a plurality. The intuition that the agentive intensifier
contributes a non-assistance reading, is also confirmed by the examples in (79).
(78)

a. John didn´t build the house himSELF. He built the house with Peter.
b. John didn´t build the house with PETER. He built the house himSELF.
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a. John didn´t build the house himSELF. Mary helped him (build the house).
b. Mary didn´t help John build the house. He did it himSELF.

A formal implementation of this idea must wait for another occasion. As a very first
approximation consider the entry for himself in (80), based on the simplified version of
Lasersohn´s entry for comitative with in (81). Comitative with creates a plural argument of which
the predicate holds. The agentive intensifier himself, on the other hand, states that there is no
plurality of which the subject is a member such that the predicate holds.11 Given these simple
semantics agentive intensifiers are of the same type as comitative phrases and can, thus, be
alternatives to each other.
(80)
(81)

[[ himselfAER ]] = λPetλx. P(x). ¬∃y ≠ x. P({x,y})
[[ withcom ]] = λx.λPet.λy. P({x,y})

In the case of naturally reflexive verbs, focused reflexives can contrast with comitative phrases
and comitative paraphrases, as in (82) and (83). (81a), then, presupposes that Mary dressed and
asserts that there is no person x such that the plurality consisting of Mary and x dressed. Given
cumulativity of the plural argument and the reflexive predicate (Landman 2000), it follows that
no one other than Mary dressed Mary.
(82)
(83)

a.
b.
a.
b.

Mary didn´t dress herSELF. She dressed with Zelda.
Mary didn´t dress with Zelda. She dressed herSELF.
Mary didn´t dress herSELF. Zelda helped her (dress).
Zelda didn´t help Mary dress. She did it herSELF.

As in the previous sections, association with focus proceeds by accommodating a CQ. Given the
syntax in (81c) and prosodic prominence on the intensifier, a CQ that could be accommodated
can be paraphrased as Did Mary dress herself or with someone else?. Since the question is not an
argument question, no issue of disjoint reference arises. It is accommodation of such a question
that allows the appearance of SA in the case of CAOs, like too, repeated below in (84).
(84)

First, her mother washed Zelda. ?Then, she washed herSELF too.

To conclude this brief sketch, notice that naturally disjoint verbs do not contrast with comitative
phrases and comitative paraphrases. The syntactic construal in (74c), then, is not available with
naturally disjoint verbs; the reflexive anaphors in (85) are, thus, reflexivizers in argumental
position. Since agentive intensifiers are unavailable with naturally disjoint verbs, no derivation
parallel to the one of (84) is available, and naturally disjoint verbs have no way to escape
Generalization 2.
11

In the case of comitatives further restrictions should make sure that the predication can only be collective and not
distributive. No such restrictions should be present in the case of agentive intensifiers if we want to capture the
relevant readings in the case of agentive intensifiers with naturally reflexive verbs. Notice also that in (80) I treat
part of the meaning of himself as a presupposition, so that, e.g., (75) presupposes that John built the house.
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a. Mary didn´t praise herSELF. #She praised with Zelda.
b. Mary didn´t praise herSELF. #Zelda helped her (praise herself).
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Back to basics: more is always much-er1
Alexis Wellwood — University of Maryland

Abstract. Bresnan (1973) posited that more is uniformly analyzed as much-er, whether it appears
with adjectives (more intelligent, redder) or nouns (more soup). On the earliest degree-semantic
analysis of such constructions, much appears but is semantically inert: it serves to morphologically
mark the presence of the degree argument which is introduced by adjectives and nouns (Cresswell
1976). I present an alternative analysis, one suggested by Cresswell himself: on this account, the
degree argument is introduced by much. I first show how the interpretation of this morpheme as
a structure-preserving mapping to the domain of degrees is motivated by data from nominal and
verbal comparatives, and then how it extends to adjectival comparatives. To accomplish this, I
argue that adjectives are predicates of states, and interact with degrees only in composition with
much. The upshot is a theory in which much universally provides the mapping to degrees for
comparison by more, regardless of the syntactic category it combines with.
Keywords: degree semantics, comparatives, mass nouns, atelic verbs, gradable adjectives.
1. Introduction
In Cresswell’s classic (1976) paper, he offers what has become known as the degree analysis of
comparatives, designed to interpret sentences like those in (1a-1b).2 On his account, (1a) means
that the degree to which Bill is tall is greater than the degree to which Arabella is tall, and (1b)
means that the degree of volume measured by the totality of ebbing water is greater than the degree
of volume measured by the totality of flowing mud.
(1)

a.
b.

Bill is taller than Arabella.
More water ebbs than than mud flows.

On this analysis, both adjectives like tall and mass nouns like water build in the semantics of
degree. The word more is analyzed as the composition of much and -er (Bresnan 1973), yet the
only contribution of much is to signal the presence of the adjective or noun’s degree argument.3
At the end of his paper, however, Cresswell worries that this analysis may be on the wrong track,
given that it predicts (2a,b) to be synonymous, contrary to fact.
1

Many thanks to Valentine Hacquard, Paul Pietroski, Alexander Williams, Norbert Hornstein, Jeffrey Lidz, Michael
Morreau, the participants at the Konstanz workshop Much ado about much, as well as Ewan Dunbar and Michaël
Gagnon, for helping me to work through the ideas I present here. Any failures of imagination or formulation are mine
alone. This research was supported in part by a SSHRC doctoral award #752-2010-0499.
2
He also discusses comparatives with plural noun phrases; I discuss these in the context of proposals about a covert
many in Wellwood 2012 (cf. Hackl 2000, 2001).
3
In a similar vein, Neeleman et al. 2004 and Solt 2009 interpret much as the identity predicate.
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a.
b.

Drink this water.
Drink this much water.

Assuming a single interpretation for water, a degree variable should be present in both (2a,b). If the
only semantic role of much was to signal that variable’s presence, (2a,b) should simply represent a
case of optionality; adding much can’t add anything to the meaning of a sentence like (2a).
Such considerations in mind, Cresswell considers an alternative in which the degree is not introduced by the noun, but is provided, somehow, by much. Closing the paper, he writes:
My main reason for hesitation at this point is that I find it difficult to give a clear
semantics for much. What much has to do is to discover the appropriate degree of
comparison for a predicate, given merely that we know what, in each world, satisfies
that predicate. For this reason I feel able to do no more than indicate it as a line for
further study in the semantics of mass nouns (Cresswell 1976: 290-1).
In this paper, I pursue this study, following up on recent developments in the semantics of nominal
and verbal degree constructions (Hackl 2000, 2001; Nakanishi 2004, 2007; Wellwood et al. 2012).
I show that consideration of the properties of these constructions requires, on any theory, a particular analysis of the “measure function” much. Next, I elaborate a theory in which much provides
the mapping to degrees in comparatives with nominal, verbal, and adjectival expressions.4
I first consider the properties of nominal comparatives like (3a) and their verbal counterparts (3b),
which motivate an analysis of much as a structure-preserving map from the “qualitative” domains
of stuff/processes to the quantitative domain of degrees. I next show in detail that, to treat adjectival
comparatives like (4) in the same manner, all we need do is adopt an analysis of gradable adjectives
as predicates of states.
(3)
(4)

a.
b.

Al ate more soup than Bill did.
Al ran more than Bill did.
Al is more intelligent than Bill is.

The resultant theory retains Cresswell’s intuition (and that of many others since) that more states a
greater-than relation between two degrees, but abandons the idea that any open class lexical item
refers to degrees directly.
4

The general flavor of the analysis has a precursor in Bale 2006, 2008’s account of adjectival comparatives; our
accounts differ in several respects, however for reasons of space I do not pursue a thorough comparison here.
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2. Nominal and verbal comparatives
Two properties of comparatives with mass nouns and atelic verbs suggests they should be given a
parallel analysis: in both cases, only predicates with “structured domains” can compose with more,
and the mapping to degrees must be structure-preserving.5 These properties are encoded into an
appropriately cross-categorial denotation for the measuring device much.

2.1. Nominal and verbal felicities and infelicities
Comparison over a mass noun like soup is perfectly felicitous (5a), but comparison over a count
noun like toy is not (5b). Where (5a) describes a comparison of two portions of soup by their
volume, (5b) is not interpretable.6 (Note: this section draws heavily on Wellwood et al. 2012,
henceforth WHP.)
(5)

a.
b.

Al has more soup than Bill does.
# Al has more toy than Bill does.

Similarly, comparison over an atelic verb like run is perfectly felicitous (6a), but comparison over
a telic verb like die is not (6b). Where (6a) describes a comparison of two events of running by the
amount of time they took,7 (6b) is uninterpretable.8
(6)

a.
b.

Al ran more than Bill did.
# Al died more than Bill did.

Interestingly, the felicitous nominal comparatives show a remarkable property (as Schwarzschild
2002, 2006 pointed out): they only give rise to a particular subset of dimensions for measurement. Comparing over soup allows for comparison by volume, but not by temperature or degree
of tastiness—despite the fact that any portion of soup will have some degree of temperature (even
if it’s cold) and some degree of tastiness (even if it’s not that good).
5

I focus here on non-plural nouns and verbs, but Wellwood et al. 2012 and Wellwood 2012 discuss similar parallels
but between plural NPs and VPs. The punchline of that discussion is that independently observed parallels between
nominal number and verbal aspect have parallel effects when they figure in comparatives.
6
That is, it is uninterpretable if we insist that toy in all instances is a singular count noun. Odd, coercive interpretations are possible, in which cases toy is treated like a mass noun.
7
Other dimensions for measurement are possible, but all respect the constraints discussed below. I ignore questions
of variability in the choice of dimension for measurement until §5.
8
The usual caveats apply: (6b) is only uninterpretable if we interpret die as picking out momentaneous dying events
that can only happen once per individual. Coercive interpretations require interpreting die quite differently.
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Jmore soupK ≈ by volume, *by temperature, *by tastiness

Similar facts obtain with verbal comparatives. Comparing over run as in (6a) allows for comparison by temporal duration, but not by speed or degree of effort expended—again, despite the fact
that any running event will have some associated degree(s) of speed, and effort expended.
(8)

Jrun moreK ≈ by time, *by speed, *by effort

WHP analyzed such facts as suggesting a particular interpretation of the measure function much
that appears in such constructions: it only combines with “structured” predicates, and it preserves
structure in the mapping to degrees. In the next section, I elaborate on and refine this analysis,
showing how it derives the distribution and interpretation of nominal and verbal comparatives.

2.2. Measuring masses and atelics
The notion of “structure” I employ distinguishes predicates that have an ordering on their domain
from those that do not. With respect to nominal and verbal comparatives, this tracks a distinction
familiar from the mass/count and atelic/telic literature. While the extensions of mass and atelic
predicates are ordered by the part-of relation, the extensions of count and telic predicates have no
linguistically accessible ordering; while mass and atelic predicates are “structured”, count and telic
predicates are “unstructured”. In this section, I show that an analysis of much which tracks this
distinction can explain the data from the preceding section.
By assumption, mass nouns and atelic verbs do not encode the semantics of degree. Bare nouns
are one-place predicates of portions of matter or individual objects (Cartwright 1975; Link 1983;
Bunt 1985; Krifka 1989; Higginbotham 1994; Bale and Barner 2009, among many others), and
their verbal counterparts are similarly analyzed, in this case as one-place predicates of parts of
processes or individual events (Taylor 1977; Mourelatos 1978; Bach 1986; Landman 2000, among
others). In what follows, I represent structured sets as those containing (non-atomic) parts, α, α0 ,
0
and their sums, α ⊕ α0 ; non-structured sets contain only atoms, αAT , αAT
.9
The mass term soup has the denotation in (9a), and an extension like that in (9b).10 Correspondingly, the atelic term run has the denotation in (10a), and an extension like that in (10b). 11
9

α is a wildcard variable over primitive types, e.g. those referred to in the first position of individual <e, t>, event
<v, t>, and state types <s, t>.
10
I leave the functional representation of the meaning of soup underspecified for its massness, as I do not assume
that the proper place for determining the domain of a mass term is in the logic (e.g., in terms of superplurals, Nicolas
2008; Linnebo and Nicolas 2008).
11
I adopt the neodavidsonian analysis (Parsons 1990; see also Schein 1993; Pietroski 2005; among others).
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(9)

a.
b.

JsoupK = λx[SOUP(x)]
{xSOUP , x0SOUP , ..., xSOUP ⊕ x0SOUP , ...}

(10)

a.
b.

JrunK = λe[RUN(e)]
{eRUN , e0RUN , ..., eRUN ⊕ e0RUN , ...}
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Following WHP, I propose that a covert much provides the mapping to degrees when mass and
atelic expressions appear in the comparative. On my implementation, much is interpreted as in
(11), where µ is a homomorphic map from the ordering on the domain of the αs to the domain of
degrees (see Krifka 1989, Nakanishi 2007 for similar appeals). The latter domain is, I assume, the
structure corresponding to the real numbers and their ordering by ≥.
(11)

JmuchK = λdλα[µ(α) = d],
where Dα is ordered, and µ is a homomorphism from <Dα , <α > to <D, ≥>.

Appeal to homomorphisms ensures that the mapping to degrees is structure preserving. This analysis allows us to see why volume but not temperature is permitted with mass comparatives (12a,b):
two arbitrary proper subportions of soup will necessarily measure less by volume than their sum,
but this is not necessarily or even likely so for measurement by temperature.12
(12)

If x and x0 are distinct portions of some soup, and x ⊕ x0 is their sum:
a.
Volume is structure preserving:
Measures µvol (x) and µvol (x0 ) are necessarily less than the measure µvol (x ⊕ x0 ).
b.
Temperature is not structure preserving:
Measures µtemp (x) and µtemp (x0 ) are not less than the measure µtemp (x ⊕ x0 ).

The same appeal explains why measurement by temporal duration but not by speed is permitted
with atelic comparatives (13a,b): two arbitrary subportions of some running event necessarily
measure less than that of the whole event, but this is not necessarily or even likely so for speed.
(13)

12

If e and e0 are distinct subevents of some running, and e ⊕ e0 is their sum:
a.
Time is structure preserving:
Measures µtime (e) and µtime (e0 ) are necessarily less than the measure µtime (e ⊕ e0 ).

On this analysis, it is necessary to assume that, for a predicate to count as “structured”, the ordering on its domain
is non-trivial. Note that I use subscripts on µ to indicate the dimension as a convenience at present, and return to the
issue of variable dimensions in §5.
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b.

Speed is not structure preserving:
Measures µspeed (e) and µspeed (e0 ) are not less than the measure µspeed (e ⊕ e0 ).

Dimensions like temperature and speed are not structure-preserving on domains ordered by the
part-of relation on portions of matter or parts of events: there is no homomorphism for much to
pick out to measure such domains along such dimensions.
Notice that, on the present analysis, if an expression is not associated with a (non-trivial) ordering,
it will not combine with much. This accounts for the infelicity observed with count nouns and telic
verbs. In contrast to its mass counterpart, a count noun like toy has the denotation in (14a), and an
extension like that in (14b). It is satisfied only by atomic toys.
(14)

a.
b.

JtoyK = λx[TOY(x)]
, x00AT
{xATTOY , x0AT
TOY

TOY

}

Correspondingly, the telic verb die has the denotation in (15a), and an extension like that in (15b).
It is satisfied only by atomic dying events.
(15)

a.
b.

JdieK = λe[DIE(e)]
, e00AT
{eATDIE , e0AT
DIE

DIE

}

We have analyzed nominal and verbal comparatives without appealing to degrees in the denotation
of these expressions directly. Mass nouns and atelic verbs are one-place predicates over different primitive types which, when they compose with much, are related to degrees in a structurepreserving way. In the next section, I extend this analysis to adjectival comparatives.
3. Adjectival comparatives
Only “gradable” adjectives combine with more. In adjectival comparatives, dimensions for measurement are not restricted to those that preserve the properties of the NP putatively predicated of
by the adjective. I propose that, in these cases, it is not the extension of NP that is measured, but
that of the adjective itself. This analysis requires the innovation that APs are interpreted as predicates of states (as in Fults 2006), in which case measurement with much can be seen as structure
preserving.
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3.1. Adjectival felicities and infelicities
While comparison over adjectives like red is perfectly felicitous (16a), comparison over adjectives
like dead is not (16b). Where (16a) describes a comparison of two qualities of redness along some
dimension, which I will assume is saturation, (16b) is uninterpretable.13,14
(16)

a.
b.

Al is more red/redder than Bill is.
# Al is more dead/deader than Bill is.

Usually, adjectives are taken to predicate directly of their subject, which in comparative constructions means that the subjects are measured for their degree of Adj-ness. The consequences of this
assumption can be seen by considering the sentences in (17a-17b). In both, the extension of Al’s
soup and Bill’s soup would be measured in the matrix and than-clauses respectively.
(17)

a.
b.

Al’s soup is hotter than Bill’s soup.
Al’s soup is more red than Bill’s soup.

Considering Al’s soup, it is not necessary or even likely that arbitrary subparts are less hot or
less red than the total (modulo granularity), so measurement by temperature or redness do not
track the part-whole structure of soup. The standard analysis thus derives a fundamental difference
between “measurement” in the nominal and verbal domains, and that in the adjectival: adjectival
measurement is seen as not, in general, structure-preserving.
On one fairly standard formulation, red is interpreted as a function from degrees to individual
predicates, and dead as simply an individual predicate, with the denotations in (18).15 On this
view, a direct descendant of Cresswell’s original analysis, gradable adjectives have the semantics
of degree ‘built in’, and the target of their measurement is the subject of their clause.
(18)
13

a.
b.

JredK = λdλx[RED(x) = d]
JdeadK = λx[DEAD(x)]

(16b) cannot be read as a comparison of relative quality of deadness, as this property is apparently absolute.
Coercion may invoke ancillary dimensions that may somehow be related to being dead (amount of time spent being
dead, the gruesomeness of the death, etc), or a plurality of deaths (as in a videogame). The former are coercive; I
discuss the plural readings in some detail in Wellwood 2012.
14
Note that, on Bresnan’s 1973 analysis, the reduced form redder is still, underlyingly much-er red. Her proposal is
that much deletes in the environment of an adjective.
15
Note I am using the formulation given by Heim 1985 for the denotation of a gradable adjective, rather than
Kennedy 1997’s formulation. The specific points made in this section would have to be made differently if addressing
Kennedy, but the conclusion is the same.
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In this way, the standard analysis encodes the fact that only gradable adjectives are felicitous with
more: only these adjectives introduce the degrees required for the evaluation of that expression.
Adjectives like dead, since they do not build in the semantics of degree, are infelicitous with more.
On this account, more red cannot be understood as a comparison along a dimension like “greenness”, or “attractiveness to the subject”, because red degrees fail to encode such information.
(19)

Jmore redK = by saturation, *by greenness, *by attractiveness

I propose instead that gradable adjectives do not measure their NP subject, but instead much measures the extension of AP. Fults (2006), arguing from very different concerns, concludes that adjectives are predicates of states, not degrees or individuals. The most striking data he provides, for
my purposes, are adjectival comparatives with some or many layers of modification.16 Gradable
adjectives may appear with arbitrarily many modifiers, all of which must be interpreted within the
scope of the comparative operator. (20a) compares Al’s and Bill’s degrees of patience temporally
located in the morning, (20b) their degrees of redness in response to a particular kind of emotional
state, and (20c) degrees of upsetness in situations yet more elaborately identified.
(20)

a.
b.
c.

Al is more patient in the morning than Bill is
Al turns redder when she’s embarrassed than Bill does.
Al is more upset with Carl in the late morning on Mondays from arguments
about the Sunday night football game than Bill is.
(A. Williams, p.c.)

To account for such data, Fults invokes Davidsonian arguments to the effect that gradable adjectives
are interpreted as one-place predicates of states. On this view, modifiers like in the morning are
interpreted as conjunctive predicates of eventualities.17
In the next section, I show how the felicitous and infelicitous cases can be captured in the state
analysis of adjectives, by showing how the formulation of gradable adjectives as structured, and
non-gradable adjectives as non-structured emerges on this view. I then show how making this
distinction in the state analysis allows for a general characterization of the distribution and interpretation of adjectival comparatives in terms of structure-preserving much.
16

Fults offers a number of specific syntactic and semantic arguments for the conclusion that the mapping to degrees
with gradable adjectives proceeds via a separate functional head that he calls Deg. One of his major goals was to
eliminate reference to degrees in positive constructions, which doesn’t concern us here.
17
Other hypotheses face various issues. The one that offends Davidsonian sensibilities would posit a new time
variable in the denotation of the adjective for each temporal expression that can be shown to modify AP directly. An
alternative would posit that the adjective always has a time variable, which modifiers can conjoin with; such an account
faces difficulty with closure of that variable before composition with the subject. The same obtains for an analysis that
simply adds a state argument to the denotation of the adjective. In contrast, extending the neodavidsonian theory to
these cases recruits technology we already need for eventive predications without further stipulation.
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3.2. Measuring states
On the standard approach to gradable adjectives, these morphemes encode two distinct bits of
information: quality, the fact that redness and not greenness is being predicated of, and quantity, or
how much of the property is predicated. In this section, I explore how these two bits of information
can be encoded separately; the qualitative information is provided by the state argument, and the
quantitative information extracted in degree constructions by much.
I posit that the gradable adjective red has the denotation in (21a), and an extension like that in
(21b). Here, red is associated with an ordering on its domain, <red . As above, structured sets are
those containing non-atomic parts (α, α0 ) and their sums (α ⊕ α0 ), and non-structured sets contain
0
).18
only atoms (αAT , αAT
(21)

a.
b.

JredK = λs[RED(s)]
→ {sRED , s0RED , ..., sRED ⊕ s0RED , ...}

My analysis of much is repeated as (22) below. As before, µ can invoke no dimensions for measurement which do not track the ordering associated with its α argument; if red is a predicate of red
states ordered by something like increasing intensity, this serves to explain why more red cannot
describe comparisons like red that is more green.
(22)

JmuchK = λdλα[µ(α) = d],
where Dα is ordered, and µ is a homomorphism from <Dα , <α > to <D, ≥>.

As we’ve seen, whenever an expression is not associated with an ordering, it will not combine with
much. On the state analysis, non-gradable adjectives like dead are such predicates: dead has the
denotation in (23a), and an extension like that in (23b). The difference here is that, rather than
appealing to the fact that dead doesn’t have a degree argument to explain its infelicity with more,
I appeal to the fact that it predicates only of atomic states.
(23)

a.
b.

JdeadK = λs[DEAD(s)]
→ {sATDEAD , s0AT
, ...}
DEAD

This analysis retains the intuitions underlying the degree-based analysis of adjectives, only in a
slightly different way. When gradable adjectives are analyzed as degree predicates, an ordering on
18

The sum notation will have to be taken with a grain of salt, as it is not altogether clear at present what the parts or
ordering principles may be for state predicates.
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their domains is invoked, however implicitly. The intended notion of ‘degrees’ on this account is
quite specific, and strictly richer than that which I adopted above: the degrees associated with red
are particular to that adjective.19 So the set of degrees associated with the meaning of red (24a)
might look as in (24b) on such approaches.
(24)

a.
b.

JredK = λdλx[RED(x) = d]
{dRED1 , dRED2 , dRED1 ⊕ dRED2 , ...}

Adjectival degrees are not numbers, but equivalent to something like numbers bound up with a dimension. The net result is that such degrees encode both the qualitative information about the kind
of thing they describe, as well as the quantitative values they possess, derivative on the position
they occupy in the degree ordering. This stipulation makes it possible for a straightforward account of apparent ‘incommensurability’: the purported infelicity of (25) arises because the degrees
named by red and those named by tall are simply not orderable with respect to one another.
(25)

# Al is redder than Bill is tall.

These intuitions can be maintained in the state analysis by assuming that adjectives like red and
tall are predicates of things which are not orderable with respect to one another, i.e. there is no one
qualitative < that orders both types of states. Further, if we assume that one and the same µ has to
measure in both clauses of a comparative like (25), the same infelicity can be derived: there is no
single < that µ can map to ≥.
I have analyzed adjectives without appeal to degrees in any adjectival denotation. Gradable adjectives are one-place predicates over a primitive type which, when they compose with much, are
related to degrees in a structure-preserving way. The primitive type in this case is that of states.
In the next section, I present the compositional details of cross-categorial comparatives in which
much universally provides the mapping to degrees.
4. Composition with much
The semantic theory presented in this section provides a perfect parallel to the syntactic analysis of
comparatives which decomposes more into much-er, but differs from Cresswell’s proposal in that
here, much plays a critical semantic role. I first present the theory, and then show how the compositional details work when applied to comparatives with mass, atelic, and adjectival predicates.
I assume the modern syntax argued for by Bhatt and Pancheva (2004) (and references therein). On
my account, the morpheme -er QRs from the complement position of much in the matrix clause,
19

Beck 2011 attributes this view to von Stechow 1984; cf. Bale 2008’s ‘universal scale’ which has dimensionless
degrees like those I assume.
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leaving behind a degree variable. The expression much d is conjoining with its XP sister, and
much’s α argument is identified with the more specifically typed argument of XP. Thus, the basic
analysis of mass, atelic, and gradable adjective expressions composed with much is as in (26).
(26)

a.
b.
c.

J[[much d] soup]K = λx[SOUP(x) & µ(x) = d]
J[[much d] run]K = λe[RUN(e) & µ(e) = d]
J[[much d] red]K = λs[RED(s) & µ(s) = d]

In the than-clause, a wh- operator merges with much, which raises to the top of that clause and
creates what is understood as a degree abstraction structure. The tail of this abstraction structure,
the variable d, is first applied to the meaning of much, and then this expression conjoins with
the meaning of the (elided) NP. So the than-clause contains expressions identical to the matrix
expressions in (26).20
An account of -er that invokes QR in the matrix is motivated by interpreting it as a generalized
quantifier over degree predicates, as in (27).21 The first degree predicate is that denoted by the
than-clause, and the second that created by QRing -er from the complement position of much in
the matrix clause. In what follows, I provide compositional details only for the final LF, which is
an expression headed by -er that takes both the matrix and than-clauses as arguments.22
(27)

J-erK = λDλD0 [max(D0 ) > max(D)]

Consider the derivation of a comparative with the mass noun soup. The sentence in (28) has the
structure in (28a), and the two degree clauses the interpretations in (28b-28c), ignoring tense. In the
neodavidsonian account of verbs, all arguments (internal and external) are introduced by thematic
predicates.23 Thematically-bound expressions are conjoined with the meaning of the verb, and
much is conjoined with the meaning of the measured XP.
(28)
20

Al ate more soup than Bill did.

Of course, only when the measured XP is the same under ellipsis. In cases like Al drank more wine than Bill did
water, only the [d much] portion is identified between the matrix and than-clauses.
21
While there are many, many live possibilities for the formulation of a degree-based interpretation of -er, I ignore
such possibilities here; my interest is only in specifying where that morpheme gets its degrees from.
22
In the full story of how comparative clauses are derived, the than-clause is merged countercyclically as complement to -er at the top of the matrix clause, comparative ellipsis applies to it, and dummy do is inserted to support
tense.
23
For reasons of space, I do not go through all of these steps individually; and, I do not attempt to make a stand on
the content of these thematic predicates. It has become fairly standard to introduce the external argument of an action
verb like run or eat as ‘Agent’. For adjectives, the relation may be ‘Instantiates’, ‘Possessor’ (see Kratzer 2006 for
attitude verbs), or ‘Bearer’. The matters are complex, and likely philosophical; as such, I do not take a stand on these
issues here.
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a.

-er

matrix clause

than-clause

λd
than
λd

b.
c.

Bill

ate

soup

Al

ate

soup

much d

much d

Jthan-clauseK =
λd[∃e[EAT(e) & Θsubj (e, Bill) & ∃x[SOUP(x) & Θobj (e, x) & µ(x) = d]]]
Jmatrix clauseK =
λd[∃e[EAT(e) & Θsubj (e, Al) & ∃x[SOUP(x) & Θobj (e, x) & µ(x) = d]]]

Altogether, the interpretation of (28) is given in (29), where these two degree predicates have been
applied to the meaning of -er. The meaning is paraphrased: the maximal degree associated with a
soup part that Al ate is greater than the maximal degree associated with a soup part that Bill ate. In
this case, (28) compares degrees of of volume, which is determined by the choice of mapping, µ.
(I discuss this idea in detail in the next section.)
(29)

max(λd[∃e[EAT(e) & Θsubj (e, Al) & ∃x[SOUP(x) & Θobj (e, x) & µ(x) = d]]])
> max(λd[∃e[EAT(e) & Θsubj (e, Bill) & ∃x[SOUP(x) & Θobj (e, x) & µ(x) = d]]])

The derivation of a comparative with the atelic verb run proceeds in exactly the same fashion,
except here much conjoins with the verbal predicate and µ measures e. The sentence in (30) has
the structure in (30a), and the two degree clauses the interpretations in (30b-30c).
(30)

Al ran more than Bill did.
a.

-er

matrix clause

than-clause

λd
than
λd

Bill

run

much d

Al

run

much d
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Jthan-clauseK = λd[∃e[RUN(e) & Θsubj (e, Bill) & µ(e) = d]
Jmatrix clauseK = λd[∃e[RUN(e) & Θsubj (e, Al) & µ(e) = d]

The two degree predicates are applied to the meaning of -er, delivering the complete meaning in
(31). This meaning is paraphrased: the maximal degree associated with a subpart of Al’s running
is greater than the maximal degree associated with a subpart of Bill’s running. The most natural
interpretation of (30) is that the compared degrees are measurements by temporal duration.
(31)

max(λd[∃e[RUN(e) & Θsubj (e, Al) & µ(e) = d]])
> max(λd[∃e[RUN(e) & Θsubj (e, Bill) & µ(e) = d]])

Finally, deriving the adjectival case is once again exactly parallel, except here much conjoins with
the adjectival predicate, and µ measures s. Note that, as usual, the main verb (be) is uninterpreted.
In this case, the sentence in (32) has the structure as in (32a), and the two degree clauses the
interpretations in (32b-32c).
(32)

Al is more red than Bill is.
a.

-er

matrix clause

than-clause

λd
than
λd

b.
c.

Bill

be

Al

be

red

much d

red

much d
Jthan-clauseK = λd[∃s[RED(s) & Θsubj (s, Bill) & µ(s) = d]]
Jmatrix clauseK = λd[∃s[RED(s) & Θsubj (s, Al) & µ(s) = d]]

These two degree predicates are applied to the meaning of -er, with the resultant interpretation in
(33). The interpretation may be paraphrased: the maximal degree associated with a red state Al is
in is greater than the maximal degree associated with a red state Bill is in. I am assuming that the
compared degrees are measurements by saturation.
(33)

max(λd[∃s[Θsubj (s, Al) & RED(s) & µ(s) = d]])
> max(λd[∃s[Θsubj (s, Bill) & RED(s) & µ(s) = d]])
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Across the NP, VP, and AP domains, the same mechanism for measurement is employed, and
differ only in what exactly is measured and correspondingly what dimensions for measurement are
used. much contributes the predicate µ, which selects a structure-preserving map from the material,
process, or stative domains (depending on what it combines with) to the domain of degrees. In the
next section, I discuss how to understand cases in which multiple dimensions are available for
measurement, and the following section concludes.
5. On dimensions
One of the concerns Cresswell raised for an analysis in which much provides the mapping to
degrees was that that expression would somehow have to know which degrees were appropriate
in any given case. On the analysis presented here, we have said that if the extension of XP is
“structured”, µ provides a homomorphic map from its structure to degrees. As I assume there is
only one set of degrees—the set of real numbers—I here recast Cresswell’s concern as a question
about how the dimension for measurement, or the homomorphic map, is selected.
Above, I supposed only that more soup was a comparison of measures by volume, run more by
measures of temporal duration, and more red by measures of saturation. However, (34) plainly
suggests that this can only be part of the picture.
(34)

If there is as much water by volume in one bucket as there is, say, sand in another
bucket, presumably there is not as much water as sand by weight.
(Cartwright 1975: 158; my emphasis)

To make the matter clearer, consider a simpler version of (34), my (35). The mass terms water
and sand may each give rise to measurement by volume or weight, and in some cases the value
assigned to the sentence in a context will differ depending on the dimension chosen. In some
situations, an utterance of (35) will be true if the dimension chosen to measure along is volume,
and false in the same situation if weight is chosen.
(35)

Al has more water than Bill has sand.

The same pattern obtains when we consider comparatives with atelic verbs. Both run and swim
allow measures both by temporal duration or by distance travelled; an utterance of (36) may be
true or false in a context depending on which dimension is chosen. However, it appears that the
same dimension must be invoked in each clause; (35-36) may not describe comparisons where the
matrix picks out volume/temporal duration and the than-clause weight/distance, respectively.
(36)

Al ran more than Bill swam.

Back to basics: more is always much-er
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Furthermore, the same pattern appears to obtain with adjectives. I have been assuming the natural
interpretation for color adjectives in comparatives is measurement by saturation, but perhaps hue,
brightness, or others are possible; (37) suggests that however dimensionality is resolved, it must
be the same dimension in both clauses.
Al turned redder than Bill turned green.

(37)

The same goes for more familiar examples. The use of the adjectives tall and wide are commensurable, as tallness and width are both compatible with measures by something like line length (38a).
And so for the more exotic (38b): intelligence and beauty may be comparable as both give rise to
measures by subjective value (cf. Bale 2006, 2008).
(38)

a.
b.

Al is taller than Bill is wide.
Al is more beautiful than Bill is intelligent.

These data suggest two ideas about the role of much. First, the possibility of volume or weight with
soup and the like could suggest that the relationship between µ and the measures it picks out is
one-to-many, so long as the measures are structure-preserving. Second, the available selection may
depend not on the properties of the measured predicate alone, but more derivatively on the properties defined over the class of predicates to which it belongs. This could suggest that, whenever
there appears to be distinct classes of expressions (e.g., concrete mass nouns, action-based atelic
verbs, color adjectives), all in the class should be restricted to the same set of possible measures,
and members in a class should always be comparable.
There is a non-trivial relationship between independently-motivated properties of predicates, and
their interpretation in the comparative. While there is some variability in the dimensions invoked to
measure a given predicate, it is not possible to invoke dimensions that are not structure-preserving
on its domain. Finally, it may be that the choice of dimensions is limited by what ordering principles inhere to different classes of predicates.
6. Conclusion
I began with a discussion of Cresswell’s classic paper, in which the degree analysis of morphemes
like more was first proposed. There, he developed an analysis (which gave rise to what is, by now,
the standard) in which the semantics of degree was encoded directly into gradable adjectives and
mass terms (as well as plurals, which I haven’t discussed). In the closing of his paper, he suggested
an alternative to which I have attempted to give substance.
The data that led to Cresswell’s suggesting this alternative was the difference in meaning between
this water and this much water. The difference appears to lie in the fact that the former phrase
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indicates a demonstration of a particular type of substance (water), and the latter a demonstration
of a particular amount of that substance. This difference can be derived in an analysis in which
water is a simple predicate, but much introduces a degree variable; that variable may be bound by
demonstrative this just as it may be by the more obvious degree operators so, too, and how (39).
(39)

a.
b.
c.

Drink this much water.
He drank so much/too much water.
How much water did he want?

When this appears with much, it demonstrates a degree by binding the d introduced by much, and
when it appears bare with water, it demonstrates a substance by binding the x introduced by water.
In sum, the theory I advance, in which much is semantically active, provides a general explanation
for what can and cannot appear with more, where explanations offered by theories pursuing Cresswell’s original proposal have different explanations for different cases: only certain adjectives can
denote measure functions, and only certain NPs and VPs can combine with much. In the present
work, a heterogeneous account is replaced with a homogeneous one: universal restrictions on the
measure function much are responsible for both felicitous and infelicitous compositions with more.
Most importantly, the proposal has some features that make it interesting given wider theoretical
concerns. For one, it serves to drive a larger wedge between the “contentful” vocabulary (those
of type <α, t>, α a primitive type) and the “functional”. On the present theory, no noun, verb,
or adjective lexicalizes a measure function, but each may be quantified by the measure function
much provided their domains are “structured”. The account also supports an extension of the
neodavidsonian theory to gradable adjectives, providing a straightforward account of adjectival
modification in comparative constructions.
The account also raises some questions. First, if an adjective like red is a predicate of states, can
it be that any occurrence of that adjective is truly intersective (40)? And second, if the available
measures depend on what is measured and how its ordered, what explains the facts in (41)?
(40)

(41)

a.
b.

Al likes red apples.
a. ?? Jred applesK = λx[RED(x) & APPLES(x)]
b. ?? Jred applesK = λs[RED(s) & APPLES(s)]
Al is more patient than Bill is.
Al is patient more than Bill is.

I leave these questions for future research.

Xpatience, *events
×patience, Xevents

Back to basics: more is always much-er
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The Semantics of Mandarin Assertion Modifiers Dique and Zhende

Mengxi YUAN — City University of Hong Kong
Yurie HARA — City University of Hong Kong

Abstract. This study provides an account of the behaviors of dique ‘indeed’ and zhende ‘really’
in assertions within the framework of dynamic semantics. We argue that dique and zhende are
assertion modifiers, which modify the context change potential by adding presuppositions to the
assertions. Dique adds to the assertion of p a presupposition that the proposition p has been suggested in the common ground. Zhende adds to the assertion of p another presupposition that at
least one discourse participant remains uncommitted to the proposition p even after recognizing
that p has been suggested in the common ground.
1. Introduction
This paper discusses the semantics of two Mandarin adverbs dique ‘indeed’ and zhende ‘really’.
Typical examples of an assertion containing dique or zhende are given in (1-a) and (1-b).
(1)

a.
b.

Dique, Li chuguo le.
indeed Li go-abroad PERF
‘Indeed, Li went abroad.’
Zhende, Li chuguo le.
really Li go-abroad PERF
‘Really, Li went abroad.’

The presence of dique or zhende does not affect the truth conditions of the assertions in which
dique or zhende occurs. (2) is true if and only if Li went abroad, so are (1-a) and (1-b).
(2)

Li chuguo le.
Li go-abroad PERF
‘Li went abroad.’

The function of dique and zhende in an assertion is to modify the assertion by contributing to the
presuppositional content of the assertion. Let us illustrate with (1-a) and (1-b).
First, let us take a look at dique. (1-a) has the same truth-conditions as (2). However, unlike (2), the
use of (1-a) requires that someone has mentioned ‘Li went abroad’ before the utterance of (1-a).
The meaning of dique is not integrated into the assertion. Rather, dique modifies the assertion in a
way so that the modified assertion requires that the proposition to which dique attaches has been
mentioned in the previous discourse. A bare assertion like (2) does not have such a requirement.
1
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Like dique, zhende serves to modify the assertion. (1-b) implies that ‘Li went abroad’ has been
mentioned in the previous context, and the speaker states this again since someone did not quite
believe ‘Li went abroad’. The assertion modified by zhende not only requires that the proposition
to which zhende attaches has been mentioned in the prior context, but also requires that some
discourse participant did not believe that proposition in the prior context. This indicates that dique
and zhende, both as assertion modifiers, modify the assertion in different ways.
Xu (2009) claims that dique and zhende both function as a confirmation of old information and
are thus interchangeable. Xu’s (2009) analysis fails to explain the difference between dique and
zhende in examples like (3). In (3), since A has asserted p ‘It rained last night’, p is old information
to B. According to Xu’s (2009) claim, B could use either dique or zhende to confirm this old
information. However, it is infelicitous for B to use zhende to confirm p, indicating that there must
be some differences between dique and zhende.
(3)

A:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
(B heard the sound of raining last night and he knows that it rained.)
B: Dique/#Zhende xiayu le.
indeed/really rain PERF
‘It indeed rained.’/‘#It really rained.’

Our analysis in this paper explains the differences between dique and zhende in (3) and the differences between (1) and (2). Examining the semantics of dique and zhende in a dynamic semantics
framework, we argue that dique and zhende, as assertion modifiers, contribute to the presuppositional content of the assertions they attach to by modifying the context change potential (CCP, a
function taking in a context and returning an updated one, see Heim, 1982). Dique and zhende
differ from each other in the content of the presupposition, resulting in their different behaviors in
(3) and the differences between (1) and (2).
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we informally characterize the properties of
dique and zhende in assertions, showing that these two adverbs impose different presuppositions
on the previous discourse; in section 3, we present the formal definitions of dique and zhende
within a dynamic semantics framework. In forming the formal definitions, we adopt the binary
presupposition operator ‘⟨ ⟩ ’ in Beaver and Krahmer (2001) to characterize the presuppositions
added to the assertion by dique/zhende. Section 4 gives a conclusion to this study.
2. The behaviors of dique and zhende in assertions
This section provides the informal characterization of dique and zhende in assertions. On the basis
of empirical data, we show that dique and zhende add different presuppositions to the assertions.
2
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2.1. Dique in assertions
The combination of the adverb dique with a proposition can be represented as dique(p). Dique(p)
imposes the following two requirements on the previous context:
(4)

The requirements of dique(p) on the previous context:
a. The proposition p has been suggested by some individual x.
b. All of the discourse participants believe that ‘p has been suggested’ and recognize that
they share this belief.

Let us illustrate these two requirements with examples. First, (4-a) indicates that the proposition
p to which dique attaches must be old information. Dique cannot be used in an out-of-the-blue
context. For example, one cannot start a conversation with an assertion modified by dique such as
Li dique chuguo le ‘Li indeed went abroad’. For dique to be felicitous, the context must be one
where ‘Li went abroad’ has already been suggested by some individual x in the prior context, as
in (5).1 By using an assertion modified by dique, B agrees with A’s statement and confirms the old
information ‘Li went abroad’. Without A’s utterance, B’s use of dique would be infelicitous.
(5)

A:
B:

Li chuguo le.
Li go-abroad PERF
‘Li went abroad.’
Ta dique chuguo le.
he indeed go-abroad PERF
‘He indeed went abroad.’

We can see the requirement (4-a) from another example. In (6), Li uses an assertion modified by
dique at the beginning of a conversation. Li’s utterance indicates that someone must have predicted
the rain on 1st June some time before 1st June. In other words, the proposition ‘It rains on 1st June’
must have been suggested by some individual in the previous context. That individual can be the
speaker (i.e., Li) or the addressee (i.e., Li’s wife), or someone else (such as the weather reporter).
If no one had predicted that it would rain on 1st June, Li’s use of dique would be infelicitous.
(6)

Context: On 1st June, waking up in the morning, Li looks outside and says to his wife:
Li: Dique xiayu le.
indeed rain PERF
‘It indeed rains.’
1

Dique and zhende can occur in sentence-initial position (e.g., (1)) or occur before the verb (e.g., (5B)). Dique(p)
or zhende(p) imposes the same requirements on the previous context in these two positions.

3
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In some cases, it appears that dique can be used without the proposition p overtly mentioned in
the previous context. For example, (7) can be used as the very first utterance of a lecture about
the relationship between parents and children. In fact, the proposition p ‘Parents all love their
children’ has still been suggested in the previous context. The proposition p is supposed to be
known by all discourse participants by their world knowledge and common sense. Therefore, p is
also old information, which renders the use of dique felicitous.
(7)

Dique, fumu dou ai tamen de haizi.
indeed parents all love they GEN children
‘Indeed, parents all love their children.’

In (4-a), ‘p has been suggested by x’ means that the individual x indicates that x is biased towards
p. If x is not biased towards p in the previous discourse, dique cannot be used. For instance, if
A’s utterance in (5) was ‘Li didn’t go abroad’ (A is committed to ¬p) or ‘Did Li go abroad?’ (A is
unbiased), as in (8), the use of dique would be infelicitous, since p ‘Li went abroad’ has not been
suggested.
(8)

A:

Li mei chuguo.
/ Li chuguo le
ma?
Li not go-abroad
/ Li go-abroad PERF Q
‘Li didn’t go abroad.’ / ‘Did Li go abroad?’
B: #Ta dique chuguo le.
he indeed go-abroad PERF
‘#He indeed went abroad.’

The first requirement of dique(p) (4-a) is also motivated by the fact that dique can occur in answers
to biased polar questions, but not in answers to unbiased polar questions. Among various types of
questions in Mandarin Chinese, ba questions (marked by the particle ba in sentence-final position)
and shi bu shi questions (with shi bu shi ‘be not be’ located in front of the predicate) are compatible
with answers containing dique, as in (9) and (10).
(9)

(10)

A:

A:

Ta xihuan tian shi ba?
B: Ta dique xihuan.
he like sweet food Q
he indeed like
‘Does he like sweet food? (I suppose he does)’
‘He likes indeed.’
Ta shi bu shi xihuan tian shi?
he be not be like sweet food
‘Is it the case that he likes sweet food?’

4

B: Ta dique xihuan.
he indeed like
‘He likes indeed.’
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Ba questions (Li and Thompson, 1981, 309-310; Liu et al., 2004, 788) and shi bu shi questions (Liu
et al., 2004, 792) are considered requests for confirmation, where the speaker is biased towards the
affirmative answer. Dique is felicitous in answers to these questions because the first requirement
of dique(p) is met: the proposition p (i.e., the affirmative answer) has been suggested by someone
(i.e., the questioner) in the previous context.
Other types of questions in Mandarin, such as A-not-A questions (disjunctive questions consisting
of an affirmative question and its negative counterpart) can only be used in a neutral context and
indicate no bias (Li and Thompson, 1981, 550).2 Dique is banned in answers to A-not-A questions,
since the questioner is not biased toward the affirmative answer p, as in (11).
(11)

A:

Ta xi bu xihuan tian shi?
he like not like sweet food
‘Does he like sweet food?’
B: #Ta dique xihuan.
he indeed like
‘#He likes indeed.’

The second requirement of dique(p) is that all of the discourse participants believe that the proposition p has been suggested and they all recognize that they share this belief. For example, B’s use
of dique in (5) not only implies that p ‘Li went abroad’ has been suggested by someone, but also
indicates that B is aware of this suggestion of p. If A uttered Li chuguo le ‘Li went abroad’ but B
does not recognize that A did so, B’s use of dique will also be infelicitous.
Similarly, in (6), Li and his wife both believe that p ‘It rains on 1st June’ has been suggested, and
they both recognize that they share this belief. If the speaker Li is not aware of the suggestion of
p, or if Li does not believe that his wife believes that p has been suggested, Li’s use of dique will
be infelicitous. In the above two cases, p ‘It rains on 1st June’ is new information to at least one
discourse participant, and the speaker Li will choose a bare assertion Xiayu le ‘It rains’ to inform
his wife about this new information (new to Li himself or new to his wife).
(12) is another example which shows the second requirement of dique(p). If a lecturer begins
a lecture by (12), and his audience consists of children who never know that light travels faster
than sound, the use of dique is not appropriate. This is because the addressees, i.e., the children,
do not believe p ‘Light travels faster than sound’ before the lecture. Therefore, not all discourse
participants believe that p has been suggested, i.e., the second requirement is not met. The lecturer
wrongly assumed that p was old information to the children, i.e., p was their common belief.
2

According to Li and Thompson (1981, 550), ma questions (marked by ma in sentence-final position) can be used
in neutral or nonneutral contexts. When used in neutral contexts, ma questions also indicate no bias. As we correctly
predict, dique cannot be used in the answers to ma questions that are used in neutral contexts.

5
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Dique, guang de sudu bi
shengyin kuai.
indeed light GEN speed COMP sound fast
‘Indeed, light travels faster than sound.’

In summary, dique(p) has two requirements on the prior context, as in (4), repeated here as (13).
(13)

The requirements of dique(p) on the previous context:
a. The proposition p has been suggested by some individual x.
b. All of the discourse participants believe that ‘p has been suggested’ and recognize
that they share this belief.

2.2. Zhende in assertions
Zhende(p) imposes the following three requirements on the previous discourse:
(14)

The requirements of zhende(p) on the previous context:
a. The proposition p has been suggested by some individual x.
b. All of the discourse participants believe that ‘p has been suggested’ and recognize
that they share this belief.
c. At least one discourse participant y remains uncommitted to p even after knowing
that p has been suggested.

As can be seen, the first two requirements of zhende(p) are the same as the two requirements of
dique(p) in (13), while the third requirement of zhende(p) is unique and not shared by dique(p).
First, let us illustrate the first two requirements of zhende(p) that are shared by dique(p). Like
dique(p), zhende(p) requires that p has been suggested by some individual in the prior context and
all discourse participants recognize that ‘p has been suggested’ is their shared belief. This requirement is motivated by the fact that it is unacceptable to start a dialogue with Zuowan zhende xiayu
le ‘It really rained last night’, unless the proposition p ‘It rained last night’ has been suggested in
the prior context, as in (15). Here, A is the suggester x.

6
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A:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
(B is not sure. He opens the window and sees that the ground is wet.)
B: Zuowan zhende xiayu le.
last-night really rain PERF
‘It really rained last night.’

If no one suggested p (the first requirement of zhende(p) is not met) or if B did not recognize that
A suggested p (the second requirement of zhende(p) is not met), it would be infelicitous to use
zhende, as in (16). In (16), ‘It rained last night’ is new information to B and should be expressed
using an assertion ‘It rained last night’ without zhende.
(16)

Context: B opens the window in the morning and sees that the ground is wet.
B: #Zuowan zhende xiayu le.
last-night really rain PERF
‘#It really rained last night.’

Another example is (17). Here, the first two requirements of zhende(p) are both met, i.e., p ‘It
rained last night’ has been suggested by A and other participants both recognize this. B does not
believe A’s assertion and asserts ¬p, and then C indicates C’s commitment to p.
(17)

A:
B:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
Meiyou xiayu.
not
rain
‘It didn’t rain.’

C (to B): Zhende xiayu le.
really rain PERF
‘It really rained.’

C’s use of zhende in (17) would be unacceptable if no one had suggested p in the previous context,
as in (18), since the first requirement of zhende(p) that ‘p has been suggested’ would not be met.
If A suggested p but C is not aware of this suggestion, or if A suggested p but C does not believe
that B knows that p has been suggested, C cannot use zhende either, as the second requirement of
zhende(p) is not met.
(18)

B:

Zuowan meiyou xiayu.
last-night not
rain
‘It didn’t rain last night.’

C (to B): #Zhende xiayu le.
really rain PERF
‘#It really rained.’
7
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Now, let us look at the third requirement of zhende(p). Besides the requirements shared with
dique(p), zhende(p) imposes another, unique requirement on the prior context: zhende(p) requires
that at least one participant y remains uncommitted to the proposition p even though y recognized
that p has been suggested. The participant identified with y is determined by the context.
Recall example (15), where zhende was felicitous. In that example, A is the suggester x and the
speaker B is the participant y. Initially, B was not committed to p ‘It rained last night’ even though
he recognized that A suggested p. After checking the evidence, B commits himself to p using an
assertion modified by zhende. If B was already committed to p before A’s suggestion, the use of
zhende would be unacceptable, as in (3), repeated here as (19). This is because all the discourse
participants have been committed to p, and thus the third requirement of zhende(p) is not met.
(19)

A:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
(B heard the sound of raining last night and he knows that it rained.)
B: #Zhende xiayu le.
really rain PERF
‘#It really rained.’

Similarly, in (17), B was not committed to p ‘It rained last night’ although A suggested p. If B
were committed to p initially or had committed himself to p after hearing A’s suggestion, it would
be infelicitous for C to use zhende, as in (20).
(20)

A:
B:

Zuowan xiayu le
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
Shide, xiayu le.
yes rain PERF
‘Yes, it rained.’

C (to B): #Zhende xiayu le.
really rain PERF
‘# It really rained.’

In summary, zhende(p) has three requirements on the prior context, as in (14), repeated as (21).3
3

The intensifier zhende and the VP modifier zhende do not have these requirements. The intensifier zhende is used
to emotionally emphasize the properties denoted by adjectives, as in Ta zhende shi ge haoren ‘He is really a nice
person’. The VP modifier zhende can occur within the scope of negation, and its meaning is truth-conditional, as in
(i-b). The assertion modifier zhende is higher than negation operators and does not affect truth conditions, as in (i-a).
(i)

a. Zhende, Li mei zou. / Li zhende mei zou.
b. Li mei zhende zou.
really Li not leave / Li really not leave
Li not really leave
‘Really, Li didn’t leave.’/‘Li really didn’t leave.’
‘Li didn’t really leave.’

8
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The requirements of zhende(p) on the previous context:
a. The proposition p has been suggested by some individual x.
b. All the discourse participants believe that ‘p has been suggested’ and recognize that
they share this belief.
c. At least one discourse participant y remains uncommitted to p even after knowing
that p has been suggested.

2.3. A comparison between dique and zhende in assertions
As discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2, both dique and zhende add specific presuppositions to the
assertions they attach to. The presupposition of dique is a proper subset of those of zhende.
The presupposition of dique that ‘p has been suggested and all the participants recognize that they
know about this suggestion’ is one of the presuppositions of zhende. Thus, dique and zhende can
co-occur in one assertion as long as the presuppositions of zhende are true in this assertion. For
instance, (22) is a context where the presuppositions of zhende are true, and thus both zhende and
dique can be used. (See (15) for the basic version of this example with only zhende).
(22)

A:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
(B is not sure. He opens the window and sees that the ground is wet.)
B: Dique, zuowan zhende xiayu le. /Zhende, zuowan dique xiayu le.
indeed last-night really rain PERF /really last-night indeed rain PERF
‘Indeed, it really rained last night.’ / ‘Really, it indeed rained last night.’

Moreover, all felicitous uses of zhende can be replaced by dique. For instance, zhende in (17) can
be replaced by dique, as in (23). The difference between (17) and (23) is that (23) would still be
a felicitous conversation if B’s utterance were deleted, but (17) will be unacceptable without B’s
utterance. This is because the presupposition of zhende that at least one participant is uncommitted
to p is not met if B did not assert ¬p.
(23)

A:
B:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
Meiyou xiayu.
not
rain
‘It didn’t rain.’

C (to B): Dique xiayu le.
indeed rain PERF
‘It indeed rained.’
9
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However, dique in felicitous utterances cannot always be replaced by zhende. Dique can be used
in (5), repeated here as (24), whereas zhende cannot. This is because the presupposition of zhende
that at least one participant is uncommitted to the proposition p is not met.
(24)

A:
B:

Li chuguo le.
Li go-abroad PERF
‘Li went abroad.’
Ta dique/#zhende chuguo le.
he indeed/really go-abroad PERF
‘He indeed went abroad.’ ‘#He really went abroad.’

To summarize, the presupposition of dique is a proper subset of the presuppositions of zhende.

2.4. Section summary
In this section, we observed that dique adds to the assertion of p a presupposition that p has been
suggested and all the discourse participants recognize that ‘p has been suggested’ is their shared
belief. Zhende adds to the assertion of p another presupposition that at least one discourse participant remains uncommitted to p even after recognizing that p has been suggested. Both dique and
zhende can be used when the presuppositions of zhende are satisfied.4
3. Formal analysis of dique and zhende
In this section, we provide the semantic definitions for dique and zhende within the model of discourse context proposed by Stalnaker (1978), and elaborated by Heim (1982), Gunlogson (2003)
and Davis (2009). In the formalization, we adopt the binary presupposition operator transplication
from Beaver and Krahmer (2001) to characterize the presuppositions added by dique or zhende.

3.1. A binary presupposition operator
This subsection introduces the presupposition operator ‘⟨ ⟩ ’ used by Beaver and Krahmer (2001).
We will adopt this operator to characterize the presuppositions triggered by dique and zhende.
In order to give a partial semantics for presupposition, Beaver and Krahmer (2001) introduce the
partial logic of Kleene (1952), which is known as strong Kleene. Strong Kleene is a language of
4

English speakers report that the English adverbs indeed and really have the same requirements on the previous
context as dique and zhende do. See Zeevat (2002) and Lai (2010) for studies on English indeed and really.
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propositional logic defined over a set of propositional constants P. In order to analyze presuppositions within strong Kleene, Beaver and Krahmer (2001) add to this language a binary presupposition operator ‘⟨ ⟩ ’, which is called transplication.5
(25)

DEFINITION
If ϕ, π are formulae, then ϕ⟨π⟩ is a formula.

(Beaver and Krahmer, 2001, 150)

In (25), π is an elementary presupposition of ϕ. Elementary presuppositions are presuppositions
that are triggered in the lexicon. For example, the verb regret triggers an elementary presupposition
that the proposition which is regretted is true. Thus, (26) can be represented by a formula q⟨p⟩ ,
where p represents the proposition that Mary is sad, and q is the proposition that Bill regrets that
Mary is sad.
(26)

Bill regrets that Mary is sad.

(Beaver and Krahmer, 2001, 150)

Beaver and Krahmer (2001) provide the formal definition for this strong Kleene propositional logic
with transplication in (27).
(27)

DEFINITION (Strong Kleene Propositional Logic with transplication)
Let V : P → {T, F} be some valuation function.
Define JϕKV (the interpretation of ϕ under V ):
1. JpKV = V (p), iff p ∈ P
2. J¬ϕKV = -JϕKV
3. Jϕ ∧ ψKV = JϕKV ∩ JψKV
4. Jϕ⟨π⟩ KV = T, iff JπKV = T and JϕKV = T. Jϕ⟨π⟩ KV = F, iff JπKV = T and JϕKV = F.
(modified from Beaver and Krahmer, 2001, 152)

Next, Beaver and Krahmer (2001) specify when a formula presupposes some formula, as shown
by the definition in (28). (28) says that if the presupposition is not true, the sentence which carries
this presupposition does not have a defined value (i.e., it is neither true nor false).
(28)

5

DEFINITION (Presuppose)
ϕ presupposes π iff whenever π is not True, ϕ is Neither true nor false.
(Beaver and Krahmer, 2001, 152)

The name transplication was first used by Blamey (1986). Blamey (1986) uses π/ϕ as notation for transplication.

11
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We will use transplication to analyze dique and zhende. Like a sentence with regret, an assertion modified by dique or zhende expresses two meanings: 1) the content of the assertion; 2) the
presupposition added by dique or zhende. Take (29) as an example.
(29)

Dique, Li chuguo le. (‘Indeed, Li went abroad.’)
a. Assertion: Li went abroad.
b. Presupposition: ‘Li went abroad’ has been suggested before.

In the next two subsections, we will use transplication to characterize the two dimensions of the
meaning of an assertion modified by dique or zhende.

3.2. Formal definition of dique
As discussed in section 2.1, dique(p) imposes two requirements on the previous context.
First, dique(p) requires that the proposition p has been suggested by some individual x. Here, ‘p
is suggested by x’ means that x indicates that x is biased towards p. Following Potts (2007), we
define the epistemic state of the individual x by a subjective probability distribution Px . Now, ‘x
is biased towards p’ is formalized as ‘Px (p) >0.5’, as shown in (30). Similarly, ‘x is committed to
p’ is represented as ‘Px (p)=1’, ‘x is unbiased’ is reflected as ‘Px (p)=0.5’, ‘x is biased against p’
is represented as ‘Px (p) <0.5’, etc.
(30)

x is biased towards p, i.e., biased(p)(x) iff Px (p) >0.5.
x ∈ I(C), where I(C) returns the set of individuals in the domain of discourse in context C;
Px (p) is a probability distribution modeling x’s degree of belief in p.

Second, dique(p) requires that all discourse participants believe that p has been suggested and they
recognize that they share this belief. This requirement can be formalized based on the concepts of
‘the Common Ground’ (Stalnaker, 1978) and ‘public belief’ (Gunlogson, 2003). Stalnaker (1978)
interprets the Common Ground (hereafter, the CG) as a set of worlds which represent all the mutual
beliefs of the discourse participants in the discourse. In Gunlogson’s (2003) model, each discourse
participant is associated with a set of propositions that can be taken as their public beliefs (PB),
and the CG is taken to be the intersection of the public beliefs of the discourse participants in that
context. The public belief is defined in (31).

12
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Let PBA and PBB be sets of propositions representing the public beliefs of A and B,
respectively, with respect to a discourse in which A and B are the participants, where:
a. p is a public belief of A iff ‘A believes p’ is a mutual belief of A and B
b. p is a public belief of B iff ‘B believes p’ is a mutual belief of A and B
(Gunlogson, 2003, 42)

Davis (2009) adopts the definition of public belief. Following Davis (2009), we use ‘PBX (C)’ to
represent the set which contains the public beliefs of discourse participant X in discourse context
C . The CG is then defined as the intersection of the public beliefs of every discourse participant in
a context C: CG(C) (abbreviation of CG{A,B} (C)) = PBA (C) ∩ PBB (C).
Therefore, the second requirement of dique(p) says that ‘x is biased towards p’ is the public belief
of all participants, i.e., we restate this as proposition ‘x is biased towards p’ being in the CG.

When the two requirements of dique are met, the assertion modified by dique will function just
like a bare assertion. Following Gunlogson (2003), we interpret an assertion of p as an update
of the speaker’s public beliefs with p, as shown by the definition in (32). In (32), ASSERT stands
for the assertive operator (Ross, 1970; Jacobs, 1984) which is construed as a function taking in a
propositional argument and returning a CCP. ‘+’ is the update function which adds a proposition to
a subpart of a discourse context. Thus, PBX (C) + p is a context that resembles C in every respect,
except that PBX (C) + p additionally contains the proposition p.
(32)

CCP of assertions:
JASSERTK = λp.λC.PBspkr (C) + p

(Davis, 2009, 335)

Using transplication, the semantics of dique is defined intensionally as (33) on the basis of (30):6
(33)

JdiqueK = λp.λF.λC.F (p)(C)⟨(∃x.biased(p)(x))∈CG(C)⟩

The semantics of dique consists of two parts. The first part λp.λF.λC.F (p)(C) says that the
combination of dique with a proposition p and a force head F denotes what F (p) denotes. If dique
combines with a certain proposition p and ASSERT, the resulting formula will be λC.PBspkr (C) +
p. This formula says that an assertion modified by dique has the same assertive component as a
bare assertion, i.e., both denote an update of the speaker’s public beliefs with p.
The second part is the formula within the angle bracket, i.e., (∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C). This

In (33), F is a variable over force heads, of type ⟨⟨s, t⟩, ⟨c, c⟩⟩, where c represents context type. The assertion
modifier dique is of type ⟨⟨s, t⟩, ⟨⟨⟨s, t⟩, ⟨c, c⟩⟩, ⟨c, c⟩⟩⟩.
6
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says that the combination of dique with a proposition p and a force head (e.g.,
that the input context C must be one where p has been suggested in the CG.

ASSERT )

requires

According to (33), dique(p) combines with ASSERT to form an assertion modified by dique.
As summarized in (34), the semantics of an assertion modified by dique consists of two parts: 1) λC.PBspkr (C) + p, a CCP of type ⟨c, c⟩, which denotes the meaning of the assertion; 2)
(∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C), which formalizes the presupposition added by dique. The formula dique(p)(ASSERT) is true just in case that: 1) p has been suggested in the CG; 2) the speaker
updates his public beliefs with p. If the presupposition is not true, dique(p)(ASSERT) is undefined.
(34)

Jdique(p)(ASSERT) K = λC.PBspkr (C) + p⟨(∃x.biased(p)(x))∈CG(C)⟩
a. Assertion: PBspkr (C) + p
b. Presupposition: (∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C)

By this definition, we can see that dique, as an assertion modifier, modifies the CCP by restricting
the input context to be the one where p has been suggested.
Let us illustrate the use of dique with (5). By using an assertion modified by dique, B updates
PBB with p ‘Li went abroad’, showing his agreement with A, who suggested p ‘Li went abroad’
in the previous discourse (⟨(biased(p)(A))∈CG(C)⟩ ). In (6), Li adds p ‘It rains on 1st June’ into PBLi
by uttering an assertion modified by dique, indicating his agreement with the individual x who
suggested p in the previous context (⟨(biased(p)(x))∈CG(C)⟩ ).
The CCP of a bare assertion can be represented by (35), where the CG is a set of propositions and
the assertion of p adds to the CG of the output context a proposition ‘the speaker asserts p’.
(35)

of a bare assertion:
Input context:
CG={...}
→
CCP

Output context:
CG={..., the speaker asserts p}

The CCP of an assertion modified by dique is shown in (36). An assertion modified by dique adds
the same proposition to the CG of the output context that ‘the speaker asserts p’, and also restricts
the input context to be one where ‘p is suggested by some individual x’ exists in the CG.
(36)

of an assertion modified by dique:
Input context:
Output context:
CG={..., p is suggested by x} → CG={..., p is suggested by x, the speaker asserts p}
CCP

14
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3.3. Formal definition of zhende
Zhende(p) requires that at least one discourse participant y remains uncommitted to the proposition
p even after recognizing that p has been suggested by some individual x in the previous context.
The semantics of zhende is defined on the basis of (30) as follows:7
(37)

JzhendeK = λp.λF.λC.F (p)(C)⟨((∃x.biased(p)(x))∈CG(C))∧(∃y.p/∈PBy (C))⟩

The semantics of zhende consists of two parts. The first part λp.λF.λC.F (p)(C) means that the
combination of zhende with a proposition p and a force head F denotes what F (p) denotes. If
zhende combines with a certain proposition p and ASSERT, the resulting formula λC.PBspkr (C) + p
says that an assertion modified by zhende denotes an update of the speaker’s public beliefs with p.
The second part is the formula inside the angle bracket, i.e., ((∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C))
∧(∃y.p ∈/ PBy (C)). This says that the combination of zhende with a proposition p and a force
head imposes two restrictions on the input context C: first, the input context should be one where
p has been suggested in the CG ((∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C)); second, there exists at least one
participant y, who does not have p in his public beliefs. (∃y.p ∈/ PBy (C)).

Formally, zhende(p) combines with the force head ASSERT to give an assertion modified by zhende.
As shown in (38), the semantics of this modified assertion is composed of two parts: 1) λC.PBspkr (C)
+ p, a CCP of type ⟨c, c⟩, which denotes the meaning of the assertion; 2) ((∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈
CG(C)) ∧ (∃y.p ∈/ PBy (C)), which formalizes the presupposition introduced by zhende.
(38)

Jzhende(p)(ASSERT)K = λC.PBspkr (C) + p⟨((∃x.biased(p)(x))∈CG(C))∧(∃y.p/∈PBy (C))⟩
a. Assertion: PBspkr (C) + p
b. Presupposition: ((∃x.biased(p)(x)) ∈ CG(C)) ∧ (∃y.p ∈/ PBy (C))

By this definition, we see that zhende, as an assertion modifier, modifies the CCP by restricting the
input context to be one in which p has been suggested and not all participants have been committed
to p.
Let us illustrate this definition with two examples. In (15), repeated here as (39), B’s use of the
assertion modified by zhende presupposes that someone — here, B himself — is uncommitted to p
‘It rained last night’ (⟨p/∈PBB (C)⟩ ) even though he is aware that A suggested p (⟨(biased(p)(A))∈CG(C)⟩ ).
B’s assertion modified by zhende denotes that he is now committing himself to p.
7

Like dique, zhende is of type ⟨⟨s, t⟩, ⟨⟨⟨s, t⟩, ⟨c, c⟩⟩, ⟨c, c⟩⟩⟩.
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A:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
(B is not sure. He opens the window and sees that the ground is wet.)
B: Zuowan zhende xiayu le.
last-night really rain PERF
‘It really rained last night.’

In (17), repeated below as (40), the speaker C’s use of the assertion modified by zhende presupposes
that one discourse participant, i.e., B, remains uncommitted to p ‘It rained last night’ (⟨p/∈PBB (C)⟩ )
even after recognizing that A suggested p (⟨(biased(p)(A))∈CG(C)⟩ ), and encodes C’s commitment to
p. The utterance results in the indication of C’s agreement with the suggester A and disagreement
with the participant B.
(40)

A:
B:

Zuowan xiayu le.
last-night rain PERF
‘It rained last night.’
Meiyou xiayu.
not
rain
‘It didn’t rain.’

C (to B): Zhende xiayu le.
really rain PERF
‘It really rained.’

The CCP of an assertion modified by zhende is depicted in (41). The utterance of zhende(p) requires
that the input context be one where ‘p is suggested by x’ and ‘y is not committed to p’ exist in the
CG, and also adds to the CG of the output context the proposition ‘the speaker asserts p’.
(41)

CCP

of an assertion modified by zhende:
Input context:
CG={..., p is suggested by x, y is not committed to p}
↓
Output context:
CG={..., p is suggested by x, y is not committed to p, the speaker asserts p}

If the participant y is the speaker who uses zhende, y has changed his mind and has decided to
commit himself to p although he was uncommitted to p initially. Thus, when ‘y asserts p’ is added
into the CG of the output context, ‘y is not committed to p’ must be deleted from the CG of the
output context. For example, in example (39), B was not committed to p ‘It rained last night’
initially, i.e., ‘B is not committed to p’ exists in the CG of the input context. However, B has
changed his mind and now commits himself to p. In the output context, if ‘B is not committed
16
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to p’ is not deleted from the CG before ‘B asserts p’ is added into the CG, B’s belief state will
be contradictory, i.e., B is not committed to p but asserts p. Therefore, ‘B is not committed to p’
should be deleted before ‘B asserts p’ is added into the CG of the output context.

3.4. Section summary
In this section, we adopted a presupposition operator to provide formal definitions for dique and
zhende within the dynamic semantics framework. As an assertion modifier, dique imposes a restriction on the domain of the CCP, that the proposition p to which dique attaches has been suggested
by some individual in the CG, while zhende additionally places a restriction on the domain of the
CCP , that at least one discourse participant remains uncommitted to the proposition p.
4. Conclusion
The Mandarin adverbs dique and zhende are assertion modifiers, which modify the
tributing to the presuppositional content of the assertions.

CCP

by con-

A bare assertion of p encodes an update of the speaker’s set of public beliefs with p. If the assertion
is modified by dique, it presupposes that p has been suggested in the CG; if the assertion is modified
by zhende, it presupposes that at least one discourse participant remains uncommitted to p even
after recognizing that p has been suggested.
As assertion modifiers, both dique and zhende connect the assertion p with the previous discourse
by marking p as old and suggested information. However, zhende also marks p as challenged
by some discourse participant. Therefore, assertions modified by dique generally work as a confirmation of old information, while assertions modified by zhende function as a defense for old
information against opposing beliefs.
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Not all null have-clauses are alike
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Abstract. This paper provides a semantics for overt and phonologically-null have predicates. We
present a typology that distinguishes null haves on two dimensions: prepositional/verbal status and
stative/telic status. We argue that evaluative verbs such as like can select null have-clauses of the
telic verbal class. We further argue that have semantically requires a relation that is supplied by
the object nominal in a Pustejovskian framework.
Keywords: formal semantics, Intensional Transitive Verbs, have, qualia roles, evaluatives
1. Introduction
A number of constructions have been argued to contain phonologically-null verbs (Ross, 1976; McCawley, 1974; Larson et al., 1997; Schwarz, 2008, a.o.). These include such disparate constructions
as want-type Intensional Transitive Verbs (ITVs), shown in (1), and double-object constructions,
shown in (2).
(1)

a.
b.

John needs a cookie.
John wants a cookie.

(2)

a.
b.

John gave Mary a cookie.
Mary got a cookie.

(≈ John needs to have a cookie.)
(≈ John wants to have a cookie.)
(≈ John caused Mary to have a cookie.)
(≈ Mary came to have a cookie.)

In this paper, we argue that evaluatives such as like can also take a null have-clause complement.1
(3)

a.
b.

John likes a cookie after dinner.
John enjoys a cookie after dinner.

(≈ John likes to have a cookie after dinner.)
(≈ John enjoys having a cookie after dinner.)

We further show that in each of the above classes of verbs, the have-clause behaves differently.
Based on verbal diagnostics, we build on Marušič and Žaucer (2006) to argue that want-type ITVs
and evaluatives take a verbal have-clause, while double-object constructions take a prepositional
have-clause. Then, by examining the semantic relations allowed in these different constructions,
we argue that null verbal and prepositional have actually each have two forms, telic and stative.
1

Evaluative do not always take a null have-clause (e.g. John likes Mary). A have-clause reading is often preferred
with temporal modification, which we will employ throughout. For details on this contrast, see Zaroukian and Beller
(to appear a) and Zaroukian and Beller (to appear b).
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While want-type ITVs can appear with either form of (verbal) have, evaluatives can only appear
with telic (verbal) have, and double-object constructions can only appear with (prepositional) stative have.
2. Verbal behavior
In this section, we examine several diagnostics that have been used to signal the presence of a
verbal element. We find that evaluatives pattern overall like want-type ITVs, and we argue that
evaluatives, like want-type ITVs, are best analyzed as taking a verbal complement.

2.1. Adverb ambiguity
In sentences like (4) containing two verbal events, there is an ambiguity regarding which event is
modified by the adverbial. The modified event is specified in parentheses.
(4)

John said that Mary left after dinner.
a. ‘There was a time after dinner at which John said Mary left.’
b. ‘Mary’s leaving occurred after dinner.’

(say)
(leave)

If a verb takes a null verbal have complement, it should show the same ambiguity. This is true
for want-type ITVs and evaluatives, but not for double-object constructions, suggesting that only
want-type ITVs and evaluatives take a verbal have. (In what follows, all caps will be used to
indicate phonologically-null items.)
(5)

(6)

(7)

John got a cookie after dinner.
a. ‘There was a time after dinner at which John came to have a cookie.’
b. *‘John’s ‘becoming’ was to have a cookie after dinner.’

(COME)
(HAVE)

John wanted a cookie after dinner.
a. ‘There was a time after dinner at which John wanted a cookie.’
b. ‘John’s desire was to have a cookie after dinner.’

(want)
(HAVE)

John liked a cookie after dinner.
a. ‘There was a time after dinner at which John liked a cookie.’
b. ‘John was positively disposed toward having a cookie after dinner.’

(like)
(HAVE)

Not all null have-clauses are alike
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2.2. Allows conflicting temporal adverbs
A sentence like (8) containing two verbal events can contain conflicting temporal adverbs (Ross,
1976; McCawley, 1974; Partee, 1974; Schwarz, 2008, a.o.).
(8)

At lunchtime, John said that he took his medicine at dinnertime.

If a verb takes a verbal HAVE complement, the sentence should likewise allow conflicting temporal
adverbs. This is true for want-type ITVs and evaluatives2 , but not for double-object constructions,
suggesting that only want-type ITVs and evaluatives take a verbal have.
(9)

At lunchtime, John wants his medicine at dinnertime. (But at dinnertime, he wishes he had
taken it a lunchtime.)

(10)

#At lunchtime, John gets his medicine at dinnertime.

(11)

At lunchtime, John likes his medicine at dinnertime. (But at dinnertime, he wishes he had
taken it a lunchtime.)

2.3. VP ellipsis ambiguity
In a sentence like (12) containing two verbal events, the target of ellipsis is ambiguous (Larson
et al., 1997).
(12)

John asked Mary to leave more often than Bill.
a. ‘John asked Mary to leave more often than Bill asked Mary to leave’

(ask)

2

Note that like is infelicitous is classical examples like (i) in part because like requires modification (e.g. after
dinner) or an eventive noun (nap, challenge) to license a have-clause reading (Zaroukian and Beller, to appear a).
(i)

a.
b.

Yesterday, John wanted a new car tomorrow.
Yesterday, John liked a new car tomorrow.

Examples like (ii) remain infelicitous because ‘likes’ should stay relatively constant (not differ day to day), and this
context does not set up reason for alternation.
(ii)

a.
b.

Yesterday, John wanted a nap (tomorrow).
#Yesterday, John liked a nap (tomorrow).
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b.

‘John asked Mary to leave more often than Bill leaves’

(leave)

If verbal HAVE is present, it should cause the same ambiguity. This is true for want-type ITVs
and evaluatives, but not for double-object constructions, suggesting that only want-type ITVs and
evaluatives take a verbal HAVE.
(13)

John got more toys than Ben.
(Marušič and Žaucer, 2006, p. 136)
a. ‘John came to have more toys than Ben came to have’
(COME)
b. *‘John came to have more toys than Ben has’
(HAVE)

(14)

John wants more toys than Ben.
(Marušič and Žaucer, 2006, p. 135)
a. ‘John wants to have more toys than Ben wants to have’
(want)
b. ‘John wants to have more toys than Ben has’
(HAVE)

(15)

John likes more cookies after dinner than Ben.
a. ‘John likes to have more cookies after dinner than Ben likes to have’
b. ‘John likes to have more cookies after dinner than Ben has’

(like)
(HAVE)

2.4. Sentential anaphor ambiguity
In a sentence like (16) containing two verbal events, the target of the sentential anaphor is ambiguous.
(16)

John said that Mary left, and Bill allowed it.
a. ‘...and Bill allowed John to say that Mary left.’
b. ‘...and Bill allowed Mary to leave.’

(say)
(leave)

If a verb takes a null verbal have, it should show the same ambiguity. This is true for want-type
ITVs and evaluatives, but not for double-object constructions, suggesting that only want-type ITVs
and evaluatives have a verbal have.
(17)

Joe got some coca leaves (as a birthday present from his friends) even though the law
doesn’t allow it.
(Marušič and Žaucer, 2006, p. 137)
a. ‘...the law doesn’t allow Joe’s coming to have some coca leaves.’
(COME)
b. *‘...the law doesn’t allow Joe’s having some coca leaves.’
(HAVE)
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(18)

Joe wants a second wife, but his mother won’t allow it.
(Marušič and Žaucer, 2006, p.
137)
a. ‘...but his mother won’t allow him to want a second wife.’
(want)
b. ‘...but his mother won’t allow him to have a second wife.’
(HAVE)

(19)

Joe likes a cookie after dinner, but his mother won’t allow it.
a. ‘...but his mother won’t allow him to like to have a cookie after dinner.’
b. ‘...but his mother won’t allow him to have a cookie after dinner.’

(like)
(HAVE)

2.5. Too ambiguity
In a sentence like (20) containing two verbal events, the antecedent of the too-clause is ambiguous.
(20)

a.
b.

Bill said that Mary left, and John said that Mary left too.
Bill left, and John said that Mary left too.

(say)
(leave)

If a verb takes a verbal HAVE, it should allow the HAVE to serve as antecedent of a too-clause. At
first glance, all three constructions appear to allow this.
(21)

John has a cookie, and Mary wants one too.

(22)

John has a cookie, and Mary got one too.

(23)

John has a cookie after dinner, and Mary likes one too.

Note, however, that like is only felicitous if HAVE entails ‘liking’ (you have it because you like it),
a reading dispreferred in (24).
(24)

#John has a colonoscopy every Thursday, and Mary likes one too.

This behavior leads us to believe that this diagnostic does not test for the presence of a verbal
element, but instead relies on similarities in meaning.
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2.6. Conclusion
Through the above diagnostics, we have seen that want-type ITVs and evaluatives appear to take
a verbal have, unlike double-object constructions. Any aberrations in the behavior of evaluatives
from the behavior of want-type ITVs in these verbal diagnostics was shown to be due to independent of verbal status.

(25)

double-object
diagnostic
constructions
no
1. Adverb ambiguity
2. Allows conflicting temporal adverbs no
3. VP ellipsis ambiguity
no
4. Sentential anaphor ambiguity
no
5. Too ambiguity
yes

want-type
ITVs
evaluatives
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

We follow Marušič and Žaucer (2006) in assuming that double-object constructions take a prepositional have (Harley, 2002).
We will also follow Marušič and Žaucer (2006) in assuming that the HAVE complement to wanttype ITVs is actually one of two special null verbs, Vhave and Vget . They argue for this based on
the fact that sometimes only one is acceptable in a given context, (Harley, 2004):
(26)

a. John wants
a compliment / kiss / pat on the back.
b. #John wants to have a compliment / kiss / pat on the back.
c. John wants to get a compliment / kiss / pat on the back.

We have seen above that want-type ITVs and evaluatives pattern similarly in their ability to take a
null verbal complement, but an open question is whether both of the predicates Vhave and Vget that
Marušič and Žaucer propose are available with evaluatives. In the next section we will present an
analysis of null and overt have predicates within the generative-lexicon framework of Pustejovsky
(1998). Based on the results of that analysis we suggest evaluatives are restricted to Vget .
3. Semantic relations
We ended Section 2 with the conclusion that want-type ITVs and evaluatives both take a verbal
HAVE, whereas double-object constructions take a prepositional HAVE. In this section, we investigate the precise semantic contribution of the null forms, focusing specifically on whether want-type
ITVs and evaluatives share the same verbal HAVEs. We conclude that they do not, as evidenced by
the contrasting semantic relations allowed by HAVE clauses in want-type ITVs and evaluatives.
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3.1. Pustejovsky’s qualia roles
We begin our discussion on semantic relations with Pustejovsky’s observations about the evaluative
predicate enjoy. He points out that the default interpretation of enjoy involves a null predicate
whose specific value is determined by the object of enjoy.
(27)

a.
b.
c.

Mary enjoyed the movie last night. (watching)
John quite enjoys his morning coffee. (drinking)
Bill enjoyed Steven King’s last book. (reading)

(Pustejovsky, 1998, p. 88)

On Pustejovsky’s theory, the value of the null predicate is determined by the object’s lexical entry,
where lexical entries are bundles of specifications and include an argument structure specification
and a qualia structure specification. This qualia structure specification includes quale, implementing various qualia roles.
(28)

Qualia Roles:
(Pustejovsky, 1998, p. 85)
a. CONSTITUTIVE: The relation between an object and its constituents or proper parts
b. FORMAL: That which distinguishes the object within a larger domain
c. TELIC: Purpose or function of the object
d. AGENTIVE: Factors involved in the origin or “bringing about” of an object

For enjoy, Pustejovsky proposes that the object’s TELIC qualia role determines the value of the null
predicate. For example, in (27a) movies are typically for watching, so watching is understood to
be the null predicate.
We adopt this proposal into our analysis in Section 4. First, however, we explicitly identify which
relations have-taking predicates express. We then tie these relations to qualia roles.

3.2. Default relations
To see which relations HAVE can express, we begin with Vikner and Jensen (2002)’s work on
genitive constructions. The key commonality between have and genitives is that in both the interpretation crucially involves a non-explicit relation between two entities, and that that relation can
take on a large number of values. Three such relations at play in genitives are shown in (29).
(29)

a.

The girl’s sister (kinship)
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b.
c.

The girl’s nose (part-whole)
The girl’s car (control/ownership)

Overt have shows similar flexibility in the relations that it can express. In fact, maintaining the
objects from (29) maintains the relations as well, shown in (30).
(30)

a.
b.
c.

The girl has a sister. (kinship)
The girl has a nose. (part-whole)
The girl has a car. (control/ownership)

Vikner and Jensen point out that the kinds of relations indicated in (30) are distinguished in being
available simply on the basis of the words themselves. Many other relations, potentially an unbounded number, are available but only when provided by the context.3 Vikner and Jensen classify
the handful of relations that are available independent of context as lexical relations, and those
dependent on context as pragmatic relations. The lexical relations are listed below.
(31)

Lexical relations
a. inherent

b. part-whole

c. agentive

d. control

In these relations, the genitives and the have constructions have two required participants. Vikner
and Jensen label the participants in a genitive Ref1 and Ref2 , picking out the NPs to the left and
right of the genitive ’s respectively. We extend this terminology to have-clauses such that Ref1 is
the subject and Ref2 the object of have. We can thus state the generalization across both constructions that the relation encoded is in each case contributed by Ref2 . Let’s look more carefully at the
lexical relations in turn.
The inherent relation is available when Ref2 is a relational noun like sister or teacher. The partwhole relation holds of cases in which Ref2 is taken to be a part of Ref1 . The agentive relation
holds between a created thing (Ref2 ) and its creator (Ref1 ). The control relation holds between an
animate being (Ref1 ) and an object (Ref2 ) that that being has the use of, this is often assumed to
be something like a basic meaning of the genitive and have constructions.
Vikner and Jensen provide the following lexical entries for the words in (29), (Vikner and Jensen,
2002, p. 200). Here we represent only argument structure and qualia structure, which includes any
lexical specifications for a given qualia role.
3

For example, with the right contextual support, the girl’s car might refer to a car that the girl built, or picked out
to rent, or decorated, or even a car that is conventionally associated with the girl through no fault of her own.
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girl
Argument structure: λx[girl ′ (x)]
Qualia structure: . . .
sister
Argument structure: λy[λx[sister ′ (y)(x)]]
Qualia structure: . . .
teacher
Argument structure: λy[λx[teacher ′ (y)(x)]]
Qualia structure:
TELIC : λy[λx[teach ′ (y)(x)]]
poem
Argument structure: λx[poem ′ (x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC : λx[λy[read ′ (x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE : λx[λy[compose ′ (x)(y)]]
car
Argument structure: λx[car′ (x)]
Qualia structure:
TELIC : λx[λy[drive ′ (x)(y)]]
AGENTIVE : λx[λy[construct ′ (x)(y)]]

According to Vikner and Jensen, the inherent relation arises when the Ref2 is intrinsically relational (e.g. with kinship terms). In these cases the two-place relation required by the genitive will
be encoded in the argument structure of Ref2 . But clearly genitives are not restricted to having
relational nouns fill Ref2 . It is when Ref2 is sortal rather than relational that the qualia structure
come into play in determining the identity of the genitive relation.
Vikner and Jensen interpret qualia roles to be functions that target specific qualia in the qualia
structure of a word. These partial function take a word as input and return one of its subconstituent
denotations. One such function is QT shown in (33) which takes a word and returns its TELIC
quale (if one is specified).
(33)

QT (poem) = λx[λy[read′ (x)(y)]]

(Vikner and Jensen, 2002, p. 200)

On their account each of the lexical relations besides the inherent relation is the result of a type
shift that conjoins the argument structure of a sortal Ref2 with one of its quale. The part-whole
relation arises from the type shifter Co(W), (34), which conjoins a word’s argument structure with
its constitutive quale. The agentive relation arises similarly from a type shifter Ag(W) which
conjoins a word’s argument structure with its agentive quale. (34) shows Ag(W) alone and applied
to the word poem.
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(34)

Co(W) = λy[λx[W ′ (x) & QC (W )(y)(x)]]

(35)

a.
b.

(Vikner and Jensen, 2002, p. 207)

Ag(W) = λy[λx[W ′ (x) & QA (W )(x)(y)]]
(Vikner and Jensen, 2002, p. 219)
Ag(poem) = λy[λx[poem′ (x) & compose′ (x)(y)]]

Unlike the part-whole and agentive relations, the control relation does not arise from the qualia
structure of a word. Vikner and Jensen instead propose a predicate control′ as part of the type
shifter Ctr(W) in (36). Despite its dissociation from the qualia the control relation patterns with
the other lexical relations in being available even in the absence of contextual support.
(36)

Ctr(W) = λy[λx[W ′ (x) & control′ (x)(y)]]

(Vikner and Jensen, 2002, p. 210)

Finally, we need a type-shift that accesses the TELIC quale. This plays a role in Vikner and Jensen’s
analysis of favorite genitives like those in (37).
(37)

a.
b.

Mary’s favorite chair.
Mary’s favorite cigarette.

The interpretation of these favorite genitives relies on the typical use of the Ref2 nominal. Thus
(37a) picks out the chair that Mary likes best for sitting in, while (37b) picks out the cigarette she
like best for smoking. These typical uses are encoded in the TELIC quale, and are conjoined with
a nouns argument-structure by the type shifter Te(W).
(38)

a.
b.

Te(W) = λy[λx[W ′ (x) & QT (W )(x)(y)]]
Te(chair) = λy[λx[chair′ (x) & sit-in′ (x)(y)]]

(Vikner and Jensen, 2002, p. 218)

3.3. Comparing verbs
We have seen that genitives can express the following relations: inherent, part-whole, agentive,
control, and (for the favorite genitives) typical-use. These are shown, with examples, in (39).
(39)

’s
a.

agentive | inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use

agentive
The girl’s poem
‘the poem that the girl has written’
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c.

d.

e.
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inherent
The girl’s teacher
‘the person who is the teacher of the girl’
part-whole
The girl’s nose
‘the nose which is part of the girl’
control
The girl’s car
‘the car which the girl has at her disposal’
typical-use
The girl’s favorite chair
‘the chair which the girl likes best to sit in’

In the current framework these relations are variously encoded in Ref2 ’s argument structure (the
inherent relation), in its qualia structure (the CONSTITUTIVE, AGENTIVE, and TELIC quale encode
the part-whole, agentive, and typical-use relations respectively), or within one of the type shifting
operators (the control relation). We have also seen that overt have can express at least some of the
same relations. The next step is to systematically compare which of these lexical relations can be
conveyed by various overt- and null-have constructions.
Overt have can express all of these lexical relations. The typical-use relation is clearest in a simple
past.
(40)

have
agentive | inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
a. agentive
The girl has a new poem
‘the girl has written the poem’
b. inherent
The girl has a teacher
‘the person is the teacher of the girl’
c. part-whole
The girl has nose
‘the nose is part of the girl’
d. control
The girl has car
‘the girl has the car at her disposal’
e. typical-use
The girl had a cookie
‘the girl ate a cookie’
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The HAVE that has been proposed for double-object constructions like get can express the inherent,
part-whole, and control relations, but does not appear to be able to express the agentive or typicaluse relations.
(41)

get HAVE
(DO)
agentive | inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
a. agentive
The girl got a new poem
#‘someone caused the poem to have been written’
b. inherent
The girl got a teacher
‘someone caused the person to be the teacher of the girl’
c. part-whole
The girl got a (new) nose
‘someone caused the nose to be part of the girl’
d. control
The girl got a car
‘someone caused the car to be at the girl’s disposal’
e. typical-use
The girl got a cookie
#‘someone caused the cookie to be eaten by the girl’

The HAVE that occurs with want can express the same relations as overt have except the agentive
relation.
(42)

want HAVE (want-type ITVs) agentive | inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
a. agentive
The girl wants a poem
#‘wants to {create/have created} her poem’
b. inherent
The girl wants a teacher
‘wants to be in a teacher-student relation’
c. part-whole
The girl wants a (new) nose
‘wants the nose to be part of her’
d. control
The girl wants a car
‘wants a car to be at her disposal’
e. typical-use
The girl wants a cookie
‘wants to eat a cookie’
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The evaluative verb like is more restricted in only expressing the typical-use relation. To be sure
that these cases of like occur with a HAVE clause we restrict ourselves to cases with indefinite
objects that are understood to be non-specific.
(43)

like HAVE
(evaluative)
agentive | inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
a. agentive
The girl likes a poem in the evenings
#‘likes creating/having created her poem’
b.

c.

d.

e.

inherent
The girl likes a teacher when she’s stumped
#‘likes being in a teacher-student relation’
part-whole
The girl likes a (new) nose every so often
#‘likes the nose being part of her’
control
The girl likes a car when she has errands to run
#‘likes having a car at her disposal’
typical-use
The girl likes a cookie after dinner
‘likes eating a cookie’

These data show that overt have is capable of expressing the lexical relations identified by Vikner
and Jensen for the English genitive. Putting aside the agentive relationship for a moment, we see
a split between the three covert HAVE constructions. Want-type ITVs are able to express all the
remaining lexical relations but the double-object and evaluative constructions are more restricted.
The latter two cases are restricted in a complementary fashion: evaluatives can only express the
typical-use relation while double-objects can express all but that relation. This is reflected in (44).

(44)

want-type ITVs
double-object constructions
evaluatives

inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use

We speculate that the agentive relation is unavailable in these covert HAVE constructions because
they convey a displacement between Ref1 and Ref2 . This is clearest in want which is infelicitous
if Ref1 currently controls Ref2 . This displacement is incompatible with agentivity, which requires
some span of time, the creation period, in which Ref1 controls at least an early stage of Ref2 .
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As a last point, note that the typical-use relation, which differentiates evaluative and double-object
constructions, is expressed through the TELIC quale. This will be exploited in the following section.
4. Denotations for have and HAVE
In this section we develop denotations for the various forms of overt and null have discussed here.
These denotation will provide the contrast represented in (44), as well as explaining seeminglyindependent aspectual contrasts.
Following the discussion in the previous section, we propose that have takes a relation (supplied
by the object, Ref2 ) and an individual and returns a truth value.
(45)

JhaveK = λRhehetii λye .∃x.R(y)(x)

The relation R may be one of the lexical relations (inherent, part-whole, control, typical-use) or,
with a sufficiently supporting context, it may be a pragmatically supplied relation. We can see how
this works with the example in (46). Here a type-shifting function, Ctr(W) in this case, takes the
sortal noun car and returns a relational meaning such that it can compose with have.4,5
(46)

JJohn has a carK =
∃x.car′ (x) & control′ (x)(john)
JJohnK =
john

Jhas a carK =
λye .∃x.car′ (x) & control′ (x)(y)

JhasK =
λRhehetii λye .∃x.R(y)(x)

Ctr(car) =
λye .λxe .car′ (x) & control′ (x)(y)

Ctr =
Ja carK =
λW.λy.λx.W ′ (x) & control′ (x)(y) λxe .car′ (x)
Note that among the lexical relations, all are stative except the typical-use relation (which is en4

Note that the argument structure of car only takes a single argument which will lead to a type mismatch with have
unless a type-shift is applied.
5
For simplicity we treat the indefinite article as vacuous.
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coded via the TELIC quale). Furthermore, note that for nouns that have a TELIC quale, both control
and typical-use relations are available but are dependent on tense/aspect.6
(47)

a.
b.
c.

Sandra is having a cookie
Sandra has a cookie
Sandra had a cookie

* control, Xtypical-use
Xcontrol, * typical-use
Xcontrol, Xtypical-use

To account for this, we propose that the TELIC quale, unlike other qualia, has a time-interval
argument. For us this means that it has the type hehehstiii. This proposal has its roots in Davidson’s
(1967) idea that what distinguishes stative verbs from eventive verbs is that they lack an event
argument. Our lexical entry for cookie demonstrates this in (48).
(48)

cookie
Argument structure: λxe .cookie′ (x)
Qualia structure:
TELIC : λxe .λye .λis .eat′ (x)(y) at i

← typical-use

And accordingly, we will assume the following revised telic type-shift.
(49)

Te(W) = λy.λx.λi.W ′ (x) & QT (W )(x)(y)(i)

The difference in argument structure between the TELIC quale and other qualia is reflected in have
itself. We propose that have takes one of two forms, given in (50). The stative form combines
with a relation of type hehetii, whereas the telic form combines with a time-bound relation of type
hehehstiii.
(50)

a.
b.

Jhavestative K = λRhehetii λye .∃x.R(y)(x)
Jhavetelic K = λRhehehstiii λye .λis .∃x.R(y)(x)(i)

= (45)

The pattern in (47) and the introduction of time-intervals into our semantics requires us to make
some assumptions about tense and aspect. We will further use these assumptions to motivate
the interpretation of evaluatives. The denotations in (51a)–(51b) implement standard assumptions
about aspectual heads (cf. Kratzer, 1998). We further require that evaluation be relativized to a time
parameter t. These aspectual heads combine with the entries for have in (50) to yield empirical
6

The typical-use reading in the progressive is only available for ‘consumable’ nouns, e.g. cookie, not car (*Sandra
is having a car).
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patterns in (47).
(51)

Aspectual heads:
a. JprogKt = λPhsti .∃is .P (i) & t ⊆ i
b. JpresKt = λpt .p at t
c. JpastKt = λPhsti .∃is .P (i) & i < t
-or= λpt .∃is .p holds at i & i < t

The derivation of the sentences in (47) is given below. (52) gives the derivation up until the aspectual head, which is added in (53)-(55). The result nicely matches the judgments in (47).
Jhavestative Kt (Ctr(cookie))(JSandraKt ) = ∃x.cookie′ (x) & control′ (x)(sandra)
Jhavetelic Kt (T e(cookie))(JSandraKt ) = λis .∃x.cookie′ (x) & eat′ (x)(sandra) at i

(52)

a.
b.

(53)

* Stative under progressive: JprogKt (Jhavestative Kt (Ctr(cookie))(JSandraKt )) =
[λPhsti .∃is .P (i) & t ⊆ i](∃x.cookie′ (x) & control′ (x)(sandra)) ← type conflict!
X Telic under progressive: JprogKt (Jhavetelic Kt (T e(cookie))(JSandraKt ))
= ∃is .∃x.cookie′ (x) & eat′ (x)(sandra) at i & t ⊆ i

(54)

X Stative under present: JpresKt (Jhavestative Kt (Ctr(cookie))(JSandraKt ))
= ∃x.cookie′ (x) & control′ (x)(sandra) at t
* Telic under present: JpresKt (Jhavetelic Kt (T e(cookie))(JSandraKt ))
= [λpt .p at t](λi′s .∃x.cookie′ (x) & eat′ (x)(sandra) at i′ ) ← type conflict!

(55)

X Stative under past
JpastKt (Jhavestative Kt (Ctr(cookie))(JSandraKt ))
= ∃x.cookie′ (x) & control′ (x)(sandra) holds at i & i < t
X Telic under past
JpastKt (Jhavetelic Kt (T e(cookie))(JSandraKt ))
= ∃is .∃x.cookie′ (x) & eat′ (x)(sandra) at i & i < t

Furthermore, consider evaluative like with temporal modification, as in Sandra likes a cookie after
dinner. This analysis predicts that such modification would force the use of the havetelic to accommodate the modifier’s temporal argument. And, as shown in Section 3.3, the typical-use relation
(provided by the telic relation) is the only available reading.
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5. Conclusion
Supporting Marušič and Žaucer (2006), we argue that not all phonologically-null have-causes
are alike. We maintain the distinction between want-type ITVs (which take a verbal HAVE) and
double-object constructions (which take a prepositional HAVE), and in Section 2 we argue that
evaluatives pattern like want-type ITVs.
We maintained that the two-null-verb account for want-type ITVs proposed in Marušič and Žaucer
(2006), where we distinguished verbal havestative and havetelic , and we propose the existence of
similar prepositional forms, prepositional havestative and havetelic . Based on the available semantic
relations, summarized in (44), we argue for the distinctions in (56): overt have can appear as
either prepositional havestative or havetelic (allows all relations), double-object constructions select
prepositional havestative only (lack typical-use relation), want-type ITVs select verbal havestative
and havetelic (allow all relations), and evaluatives select verbal havetelic only (lack control, etc.
relations).

(44)

have
want-type ITVs
double-object constructions
evaluatives

inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use
inherent | part-whole | control | typical-use

(56)
This analysis of have and have-clause-taking predicates explains not only the behaviors summarized in (25) and (44). We also saw that, in assigning the TELIC quale a time-interval argument,
it allows us to explain the distribution of semantic relations under different aspectual heads, as in
(47).
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